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PREFACE
The 21St EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics was
organized on behalf of the European Physical Society (EPS) by "Association
EURATOM—CEA sur la Fusion". Following the guidelines of the EPS Plasma

Physics Division, the 1994 Conference included topics from other
areas of

plasma physics in addition to fusion research (topics 9 to 14).
This year the Board of the EPS Plasma Physics Division agreed to an
important change in the arrangements for contributed papers. The
Proceedings were printed after the meeting allowing a later submission
date for the abstracts and giving authors the opportunity to include latest
results in the four-page papers. Because of this new arrangement, the
authors of contributed papers were requested to hand in the four—page
papers to the Conference Secretariat during the conference.
According to the EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the
Conference Proceedings contain the four-page papers of all those

contributions

for

which

at

least

one

author

was

registered

at

the

Conference. There are 383 papers which satisfy this qualification. The three
volumes of the Proceedings will be mailed to all registered participants of
the Conference.
The papers of the 9 review lectures and 18 topical lectures will be
published in a special issue of "Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion",
which will also be mailed to the participants.

Cadarache, July 1994
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A THEORY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF CHANGES TO CONFINEMENT
J.P. Christiansen
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3EA, U.K

1.

INTRODUCTION
A heat pulse triggered by a sawtooth near q“, = 1 surface propagates on a msec.

timescale towards the edge in TFTR [1, 4] and JET [2, 3]. A cold pulse triggered by impurity
injection propagates towards the q“, = 1 surface on a msec. timescale towards the q“, = 1
surface in TFTR [5]. The transitions from L to H and H to L-mode conﬁnement propagate
inwards on 21 msec. timescale in JET [6]. If a diffusive process is invoked to explain these
phenomena then it requires a heat diffusivity x which initially, in the ballistic phase [4], is
one order of magnitude larger than the steady state value inferred from a power balance
calculation. In the case of the rapid L to H transition [6] this implies that the relative change

Ax / x initially is of order + 10 and then has to relax towards — V2-

The omnipresence of "some global mode" could be invoked to explain these rapid

changes; such "a global mode" would switch on—off during the L to H transitions; however,

heat pulses produced by sawteeth propagate at similar speeds in ohmic, L-mode and H—mode

plasmas. At present no conventional theory can explain the rapid changes to conﬁnement;

conventional theory means in this context a theory which assumes that the rapid changes

occur via diffusive processes. A recent study on TFTR [4] concludes that the inital phases of
the heat pulse propagation is non-diffusive.

,

A physics model is being developed in an attempt to describe rapid changes to
Conﬁnement. -'I‘he work is divided into three pans: i) the derivation of a fluid model based

on kinetic drifts; ii) a study of the linearized response from these drift—kinetic fluid equations

to a perturbation; iii) the evaluation of the characteristic propagation speed of a ﬁnite
amplitude perturbation through a toroidally confined plasma with varying shear and

collisionality. This paper will summarise Part I and outline a simpliﬁed approach to Part III.

The initial simplification made is to employ a spectral representation of a temperature

perturbation T; i.e. T varies as eiﬂ, and then to apply standard approximations of weak

turbulence theory. Work in progress replaces the spectral representation by a statistics based
description.
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2,

FLUID EQUATIONS FOR TEMPERATURE ANISOTROPY BASED ON
KINETIC DRIFTS

The Boltzmann equation is used to derive equations for velocity moments M of the
distribution function f (y) for plasma particles of mass m, velocity 1, and charge Ze in a
magnetic ﬁeld E and electric ﬁeld E. Four moment equations are derived with M = l, mv,
mu, mm for respectively density n, momentum mu, pressure tensor 2 and heat flow

tensor _Q_

The ﬁfth moment enters the equation for 9 and formal closure of the four

equations is obtained by reducing the moment mﬂyy into products (my) (u) of dyadics.
The four moment equations include on the RHS terms describing collisions between ions and
electrons (ei) and between ions, electrons and an external source. The former leads via the

collision operator Cei to respectively for the four moments; 0, 3‘, EC, 9‘. The external

source leads to respectively: a source rate S, directional momentum Sl, power transfer
sg, collisional heat ﬂow tensor _8_. The external source can represent: i) low energy
Frank-Condom neutral atoms undergoing charge-exchange in the edge, ii) neutrals being
ionized, iii) neutral beam injection, iv) ICRF accelerated minority ions residing in the
plasma. For any such source a separate calculation of S. Q, g, Q must be made. This is

done in computer codes like TRANSP.
The derived equations for the anisotropic temperatures T” and Ti and density n are

an + gF-Vn+n E—‘-VTH+[H—B—g£]-VT
‘

(Tu

Tr

Tu

'L

T
+ n (1—4]
QI+QE=C (1)
Tu

atlTll
+ (QF+H("))‘V1
TH+TIIHK'E'i
'iTll—Ti) Ql‘l'Tllm = 1C»
2
2
n
2

(2)

atTJ. + u F w”) -VT .L +T J. u B —L‘~u
Tl
K .ﬁn
n
J. r2 U +QE+ru =c.
.L

(3)

The advective ﬂuid velocities, up, um), 2(1) contain E x g drift, curvature drift ux,

VB drift B, but not diamagnetic and collisional drifts The inverse time scales 9“, QB, 00 in

(1 — 3) do not contain Vn, VTI, VTi and the RHS terms denote the collisional effects. Eqs.
(1 - 3) are coupled non-linear hyperbolic equations and they show that diamagnetic drifts do
not transport plasma or energy. In this drift kinetic formulation magnetic curvature 5,
V xb and VB can maintain anisotropy.
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3.

SIMPLIFIED TURBULENT TRANSPORT
In a toroidal conﬁguration the stochastic nature of drift motion continuously generates

ﬂuctuations TL. Tu, ti on each magnetic surface. The advection of it etc. and collisions
will attempt to isothermalize (31;. —)0) each surface as described by Eqs. (1 - 3). The

isothermalization rates B‘Tn etc. arise from drifts in three directions labelled [3 (along 5) p

(diamagnetic direction) and x (normal to a surface); the rate in the parallel directions is faster
than in the other directions. BLT" therefore depends strongly on the mode rationality
numbers (W! = m/n) of a surface. In a tokamak these numbers have a rapid x variation. In

the (x, p.) plane a disturbance Tj induced on a field line j will propagate faster in the p.

direction (via parallel ﬂows and i drifts) than in the x direction (via l drifts).

The

displacement of a ﬁeld line [12 after one toroidal turn is
21:

u2= i 1 ﬂ
111

0

(4)

13¢

while the maximum displacement of a particle from a magnetic surface Ax ~ ape (Lannor
radius in poloidal ﬁeld). Since in (it) differs strongly from p2 (x + Ax) the flow pattern
associated with the disturbance T3 at it becomes decorrelated from that at x + Ax after one
toroidal transit time. The linear contributions to BIT, EF - VT + EF -VT, will average out

quickly and transport in the model presented will arise from the non-linear term Q}: - VT. An
assessment of the random spatial displacements A of energy (or T) are described by the

evolution of the velocity correlation tensor

g = (M) Mm» = gg (To) ram)

(5)

where 1; contains the magnetic curvature 5 and VB vectors. The non—linear solution for the
temperature correlation function CT is obtained from Eqs. (1 - 3) with the following

simpliﬁcations:

ft = 0, Ti = T" = T, C = CII = Cl = Q“ = 95 = a) = o, and it involves

calculating the evolution of harmonics in an assumed spectral representation
I4"

T = Eight, Mm) = Tk(t)eP', rang-5 {Tuner
k

(6)

t

The propagator Pk describes the probability that the entire history T(t)—)T(t+t) takes
place. From stochastic theory the expectation value of Pk is the following variance
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E{Pt}=[(i_-1§)2 20d” , 09%} ic. at. dtz.
The resulting equation for Q]- has the first integral
2
%[%)

:JJJSk

(1_e‘(E‘k)e)

(7)

dk

where Sk = (Tk2(to)> represents a stationary fluctuation spectrum. The immediate response
to a disturbance (small I) shows advective or wavelike transport with a propagation speed

2

obtained
gpmp =g(Sk)

from
x

expanding

-2
2 1/2
= y_,_-(Tk /T ) .

(7)

2(%(AA)K) = EMS, d5

or

.
_
.
.
.
.
This means that the disturbance in this Simpliﬁed

model propagates with the fluid drift velocity (appropriately scaled) independent of the
nature or origin of the ﬂuctuations. In a more complex model the propagation speed derived

from Eqs. (1-3) will depend on (f1: /n2),<'1"2Lk /Ti>,<Tﬁk /Tﬁ).

Experimental

observations show fluctuation levels to be largest at the edge while the drift velocities
themselves are largest at the centre.

4.

SUMMARY

A drift kinetic ﬂuid model has been developed. It shows that diamagnetic drifts do
not contibute to transport of plasma and energy (no entropy generation). Application of the

model to a simpliﬁed description of plasma turbulence shows that disturbances, such as heatcold pulses, L to H transitions, all can propagate with the ﬂuid advective drift velocity

irrespective of the nature of these disturbances.
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The Impact of Sawtooth Effects on the Prospects

for Ignition
M F Turner and J W Connor
UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Ozon, 0X14 3DB, UK

‘ (UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

1

Introduction

in order to assess the limits on plasma current or the need for sawtooth avoidance or
control activities in a fusion ignition device, it is important to understand the impact of
sawteeth on the ignition margin. In the absence of a fully convincing theoretical model
for predicting the energy conﬁnement capability of proposed ignition devices: such as
ITER much reliance is placed on empirical scaling laws. These empirical scaling laws are
derived from a database which is limited to safety factor values q¢ 2 3.1 so that sawteeth
effects are not excessive. Operating at higher current could exploit the beneﬁcial trends
suggested by the scaling laws. It is important to assess whether the increased sawteeth
effects that can be expected in association with the higher current, would degrade TE
sufﬁciently to offset the promised gain. The work described here studies the effect which
the presence of sawteeth may have on the location of the ignition boundary in n—T space.
Clearly the seriousness of the effect will be dependent upon the nature of the sawtooth
characteristics; in particular the period of the sawtooth (73“,) will be important. In the

absence of a full understanding of how the sawtooth period may be accurately predicted,
a range of values has been studied. Other sawtooth properties which have been explored
are different positions of the mixing radius (r,,.) with respect to the q = 1 surface and
the possibility that energetic err-particles may be ejected from the plasma centre during
the sawtooth crash period. The investigations have been carried out using the TRINEX
time-dependent transport code.

2

The Simulation Model

The 1%D TRINEX code computes a self consistent evolution of toroidal and poloidal
magnetic ﬁelds and plasma equilibrium. Shape is determined using an expansion in
inverse aspect ratio, ellipticity and triangularity as a function of evolving pressure and
q profiles. Neoclassical resistivity and bootstrap current are included. The electron
density proﬁle is ﬁxed and determined from the initial main ion density proﬁle, which

is given by [n.- = n=;(0.1 + 0.9(1 — (r/a)2)"")]7 plus the effect of impurities. Ion density
dilution due to Helium ash and other impurities is included. The a—particle heating
model takes account of ﬁnite o-particle orbits and slowing down time. Since the objective
is to provide a generic set of results, this assessment of sawtooth effects is carried out}
against a background of otherwise stationary plasma confinement properties: ie. a simple

background energy transport model is used, (ﬂex: : Ii and Xi = X: = 0.4m'13“1); no
radiation other than Bremsstrahlung is considered and the Helium ash fraction is ﬁxed
at a predetermined level (5%).

3

Sawtooth Model

The TRINEX code models the effect of the sawtooth instability by enhancing the thermal
diffusivity x, within a mixing radius rm, to a large value x,” for a short interval Tc to
produce each sawtooth crash. rm is linked in a ﬁxed ratio to the computed position of the
(1 : 1 surface. The sawtooth period rm“, is ﬁxed but the crash is only triggered if go is less
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than a prescribed critical value qc (set at 0.8 for this study). Pris—determined values of Tc,
rm“, and qt are ﬁxed for each simulation run. Also introduced during the interval Tc is an
anomalous resistivity r],I of sufﬁcient magnitude to return qo to qc. There is an option to
allow the sawtooth crash to result in the prompt loss to the wall of 50% of or- articles.
The enhanced sawtooth transport is given the radial profilez- x,“ = XI (1 — f:) where
x] is taken to be a. large multiple of X0-

The temperature proﬁle is assumed to be ﬂattened within the mixing radius at the time
of the sawtooth crash; this places a lower bound on X1. It must be sufﬁciently large
to produce a thorough mixing of the plasma within the mixing radius (rm) during the
crash time (Tc), ie. X1 > rfn/Tc. In trials with the TRINEX code it has been found
that X1 : vii/Tc represents an approximate lower bound and the results are then largely
independent of the choice of sawtooth crash time TC.

4

Chosen Parameters

The geometry of the proposed EDA version of ITER was chosen, ie: Plasma Current (IF)
= 25MA; Major Radius (Rm): 7.75m; Minor Radius (a) = 2.8m and Toroidal Field on

axis (BM) = 6T. Impurity levels were set at 1.0% Carbon and 0.05% Nickel, giving a
Zeff ~ 1.7, including the effect of 5% He. The investigations were carried out over a
range of sawtooth periods (now), with and without ejection of energetic a-particles at
the time of the sawtooth crash. The eﬂ'ect of varying the ratio rm/rF] was explored by
the choice of two values: rm/rF, :10 and rm/rq=1 = 1.4.

5

Ignition Criterion

In each TRINEX simulation run, the plasma was initialised in some nominal low energy
state and then provided with additional heating at an appropriate level until the rate of
increase of plasma energy exceeded the total input power (ohmic + auxiliary); this was
taken to be the ignition point. In order to ascertain the exact values of plasma parameters at the ignition point a stationary marginally ignited state needs to be generated.
This was achieved by suitable adjustment of a small amount of supplementary heating.
Plasma conditions at the second (high temperature) marginally ignited state were also
investigated. This second point is stable and was simulated by removing the bum control
and allowing the plasma to heat up until a steady state was reached. It was only possible
to explore this state at low density due to the limitations on ﬂ for the TRINEX code.
Plasma parameters recorded at the ignition points were: the volume averaged tempera
ture, < T > (which, except in the case of very severe sawtooth conditions at the high
temperature ignited states, remained steady - not responding to the sawtooth oscillation);
the time averaged (Dc-particle heating, E; the global energy confinement time, T5.

6

Results

Fig.1(a—d) presents contour plots of the ignition boundaries in the < T.- >—< nC > plane
for different values of Tgo/Tww (where TED = global energy conﬁnement time without
sawteeth. Each of the 4 plots depicts various combinations of the rm/rq___1 ratio and
ejection or not of a-particles at the sawtooth crash. The low density parts of these
contours are shown dotted to indicate that speciﬁc results were not obtained in that
region. The high temperature results should also be treated with some caution, being
obtained at the limits of operation of the TRINEX code. In the least severe case (rm :
rq=1 with no o-particle ejection), which is depicted in Fig.1(a), the presence of sawteeth
having Tm” z TE requires an increase in < T.- > of between 5% and 25%, depending on
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density. The minimum density required for ignition is < ne >~"¢ 0.32 102°m’3 which is not
signiﬁcantly affected by the presence of sawteeth. In the most severe case (rm : 1.4rq=1
with 50% a—particle ejection at the sawtooth crash) which is depicted in Fig.1(d), the
presence of sawteeth having 1-,“, R 7'3 causes the minimum density required for ignition
to increase to < nE >2: 0.46 102°m‘3. The ejection of car-particles is mostly responsible
for this rise
which is due to the long slowing
down time (13) of the o—particles
(:5

at the lower density (2 1.53 at

”0 "4)

< 71c >2 0.5 10mm'3); in this
case the or- power production has
insufﬁcient time to recover before
the onset of the next sawtooth
crash. At higher densities, the
shorter slowing down time causes
the ejection of a-particles to have
little signiﬁcant effect. The plots
also show contours of mean orpower production (Fa). These
contours indicate that the presence of sawteeth may require a
significant increase in the Pa, required to reach the marginally ignited state. Fig.2 shows plots of
the conﬁnement time degradation
against Tao/7,”, for the two cases
of most severe and least severe
sawtoothing conditions, at various densities.
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Conclusions

'

The extent to which the presence of sawteeth may aﬂ'ect the location of the ignition
boundary in < n > — < T > space has been investigated. The result is seen to depend
on sawtooth period, plasma density and the prescription for the position of the mixing
radius with respect to the position of the q = 1 surface. A signiﬁcant effect is observed
under the conditions of 7,“, 2 TE and Tm = 13:1 which may be a plausible scenario.

The ejection of high energy particles at the time of the sawtooth crash is seen to be of
importance only if T,” approaches the slowing down time of the a-particles. A further

consequence of the sawteeth is that higher Pa is required to achieve ignition. In practice
this may lead to a further degradation of TE and the requirement for a higher current, or
even a larger machine, to provide a compensating improvement in background transport.
Higher densities need to be explored in order to completely map out both the unstable
and stable branches of the ignition curve. Different currents and the extent to which the
results are dependent upon background transport and the treatment of the Helium ash
need to be investigated.
Acknowledgement:
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Prospects for improved confinement in hot plasmas.
V.Roz.hansky * & MW
Alfven Lab., Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, 10044, Sweden

A hot edge in the banana regime is addressed. It is demonstrated that a radial electric ﬁeld
differs from the neoclassical value in a hot plasma due to the strongly reduced
neoclassical parallel viscosity. The focus is on the anomalous transport of the toroidal
momentum Equations for detcmrining the poloidal ﬂow and radial electric ﬁeld proﬁles
self - consistently in the banana regime are given. It is shown that for v * << 1, the

electric ﬁeld proﬁle varies signiﬁcantly within the scale Ln = (dln n/dr) '1 at the
edgefl'herefore, the resulting proﬁle may obtain a large shear, which is beneﬁcial for
improved conﬁnement, provided a steep density gradient emerges at the edge.
I. Introduction.

Recently, novel regimes with improved conﬁnement (VH regime, High - B H — mode
etc.) have been demonstrated on D111 - D, JET and JT - 60 . The transport arrier
region, where conﬁnement is signiﬁcantly improved, broadens signiﬁcantly as compared
to the reference H - regime. Although a complete, quantitative theory of the regimes with
improved conﬁnement does not yet exist, combined theoretical and experimental work
has merged into a paradigm that a highly sheared E X B flow in the plasma edge can lead
to better conﬁnement through decorrelation of the ﬂuctuations, decreased radial
correlation lengths, and reduced turbulent tranSport [1]. Yet, the fundamental question
remains of how the crucial electric ﬁeld shear can be created.

Here, the focus is on the anomalous radial transport of the toroidal momentum, which is
borne out by numerous experiments. Since the edge is in the banana regime during a high
performance, this transport is shown to differ dramatically in the banana and the plateau
regimes [2, 3]. The profiles of the electric ﬁeld and the poloidal and the toroidal
rotations are obtained self- consistenly in the banana regime. This model extends the
theory shown to yield both the proﬁle of the electric ﬁeld in the H -regime and the cross —
ﬁeld conductivity in experiments with biased electrode in the plateau regime [2,3].

In order to contrast the plateau and the banana regimes, we start from the case when v*
>1. Employing the ﬂux surface average momentum balance reading
du-

nmid—t‘ = j x B ~7Vp - (v-ni) (NEG) - (pl + F

(1)

In Eq.(1) the convective derivitive (ui -V) takes into account the anomalous transport of

momentum across ﬁeld lines deﬁned by ur(A). It is assumed to be ambipolar urm) = -

dr , where D is the same for electrons and ions. The v15cosrty originates from two

parts both the neoclassical parallel viscosity and the anomalous perpendicular viscosity.
The external force F is caused by an unbalanced neutral beam injection.

For simplicity, the tokamak geometry with circular cross - sections and large aspect ratio

B = B0(e¢ + See) / (1+ 8 cose)
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where e = r/R and G = BGIBQ) is the ratio of the poloidal to the toroidal magnetic ﬁelds.
The radial dependence of the parallel ion velocity yields the anomalous viscosity

(Vii )(

AN_la

)_r3_(r
I

alli H
W)
r

(2)

Here, 11 is the coefﬁcient of the anomalous perpendicular viscosity given by the estimate
Tl = - min. Employing parallel and the toroidal components, one obtains

du<B 'nmi d—tl> =— <B 'V'ni > (NEG) - <B'V'1ri > (AN) + F

2 ““113 .dﬂ _B2

59v ni>
B0<§f¢dt>_0<82

(AN) + F

(3)

4
()

B
In Eq.(4) it has been taken into account that < jr > = 0 and <13? 'V - ni > (NEG) = 0.
Here, we assume that the toroidal rotation velocity is subsonic thereby neglecting poloidal
variations of plasma density and potential within a magnetic surface.
Thus, the continuity equation is

i [ (l + Ecose) uie] = 0

(5)

yielding the velocity of poloidal rotation as

__

“ie

const.
1+ secs 9

__

“8
1+ EcosB

(6)

where “6 = < (l + goose) “i9 > is the ﬂux surface average of the poloidal rotation.

Using the well — known expression obtained from the radial component of the
momentum balance
“i6 = V0 + upi + O um)

(7)

w h ere V—
0 — - 5'th
B 15 e polor'dal rotation
' ve 1'
oc1ty m
' the E X Bt‘ld
1e 3, “pi ——1dpi'1h
‘eBn 315 e
velocity of the diamagnetic drift. Combining Eqs.(6 &7) and accounting for the poloidal
dependence of V0 and "pi . one obtains to the highest order of e

um, = ( - 2:] cos 13 +1.5 891 - 22 9'1 00529) (1 + secs 9) '2 (v0 + upi)
+Q (1 + ecose) ‘1

(8)
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where q = $19 is the safety factor and at = < (l + ecose) um) > is the ﬂux surface
average of toroidal rotation.

Substituting Eq.(8) into Eqs. (3 & 4) one obtains

rtmiBO %[u—¢+9(l+2q2)(vo+upi)+82 $1—

B
_
_
-TO%{m
%[u¢+6
(l+2q2)(V0+upi)+52u¢]}
=-<B‘V'1ti>(NEO)+F (9)
du—

du—

maf‘iimaqﬂ"

(10)

Eqs.(9 &. 10) yield the proﬁles of the flux surface average toroidal rotation “71v the elecnic
ﬁeld V0 and the ﬂux surface average poloidal rotation “9 in the plateau regime.

H. Banana regime.
Now we will show that the anomalous inertia and viscosity are signiﬁcantly ampliﬁed in
the banana regime compared to the plateau. Considering the contributions of banana
orbits on either side of r. the trapped ion flow emerges [4]. A steady state requires that
momentum gained by the trapped ions in the process of collisional napping is removed
by collisional detrapping. Thus, by identifying the mean ion ﬂow with the untrapped ion
ﬂow and employing a reference frame moving in the toroidal direction with velocity

cEr lBe, one obtains an additional signiﬁcant parallel ﬂux Van(V0/6 + “pi/9) owing to
the banana ions. Furthermore, it has been shown by us before [2&3] that this largest
parallel ﬂow results in the enhanced anomalous inertia and viscosity yielding the
following equation instead of Eq.(9). Accounting for the average toroidal rotation a), one
obtains

nmiVsBod

—

d —

2

2*

Td—rwo’r‘i’reuqa“ ”miBO aiu¢+90+2q WNW)” Uta] '
Boa
d_®
V
Bod
'Taimah’qﬁ 122
(+ q H own)” 2—
“<19 ' TgtmdA—V
rﬂuw 0+
upi) \[e (9‘1 a] )= - < B 'V'ni >(NEO) + F

(11)

In other words, the dominant radial ﬂux of banana particles results from the combined ,
effect of an anomalous transport in a spatially varying electric ﬁeld (see Fig. 2 and
Section VII in [3]). Analogously to the "Ware pinch", the similar effect emerges due to
the force F. Hence. the a is included in Eq.(11). Given neoclassical parallel viscosity

of ions as a function of the poloidal rotation velocity “9' reading forl "6 I << 9C3

< B 'V‘m > (NEG) =

1

LNEnmiviBo ,
G)

(ue . 1190350))

_

(12)
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dT~
where ue (NEG) = EBB- El

Eq_(11) yields the following equation exemplifying the impact of the trapped particles on
the poloidal rotation , thereby affecting a proﬁle of the radial electric ﬁeld

“1"n d

483 d

d

1.1‘am-v-B

'Taiaue TTOEWEUB P‘elﬂ (“e-"9M0“ (13)
Eq.(l3) in combination with the well known ﬂux surface averaged radial momentum

balance

U6=V0+upi+etl¢

yields the following conclusions. Two typical length scales emerge in the banana regime
u
depending on the collisionality Vi' The ﬁrst is Lue = r
z—,whereLn= (%

Vi

Vi

)‘1 provided v * = 1. In contrast, Lue = Ln when v* <<l and Lu2 << 2 Le. the poloidal
v.
1
rotation is reduced to zero within the scale Ln' Neglecting the neoclassical viscosity and
employing ur(A) = - Dlnn one obtains the equation for the poloidal rotation proﬁle

dV9_ const
d1

(14)

nl + 'y

In summary, Eq.(l4) yields the poloidal rotation proﬁle decreasing to zero inwards
from a separatrix within the length scale of the order Ln‘ It may be either positive or

negative. For a given “pi and u_¢, Eq.(14) also yields the radial electric ﬁeld proﬁle V0
because V6 = 0 for r < a - Ln‘ A constant in Eq.(14) is determined by the density profile
on the separatrix. Indeed, if the u i dominates, it governs the electric ﬁeld there. In

conclusion, variations of poloidal rotation and electric ﬁeld proﬁles occur within Ln and
not within the " squeezed" banana width due to radial electric ﬁeld shear. The signiﬁcance
of the ﬁrst two terms at the LH Side of Eq.(l3) as opposed to neoclassical viscosity
appears to yield steep proﬁles of poloidal rotation velocity typical at the very edge for the
H regime where u ~ 0. Yet, the impact of terms at the R.H.Side due to a proﬁle in
toroidal rotation may be more dramatic deeper in a tokamak thereby bringing about the
high - shear electric ﬁeld in the plasma outer region.

* Permanent address : SLPetersburg Technical University, SLPetersburg, Russia
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Global Thermal Transport and
Indications from the Alcator C-Mod Experiment*
B. Coppi, L.E. Sugiyama, M. Greenwald, W. Daughton,
A. Hubbard, J. Irby, C. Fiore, T. Luke, J. Rice, E. Marmar, S. Wolfe, R. Granetz
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA USA 02139—4307

1. INTRODUCTION
High ﬁeld, compact experiments have a well demonstrated ability to produce a relatively large
variety of regimes, that include plasmas with a high degree of purity as well as record values
of the conﬁnement parameter 1171.3. The early operation of the Alcator C-Mod machine [1] has
indicated that clean ohmic plasmas can reliably achieve, at low and moderate densities, con—

ﬁnement times that exceed those expected from the so—called ‘neo—Alcator7 scaling [2], where
the energy conﬁnement time improves with density, TgA ': 0.0m520qR2a. The Alcator CMod experiment has a naturally large “dynamic range” in density at a given plasma current

I, because of the extreme purity of the produced plasmas. Taking advantage of this feature,

it has been possible to identify a variation of the energy conﬁnement time with plasma current throughout its present range of operation. Speciﬁcally, the neo—Alcator values of T5 are

exceeded at the lower densities. A regime, where TE increases with 1,, and is greater than 1,2!"
by a factor of at least two at low density, has also been identiﬁed recently [3] in boronized

ohmic plasmas in the Tuman—3 experiment. In order to understand the origin of this result and
to addr$s the problem of the intrinsic couplin

of the plasma density and current, we have

undertaken a detailed numerical simulation of t e Alcator C—Mod ohmic data. We have iden-

tiﬁed a type of thermal diffusion coefﬁcient that reproduces, with considerable accuracy, the
observed electron temperature proﬁle, the toroidal loop voltage, and the energy conﬁnement
time.

11. ELECTRON THERMAL TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT
To clarify our ar ment, we refer to a large aspect ratio, toroidal conﬁguration with a circular
cross section an consider the electron thermal energy balance equation in which the electron
thermal conductivity is the main form of power loss,

1 d
EIIJII : A~——(rnD th dTe
d1" ).
rdr

Therefore, the form of the diffusion coefﬁcient Di“ that would lead to a temperature proﬁle
Tc 2 Tu, exp(—oTr2/az), where GT is a. weak function of rz/az, can be written as
Dth ~

e h

81/”

1(7‘)

2(21r)2TC(T)

0'2

(1)

en('r) LITTZR’

where V“ is the loop voltage that is independent of r, I(r) = 21r for J”(1-’)r’ dr’. The CoppiMazzucatoGriiber DCMG diffusion coefﬁcient [4,5 complies with the form (1) and with the

observation that in all ohmic heating experiments II has a nearly constant canonical value. In

the Alcator C—Mod discharges, V“ ~ 1 volt. Since under stationary conditions, V“ is indepen—
dent of r, a speciﬁc expression of Dﬁ" is obtained by prescribing a form of the dimensionless

quantity eVH/[2(21r)2T¢(r)] that has nearly the same spatial dependence as l/Tc(r) and that
contains the physical factors which are considered to be involved in the observed form of
transport. In the case of the CMG coefficient,

V

8 “ o< aim-013i;
T20.)

.Vthe

2/5

Z.

—

2/5

,

(2)

A‘-

where de E c/wpe, A, is the mass number of the main ion population, Z. = A,- 21' n, Zf/(neAj)
summed over the ions and ( ) is the volume average. On the other hand, it is reasonable to
* Supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy
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assume that the electron pressure gradient play a role in the transport process and guided by
the criterion that there are regimes where D:" is independent of the magnitude of the density
we may take instead of (2)
1/3

6V

“ o< (midi—V“;

"it

1/2

—

.

A;

Be,

Vtha

Tc“)

Z.

5/6

.

8

(3)

where pa. : -rdp,/dr evaluated at the surface where it is maximum (typically around a/3 )
and Bo. = rn/dr evaluated at the same surface While (wpidZi/cc/Vtie) is evaluated as a
function of r. Thus we argue that the Alcator C—Mod experiments can be described by the
diffusion coefﬁcient

1/3
D JA =0

(mp{dzk
avg”)

I(r) 1 a 2

5/6

87mg.

2_
en(r)Rr2
( B3,

Z.
_

1/2

A;

w(r)i

1/2

“5/3 <Z.

(x __ _
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where C is a numerical coefﬁcient that is determined by ﬁtting the electron temperature proﬁle

of a typical discharge under steady state conditions and w(r) is a weak dimensionless function
of r7. Thus the scaling for the ener Q conﬁnement time is
_
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1/2

.

(5)

Equation (5) becomes a reminder of the so—called neo—Alcator scalin
particle density nM is coupled to the current density and nM replaces

when the maximum
II' We also notice that

the introduction of the pressure gradient through 17,. gives the expression (4) for D1,; the same
driving factor as that considered [6] for the diffusion coefﬁcient that we have used to reproduce

experiments where ohmic heating is no longer prevalent, relative to injected heating, and that

gives the scaling

TE ~ Inn/PHWaR,

(6)

where PH is the total heating power. The form of DCMG that we have used is, in general

axisymmetric geometry [6] and mks units,
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where 14, is the toroidal current contained within a given flux surface, TC is in keV, ln A is the
Coulomb logarithm, V is the volume contained within a ﬂux surface, V,l and A“ are the total

volume and cross sectional area of the plasma, respectively, and the brackets (( )) represent a

flux surface average.

III. RESULTS OF THE TRANSPORT SIMULATION
The Alcator C—Mod parameters covered a range of current, I, 2 038—1.!) MA, and density,
ﬁe 2 0.78—2.4x 102°m‘3 (line average). For the transport simulation, representative discharges
were selected that included a density scan ,at constant current, ﬁe 2 0.78— 2.1 x 1020m_3 at

I, 2 (16170.67 MA, and a sequence of discharges with varying current at it 2 1.1 x 102°m'3.

The major and minor radii and the toroidal magnetic ﬁeld were held approximately constant

for all discharges at R 2 0.69 in, horizontal a 2 0.22 m, and 31 2 5.2 T, while the elongation

It had a small variation. The effective charge Zen varied from 1-3, but most of the steady
state cases that we analyzed fell in the ran e 14.6. Cases were chosen to be as close as possible

to steady state and to cover the range of parameter space over which the thermal diffusion
coefficient varied. Parameters are given in Table 1.
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The simulation was carried out with the 1 1/2D transport code BALDUR. For reasons

of numerical convenience and timeliness, we have utilized the form of the CMG diffusion
coefﬁcient as given by Eq. (7) and taken, for simplicity,

D: = CCD CMG

87rzp.a2

.

(HOLE/10) wo( Q ) ,

which is reasonably close to Eq. (4). Here CC is a numerical coefﬁcient, (1:. is the normalized
toroidal magnetic ﬂux, and p, is approximated by p. = 11:00), evaluated on the ﬂux surface
To = r(&’a) corresponding to the maximum of the pressure gradient, which was typically
m ’2 (1/3)a for the cases considered. The weak function wo(¢>) is taken to be w., = [(1.7<I> +
0.3)/(1+ {Hr/2, where (1) 2 rz/az. The ion thermal transport was assumed to be neoclassical,
as was the e ectrical resistivity. The density proﬁle was held ﬁxed to match the experimentally
determined one. This had little effect on the thermal energy balance, since the convective
contribution is small in steady state.
One approximation that was made in the simulation was that the plasma shape possessed
up—down symmetry, unlike the actual conﬁgurations, which had a bottom null point. This does
not greatly affect the results, to the accuracy considered. The overall numerical coefﬁcient Ce

was found to have a constant value Ce 2 2, for all the deuterium discharges simulated. This

value gave a good ﬁt to the electron temperature proﬁle, the plasma loop volt e, the electron
stored energy, and the energy conﬁnement time. The dependence of TE on A.- Z. has not yet

been tested, as the stead state discharges available for analysis were all in deuterium.

The simulation results are compared to the experimental parameters in Table 1. Home

sentative electron temperature proﬁles are shown in Fi . 1, compared to the measured ECE

temperature proﬁles, and a representative density pro le. The highest and lowest density
cases in the current scan and a high current case are shown. The electron temperatures in

the table are given at r = (1/3)a, since the simulation did not model the eﬂects of the sawtooth oscillations, which could be large at the higher currents (e.g., Fig. 1). The proﬁle of the

ion temperature has a large uncertainty and is not reported. There is also a relatively large
uncertainty in the central values Tia and the ion stored energies W5.

IV. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
The results show that a thermal diffusion coefﬁcient which corresponds to an ener

conﬁne

ment time that increases with the plasma current gives a good representation of t e Alcator
C-Mod ohmic plasmas, where R, a, and BT are approximately ﬁxed. Differences between the
confinement scaling implied by the adopted transport coefﬁcient and those obtained by statistical regression analyses suggest that there are interdependences among the plasma parameters
considered, within the data set. We also mention that we have tried to simulate the Alcator

C—Mod discharges indicated in this paper by the form for D:" [6], that we have proposed for
injected heating regimes and gives the scaling (6), without succeeding to reproduce the relevant

temperature proﬁles. It is evident that there remains a degree of uncertainty in the parameter
dependence of the conﬁnement that is due to the experimental uncertainties and to the small
range of variation of some of the relevant parameters, that cannot be resolved on the basis of
the available data. The present work has assumed one of the simplest possible forms for D:"
that satisfy the physical constraints discussed in Section II. The considered set of discharges
excludes those that have characteristics of the so called “H-mode” confinement regime.
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Table 1. Comparison of plasma parameters for simulation and experiment.
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Figure 1. Representative temperature and density proﬁles. The radial coordinate is on the midplane
from the magnetic axis outward. (a) Temperature proﬁles for shot 93 1006015 at “£0672 MA and ES
=O.78 x1020 m'3 (b) Temperature proﬁles for shot 931021010 at 1p=0.85 MA and ne =1.15 x1020 m‘
(6) Temperature proﬁles for shot 931021020 at 1p=0.624 MA and-nc =2.l4 x1020 m '3 (d) Density
proﬁles for shot 931021020 with units of 1020 m‘3 on the vertical axis. Sawtooth ﬂattening of the

temperature proﬁles is evident in the experimental data. A sawtooth model was not included in the
simulation.
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Modelling of ITER operation
When I. Wesley
ITER San Diego co-center
11025, North Torrey Pines Road
La Jolla. CA 92037

Introduction
The principal parameters of the ITER Outline Design ﬁguring tn Protocol 1] of the ITER
EDA Agreement are as follow:
Fusion Power (nominal)
Burn Time (nominal) ~
Plasma Current
Geometric Major Radius
Geometric Minor Radius
Elongation
Vacuum Toroidal Field at geometric axis

l.5 GW
1000 seconds
24 MA
~ 8.1 m
~ 3.0 m
1.55
5.? T

The physics objectives include the demonstration of “controlled ignition and extended burn
of deuterium-tritium plasmas, with steady state as an ultimate goal“[1]. In particular, a new
regime will be reached where the fusion power becomes the main heating source thereby
imposing a new relation between plasma density, plasma purity and heating power.
Local transport modelling is one of the main tool available to (i) deﬁne a strategy for the
control of the fusion bum, (ii) predict the stability of the dynamic and equilibrium profiles
with respect to MHD activity, (iii) deﬁne the optimal operation scenarios , (iv) deﬁne
shutdown scenanos to stop the fusion power within a prescribed amount of time. and (v)
specify the technical requirements for the design of the various systems required for the
operation of the plasma.
ITER reference temperature and density proﬁles
A l-1/2D transport code (PRETOR) implementing the RLW energy transport model with
the particle transport model developed by D. Boucher [2] was used to generate typical L
mode and H mode proﬁles that can be used as reference for further stability studies. The
transport coefﬁcients were varied to account for physics uncertainties and to include global
scaling laws conﬁnement predictions. Two options are studied: L mode operation and H
mode regime. In H mode the main uncertainty for extrapolation comes from the prediction
for the properties of the edge transport barrier: what fraction of the additional stored energy
comes simply from an edge temperature pedestal and what fraction comes from a reduction
of transport over the entire plasma volume ? How does it affect edge particle transport ?
Figure 1 shows the L mode temperature and density proﬁles predicted by RLW model (solid
lines) together with the H mode proﬁles (dotted lines) obtained by imposing a reduction of
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transport at the plasma edge and increasing the core transport in order to keep the same
(ignited) fusion power. the same energy confinement time. The pumping speed was adjusted
to keep the same central helium denstty as for the L mode. This procedure allows to estimate
extreme proﬁles from no edge pedestal to high edge pedestal thereby covering a wide range

of possible proﬁles.

Fusion power control strategy
Three key observations can be used to deﬁne the main strategy for the control of the fusion
wer independently of any transport model:
(i)Whether the energy conﬁnement time decreases with increasing input power or whether it
saturates at high input power - as would be the case for an offset linear law - there always
exist a thermally stable regime where the transport losses compensate the input power.
(ii)Since transport losses are weakly dependent on plasma composition - through isotopic
and effective charge or mass dependence - whereas the fusion power is strongly dependent
on the fuel - DT mix - density, it can be clearly asserted that the operating point where heat

losses equal heat sources can be chosen by controlling the fuel dilution.

(iii) in steady state the fusion power is uniquely deﬁned by the fuel injection rate (or net fuel
particle ﬂux crossing the plasma separatrix).
Local transport modelling is then used to precisely quantify the three previous observations
and study their domain of validity. Figure 2 summarizes the fusion control strategy: the
fusion power can be increased by increasing the fuel injection rate or by auxiliary heating, it
can be decreased by decreasing the fuel injection rate or by injecting impurities. The time
scale for any change in fusion power can be varied either through edge gas injection (slow)
or by injecting pellet (fast). Figure 3 shows a PRETOR simulation where only the gas
injection rate and the amount of auxiliary heating were varied according to a simple
feedback command to force the fusion power to follow a required wave form.

Fusion Shutdown scenarios

Increasing the fuel dilution does not only move the plasma operating point towards a lower
temperature but also increases the relative part of the Bremstrallung radiation in the overall
transport losses. Since the temperature dependence of the Bremstrallung radiation is much
weaker than that of the fusion power, one can rapidly reach the point where a thermal
instability is triggered leading to a fast collapse of the fusion power. Figure 3 shows such a
thermal instability triggered by simply stopping the fuel injection rate at t=5s, it also shows
an even faster termination by impurity pellet injection at t=55 where the initial cooling of the

plasma is obtained by the pellet ablation itself. These simulations show that the

characteristic time to stop the fusion is between a fraction of a second with pellet to about
205 by stopping fueling.
Scenario for H mode operation
Recent scaling laws for the H mode power threshold [3] showed a requirement of the form:

PIS x n B where P is the power reaching the plasma edge in MW. S the plasma surface in
m2, n the edge density in 1019m'3 and B the toroidal ﬁeld in T. Following [4], the relation

P/S > 0.0044 n B with a factor of 2 decrease for the reverse - H to L - transition was used
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thereby imposing severe requirement on ITER operation. Figure 5 shows the trajectory of a
typical discharge in the plane (P edge , n edge). The linear dependence of the threshold
power on density was used to enter the H mode at low density at which point the edge
power is roughly equal to the amount of auxiliary heating: 50 MW. The fusion power is then
ramped up - and the auxiliary heating progressively reduced to zero « leading to the edge
power increasing more than linearly with density which, together with a lower requirement
for reverse transition, insured than the discharge stayed in H mode. However, helium would
then accumulate leading to both a decrease of power reaching the edge a due to larger
radiation losses - and higher edge density eventually leading to the end of the H mode. It is
however conceivable that ELMs activity at a sufﬁciently high frequency would help reduce
the helium accumulation thereby maintaining the H mode regime.

Plasma response to perturbations

Under normal operation, a typical ITER plasma will be submitted to various perturbations
including sawtooth relaxation, ELMs activity. H' mode transition or minor disruptions.
Figure 6 shows the example of a worst case H mode transition. This transition occurs in an
ignited plasma and is simulated by instantaneously reducing the transport over the entire
plasma volume by a factor of two at t=lOs. It is seen that the variation in fusion power can
be less than about 10% by injecting impurity pellets (Be. 3mm, 1.5km/s) thereby rapidly
offsetting the improved conﬁnement by increasing the fuel dilution. Such simulations, once
more closely validated against actual experiments, are planned to be used for the technical
requirement speciﬁcations for the design of ITER poloidal ﬁeld system and YTER divertor.

Conclusion
Local transport modelling and simulations are used to study the overall behavior of a fully
ignited plasma and to identify those speciﬁc aSpects of plasma transport for which present
knowledge is not sufﬁcient and that could be the subject of further lTER Physics R&D.
However. many important conclusions concerning the controllability of such a plasma and
the requirements for its operation are not dependent on any particular modelling assumption
but can be derived from general principles.
H mode operation is clearly seen as the most difﬁcult regime to extrapolate for I'I‘ER. In
.particular the power threshold requirements and the role of the edge transport barrier, likely
to be responsible for both energy and particle improved conﬁnement, are still uncertain and
could have important consequences for HER operation.

[1]
ITER Detailed Technical Objectives, in Protocol II of the lTER EDA Agreement,
Negotiators Shared Views Attachment 1.
[2]
Predictive Modelling and Simulation of Energy and Particle Transport in JET,
D. Boucher, in Advances in Simulation and Modeling of Thermonuclear Plasmas, (Proc.
IAEA Technical Committee meeting, Montreal. Canada. 1992) IAEA. Vienna (1993) 142.

[3]
An examination of the ITER H mode Power Threshold DaIaBase, H mode Database
working group, 20th EPS Conﬂ. Lisboa, July 1993, Part I, p.l-15.
[4]
Ohmic H mode and H mode Power Threshold in ASDEX Upgrade, F. Ryter et al..
20111 EPS Conf_, Lisboa, July 1993. Part1, p.l-23
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Transport changes due to the magnetic field shear, stochastic magnetic field and
electric field shear
Sanaeel. ltoh", T. Kubota", S Toda", H. Yamaguchi“,

A. Fukuyama, Y. Fuji and K. Itoh"
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Research Institute for Applied Mechanics, Kyushu Um'versity 87, Kasuga 816
Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Engineering Sciences, Kyushu Uiversity
39,Kasuga 816

+ Faculty of Engineering, Okayama University, Okayama 700
+ + National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01
Japan

Various improved modes other than H»mode have been discovered in tokamaks.
The H-mode is characterized by the edge transport barrier due to radial electric field,
E,(r). The electric field shear, dErldr , plays an important role. On the other hand,
high B p mode is said to be characterized by the self-consistent plasma current profile
](r) where the bootstrap current(BSC) is included. The magnetic shear plays a role.

Theoretical model of transport coefficients for the L—mode plasma has been

developed”, which successfully explains the characteristics of anomalous transport
in toroidal plasmas. The model has been extended to include dE, ldrto explain
H-mode transport”. We study effects of the magnetic shear, s=r(dq/ dr), the magnetic

axis shift as well as BSC and high [3 P mode is also explained by another extension”.
We explore roles of dEr / dr and s on transport processes.

Transport coefficient and heat pulse propagation
Based on a self-sustained turbulence theory, anomalous heat conductivity, x

H, is obtained as, "'2’
XL

xll=w.
1 + Giaél

3i“

_

25(s—aa)

X L=‘1'R
f(S

%_ﬂ]/762\:

2+C 1

3m) 4(1+2a—2s)\/ 1+c

I

(1)

R—A

4

4

a

3—0! “Ls—qr r2

where wE,( =rAp(dE, IdiXsrB)" ) denotes the electric field shear effect and f(s) indicates
the magnetic shear effect. When cog, is small (i.e., L-mode),

dependence.

x" has

| VT l 3'”

.
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We firstly examine various models of x ,by use of heat pulse propagation

analysis. Five cases are adopted, namely 1) x =const, 2) x = a T(Bohm type), 3) x =
yT’”( gyro—Bohm type), 4)x=ﬁ l VT I (R-L type) and 5) 8 | VT 1 3”(Itoh type).
Coefﬁcients a ,B ,7 .6 and const. are chosen so’that the internal energy WP takes

the same value (for given density) in a stationary state. In table 1, we compare the
values of x H, / x m, the ratio of 1 (heat pulse) and x (power balance) for various
locations in the plasma (r/ a=0.4, 0.5, 0.6). The case is for uniform heat deposition
x ,1? / x PB
profile and the pulse perturbation is given
,b = 04 ,1. = 0.5 "a = 06
at r/ a=0.3. From the comparison study with
1.00
1.00
1 .00
x -canu
experiments, we may say that R-L model

and Itoh model survive. Magnetic shear
effect is also examined for Itoh model,

x ' a 7‘
I " T 7"”

1.04
1.07

1.02
1.03

1.01
1.02

noting the relation that ](r)oc To)“. Usual

7‘ '“v Tl

2-23

2-05

2-02

L-mode transport is found less affected by

SK" TN

3'12

2-57

2-52

s than by q value itself.
High- 3 , plasma and magnetic shear profile
The strong magnetic shear effect on the reduction of transport is expected, if
the plasma is imbedded in a low shear or negative shear region. The transport
simulations were made using Eq.(1) for given density profile. A JET class plasma is

assumed with Pin =10MW, n0=5><10'°m". The L—mode plasma (SMA) and high a P
plasma (IMA) are compared. In the high-B P case, BS current is generated near the

steep pressure gradient (r/a~0.6), which substantially ﬂattens the current and q
profiles and lowers 5. Strong reduction of x is predicted inside r/a~2/3.

Electric field formation in a stochastic magnetic field layer
In a sheared magnetic field appearance of stochastic magnetic field (magnetic
chaos) layer has been predicted associated with the nonlinear interaction of global
MHD modes “. When the mode amplitude becomes large enough , a global stochasticity

sets in 5’. In this layer, the plasma transport becomes bipolar in radial direction,
which gives rise to the |formation of radial electric field E,.
The case where the stochastic layer (2) is sandwiched in between two
anomalous but regular transport regions (1,3) is modelled. We first formulate the
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transport matrix for electrons and ions in the stochastic region. The shifted maxwellians
are assumed for velocity distribution functions and the self— consistent electric field,
e 96 / <T> , is incorporated. The relation between ﬂuxes and thermodynamic forces is

givenby.

Pa
-

1

X0,

1

‘1dnj 11died¢
li"_._"___.—
ax 2Td ——
max

X_

_ Z dUII(X)

U

e¢(x)
I
~
[Xv-W
P»-Q, 7%“ “To“ ”<01—1 3%,.1 2x0]2 . i
Kg
. 1d
-

,

.

<2)

J

1“e
J
where

U x
2T
F . Kan-L), X0<<l

”r

For the stationary state, the formation of Er is predicted, by matching the ﬂuxes
across three regions as
E(l‘3)=c(ﬁ(:)ﬁ') _X(I,3)(5e_5i)_%(BCK(T1',3)_5iK<Tli.3>)‘

all new a???
I

(3)

whereﬁ and ﬁdenote the diffusion coefficient and thermal conductivity in (1,3)
regions. 1c and [CT are the gradients. If 1555,, and
Icn> MT; in (1,3), the thermoelectric field, E”)

Fig. 1
I (4’2 ’ °~ A? ’0)

is generated. In the stochastic region, (2),

positive E, is generated because of the enhanced
electron transport. The case for 6 ¢/ (T) < 1 is
shown in Fig. 1.
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Dynamics due to edge electric field shear
The H»mode transition model, which contains the hysteresis curve I"(q)- A

plane ( F, q (particle, heat fluxes);',t (thermodynamic force i.e., gradients», predicts
a limit cycle as a dynamic solution”. This self-generated oscillation is found in a
limited plasma parameter space near the L/H transition boundary. We attribute this
to a small and frequent ELMs. The analysis was done for a transition model, where
the electron anomalous loss due to microscopic instabilities and the ion orbit loss are
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taken into account°.The electric field shear effect was incorporated to the transition

model”. Here, the dynamics is newly analyzed. We confirm the existence of limit
cycle solutions in the presence of E, and 5;. The condition for the occurrence is

obtained for the given A as O.4/(1+us/uc)<d<1 where ul=E;pp IBP ”Tu’ uc=2.76,

T

'

T'

D‘ﬁ . ,L=-—p ° n° a—°) . The parameter spaces for the occurrence of self-generated

d—_FViP:

PTi 11—: T:

oscillation are shown in Fig. 2(a) (ELM region) for E, model" and in Fig. 2(b)
(hatched region) for the extended Er—E; model. The wider region is predicted for

negative E; (113 <0).
Fig.2(a)

Fig.2(b)
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In summary, we examined various transport changes due to magnetic field

shear, stochastic magnetic field and electric field shear. They appear independently
in different locations in the plasma column as different physics mechanisms. Some
may interact with each other. The quantitative analyses are left for the future work.
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NONLINEAR MAGNETIC RECONNECI‘ION IN LOW COLLISIONALITY PLASMAS
Maurizio Ottaviani and Franco Porcelli‘
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 BEA, U.K.
‘Politecnico di Torino, C.so Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 TORINO; porcelli@polito.it

INTRODUCTION. We discuss magnetic reconnection in collisionless regimes, where electron inertia is
responsible for the decoupling of the plasma motion from that of the ﬁeld lines. These regimes have become
relevant in high temperature laboratory plasmas. For example, sawtooth relaxations at JET occur on a time scale
shorter than the average collision time. The linear theory of m=l modes has been recently extended to
experimentally relevant regimes [1]. The conclusion from linear theory is that these modes can remain virulent
at high temperature, with an initial growth rate, Y1.» which compares favourably with that observed in the
experiments. Speciﬁcally, it was found that 1’1. ~ and for d> p; M ~ alAd'upm for d<p. where
a’ =d¢ /r,, with d, = c/mp, the inertial skin depth and r, the q=l radius; p = p, lrj, with p, the ion (sound)
Lannor radius; and (l) A = L, /vA is the Alfven frequency.
Since the linear theory breaks down for very small magnetic island widths, a nonlinear analysis is called for.
Recent nonlinear studies [2,3], which assumed that collisionless magietic reconnection evolves according to a

Sweet-Parker process, gave contraddicting results.
ln this paper, we analyze the behavior of a collisionless, 2-D fluid slab model in the limit p Id ~> 0.,Our main
result is that, when the island size is larger than the linear layer but smaller than the equilibrium scale length, the
reconnection rate exhibits a quasi-explosive time behaviour, during which a current density sub-layer narrower
than the skin depth is formed [4].
THE MODEL. The equations we solve are

a,U+[tp,U]=[./,\V]
B,F + [1]), F] = 0

vorticity equation
inertial Ohm's law

(1)
(2)

where [11,3] 2 eI -VA x VB, with e: the unit vector along the ignorable z direction (6, = 0), (p is the stream
function, v =e, tp is the ﬂuid velocity, u is the magnetic ﬂux function, U=V2<p is the ﬂuid vorticity;
J= —V2w is the current density; F -=- \V + dZJ is the z-canonical momentum. Eq. (2) implies dF/dl =0: F is
conserved on moving ﬂuid elements. The boundary conditions are periodic. The co-ordinates x and y vary in
the intervals x El—L,, L,] and y 61— Ly, L, J, with the slab aspect ratio 5 E L,/Ly < l. The magnetic ﬁeld is
B: Bee, +VW xez, Bo =constant. All quantities are dimensionless, with LJr = n and l." = (‘1a )"2 LJr / B,
determining the length and time scale normalisation. At equilibrium: (p, = U9 =0, J0 = ma =cosx, and
F, = (1+dz)w . The initial conditions are the equilibrium plus a small tearing-parity perturbation of the form
(o,5\y)= RealrtpL(x),6\vL(x)je7’“"y , with k=ms and m an integer number. In the limit d<< LI, the
solution of the linearized system can be obtained analytically using asymptotic matching techniques. For
0 < It2 s l, the logarithmic jump of but L across the reconnecting layers is
I2

A'=2l<tan(l<rr/2),

“(l—ﬂ]

(3)

We are interested in the Iarge—A' regime, deﬁned by
(4)
2 macroscopic convection cells, Lu” ~ L1.
A'd 2 l
which can be obtained for low values ofm and e 2 << 1 such that A' ~ (8/1rkz ). ln this regime, the structure of
the slreamfunclion is macroscopic, with (9L :2 (pm signx, on a (iy/kNm everywhere except in narrowlayers
near the reconnecting surfaces. The current channel in the linear stage has a width 6L ~ d. The linear growth
rate is h = ltd.
NUMERICAL SOLUTION. The system of Eqs. (1,2) is solved numerically with a pseudospecual code
truncated to 1024X64 (x,y) components. We concentrate on the early nonlinear phase, speciﬁed by the
7
inequalities
(5)
d < w < 2 L,
where w is the magnetic island width. An important consequence of the inertial Ohm law is that the value ofF

at x = o is frozen to its initial value, i.e. F(x = o, y, I) = F,(x = 0) = l+d1. The solution shown in Figs. 1-4
has been obtained for e = 0.5 and d/(2L7,) = 0.04 2 dA' z 2.03.
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RELEVANT PHENOMENOLOGY. The linear phase conventionally lasts until l~ 80, when the magnetic
island reaches a width of order a'. For !> 80, the width of the proﬁle of v" 8, s (vx),,.,_l,2 /(6,v,)
1-0’
well as that of 5m , remain of the order of the skin depth (Fig. la,b and Fig. 2d). Therefore, the convection cells
retain approximately their linear shape well into the nonlinear phase (Fig. 38). By contrast, the current density

proﬁle (Fig. lc) develops a sub-layer whose width around the X-point, 5., s (618/ I till"I < d, keeps shrinking
with time (see also Fig. 2d). This sub-layer is also visible in the proﬁle of F across the X-point (Fig. 1d). The
contraction of this sub-layer is extremely rapid in time, as shown by the graph of 62 F/6:1 versus y for x = 0
and several times in Fig. 2b. Note the development of a current sheet around the reconnection line (Fig. 3c).
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Also, note the preservation of the topology of the isolines of F (Fig. 3d). Finally (Fig. 4) the mode growth
remains very rapid throughout the simulation. Indeed, the growth of q), as well as that of our and 8/ at the Xpoints, accelerate in the early nonlinear phase, which is symptomatic of an explosive behaviour (eventually, the

mode growth slows down when w approaches L_,)I
ANALYTIC TREATMENT. The numerical simulations suggest the following ansarz:

(6)
(90!. y. I) = Va(r)g(r)h(y)+u(-V.y.l)
where My) ~k’I sin(ky), g(x)-—Lp,,(x)/¢p,,, contains the linear scale length d and u(x,y,r) develops the
rapid scale length 6(t)~6J observed in the numerical simulation. The relevant ordering is u<< v,, and

3," ~ vn6,g. Integration of the collisionless Ohm's law gives F = Fa(x,,), where x,,(x, y, I) = x—E,(x, y, 1)
is the initial position of a fluid element situated at (x,y) at time r and g is the displacement along the x

direction deﬁned by the equation dﬁ/dr-— v,, E,(r : 7w): 0 At y : 0

(7)

—d/g(1")=JV,(I"E)dI Mr.)

The function A(/ )> 0 represents the amplitude of g outside the reconnection layer, where g(x)2 .In the
linear phase, —\r/,,,, = A < d. When A > d, the magnetic island width w ~ 2A, so that the early nonlinear phase
can also be characterised by the inequality d < A < L,, or alternatively to <1 <10, with A(r0) ~ d and ID the
characteristic turnover time of the macroscopic eddies in Fig. 3a. Inverting equation (4) in the limit d < A < L,,
‘
we obtain x“ = x0(x, I), which depends on the time-dependent scale length

(8)

5(I)zdexpl—A(I)/dj.

Thus we see that near the X-point along the x direction, F(x,,) (and hence J) varies over a distance 5(!) which
becomes exponentially small in the ratio A/d. Conversely, F ﬂattens over a distance |x| ~ A around the 0-point.
The formation ofa sub-layer is the combined result of the conservation ofF on each fluid element and the flow
pattern around the X-point, which acts to increase the local curvature of the F proﬁle (Fig. Id). Integrating the
equation W+dzJ= F, where Jz—Biw, we ﬁnd that I); has an integral structure such that any the scale
variation of F is smoothed out over a distance ~ :1. Asymptotic evaluation of \l’ at the X- and O-points in the

early nonlinear phase gives

(9)

w a w(0,0,1)~ um:), Va 2 Iy(0,:tLy,t)~ I+a(d1)

Now set F: F (x)+8F. Then, 5w +d2 5.]: SF, and at x: 0, where 5F: 0, we ﬁnd tiJ=—5\r1/a’2 Thus, an
asymmetry develops In the values of so and ofJbetween the X— and 0--points. The spike of the current density
at the X-point has an amplitude BJX —~ 0. 5(A/d)2. Integrating the vorticity equation over the quadrant
5:105): s L,,0 Sy S Ly} gives

(l0)

a,Jddy=§Jdo.
S

C

where C is the boundary of S. With the ansatz (6), and neglecting corrections 6(k2d2) contributed by Bio, we
ﬁnd

(I I)

—(4c/k‘dld’t/dr’.
6.](61¢)dm>=
s

where c> 0 is a factor of order unity, which depends weakly on time (eg. 15 c 31.4 in Fig. 2d). The dominant
contribution from the r. h s. of Eq (10) Is

(12)

ind“! 5Wr*5‘l‘o (Wit "5%) )/2d2

Finally, using an interpolation formula between the linear and early nonlinear limits of the r h. s. of (12), we
obtain an equation for the evolution of A(1)=_ A(tI):/d

(13)

alt/dz“ ~A+c2A
a) (l—ae“)]
where {571. I and c, ~l/l6c>0 can be taken constant. The solution is Ah): (l—a
where

a: [5 (B— I) z B: l+5/c2, and we have chosen the time origin so that

e',

(0)=l Thus, once the

|n(ot'" ) of
early nonlinear regime is entered, A(t ) accelerates and reaches a macroscopic size over a fraction ~
L,.
the linear growth time. Eventually, we can expect this quasi-explosive growth to cease as A approaches

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Collisionless reconnection in regimes where the instability parameter
A' is large and global convection cells develop does not follow the standard Sweet-Parker scenario [5-7]. In
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this context, we note a fundamental difference in the nonlinear ﬂow pattern between the collisionless case (Fig.

3) and the resistive case (Fig. 5). The Sweet-Parker scenario applies to the regime 71'” >> 0' , where n is the
normalized resistivity (inverse Reynolds' number). It is of interest to study the limit nltl << d << 11'”. In this
regime, the linear phase is dominated by exponential evolution with the resistive growth rate 7L ~ own)”.

During an initial nonlinear phase, where n”3 < A <n/d2, the displacement A grows algebraically in time,
t c ntz, while the width ofthe current channel shrinks from 5 L ~ n'” to 5 ~ (n / A)“. This initial nonlinear
regime is consistent with Sweet-Parker. When A ~ n/dz, also 5 ~ d. Therefore, the initial nonlinear behavior

must change for A > r] / d2, as for these values of A the current in the layer is distributed mostly over a distance
ad. independently of A . Assuming that the formation of the current spike (cf Eq. 10) is impeded (see below),
we can expect a resumption ofexponential growth in this later nonlinear phase, with A cc exp(d~t).
SOC

(Hi

.100r

Fig. 5 Contour plots of a) the stream function (p
and b) the current density J in the resistive case.

Fig. 6 Time ‘evolution
displacement
i = A/ 11'”

of the normalized
in
the
regime

“112 << d << nm.’ a) linear plot; [7) semi—Iagplot.

This behavior can be summarized by the following phenomenological equation for g = A / rim:
VI

ai/d? =[(l+&’é)/(I+é)] 5

(14)

where [2 nmt and 07 = d/ 11‘”. The numerical solution of Eq. (14) is shown in Fig. 6. The growth eventually
saturates when the displacement reaches a macroscopic size (A ~ Lu”). One expects that the current spike will
be limited by effects not taken into account by the present analysis. Such effects may include collisions (most
notably, electron viscosity), velocity-space instability associated with the current density gradient, 3-D effects,
etc. Further work needs to be done to determine the relevant effects for interesting applications. While the
current spike is being formed, the reconnection rate exhibits a quasi-explosive time behavior. Physically, the
flow rotation accelerates following the intensiﬁcation of the electromagnetic torque JxB-dl = ‘Jdip in the
early nonlinear regime. This torque is mainly contributed by the average J,Bx forcecbetween % X- and 0points within a magnetic island.
In conclusion, we believe that the inclusion of the electron inertial term in Ohm's law opens the possibility to

understand the rapidity of relaxation processes observed in low collisionality plasmas.
REFERENCES [1] F.Porcelli, Phys. Rev. Lett.'66, 425 (1991). [2] .1.Wesson, Nuclear Fusion 30, 2545
(1990). [3] J.F.Dl-ake and R.G.Kleva, Phys. Rev. Lett. 66, 1458 (1991). [4] M. Ottaviani and F. Porcelli, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 71, 3802 (1993). [5]
P.A.Sweet, in Electromagnetic Phenomena in Cosmic Physics, ed. by
B.Lehnert (Cambridge University Press, 1958), p. 123. [6] E.N.Parker, J. Geophys. Research 62, 509 (1957).
[7] B.B.Kadomtsev, Fiz. Plasmy I, 710 (1975) [Sov. .1. Plasma Phys. 1, 389 (1975)].
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Introduction
One of the authors (C.L.S) recently

proposed a dissipative model to self—

consistently solve the equilibrium problem in a free-boundary plasma column under
cylindrical symmetry [1].
In the present paper, on one hand the problem is strongly specialized to circular
symmetry and to Ohm's and Fourier's laws without off-diagonal contributions; on the
other hand, it is generalized by adding a dynamo effective electric ﬁeld Ed in Ohm's law,
based on the standard turbulent model [2]. This seems appropriate enough to study RF?
equilibria, since it is well known that a stationary and cylindrically symmetric RFP is
incompatible with a classical Ohm's law. Reasonably, only numerical solutions are

expected to be accessible in general; but the further simpliﬁed problem with scalar and
constant electric resistivity n and constant dynamo coefﬁcient a ( Ed = a. B ) can be

solved analytically by elementary means.

The model

In the following we shall consider a stationary, cylindrically and circular
symmetric plasma conﬁguration bounded by a conductive shell of radius a. The full
model is described as follows:

v (p v)=0

11

3xr§=vp

12

E+f3=f5l 3—0:}?

13

I‘:I=n,,l§l§+m_(l-l§l§)

14

v (3p9+q)+pv-v=(r‘s+vx§+a§)3

15
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where v is the velocity, p is the mass density,j is the current density, Bis the magnetic

field, p is the plasma pressure, T the temperature and n” , n 7L , M are the parallel and

perpendicular electric resistivity and the perpendicular thermal conductivity, respectively.
Note that, because of the symmetry assumptions and the stationarity condition. the

electric ﬁeld can be written as:

1?: = V4) ,

db = U z + ¢

with U = const and e independent of 2, while the magnetic ﬁeld is decomposed as:

a=f2+2xW
with f, ‘l’ independent of 2, ‘1’ being the poloidal flux. We assume also that the
temperature is constant along the magnetic surface, so that B-VT=O.

The velocity ﬁeld decouples (with vr=0) and after some lengthy but straightforward
algebra [l], the following set of equations results:

d,‘l’=x

21

—x

f

U

d X=—-— -—
r
F
X
m

22

d,r=o

23

_ Uf
TllX2+nllf2
_—
—_
//
XTIH Tu
x2 +f2

ax
__
TM

r
(U—af) f0 U
aox
d 5:--5 1+—d
x ———
—+— +—

r

f(

M r i]

M

(x

Tu]

M

2

4

drT=5

25

Ux
d P=—

26

r

m

where f is the axial component of the magnetic ﬁeld and x is the poloidal component.
This lSl order ordinary differential system must be solved under the conditions:

f(a)=fw

6(0)=0

‘l’(a)=0

T(a)=Tw

z(0)=0

p(8)=0

This is a mixed two-point boundary value problem and some shooting technique has to
be used to solve it numerically. Note that in Eq. 15 the effect of the dynamo term is
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merely described by the term otj-B; this is certainly correct but very likely not
exhaustive [3].

Analytical solution
Under the simplifying hypothesis, n" = n _,_= n = const. and 0t=const. the system of
equation (2) can be solved analytically by elementary means, the energy equation being
decoupled. The result is:

f(r)=—W(r)+fw=BDJo(ur)+% , X(F)=BoJI(l-”)
‘l’(r)=%l(Jo(ua)—Jo(ur)) ,

p(r)=%‘i’(r)

where Bo: I/(2'Ita11(ua), p. = 011] and Iis the total zeta current.
We obtain a Bessel type solution for the magnetic ﬁeld, similar to that derived by Taylor

[4] on the basis of quite different arguments. Our solution. however, is not force-free

because U¢0. The reversal of toroidal magnetic ﬁeld is maintained by the dynamo effect.

Numerical results
The 15l order system of ordinary differential equation (2) has been solved numerically using a

standard Runge—Kutta algorithm.

To determine the solution of the problem it is also clearly necessary to assign the relations

which connect the plasma thermal and electrical conductivity to the unknowns, in particular to
the temperature.
The analytical solution was used to test
the numerical one (see Fig.1), the
triangles represent the analytical
solution. A more interesting case is
obtained

assuming

the

classical

dependence of plasma resistivity on

temperature, T] = T10 T'3/2 ( and 2T1 II ‘-‘
n _l_)' keeping constant a and 7:1: In

this case energy and magnetic field
rla
-0.5

a

I

I

|

l

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Flg'l

equations are coupled, the numerical

i

solution is shown in Fig.2.

The proﬁles reported in Fig.2 can be

considered realistic as long as magnetic ﬁelds and pressure are concerned: the values of

F=f(l)/<f> =-0.15, 9 = x(l)/<f> = 1.7, <B> = < p/ 82 > =0.04. where <> is the cross
section average, are in the range of the corresponding experimental measurements. The
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feature which seems not realistic in Fig.2, is the high value for the edge temperature
compared with the on axis value, i.e. the ratio I: T(1)/T(0)=0.27 is too high.
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oa
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Experimentally this ratio, measured in the outside edge, is found to be quite low, t< 0.1.
Therefore we attempted to ﬁnd a combination of the parameters for which our model can

simulate more satisfactorily the temperature proﬁle.
It has been found that this can be obtained by lowering the value of the thermal conductivity,
but in this way it is difﬁcult to obtain values of t<0.2. Moreover realistic values for F and G)
are obtained only at low <B> < 2 %.
This difﬁculty is clearly connected to the strong non-linear coupling between
temperature and magnetic field, but it is clear on the other hand, that a high degree of
inaccuracy still affects our model, due to the too rough representation of ( T] 11 , n L, or , Xi)
as functions of the plasma state. We leave for the future the task of extending this research in
the sense of above.
Moreover the symmetry assumptions and Eq. 11 pose severe constraint, in particular
on the radial velocity component (vr=0). It is expected that relaxing these assumptions (in
particular the circular symmetry) could produce more realistic proﬁles.
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Abstract

The concept of a ’slightly non—ideal’ plasma was ﬁrst introduced by J.B.Taylor
in the context of his famous theory of plasma relaxation in the following sense: a slightly
non—ideal plasma relaxes towards a state of minimum magnetic energy under the
constraint that the global magnetic helicity integral K and the total toroidal magnetic
ﬂux remain conserved. Based on a multiple timescale derivative expansion scheme, we
have shown in a previous work, that Taylor ‘5 conjecture is indeed true on the
MED—collision (CMHD) timescale. In this paper, the invariance properties of the local
mass integral M‘l> are investigated on the ideal MED (IMHD) and the CMHD
timescales. It is shown that on the IMED timescale both the local and the global mass
integral are conserved. On the CMHD timescale it turns out that for an incompressible
plasma the local and the global mass integral are still conserved, whereas for a
compressible plasma only the global mass integral is conserved.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that in the case of an ideal, perfectly conducting plasma, the
motion of the plasma particle perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld hues is not permitted

since the ﬁeld lines are frozen to the plasma. Consequently, the local mass integral,
M¢=Jp d1¢ is thought to be constant for each ﬂux tube, where p is the particle mass
density and \II is the label of the magnetic surface. On the basis of Taylor’s famous

theory /1/, 'the constancy of M‘b represents an inﬁnity of topological constraints.
Clearly, because of these constraints a. complete rearrangement of the plasma particles is
not permitted in the ideal MHD limit. Let us now consider a slightly non—ideal plasma
where the deviations from the ideal limit arise on account of resistivity effects. In the

presence of a small but ﬁnite resistivity, however, the topological constraints associated
with the magnetic ﬁeld lines are no longer preserved, since the ﬁeld lines may break and
reconnect. In this case, it will be possible for the plasma particles to move across the

ﬁeld lines and to rearrange themselves within the whole volume such that the global

mass integral M is constant. A similar argument has been used by K.Avinash [2/ to
interpret the evolution of a slightly non—ideal, non—neutral plasma. On the other hand,

* On leave from the Dept. of Eng. Physics, University of Cairo{Fayoum branch), Egypt.

Y.Kondoh /3/ conjectured that, in the case of a slightly non—ideal7 neutral plasma the
local mass integral M‘l’ remains conserved.

In a previous contribution to this conference series [4/ we have, based on
a
multiple timescale derivative expansion scheme, shown that on the intermediate
MED—collision (CMHD) timescale, the plasma may be considered as slightly non—ideal.
In this paper, the conjectures by K.Avina.sh and Y.Kondoh are analysed and the

invariance properties of the local mass integral M15 on the ideal MHD (IMHD) and the

MED—collision (CMHD) timescales are investigated.
BASIC EQUATIONS
Referring to the multiple timescale approach /5/, the dimensionless continuity
equations on the IMHD and the CMHD timescale read

IMHD:

git—(1’ + V'(noﬂo) = 0 ,

(la)

CMHD:

gnrz+gll—I+V-(noﬁ1+mﬁo)=0,

(1b)

where, nk and ﬁk refer to the kth order normalized particle density and normalized
plasma velocity respectively, and t1 and t; are related to the Alfven time (TA) and
the
collision time (Tc), respectively. Furthermore the dimensionless equations for the
time
evolution of the volume element dﬂ’, read

IMHD:

a
mil:
(ﬂiTA6)'l(ilo-dso), and

(2a)

CMHD:

33+g:—:=—{ﬁo-d§i+ai'dgo—(é+ﬁo‘V#)'d§o}(niTA5)‘lx

(213)

Where, 6: is a vector function deﬁned by 3(é-ll‘llo) : ll‘llox lag/£11}, and ‘110 is the zero
order poloidal magnetic ﬂux. In equation (2b) it is assumed that the system has already

relaxed to its zero order equilibrium state [lo 2 a(i;tl,t2)l§o and do = u(i;tl,t2)l§o].
These equations are employed consistently with the boundary conditions
/4/.
THE WVARIANCE PROPERTY OF THE LOCAL MASS INTEGRAL
ON THE
MED TIMESCALE

According to our expansion scheme /4/, we can write the local mass integral M‘l’
for each ﬂux tube in the the following dimensionless form
Mil) = J- (“o + 6n1+ 52mg) (dTo + 6dT1+ 62d'r2).

(3)

where d7‘¢ = (dro + 6d7'1 + 62d”), is a volume element enclosed between
two
neighbouring magnetic surfaces ‘1/ = lilo + 6111+ 62112 = const., created
by the magnetic
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ﬁeld (flu + 6131 + 63132). The application of our multiple timescale expansion scheme,

then yields to the order 6 the following dimensionless equation for the time evolution of
the local mass integral on the IMHD timescale;

_

ﬁM¢

H—llmun

37.0

6110

‘JBTldn‘FJnGm—l-

(4)

nal form;
BY employing Eqs.(1a) and (2a), equation (4) takes on the following dimensio

aM‘blmnn

dso)20.
=Jg%dT°+Jp°gI—o=”J-‘7'(Poﬁo)dTo+§Pu(ilo-

(5)

This means that on the IMHD timescale the local mass integral M‘b is conserved for each

single ﬂux tube. This result is consistent with Taylor’s conjecture / 1/ concerning the
nature of the IMHD invariants of motion, If we' assume that the plasma is surrounded
by a rigid, perfectly conducting wall so that the plasma boundary is identical with the
outermost magnetic surface, then naturally also the global mass integral M taken over

the whole plasma volume is an invariant of motion.

THE INVABIANCE PROPERTY OF THE GLOBAL MASS INTEGRAL ON THE
COLLISION TIMESCALE (CMHD)
First , we investigate the time evolution of the local M‘b for each single ﬂux tube.
Similarly, the next order in our expansion scheme yields for the time derivative on the
collision timescale the following expression

‘37

gill—2'0““

611°1 dn + 6] n1 37—2
6T1) + I'm—
--‘n+ 169).;d + J ”(2313+

(6)

By employing equations (la,b) and (2a,b), we then obtain g—Df—jlcuun in its dimensional

form as follows:
113

n:
5M
Flow

n + 40126710
= “3&4“ 53’?) dTo + J po(§?+ 6%?) + énd

— (E; + noxiy).dgo +
= " “PO“! + Plﬁol'dgo + 5% Po(i11-d§o —p§;-dso
.
6% PoﬁO'd31 + 6§ pl(ﬁo'd§o)

(7)

Assuming that the plasma has been relaxed to its zero order equilibrium state (in =

a(i;t)f3° and tie = Mi;t)l§o), and employing the boundary condition [4/ , we obtain that
1b

5“
“(r-[cm

a

a

= — at ”(G + acumen.

(s)
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Thus, in the case of an incompressible plasma (l-ilo = 0, u = #(WO): Ppﬂdso and

' [ﬁg/6h]: 0), it is obvious that, the right hand side of (8) will be identically‘zero. Thus
one can conclude that, in the case of an incompressible plasma, the local mass integral

Mib is conserved on the MED—collision (CMHD) timescale , whereas, it is no more an

invariant of motion for a compressible plasma. On the other hand, by assuming that the
plasma is surrounded by a perfectly conducting wall, it can be shown that the global

mass integral M is an invariant of motion for both cases. Thus, it can be concluded that

during the evolution of a compressible plasma on the CMHD timescale, plasma particle
are allowed to move across the magnetic ﬁeld lines and to rearrange themselves such
that the global mass integral M remains constant. Earlier similar arguments have been

used by Avit [2/ to interpret the evolution of a slightly non—ideal, non—neutral
plasma. Furthermore, it can be concluded that , the conjecture drawn by Y.Kondoh /3/
is only valid for an incompressible plasma.

SUMMARY
A multiple timescale approach has been applied to investigate the invariance
property of the local and the global mass integrals. On the IMHD timescale, the local

mass integral M‘b is conserved for each single flux tube. On the CMHD timescale, the
invariance property of the local mass integral Mib for each single ﬂux tube is violated
due to the compressibility of the plasma. Furthermope, it is concluded that, during the
evolution of a compressible plasma on the CMHD timescale, a complete rearrangement

of the plasma particles within the whole plasma volume is permitted such that the

global mass integral M remains constant.
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Stabilization of Pressure-Driven External Modes in Tokarnaks
with a Resistive Wall and Toroidal Rotation

D. J. Ward6 and A. Bondesonmb
“Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas,
Association Euratom—Confédération Suisse, EPFL, Lausanne
”Dept. of Technology, Euratom—NFR Association, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.

ln recent work [1], we have shown that it is possible to completely stabilize low n,
pressure-driven external modes in tokamaks by the combined effect of resistive walls
and toroidal plasma rotation. We have used numerical computation to study the wall

stabilization in toroidal geometry. The spectral codes MARS [2] and NOVA [3] have been
modified to include a resistive shell in the vacuum region surrounding the plasma. Rigid
toroidal rotation was modeled by making the resistive shell rotate with an externally
imposed frequency tom while the equilibrium was static. The plasma was treated as
ideally conducting and mm was some traction of the sound frequency. Furthermore,
the time-constant of the resistive wall, rm, was taken much larger than any ideal—MHD

timescale.
Sonic rotation complicates the stability problem by coupling to sound waves, for
which the MHD model predicts an unphysieal resonant behavior. For realistic temper—
ature ratios, the sound waves are strongly damped by ion Landau damping, and an
accurate calculation requires a description that is kinetic along the ﬁeld lines. However,
reasonable approximations of the kinetic behavior can be obtained by adding dissipative
terms to the fluid equations. We have applied three such modiﬁcations of the scalarpressure ideal MHD equations. Two of these consist of adding a damping term for the
Lagrangian pressure perturbations. The perturbed pressure is split into a convective
and a Lagrangian part:

191: —E~ Vpo + pm,

where

8p1L/(9t = #i‘pOV - 17— 12p”,

(1)

The damping rate 1/ is taken either to be a ﬁxed number or to represent a thermal

diffusivity following the Hammet Perkins [4] prescription, 2/ = xlknvthil. As a third
alternative, we use a term representing parallel viscosity in the equation of motion along
—(B0/Bg) v is computed from
the field lines so that v”:

aim/at = —(§-VP)1/Bopo — Kikllvlhiivll

(2)

When the pressure exceeds the stability limit with the wall at inﬁnity, we find two '
classes of modes that can potentially be unstable: (a) one which has zero frequency in the
frame of the plasma and hardly penetrates the resistive wall: the “plasma mode’; and
(b) one which penetrates the “all and rotates slowly with respect to it (5] 1p frequency—
—
0(7' ) << Lam): the “resistive wall mode.” The resistive wall mode rotates with respect
to the plasma at a frequency close to the imposed rotation frequency. A typical example
of how the growth rates of the plasma and resistive wall modes depend on the wall
radius d is shown in Fig. 1. The two modes are inﬂuenced in opposite ways by the wall
distance—the plasma mode is destabilized as the wall is moved further from the plasma,
while the resistive wall mode is stabilized.

The plasma mode rotateslquickly (frequencyz cum >> 7,31) with respect to the wall.
' — "1 W "in than \val land behaxes as if the wall were ideal. The plasma mode is
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unstable on the ideal MHD time scale when the wall radius exceeds the usual ideal MHD
' threshold for wall stabilization, dgdul. This marginal wall position approaches inﬁnity at
the conventional beta limit and decreases with increasing pressure.
The resistive wall mode becomes increasingly stable with increasing wall radius. This
counter-intuitive behavior can be understood by a large-aspect-ratio calculation of A’
at the resistive shell. We consider a magnetic perturbation in the vacuum, dominated
by one poloidal harmonic m (assumed > 0). The perturbed magnetic ﬂux function
1/, satisﬁes Vita = O in the vacuum region, and the poloidal harmonic m is a linear
combination of 7"” and r“. The growth rate of the resistive wall mode is given by

= TQ‘dAﬂu, where A; = [1,D’(d+) — 112’(d_)]/tb(d). If we write the logarithmic derivative

of t!) at the plasma edge r = a as (LU/111),” = —(m/a)(1 + z) (with z = :c + iy, z and y
real and y 75 0 because of the rotation) a simple calculation gives Ac”:

dAL/ll — (fl/002ml = Z/(w _ Z) = [(1033 - 2:2 - 1/2) + iwyl/Kw — r)2 + 1/2]

(3)

where w = 2/[(d/a)2"‘ — 1]. In the case with no rotation (y = 0) and the plasma unstable

in the absence of a wall (I > 0), Eq. (3) shows that the resistive wall mode is unstable

(A; > 0) for a. g d < dim! E a[1+2/2:]1/2"‘. As the wall radius increases, A; —> 00 when

d _. didu], and at this wall position, the resistive wall mode connects to the ideal MHD
instability, which occurs for d > dideal- In the region of ideal instability, plasma inertia
is non—negligible and modiﬁes (1/)’/w),.:a so as to keep A1" 3 +00. When the rotation
frequency is ﬁnite, y is non—zero. This eliminates the zero in the denominator of Eq. (3).
Consequently, A1“ remains ﬁnite and complex for all wall distances, and the resistive
wall mode does not join the ideal instability. Rotation eHectively separates the resistive
wall mode from the plasma mode, and the growth rate of the resistive wall mode remains

0(T‘;l) for all :1. The resistive wall mode is stabilized when dms > a[1+2z/(z2+y2)]1/2’".
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Figure 1: Growth rate mm and slip frequency Arum vs. wall radius for Lam/MA = 0.06.
Figure 2: Marginal wall distance versus ”lioyon factor 9 for the plasma mode (marked
”ideal”) and the resistive wall mode using different assumptions Curves (a)—(e) apply
[01' (Um/MA = 0.06. (a) and (b) give results for the pressure damping model, Eq. (1),

with (a) u/wA = 0.025 and (b) U/wA = 0.0025. (c)—(e) give results for the parallel
viscosity model Eq. (2) with (c) K. = 0.1, (d) n = 0.885, and (e) n : 1.77.
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Thus, when a rotating plasma exceeds the pressure limit with the wall at inﬁnity,
there are two stability limits for the wall radius, dm and draw. The plasma is stable when
dm < d < didcal, and this condition must apply for all n (except n : 0, which is usually
stabilized by active feedback on the resistive shell time scale). We have computed stabil-

ity limits, including rotation and resistive walls, for several MHD equilibria. Generally,

the effect of wall stabilization is stronger when the pressure proﬁle is broad so that the
beta limit is set by external modes. An example is given in Fig. 2, which shows diam
and dms versus normalized pressure 9 for n : 1 and rotation frequency tarot/MA = 0.06.
The computations were made for an equilibrium with JET shape (elongation = 1.7, triangularity = 0.3 and aspect ratio : 3) and a low pressure peaking factor, pg/(p) z 1.7.
The current proﬁle was adjusted to keep q0 = 1.2 and q, = 2.55. The resistive shell
was conformal with the plasma boundary and we used different fluid approximations to
show the dependence on model assumptions. Stability limits are shown for the n = 1

resistive wall mode using the model of Eq. (1) with U/LLJA = 0.0025 and II/LLJA : 0.025
and the parallel viscosity model Eq. (2) with 1‘ : 1.5 and n = 1.77, 0.885 and 0.1. The
Harnmettaperkins approximation with X : 2/77 gives a result almost identical to that
for the pressure damping model with u/wA = 0.025. Thus, the two pressure damping
models of Eq. (1) give rather similar results, while the parallel viscosity model gives a
stronger stabilizing effect. Furthermore, if the sound waves are eliminated by setting
1‘ : 0, the wall stabilization becomes much weaker. We conclude that the stabilization by resistive walls and rotation is sensitive to the dynamics of sound waves and an
accurate theory must be kinetic along the field lines (eg, drift kinetic).

Also shown in Fig. 2 is a comparison case with half the rotation frequency, [tarot/(0A1 =
0.03 (and F = 1.5, rs = 1.77). The stabilization is much weaker for this lower rotation
frequency and is almost lost when m/wA g 0.02. Thus, there is a threshold behavior
with respect to the rotation frequency. For this type of equilibrium, tum/MA needs to
be about 0.05 to give a signiﬁcant stabilizing effect. This corresponds to a minimum
rotation frequency of about 20% of the sound frequency at the q : 2 surface.

We find that when q, is increased (holding the pressure proﬁle fixed), dres for n : 1
moves closer to the plasma boundary, and the maximum normalized beta is increased.
Figure 3 shows the regions of stability with q, = 2.55 and q, : 3.55 for equilibria with
identical pressure proﬁles and go fixed at 1.20. The stability calculations are performed
with the constant damping model and different damping coefﬁcients. The stability limit,
when expressed in terms of normalized beta, is higher at q, = 3.55 than at q, = 2.55
for both the resistive wall and the plasma mode. Increasing q, to higher values further
increases the stable 9. We have also examined equilibria with negative central shear
and high bootstrap fraction, similar to those discussed in [5] For these equilibria, with
peaked pressure proﬁles and only one integer-q surface ((1 z 3), wall stabilization is not
very effective. However, even rather small modiﬁcations of the equilibrium proﬁles, with ,
an increased pressure gradient close to the edge and a somewhat larger region of positive
shear (to produce both a q = 3 and a q = 4 surface), make these equilibria much more
susceptible to wall stabilization. Some results are shown in Fig. 4 for a sequence of
equilibria with go 2 2.5 and q, = 4.1. With a suitable wall position and mot/um = 0.10,
these equilibria remain stable to all ideal-MHD modes even at 100% bootstrap fraction
and ﬁ" 2 4.5%. Our study indicates that the n = 1 stability limit with rotation and
resistive walls is rather sensitive to the detailed profiles near the wall.

§2§ 2N! ELLESIQ N
In summary, we have shown that low 11 modes can be stabilized by resistive walls in
combination with plasma rotation and that this wall stabilization leads to experimentally
- . Lnl-n limii", The effect is more pronounced for broad pressure pro—
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ﬁlas and high (1,. A numerical example with standard q-proﬁle and broad pressure proﬁle

shows an increase in the beta limit by about 30% due to the wall stabilization. MHD
stability analyses indicate that similar increases are observed experimentally in DIII-D
[6 , Stabilization by resistive walls and rotation can give even more favorable results for
advanced tokarnak operation (non-monotonic q and z 100% bootstrap fraction), but for

such equilibria, global stability becomes sensitive to edge conditions.
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Figure 4: Stability boundaries for equilibria with negative central shear and high boot-

strap fraction. Results are shown for (a) the pressure damping model, Eq. (1), with

U/wA = 0.35, and (b) the parallel viscosity model with K = 1.77.
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Ideal MHD Stability in Tokamaks with External
Helical Windings
R. Moeckli W. A. Coo er and F. Troyon
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Association Euratom—Conféderation Snisse,
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne,
Lausanne, Switzerland
The ideal MHD stability properties of a tokamak with external L:3 windings are
investigated with respect to local ballooning and Mercier modes and global external
modes. The energy and particle conﬁnement in standard tokamaks is known to improve

with plasma current. Imposing external helical windings Offers an additional knob to
vary the toroidal plasma current independently of the value of the edge rotational transform. Therefore, we can reduce the plasma current and sustain a large fraction of the
rotational transform with the helical windings or conversly increase the plasma current
and correspondingly unwind the rotational transform with the current in the helical coils.
The aim of this study is to try to investigate the effect of the winding on local and global
ideal MHD stability.
We model the effect of L : 3 windings by prescribing the plasmavvolume interface as

R = 1300(1) + 1210(1) cos u + 6cos(2u — Nu) + 6cos(2u —- 3Nu)
Z : R10(1)sinu + 6sin(2u — Nv) — 65in(2u — 3Nv)
where 1200(1) is the major axis, 1210(1) is the minor axis, so that A = ROD/R10 is the
aspect ratio, u and v are the poloidal and toroidal angle-like respectively, 6 is the shaping
parameter of the helical coil currents and N is the periods number. The conﬁgurations we
studied have the following parameters : R000) = 10, R100) : 1, A = 10, 6 = 0.075 and
N = 4. The resulting magnetic ﬁeld produces a triangular deformation of the plasma
that only alters the external region of the plasma even when the bulk of the plasma
(where the pressure concentrates) remains essentially a conventional tokamak.
In a previous study [1], we allowed the q-on-axis to approach 2 and investigated the
impact of external helical windings on access to the second region of MHD stability. In the
work we present here, we have adjusted the plasma current proﬁle to constrain q—oneaxis
to be approximately unity and consequently examine the first region of MHD stability.

The equilibria were performed with the VMEC code [2].
We have applied the energy principle given by

5W, _ wan/k = o
where

w, =%///d31[02 + mv . 5|? _ D|£ V511]
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to study the MHD stability of these conﬁgurations. The coefﬁcients C2 and D are
described in Refs. [3] and [4].
obtain

Applying the ballooning mode transformation [5], we

6X
5,6 ([0,, + C.(0 eon + C. <6 wk) 2 1%)
+(1— W. Mao—mu = o

The coefﬁcients are given in Ref. [6]. The Mercier criterion can be derived from the
asymptotic analysis of the ballooning mode equation [7]. A more detailed description for

the global stability can be found in [6]. The TERPSICHORE code [8] has been used for

all stability calculations The pressure proﬁles are optimized to satisfy marginal stability
to local modes uniformly across the plasma.

We have ﬁrst examined a sequence of conﬁgurations in which we have kept the toroidal
plasma current ﬁxed. The pressure, iota and current proﬁles of the tokamak are shown
in ﬁg. 1. Adding helical windings modiﬁes the iota proﬁles as in ﬁg. 2. We obtain

that the marginal [3‘ values (deﬁned as 6' =

i/fffd’rp’y/fffd‘r

) imposed by local bal1131:37/2140
looning/Mercier modes remain about the same. However, global external modes impose
6‘ limit in the conﬁgurations with external coils helical that are lower than that of the

conventional axisymetric tokamak.
In the second sequence we have investigated, we have modiﬁed the current proﬁles so

that each conﬁguration has the same value of iota at the edge (1(a) = 0.45). Fig. 3 and 4

show the corresponding iota and current proﬁles. Using optimized pressure proﬁles ( cf.

ﬁg, 5), we obtain that 5‘ increases slightly from [3k : 0.986% (tokamak) to [3: = 1.06%

(ﬂ: means the marginal 6‘ value for the conﬁguration with the current in the coils
in the

opposite sense than the toroidal plasma current). On the other hand, helical windings

that add rotational transform make the marginal ,6‘ value decrease to 6; = 0.804%.
The calculation of the [9‘ limit imposed by global modes were performed by rescaling
the ballooning/Mercier optimized pressure proﬁle for each case with ﬁxed edge rotational
transform. The ,B' = 0.905% achieved in the axisymetric tokamak appears to be optimal.
This limit decrease to ,B' = 0.65% for the case in which the coils unwind the transform.
For the case in which the transforms are additive, the [3‘ limit imposed by the global
modes is ﬂ' = 0.75%. The plasma shaping that results from the external helical
coils
reduces the vacuum magnetic well regardless of the direction of the currents in
these
coils. This destabilizes the global external modes.
In conclusion, for local stability, the best marginal [3‘ value is obtained for
a con-

ﬁguration that has higher total toroidal current than the tokamak. The marginal 6‘

value decreases for a lower total toroidal current. For global stability, the axisymetr
ic
conﬁguration gives the best marginal beta value with ,8": 0.905%. The
problem of the
transition and accessibility from the ﬁrst stability regime with qo '2 1 to the
second sta.
bility regime with (JD 2 2 still remains an open question that requires further investigati
on.
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Tearing stability of an ITER shaped plasma
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1 . Introduction

The focus of the present paper is to present calculations of the nonjdeal stability index
A’ using the toroidal axisymmetric code PEST-3 [1], which has recently been upgraded
to treat plasmas with an up—down asymmetric cross—section. In the case of the ITER
tokamak, this up—down asymmetry is due to the presence of a single magnetic divertor.
The code PEST-3 solves the ideal MHD marginal stability equation in the plasma bulk.
The inner layers located at the q = m/ n rational surfaces appear as singularities These
are resolved as a separate problem involving nonideal physics. A variational principle
is exploited to determine the coeﬁcients of the recasive or “small” singular solutions
normalized to the “large” singular solutions. Because we allow for the presence of N > 1
rational surfaces for a given toroidal mode number n, A’ generalizes to a. matrix Afj where
i,j = 1, 2 - - . N. For the sake of generality, we also compute the matching data Aﬁj, i
and I‘EJ- [2] which are associated with the coupling of tearing parity to interchange parity
modes These data. are only important when A’ is large or when D”, the Mercier function
at the rational surface 1,!) = tbg, differs signiﬁcantly from the critical zero—ﬂ value of —1/4
for which the mode has a pure tearing parity (and for which the constant ‘11 approximation
is particularly adequate). These matching data are conveniently assembled to form the
outer region matching matrix

A’ B’

D’E%(Pl Al),

A

(1)

which condenses all the outer region information necessary to match the singular solutions
to arbitrary inner layer solutions. It is apparent from the expression of D’ in terms of

small and large solutions, Eq.(46) in Ref. [3] or Eq.(99) in Ref. [1], that D' is symmetric for
real singular solutions and that we must have D” = D’ in the case of up-down asymmetry.
This property is conﬁrmed numerically.
To the outer region matching matrix 0' corresponds, in the linear theory, an inner
layer matching matrix 0(7). The matching condition then takes the form of a dispersion

relation det[D' —- 0(7)] 2 0, which is used to extract the growth rates 7’s by scanning
in the complex plane. In small ﬂ plasmas, we have |A’[ >> IB’] ~ [F’I >> A’, so that
the dispersion relation can often be simpliﬁed to det[A’ — A(’y)]= 0. Furthermore it

is well known that in the linear zero-,8 theory of tearing modes [4], A ~ 1““, so that
the dispersion relation immediately gives the condition that A’ be negative deﬁnite for
stability. This criterion remains valid in the collisionlms limit [5,6], but becomes only
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sufﬁcient when pressure gradient and compressibility are accounted for [7] and when the
resistive Mercier function D3,; < 0. Rutherford [8] showed that in the nonlinear regime,
the magnetic island width grows proportionally to A' and more recently, Waelbroeck [9]
and Zakha-IOV et al. [10] have shown that AH E 1r/A’ provides the basic matching
condition
to resolve the helical near equilibrium, magnetic conﬁguration of the inner layer, which
is thought to develop in the early nonlinear stage of sawtooth reconnection.

2.

A’ and linear resistive growth rates

We perform the matching of the tearing parity solutions arising in the ITER plasma

shown in Fig. 1, to the resistive inner solutions of Glasser et a1. [7]. In this case, we have
the diagonal matrix

A-l’Yl

4(7) = (Wis-3 ,

(2)

and
,

_.

214‘.

11(2) *5/4

4

_

_

TDR'

_'

as inner matching data deﬁned in the inner layers 1' = 1,2 - - - N, where
Q; E 11");

(4)

is the normalized growth rate, and p, E E/—D1,.~ is assumed to be real by
virtue of
Mercier’s criterion. Expressions for D“,
n'i, the characteristic growth rate Q.- and
the layer width L.- are given by Eqs.(139)—(149) in Ref. [1]; they depend entirely on the
equilibrium quantities evaluated at given ﬂux coordinates. Recall that Q.and the layer
width L; scale as the resistivity 7; to the power 1/3. A direct consequence
of (2) and

(3) plus the fact that D’ is Hermitian is that the growth rates always come as complex
conjugate pairs.
The safety factor proﬁle is monotonically increasing from qo = 1.1 to q, = 3.1, yielding

two rational surfaces, m = 2/n = 1 and m = 3/7: = 1, which are located at 0.89% and

0.99% of the plasma boundary ﬂux II)“, respectively. Figure 2 shows the convergenc
e of
the two eigenvalues A2,, and A3” of the A’ matrix. The boundary conditions
applied
on the displacement ﬁeld are those of an inﬁnitely conducting wall
at the plasma surface
(b = a), at distance b = 1.2 times the plasma boundary radius a
and at inﬁnity. The
destabilizing effect of increasing b is particularly noticeable for the
3/1 tearing mode,

which remains nevertheless stable (negative eigenvalue) even after complete
removal of

the wall. The 2/1 mode has a marginally positive eigenvalue A2,,
= 0.209 for the ﬁxed
boundary case whereas Ag/l = 0.532 for b = 1.2a and 12/1 = 3.58
for b —> 00.

Due to ﬁnite pressure gradient effects (Dm = —0.0027), the instability
only occurs

when the eigenvalue exceeds a threshold AC which increases
as 77 decreases. This leads to

complete stabilization for 77 < 17:, where Y]: ranges from 10‘6 to
10'9 depending on the
boundary conditions. There is a second branch in the dispersio
n relation which gives a
much smaller growth rate (not shown). As 17 decreases, this branch
however merges to
the dominant one to form two complex conjugate growth rates.
The particular value of
r] where this takes place is made apparent by the abrupt rise
of the imaginary part (only
one complex root is shown).
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3. Summary

The latest PEST—3 version for plasmas with up-down asymmetric cross-section has
been used to compute the outer region matching data of a two-rational surface ITER<
shaped equilibrium. The code PEST»3 has previously been tested against a fully resistive
code [1], but has not been applied to an up-down asymmetric plasma before. The con»

vergence properties of the matching data suggest that the code is working properly.
Irrespectively of the boundary conditions applied at the plasma. surface, the most
interior rational surface 111 = 2/7: = 1 is found to be unstable at moderate resistivity
Where 7 ~ 113/5 (the usual tearing mode scaling). As 17 approaches 10‘6 to 10—9, depending
on the boundary conditions, ﬁnite pressure gradient effects become important and the

growth rate becomes complex before being stabilized due to the threshold Ac in (3)
Adopting typical ITER parameters: R0 = 9 m, a = 3 m, Bu 2 5 T, n = 2x10?“ 111—3
and applying Spitzer's expression for the resistivity, one ﬁnds that the 17 < 10‘9 limit
translates into requiring an electron temperature exceeding 1.6 keV in order to statisfy
linear resistive stability. It should however be emphasized that this threshold is very
sensitive to the local pressure proﬁle at the rational surfaces: 3 ﬂattening of the pressure
induced by error ﬁelds, for instance, could remove this threshold so that the mode Would
remain, at least formally, unstable at any resistivity level. On the other hand, the growth

rate would be so small at high temperature >> 1 keV, that a. one ﬂuid, purely resistive
description becomes inadequate.
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Abstract
MHD stability limits were studied for doublet plasma conﬁgurations using the

equilibrium code CAXE and the stability code KINX [1]. Beta limits have been
found against ballooning and n=1 external kink mode stability. For doublet plasmas in the TCV tokamak the beta limits are close to the values obtained for a
lasma with a single magnetic axis and t e same overall elongation. The current
limit against kink modes is lower in doublets. But the maximal beta is obtained
_
_ _
_
at almost the same value of the current.
Axisymmetric n20 mode growth rates With resrstlve wall were obtained With
the KlNX-W code. A comparison shows that the antisymmetric stability of doublets
is much better than that of a single axis plasma with the same overall elongation.

1 EQUIIIbI‘lum The equilibrium plasma boundary is chosen to obtain two
magnetic axis equilibrium with prescribed proﬁles of the surface averaged toroidal current
density 1‘ and dp/dtl). The following parameterization is suitable to generate a boundary
with indentations from both inner and outer sides:

1' = R+ 6.1205(0 + 6,-sin 0)(l —p.-cosz 0),
i=10<l9<7r7 i=2 7r<0<27r.

z = Z + angsinﬂ,

(l)

The values of 1:1, 61 and £2, 62 can be varied independently thus controlling the elongation
and the triangularity of the upper and lower parts of the plasma cross—section. The
relation a1(1 — p1) = 112(1 — pg) is needed to ensure the continuity of the shape.
For the proﬁles of I‘ the following expression was chosen:

1- = (1 — we + I...

(2)

Where 1/) is the normalized poloidal ﬂux in each plasma subdomain with nested ﬂux
surfaces and 1m is chosen to ensure the continuity of 1‘ across subdomains boundaries.
To obtain a sequence of equilibria for ﬂ-limit computations we fix the proﬁle of I’ and
perform pressure gradient optimization to get the equilibrium marginally stable against
ballooning modes. The ﬂ-limit for kink modes is obtained by rescaling the optimized
dp/dt/J proﬁle until marginal stability is reached.
2 External klnk limits The following plasma boundary parameters were
chosen for up~down symmetric doublet conﬁgurations: a/R = 0.65, I: = 1.25, 6 = 0.1,p =
0.8, which gives the boundary aspect ratio A = 3.47 and total elongation E = 2.89. This
shape ﬁts into the TCV vacuum vessel (Fig.2a). The mantle outside separatrix was
chosen pressureless and currentlcss (I... : 0). The parameter j; was ﬁxed and the plasma
current varied by changing j] in equation (2). The value of q at the upper magnetic
axis was set to 1.05 for all cases. In Fig.1a ﬁ-limits vs normalized current for jg = l are

shown. Note that the definitions here are ,3 = 2fpcll//B2var:j [N : IP(MA)/a(m)Buuc(T)

and the integrals are over plasma volume without mantle. Btu is the yacuum ﬁeld in

the plasma centre. The same is shown in Figlb for the case 12 2.2 which corresponds

to larger values of 1;. Magumum beta and current are somewhathigher in this case but
the kink ﬂ—limit degradation 15 more pronounced when approaching the current limit.

The inﬂuence of the current in the mantle on the stability was studied by introducmg
. = (“(1 ..1[;) with Im = 0.1,0.2 and J2 = l in plasma. The ﬂ—limits do not change
much . But the current limit degrades with increasing 1,... _ In the table below limits in
total current (1.9,) and current inside separatrix (1.“) are given.
[m
[m
1;,”

0.0
2.18
2.18

0.1
2.08
2.03

0.2
1.75
1.66

rep—Ha.

wand».

Comparing doublet plasmas (dt) with corresponding singleenull plasmas inside sep—
aratrix taken alone (311), it was found that the n:1 external kink [3-1t in doublets
is about 5% lower than in single—null plasmas. The diﬁ'erence in current limit is even
smaller. In the table below the beta limits are given for three types of current proﬁles.
1t is the normalized current at the beta limit r doublets.
2

[m

ﬂdt

ﬁsn

It

0.0
0.1
0.0

2.1%
2.6%
2.7%

2.2%
2.75%
2.8%

1.00
1.16
1.06

3 Up—dOWD asymmetric doublets Two examples of up—down
asymmetric doublet equilibria were considered. The ﬁrst one was obtained using the

parameterization (1) with al/R = 0.65,a2/R = 0.65, K = 1.7,5 : 0.1.131 = 0.85 (Fig.2b).

The current density proﬁles were 1‘ = 1— 1/: for the upper domain and I‘ : 0.3(1—1/J) for

the lower domain. The ﬂux outside separatrix is very small in this case (about 100 times

smaller than inside the upper domain) and the separatrix closely follows the external
boundary shape which has a low triangularity.
The second equilibrium boundary was obtained from the asymmetric ”TCV-D’1 pa»
rameterization:

r = R+acos(0+6sin9 — /\sin29)7
K = 0.50:1 + K? +(IC1— 1:2)sin9),
6 = 05(6] + 62 +(61— 62)Sl[1 0),

A = 0.5(A1 + A. + (A, _ A2)sin 9),

z = ansinf},
(3)

O < 9 < 27r.
This shape with a/R = 03,51 = 3.7,:{2 = 1.7,6 = 0.5,/\ : 0.2 was indented from
both inner and outer sides by 0.3a and a respectively (Fig.2c). The current density was
1' = 1— 1/) {or both upper and lower domains.
The ballooning ﬁ—limit is higher for the second case of Fig.2c because of its more triangular boundary (9 : ﬁ/IN = 2.75%/0.76 = 3.6% for Fig.2b vs 9 = ﬂ/IN = 3.5%/0.81:
4.3% for Fig.2c; the values are computed over upper domains only, lower domains were
kept force—free). The same holds for the kink limit (9 = 3.0% vs 9 = 4.2%). Again no
Slllbstantial differences were revealed between the kink limits for doublets and singlernull
p asmas.
4 AXISymmetrlc stability A wall shape close to that of TCV vacuum
Chamber was chosen for n=0 stability studies (using the parameterization (3) with a/R =
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aw/Rw = 0.34,;c : 2.7, 6 = 0.2, /\ = 0.8). Two Versions of the KINXAW code were used
to compute the growth rates of doublet and single axis equilibria surrounded by the
_
_
_
resistive wall.
our equilibria with {J : 0 were compared : a symmetric doublet (Fig‘Za) With
1‘ : l — 1,0,1»; : 1.15, two asymmetric doublets Fig.2b and 2c with [N = 0.90 and
[,v = 1.24 and a single axis highly elongated equilibrium of T’TCV7D” shape (Fig.2d)
with R/a : 367,1: : 3,6 = 0.5, A : 0.2,1' : l — 1/), IN : 2.07.
The table below shows the instability growth rates in 5‘ l obtained assuming the
plasma major radius R:O.88m and a resistivity/wall thickness ratio of 10‘50hm (the
growth rates scale linearly with increasing the resistivity up to 5- 10'5 which is closer
to the experimental value). The resistive growth rates for doublets (first two rows in
doublet (1)
doublet ('2)
single top

sym. doublet (a)
44
‘28
43

asym. doublet (b)
6‘2
ideally unstable
'
6‘2

asym. doublet (c)
360
‘27
800

the table) and for the corresponding single—null plasmas from the upper domains inside
separatrix (single top) are close to each other in the two ﬁrst cases where the separatrix
is near the external boundary at the top. For the asymmetric doublet (c) the growth
rates are higher due to a more triangular boundary which is not following the wall shape
like in the two other cases. The stabilizing influence of the plasma outside the separatrix
is considerable in this case and the growth rate for the singlevnull plasma is much higher
than for the doublet.
, .
.
.
characteristic feature of 11:0 stabihty of up—down symmetric doublets is the pres

ence of two unstable modes [1]. The same is valid for the resistive wall modes: for

the most unstable mode the displacements in the two domains inside the separatrix are
mirror symmetric, the plasma is displaced mainly as a whole for the more stable mode.
The growth rates of the two modes are close to each other for the symmetric doublet.
For asymmetric doublets the two modes are mainly independent displacements of each
domain inside the scparatrix. For the asymmetric doublet (b) the plasma in the lower
smaller domain is ideally unstable due to its relatively high elongation and large distance
from the wall. For the asymmetric doublet (c) the mode in the lower domain is ideally
stable and has a much lower resistive growth rate because its shape follows the wall more
closely.
_
For the TCV wall position with aim/Ru, = 0.34 the highly elongated equilibrium is
ideally unstable. Even for a wall with (rm/R,“ = 0.31 the growth rate is much higher than
for the doublets: 13003“.
ODCIUSIOHS Comparisons of the [3 and current limits against external n:l
kink stability for doublets and for corresponding single~null plasmas inside the separatrix
Show that the limits are very close to each other. No substantial inﬂuence of the mantle
on the stability was revealed.
The maximal [3 obtained for doublet conﬁgurations is almost the same as for plasmas
having a single axis and the same overall elongation. The current limit for the doublet
imposed by n:1 external kink mode appears to be lower by 30%. But the optimum ,5
[2] is obtained at approximately the same current.
The n : 0 mode stability properties of doublet equilibria can be inﬂuenced by the
plasma outside the separatrix. The displacements for the two unstable modes in asymmetric doublets are localized in either one or the other domain inside the separatrix.
However the interaction between the plasma domains can be considerable. A comparison
shOWs that the n=0 mode growth rate with resistive wall stabilization are much lower for
doublets than for a single axis plasma with the same overall elongation.
Acknowledgement This work was partly supported by the Fonds National
SuiSse de la Recherche Scientiﬁque.
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Electromagnetic Effects on Electron Fluid Drift Turbulence
B. Scott, Max-Planck—lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany

Previous work on the physics of collisional drift—wave turbulence studied via high—resolution simulation is extended by reincorporating all the
effects of the attendant magnetic ﬂuctuations. For typical edge param‘
eters for Ohmic or L—mode tokamak discharges the effects of magnetic
ﬂuctuations on both the linear wavw and the turbulence are minimal.
Although there is a slight tendency to more strongly excite current ﬂuctuations at very small scales, the effect of this is limited to constraining
the numerics. Transport due to the magnetic ﬂuctuations is directly
computed, with the result that it is negligible compared to that caused
by the ExB turbulence.

I. Introduction
One of the outstanding problems in the theory of anomalous transport in tokamak
plasmas is the degree to which the transport is effected by electrostatic or electromagnetic
mechanisms. In the most likely scenarios the transport results from turbulence driven by
gradients in the background density and temperature, mediated by other effects such as

ﬁnite resistivity or an inhomogeneous magnetic ﬁeld. The turbulent ﬂuctuations involve

the electric and magnetic ﬁelds as well as the density and temperature, giving rise to a
net ﬂux in particles and energy which can be carried either through advection by ExB
ﬂow eddies or nonlinear divergences of parallel current and heat ﬂux. For radially outward
transport by ExB ﬂow eddies the electrostatic component is sufﬁcient, provided there is a.
positive average phase shift between ﬂuctuations in the transported quantities on the one
hand and ﬂuctuations in the electrostatic potential on the other. The phase shift would
be measured in the electron drift direction, parallel to Vpx B, and the average is over a
ﬂux surface. For a ﬁnite net transport by ﬂuctuating magnetic ﬁelds it is necessary for the
ﬂux surfaca to be broken by turbulent magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations, since otherwise there
can be no angle-averaged parallel divergences. For this to occur there must be a positive
average correlation between the parallel current ﬂuctuation and the radial component of
the ﬂuctuating magnetic field. It is only recently that EXB transport has been directly
measured in an experiment with the temperature ﬂuctuation properly separated from the
others [1], and measurements of similar quality for the electromagnetic transport are still
lacking. It is of considerable interest, therefore, to study this question in detail with

computations.

ll. Electromagnetic Drift-Fluid Equations

The model equations follow ﬁ-om the Braginskii twoﬂuid equations [2] and the usual
microturbulence ordering. Fluctuation activity is assumed to occur over a range of scales
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about some average, ',A for which L > A~p., where L represents proﬁle scales and p. is
—- c2,-M T /es. With the further simpliﬁcation of
the drift diSpersion scale given by p,—
= T, the perpendicular velocities are given by the EJLB and diamagnetic
cold ions, T.- < Te—
drift for electrons and the ExB and polarisation drifts for the ions. Fluctuations are scaled
acmrdlng to-

60¢ *— etﬂs/TL501'1 ‘—~n/n1 60T ‘— T/T

60"“ '— uII/cu 60¢ ‘— ill/513’)“

50‘1”" .— e,qII/nTc,, and 60]" 4— e,J~II/ncc., where 60 = p,/L.,, e, = L,I /L., c, is given
by c2: T /M.-, and L, and Lﬂ are the shear and density scale lengths. Derivatives are

scaled according to V; «— p.V_L, VII +- L ,VII, and (8/60

(Ln/c. )(6/61). In a. simple

two—dimensional sheared-slab geometry, [3(0) = z — (z/L,)y, so that VEIO) = ~:c(6/6y), the
equations are:

5%? = — vE - W165 + an»
g = — 27¢ — VE V" + Va - E«VIM»

(1)
(2)

ggf= — gnegy—qs — gvs-Vf+vujn -Vu‘1~n -€-Vn*7n:

(3)

gs" = — vE - vs" — av" (a + T) + #1 MP]? a",

(4)

g~= -D-lfII+VII(1.71f+ﬁ—$),

(5)

egg] = — 1.6DVIT — 4"" — 0.7m],

(6)

where in = mtg—IVER vE - V = i - VL$XVL, V" = 443/31!) — i ' V—L'l’UXVJ-i and
the parameters are given by D = (c./0.51u¢Ln)(M.-/m¢)(L3,/LZ) for parallel dissipation,
= (41rnT/192)(L;z /L3,) for electromagnetic induction, r]e = Ln/LT for the relative temperature gradient, and e, = Ln/L, for ion sound coupling. (The numerical constants hold
for pure hydrogen, the small constant c, is employed to create a separate equation for E"
and avoid the need to compute a nonlinear VI‘I, and the parallel viscosity ”II is added solely
to spatially contain the turbulence.)
Ill. Electromagnetic Drift-Wave Turbulence
In the above equations, it is clear that ,6 controls the emergence of electromagnetic
effects. When E < 1 the usual currents produced by the drift-wave turbulence correspond
to comparatively weak magnetic ﬁelds (12;), so that the corrections to Vr) and the electro-

static Ollm’s law (Eq. [4] with {by —+ 0) are negligible. For larger [5 two things occur. First,
the eidstence of parallel force imbalance on the electrons ( “nonadiabatidtf’ ) produces a
magnetic ﬁeld somewhat out of phase with the producers of the parallel forces: 42, n, and
T. This would tend to weaken the current produced by a given level of nonadiabaticity,
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and hence weaken the overall dissipation thereby excited. The system would become more
nonadiabatic on average for a given D, which has the same effect as would an increase of

D: weaker linear modes but stronger turbulence. The second new effect is the nonlinear
transfer tendency of the nonlinearities in V" introduced by a ﬁnite 5:: these tend toward

small scales, which would tend to weaken the inverse cascade dynamics in $which support

the collisional drift—wave mode structure [3].
These changes actually emerge for 5 somewhat greater than unity, since 1:5 is driven
according to the nonacliabatic fraction of the electron dynamics not the whole Scaling
the right side of Eq. (5) one ﬁnds that iii/gtrv
~,5Dk”2A20:, With A the perpendicular scale,
is” the average parallel wavcnumber, and a the nonadiabatic fraction. For linear waves

with 5 ~ 1, the other factors combine for a 5/; ratio of about 0.2, As a result of this, the
growth rate for a linear wave externally driven by multiplying the linear gradient term in
Eq (2) by (1 + £7), with 7 = 0.3, starts to decrease only for 5 > 3.0, about an order of
magnitude larger than it ever is in a tokainak edge plasma (the other parameters were set
to D : 2.0, 77c : 0.6, 63 = 0.1, and kyp, = 0.2),

~10

O

:c/ps

10

—10

O

I/p,

10

Fig. 1. Particle ﬂux (a) and conductive part of heat ﬂux (b), elec—
trostatic (solid) and electromagnetic (dashed) parts. The transport is
dominantly electrostatic, through the turbulent ExB eddies.
The results for the turbulence are no different, even with the extremely powerful
kinetic Alfvén physics constraining the timestep to absurdly low values as 5 approaches
unity (T = 5 X 10’3 led to run crashes for 5 = 1.0, While 7' = 0.1 is normal for the
electrostatic case). The kinetic Alfvén physics consists of VII‘TII in Eqs. (2,3) and the V"
terms in Eq. (5), with the terms involving 1?“ also entering. Although the mode structure for
turbulence 1S rather different from that of linear waves [3], the same situation regarding the
size of 1,! continues to hold. Additionally, 1/) emerges in phase with its excitors, h—
— n - d:

F—nmw
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and i as does .7", at the energy-producing scales.

The measured average (kHz) has

only a very small nonlinear component, except at very small scales where the dissipative

forcing through the parallel dynamics is of the least relativeﬂimportance compared to the
turbulence. The main effect of the ﬁnite 1/) is to exacerbate J" and if” at very small scales
(1:1P, > 3), which is of no consequence to the physics but important for the numerics.
Fortunately for future numerical tokamak efforts, the scales involved in microturbulence
can usually be kept electrostatic. This is made clear by measuring the fluxes, shown in
Figure 1, for the case of D = 2.0, [3 = 0.3, n, = 0.6, e, = 0.1. The ﬂuxes were measured

by proﬁle, averaged over 800 < t < 1800 in saturation (the proﬁle gives the transport
at the given 1, averaged over y).

Both particle and conductive heat ﬂuxes are shown;

these are VE - V5 and VHJ”, and vE - VT and VH3”, respectively. The solid lines give
the electrostatic component (v E - V terms), and the dashed lines give the electromagnetic
component (nonlinear V" terms). Note that since the results are ﬂux—surface averaged
(here, an average over y), only the part involving 12; contributes to the electromagnetic
component. The electromagnetic component is negligible for these parameters, not only

to transport, but also to mode structure, as the package of diagnostics used in Ref. [3]
veriﬁed. (Note that ﬂ = 0.3 is typical for an L—H transition phase with T6 ~ 200 eV and
n ~ 2 x 1013 cm'a.)
IV. Conclusion
In a simulation whose model equations are capable of representing both electrostatic
transport by ExB turbulence and electromagnetic transport by ﬂuctuations in magnetic
ﬁeld, and parallel current and heat ﬂux, it has been found that the transport is overwhelmingly electrostatic at the highest levels of plasma beta expected in tokamak edge plasmas.
Although the model is restricted to parallel electron dynamics, this part of the physical
system is self-consistently treated, with separate equations for the three ﬂuctuations important to drift-wave turbulence: <15, 5, and T. Further, it is this part of the overall dynamics
present in a magnetised plasma through which turbulent ﬂuctuations interact with the
parallel current and magnetic ﬁeld, at low plasma beta. It is therefore to be expected that
the results of this study are quite relevant to the long-standing question whether tols'amak
edge transport is primarily electostatic or electromagnetic, and the results indicate that
it is electrostatic. It should be added, however, that possible contributions from exotic,
fast—particle effects are not ruled out.
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High resolution simulations of 2—D dissipative drift—wave
turbulence
Suzana J. Camargo, Dieter Biskamp, and Bruce D. Scott
Max-Planck—Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, 85748 Garching, Germany
in particular
Drift-wave turbulence is considered as a possible cause of anomalous transport,
Wakatani [1] proposed
in the plasma edge region of tokamaks and stellarators. Hasegawa and
dominated plasma
a simple model to study two~dirnensional drift»wave turbulence in a collision

gradient in the
with a constant magnetic ﬁeld in the z direction and a constant mean density
high-resolution
by
studied
is
model
Wakatani
Hasegawa—
the
paper,
this
In
direction.
2:
negative

numerical simulations for high-Reynolds numbers.
for the normalThe Hasegawa—Wakatani model consists of two coupled nonlinear equations
[1]:
s
ﬂuctuation
y)
71(x,
ized potential any] and density

8
<vi$)-VLV1<E5 : C(d—ﬁ)+D¢,
5Vi$+(i>

(1)

%H+(zxvi$)~viﬁ+%§ = C(5-ﬁ)+7)",

(2)

terms
where the usual dimensionless variables are used [2]. ’D‘a and D” are ad-hoc dissipation
to the
'17” = yViV‘ia and D" : VViﬁ, which are chosen in order to conﬁne dissipation

small 1/, Where viscous
smallest scales resolved in the numerical system [3] in the limit of
only relevant parameter is
energy dissipation vanishes, which we call the non-viscous limit, the

adiabatic and
the adiabaticity parameter C (X kﬁ/n". For C > 1, the electron response is nearly
(1) reduces to
Eqs. (1) and (2) reduce to the Hasegawa-Mima equation, while for C < 1, Eq.
the 2-D Navier—Stokes equation, while T1 is passively advected.

system are the
The invariants of the purely nonlinear subset of the Hasegawa—Wakatani
U =
enstrophy
generalized
the
and
[VLéﬂ
+
(53
l/Qfdgz
:
EV
+
EN
:
E
total energy
as
time
with
1/2 fdzz (ﬁ — fl)”, where fl : Via is the E X B vorticity. These quantities evolve
the other quantities
aE/Ot : T‘n - 1",, — 'DE and aU/at : Tn — 7)". Only I‘n can act as a source,

free energy from
are sinks. T" = — [dzzﬁ (add/By) is the rate at which the system extracts
dissipation rate. These two
the density gradient. I‘E : Cfdzr (ii 7 $)' is the resistive energy
s Limit. It is important
non~viscou
the
in
energetics
driftewave
l
collisiona
the
represent
quantities

are viscous sinks
to note that they are only active if the dynamics is nonadiabatic. DE and D”

FC while 7)” is ﬁnite.
and in the non-viscous limit D5 is negligible compared to 1",, and

periodic boundary
Eqs. (1) and (2) are solved on a square box of size L2 : (27r/Ii'o)2 with
one used in [4]. Two
conditions using a de—aliased pseudo-spectral algorithm similar to the
high—k (K0 : 0.15) or low-k
different boxes sizes are chosen concentrating primarily on either

The dissipation
(K0 2 0.0375) properties. The grid-size is varied from 1282 to 10242 nodes.

energy at large k, varying
parameter 1/ was kept just large enough to prevent piling up of mode
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from u = 10“ to u : 5 x 10'“J depending on the size of the box and number of nodes. Three
values of C are used in the computations, representing the hydrodynamic (C : 0.1), adiabatic

(C = 5) and transition (C = l) regimes.
The numerical simulations are initialized by a random-phase, broadband ﬁeld for the density
and potential ﬂuctuations. The evolution of the system follows a standard pattern,ia linear
growth phase followed by a quasi~stationary turbulent phase. The saturation time uniformly

decreases With C, which cannot be explained by the linear growth rate, which peaks for C: 0.3
and decreases for smaller and greater values of C, but is due to the increasing decoupling of n
and ¢'111 the hydrodynamice regime. The energy saturation level is minimum for C: 1, which

is a further indication that the evolution is determined more by the nonlinear properties than
by the linear growth rate. It is important to note that the variation of E with C is almost
entirely due to EN. The saturated enstrophy level on the other hand, decreases uniformly
towards the adiabaticity limit due to the presence of the vorticity cascade to small scales in all

regimes, coupled with a lower I‘n in the adiabatic regime. All this serves to demonstrate that
the nonlinear drive and damping rates, together with the strength of inter»scale transfer, not

the linear growth rates determine the character of the saturated state.
The angle-integrated energy spectrum E; exhibits a maximum at a certain wave~nnmber kn.

On the high— k side there is an inertial range in which E; follows a power law (13;, 2 k‘ “) up
to the viscous cut- off, with a —
_.1 6 — 3. 5. Let us analyse separately the kinetic energy and
the density spectra EX andEf' . Since the effect of the collisional term is small in the inertial

range, Eq. (1 ) essentially reduces to the 2- D Navier Stokes equation, where the spectrum EV_
-3 (1n kL) 1/3 is predicted. This explains the spectral index for E! , which is not very sensitive
k,C
to
ay—
— 3.1 — 3. 5. On the other hand Ef depends strongly on C. In the hydrodynamic limit
the density behaves essentially as a passive scalar which suggests the form 15‘”:c E: , which is

in fact observed (aN—
— 1. 6) hence Ek dominates the energy spectrum at high-I: in this regime.
in the adiabatic limit the kinetic energy is dominant at high 1: since 71 is forced by the strong
cross- coupling to have the same spectrum as (,6 (an; — 4. 2). It is then clear that the sensivity of
5,, to C is essentially due to that of E”. The angle- integrated enstrophy spectrum Ur also has
a maximum at 1:0 and follows a power law for k > kg. The variation of the spectral index of U;
with C is much smaller than that of Eh. U; is dominated by the vorticity component, hence the
spectral index of Uk 2 If” is approximately given by that of the vorticity ﬂ = 1.3 — 1.6.
'

The energy spectra E(k,) and E(ky) show that for k,, k, > Ice, the spectral distribution is
isotropic, while for kn k, ,3 k,7 it is strongly anisotropic. Contour plots of E], for k<
~ k0 are
similar to those of the linear growth rate 7, indicating that the behavior for k < k0'is essentially

determined by the linear forcing, since 7 is proportional to k, with a maximum at km :(0, km).

For C < 1 we ﬁnd that kg 2 km, while for C > 1, where 1cm becomes independent of C, the
actual spectrum is shifted to lower k as C increases. This is another manifestation of the inverse

energy cascade in the adiabatic regime.
The angle integrated turbulent ﬂux 1‘"k — 2'd Ick. nkqbk is compared with its quasilinear
prediction I", , in which in is substituted by (1 + ft) (151,, where ft 15 the linear response function

[3]. In the adiabatic limit (C > 1), [‘n : I‘q', while for C<
~ 1, I‘" < P“ Their ratio, I‘n/I‘i',
decreases with decreasing C approximately as I‘n/I‘V' «4 C”3 for C ,5. 1. Comparison of the
spectral behavior of the two quantities shows that for k ,5, 1:0, PM, 2 1"”: for all values of C. This
good agreement between F" and 1“” at low- I: shows that although t; is nonlinear, the response
of n to it is linear, in the sense that the nonlinearity in Eq. (2) is Weak compared to the forcing
terms. For C: 5.1"“ _ I“ Over the entire spectrum which can be explained by the strong
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cross--coupling.
In most transport models, it is assumed that the nonadiabatic response is small, entering

# (1 — 6k)q5k, with a given 6., << 1 for each
purely as a small phase--shift between 71,, and (pk: nk—
Fourier component. In general, 111‘ and ok are two complex numbers Whose ratio can be given in
_ Im log nkqbk For linear waves, the phaseterms of an amplitude and a phase- shift given by 6kshift 6,!“ is obtained as a function of the linear response function fk [3]. The tendency of the

parallel dissipation C to enforce adiabaticity is opposed for the Linear waves by the mean density
gradient and by ion inertia. As these effects are weak for low 1:, 6,5 is small in this range. As C

increases, the inertia with its higher I: dependence gives the dominant contribution to the linear
phase shift 6". In the turbulent case, the E X B advection_also opposes parallel dissipation
because it tends to randomise the relation between n and 4') When the E X B advection is
dominant, as at high-k and low C, the two quantities become statistically independent. So the
average phase-shift is less than a linear estimate would suggest, especially at the smaller Scales
where the turbulent advection overwhelms linear forcing. The small-scale phase-shift is larger
when the electrons are adiabatic, which is quite counter-intuitive from the standpoint of linear
theory.
The statistical properties are conveniently described by the normalized structure functions of
the density, potential and vorticity increments ['2]. For instance, the normalized density structure

functions are deﬁned as Fm) : <(6i,)2f> / <(6ﬁ,)2>1, where 65,. is the density increment 65,. :
ﬁ(x+ r) — ﬁ(x). While for r > k;1 the large scale statistics are found to be Gaussian, the
statistics become increasingly non«Gaussian for r < ko—l, indicating the existence of small-scale
intermittency. While the structure functions of the density are strongly dependent on C, the
potential and the vorticity are practically independent of C. The structure functions of the

potential being approximately Gaussian even for the smallest scales. The Gaussian statistics
at large scales is consistent with the absence of large scale coherent structures in the nonviscous limit. Similar diagnostics performed on cases reproducing the calculations of [5], which
considered much more strongly viscous conditions, long-living coherent structures were observed
and the statistics were far from Gaussian.
A useful diagnostic is the measurement of the spectral transfer function for the energy. We
compute the spectral transfer of kinetic TV, density T" and vorticity T” from mode k’ to mode
k. Since in a homogeneus system one is interested in scale transfer, the interesting quantities
are those between “shells” of modes (corresponding to angle integrations). In the three regimes
considered averages over sufﬁciently long periods of quasi-stationary turbulence are taken to

provide good statistics. Most activity is concentrated at l: c: ls’, which shows that the transfer
occurs between scales of motion which are within a factor of two of each other, therefore the

transfer can be described as a local cascade. TV Shows an inverse cascade (towards large scales),
while TW has a direct cascade towards small scales. Hence the E X B nonlinearity exhibits the
familiar dual cascade of 2D ﬂuid. TN shows a direct cascade, since 17 is passively advected by the
E X B eddies. Although the character of the system differs substantially between the adiabatic
and hydrodynamic limits, the function and actual behaviour of each nonlinearity remains the

same throughout. Only the magnitude of T” is sensitive to C; this merely reflects that for high
C the system does not tolerate strong departures from electron adiabaticity. Therefore, only

the relative magnitudes of the different cascade tendencies are affected by the strength of the
cross-coupling.
In summary, the Hasegawa—Wakatani model has been solved using high-resolution numerical simulations in the non-viscous limit, such that the controlling parameter is the dissipative
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cross—coupling C between the two ﬂuctuating variables 5 and (5. Though the characteristics
of the turbulence are quite different in the hydrodynamic and adiabatic regimes, the essential
ingredients of the system (gradient driving, dissipative cross-coupling and turbulent E X B ad~

vection) have the same qualitative effect in all regimes, the different properties being only due
to the different relative strenght of these ingredients for different values of C. High resolution
computations play an essential role in understanding the turbulence properties. The most obvious manifestation of this is the disappearance of coherent structures when the viscous damping
is reduced. The inertial range spectral power laws agree surpringly well with simple scaling
predictions. The statistical properties are found to be perfectly Gaussian for k ,5. k0, but exhibit
the non-Gaussian behavior, typical for small-scale intermittency in the inertial range. When the

quasilinear ﬂux estimate fails it overestimates the value of the flux, as the density tends to get
lqmdomised with respect to the potential in the strongly nonlinear, nonadiabatic regime. The
transfer of energy and vorticity conﬁrms the persistence of local cascade dynamics in all regimes:
a dual cascade for the E X B ﬂow eddies and a direct cascade for the density.
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Neoclassical ’Iransport Scalings For Stellarators
in the Long-Mean-Free—Path Regime
C.D. Beidler, W. Lotz, H. Maaflberg
Maz-Planck-Institut fir Plasmaphysik, IPP—EURATOM Association
D-85748 Garching bei Minchen, Germany

Introduction. One of the most fundamental differences distinguishing the toroidal
is
conﬁnement concepts of tokamak and stellarator is that the latter’s magnetic ﬁeld
produced entirely through the use of external coils. Although this has obvious advantages
(steady-state, disruption-free operation), the necessarily three-dimensional nature of such
a magnetic ﬁeld implies a signiﬁcant fraction of localized particles and an accompanying
of
neoclassical transport rate in the long-mean-free—path (lmfp) regime which dwarfs that
the
in
d
documente
been
already
has
losses
l
neoclassica
of
a tokarnak. The importance
current generation of modest-sized stellarator experiments [1] and is expected to increase
further in the large devices of the next generation.
s have
Theoretical efforts to understand and describe neoclassical transport in stellarator
emerge.
to
yet
has
problem
the
of
aspects
all
on
consensus
general
a
but
been numerous,
collision
One uncertainty concerns the correct scalings of the transport coefﬁcients with
potential
the
is
(1)0")
where
—d<I>/dr,
=
(E,
E,
ﬁeld,
electric
frequency, 11, and radial
validity of
necessary to insure that the losses are ambipolar). A further question is the
spectra of
B
complex
often
the
given
models,
ﬁeld
magnetic—
predictions based on simple
actual stellarator devices. These two topics are considered in the following.

stellarator
Traditional Analytic Theory. In the simplest approximation, a classical
represents the superposition of a toroidal and a helical magnetic ﬁeld, with magnitude

B/Bo = 1 —- cc059 + e), cos(€0 — p45), where 9 [oi] is the poloidal [toroidal] angle, 6 [6),] is

the average toroidal [helical] curvature of B (5 need not be equal to cg = r/Ro, the inverse
lmfp
aspect ratio) and I? [p] is the helical ﬁeld multipolarity [period number]. In the
and
regime particles localized in the helical ripple may experience signiﬁcant radial drift
l
neoclassica
overall
the
to
n
contributio
dominant
the
provide
are generally expected to
s of
transport. The form this contribution takes is determined by the relative magnitude
the effective collision frequency, v,” = 11/26)“ and the E x B precessional frequency,
05 = Er/rBo. The results may be summarized by the “mono-energetic” diffusion

coefficients [2]
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which are predicted analytically for 1/,” >> 93, u,” S 95 and ye” < 05, respectivel

(In these expressions, 1),; = Ic/qBoRo where I: = mv2/2 is the kinetic energy of the

of
monoenergetic particles and q is their charge, and .7551 = s/c + 26;. - «2—60 A difference
opinion exists as to whether the W scaling is actually observed in numerical simulations
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of neoclassical transport [2-4] or whether D1,, and D, alone are sufﬁcient to explain
the results [5,6].

This question is of more than academic interest as the inclusion of

the ﬁ scaling will generally lead to more pessimistic expectations for the neoclassical
conﬁnement.

DKES Code Results. The DKES code [7] solves the mono-energetic drift kinetic
equation for a complex magnetic field geometry which is deﬁned by the Fourier spectrum

of B on a ﬂux surface, ‘1! or 1'2,

B(T)0: 45) = Bo Zﬁmnﬁ‘) - cos(m9 — 71114))
m,n

with 0 and :15 being the poloidal and toroidal angles in magnetic (Boozer) coordinates
(g E ——ﬁ19 and a}, E )9“, see above). The mono-energetic transport matrix, 1",} obtained
from DKES depends on 11/1) and Er/v, where 11(1)) is the collision frequency, E, the radial
electric ﬁeld, and v the particle Velocity. For different magnetic ﬁeld conﬁgurations,
the three transport coefﬁcients, F11, P13 and F33 (where the indices 1 and 3 deﬁne the

radial and the parallel directions, respectively) are stored in a database with respect to
“effective” radius, r, “collisionality”, V/U, and Er/v. For each particle species, the full
“thermal" transport matrix, Dr}, is obtained by an energy convolution algorithm based
on this mono-energetic database. For comparing the transport properties of different
magnetic conﬁgurations in the Imfp regime, however, the mono-energetic I‘h are well
suited, where the star indicates normalization to the plateau value, Fri = 1r / (81201283)
(in DKES notation [7]), of the equivalent axisymmetric conﬁguration with circular cross
section (ﬁlo = ——e;).

The magnetic conﬁguration of classical stellarators is characterized by one dominating
Fourier harmonic ﬁml: e.g., ﬁn 2 0.8% (521 ’2 0.3%) for W7-A at c; = 0.025 and
t = 0.51, and ﬁg] 2 4.3% for L-Z at 61 = 0.06 (clean spectrum); see [8] for more details.
Consequently, these conﬁgurations are most suited for a quantitative comparison with

the analytic predictions.

In Figure 1, the DKES results, F;l(u/U,Er/v), are shown

together with the equivalent normalized D‘ where the different regimes are smoothly
connected using D“1

= D171” + D7; + DJI.

Please note in this context that the

rather poor convergence of DKES as indicated by the error bars in the very-Imfp regime
(e.g., up to 500 Fourier modes and 180 Legendre polynomials were used) may mask the

W- and u-dependencies of Fil for ﬁxed Er/u. However, for both W7-A and L-2 the
analytic approach is in reasonable agreement with the DKES results conﬁrming the J17
dependence. As expected due to the fin-term in the analytic results, the J17 regime is

more extended for the L-2 conﬁguration (6 2 e; 2' ch) than for W7-A (e 2 e. 2 3 - ch). A
signiﬁcant difference is obtained at the boundary of the 1/ u and the plateau regimes. The
aXiSymmetric contribution also indicated in Fig. l is obtained from least-squares ﬁtting
0f DKES results for an extended database of axisymmetric conﬁgurations (elongation is
taken into account by c S 6:). This stellarator speciﬁc deviation is attributed to the
interaction of localized (e.g., “helically” trapped) and non—localized (e.g., “tokamak-like“
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Fig. 1:
plasma. radius versus 11/0 {or W7-A (61 = 0.025, upper left plot), for L—2 (e; = 0.06,
upper right), {or W7—AS (q = 0.05, c z 0.31, lower left) and for a Helias conﬁguration
(6: = 0.05, lower right plot) at different E,/v: 0 (A, dotted line), 10'4 (:1, solid line),

3- 10‘4 (a, dashed line), and 10‘3 (o, dot-dashed line), respectively. The axisymmetric
contribution is indicated (additional dotted line).

banana orbits) particles, and can also decrease the plateau value when reduced average

curvature is taken into account (see the Helias-case in Fig. 1).
For a broader spectrum of Fourier harmonics, the analytic approach fails. However, the
1/1! regime as well as something like the J17 or V regime are clearly indicated. By a
standard least-squares ﬁt technique to the DKES database, the numerical coefﬁcients for
the different regimes are obtained; e.g., the “effective helical ripple”, (ch), as used in
the next section is estimated. By using these numerical coefﬁcients with the dependence
on 11/1) and Er/v being ﬁxed, fairly good ﬁts of the DKES-I‘;l in the Imfp regime are
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obtained. For the W7»AS [8] (with ,310 2: —0.7 - q) and the optimized Helias [9] (with
[310 2 ,.0,43 - 5,) conﬁgurations also shown in Fig. 1, quite different results are obtained:
whereas for this W7—AS conﬁguration (the “standard case”) the J17 contribution is small
and quickly gives way to a u scaling, no V—regime is found for the Helias conﬁguration at

all (although the u scaling may be “masked" by convergence problems of DKES in the
vermfp, an extended ﬁwegime was also obtained by Monte-Carlo technique; see [4]).
In the Helias conﬁguration the “geometrical ripple” is larger than in the W7-AS case7
however, the “effective ripple” is smaller. This result demonstrates that an additional

degree of freedom exists in the optimization of the Fourier B spectrum in addition to the
reduction of the avaraged toroidal curvature. In this sense, partly optimized conﬁgurations
for W7-AS (by adjusting the toroidal mirror term, ,601, at nearly idential ﬁlo), with 1‘11
being reduced in the Imfp regime by more than a factor of 2, are also found, and the J17
regime becomes much more pronounced.

Effective Helical Ripple.

Corresponding to the analytic approach, the “effective

helical ripple”, (6),), is deﬁned within the 1/1/ regime from the DU” transport coefﬁcients
for conﬁgurations with a complex B Fourier spectrum where a ﬂux—surface-averaged
“geometrical helical ripple” cannot be used. For optimized magnetic conﬁgurations, as
for the Helias case shown in Fig. 2, (6,.) is signiﬁcantly smaller than the leading a
coefficients. In addition to the reduction of the ﬁlo-term, (which is included in the
deﬁnition of (ch)), the reduction of the fraction of particles trapped in the region of
strong toroidal curvature is most essential for the optimization in the Imfp regime. As
shown in [9], the addition of toroidal mirror contributions ﬂu" in these regions signiﬁcantly
reduces 1‘1‘1.
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Introduction:

The island overlapping criterion can quite well describe the transition to chaotic dynamic
in many physical systems [1]. This idea has been also usefully applied to study the conﬁnement
properties of plasmas in magnetic fusion devices [2]. Deﬁning the stochasticiry parameter as in
Ref. [2], the stochastici threshold is determined by the 5:! condition. Clearly the transition

to chaotic dynamics is easier if many resonant modes are present in the plasma and the spacing
between the modes is such to fulﬁl the s 2 1 condition. Unfortunately this seems to be the

typical condition in the Reverse Field Pinch (RFP). Nevertheless many aspects of the stochastic
diffusion process remain to be clariﬁed. First of all. there is the basic problem that the physical

domain in a fusion device is ﬁnite, therefore the problem of diffusion cannot be approached like
Brownian motion in an unconstrained domain [3]. Moreover, although quite well established
for tokamaks, it is not clear. in our opinion. for RFPs whether or not the quasilinear

approximation [2] can describe the diffusion rate of magnetic ﬁeld lines. Other questions are:
the role of m=0 modes, still quite controversial, and the gaussian-like behaviour of the

diffusion process. Moreover in this paper we try to establish a relationship between stochastic
diffusion rate and positive Lyapunov exponents.

Field line Hamiltonian
The ﬁeld line equations can be cast [4] in hamiltonian form. which in particular in the action-

angle representation reads as:

—:-E f{I)Zmmnsin(m9-n<p+tlmn)
b

d—:wtl)+ef‘(l)2m :“cos(m6—ntp+umn)

i1)
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where ill) is a given function of l. f‘=df/dl. to = q(I). is the safety factor, pm is a random
phase and 5 determines the amplitude of the perturbation (assuming bm,n = I). From (1) it is
easily seen that the zero—order hamiltonian is the unperturbed toroidal flux. while it is clear that

an action I is proportional to the poloidal ﬂux. In the following we use a simpliﬁed model [5]
which make it possible to identify I=r2 , where r is the radial co-ordinate.
The stochastic diffusion

To show how critical is the 5:1 condition for
RFP in Figtl the average stochasticity parameter is
plotted versus 5 in the case of m=l modes with
n=10+30 (bl.n = 1). Only if the perturbation is

‘0.

.

equal or less 10‘5 the non—overlapping condition is
satisﬁed.

e

to"

To characterize chaotic motion it is often
used the concept of the diffusion coefﬁcient
deﬁned as:

‘0‘

2

__

Dst = lim

l—bm

——< (r 2%) >
l

where to is the initial position of the some physical quantity (i.e. magnetic ﬁeld lines) and t is a
time "like" variable.

From the deﬁnition, it follows that for bounded domain D5. :0. The point is quite clearly
discussed in Ref. [3]. A direct and intuitive physical approach is given in Ref.[6], in which it
has been shown that the ﬁeld line spreading for a bounded domain is saturating in time, so that

it is Clear that the diffusion rate in such situation has some meaning only at an initial stage
(when the spreading of ﬁeld lines increases in time). More, precisely following Ref. [6], it is
possible to deﬁne:

Da=i;‘°<b,b',>dL

(2)

where <br b‘r> is the ensemble average of the correlation of the radial ﬁeld and LC is the so
called auto-correlation length, deﬁned as the length for which the integrand of (2) vanishes.
With this deﬁnition in mind it is clear that, only if LC < L531, when: L531 is the length at which
<(r-ro)2> saturates. a meaningful diffusion coefﬁcient can be deﬁned for the problem. In other

words only if there is a rapid decay of correlation [2], it is possible to Characterize the spreading
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have found that
of ﬁeld lines (in a bounded domain) as a diffusion process. For the RFP. we

4+5 a
the correlation length is of the order of the plasma minor radius. LC = a . while L335
We now analyze the behaviour of

the diffusion coefﬁcient in a RFP.

Fig.2 shows the comparison

_

between the numerical calculated
D“ (normalized to plasma minor
radius)

_

and

the

quasi-linear

estimate [2], DSl = tc (b/B)2 .
The agreement is very good. We

+0“ numerical
— - -G~L estimate

note that the result reported in

_

-

Fig.2 refers to a case in which

only m=1 modes are considered
i
to‘

10" i
to“

(n=lO+30) and the amplitude of

.

i

i

the (Ln) Fourier component in
the spectrum is constant: b1,“ =1.

Fig.2

so that the amplitude of the perturbation is actually given by a (sec Eq.(l)).
The role of m=0 modes is another open question in the problem of stochastic diffusion of
magnetic ﬁeld lines. Clarifying this role is particularly important for the RFP in which many

m=0 modes. resonant at the reversal surfaces. can rise. A preliminary observation is that the
system (1) becomes autonomous when only r1120 modes are considered. Since it is well known
m=0
that a 1 degree of freedom hamiltonian system cannot be stochastic [7], it is clear that

modes alone cannot give rise to stochastic diffusion

V

expected, due to r1120 modes. In fact

1

10"

they produce "islands" which make it

05‘

4

But, although not stochastic. an
enhanced diffusion is certainly

1° '

’

possible for a magnetic field line to

10..“

_

move at least for a radial extension
comparable with the island width. If

-

the correlation length is of the same

10'5—

+0 [numerical
!

order of the length necessary to move

- — — O-L estimate

‘0‘”,
104

10-3

I

10-2
Fig-3

'

radially over the island size, this

104

process can appear like stochastic
diffusion. Numerically we have

a

veriﬁed

that

the

simultaneous
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. preSCnCC of m=0,1 modes enhances the diffusion rate (Fig.3) slightly above the quasi-linear
csumate.
Another interesting point is to understand if the diffusion process can be described by a
gaussian process To this purpose we follow the evolution in Lime of an ensemble of initially
Dirac——distributed ﬁeld lines. It has been found that 1n the diffusive region (L < LC) the process

can be well approximated by a gaussian probability distnbution of the ﬁeld lines. whereas when
L= L531 the probability distribution function becomes flat over the diffusion region.
As last topic we address the question of calculating the maximum Lyapunov exponent for

the problem and of analyzing its relationship with D5; . To calculate Lyapunov exponents we
use the method proposed in Ref. [8].
In Fig.4 the maximum positive

to'

Lyapunov exponent is plotted vs.
/.

Dsl.(the spectrum is the same as in

,’

Fig.1) A good correlation is found

,

with a power law of the type: 1 cc

D5) 0-186. In Ref. [9] a quasi-linear

_

I’

.,
,

evaluation gives Lk 0: l/l °< D“

4’

4/3 1.52/3 , showing a dependence
of the Kolmogorov-length on

D

magnetic diffusivity and shear
length. Our scaling with Dst is

Hg' 4

different (probably due to a slightly
different deﬁnition). instead we

have found a good agreement for the dependence of A. on L5 . Finally we note that the presence

of m:0 modes gives rise to ordered structures and has generally the effect of lowering the
Lyapunov exponent of the system.
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The problem of particle and energy transport in a magnetically conﬁned plasma,
in a region where the magnetic ﬁeld is completely stochastic, is of major importance for

controlled fusion. Here we concentrate on the purely magnetic aspect of the problem,
i.e. the spatial diffusion of magnetic lines. The magnetic ﬁeld is supposed to contain a

fluctuating component, perpendicular to the main ﬁeld, due to internal instabilities or
to irregularities in the external coils (“braided ﬁeld"):

(1)

2(a) = Ho (2, + Mela: + byway)
where Bo : const. and bnby << 1.

In order to ensure the divergence-free condition

2; - 9(5) = 0, Q is represented by the vector potential g(;c_) = ‘I’(£l§z- The equations
for the magnetic line are Hamiltonian (11/2 degrees of freedom):

dli

(2)

d—z : Mam) : EX (MEL)

This is a 2—D Langevin type equation (where 2 plays the role of time). It contains the
Lagrangian nonlinearity which comes from the gi dependence of the magnetic ﬁeld.
The total magnetic ﬁeld in such a “stochastic layer" must be described statistically.

The statistical assumptions are introduced at the level of the potential 1/;(g) which is
taken as a Gaussian random ﬁeld, spatially homogeneous and isotropic in the (I, y)
plane. Its Eulerian (ﬁxed points) autocorrelation.function is supposed to be Gaussian:

.2

2

”2)
Au) 2 we Irate» : Mal-M0» : mam (itAll - 5”;

(3)

(the average (..) is taken over an ensemble of realizations of the Q—ﬁeld)
The Eulerian autocorrelation functions for the magnetic ﬁeld components are de—
rived. They form a nondiagonal matrix. This is a consequence of the divergence—free
condition.

L) a

2

(i

A:

()

aT : '2 ((1—r—i) 6m,.+ Eye;

()4

f
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7

2

where: 5(5) E £(rz, rL) : exp (Hal),- — frilf)’ Similar expressions are obtained for the

. Eulerian correlations of the gradients of the magnetic ﬁeld 17,11,043) E Vabmg), m,a :
1;, y:

Biz/EAL) : (IMHO: (1 + 7;) bn.[3(£l) 2 (bmp (E) bn,ﬁ(0))-

The solution of Eq.(‘2) is obtained by integrating Q along the magnetic ﬁeld line:
C

are) = A mammal

(5)

Where éiiK) : EJ—(Cl " (EKG) : it“) — 5(0). The Mean Square Deviation in the

:c-direction at “time” Q is:

C

C

no 2 (612(4)) : /o (141/0 dC2£ulChC2l

(6)

It is determined by the Lagrangian correlation of the magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations which
is deﬁned as:

£mn(<l + Ci (1)

E

(bml£J_(<1+C)vCl+ (lbnl£L(C1)i<1l)

(7)

For a homogeneous and stationary turbulence, the Lagrangian correlations are stationary: Lmn(<l +CSC1)

:

£mn(<)

We have adopted Corrsin approximation which relates the Lagrangian correla—
tions to the corresponding Eulerian ones:

£mn(€) 3’ fdﬂi ailluCl7(L.LIC)

(8)

where 7(;J_,C) = (6[;L — £J_(C)l) is the probability of ﬁnding the current point on a
ﬁeld line at the perpendicular position LJ. at “time” C, starting from 3J0) at “time” 0.

We have shown that, in a homogeneous, stationary and gyrotropic state:
1) the Lagrangian correlation matrix of the ﬁeld components is diagonal:

£71m“) : 6mm£l€l

(9)

and £(C) is the solution of the following nonlinear integral equation:
2

A4

£(c) : £32m!) (— 5%) +7
// [Xi +2 f0 dcr(c — criucri]

(10)

2) the Lagrangian correlations of the ﬁeld gradients are expressed in terms of a single
scalar function )C(C) as:

5::(0 = £35K) : —£§§(C) = ~£¥Z(C) = ’C(C)

(11)
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522(0: L3“) = 3K1C)

5:510 ” £311“): 5:5“) ‘7’ 133:“): 0
where PC“) is given by:
17

x. —-——3
re

Nl

“:(c) 13 exp

14* [A1 +2 f0 d<( —<r)£(9)]

The integral equation (10) can be transformed into a differential equation for T(()

given by 3:116):

14

’2

.,

1121

d'('2<) 7 21‘3”€Ip

9

212

“//

2

J:

[*1 +1 (Cll

'2

(15)

with the initial condition HO) : 0 and f"(0) : 0. The diffusion coefﬁcient is deﬁned as
Dm = Clini Dm((), with:

1 dF(()

Drn (c) : ——
2 dc :

A C d <1 (<1)

(16)

Analytical solution for Eq.(15) can be obtained for two limits:
1))11 T 00 (quasilinear, small a limit): Dm 2 DQL E ﬂﬁgkﬂ

‘2) A// —r 00 (percolation, large 0: limit): Dm : 5A1
The numerical solution of Bq.(15) shows the transition from the quadratic to the linear

A
regime as o: — ﬂT'increases. The resulting diffusion coefﬁcient of the magnetic lines is
plotted in Fig 1 as a function of a.

Fig.1: l’)imensionlvss magnetic diffusion coellicienl (Dm : A”0,n/Ai) as function

of a.

V"?
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The relative diffusion of the magnetic lines was also studied. The equation for the
distance between two magnetic lines (A£J_(C) : ﬁn“) — ELiKDv linearised around

ﬁnal is:

11A": (C ) : br,z(C)AI(C)
+bx,y(C)Ay(C)
dC

(17)

Using the Lagrangian correlations for the ﬁeld gradients and the quasi—linear and markovian approximations, the following equations are obtained for the ﬁrst stage of the
evolution of the relative distance:

% (1312(4)) = 216 (Mm) + sic (Ag/2(4))
% (AL/2(0) : 61C(Aa:2(<))+ 2K (Ay2(C))

(18>

ﬁmzcmym) : —4IC<AI(<)Ay(c)>
with the solution:

<Ar2(()> E (Azg(()) + (Ay2(()) 2 Ar2(0)ezp (2Lik)

(Mm) — (Mm) = {Mm} — Ay2(0)]erp (—Lik)

(19)

which shows that in the average picture the distance between magnetic lines grows
gyrotropically (the initial differences are washed out). Here, IC E i : few (KICK)
2

(LK : 6:77 : Kolmogorov length).

This study shows that the effects of the Lagragian nonlinearity (ﬁnite Al) result
in:
- a transition of the adimensional diffusion coefficient D", E D,71 £144 from a2 to a

or equivalently the decrease of the dimensional Dm when A; decfeases (at fixed

A A//)‘
- the onset of the chaoticity of the magnetic lines (ﬁnite Kolmogorov length) as soon
as a 75 O.

The condition 2 [1 = 0 is responsible for the gyrotropization (19) of the mean square
distance between magnetic lines and for an increase of the nonlinear effects (squaring
the nonlinearity in Eqs.(10) and (15)).
The study of the diffusion problem through the solution of a differential equation
is a rather new methodology. It leads in particular to an analytic expression of the

diffusion coefﬁcient, both in the quasilinear limit and in the oposite, percolation limit.
In between, the numerical solution of the equation exhibits a transition from a regime
Dm ~ [32 to a regime Dm ~ [3: this is very reminiscent of the transition from the
quasilinear to the “Bohm—like” regime in the electrostatic drift wave turbulence. The

same method is also applied to particle diffusion.
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Radially Extended 2D Toroidal Mode Structures and Velocity Shear Effects
J W Connor, J B Taylor and H R Wilson
UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culharn, Abingdon, Orcfordshire, 0X14 3DB, UK

(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)
For drift waves with high toroidal mode number, when the separation of rational surfaces is
small compared to equilibrium radial proﬁle scalelengths, the ballooning representation can
be exploited to simplify the 2-D problem. The theory of such toroidal drift waves [1,2] was
originally formulated using techniques which were ﬁrst employed for MHD ballooning theory
[3]. The resulting modes are conﬁned by two WKB turning points to be highly localised around
the position where the diamagnetic frequency, w., is a maximum, with a width ~ r/nV2 (where
r is the minor radius and n is the toroidal mode number). Away from such a position, or in
a region of sheared plasma flow, these modes cannot exist. Therefore, although the localised
modes are interesting in that they are less stable than their cylindrical analogues, they are

probably not important for plasma transport. Recently, a new type of drift wave structure has

been identiﬁed using a wave number representation, which is not constrained to be localised in

a region where w. is stationary, but can exist anywhere in the plasma. [4]. Furthermore, the
distance between WKB turning points of this new mode is found to be much larger than that

of the original mode (~ er, where c is the toroidicity) and we therefore refer to these two types

as ‘extended‘ and ‘localised’ respectively. Note, however, that in the presence of dissipation the
actual mode width may not extend as far as the turning point separation suggests; this is the
subject of future work.

Both ballooning [5] and wavenumber [4] representations reduce the original 2-D partial dif~

ferential equation to a more tractable system of 1-D ordinary differential equations. In both
cases the same leading order equation is obtained with an eigenvalue w(k) that is a periodic
function of the radial wavenumber, k, which appears as a parameter in this equation. The radially localised modes correspond to a localised range of I: about a value k0 which maximises the

growth rate as 7(k0) while the extended modes span a whole period in k and their growth rate
is the average f7(k)dk. Thus the extended modes tend to be more stable than the localised

modes and have a growth rate which is close to the slab value, but may be more relevant for
transport because of their greater radial extent and their ability to exist at any radial location.

In the H—mode, edge pressure gradients can be steep and ﬂows with strong radial shear

have been observed. Clearly the ‘ballobning’ theory results break down in this region and it
is necessary to solve the full 2-D equation. This is the subject of the work presented here. In
particular, we are interested in possible explanations of the improved conﬁnement observed in
the H-mode and we therefore concentrate on results for the extended mode, although We shall
discuss the localised mode brieﬂy as it allows a convenient validation test of our 2-D calculation.

We begin with a, brief discussion of our model instability which is based on a simpliﬁed
electron drift wave [6]. The instability drive is not addressed in this work; instead we calculate the

shear damping and assume that a sufficiently strong drive exists to destabilise the mode. In this
way we are able to employ a relatively simple drift wave model, which includes toroidal coupling
and shear damping, to outline the essential features of two dimensional extended toroidal modes
and make comparisons with the predictions of the ‘ballooning’ theory. Analysis of a more realistic
model is the subject of future research.
We deﬁne a. radial variable a: = nqs(r —— r0)/r and a poloidal angle 0. Here q is the safety
factor, 5 is the magnetic shear and To is the minor radius of the reference ﬂux surface (assumed

circular). In these coordinates the model equation becomes [6]:
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2 a

2

.

a

.

6—15—17 (—a—g+iz) —E[c050+zssin9a—I]—I\11——K212—A d):0

(1)
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All variables have the same deﬁnition as given in [6] except that, in the case of a toroidal rotation,

we have u) —» w — 119 where L.) is the mode frequency and Q is the toroidal angular rotation
frequency. This modiﬁes the A, K1 and K2 parameters:
1

w—nQ

(2)

A z ibs2(1+r)li w. ”Howl
r

1

-

l

1

2

”Q

(3)

K1 : —nqb33_(1+r){m+nQ[LTnl)_F]}
_

r2

K2 - _q—2n?2bs4(1+r)

where n- Q/w. (LLl‘"))

1

Lu)

(—LillP-l-n

1

2

1

2

LTflun—L(1)LSU_F+—(L9l)7

(4)

=(l/w.)(d"w./dr") and (rim-1 =(1/Q)(d“ﬂ/dr"). Note that the

model retains the essential physics required to describe the mode; i.e. shear damping through

a, toroidal coupling through c and radial variation of the equilibrium through K1 and K2.
For sheared toroidal rotation, with Q ~ w. the approximation K1, K2 <1 1 becomes invalid
and it is not possible to use the ballooning formalism; it is then necessary to solve the full 2—D
equation. In order to do this we employ a series expansion in terms of Hermite polynomials
in the radial direction and Fourier harmonics in the poloidal direction, where the expansion
coeﬂicients and the argument of the Hermite polynomials are treated as variational parameters

determined by requiring stationarity of the functional

{@@_02(6_ i$)¢+ (Fiﬂxﬂﬁmﬁmzzwd,

J=/_:dz _:d9

(99

33: 6:1:

1‘

‘

+6 [c050¢l¢+1—;—sin0(q§1:3:— ¢%~¢2:)J}

(5)

subject to the normalisation condition
C”

1r

—oo

—n-

/ dz

d9 at; = 1

(6)

Thus we choose for the trial functions
co

co

‘

2

as = gm 2c" e‘“ exp {—%(x — air} Hum: - at»

(7)

¢* -= Z Z c” "“9 exp {—3—(2 + m} Hut—an + [in]

(8)

m=—oo n=0

where ﬁt: (2ma2 :i: K1)/(2(a2— R2». Here we have constructed <15 to be a linear combination
of a set of basis functions that are similar to the slab eigenfunctions, but we have allowed for
toroidal modiﬁcations to the radial mode structure through the variational parameter, a. The

conjugate function, ail, is constructed using the condition that ¢l(z,0; K1) = ¢(—I,9;—K1)
which can be seen by varying the functional J with respect to 45. Finding stationary points of
J with respect to c?"f and a then yields a system of equations which can be solved using matrix
techniques to evaluate the ‘eigenvectors’ cf,“ the eigenvalue A and the variational parameter 0:.

It is interesting to use the 2-D calculation to ﬁrst investigate the small K1 and K2 limits and
compare with the results of the ‘ballooning‘ theory discussed above. First let us consider the
localised mode, which exists in the limit K1 < K2 <1 1; thus we take K1 = 0, K; = 0.01, a = e =
5 = l. Retaining 31 Fourier modes and 3 Hermite polynomials, the matrix system is solved for
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the eigenvector c3, and the eigenvalue x\. As illustrated in ﬁgure 13., this is sufficient to describe
the mode (more harmonics must be retained for lower K2 and in the limit K2 2 0 an inﬁnite

number of harmonics are coupled) and the eigenvalue of A24 2 1.05 — 0.771i compares well with
the ‘ballooning’ result of A”, = 1.13 — 0.77i. The 2.1) eigenfunction can be reconstructed and,
as illustrated in ﬁgure 1b, this ‘balloons’ around 9 = 7r (this is consistent with the ‘ballooning’

with the
theory which requires k = 7r). The radial envelope for the 2-D calculation is compared

result for the ballooning formalism in ﬁgure 1c and again good agreement is obtained.
The extended mode structure can be investigated by setting Kg = 0, K1 = 0.1 and retaining

41 Fourier harmonics and 5 Hermite polynomials. The series is terminated by the ﬁnite value
with
of K1 as illustrated in ﬁgure 2a and the eigenvalue of A“ : —0.015 — 0.9731’ agrees well
the result obtained from the wave number representation of «\tb : 70.011 — 0.975i (note that
has no
this is close to the slab eigenvalue of Agar, : 4i). The eigenfunction, shown in ﬁgure 2b,
unique poloidal angle about which it balloons, and the radial structure, shown in ﬁgure 2c, is
very different to that of the localised mode.
We now consider the effects of a ﬁnite velocity shear, modelled by an 0(1) value of K1. The
localised modes cannot exist in such a region and we are interested in the effect of velocity shear

on the extended drift waves. Three effects are apparent as K1 is increased from 0.1 through
1 and ﬁnally to 5. The results for K1 : 0.1 are illustrated in ﬁgure 2 where it will be seen
that ~ 30 Fourier harmonics couple to give the mode structure. Increasing K1 to 1 reduces
this number to just 6 Fourier harmonics and the radial extent of the mode is also reduced (see
ﬁgure 3). The eigenvalue, A = —0.26 — 0.982' exhibits almost the same level of shear damping.
a
Increasing K1 to 5 further reduces the radial mode Width and then the mode is dominated by
slab result.
single Fourier harmonic, with the eigenvalue A” = ~0.12 — 0.99i very close to the
electron
toroidal
simple
a
for
structure
eigenrnode
2-D
the
To summarise, we have calculated

drift wave model and have identiﬁed two distinct mode structures which agree well with earlier
calculations using ‘ballooning’ theory or a wave number representation in the limit of small
values of K]
K1, K2. However, the 2D calculation presented here is not restricted to small

and K2 and can be used to investigate the effect of ﬁnite velocity shear on the extended mode
shear, the number
structures. While the shear damping is only weakly affected by the velocity

to the
of coupled Fourier harmonics and radial mode width are reduced and this may be related
observed.
are
shears
velocity
strong
where
H—mode
the
in
observed
improvement in conﬁnement
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Figure Captions
(c) (full curve is the
Figure 1: Eigenvectors (a), 2D mode structure (b) and radial envelope

eigenvector
2-D result) for localised mode (K1 = 0, K2 : 0.01, a = E = s = 1). Note, negative
hidden.
are
coefﬁcients
Figure 2: As ﬁgure 1, but for extended mode (K1 = 0.17 K2 = 0).

Figure 3: Eigenvector for extended mode with increased velocity shear (K1 2 1).
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A wireframe model for toroidal magnetic ﬁeld - plasma
systems
A. Montvai, NJ Lopes Cardozo, M. de Rover
FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica ‘Rijnhuizen'
P.O.Box 1207 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

Abstract
A numeriml procedure to compute the magnetic equilibrium in a toroidal
plasma is described. The existence of ﬂux surfaces is not presumed, the
procedure does not solve the Grad-Shafranov equation. Instead the plasma
current is represented by a large number of current elements. Local prssure
balance is achieved by iteration. First results show a numerically stable

equilibrium with a set of good and ’fuzzy’ surfaces.

1

Introduction

Recent measurements in the EFF tokamak [1] show longlived spatial ﬂuctuations
and asymmetries of the electron temperature distribution. These measurements
are hard to interpret in terms of a conﬁguration consisting of nested, toroidal
magnetic surfaces.

In the MHD approximation the equation of motion is simpliﬁed to a form
containing a. scalar pressure. It can be shown that this implies - mathematically
- the presence of perfect magnetic surfaces. In order to avoid these mathematical
rather than physical constraints a system of programs has been constructed to
model toroidal discharges.

2

Numerical procedure

Essential features of the algorithm implemented are the following:
- the system of programs delivers a Grad-Shafranov - like equilibrium with
magnetic surfaces in the limit of axial symmetry and exact validity of the force
balance equation;

— local violation of the equilibrium equation is an easily controllable parameter,
- CPU time needed to compute a (numerically) stable ﬁeld conﬁguration was
kept within practical limits by the use of the so-called mapping technique [2]. One

of its main features is that the field variables are stored on a 3-D grid in an always
accessible and easily computable way, which drastically reduces the total CPU
time needed.
The 3-D grid consists of a sufﬁciently dense set of poloidal sections of the
plasma torus along the toroidalvangle. On this sequence of planes the M map

generated by the ﬁeld lines is computed on a 2-D grid. (Fig.1.) These maps are
deﬁned by the:
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M" = 543.321) ﬂ Pei-10132!)
_

.

4‘s“ BB3

mama) = Putt-.2.) + /ch. 7w
ISiSNi,

ISISNI.

(1)

ISkSNh

relations. Here R, Z d: deﬁnes a cylindrical coordinate system. The Ng. N1
and N,‘ integers give the gridsize in the R, Z and d: directions respectively. Thej
index of E reﬂects that the procedure itself is an iteration constructed as follows.
First the vector ﬁeld deﬁning the magnetic conﬁguration is used to compute
the corresponding current density distribution.

The current ﬁeld contains NK x N,- x N; straight current segments ('wires')
started over the grid at each of the poloidal sections and ending on the next one.
Consequently one has to specify a current value and a direction for this current
carrying 'wira’.

To do this the total current value and the type of the current density distribution are predetermined. As a rule they are consistent with an equilibrium
conﬁguration of a typical shot on the RTP tokamak. (q.I = 4.4t; 30 = 2T)

A pressure distribution is chosen of the form [3]:

,2

pm = Pm + gamma}?

(2)

With these aSSumptions a current density distribution and a current vector
ﬁeld can be devised. It exactly fulﬁlls the force—balance equation on the threedimensional grid.

Naturally the discretisation (and the linear elements used) rsuit in violation
of the force balance between adjacent gridpoints. This level of violation can be
controlled by using current tubes of ﬁnite radius with uniform internal current

distribution. A typical value of p ~ a/40 = 5mm corresponding to 5/3 5 10—3
is used.
Using the Biot-Savart law in a form taking into account the ﬁnite length of a
current element it is possible to compute a. I?“ vector field.
This is used as input for the subsequent loop of iteration.

3

Results
0 The ﬁnal conﬁguration is sensitively dependent on the correctness of the
pressure gradient distribution.
0 The stable conﬁguration is in wide limits independent of the input magnetic

ﬁeld.
0 The evolution goes through a Crad-Shafranov iike equilibrium to a. so—called
’fuzzy’ conﬁguration which contains conserved and destructed magnetic surfaces.

0 The destruction of surfaces does not lead to a complete randomistaion of the
ﬁeld lines. Very strong, slowly decaying correlations remain in the system.
The dominant local structure of ﬁeld lines is still close to a set of nested
toroidal regions.
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0 The spreading out of the ﬁeld lines is a strong function of the distance from
the magnetic axis along the small radius.

0 There is a poloidal dependence in the 'l'uzzyness‘ of the conﬁguration ’more
fuzzyness on the low ﬁeld side'.

Discussion

4

This was the ﬁrst step towards a. new way of computing 3-D equlibria in Tokamaks.
The necessary extensions: better modeling of the current ﬁeld, more realistic constraints on pressure distribution, etc. are underway. Nevertheless the ﬁrst results:
a new class of possible ﬁeld structures and correlations with recent measurements

are encourageing signs. A potentially useful feature is, that the procedure can
deliver the vector potential of the magnetic ﬁeld as well.
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Fig.

1. The WIREFRAME

model.
It consists ofa discretised current ﬁeld deﬁned over ~ 50
poloidal sections on which a
regular grid of size ~ 50 x 50

is deﬁned.

The current seg-

ments start at the gridpoints
of a poloidal section and end
at the next one. The cruicial
point of the numerical procedure is to iterate the scheme
up to a state when these segments (’wires’) form a. consis-

tent pair with the magnetic
ﬁeld and observe the predetermined pressure distribution.
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a.) State of the conﬁguration after one loop of iteration completed.
b.) State of the conﬁguration after eight loops.
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Hamiltonian structure and stability of low—frequency
nonlinear plasma dynamics
F. Pegoraro, B. N. Kuvshinov‘ and T. J. Schep’
Dipartimento di Fisica Teorica. Universita di Torino, 10125 Torino, Italy

In this paper we generalize the "reduced" MHD (RMHD) model and
Abstract
include electron and ion diamagnetism, ﬁnite ion gyroradii and ﬁnite electron mass effects
which dominate the plasma dynamics at small scales In a high—temperature plasma.
the electron inertial skin depth is smaller than the gyro-radius of a thermal ion. These
equations can be cast. in (noncanon‘ical) Hamiltonian form. It is shown that inﬁnite sets
of conserved quantities (Casimirs) exist. Suﬁicient conditions for stability are discussed
on the basis of the second variation. at constant Casimirs, of the Hamiltonian functional.

We consider a geometry with magnetic ﬁeld B and electric ﬁeld E

‘

~

B:Bo(ez+e.xv\r).

B 0W ..

a

(1)

E:—V¢+—293[ez,

where \I' is the ﬂux function, 0 is the electrostatic potential. Assuming that the parallel ion
velocity is much smaller than the electron velocity 19. Ampere‘s law reads 113 z —J:/eno =
—(cBg/41reno)V2\ll. where no is a reference value. The parallel momentum balance and
the continuity equation of the electrons are

n
8
0(1)
72
16W
. l — = A — -—l —.
.
6
~
0: n no‘
0:
n no]
a at + [(1) ‘11,] l [\11

respectively.

1 a;

1

1a

and

‘2
( l

n
n
\ . J] : #—
.6: 0:,
a—
ill]
Hol _ —
710 + [(1) . In —
aOt In ——

.
(3)

Here. We 2 \I) 7 dQZViW is the generalized ﬂux function, (1: : c/wpt is

the electron inertial skin depth. the brackets are deﬁned by [fg] = E; ‘ V] X Vg, ‘1) =
cub/T, J = Vi‘l’, a : cT/(eBg), and f3: : 4wnoT/BDZ. Finite electron mass effects are
taken into account. Temperatures are taken to be constant throughout the ﬂuid.
The electron density n is related to the ion density through the quasi-neutrality condition.
The ion response is given by:
I (9

n

n

"0
a atﬂn #

——

!

nnl
'2
+ [(D . In —
p. 2 VL/i)

—

p. 3V L . [(1) . Vi Ii]

z
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0.

(4)
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where P? = Emmi/(630)}.

T; : I/T;

and h z 7.4) + ln n/no. Since Eq.(4) can be

viewed as a nonlinear generalization of the Padé approximation to the linear ion response
for arbitrary values of the ion gyroradius1 we assume it to be valid for all values of
the gyroradius. Its leading order solution in the large gyroradius limit is the adiabatic

— 0response ln n/no(l'fl‘t 77‘1"

The nonlinear equations ['2. 3 4] can be “ritten in Hamiltonian form2

5:73_- {5“} }

i=1.2,3,

(5)

where the noncanonical variables {I are

{1 : we, 52 = (mg/21m — 53 = (153;/2(pi7v’h 4111).
T1

no

(6)

=M/d3(—dgv15‘+ ( “Vi-l

5.3135:

The Hamiltonian is the energyr functional

—-j§(62+§a)—§—V2(a+s)). m

The noncanonical Poisson brackets are a generalization of the brackets given in 3,4

6G

5F

3

{F’ 6:}

_

_

Elm/d W“ 55.- ’ 65)-

_

act 2

(IdC

. 6F c? 60

3

'l~l _ _ _

gg/Z/d ” WU 65; a; 65,-

6 6F

_3—§ﬁpl fiPII52 0—2;: 6—63

5 JG

aTrEa‘l'

where xk = (x, y) and the symmetric matrices Wij and WU“) are deﬁned by

51

0

We: 51 a

0

52

0 0 53

0

. mg”:

1

0

1 0 o ,

(9)

o 0 0

We consider localized phenomena and disregard boundary effects. The brackets (8) are

antisymmetric and satisfy the Jacobi identity {17, {G H}} + {0. {H, F}} + {H, {R G}} =
0. Apart from the E; contribution to the integrand in the second term in Eq.(8), we see
from the form of the matrices (9) that the Poisson brackets do not contain any coupling
between 51.2 and £3. Coupling arises when ion currents are no longer negligible and/or
when charge neutrality is violated. It can easily be seen that the choice of new variables

5* = 1/2(§1 :t {2) diagonalizes the Poisson brackets. but not the Hamiltonian.
The system of Eqs.(5) has two types of invariants: those related with the symmetries
of the Hamiltonian and those related with the algebraic structure of the Poisson brackets.
When the Hamiltonian has a continuous translational symmetry in I, y and/or rotational
symmetry, the functionals P, and/or Pu. that generate translations, and the angular
momentum functional L,7 that generates rotations in (.r,y).

Pay) = [CPI (y.—.r)(£z+€3), L: : —/d3r r2(Ez+63)/'2

(10)
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are conserved, as is the case for the Hamiltonian (T). The operators PM, and L, satisfy

the appropriate'commutation relations «[1,, P1} : Py , {LnPy} = —P, and {P1, Py} =
f (F'IlEi + £3)The invariants of the second set are called Casimirs and are functionals that commute

with all functionals F, i.e. {C,F} = 0. We treat 2D cases and take all quantities to
depend on t, :r, and y. In these cases the brackets (S) admit two inﬁnite sets of Casimirs,

Ci = [c121 M61 i a) = [(12.1 mm, tantrum/no).

(11)

with f: arbitrary functions. These functionals depend only on the dynamics of the electrons and do not depend on the ion response.

In the limits me —> 0 , ln n/no —> p§V7€I> . the C‘asimir (11) become those of RMHD‘
In the cold ion limit, T,- —) 0, the last term in (S) vanishes. Then the system contains an
inﬁnite number of Casimirs involving 53

(12)

C3 = f (13.1“ G153),

with G an arbitrary function. Note that in this limit {3 = deﬂj/2(p§V2‘I> — ln(n/no))
with p} = npf. In the model of reduced magnetohydrodynamics (RMHD) {3 vanishes.
Then the Casimirs (12) become trivial. Eq.(11) implies that magnetic reconnection in ‘11:
and/or ‘1! can occur in the presence of an inﬁnite set of conservation laws. This is related
with the fact that inertia is particularly important in regions where the reconnection
process can occur. The existence of these inﬁnite sets of Casimirs is equivalent to the

special properties of the equations of motion ('2, 3) and (4) under time transformations.
In terms of the variables (6+, f_, 63), where ft = %(§1 :l: .52) so that (SH/651 =

«WI/6&1 :l: (SH/662, the equations of motion (5) read in the limit T; —) 0,
66¢ _

ade

6H

W — fag/2 lie, El

36; _

ad,

6—H

a - ‘Eﬁ [63, 6531’

(13)

We remark that Eqs.(13) and the corresponding Poisson brackets (8) are invariant under
coordinate transformations in the plane that leave the Jacobian equal to unity. The Hamil~
tonian, however, is only invariant under translations and rotations. Equations (13) also
take the same form after the transformations g;({.r)dr —> dr; and JH/Jq'; -—+ gF‘JH/Jéi.
This is equivalent to redeﬁning the time in Eq.(5) and changing the diagonal matrix IV.)according to E, —+ 9715;. Since the g.(§,-)'s are arbitrary, this invariance is equivalent to
the existence of three inﬁnite sets of Casimirs. In terms of the new Poisson brackets the
translation and rotation operators (10) become

Pitt). Li = / «Pr (y. —-r., 42/2) [game — mm. + gaieiei,

(14)

The existence of the Casimir invariants restricts the possible plasma motions to hypersurfaces in the inﬁnite dimensional phase space. This restriction can be used to describe
the stationary solutions and the stability of the Hamilton equations (5) with the help of

a variational principle. Variations of the ﬁeld variables that conserve automatically all

Casimir invariants. have been introduced by Arnold5 for the Euler equation. A generic

variation A which conserves all the Casimir invariants is A6.- = 65; + #525; + . . . , with
651: = [#ir éil‘

653 = [U 153]!

(15)

7""
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#:biIa y) and 0(1, y) being arbitrary functions. The first variation ofH gives the stationary
solutions of Eqs. (13),

H
—
56a = Frife) .

6H
.— = F (53) .
653

( 16 )

These equations can be written as FAQ) = —J i ﬁg/zde‘lﬂn n/no — Q), and U({3) =

_ﬂcl/2d:1(1), When the Hamiltonian is minimized under the constraint of a. constant op
erator (14). propagating solutions are obtained where each 5; propagates with a velocity
that is constant on the corresponding {.- : const surfaces. When all g; = I, all Velocities

are equal and a stationary equilibrium is obtained.
The second variation of the Hamiltonian functional is

52H = ftp: (—6516J + Mada + Flee)? + A2(6€+ — 66-)2/d3

_ .LJQpEV25‘I) — viewer).

(17)

where
dZV2)_1V25Ei. 5‘1) = (dedl/ZPEV'TWEz + 663), and A1 = _(F’Ir +
I’D—ls (SJA2= =(1—
1 _ dZ(FiFL)/(Fi. + FL).
The

ﬁrst and fourth terms in (17) are 1305itive
definite- Sufﬁcient conditions for stability are rim 2 0

F; + F: 5 o,

—(F5r + FL) 2 «limit,

U’ s 0.

(18)

In the RMHD limit. 63 is not an independent variable and the last contribution to (17)
has to be omitted and the last condition of (18) does not apply. Also in the large-p,- limit.
{3 is not an independent variable. The equilibrium is given by the ﬁrst two eqs in (16)
and by the relationship In n/no(f) + nib = 0. Instead of (17), we obtain

62H = [J21 (—JMJ + .4,(F;65+ + Pita)? + $056+ — tug),

(19)

where A; = 11—1 + Ag. In this case the sufﬁcient conditions for stability read A1, .512 2 0

In the limit of zero electron mass d, -> 0. these two conditions reduce to a single one on
the profile of the equilibrium current density6 Ell/051 = BJ/BW Z O.
Acknowledgements This work was performed as part of the research programme of the
association Euratom-FOM and of the Italian CNR.
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Drift—Alfvén vortices in magnetized plasmas
B. N. Kuvshinov, F. Pegoraro: J. Rem, and T. J. Schep
FOM~Instituut voor Plasmafysica, “Rijnhuizen”, Nieuwegein, the Netherlands

Abstract
We consider a set of nonlinear equations that governs the dynamics of lowfrequency perturbations in nonuniform magnetized plasmas and takes into account
diamagnetic drift, finite ion-sound gyroradius, and finite electron mass effects. The
solutions of this set in the form of spatially localized propagating dipole vorticas
are investigated.

In this paper we consider vortex motions in a plasma slab embedded in a strong
uniform magnetic ﬁeld Boa. The linear density gradient is in the transverse :r—direction.
We adopt a collisionlass two—ﬂuid model. The electrons are described by the parallel (to

Boa) momentum balance (Ohm) including inertia and by the continuity equation. The
ions are taken to be cold and their parallel motion is neglected. Temperature gradients
are omitted. This system of equations is treated in Ref. 1, where it is shown that it can
be put in noncanonical Hamiltonian form.
The solutions we are interested in correspond to vortices that propagate uniformly in the
(a: — y) plane perpendicular to the density gradient.
In the cold ion limit the equations of Ref. 1 have the form

(Bile/61') + [(P, ‘15] + [\II, ln 11/710]: 0, (8/67) ln n/no + [41),1nn/n0] — (1/ﬁ,)[\II, V2\Il] = 0,

(6/67)(1n n/no # p,2V2<I>) + [‘D,lnn/n0 —— p,2V2‘I>] : 0,

(1)

where p, = (Tem;)1/2c/(eBo), is the ion-gyroradius at the electron temperature, \I'c =
\Il—dZVZ‘II, clE : c/w” is the inertial skin-depth, [is = 41rn0TE/Bz, and the square brackets
denote Jacobians7 [a,b] = ez - Va x Vb. All variables are supposed to be functions of
,"T] a y + 02 — ut and T i—=(cT /eBo)t where u is the propagation velocity along y
— 11/11 with u the parallel velocity. The poloidal magnetic flux ‘1' and the electric
:nd a:
— ext/T are related with their values \I, (I) calculated 1n the laboratory frame I
potential ¢I>—
— (I) ‘ ﬁz/ln, where 1,, is the scalelength of the density gradient,
by ‘11: \II + an: II>—
— CTﬂ/eBol,, is the diamagnetic drift velocity of the electrons.
— u/u., and 11,—11—

Stationary equilibria are described by (see Eq. (15) of Ref. 1)

— W! i Wag—‘01] n/no — «I» = We).

wine—W = we),

(2)

where Ft and U are arbitrary functions of

gt E (q; — ({i incl/2am n/no)/2,

53 2 ﬂglspZVQCP — ln 11/720).

'Dipartimento di Fisica Teorica, Universita di Torino, 10125 Torino, Italy

(3)
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Equations (2), (3 ) dacribe generic stationary propagating nonlinear structures and, as a
particular case, drift-Alfvén vortices
We are interested in solutions for which ‘1! and (I! are localized

at inﬁnity, ‘1’ —) our, ln n/no —> ﬁx/l

This implies that

and q) —-) —u:c/ln . These boundary conditions

can be satisﬁed by taking F3: and U to be linear in their arguments. As is usual in
vortex theory, these relationships are taken to be linear everywhere. As is well known7

for regular solutions the proportionality factors F; and U’ cannot be the same over all
space and must be allowed to change at speciﬁc surfaces.
Adding and subtracting Eqs. (2) and eliminating ln n/no, one obtains the equations

vz‘l’ = My + ﬁl/ZP-hﬂ’.

#3V2‘1’ = -(h2/ﬁl/zps)‘1’ +l1- 1/1J - (df/Pf)h1]¢, (4)

where h; = —-pf(F4'. + F: ~ dZFiFLl/D, hz : ~p,de(FL — FL)/D, p = dZU’ and
D = (2 — d3F1)(2 — dEFL). The eigenvalua of the matrix in Eq. (4) are

N? + Ni = (1 — 1/12) + (1 - 02/1)?) hr, NM = h1(1-1/p)+ hi — (Iii/93%?-

(5)

It follows from Eqs. (2), [3) and from the boundary conditions that the values of F’i and

ofp in the external region are Flt: = 2(ﬁ2/2/d=)(ﬁ — 1)(—ﬁy2d¢ :l: a)—l,

and pe : 11.

These expressions yield
1
h1e:_“A(1_1/“)l1 — (d2/PE)“Al_»

(1'2: 2 hle/UA)

where 11,; = u/(acA) and cA is the Alfvén velocity.
eigenvalues Kb vanishes and the other is equal to

Pe = 11,

(5)

In the outer region one of the

= (1 ‘1/1‘) (1— “Alll1_(d2/Pi)“Al_-

(7)

Localized modes can exist if K: > 0. It follows from (7) that electron inertia effects are
dominant if

(dz/103)“? = [me/("Liﬂcn [if/(0263)} > 1,

(3)

which is valid if the electrons are taken to be cold and/or in the limit of purely perpen—
dicular propagation (a —> 0). In these cases the limit (12 —) 0 cannot be takenz. In the
opposite limit, all coefﬁcients in (4) are regular for da —) 0. Note that in these two limits
localized vortices exist in complementary velocity intervals. Vortices that satisfy (8), and
are thus localized on the electron inertia skin depth, will be considered in a future paper.
Regular solutions require that either FL FL or p exhibit jumps at separatrix surfaces.
Imposing that both sides of Eqs. (2) be continuous, we ﬁnd that ajump in F; or F'_ may
occur at surfaces where the arguments of the functions F: vanish, which corresponds to

111 i eel/2cm = o,

(9)

and jumps in p at surfaces where (I) = O. In principle, only ajump in a single quantity is

required. Also the three surfaces will not coincide in general.
In the remainder of this paper we will limit ourselves to the case of vanishing electron
inertia. In this limit the surfaces where F; jump coalesce. Jumps in the quantity F; +17:
with continuous F; —F’_ can occur at surfaC$ \Il : 0, and jumps in F; — F: with F; +F’_
continuous can occur at <I> = ln n/ng = \II 2 V”) = 0. We will ignore this latter, rather
special case, and will only consider discontinuities in hl with h2 continuous.
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The eigenvalues (5) in the inner region are
2

”1'2:

11—1

211

l—uA+sh—cpi\/[(1+uA)2 ~eh—5p][(1—uA)2 —51.—5,]].

(10)

Here 5;, E (1 — 1/11)“Ah1 and s, E (1 — 1/ﬂ)L‘A(1/p) characterize the jumps of the
functions h; and p at the surfaces ‘1! = 0 and (I) = 0 respectively.

We will limit the

discussion to cases in which Icf'2 are real and a single jump occurs. We will label the
corresponding vortex solutions as ‘11 and (I) vortices. All those solutions represent driftAlfvén vortices.
We look for solutions of Eqs. (4) in the form of dipole vortices, \II = \I'o(r) cos 9,

(I) = (1)0(1') cos 0, where r and 9 are the polar coordinates, 72 = 12 + r12, tan 9 = n/z.
It is convenient to represent the solutions in terms of functions X1) X2- Here )0 is
proportional to the potential (\I‘0(r) or ©o(r)) which goes to zero at the separatrix, and
x2 is proportional to the parallel electric ﬁeld. Explicitly,

43— J) { 1
mm={$,nm= 1—113‘
ui

(11)

(for (D-vorticm)

(for ‘II-vortices) '

where ‘2’ = —ln<I>o/ﬁro, 1,2: : \IIO/aru. Solutions of Eqs. (4) which satisfy the condition
x|(ru) = 0, and which are bounded at r —) 00 and at r = 0 have the form

_

l

K1(k:9) _l

X1(r)—e—Q+C‘(Kl(kc)

9),

r _

Krone)

2()—C‘——-—K1(k=),

r

r

> o,

(12)

Xl(r) = Cil51(k19)/31(k1) - 31(nl/31UC2H,

_ $71026“ _kg)1:311(('23) _ (k: —- k¥)l:,((ﬂ,‘:f))l’
X2(r)—

r < To.

(13)

Here 9 = r/ro, Rem = (To/p,)rta,1‘2, B; is a Bessel function ofﬁrst order, 31(c) = I1(|k|g)

if k2 > o and 810:9) = J1(|Fc|g) if k2 < 0.
Matching x:(r) and x’2(r) at the separatrix r = rn one obtains

REC” = 017:? - R3), (kl - ﬁlmke) + (k3 - R3)3(R1)-(RZ- 1238022) = 0,

(14)

—cgn( 7)lfc1132(k )/Bl(fc) and 1321s a Bessel function of
where R = R¢K2(Fcrc)/K1(F: )B —
second order which is determined similar to B]. Matching {1(1- ), one obtains

Chmm-mﬂ= Wmmx

em+m

(m'

In the above equations Ki: are given by Eq. (10).
The second of Eqs. (14) can be considered as the dispersion relation. Then Eq. (15)

deﬁnes the vortex amplitude. Equations (14) and (15) provide three relations between
the unknown amplitudes C”, the normalized vortex radius ro/p,, the velocities u and
a (through it and 11,.) and either of the jumps 5;. and 5p. Hence, given the background
plasma, the structure of vortices is determined by specifying three parameters.

Equations (12) and (13) describe so-callecl two—potential vorticesil‘5 which are characterized by a slow decay (N l/r) in the external region, and by two nonvanishing wave

numbers ii; in the internal region. In either of the limits 1131 —> 0 and 113‘ —> 00 one of the
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two eigenvalues in the internal region vanishes and the vorticm reduce to one-potential
vortices The first limit corresponds to (P-vorticess, the second to lII- vortices". In both

limits C“ = —l and the slow spatial decay does not occur so that the one-potential vorticeS decay exponentially. Both cm are characterized 2by a dispersion relation of the
Larichev-Reznika type FcO‘cz) + 13802,): 0, where k? is the eigenvalue 1n the 1nner
regionWe have analyzed the dispersion relation (14) numerically and found that it has no

roots in the region where both 122 > 0 and k; 2 0. Then from Eq. (10) it follows,
that either 5",. < 0 or 5M > (1 + IuA|)2. The product kffc; has the same sign as 5MA dipole vortex solution can always be found if k: > 0. \P-vortices with “31 < l and
d>-vortices with 1.13; > 1 must satisfy the condition kfkg < 0. \P-vortices with 113‘ > 1

and (P—Vortices with 11‘ < 1 can have both it, < 0,112; < 0 andrc" fig < 0. While the

former always exist, the latter only exist in the range 1 < 11‘ < 1 — Fez/7:2 for ‘11 vortices,
and (1 —- Sci/Fez) 1 < 11A < 1 for <I>-vortices. Here k2, < 0 is a functiozi of 1:, which is
determined by the equation Ikﬂ|J2(|Fca])/J1(|ka|) = 1‘22K2(f<¢)/K1(k¢).
The general Hamiltonian formalism presented in Ref. 1 can be used for a ﬁrst in-

vestigation of the vortex stability. Sufﬁcient conditions for stability are (see Eq. (17) of
Ref. 1)

F; + F: < 0,

—(F_', + FL) > —d§F;FL,

p < 0.

(16)

We refer to the limit d‘ —) 0. The second condition is stronger than the ﬁrst one and
gives h, > 0. Inserting the expressions for F’i in the external region, it follows that
the contributions from this region to localized vortices never lead to sufﬁcient conditions
for stability. However, global stability of \Il-vortica, propagating in the range 0 < a <
1, 112‘ > 1, can be proven with respect to a special class of perturbations, 6&3 = 0, when

the third condition in (16) does not apply. These vorticw are stable if 6,, < 0.
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RADIATIVE-CONDENSATION INSTABILITY IN Be—SEEDED PLASMAS
IN TOKAMAKS
V.A.ABRAMOV,D.KH.MOROZOV
INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR FUSION,RRC "KURCHATOV INSTITUTE"
123182,MOSCOW,THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

l.INTRODUCTION
The experiments at JET with Be-limiter show that MARFE’s
typically form at ~40% radiated power whereas in the regimes
with C—limiter MARFE’S generally occur at ~ 100% radiated
power,just a disruption[1].The reasons for such plasma behaviour have been discussed in [2,3].The detailed dependence

of

the

radiative

cooling rate Q on the electron tempera—

ture Te
has not been used in these papers.For carbon~seed~
ed plasmas the function Q(T=) with taking into account
the charge exchange effects and the corresponding criterion
for the MARFE formation has been calculated in [4].
The
destabilizing effect of the hydrogen atom density fluctuations due to dependence of the ionization rate on Te has been
revealed for Carbon-seeded plasmas [5]. In this paper we
present the investigation of the radiative—condensationvins—
tability
for
Be-seeded
plasma.Both
the
charge
exchange
effects leading to the departure from the corona model and
the destabilizing influence of the hydrogen atom density
fluctuations are taken into account.It is shown that the
overlapping of the region where the strong dependence of the
ionization rate on T9
exists and the region of the strong
dependence of Q—function on the hydrogen atom density is
more
essential
for
Be—seeded
plasmas
than
one
for
Carbon—seded
p1asmas.The
last
effect
gives
the
main
contribution to the instability onset.The numerical calcula—
tions have showed that for Be—seeded plasmas the critical
value of the fraction of the re-radiated power ( Pmd/ Pmt)
is about 15%
without taking into account some stabilizing
effects .It must be noted that for Carbon-seeded plasmas the
destabilizing role of the hydrogen atom density fluctuations
leads to the non—essential lowering of the critical value of
the re—radiated power fraction Pmd/PWL and this value is
about 100% [5].
2.The radiative cooling rate for Be-seeded plasmas

The

numerical

cooling

rate

calculations

of

the

non-coronal

Q have been performed in the frame of

radiative
the next

model.The system of the balance equations for the different

ionization stages of Be ions have been solved with taking

into account the charge exchange between Be-ions and neutral

hydrogen atoms.The atomic data base includes the recommended

data on the electron impact ionization [6],the recommended

data on the electron impact excitation [7].The direct radia-

tive recombination rates have been calculated in the Kramers

approximation.The dielectronic recombination rates have been

r"
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taken from

processes

[8].The cross-sections for the charge-exchange
of Be(+2),Be(+3),Be(+4) with hydrogen atoms are

from

taken

exchange

charge

[9,10,11],correspondingly.The

is negligible.The function Q

process of Be(+1) with H(1s)

has been calculated for the different values of the parameter
ne

(N is a hydrogen atom density,

“/ne

is an electron den-

sity).Fig.1 illustrates the results of the calculations.

3,The mathematical model and the stability criterion

Fig.1

,N/ne

shows that the function Q(Te

vely weak function at To > 10 ev.

Drake model

)

is a relati-

It is a reason to use the

We assume(for sake of simplicity) that in

[12].

the boundary plasma the heat transport is provided mainly

due to the heat conductivity.

Then in the region with the

closed magnetic surfaces the heat balance equation is

(1)

=
The solution of this equation is

ZK‘L

qo
Here TH

TL—Tu

ZTL'T

21/2

1/2

Tat—1 —[1—q] (2)
1

T-T
L
H

q

is a wall temperature,

is a heat flux density

go

entering into the radiating layer from the plasma core,
— 2 K1 Q0
q12 _

2
_
(TL T")/ qO

, Q0 and TL are

the parameters of the Drake model for the radiative cool—

ing rate Q.

It is easily to see that the next relation is
U2

Prad/ Pm = 1 - [1- qf]

.

For the perturbed temperature the equation with taking

into account the hydrogen atom fluctuations is

[5]

2N

(Kl + n Di) d E — g T = [ 9—9 + T n Ki] ﬁ
dx

6K1
2
where g: 2.51 + Kuku - n N (Ki/T — 6T
K1 is an ionization rate,

(3)

EN

2Q
~ _ _ﬁr+
)T

39 ’
'3?

1 is a growth rate.

For K" we use the simple model: x" =0 at T < Te

K"='wat'r>'r(T<T).
c
c
L
N
For our aims we may use for N the expression offered [5]
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from the kinetic consideration:

x
~ _ _
nT a _
N —
NH [(1v (a—T
o

3
2T )(K1+ Km)

(4)

where Km is a charge exchange rate, VT is a neutral
atom thermal velocity.
Substitution of expression (4) into Eq.(3) gives

3~

~

d3+x2ﬂ+xzx2¥=m
GE
Here g = x/xL,

nK.

A=—1
o
2vT

(5)

01’:
2
K = 4

TL - TW
‘————3——[ 1-

2
1/2
[ 1— q1 ]
],

a in K.

—1—.
a in T
a In N

The total radiating zone may be separated on two zones.At
a In K.
.
is
zone where T < Tl =15-20 eV the parameter —__l

a in T

a 1n Q
a In N
about 1,5 ,according to the results of Section 2.
6 1n Ki
In the zone where
T > T1
the parameter
is
large.In this temperature region the parameter

8—mT

small.

Hence,the parameter A0

is practically zero in this

region.Matching of the heat balance equation solutions in
these

zones gives the critical value of

q1

correspon—

ding to the instability margin:

A02 K 4/3 5C7_ 2,
where EC = E

(6)

(To)

The dependence of the criterion on EC

is a rather weak.

It is a reason to put EC = 1/3 but don’t calculate
accurately.

For typical edge plasma conditions it is easily

to obtain the estimation )3 = 4.

Hence,

we have q: = 0.25

and Prad/Ptot = 0.13.

4.Conclusions

The performed calculations have showed the strong dependence of the radiative cooling rate on the hydrogen atom
density at T2 > 5 eV.The combined effect of the dependence
of Q on T9 and N/ne and the ionization rate dependence on
T9
leads to the conclusion that for Be-seeded plasmas
the critical fraction of radiated power
for the MARFE
formation is about (10-15)k .The calculation shows the mode
less than 0.1 if the fluctuations of
is stable at N/ne
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the hydrogen atom densities are neglected.Authors believe
that the better agreement between the experimental values
and the calculated ones for Pud/Pmt may be achieved if some stabilizing effects will be taken into account.
one of the authors (V.A.A) is grateful to the JSPS for a
research fellowship and to the MIPS where the essential
part of this study has been performed for its warm hospita-

lity in the course of this work.
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TRANSPORT BARRIER FORMATION DUE TO TURBULENT SPIN—UP
0F EDGE TOKAMAK PLASMA DURING L~H TRANSITION
H.V. Osipenko. A. R. Polevoy, S.V. Bazdenkov
RRC "Kurchatov Institute". 123182 Moscow, Russia
INTRODUCTION

in modern L—H
acce ted brick stone
connpnly
The
transition theories is t e experimentally veriIied assertion
that
e e
turbulence
and
corresponding
transport
are
dramatica 1y suppressed by sheared.fmloida
rotation at the

transition. But he Iollowing quest ons are still open: what
triggers the transition from Le to H—mode operation, what is
eneration and what is

oloidal Ilow

the mechanism 01 sheared

the nature of turbulent ransport at t e e e? The pro osed
model permits the self—consistent analysis 0 these ques ions
convective

a

using

cell

as

turbulence

a

re resentative

para igm to describe turbulent transport at t e edge. We
that there
ollow the concept oI "transport barrier" assum
the
hro
are no changes in core plasma conIinement
ensity
transition and all dynamics of temperature and

thin edgﬁ layer with steep
profiles are controlled by the
simulate
to
us,
as aratrix.
inside
just
gradients
ensity and current profiles in
evolution of temperature,

the

plasma

core

Irom

taken

ASTRA

conditions

boundary

the

code

transport
this

Ior

nonlinear

code

[1]

is

(turbulent

sell—regulated model

used.

The

fluxes)

are

of

coupled

convective cell turbulence and sheared 110w evolution at the
lasma edge [2.3]. And vice versa the boundary values or

emperature and density obtained from ASTRA are used as input
parameters for turbulent layer dynamics calculations.

NONLINEAR MODEL OF TRANSPORT IN THE VICINITY OF SEPARATRIX
of
type
the
identi
to
attempts
Although all
turbulent
edge
responsible for observed
instabilities
he universal
transport led to a very little iprogress,
character 01 e e turbulence Ior di Ierent devices allows to
say that on t e nonlinear stage diIIerent instabilities
exhibit more or less similar dynamics. which seems to be
mainly determined by convective nonlinearities. To model

these nonlinear transfer processes convective cell turbulence
(similar to nonstationary Rayleigh thermoconvection)

system

01

three

a pears

object. because it's compl cated
qualitatively described by lorenz

to be very appropriate
chaotic behavior can be
ordinary

diIIerential

equations.

Thus

we

generalize Lorenz model to include eIIects 01 mean shear flow
generation and to get the sell—re
turbulence and sheared
cell

lated system 01 convective
Two mechanisms of
ow.

spontaneous s in—up are considered simultaneously: 1) peeling
convective ce 1 instability due to nonlinear energy exchange

between turbulence and flow: 2) Stringer instabi ity driven
article flux. where
by the poloidally asynnmtric turbulent
instead or neoclassical Ilux anomalous I ux is substituted.

Drift

resistive

ballooning

instability

equations

7*
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including ion parallel dynamics are used as a basic model.
curvature driven instability is chosen because there are
experimental indications [A] that the dynamics of turbulence

at

the

inboard

midplane

shows

no

outboard

the

at

while

transition

ch

s

mid

ane

2

an

a

L—H

noticeable

en ELM activity

reduction of turbulence takes place and
begins. The normalized equations appear as

dAw

during

—4— + [eaxvolvAo +gB 5— cos Ky — 0(w — ﬁ) = nA w,
dt
'Y
“

~

4

03

ﬂap

8 av”

0y

q 0y

2"

~

—— + [e wlvn +gN —— + - ,_ — 0(o — n) = Dv n .

at

Z

0V n

(1)

8 an

a

—— + [evxwplvv| + q
— By
—— = n M AV u
1
s
at
where dimensionless variables and parameters are introduced:
potential deep/T.

density nan/no=<n>+n. <n>=1—x/LNI

gN=p/LN,

g8: p/R, pair/M. T=TU. mC=eBO/mc, yuan/nowwoct, x,yax,y/p,
n,n“,x4n,x/p2w, akﬁB/(nce), kn=t/qR. x corresponds to radial
direction, y — to

To minimize

oloidal direction, K=p/r, e=r/R.

he phase space dimensionality of nonlinear

model
of
edge
plasma dynamics
two methods
of
plasma
turbulence description are combined: Galerkin "wthod. which

provides evolution equations for most unstable harmonics and
evolution equations for ener
exchange between different
parts of the system. To descri e Stringer spin—up. terms with

slow poloidal variation are added to modes used in [2]:
~

A

n = N sink x sinAy + (Y sink x coskyy + N sin2k x sinkyy):
X

X

X

m(1+scosxy) + Z sin2kxx + e Z1 sin2kxx cosky,

@ = V sinkxx + (X sinkxx sinkyy +VV sinzkxx coskyy)(1+scosky)

V“: u1sinkxx coskyy + u2 sin2kxx sinhy.
Modes X,Y,Z.V.N.W are used to estimate nonlinear terms

flux

in

the

following

space

averaged

equations,

periodicity conditions are expected in y direction

II

for

II

021%

n

0|?

‘5
‘i

6‘

and

’5.

[—5

+

B—3
‘—-ﬁ

IS

dm/dy

I

I2

w,

x=O,LN

1
1
n2
6 gBi<nxsinAy> — 5 u <w0
>

gBF — o<o2> — o <Ao2>

and

where

and zero
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0
1
1
an
—— + - J r'N' —— = — — D <N'2>
N
N
at
0
0
D <vN2
[ r N dx
aJ
E“?
5
at
_

'

__

I

_

=

_

(2)

>

0

Here ¢=¢o(x,t)+$(x,y,t). n=NO(x.t)+ﬁ(x.y,t), F(x)=—nB¢/Oy —
particle Ilux. W(x)=—dw/Ox*Om/ay —Reynolds stress. U=<w62>1/2
is proportional

to

mean velocity.

I=<|w12/2> — turbulent

kinetic energy . N=<N3>U2 — mean density proﬁle variation.

oI the ﬂuctuations. Terms
J=<N2/2> — internal ener
groportional to particle I ux rovide energy transIer from
ensity gradient to turbulence y means 01 instability. The
case or strong nonlinearity which transfers energy Irom the
mstable to damping modes is considered. In the lowest order
in s Eqs. (2) are coupled with parallel ﬂow due to poloidal

asymetry oI particle trans ort only through the ﬁeneration

he ideas
mode. According to
of the mean ﬂow U by
presented in [5] one can obtain the following relations

2
A
.
2
.
.
u1=-Aku2—(s/q)AN—u"k uh Z1=kyXY—(?t/q)u2—(M28)kN —Dk Z1.
Assuning 1.11.21 to be stable modes we get

ﬁ=(q2/A8)kV/(1+(q2/282)R:V2).
1

As a result we obtain generalized Lorenz like model:

= c VIxav + s XYV/(1+sV2)- A VVV.
92
Bi
—— = - c xv2 + A Y — A x .
at

(3)

XX

x?

VX

93 = — c xz + A x — A Y.
at
dt

9% =

dn (r-b t)
yy1
no(b.0) dt

yx
zz

yz
Vz

0 KY — A z + —~————— ——9————i—

0 - o 15 k2 w

3"

s —

cs

—gB“'

2/2s2 ' A
3-_q2

—-Hno x2x’

VI-.
/k, A XX = 0.5 (o/k2 + u k ), c = 0.5 a /k.
A 3-;_= 0.5 k_g
yU
y
y
2
).
Ay1= 0.5 kygN/k. Ayy: 0.5 D k , Azz= 4 D k . 1 = 0.4/(uk

Here V and X are characteristic mean and turbulent velocities

normalized

to

sound

speed.

Y

and

Z

turbulent

and

mean

variation 01 density profile normalized to mean density. T is
the time scale. which is determined by nonlinear energy
transier between stable and unstable modes. Although S

coefficient in Stringer drive is small compare
Reynolds stress it could change an equilibrium.

to

Cu
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
To make more explicit an eIIect of
model

simplest

the

formation

oI

trans ort barrier
which

ba ance,

particle

includes the source 01 particles due to neutral injection and
Bohm—like diIIusive transport. has been used Ior core
boundary

the

At

p1asma.

core

{n0(r=b,t)+2¢mo(r=b.t=0)[ZN/LN.

Ilux

—Da‘I._b

where

Z

to

equal

is

calculated from

is

(3) with no(r=b.t) taken Irom the core calculations.
Two diIIerent modes 01 o eration
conﬁnement takes place for V: . when

are seen.
L—moae
the viscosity Ior

poloidal um ﬂow is high. Due to increase of temperature um
Ilow generation. When small seed V
es down [6] permitt
ﬂ} present it is eIIect vely ampliIied by turbulence so that

im roved
equilibrium with
the
to
comes
Increase 013 electron temperature lea s to

system
the
conﬁnement.
stabilization

oI

the

turbulence

01'

ﬂuctuations

due

to

and

conductivity

system returns to L-mode. Qualitative e lanation oI this
transition is based on the analysis oI equi ibrium oI eqs. 1.
When

the

level

exceeds

Kira

VV

/C

V'x

,

bifurcation happens. Two states are possible: one corres nds
to
ﬂux proportiona
and high
V=O
with
to L—mode
)I and another state corresponding
ZL=(AxyAyx—AHA
W)/(CYZAXY
to H—mode with high V and su ressed ﬂux roportional to
to note that
zH=Cyz Ayx/(C z +A
t is interest
AW/AW).
y

zz v1:

in Irame OI assum tions 01 our model the relation oI
lie—mode depends only on Prandtl number
conﬁnement in L an

Pr=u/D: ZL/ZH=1+O.12/Pr . In our calculations Pr=0.4.
Transitions between these two equilibriums can be

used

to model ELMing H—mode.

CONCLUSIONS
Three regimes oI conIinement are possible in Irame oI
the model: under the threshold 01 spin u instability hi
level

turbulent

convection

takes

place

FL—mode);

when

t e

critical gradient is achieved or ion temperature becomes high
enough to reduce neoclassical viscosity second—order hase
transition is seen which is controlled by amplitude o

sheared

Ilow

V

as

an

order

parameter.

Equilibrium

the

with

nonzero ﬂow and reduced transport can be achieved (ELM—Iree

H—mode). The transition back to L—mode is possible due to
electron temperature increase. Because the high gradients and
low conductivity are necessary Ior instability in question,

the self—supporting transport barrier arises at
edge Just inside separatrix.
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Abstract
The Lattice Boltzmann (LBE) approach to solving nonlinear moment equations is
investigated for the case of the evolution of a very thin 2D shear layer in a
compressible fluid. The importance of LBE, and its extensions. lies in the fact that
these methods are microscopically linear, can handle difficult geometries easily,
and they are ideally suited for parallel computations. These techniques should find
application in divertor design for fusion tokamaks.

I.

Introduction
Nonlinear macroscopic systems in nontrivial geometries abound in plasma
physics and in turbulence. For example. one very useful model1 to study the
divertor region of a tokamak consists of a coupled set of continuity, momentum and
energy equations for a plasma interacting with a neutral fluid in a backward facing
step geometry. The region before the backstep corresponds to the SOL before the
separatrix, while the region in the expanded channel corresponds to SOL after the
separatrix. Because of the extreme difficulty in directly solving these inherently
nonlinear models with the appropriate boundary/initial conditions in nontrivial
geometries, it seems appropriate to consider new solution techniques.

exhibit any of the discrete lattice symmetries4'5. For two-dimensional (2D)
problems, a suitable spatial lattice is the hexagonal lattice4v5. Moreover, nontrivial
geometries and macroscopic boundary conditions are much easier to handle in
LBE just by incorporating appropriate microscopic collision rules on those particles
interacting with the boundaries.

‘—__

.

One such technique is the lattice Boltzmann method (LBE);3 with its linearized

Krook collision operator. LBE, in some respects, improves on the lattice gas
‘automata (LGA)’it5 approach by eliminating statistical noise, non-Galilean
invariance as well as a pressure that is velocity dependent. This is accomplished
at the expense of working with floating point rather than Boolean variables and the
need to specify an appropriate equilibrium distribution function to which the
collisions drive the microscopic system.
in LBE. the set of nonlinear macroscopic equations is replaced by a linear
microscopic model which is solved on a spatial grid with discretized phase space
velocities. If the LBE model can be so constructed that only local interactions are
needed, then this kinetic model is ideally suited for multiprocessor machines. The
underlying principle in the LBE is that there is an infinite number of microscopic
models that will yield the desired moment equations and one needs only work with
that which is most efficient computationally. The spatial grid is so chosen so that
after the appropriate moments are taken, the final macroscopic system does not

7""
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Thermo-LBE Model6

2,

In 20 LBE, one introduces a velocity distribution function foi(x,t) at the lattice

node site x at time t for particles moving in direction I with speed leGil.

On the

6).
hexagonal grid, each lattice node is connected to 6 other spatial sites (i=1,
lecil
length
of
eoi
vectors
lattice
with
N),
1,
0,
=
(o
Let N be the number of speeds

= o. The 0 = 0 particles are rest particles, and are introduced so that one can
recover the correct macroscopic behaviorz. Since we will be using this LBE
approach for divertor problems, we explore the properties of the an extended LBE
model introduced by Alexander et. al.6 that goes beyond the standard Navier«
Stokes equation and incorporates effects of heat conductivity.
In LBE, one solves the linearized evolution equation for fci(x,t)
1

(1)

fm(x+eoi,t+1) — f6,(x, t) = 901 a —? [fm(x, t) — fgf‘(x,t)]

where 1: is the rate at which the distribution function relaxes to the local equilibrium
distribution feq in the collision operator (20,. The macroscopic density, velocity and

temperature are obtain from the appropriate moments of t6i(x,t):
density n(x, t) = 2 f0i(x, t) , mean velocity n(x,t) u(x,t) = 2 e0, foi(x, t)
o,i

o,i

n(x,t)T(x,t) = %Z [eoi— u(x, t) ]2 foi(x, t)

temperature:

(2)

cri

Critical to the success of the LBE approach is the choice of the equilibrium
distribution feq. Certain constraints must be satistifed, since the collision operator
Qci conserves local density, momentum and kinetic energy. Typically, feq is chosen
as a power series in the local mean velocity u:

f3,9(x, t) s A0(n,T) + Bo(n,T) ed, - u + Co(n.T) [eoi - u] 2 + Do(n,T) u2 +

(3)

+ EMT) [ea-u]2 + Fotn.T)[eur- u] u2 + 0(u4)

where the coefficients AU... F0 are functions of the local density n and temperature
T and are determined from a Chapman-Enskog expansion of (1) in the long—
wavelength, low—frequency limit so as to recover the macroscopic equations6
a_n

at

n

8
—

[at
a

”[3:

+ V - (n u ) = O

+ u
+ u

-V
_

]u“

=

3
——

3p
——

axa+3xan

3T_

V]?e—pV

_

3

V-

——
—— —
ul+8xﬁ[p[axﬂ+3xu
8T

_

u +a—B-[ica—xlS-]+MV u)

BUB

auu

BUB

“a are:
with the transport coefficients :

auB]

Bug,

a

2

+

(4)
(5)
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.

3T(21—1)

shear viscosity p. = n —4——

..

_

3T(21—1)

. thermal conductlvrty K _ n —2—

, (7)
with the viscosity A = - u, so that the bulk viscosity is zero. This thermo—LBE model6

satisfies the ideal (monatomic) equation of state p = 3nT/2. To obtain (4)-(6), One
must use a 13-speed model, with N = 2 ( i.e., o : O, 1, 2).

III.

Evolution of a Very Thin Shear Layer in Thermo-LBE
We consider the evolution of a 2D very thin (tanh) shear layer in ux(y). The
thermo—LBE system (1) and (3) is solved in a 512 x 512 periodic box. with an initial
small perturbation of wavelength = 1/6 of the box length. The Reynolds number of
the flow is directly related to the collision relaxation time T, and on this 5122 grid the
26.1
Reynolds Number
Re
_ (2 ‘r— 1) ' '
(8)
with the characteristic eddy turnover time = 2000 LBE time-steps. In Fig. 1, we
show the time evolution of vorticity contour plots of this shear layer for

column (a) : FtE = 261

(laminar ﬂow)

column (b) : Re = 2610 (turbulent flow)

For Re = 261, the vorticity contour plots [Fig. 1(a)] are shown at eddy turnover
times teddy = 0.5, 1.5, 4.5 and 8.0 respectively. Within one teddy, the shear layer
develops into 6 well developed vortices. Because of the inverse cascade of energy
in 2D, these vortice structures coalesce - even in laminar flow.
When the Reynolds number is increased to Re = 2610, the vorticity contour plots
(Fig. 1(b)] are shown at teddy = 0.5, 2.0, 4.0 and 8.0. One again sees the

coalescence of the vortex patterns in this turbulent situation.

At this higher

Reynolds number, the vortices are stronger and distort the flow field considerably.
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SWIES AND CONCLUSIONS
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INTRODUCTION
The alpha-particle conﬁnement of future D-T experiments at JET can be severly

degraded by Global Alfvén Eigenmodes (AE).

Scenarios for the excitation of Alfven

eigenmodes in usual (e.g. D-D) plasmas are proposed. which provide a MHD diagnostic and

allow the study of the transport of super-Alfvénic ions.

Active studies with separate control of TAE amplitude and energetic particle
destabilisation, measuring the plasma response. give more information than passive studies. in

particular concerning the damping mechanisms. The linear regime of the Alfvén physics can

be exploited for a MHD diagnostic, where no signiﬁcant perturbation of the plasma is required.
The TAE excitation can be achieved by means of the saddle coils, modelled in
Ref. [1,2]. and the ICRH antenna. In this paper the experimental method is introduced
together with a theoretical model for RF excitation.‘
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

_

Whereas the saddle coils constitute a direct drive of global Alfvén waves via oscillatory

currents with a frequency range of 20 - SOOkHz (covering BAE, TAE and EAE). the ICRH
antenna operates at much higher frequencies. Direct excitation has, consequently, to be
achieved by frequency/amplitude modulation or by the nonlinear interaction of two fast waves
whose frequency differ by the AE frequency. The beat wave excitation, satisfying energy

((01 —(1)2 = (”TM-1) and momentum (E1 — E2 = ETAE) balance, relies on the generation of a

volume current. ‘jnl, inside the plasma with a power transfer (in, - Eras) into the TAB. The
corresponding radial magnetic ﬁeld amplitude can be large at marginal stability (YTAE -—+ 0),

SB, /B0 = mTAE /7TAE «235C / Va. A second method is given by the generation of highenergy ions. which subsequently provide the drive for AE destabilisation. Due to the high
power of the JET lCRH antennae, these methods could generate ﬁnite-amplitude AE, allowing

a systematic study of the AE enhanced energetic particle tranSpon.

613

In the active studies the frequency in the driver is swept. correspondingly the

modulation amplitude/frequency or the difference between the two driving RF wave
frequencies. When a global Alfvén eigenmode is encountered, a resonance appears in the
plasma response. The corresponding width gives a measure for the damping.
Synchronous detectors, whose reference signal is taken directly from the saddle
coil exciter or, in the heat wave case, from the frequency difference of the two fast waves, are

used to diagnose the plasma response. In phase ('real') and quadrature ('imaginary')
components are provided. Different signals (up to 48) are considered, namely the active saddle
coils for the antenna impedance, the passive saddle coils for the perturbed l3), (n—mode

analysis), the magnetic probes for the perturbed E9 (n— and m-mode analysis) and other
space-resolved, non-magnetic diagnostics, such as ECE and reflectometry, to resolve the

spatial mode structure
The Data analysis ﬁts the antenna-plasma-detectors transfer function with a rational
fraction, with the discrete AE resonances being represented as poles in the complex plane,

where the real part corresponds to the frequency and the imaginary part to the damping or
drive. When Alfvénic fast particles (v—vAlfvén) are produced in the plasma, e.g. by ICRH or

NH], an AB instability driving effect is produced and the imaginary pan of these poles is
modiﬁed.

WAVE-PARTICLE INTERACTION
Theoretical estimates for the RF drive of the TAB mode are based on a perturbative
approach valid for a small drive. In the hybrid kinetic-MHD model a quadratic form is

constructed, where the non-adiabatic, kinetic contribution SW“, = —% Idaxdav HUT“) is

deﬁned by the perturbed Lagrangian of the particle motion in the drift approximation and the
perturbed distribution function f0) Ref. [3]. The growth rate is proportional to its imaginary
~-)

—t —>

2

(1)

—> —>

2

part, i.e. yoclm{8whol}. Here L :-(rrwu —uB)§- x+pBV- a =—(mv“ +uB)§- x,
—)

—)

-

where K denotes the curvature of the magnetic ﬁeld and E the MHD perturbation. It holds

that 1:“) = 11(1) exp (— in°tp(")) is periodic in 1:. Therefore, a Fourier expansion is possible

12(1)(r)= zpvpha, u, 13,9; 0) exp (— ipmbr), where wbEZIt/tb.
.

.

_

dr -(1)

coefﬁcxents are deﬁned as Yp[E, u, P4,, 0) —§ 1:— L
b

gyro angle and poloidal angle leads to

.

The Fourier
_

exp (tptubt). Integration over the
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212 ddEdp1b(m — n°m,,)

em
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_2
4|.
BEP m+n°(q>)+pcub
BF°°

Resonaces appear for (9+ n0(¢)+pwb :0. The equilibrium distribution function

F = {(0) is a function of the adiabatic invariants, i.e. F = F(E, u, Pm).
In order to enable a fast analysis of JET discharges several approximations are
introduced in form of a analytic, small-orbit approximation and a local treatment on a ﬂux
surface. The evaluation of awho, requires still the calculation of the bounce-average Fourier

components, Y13 and the sum of the resonant contributions integrated over/1 = qE.

In the case of passing particles good agreement with the results of Betti and Freidberg,

[4], is found as shown in Fig. 1. For RF heated JET discharges the fast particle distribution is
modelled by a slowing down distribution, Fig. 2, and by the Stix approximation

ff) = exP[__ TE [1+ HiEEDJ [5], Fig. 3. The results for deeply trapped particles, i.e.
eff
i
A = 1, and for on-axis heated particles, i.e. A = 1—5. are displayed in the ﬁgures.

CONCLUSIONS

RF Heating provides interesting schemes to: i) excite TAE directly by nonlinear wave-

wave drive and ii) generate sufﬁciently many energetic ions to destabilise the TAB, i.e waveparticle drive.

The stability analysis shows that it is possible to destabilise TAE modes in JET
discharges via particle resonances for relatively low Bhot ~10'4 in low density plasmas,

ne~1019 m'3, if ions with very high energy (2 1 MeV) are generated by RF heating. These

results are in qualitative agreement with the reported observation of TAE activity in JET [6]. It

is emphasised that improved high-frequency diagnostics will enable more detailed comparison
between theory and experiments.

Utilising the highvaccuracy detection installed for the saddle coils excitation, i.e.

frequency sweeping, synchronous detection and measurement of the plasma response, allows

for accurate, independent detemiination of the damping effects and the destabilisation.
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STABILITY DIAGRAMS
Local stability analysis of TAE modes with n=3, m=3,4 localised at q=7/6, as a function of I3hot
BT=2.8 T,
{orthe following plasma parameters: Te=Ti=1O Kev, Ehot= 1->3 Mev,

ne,—_ni=1019m'3 at VaNA=1. Different values oi VaNA are scanned by changing the density

ne and keeping the magnetic field constant.
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Non—ideal Effects on Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmode Stability
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1 Introduction Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAE) and the associated Kinetic Alfvén

Eigenmodes (KTAE) can be excited by fusion alpha-particles and can lead to anomalous
alpha—particle transport. To calculate the threshold alpha—particle pressure needed to excite
such modes, one must evaluate all the damping mechanisms. Within the framework of ideal
MHD there is only continuum damping”. Here we derive improved analytic expressions for
radiative damping and for ion resonant damping, and present results from an mhd code with
complex resistivity, which generates a realistic spectrum of KTAE modes.
2 Radiative damping We ﬁrst develop a. ballooning formalism for non-ideal TAE modes
and consider the effects of FLR and 6E" # 0 within the layer surrounding the TAE resonant

surface. Writing the scalar potential (M0) = 45(9) cos(0/2) + \P,(0)sin(9/2), the ﬁrst order
FLR and toroidal coupling effects lead to a Schrodinger-type ballooning equation for the

function 95(0):

%+[(A2kZ—g)7—11\Pc=0,

(1)

k a 59/4; A” a 16 ($)2 :—: (3+ %(1 4501:»)
. ~EL.
_,
-1 203w)..s—rq(r)/q(r).c~2R,
,g=E(UA

w
”e
N
6(V¢)_0.44\/:(ln161/2yel

and :1c is the electron collision frequency. If the shear is small (5 << 1), the TAB eigenfrequency lies near the lower boundary of the frequency gap (9 z —1) and the FLR effects
produce a hill in the Schrodinger potential, providing some tunnelling of TAE energy into
the highek, dissipative region (ie radiative damping). Asymptotic matching gives a TAE
radiative damping rate
7

«as?
__
2
8 63 exp( 27/”) , for s<<l ,

7r2
___

(E) ——

(2)

and this damping becomes large when /\ ~ 32 (ie when hop.- 2 0263/2).
Near the upper boundary of the gap (g a +1) FLR eﬂects provide a local well, leading to
a quasi-stationary discrete spectrum of KTAE modes above the gap. The dispersion relation
for KTAE modes is obtained using asymptotic analysis:

1rs(g—1) _

l

E

l‘(3/-l—a/2) l—iActgrr(l/4+a/2)

213mm — lg" (4 + 2) run — a/2) 1+ imgm/i + a/2)

(3)
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Eq (3) gives the local dispersion relation for the KTAE discrete spectrum,
9

: 1

W + 1/2)
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,fors<<1,
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4
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as well as KTAE radiative damping
_

25/2

63“”

_

'7

25/4 exp _ 3A

(w)KTAE _

’
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which becomes large at A ~ 1 (leap.- Z 0.263/23'1). An analogous study of radiative damping for the 3,21 case shows that both TAE and KTAE radiative damping effects become

important when kgp;20.253/2s'1 and can be estimated as:
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3 Ion resonant damping In Refs 3 and 4 the damping rate of TAEs due to ion resonance
was estimated as

vi/wo : —(7r1/2/4)ﬁ;q2)\3{1 + (1 + 2A§>2}exp(—A§)

(7)

where A3, = 1/n2ﬁg and too = vA/QRq with q evaluated at the gap centre where nq 2 (m + %)
with n the toroidal mode number and m and m + 1 the poloidal mode numbers of the

dominant TAB harmonics. The ion damping is determined by the perturbed ion distribution

function, (if; oc Vd-6El cc and) where w, = (B X n-kQTi/miwc and n = (b-V)b is the ﬁeld

line curvature. Because of the (cos 9,5in 0) dependence of w," the perturbed ion distribution

6f; contains the poloidal harmonics m — 1,m + 2, corresponding to k” 2' 3/2Rq at the mode
centre, and high energy ions with mv'f/QT; = 1/95,- E A3 give ion transit time damping.
However, the estimate Eq (7) neglects E” and the effect of side-band harmonics in (MG) and

w,‘(0).

When 6E" is retained and evaluated using the quasi-neutrality condition, one ﬁnds“? =

ZTa/w, where 6E” = ~V”\II and T = Te/Tg. The resulting damping, obtained using the
quadratic form in Ref 4, is 7g/wo = —\/7_r/4ﬂ.-q2F()\3,T) where F(:c,‘r) = z{1 + (1 +2T+
2:2)2} exp(—:7). The increase in damping due to 6E" becomes signiﬁcant only at larger

values of ,6;(> 1%). Thus, for 'r = 1,7.- is increased by 35% at [3,- : 2% and by 52% at

[3; = 3%.

As a. result of toroidal and shaped cross section effects, (415(9) and @(9) contain small
amounts of other poloidal harmonics. These drive components in 5f,- with kli = 5/‘2Rq and
7/2Rq at the mode centre, for which lower energy ions are resonant with mvﬁ/‘ZT; = A: and

A; We have calculated the ﬁrst order corrections to 0(9) E w,‘(9)q>(6) using the ballooning

formalism for a. large aspect ratio, elliptic tokamak equilibrium. The resulting expression
has been used in the quadratic form of Ref 2 to calculate ion resonant damping of TAE f0,
5 < 1:

3E

,

3E 5 ,
3
"—1' = —£7r .q" {mam +lzA
+ ——
— —E] m; )++%[ E — ~—] mm} (8)
4 r

4T

“’0

— (Ic — 1)/( r: + 1)i15 the ellipticity
where A(r ) 15 the equilibrium Shafranov shift and E/r—
parameter. At small values of ﬂ;(< 1%) the new sideband corrections dominate 10n damping
which is, however, negligible compared to trapped electron damping given by

k = — ("3)L [In 16 (if—Dir [3.9m2 + o.44(p./Aus)’]
w

(9)

where for 5 << LATAE : er/m. For higher values of 3,-(2 2%) 6E" causes signiﬁcant
enhancement of ion damping. In the interesting intermediate range 1% < )9; < 2%, ion

damping is important and Eq (8) provides a. more accurate estimate than was previously
available.

4 Complex resistivity approximation for KTAE in CASTOR5 code First order FLR
of core ions and 5E” # 0 give the following corrections to the vorticity equation:

(b.V)(V2(b.V)¢)+V(:—2:+vr¢)

:w:p?V1¢+(l—i6(u,))—:wp3v1¢=o

.

L
FLR

Ideal MHD Pan.

(10)

——-——v_—’
5En#0 Term

The structure of this equation is analogous to that of the resistive MHD equations in the
limit of I nkf/w |<< l with “complex resistivity” defined by:
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with (42,1: vA/Rq. The spectrum of Alfvén waves can be solved 1n compressible MHD m
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cylindrical geometry, using a ﬁnite element numerical method. Solving in an equilibrium
with a parabolic current proﬁle having q=1 on axis and q=2 at the edge, with an artiﬁcial
term coupling the two poloidal Fourier harmonics, we ﬁnd: two Global Alfvén Eigenmodes
(GAE); a TAE within the continuum gap; and a. spectrum of KTAE, shown in Fig 1.

5 Conclusions Quantitative results are shown in Fig 2, which displays TAE damping rates
for the mechanisms considered under JET and ITER conditions.
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Fig 2 TAE damping rates for (left) JET (a = 1m, R = 3m, B = 2T,Te = T; = 7 keV, no
3 X mum—any“: = 0.3111, .9 = 0.2.6 = 0.25) and (right) ITER (a = 2.8m, R : 7.8m, B =
6T,Te = T.- =19 keV, no = 1.4 x 102°m'3,rTAE =0.7m, s = 0.2,6 = 0.29) for (1) radiative
damping, (2) continuum damping for high m, (3) trapped electron collisional damping and (4) ion
Landau damping.
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Introduction Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE's) [1] can be destabilised in thermo—nuclea;

tokamal; plasmas by a resonant interaction with a super—Alfvenic a-population. This interaction
leads to an exchange of energy and canonical momentum between the particle and wave, which
in-turn can lead to 'anomalous' losses or diffusion of ot~particles by several mechanisms. In
this paper we consider these tit—particle loss and diffusion mechanisms for JET. In a previous
study [2] the stability of a high performance deuterium JET discharge (26087) to TAE modes
was analysed, but with nD=ﬂT- It was found for this case that a modest decrease in density (and
increase in temperature) would destabilise the Alfven modes, and thus permit their effects to be
studied. The most likely candidates for TAE instability were found to be the n=3 modes.

Computational Methods The TAE mode eigenfunctions are calculated using the toroidal
linear stability code CASTOR [2]. Figure 1 shows a typical n=3 eigenfunction along with the
associated q-profile
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Fig 1 ((1) n=3 TAE radial velocity eigenfunction and (b) q versus nonnalised minor radius

These eigenfunctions together with the associated equilibrinmprovide the magnetic ﬁeld input
for a new guiding centre particle following code. This code is based on a Hamiltonian
formalism [3] to enhance numerical accuracy; without the Alfven mode perturbations for the
worst case (Pinch orbit) the invariants of energy (E) and canonical toroidal angular momentum

(P4,) are conserved to better than the integrator tolerance (typically 10’“) over a poloidal transit,
while with a non—axisymmetric perturbation. the invariant E-(qJn is conserved to 0(10'5) per
transit. The widths of the particle islands, induced by resonant interactions with the TAB
modes. have also been favourably compared with analytic estimations [4].
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u-Loss and Diffusion Mechanisms As in Ref [5] two main mechanisms for ot-losses and
diffusion have been identiﬁed for the JET cases studied:-

0 Firstly the TAE modes may cause relatively prompt losses of a-particles near loss
boundaries.

o Secondly stochastic radial diffusion of the (Jr-particles may occur. This class includes the
possibility of a—particle loss by diffusion into 1055 cones.

The locations in the phase space l-Pq) (where h=uBo/E) of trapped and passing particle loss
boundaries for the JET case studied are shown in Fig 2(a) and an orbit where an n=3 TAE
perturbation converts a counter-passing particle into an unconﬁned trapped particle is shown in

Fig 2(1))-

Unconﬁned banana

‘Pinch‘ orbit

orbit

1.0

nappy

Unconﬁned err
passing particle

Fig 2(a) Locations in the l—P¢ plane of trapped-passing boundaries for 3.5MeV a—particle
here; P45 is normalised to e Wedge . To the left of each solid line a particular class ofparticles is
lost. In decreasing thickness the lines are trapped conﬁned to unconﬁned, counter-passing
conﬁned to trapped unconﬁned, counter-passing conﬁned to mconﬁned and co-passing
conﬁned to unconﬁned The broken line is the (pinch——orbit) boundary between passing and
trapped particles (b) n=3 TAE mode causing a barely passing a to be converted into an
unconﬁned trapped orbit.

To study collisionless particle losses due to TAE modes, Monte-Carlo simulations of 50,000 otparticles have been made. The a—particles have a slowing down distribution with energies in
the range 3.5MeV to 1.5MeV, a radial distribution varying as (l-‘i’)3 and a random distribution
in pitch angle, poloidal angle and toroidal angle. For these studies three n=3 TAB modes with

...i

normalised frequencies (n/wA=0.4l, 0.51 and 0.58 have been used (the poloidal Fourier
components for the colcoA=0.58 case are shown in Fig 1(a)). Since these eigenmodes have been
Obtained from a linear simulation their amplitudes are arbitrary; here they are normalised so
each eigenfunction has the same maximum radial ﬁeld amplitude. These Monte-Carlo
simulations show two distinct classes of lost particles due to the n=3 TAB modes (see Fig 3(a)
and (b)). Firstly there is a prompt loss of cit—particles born near a loss boundary; co and
counter-passing particle prompt losses peak at ~3tts and trapped losses at ~6us. Secondly
above 3. stochastic threshold there is a steady long term loss of ot-particles by stochastic
diffusion into a loss boundary. Below the stochastic threshold losses scale linearly with the
applied TAE perturbation.

is
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Fig 3(a) Fraction of lost particles asfunctian of time (b) Number of lost particles in 4a; bins
with the birth type of the particles distinguished (c) and (d) total number of lost particles
versus pitch angle and poloidal angle, respectively.

It can be seen from Fig 3 (d) that the majority of particles are lostjust below the outboard midplane for the particular VB-drift direction used; this is due mainly to co—directed trapped particle
orbits (see Fig 3(c)) intercepting the 'wall' (at 9 f 0).

The second class of particle loss and diffusion is due to stochastic motion. For passing particles
the stochastic diffusion occurs in the presence of the TAB perturbations because the particle
orbits and ﬂux surfaces are relatively displaced causing side-band resonances. Stochasticity
occurs when the particle excursions due to the primary and side-band resonances overlap. For a
single TAE mode the stochasticity threshold can be determined by examining the particle orbit in
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a frame of reference which moves at the TAB frequency (ie o—mr/n). In this frame of reference
‘ the particle islands and the transition to stochasticity as the islands overlap can be seen. With
multiple TAE perturbations (of different frequency) it is not possible to deﬁne an equivalent
frame of reference in which to view the particle orbits. Instead stochasticity must be determined
by the particle diffusion (or loss) which the TAB perturbations cause. As in Ref [5] diffusion is

measured by evaluating for an initially mono-energetic and mono—Pq, particle distribution, the
spread of (AP?) = (P3) — (Po) 2 in time (where () denotes an ensemble average). Figure 4
(a) ShOWS for the same n=3 TAE perturbations as used for Fig 3 the variation of (AP}) with
time for 5B,JB=3x10'3 and 5x104; for these cases 500 particles are launched with an initial

5:2.5MeV, P¢=3.6x10‘l9lrgmzs‘1 and the particles are randomly distributed in pitch, poloidal
and toroidal angles. For this case the stochasticity threshold is fairly high since the n=3
eigenmodes peak in a low shear region (see Fig 1) which increases the field amplitude required
for island overlap [4]. Figure 4(b) shows for the <3B,/B=3x10'3 case the number of particles
experiencing a given variation in P4). The smaller class experiencing a large variation are
passing particles while the trapped particles have a small variation in P¢.
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Fig 4(a) Variation of (M})x1040 with timefor dB/B=3x10‘3 and 5x104 (b) Number of
particles with a given variation AP.» for EB/B=3x10'3. the shaded bars are trapped particles.
Summary For the high performance JET discharge studied the most likely candidates for TAE
instability are the n=3 modes. Studies of particle orbits under the inﬂuence of these TAE modes
have shown two dominant processes; ﬁrstly there is a relatively prompt loss of barely confined
(it-particles and secondly over a longer time stochastic diffusion of the a‘particles can occur;
this latter class includes the possibility of stochastic diffusion into a loss cane.
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GP. 65 - 00044 - Frascati, Rome, Italy.

The ﬂuid nonlinear saturation mechanism for Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes proposed previouslyl'2 is considered in further detail. It is shown that the physi~
cal mechanism, leading to saturation above a critical mode amplitude, may be
viewed as a nonlinear mode conversion of TAE‘s into short wavelength waves,
which are strongly clamped in the presence of a small dissipation.

1.

Introduction

It has been recently shown that Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAE) may nonlinearly saturate due to ﬂuid nonlinearities only.1 In analogy to linear toroidal coupling,
nonlinear effects are important only in a thin region around the radial positions in the
plasma discharge, where frequency gaps are opened in the shear Alfvén continuous
spectrum. The nonlinear mode dynamics, then, turns out to be determined Within
these boundary layers, while the remainder of the plasma provides the inertia and the
magnetic ﬁeld line tension for the propagation of shear Alfvén waves associated to
TAB modes.
The nonlinear equations for the boundary layers, derived previously,‘ are further
analyzed in the present work. Essentially, it will be shown that nonlinearities change
the linear eigenfunctions till, above a certain threshold in the mode amplitude, in-

ﬁnitely short scales are ideally excited. At this point. resistivity, e.g., becomes crucial
for the dynamic mode evolution and it dissipates all the energy pumped into the wave,
yielding nonlinear saturation.
This mechanism is analogous to what happens to linear TAE’s, when resistivity
(or ﬁnite Larmor radius effects) is made so large that TAB modes merge into kinetic
TAE’s.3 The basic difference is that now, resistive dissipation is made larger by
nonlinearities. In fact, it will be shown that the nonlinear boundary layer equations
may be viewed as those describing a nonlinear mmle conversion of a TAE into the
continuum, above a certain threshold.

2.

The Model

We consider a pressureless, large aspect ratio (Ro/a E 1/5 >> 1, R0 and a being major and minor radii), nxisymmetric toroidal equilibrium with shifted circular
magnetic surfaces. For the sake of simplicity, we also consider a single frequency
gap in the shear Alfvén continuous spectrum. due to the toroidal coupling of the
(1,1) and (2,1) Fourier harmonics.I Each ﬂuctuation is assumed to be written in
the form F(f,t) = Zn”, c'("°“””")F,,,‘,,(r,t), (r,o,9) being toroidal coordinates, cho-
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sen such that the inverse Jacobian (Ur x To) - \79 = Ro/TRZ and the safety factor
q = q(r). With this assumption, the nonlinear dynamic evolution of the system is
determined within a single boundary layer at q(ra) = 3/2, the remainder of the plasma.
providing only inertia and magnetic potential energy. When many boundary layers,
or frequency gaps, are considered,2 the boundary layer solutions must be matched
to the external solutions at each gap radial location. The formalism is, thus, more
complicated, but the physical picture remains essentially unaltered.2 The purpose of
the following analysis is to give a simple example of nonlinear dynamic evolution of
TAE modes The (1,1) and (2.1) Fourier harmonics will be considered as test shear
Alfvén waves, generating nonlinear beat waves which couple back to (1, 1) and (‘2 ,1)
modes.
Outside the boundary layer at qo : q(r,,) : 3/2, the time evolution of the two
(uncoupled) test waves is determined by inertia, balancing magnetic ﬁeldyline bend»
ing. Thus, on the Alfvén time scale (mo—l = '7qDRo/vA, 114 being the Alfvén speed),
the dynamics of the (1,1) and (2,1) components of the vorticity U, related to the
component of the ﬂuid velocity perpendicular to V76 as 5; = (Hz/Ra) 5U x 645, is
described by the linear cylindrical vorticity equation4

a. (Umnh T)/r)) = Cm(r T)/[r2Dm.n(r)] .
(1)

a (r Cm,((r T))= (m —1) Dm,.(r)0m,,(r,r) ,

with Um,l = e-‘wo'oﬂm,1(r.T), (m = 1,2), and 13mm): [1/9 — (n — m/q(r))2]. It is
worth to note that the nonlinear time scale T = 0(1/ew0) enters only as a parameter in
Eqs. (1), conﬁrming that the nonlinear dynamic evolution of the system is determined
within the boundary layer.
Substituting the solutions of the beat ﬂuctuations equations into the nonlinear
coupling terms of the vorticity equation, nonlinear equations are derived which determine the time evolution of U), 1 and U2 1 on the nonlinear scale within the boundary
layer:

(a ~ in, _ 41'1/83— 25:5) 8111 + a.” — 0.,(T) — 46.11 8311112
(a an, — 411103 + 45:)6111 + an _ C,(:r) — 46,12 63,111?

0
0.

(2)

-— anuoil/2 , so = 2A’ + ro/Ra, A’ being the derivative of the Shafranov shift,
Here. T:
— r,,q:,/qo is the magnetic shear and :r E 2(r — ro)/(r,,ea). A term
1/ = n/(warge3), s —
—iTo has been also inserted ad hoc to model a linear drive associated to the energetic
particles. Furthermore 21(1, T) and v2(:: T) are the Fourier components of the vorticity
normalized to UJ‘E (2/6o)3/2(1/wo r) u,(r T): U, ,/U,,,v( a: T): U) 1/U0, and the
_ 7113C“(rm T)/U and C (T) .=_ 'qC2(,T1(ro )/U are obtained
quantities C“ (T):
from the dissipationless linear cylindrical equations_outside the gap region.
From the second' of Eqs. (1), it follows C — 0, and UH — UD A(T)((r/a)
for r < To and UN = 0 for r > r0, with A(T) given by the jump condition
T)(r,,/a) = — [if (110,11. As to the (2,1) component, the jump condition yields”|

new...) _ [12_,(r,_)]/U. = —[1'C, = fig: drag) a 6110.), with 11‘ being a constant
which depends only on the q-profile. Such a condition determines the time behaviour
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of Cu, thus deﬁning, together with Eqs. (2), a well posed problem for studying the
nonlinear dynamics of TAE modes.

3.

Nonlinear mode conversion of TAE modes

In the linear limit, Eq. (2) has solutions of the form CU(T) = Cue—”THJ, with
0,, being independent of T. In this case, (5v(C,,) is linearly proportional to C" and the

(2,1) jump condition determines the eigenvalue /\. Following the analysis of Ref. [3],
it can be shown that Im(/\) is related to the effect of dissipation, yielding Im()\) m 11.52
in the case 1/52 << I.
Also at saturation, i.e., when the mode amplitude does not grow in time, solutions

of the form CAT) : Cue—”\T‘LF“T satisfy Eq.(‘2) with the nonlinear terms included,
provided the condition Im(/\) : ~I‘o is satisﬁed. Taking, for simplicity, the small
magnetic shear limit, 5 << 1. the nonlinear system, Eqs. (‘2), yields two coupled
nonlinear ordinary differential equations for the functions f = e‘AT'r“T8,u and g E
eiAT—I‘JaI v'.

(A — Alix/520: + 42) g + f

-

(A 421/5263 — 22) f + g — 8|n
Slflgg

0

1

C”

V

(3)

with z E 31. In terms of g, the (2,1) jump condition, together with the saturation
condition Im(A) = —I‘o, yields

0,,

/+ nz = _51{CU ,

4 2

+00

azf2+ 6z I2 d

fa = My

‘°°

(4)

/_:° (W + W) dz

with 93 E Re(g) and g, E Im(g). Equations (4) determine the two unknowns of the

problem, namely Re”) and Cu at saturation.‘
From the second of Eqs. (4), it is clear that the saturation condition can be satisﬁed
only if very small scales are excited nonlinearly. This can happen only if the Jacobian
of Eq. (3) in the dissipationless limit, J(:, C”) E (A — '22 — 892(2))” + 42 — 8f2(z)) —

(1 — 16g(z)f(z))2, tends to vanish."2 It is interesting to note that the condition J : 0
deﬁnes, in the linear limit, the shear Alfvén continuum. The condition J = 0 will

occur ﬁrst at the local maximum (2 = 20) of J, since for [3| -w 00 the Jacobian is ,
always negative (J z —827). Furthermore, the ﬁrst of Eqs. (4) determines A as a
function of Cu and 5K. Thus. the maximum of the Jacobian, Jo E J(2,,, C“, A), turns
out to be a function of C2, and 3K, with Jo < 0 for Cu —+ O. The condition that Jo = 0
determines then the critical mode amplitude Cw, above which nonlinear saturation

may occur.
For small dissipation, U32 << 1. it has been shown that the true saturation level
is close to CW, i.e. |CU ECWI = IAC'UI << ICWI.“ The mode amplitude at saturation
is then well estimated as (SEEM/B 2 —i(Um,1/7Tll.(a)(1 — m/(JOXra/Ra)(é.,/2)3/2 3
6,063”. Since the amount by which this level is exceeded at saturation is small. we
may let Af E f(z) — fa(z), Ag E 9(3) —go(:), and solve for Afn, Afl, Ag], in terms
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of A93. An equation for Ag}; near 2 = 2,, can be obtained,“2 yielding

1?
a;G+G’+2G Tz+y2=A
’

(5)

with y E Az/zL, G 3 Ayn/2L, A :1 —AC.,/z£ln(zL), 21, z (4x/s2)2/5, and J3 2
(41/52)“. Equation (5) and the second of Eqs. (4), i.e. the saturation condition,
yieldl'2

r, 2 (41/32)"5 [omdylayG(y,A)|2 .

(6)

Once F0 and 1/ are given, Eq. (6) determines AC” and hence the saturated TAE

amplitude 5'" = 0..., + AC“. Saturation can occur only for A < —Jf/J3. In such
a case, I(A) = fo°° dylayG(y,A)|2, as determined by numerical integration of Eq. (5)
for J: = J3, is well represented by the following interpolating expression: I(A) =
0.0138 exp(—0.6563A). This yields AC” z ”(41/32)“5 ln(4us2)ln[(4usz)7/5/l"a], explicitly showing the relevance of Cm, in estimating the mode saturation level.
An interesting point, concerning the physical mechanism behind the nonlinear
mode saturation, emerges from the analysis of Eq. (5). It is readily veriﬁed that

G 2 ~\/y2 + J}/J3+\/y2 + Jg/JE + A is agood solution as long as J:/J3+A > 0. In
this case the fourth derivative, representing dissipation, can be neglected. Dissipation,
on the contrary, plays a major role for y2 < y; E ——A — JE/JE. At :tyT, nonlinear
mode conversion into a strongly damped “kimaztic”3 Alfvén wave takes place: mode
saturation then occurs, since the linear power input is dissipated on short scales in
the interval -yT < y < w. The nonlinear character of this mode conversion above a
critical threshold is evident, since we clearly need A < 0 1 and to be close enough to the

critical threshold Jo = 0 2, i.e. Jg/JSS 1, in order not to need too large and negative
values of A. The dependence of A, or AC”, on the linear drive I‘m as it emerges from
Eq. (6), may be understood since the bigger the linear power input for the mode is, the
bigger the region ~yT < y < yT must be, where the mode converted “kinetic" Alfvén
wave can be dissipated. Furthermore, above the CW, threshold, the Jacobian of Eq. (3)
is J : J,,‘/y2 + 13/]: + A. Thus, an attractive way to interpret the positions :L-yT
is as the points where the mode interacts with the nonlinearly modiﬁed continuum,
although care must be used in extending the concept of a continuous spectrum to the
nonlinear case."2
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Linear Stability Analysis and Nonlinear Hybrid Simulation of TAE Mode

G. Y. Fu, C. Z. Cheng and W. Park
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08543, U.S.A.

I. Introduction

the ﬁrst wall. At prsent, D—T experiments in TFTR are being carried out to study the

inﬂuence of fusion alpha particles on the TAE modes. Thus, it is of interest to assess the
linear stability and the nonlinear saturation of the TAE modes. In this work, we, brieﬂy
describe the main results of a linear stability calculation of the TAB modes in TFTR D-T

plasmas using the kinetic MHD stability code NOVA-K [1-2], and the results of nonlinear
hybrid simulation using the gyrokinetic MHD code MH3D~K [3].
II. Linear Stability Analysis

The stability of TAE modes in TFTR D-T supershot plasmas has been analyzed using
the NOVA-K code. The code includes physics of alpha particle destabilizing contribution
with the ﬁnite orbit width effects taken into account. The code also includes several damp-

ing mechanisms such as the Landau damping of thermal ions and electrons, the Landau
damping of fast beam ions, and the collisional damping of the trapped electrons. For TAE
mode to be unstable, the alpha drive must overcome the sum of the all dampings.

Figure 1 shows the critical central alpha beta for TAE instability versus toroidal mode
number for TFTR shot #73268 in which 6.2 MW of fusion power was generated [4]. We

observe that the alpha beta is about 1/3 of the critical value for the n=5 mode and all
the TAE modes considered here are stable in this case. We have also analyzed other D—T
shots and found that the TAB modes are stable for the most cases, with alpha beta value

about a factor of two smaller than the critical value. The calculations done here use the
experimental paramenters and proﬁles as simulated by the TRANS? code [5]. The safety
factor q proﬁle is quite ﬂat near the center of plasma such that the q = 1.5 surface is at
about 2/3 minor radius. The plasma pressure proﬁle is peaked near the center. The TAE
modes corresponding to the ﬁrst continuum gap near the plasma center ( at q z 1.0) usually do not exist due to the large pressure gradient. The TAE modes that do exist localize

.

getic ions introduced by NBI heating or ICRF heating in tokamak plasmas. The unstable
TAE mode can in turn lead to large losses of energetic particles. This will have important
implications for tokamak reactor design since the lost alpha particles can seriously damage

mmW'mP'WW?

The toroidicity~induced Alfvén eigenmode (TAE) has received a great deal of attention
recently. Experiments have shown that TAE mode can be strongly destabilized by ener-
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radially around the second or the third gap at about 2/3 minor radius. It is found that the
Landau damping of the deuterium beam ions is the most important damping mechanism
for these TAE modes. The tritium beam Landau damping is smaller than the deuterium
beam damping due to slower velocity. The electron Landau damping is also smaller. The

Landau damping of thermal ions and the collisional damping of the trapped electrons are
usually negligible.
In the future TFTR D—T experiments, the TAB modes may be destabilized by reduc-

ing the deuterium beam damping, or by enhancing the alpha drive. The deuterium beam
Landau damping can be reduced with lower injection energy (i.e., slower beam particle

speed to avoid the wave particle resonance). For one particular case, we ﬁnd that the beam

damping can be reduced by a factor of four if the the beam energy is reduced by 30%. The
alpha particle drive can be signiﬁcantly enhanced by allowing TAE mode to exist near the

center of plasma where alpha pressure is highly peaked and the destabilizing contribution
is largest. Numerically, we ﬁnd that such core localized TAE mode can exist if the plasma
pressure proﬁle is slightly broader than the typical TFTR super shot proﬁles.

III. Nonlinear Hybrid Simulation

Nonlinear gyrolrinetic MHD hybrid simulation have been carried out to study the TAE
instability driven by energetic particles in tokamak plasma. The aim of this study is to
determine the nonlinear saturation mechanism and associated fast particle transport. To
this end, a hybrid model is used to describe the MED feature of the mode and the kinetic
eﬁ'ects of fast particle destabilization through wave particle interaction. The plasma is
divided into two parts: the bulk part of the plasma which contains thermal electrons and
ions, and the energetic part of hot ions. The bull: part is described by the ideal MHD
equations, whereas the hot ions are described by the gyrokinetic equations. The eﬁ'ects
of hot ions is coupled to bulk part motiOn through the pressure stress tensor term in the

momentum equation as follows:

dVb

pb-dT=—VP5—V-P5+JXB

(1)

where the subscript b denotes the bulk part, the subscript h denotes the hot ion component,
P5 is the isotropic pressure of the bulk plasma, and the Pb is the pressure stress tensor of
the hot ions. Equation 1 is closed by the ideal MHD Ohm’s law and the Faraday’s law.

The stress tensor is calculated from a set of particles that are followed using the gyrokinetic
equations with the selticonsistent electromagnetic ﬁeld. This system of equations is solved
as an initial value problem. It can be shown analytically that our model conserves the total
energy. Our numerical results indicate that the total energy is indeed well conserved.

In the simulations, we use the following parameters and proﬁles for most cases: the
aspect ratio R/a = 6, the q proﬁle q = 1.2 + 0.9(r/a)2, the plasma density proﬁle p =
po(1 —— 0.8(r/a)2), the bulk plasma beta [35(0) = 0.2%, the central hot particle beta ,6).(0)
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is on the order of percent, the hot particle velocity distribution is a Maxwellian in parallel direction with the mean value equals to the Alfvén speed at the center of plasma, and
the perpendicular velocity is negligible. The number of particles used ranges from twenty
thousands to two hundred thousands.
In the linear regime, the results Show a robustly growing n=1 TAE mode. Figure 2

plots the evolution of the ﬂuid kinetic energy of the bulk part. The slope of the straight
line gives the linear growth rate of a converged mode. The corresponding TAE eigenmode
structure is shown in Fig. 3. The calculated mode frequency agrees well with the NOVA-K

result. The growth rate is also similar. In the nonlinear regime, the mode saturates in
about one hundred Alfvén time, as shown in Fig. 4. Let’s discuss brieﬂy possible saturation
mechanisms. First, large loss of resonant hot particles can be induced by the TAB mode
with ﬁnite amplitude. As a result, the hot particle drive is diminished and the mode saturates. Second, the nonlinear mode coupling can modify the the continuum gap structure [6]
such that the continuum damping is induced and the mode saturates when the continuum
damping balances the hot particle drive. Third, the resonant particles can be trapped in

the TAB wave at ﬁnite amplitude. As a result, the hot particle density proﬁle is ﬂattened

locally and the drive diminishes to zero. In this case, the mode saturates at an; ~ 7),, where
w; o: (/37, is the nonlinear bounce frequency of the resonant particles trapped in the wave.
Our numerical results support this wave particle trapping mechanism. Figure 5 shows the
saturation level 68.. as a function of the linear growth rate, where 63, is the perturbed

radial magnetic ﬁeld. We see that our numerical results (solid dots) agree with the expected
scaling of 6B,. or 7,2, which is indicated by the solid line. Furthermore, a local ﬂattening

in the hot particle density proﬁle is observed when a special distribution is used for which
all particles have velocities close to the Alfvén speed. In addition to these results, we also

ﬁnd that the mode coupling is not important for the saturation. Figure 6 shows the the
nonlinear saturation of the n = 1 TAE mode. We see that the saturation level obtained
with a single 71 = 1 perturbation is almost the same as that with multiple toroidal mode

number case (the solid line). Lastly, our results show that the particle loss is negligible

and is not responsible for the mode saturation. In conclusion, we have demonstrated that
the wave particle trapping is the dominating mechanism for the TAB saturation. Future
work will assess the importance of other mechanisms in more realistic cases, including the
situation of multiple unstable modes and associated hot particle transport.
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TEST OF THEORY OF THE L-H TRANSITION
IN ASDEX UPGRADE DISCHARGES
H.J. DE BLANK, H. ZOHM, ASDEX UPGRADE TEAM

Max-Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM»Association, 85740 Garching, FRG
Preliminaries
Signiﬁcant progress in our understanding of the H—mode has come from bifurcation
models of the L—H transition. The aim of this paper is to clarify the relation between
such bifurcation models and the experiments on the ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak in which
prolonged dithering at the LB transition is observed when the ICR heating power rampup through the H-mode threshold is sufﬁciently slow.1 These observations provide a.
novel test for models of the transition, since oscillatory L—H transitions do not only
require the existence of a. bifurcation, but also the capability of the particle and energy
ﬂuxes, modiﬁed by the electric ﬁeld, to prevent a hard transition.
This paper addresses models in which a bifurcation in the radial electric ﬁeld is
deduced from the radial current balance. To this current various non-ambipolar particle loss mechanisms may contribute, such as ion orbit loss, anomalous electron loss,
anomalous ion viscosity, electron ripple loss, and charge exchange. The non-linear de
pendence on E, of some of these ﬂuxes causes the bifurcation. We shall limit ourselves
to the case of circular ﬂux surfaces and equal electron and ion temperatures.

As pointed out by Shaing et a1.” and Stringer”, the resulting current is balanced

and
by the neoclassical ion ﬂux for which they give, for bulk viscosity in the collisional
plateau regimes, expressions that depend strongly and non-linearly on Er. The ion ﬂux
in terms of the normalized electric ﬁeld Z = Ut/Uﬁ ~ Er/pﬁ is
.

PM 2 272—130 — mm.

52

-T

D.- = amp—B

I

I

A = apt-("g + 73%)- (1)

Here pp,- = Hum/6B,, is the poloidal ion gyroradius, and I, is deﬁned in Refs. [2,3]. It
is of order unity for |Z I < 1 and ~ 6‘22 in the plateau regime, N Z ‘2 in the collisional
regime, for [Z] > 1. It depends on e and on the collisionality u. = TViiB/Ugi(€S)3/2.

The orbit squeezing factor 5 = ]1 — pp;Z'| may be important (5 > 1) in the transition

region. A prime denotes d/dr. The factor 7 depends weakly on e, 11., and Z as well.
Important for the present discussion is that the density and temperature gradients,
enter the model as a combination A—Z . This is also the case for the model of Itoh et al.6'7
who assume that the anomalous electron transport is non-ambipolar and proportional to
—z\ — Z times an anomalous diffusivity. This leads to a qualitatively similar bifurcation,
not by a transformation ,\ —+ —A but, since the bifurcation turns out to occur at Z < O,

by a transformation Z —, —Z.

We follow Refs. [2,6] in choosing ion orbit loss as the additional non-ambipolar

process. It gives rise to an ion ﬂux

EVE" = n,u,,-p,,,-S’1F(Z).

Itoh and Itoh [8] ﬁnd ‘F N exp(—UZ2), where a is of order unity and depends on the
shape of the separatrix. If it is too large, a bifurcation is not possible. Shaing [9] ﬁnds
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a weak dependence of F on 1/, and describes the exponential decay ~ exp(3: / A17)2 away

from the separatrix. Here a: = r — rm, and the loss layer Width is Ar = ppi(2E/S)1/2.
In the following sections we cannot retain this radial dependence. Instead we assume
that the L-H transition occurs within the loss zone. Somewhat conﬂicting with this is
our need to take 3 constant, neglecting its explicit dependence on Z’(a:,t)
Bifurcation

The stationary state is given by the radial current balance, j, = eFf-VC + el‘?’bit = 0.
The electrostatic stability can be seen from Poisson's equation, eL BEr/at = -j... We
rewrite this in a normalized form,
A

P _
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eyjﬁzIp(Z)(A+N(Z)),

Forbit

N(Z)=2nlll)g '1?

—Z.

(2)

The stationary state corresponds to ,\ + N = 0. A bifurcation occurs if /\ + N(Z ) has
multiple zeroes. Solutions with dN/dZ > 0 are unstable when /\ is kept ﬁxed. From

here on we shall assume that IP(Z) and F(Z) are such that dN/a’Z > O in a single
interval Zmin < Z < Zrnax-

In the dynamical system of the next section we shall be able to ﬁnd a relation
between the changes in /\ and Z. Then stability against space charge perturbations
(much faster than the changes described by that system) then yields the requirement
(d/dZ)(A(Z) + N(Z)) < 0. We shall interpret this criterion as a necessary condition
for a limit cycle.
This condition, effectively applied to a simple model with constant temperature in
Ref. [7], Will be applied here to the extended dynamic system of Ref. [1]. Subsequently,

the function N(Z,g) will be constructed from the expressions for ion orbit losses9 and
the non-ambipolar neoclassical ion ﬂuxz‘a's.
Dynamic system

In Ref. [7] oscillatory behaviour was found in a simple model in which Z, subject to
a. bifurcation as described above, modiﬁes the anomalous particle diffusivity, while the
particle ﬂux in turn modiﬁes /\ and non—linearly inﬂuences Z.
This system was extended in Ref. [1] to include the effects of heat conductivity
and will be used here. The particle and heat ﬂuxes l" and q are given in terms of
the anomalous particle diffusivity D and heat conductivity x. Particle and energy
conservation in the absence of local sources and sinks is assumed,

232 = —r',
aT) = -q'.

r = —Dn',
q = -nXT'+%1‘T, .

(3)

Suppression of turbulent transport by the radial electric ﬁeld is modelled by functions

D(Z) and x(Z), such that for sufficiently large Z > Zn,“ the coeﬁicients have (high) L—
mode values DL, XL: while for small Z -< Zm-m they have (low) H-mode values DH, XH-

In Ref. [7] this was implemented as

M) = am +DH>+ tun —DH>tanh<z —zo>.
where‘Zo is in the bifurcation interval. A similar expression is used for X(Z).

<4)
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The equation for Z is given by current balance. The parameter 6; in Eq. (2) is
small and causes a faster response of Z than the timescale on which n and T change.
We put eJL = 0 so that Z adjusts to satisfy current balance instantaneously. In order to
resolve the jump of Z in the L<H transition region we introduce in the curent balance

the perpendicular shear viscosity ,uL, as in Refs. [1,7], PM“ = (pLZ’)’. We obtain the
equation

(pJ_Z')' 2 2%0 — Z)I,(Z) + %F(Z).

(5)

In Ref. [7] the bifurcation in this equation was modelled by a cubic function. Using an
equation of the form

[,LZ" : aZ —— [BZCi + d(n,T)(/\ — A1),

dithering behaviour resembling experimental observations was obtained. (Here we will

keep the more general expression (5). The boundary conditions are: given ﬂuxes l", g

from the plasma centre, and ﬁxed gradient lengths at the separatrix A" = —n/n"z_0

and Ar;- = —T/T’|z=o.
The Static L-H transition layer

We shall discuss here the case of sufﬁciently small pi, so that spatially the transition
between the Lestate (Z < Z0,D z Dm“) and the H-state (Z > Zo,D z Dmgn) occurs
in a narrow region of width A ~ ((Zmax —- Zm-m)/2pl)—l/2. Outside this layer D and
x are constant. Inside the layer we treat the ﬂuxes as spatially constant, while 71’, T’,
Z, D, and X may vary considerably. If the transition zone is close to the separatrix, we
3
obtain from Eq. (3)

M' Z > = ——DF ,

< >

”X

EFT _ q

I
T Z = ——— .

(6)

Now that the radial dependence of n and T is given by Z alone, it is possible to integrate

Eq. (6). The result is

‘

2(2)=21/2,i,/Z d2 [LZdZIP(Z)(g(Z)+N(Z))]H1/2,

(7)

where

\y
9(Z) = 2npDi.#L—I
111

and

N(Z) = _np,.-u.-.-pJ_ E - Z—nDif“ Z.

Again, the function N(Z) increases in approximately the interval [Zmim Zmax] and de4
creases everywhere outside it. Furthermore, it is negative in the entire bifurcation inter
val. The function g( Z) is positive and increases in this interval from its L-mode value for

(Z < Zmin) to its H—rnode value (Z > Zm“) because /\(:I:) ~ D'l, x"1. Hence g+N has
at least one zero. The integration boundary Z = 21 has to be at such a zero in order to
ensure that the solution (7) extends to a: -) ——00. To the right of this root one either ﬁnds
an unstable root or no root at all. Therefore, the solution cannot extend to :c —+ +00,
which shows that the stationary transition layer solution is necessarily bounded to the
right by the plasma edge. The L-mode solution exists for g(Zm“) + N(Zmax) S 0 and

the condition for the H—mode solution is 9(in) + N(Zmin) Z 0. These two criteria
overlap.
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Existence of a limit cycle

In a dynamical situation the function g(Z) may be shifted with respect to N(Z) and
destroy the stable solutions found before. However, as long as the more stringent condition g(Zm;n)+N(Zmax) > 0, the H—mode solution survives. Similarly, the stable L—mode
solution exists as long as 9(Zmax) + N(Zmin) < 0.
These conditions can be given in terms of the ﬂuxes I‘ and q. We use D, ~ Til/2,

Vi, ~ TIT—3’2, p,,,- ~ Tl/z, expressions (6), and normalize A to T1/2:\. Using Eq. (6) and

3/2 .

(%) NZ) - ($3 +F( )

-

the boundary conditions we ﬁnd n : AnP/D and T ~ q/P. The dZ integrand in Eq. (7)
is found to be proportional to

Hence, the criterion for a stable H—mode becomes
q 5/2~
(f)

_

F(Zmax)

_ 1 2

’\(Zm1n)

(1‘!)

Zmax ’l‘ PhIp(Zmax) > 0,

(8)

The criterion for L-mode is similar. The criteria for the heat ﬂux have the form

L-mode:

q < cmﬂ"),

vode:

q > qgita‘).

If (15,, < c,“ there exists a window in q for which L and H mode are both stable. This
is the bifurcated state. There, g+N has three zeroes, of which the middle is unstable. If
however gaff“ > (13“, for values of q within this interval both the L-state and the H-state
can be unstable. It is in this regime that oscillatory behaviour is possible and has been

found numerically in Ref. [1]. The precise relation qcrit and 1‘ depends in detail on the
functions II, and F, but for reasonable values, inspection of expression (8) shows that
qcrit “PC,

1.365%,

i.e., the thresholds in the heating power are expected to depend linearly or slightly
stronger on the density.
Summarizing, we have obtained, in addition to the conditions under which the L-H
bifurcation exists, a more stringent necessary condition for dithering behaviour at the
L-H transition. For the transport mechanisms considered, the correct scaling between
density and power threshold is found.1'10
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be used for small 6 and large A which are difficult to treat analytically. The code is particularly

useful for oz-particle studies as (a) the experimental evidence is that fast ion transport is usually

trapped
consistent with neoclassical theory, unlike electron or thermal ion transport, and (b)

fast ion orbits can deviate greatly from ﬂux surfaces. An alternative to this Fokker-Planck
treatment is Monte Carlo modelling. However, representation of the detailed structure of
fa(9,v, 1") would require very large numbers of particles, and hence be very slow.

Calculations have been made for parameters typical of TFTR, JET, SSTR (an “advanced
tokamak” reactor [3]) and STR (a tight aspect ratio or “spherical” tokamak reactor [4]), though
only the JET results are discussed in detail. The aim is to investigate the general topic of
neoclassical a transport, and not the speciﬁc details of D-T shots in TFTR or JET, though this
is the subject of separate work. (In this latter work the time evolution of L, is studied and direct
orbit losses are included but these are neglected here for simplicity.) Only thermal‘therrnal
fusion reactions were included in the a-particle source term for the results presented here,
though a treatment including beamethermal fusion is important for quantitative comparison
with a-particle detectors in the TFTR D-T experiments for example.

RESULTS
For JET an up-down symmetric D—shaped plasma without X-points was used, with Ro:3m,
1
Rmaga,;,:3.25m, a=1.2m, 5:1.5, 39:3T. The plasma current (Jr) was varied between

and 5 MA to vary both the deviations of orbits from ﬂux surfaces and the strength of neo—
classical transport. Equal deuterium and tritium densities and temperatures were assumed

(nD(0):n;r(0)=2 x 1019m‘3, ne(0)=6 X 10‘9m'3, TD(0)=TT(0)=20keV and Te(0)=10keV).

Parabolic density proﬁles (n(r:a)=0.1n(0)), (parabolic)2 temperature proﬁles (T(r:a):0.05T(0))

and a (parabolic)2 current proﬁle (qo ~ 1 for IF = 3MA) were used.

JET calculations were performed for three currents, 1,, : 1, 3 and 5 MA. For each 1,, there
were two calculations: one in which the full orbits were used and one in which the orbits were
assumed to stay close to ﬂux surfaces (as in standard neoclassical theory). Figure 1 shows the

"
7"
mﬁlqll‘m ‘ 'V‘I'l f:

insuﬁicient to maintain the burn. We give results from simulations of a-particle distributions
(fa) which self-consistently treat a-particle birth, collisional slowing down and neoclassical
radial transport. The (steady—state) fa is calculated by the FPP code [1] as a function of speed
(1:), pitch—angle (0) and ﬂux surface radius (r). This code is based on a 3D Fokker-Planck
theory of “banana regime” neoclassical effects in tokamaks [2] which can treat large deviations
of fast ion orbits from ﬂux surfaces and non~Maxwellian distributions. The code reproduces
standard neoclassical results for Maxxvellian distributions in the large aspect ratio (6) and small
orbit width (A) limits (e.g. radial ﬂuxes, conductivities and bootstrap currents), but can also

,-

Alpha-particle physics is of particularjmportance now that research into controlled fusion
has reached thermonuclear parameters and D-T fuel has been used in JET and TFTR. Here
we address the important topic of a-particle transport: if transport is too low helium ash
accumulates quenching the burn; if it is too high heating of the plasma by fast a-particles is

"
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predicted proﬁles for Ip=1MAz Fig 1(a) shows the density proﬁle nu(r) and Fig l(b) shows
the a-particle source and the predicted plasma heating proﬁle. Similarly Figs 2 and 3 shows
proﬁles for Ip=3 and 5 MA. Note that the source proﬁle is the same for all the calculations as

it is determined only by the deuterium and tritium proﬁles (~ ns). In Fig 2(b) the heating
proﬁles for electrons, deuterium and tritium are given separately: as the electron heating

clearly dominates only the total heating proﬁle is given in Figs 1(b) and 3(b). The algorithm
for calculating the heating proﬁles is accurate for the surface-averaged calculations but only

approximate for the orbit-averaged ones. This is because the algorithm spreads the power
transferred through collisions by an indiVidual a—particle evenly along the orbit whereas in fact

it’is uneven (varying approximately as ncTc_3/2/|u“|). This means that the predicted power
deposition proﬁles for the orbit—averaged calculations may be narrower than they should be,
since nETe—is/2 increases with 7‘. This algorithm will be improved for future work.
The results are qualitatively broadly as anticipated. The o—particle density decreases with
increasing 1'p as expected neoclassically. The a-particle “temperature” increases with decreasing
IP as the stronger the transport the less time the Cir-particles have to slow down, (The densities
and temperatures quoted are integrals over the whole distribution and include the thermalised
particles.) Also, the difference between surface~averaging and orbit—averaging is most marked
at low I, for which the orbit deviations from ﬂux surfaces are largest. In all cases the 0:-

particles have thermalised by the time they are lost through the collisional radial ﬂux at the
edge (there is no other loss mechanism), and so almost all the departicle energy is deposited in
the plasma. The power deposition proﬁle most closely matches the source proﬁle for Ip=5MA,

as anticipated, though the difference between Ip=3MA and Ip=5MA is not as large as perhaps
one might have expected. In all cases the central a-particle density is lower if orbit deviations
are included. The interpretation of this is that the fast a-particles have a lower conﬁnement
time since their initial orbits pass through regions away from the magnetic axis, which means
that they have less far to be transported before reaching the edge.
Contour plots of fa, in (speed, pitch-angle, ﬂux surface radius) space reveal a structure which
will be valuable for comparison with (Jr-particle diagnostics on JET (such a comparison is
already underway for TFTR). In particular on a given ﬂux surface the distribution varies

greatly around a ﬂux surface and at any point on the ﬂux surface is not isotropic in pitchangle. At the inside of the flux surface ft1 peaks for counter-travelling particles, whereas at the
outside it peaks for cotravelling particles. This behaviour arises since the u-particle source

is centrally peaked and counter-particles on the inside (outside) come from smaller (larger)
ﬂux surface radii, whereas co—particles come from larger (smaller) radii. Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
illustrate this point showing contours of fa as a function of speed and pitch-angle at the inside

and outside of the ﬂux surface with r 2 0.5a for the Ip=5MA orbit-averaged calculation. It
is clear that slowing-down approximations to the local distribution function (isotropic with

fa ~ 1/(113 + v2)) are unlikely to compare well with detailed diagnostic measurements, though
they do give the strong peaking at low v

The distribution functions peak strongly at low energy (“helium ash”), though since the trans»
port of slow a-particles is likely to be anomalous, these energies are not treated accurately in

the present calculations.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
The results show that excursions of a-particle orbits from ﬂux Surfaces can give a signiﬁcant
broadening of the proﬁle of power deposition on the background plasma. (in practice, almost
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entirely on the electrons) particularly at low 11,. This broadening should be included in trans
port simulations of D-T shots. Inclusion of these excursions gives lower a-particle content as
it results in a lower departicle conﬁnement time. These effects are mainly due to trapped aparticles which have the largest excursions, particularly if born in the low poloidal ﬁeld centre
of the tokamak. The calculations for TFTR showed more pronounced effects with its smaller
current and size (we took I? = 1.5MA, R = 2.5m, a : 0.8m). Also, in TFTR direct loss terms

can inﬂuence fa away from the edge unlike in JET or the other devices studied (though ripple
losses may be important in these machines). The calculations for SSTR (1,, = 12MA, R = 7m,
a : 1.7m) showed a smaller effect than for JET due both to its larger current and its large
aspect ratio (i.e. low trapped particle fraction). However a calculation for STR which has an
even higher current (Ip : BDMA, R = 2m, 0 : 1.5m) shows a sizeable effect because of the
large trapped particle content (aspect ratio = 1.33).

In this paper only neoclassical transport has been considered. This is unlikely to be sufﬁcient
for slow a-particles since thermal ion transport generally exceeds neoclassical levels so ad hoc
transport operators will be included for studies of helium ash build-up. There may be other

processes that affect the conﬁnement of fast particles (e.g. TAE modes, ripple losses) and these
Will also be included in the code. Another enhancement planned is an ICRF heating operator
to study fast ion tail distributions.
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Possibility of Using Ion-Bernstein Waves for Alpha Power Extraction in Tokamaks
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1. Introduction
If the fusion ctr-particle power is directly channeled to do useful things rather than
simply undergo collisional absorption, there is an opportunity for significantly improved
tokamak reactor performance. In the absence of the channeling, the o-particle power
results predominantly in electron heating, which is a poor use of this power.
One possibility is to direct this power into waves that damp on electrons traveling
in one direction to sustain the plasma current [1]. Since the power required to drive
the toroidal current is about 10% of the fusion power output, whereas the a-particle

power is 20% of the fusion power output, using even a fraction of the a-particle power
to amplify the waves used for current drive can result in very signiﬁcant savings in the
required power for the current drive.
A second possibility is to direct this power into waves that damp on fuel ions to
increase the plasma reactivity [2] Such a channeling of the (ii-particle power could make
possible the operation of fusion reactors in regimes in which the fuel ion temperature can
be much greater than the electron temperature.[3] It may also be possible to sustain
a hot, nonmaxwellian component of the fuel ions, further enhancing the reactivity.
By these means, if 75% of the a-particle power is diverted, the plasma reactivity, at
constant pressure, can be increased by about a factor of two. [4] It may even be possible
to achieve at once the increased reactivity and the current drive, if, for example the a—
particle power is channeled into waves that damp on fast ions traveling in one toroidal
direction.

2. Basics of the Energy Extraction
Although there is free energy in the energetic (Jr-particles, how to tap a large fraction
of this power is challenging. For example, wave interactions that drive particles primarily
in velocity space tend not to extract most of the recoverable energy [e.g. 5-7]. A more
promising way of tapping this power appears to be through a. resonant quasilinear
interaction with a poloidally and toroidally propagating short wavelength electrostatic
wave [1]. Such a wave diffuses the o-particles both in space and energy, rather than

just in energy.
For simplicity, consider a cylindrical geometry. Suppose an electrostatic wave such
that [upa >> 1, where pa E va/Qu is the o-particle gyroradius, and where. for radial

diffusion, kl ': k9.

Upon experiencing a velocity impulse due to the wave-particle

interaction, the change in the radial guiding center displacement is Argc = Avg/flu, .

and the energy change is AB = ma(nvg + UHAv"). Note also that, since kLpa >> 1,
the velocity impulse Occurs when the a-particle is Landau resonant, i.e., when Up =

(Lu — kuv")/kg. Also, successive impulses from the wave add if v" = (w — nQa)/k". It
is also the case, by energy conservation in the wave frame, that the direction of the
impulse must be along the path ULAUL + (0" — w/kMAvn : 0. It then follows that the
diffusion takes place along the path in rgciE space such that

ArgC = AEkg/moflaw.

(1)

Note that in extracting its energy, an departicle can be made to move many gyroradii.
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The diffusion path indicated by Eq.(1) is modified in toroidal geometry, particulady for trapped particles. Similar to the gyrocenter motion induced by perpendicular
, impulses, a velocity space impulse in the parallel direction results in bananacenter motion for toroidally trapped particles. A suitable formalism for studying these toroidal
effects is found, e.g., in Ref. 8.

3, Optimal Wave Characteristics
Note that Argc is related linearly to AE, so that, depending upon the sign of w/lcg,
as E decreases r either increases or decreases. The sign of w/ko can and ought to be
chosen to assure the former event, for then (Jr-particles are extracted cold at the plasma

periphery, giving up energy to the wave. This is the situation depicted in Fig. 1, which
shows a diffusion path such that a-particles are diffused from high energy at the plasma.
center (1' = 0), to low energy at the plasma periphery (r = a). Depicted here for didactic
purposes is an avparticle distibution function fa that is monotonocally decreasing in
energy on any magnetic surface, yet energy extraction takes place so long as there is a
population inversion along the diffusion path,
Note that a population inversion along the diffusion path can normally be achieved
with Luv/kg —r 0. However, that would result in Cir-particles being ejected at r = a with
little change in enery, which, in fact, is highly undesirable. In the opposite limit,
tu/kg —’ co, the diffusion occurs in velocity space only, so that there is no population
inversion (i.e., the wave is clamped. The optimum choice of Luv/kg results in Argc/AE :
3.5 MeV/a, where clearly a population inversion occurs as a-particles may be extracted
cold at the periphery. Fig. 1 depicts a nearly optimum diffusion path.

4. The Ion Bernstein Wave
To achieve the necessary Argc/AE, it is necessary to launch large-k9 waves. In this
regard, one possibility is the lower hybrid wave, but it is difficult to deﬁne a large kg
with slow wave structures at the plasma periphery. An attractive possibility, depicted in
Fig. 2, is to launch a fast wave that mode-converts at the ion-ion resonance surface into

an ion Bernstein wave (IBW). The idea here is that the resonance surface is vertical,
so the IBW emerges with a high horizontal wavenurnber, which, if the mode conversion
takes place sufﬁciently off the horizontal midplane, as depicted in the figure, is essentially
with a high poloidal wavenurnber. By poloidally phasing the ICRF antenna, the required

sign of w/kg can be accomplished. Note that a significant simplification of the antenna
geometry would be produced with an off-midplane, high field side antenna site in a large
reactor.

In Fig. 3, we depict the interaction of a-particles with the IBW, which occurs in a
narrow vertical slab. On any magnetic surface, essentially all the a-particles sample the
wave region. Those a—particles satifying the resonance condition as they pass through
the vertical slab are kicked to a larger minor radius if they lose energy to the wave, and
are kicked to a smaller minor radius if they gain energy from the wave. Particles are
extracted as they near the periphery, so that a diffusion gradient is maintained along
the path stretching from the center at high energy to the edge at low energy.
For the IBW, the upshift in poloidal wavenumber that occurs at the mode conversion surface can be dramatic. In Fig. 4 we calculate the upshift for the case of a
50:50 D-T mix, with ion temperatures of ‘20 Ie and electron temperatures of 10 KeV.
Incidentally, note that. because of the upshift. care must be taken not to approximate
the wave using the conventional finite kyp approximations (dotted line). Most of the
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IBW experimentation and analysis has been carried out with a view towards power deposition at or near the horizontal midplane. For example, current drive on axis is a vex-y

interesting possibility [9]. However, to achieve the channeling effect, mode-conversiOn
off the midplane is required, where the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld must be taken into account. An account of the wave propagation and damping, presented elsewhere [10],
shows that the required waves can be excited off axis, if a suitable choice is made of

certain parameters, such as the toroidal phasing and the fuel mix.

5. Suggested Experiments
A test of the channeling effect is, in principle, possible on TFTR, where the effect of

the ion Bernstein waves on the a-particles might be observed. A preliminary calculation
shows that, if at lemt 1 MW of ICRF power is converted to an IBW, a signiﬁcant number

of a-particles might be diffused about 30 cm in less than a. slowing down time.
The best experiment would be to conduct experiments with both poloidal and

toroidal phasing. Then, by reversing the poloidal phasing, one should be able to observe
that (Jr-particles are diffused out while losing energy in one case, and diffused out by
gaining energy in the other case. TFTR is suited well for this experiment, not only
because of the existence of a-particles, but also because the ICRF antennas, being

center-grounded and end-fed, can be modiﬁed easily to achieve the poloidal phasing.
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Modelling of sawtooth induced redistribution of ICRF-heated minority ions
D. Anderson, L.-G. Eriksson‘ and A. Odblom

Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory
Chalmers Univ. of Technology
8—412 96 Goteborg, Sweden
‘ IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, England
1.

Introduction

Experimental evidence indicate that sawtooth crashes tend to redistribute ICRF-heated
particles [1, 2]. In particular, the redistribution may be inferred from the rapid

reduction in the total fast ion energy following a sawtooth crash [1] and the reheating
rate of the central electron temperature [2].

In the present work a qualitative model is given to describe the redistribution of ICRFheated minority ions at sawtooth crashes in Tokamak plasmas. A crucial feature of the
model is that it takes into account the finite width of the ICRF—heated particle orbits,
Predictions of the model are compared, and found to be in agreement with, numerical
simulations as well as experimental results from JET.

2.

Simple model for ﬁnite orbit width effects on fast-ion energy density profile

Strong ICRF-heating creates an almost perpendicular velocity tail of high energy
trapped particles with turning points in the resonant layer. The fast ions slow down
on, and transfer energy to, the background species by collisions. Due to the finite orbit
widths of the RF—heated particles, the profile of the collisionally deposited electron

heating is broadened. The analysis is based on a simplified model, which prescribes the
broadening effect by a suitably chosen weighted velocity and space average of the orbit
width. For on-axis heating the RF—heated ions trace out potato-shaped rather than
banana-shaped orbits. The resulting width, 52“, characterizing the broadening of the
power deposition on the electrons is

Barrio-7 A“3 (qopaonm

(1)

where A is the aspect ratio, qo is the central safety factor. pL(o) denotes the Larmor
radius corresponding to the axial, tail temperature Ti(o), which may be determined

from the centrally absorbed RF—power density.
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The collisionally deposited electron heating, p, may be modelled by a gaussian proﬁle

P(x) ~ exp[-(x/b)2], where x=r/a is the normalized minor radius which equals unity at
the plasma edge. To account for the ﬁnite orbit width effects we increase the e—folding
width with 59“, but conserve the total power. The fast-ion energy density, w, is given

by

(2)

we = étsm WK)

where the slowing down time is modelled by a generalized parabola, t5 ~(1-x2)”. The
importance of finite orbit—widths for fast-ion profile properties is exemplified in Fig. 1,
which also shows the good agreement with the results from more complete numerical
simulations of IET discharges.
3.

Effect of ﬁnite orbit width on total fast-ion energy

It has been observed on JET that the increase of the total energy of the RF-heated
minority ions tends to saturate at high absorbed RF powers. A simple model to
account for the saturation can be given based on the model of the previous paragraph.

The peaked, gaussian, power deposition profile may with good agreement be
approximated by a generalized parabola. Integrating eq. (2) over the plasma volume,
which is approximated with a straight, circular cylinder, the finite orbit-width
degradation of the total fast-ion energy W is, cf Fig. 2,

w

1+ b2
1/3 2

O

1 + uh2

I +

——-Ti(0)
T:

where W0 is the total fast energy neglecting finite orbit-width effects and
3

T*51.4~10‘4b—[
MA

2

Za(cm) BOtG)

)

(MeV)

‘10

M and Z denote the mass number and the charge number respectively of the heated
ion and B is the magnetic field. Application to JET discharges yield good agreement, cf

Table 1.
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4.

Sawtooth induced redistribution of ICRF-heated ions

Experimental evidence indicate that sawtooth crashes tend to rediStribute ICRF-heated
particles [1, 2]. Since the spatial resolution is limited by the typical orbit width the
present work is based on a recently presented "smoothed" model for fast ion
redistribution [3]. The model redistributes the fast energy density profile shaped as a
generalized parabola, by prediction of the change in amplitude and peaking exponent,
conserving the total fast energy on the crash time scale. The two most important

parameters determining the redistribution is the peaking factor of the fast energy
profile and the location of the q=1 surface (x5). A measure of the redistributing
efficiency is the ratio, K, of the fast-ion energy within the q=1 surface after the crash

compared to the corresponding energy before the crash, cf. Fig. 3. Note, when finite
orbit-widths are included the peaking factor of the fast energy profile is diminished,
reducing the redistributing efficiency. Application to JET discharges, show that the

present model including finite orbit-widths is able to reproduce the measured rate of
reheating of the central electrons after the crash, cf Table 1. The model has also been
applied to estimate the sawtooth-induced change of total fast—ion energy following a
sawtooth crash as observed in JET experiments.
5.

Conclusions

A qualitative model is given to describe the redistribution of ICRF-heated minority
ions at sawtooth crashes in Tokamak plasmas.

The finite orbit widths of the ICRF—heated ions are important for:
o

0
.

the fast-ion energy and power transfer profiles
the total fast energy content
the redistributing efficiency of the fast ions

Comparison with numerical simulations and experimental results shows an
improved agreement when the finite orbit-widths are included.
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Table 1: Comparison between the results from the present model and from the JET
experiments for the total fast-ion energy and for the sawtooth induced redistribution
of the ICRF—heated ions including the finite orbit-widths. The post-crash fast-ion
energy density w+ emm) is obtained from the central electrons' reheating rate, cf [2].
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TOPOLOGY AND SLOWING DOWN OF HIGH ENERGY ION ORBITS
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INTRODUCTION. A correct description of high energy ion orbits is important to assess their effects on the
energy balance and on MHD modes active in the central region of a Tokamak plasma (internal kinks, ﬁshbones,

TAE). We consider the regime 8, 2 r , where 5, ~ c'wqp is the standard banana orbit width, 2 s r/R,
" a q(0) and p is the Lannor radius. In this regime, the banana-shaped orbit is distorted into a potato-shaped
orbit with a characteristic width of the order of 5, = AmR, A aup/R. For a 1 MeV Hydrogen ion and
typical parameters of the JET Tokamak, 5, ~ 0.3 m is about one third ofthe plasma minor radius.
ORBIT EQUATION. The orbit equation for the particle guiding centres can be obtained from the invariance
of the

energy,

8 a mv‘ / 2,

magnetic moment,

it a mv‘1 I 23,

and toroidal canonical momentum

in

axisymmetric plasmas, P. = (22 /c)iy—mRv'B' /B, where u: 2 0 is the poloidal flux function. We consider a
standard low-i3 Tokamak equilibrium where the departrn'e from concentric flux surfaces is of order a .
Neglecting higher order corrections, let us set v' = ivuOt + 50059)“, where v“ a (AIR/m)" and
k ‘=‘ (E/uBJ- 1 are constants of the motion. We deﬁne w, a cﬁ/Ze. The orbit equation can be written as
(1)
vl/vm=;l:()t+r:c059)vI =(Ze/mcR,VM)(w—\y.).
Let us introduce the dimensionless variables F a r/3,, is (R/SJL, \TJ s (Lb/88"”, ‘i’, akin/85’1”“
where the characteristic potato width

5, above/9.1%)“ R.

(2)

is deﬁned here as a constant of the motion. For the sake of analytic progress, we shall assume that the fast ions

are confined near the magnetic axis in a region of low magnetic shear, i.c. (dlnq/dlnr) << 1 for r s 6,. In

this case, we can approximate Q: a r”. Then, the orbit equation can be cast in the more compact form:
i(i+FcosS)n=F'-\il,.

(3)

.

The potato range is deﬁned by the inequalities

r31_ 51,

x s l.

(4)

ORBIT CLASSIFICATION. A classiﬁcation of the orbit types can be obtained by studying the intersections
of the orbits with the poloidal midplane. Squaring Eq. (3), we are led to consider the real non-negative roots of
the quartic polynomial

F(F)=iiF—(F'—\YI')I,

(5)

where the plus sign corresponds to intersections on the low ﬁeld side (3 = 0) and the minus Sign corresponds to
intersections on the high ﬁeld side (9 = 1r). The total number of intersections can be either 0. 2 or 4,

corresponding to 0, l or 2 orbits. Limiting orbits correspond to the tangency of the straight lines g:(F) = A if

with the quartic [(F) = (P’ --\;I')). Thus, the loci of these orbits in the (1311’) plane are obtained from the

solution of the system

{ F=o
aF/ar'=o

i=$i+l/16F‘

(6)

\3}.=F'$l/4F

Eliminating f , we obtain two curves in the (Lia) plane (Fig. l). The curve obtained choosing the minus Sign,
N03,), conesponds to the locus of the counter-passing stagnation orbits. No orbits exist below this curve.

The curve obtained choosing the plus sign has a cusp at F = 1/2 :> 1 = £1, = 3/4. Thus we can identify two

branches: the lower branch, 14(4).) which corresponds to the locus of the pinch orbits, and the upper branch,
cusp itself corresponds to a
kWh), which corresponds to the locus of the co-passing stagnation orbits. The
triple zero of F, i.e. to a pinch orbit where the inner loop degenerates to a point. The two branches together form
to values
the boundary between the one-orbit and the two-orbit regions of Fig. l. Transitional orbits correspond
ofi and Q). such that the
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— 0 (orbits tangent to the axis) or at F = F
intersections between the curves got) and f( F) occur either at F(marginally trapped orbits). Thus we are led to consider the two additional parabolic curves A=w1 (locus of
the orbiLs that are tangent to the magnetic axis) and A: (ulJl for w >0 (locus of the marginally trapped
orbits). These two parabola, In addition to the two curves of Fig. 1, give rise to eigtt regions in the (A, w.)

plane, corresponding to as many distinct topological orbit types, plus a ninth region where no orbits exist. as
shown in Fig. 2. Limiting and transitional orbits can be found on the boundaries and comers among these

regions. A complete orbit classiﬁcation and representative examples are given in Table l and Figure 3.

TABLE 1: ORBITS IN REGIONS I-IX.
REGION

"

ORBITS
two

1: F. < A < ’2‘

.

.

two

ORBIT TYPE(S)
vco-passing, encircling the axis
-c0unter-passing, encircling the axis
-c&passing, encircling the axis

-counter-passing, high ﬁeld side

II: max“, ,ﬁ'} < A < A“
two

-mirror-t'rapped, encircling the axis

.
IV: max{A“,rr, } < A < min{F. A ..}

two

-mirror-trapped, encircling the axis
-counter-passing. high ﬁeld side

V: F . < i< F _ IV

one

-mirror-trapped, encircling the axis

one

-co.passing, encircling the axis

}
min
VII. _; < A <141L325“

one

-mirror-trapped, not encircling the axis

Vlll' i < i < "MN“: ,rZ}

one

-co—passing, low ﬁeld side

A

.

—counter—passi.ng, encircling the axis

”11 in, < 7» < min{r: HT}

W1}

VI' A > max
'
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0’
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SLOWING—DOWN CHARACTERISTICS. 1n the high energy limit, only the collisional

ﬁmetion f0,
electrons is important. The bounce-averaged Fokker-Plank equation for the fast ion distribution
hastheform

3f“ i

Pﬁze‘WC 3/.

l

(7)
>6P +(S)’
1:,
term.
source
1011
fast
the
15
S
and
time
slowing-down
the
is
1
averaging,
bounce
denote
where angle brackets
, we obtain
Using the variables 111,1 assuming 1: =1 const, and introducing the normalized time t = 1/1,
6F
dF BF 2 61"
3—“; >v' aivv( vf,)+ <

(8)

7— 67+ 3131+ [s(w..i;‘;u)+ ‘"-]a_q,f=‘-(S>

where F a v’f, and the function g(\v,,k;a) s \w —— 141,), which is proportional to the fast ion toroidal
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precession frequency, can he expressed in terms ofelliptic integrals. The characteristic equations are

'

.' =

dr

. ~

gw'

,A;o +

)

4‘1!

3

',

d7.

25.

dr

3

—.. = —

9

()

Analysis of this system reveals the existence ofan unstable ﬁxed point at

2., =0,

o,=—3(16)"”=—o.47

(10)

The characteristic curves in the (5:33).) plane can be thought ofas originating from this ﬁxed point at 5—) —co,
as shown in Fig. 4. Some of these curves intersect the pinch locus. At this time, a bifurcation occurs, as

represented by the diagram of Fig. 5. Part of the orbits will become trapped (region VII of Fig. 2). while the
remaining orbits will become counter-passing (regions H”). The characteristic curves of the latter orbits are

shown in Fig. 6. ln order to assign a probability of transition to either of the two branches of the bifurcation
diagram, the basins of attraction need to be studied.
The loci of co- and counter-passing stagnation orbits are mapped onto themselves during the slowing—down
evolution. A signiﬁcant inward radial transport has been found for those high energy ions that initially do not
encircle the axis. An example is shown in Fig. 7a. Note that, as the particle loses energy, its orbit must
eventually become a standard one. Therefore, particles that initially do not encircle the axis, either move onto
the axis and then become a passing orbit, as in the case of Fig. 7a, or move a ﬁnite distance toward the axis and
then become a standard banana orbit as in the example of Fig. 7b.
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CONCLUSIONS. We have presented an analysis of nonstandard guiding centre orbits, which is relevant to
MeV ions in a Tokamak. The orbit equation has been simpliﬁed from the start, so to enable us to present an
analytic classiﬁcation of the possible orbits. We have described the topological transitions of the orbits during
collisional slowing down. in panicular, the characteristic equations reveal the existence of a single ﬁxed point
in the relevant phase plane, and the presence of a bifurcation curve corresponding to the locus of the pinch
orbits. A signiﬁcant particle inward pinch has been discovered.
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A MECHANISM FOR BEAMwDRIVEN EXCITATION OF
ION CYCLOTRON HARMONIC WAVES. IN TFTR

K. G. McClements, R. O. Dendy and C. N. Lashmore—Davies
UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxfordshire,

0X14 SDB, UK (Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association)
R. Majeski and S. Caufirnan

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University,
Princeton NJ 08543, U.S.A.

1 Introduction
Observations from deuterium and tritium neutral beam—heated discharges in TFTR
[1,2] indicate that ion cyclotron emission (ICE) can be driven by injected beam ions
as well as by fusion products. Spectra obtained with edge—mounted probes located
approximately in the vertical plane of the magnetic axis sometimes display peaks whose _
frequencies correspond to multiple cyclotron harmonics E05 of the injected beam species
at the outer mid—plane edge: examples are shown in Figsl and 2. Once the emission
mechanism for ICE has been identiﬁed, observed spectral properties can be used to infer
values for the parameters describing the energetic ion velocity distribution, as was done
for the case of fusion-product—driven ICE from JET [3—6]. We outline here a candidate
mechanism for the injected beam—driven component of ICE in TFTR.

2 Stability of Beam Ion Distributions
\Ve adopt the following model for the normalized beam ion distribution:
_

l

(1)" — v.1).2

f5 — m exp (—T

(1)

6(1); — u),

where v", 0.1. are parallel and perpendicular velocity components, and Li, W, 1), deﬁne
respectively the perpendicular speed, average beam speed, and parallel velocity spread
of the beam: 1: is much smaller than the Alfvén speed, and so wave—particle interactions involving the electromagnetic fast Alfvén wave [6] are not relevant. We therefore
concentrate on the excitation of electrostatic modes, whose dispersion relation is

w?)3:

°°

3

J20;
:
J. v _L /9)
1

Z /d ”kl,u”+eo,_o
E k2 ‘=_°o

8f
en a__.s
vi. 6v .L

6fs

+knew"

=

1’

2

(l

where particle species are labelled by 3, plasma and cyclotron frequencies are denoted
by run and 0 respectively, to is the wave frequency, k = (kLO, k“) is the wavevector,
and .7; denotes the Bessel function of order 8. Evaluating the integrals in Eq.(2) gives
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(3)

Electrons and bulk ions are2denoted by e and 211,, is the modiﬁed Bessel function
of order n, with argument 2,? —- k2 11,2/29? , v,- being the bulk ion thermal speed. The
argument of J; is 2:}, = [mu/$21,. The plasma dispersion function Z has arguments

1/0 = Liz/kHz)e (ve the electron thermal speed), Cu 2 (w —n§2.')/k”v,- and m = (w — kuvd —
€Qb)/k”v,.. Solutions of Eq. (3) for w/Qo, as afunction of 2;, and 0 2 cos"1 kH/k depend
on seven dimensionless parameters: the ratio of ion beam number density to total ion
number density, 5; the ratio of the Alfvén speed to the speed of light, cA/c; the bulk ion
plasma beta, )3,- E (1 — {)vE/cga; u/cA; vd/u; vr/u; and the electron—ion temperature
ratio, Te/Tg. Appropriate values for c/cA, ,6; and Te/T; are 15, 10—3 and 0.5.

We consider a high power beam of deuterium atoms, injected with energies of 120 keV
at 45° to the magnetic ﬁeld in the edge plasma, so that vd/u = 1 and u/cA 2 0.12, and
set 6 = 0.01 and vr/u = 0.01. Eq.(3) yields instability for values of 9 lying close to (but
not equal to) 90°: waves with 9 < 86" are strongly damped. Fig.2 shows the growth rate
'7 as a function of real frequency w for cyclotron harmonics up to 3 = 10: only positive
values of '7 are shown. For each harmonic, there is a narrow band of frequencies, lying
slightly above (’95, at which instability occurs. A similar instability occurs when 120
lccv tritons are injected into the TFTR edge plasma (Fig.4). The trend apparent in
Fig.3, of '7 increasing uniformly with harmonic number, is not as clear—cut in Fig.4: the
growth rates at w z 391, and w 2 601,, in particular, are comparatively low.

In the rest frame of the beam ion guiding centres, the real frequencies of the unstable

modes lie very close to 9;, and its harmonics. Putting v, = v1‘ = 0 in Eq. (3) reveals a.
beam—driven instability with w 2 kllvd + [9,, and maximum growth rate [2]

—0

7—

b—
w,“560

02 0° ne“?I
t8]l m 4
"b+
6? "20°
2,-

9'

‘

knud — 119,

£412

{22

cot29
+ mg,
1" (301, b+ kill”)?

_1/2

<4)

Where J(,rn is the ﬁrst maximum of J1(zb). These waves are distinct from the Bernstein

modes associated with the bulk ions: they cease to exist when the beam terms in Eq.(3)
are zero. For deuteron beam ions (Fig.3), the unstable frequencies are slightly greater
than 110,-, and so the bulk ion cyclotron resonance term in Eq.(4) reduces 'y. In the
tritium beam case (Fig.4), this reduction only occurs at every third harmonic, since
39:, = 29,-. Degeneracy of deuteron and triton cyclotron harmonics may account for
the fact that, in some ICE spectra obtained during tritium beam—heated discharges,
the third and sixth harmonics are observed to be less intense than other low harmonics

(Fig.2).
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3 Discussion and Conclusions
An important question is how narrow in velocity space the beam distribution must be

for instability. In our model the lower harmonics are the ﬁrst to be stabilized when vr/u

is increased or g is reduced. Instability is observed at w z 95 in deuterium beameheated
discharges. To account for this, our model requires either high 6 or small vr/u. As the
beam penetrates the plasma, both 5 and vr/u will increase, but eventually the beam
thermal spread will suppress instability. The sensitivity of '7 to vr/u may account for
the observation that beam~driven ICE in TFTR originates from the outer midsplane
edge.

Because the Doppler—shifted frequency lies close to €015 over a broad range of values of
lay, the group velocity ”91 E rim/81c; is very small: typically three orders of magnitude
smaller than CA. The model requires that waves remain in cyclotron resonance with
beam ions for long enough to be ampliﬁed to the observed levels, which can be as high

as 50 dbm above the noise (cf. Fig.1). In the present case, vgi is so small that 50 dbm
ampliﬁcation can be achieved over a distance of about 10 cm. Since, in the midplane, the
total magnetic ﬁeld B is approximately constant in the poloidal direction, a poloidally—
propagating wave packet can remain in resonance over the required distances. On the
other hand, the inverse linear dependence of B on major radius implies that radially—
propagating waves will not remain in cyclotron resonance for long enough to undergo
50 dbm ampliﬁcation.

We conclude that the excitation of ICE at beam ion cyclotron harmonics in deuterium
neutral—beam—heated TFTR discharges may be due to an instability which requires a
narrow velocity—space distribution for the beam ions. The presence of such distributions
close to the injection point may account for the localization of the observed signal to
the outer mid—plane. In the case of tritium beam injection, cyclotron resonance with
the bulk ions may account for the fact that the third and sixth cyclotron harmonics
are observed to be less intense than other low harmonics. The low group velocity of
the waves perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld implies that ampliﬁcation to the observed
levels can easily occur within the outer midplane.
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Current driven non-Maxwellian plasmas
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.

when the heating exceeds the down—scattering; or when the Dreicer runaway

occurs are derived. A simpliﬁed case is solved analytically showing that the
departure from a Maxwellian occurs ﬁrst in a v5 term in a Taylor expansion

of f0. Application to the DllI-D tokamak shows that "non-linear neoclassical
transport" might well explain the inward electron heat flux when electron

cyclotron heating (ECH) is applied off-axis; essentially the trapped

component of the heated electrons convect inwards by the Wane pinch. In
absence of a toroidal electric ﬁeld their suprathermal energy would be lost
by down—scattering to cold electrons and to ions, but in the presence of the
parallel electric ﬁeld the supratherrnal electrons can retain or even increase
their energy. The trapped component of the isotropic energetic group carries
the inward heat ﬂux. A more complete Fokker—Planck model with
equipartition and bremsstrahlung is discussed.

Introduction
This work is inspired by the intriguing experimental results on the
DIIl—D tokamak in which ECH is absorbed half—way between the minor axis
and the wall, yet electron temperature proﬁles are strongly peaked on the
minor axis [1,2]. Indeed the electron temperature on axis is 1.7keV and only
0.6keV at the position of ECH deposition. It therefore appears that heat
actually ﬂows up the temperature gradient, a phenomenon inconsistent with
a simple diffusive model of heat ﬂow. Any explanation of this must of
course be consistent with the Second Lawvof Thermodynamics; indeed the

local generation of entropy must be positive. We will see that if (INT/T2 is

positive there must be a larger positive contribution from the LET
contribution and also from the equilibriation (arising from electron~electron
and electron-ion collisions) and this thermodynamic reasoning gives us the
correct insight into the physics at work here.
In an analogous recent study [3,4] the combined effects of the
Ettinghausen and Ncmst effects in a Z-pinch showed in a one dimensional
simulation that the inward heat flow in the direction of 1 x g in combination

with the inward convection of magnetic flux by the heat flux [5,6,7](or by
the temperature gradient) drastically reduces the high surface temperature

t rgrvrpc-me-mvrn-ws- .- ‘T

current driven by an electric ﬁeld. The various conditions when W2 f"; or

”we

Abstract
Linear transport theory assumes inﬁnitesimally small electric ﬁelds,
current densities, heat ﬂuxes and spatial gradients. Any ﬁnite transport leads
to a corresponding departure of the lowest order isotropic distribution
function from a Maxwellian. The Fokker-Planck equation is considered in
its tensor expansion form, f=fo+[l.y/|ﬁ+... and applied to the case of a
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and current density and leads to a slight peaking of electron temperature on
axis. However this is based on linear transport, though in an example
applied to laser fusion this off—diagonal transport is also very effective in
non-linear transport [8,9].
To complete the background to this study let us examine what linear
neoclassical transport[10] would give. The total inward electron energy flux
is (Q + 5/2FTC) where Qc is the electron heat ﬂux and 1‘ is the particle ﬂux. In
a quasi-steady state in which there is no net inward particle flux we ﬁnd that
Qe has contributions that are outwards both for a negative value of arc/or
and for the Ed, contribution. (The sign of the latter term is perhaps surprising
and was noted by Balescu [11], but it can be explained because in the
inward Ware pinch of trapped particles [12] their energy is not increased by
a simple gas compression law; indeed their magnetic moment is conserved
in absence of collisions and so a heat ﬂux must be subtracted from their
inward enthalpy flux to reﬂect this condition.) The only large inward
contribution to heat ﬂux arises in the an/ar term and, for F = 0, the
condition that Qc is negative is that

12».
L, 4%]
1: 6r
TE- 6r

(1)

for Tc = Ti, the numerical factor increasing to 2.05 if Ti << Tc. Such a
peaking of electron density is not observed. Another effect must be
considered.
If we assume that in the region of ECH heating there is a substantial
population of suprathermal electrons created, the trapped component of
these will drift inwards with a convection time Tc given by
Be
(2)
Tc _ HE],

where 139 is the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld and r1 is the distance to the minor
axis. The effective time T6 for a hot electron to lose energy by electronelectron collisions is
3
m J¢ v
3
= _ _t_ __
1’,

05171262 E¢[Vr]

( )

where v12 = "[‘Jmc and trapped particle and other effects in Ohm's law are
neglected. Using a, = é-porll, we obtain the ratio

L” ﬁerf—j
v
c
re
2

3

(4)

For DIII—D parameters, 11 = 2.2 x 1019m-3, r1 = 0.34m, Tc = 0.5 keV, we ﬁnd

that TC is equal to 're only for 1 MeV electrons. Fokker-Planck simulations
[13] show that there is a negligible number of electrons with energy above

50 keV. Therefore there is no enhanced inward heat ﬂux by suprathermal
electrons unless their energy is maintained or increased. This effect is
considered next.
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Fokker-Planck expansion and estimates
Taking the tensor expansion of the Fokker-Planck equation [14,15]
and limiting our attention to f0 and fl we write, where f; is replaced by the 1:,

a
0 =‘—E
Ew af—“voiﬁws
%

component only, f};,

m

I

V

(5)

For a Maxwellian lowest order isotropic component, ie.
f0=fm =aoexP(_V2/V;)
y.

i > [32)

is

the condition that lf¢|> f,

vd

v7

(6)

(7)

where the effective drift velocity vd taking into account trapped electrons is
given by

Ev = m‘v" vd/[l—1.95(r/R))5]

(8)

8

The well known Dreicer condition [16] for the runaway electrons is given
if
(9)
—V- > [31]
by the condition
V4

VT

for the unlimited acceleration of electrons.

The effect of ﬂy on f0 is given by

(10)

v

I'

fovzdv+—3‘“—Ifovdv+4ﬁv fawn}96%]
%——%i[v2£5,f.]=vf%lfo4n
m
3v av
where the RHS represents electron~electron collisions with v = vevT/v . If
we take this term to be of order v“

V:<3f_o

we arrive at the condition which

Dreicer also found for the isotropic velocity of electrons above which Joule
heating exceeds the down-scatter by electron-electron collisions,

3(2)
v,

M

vd

(11)

We note that this is intermediate to conditions (7) and (9).

For a tokamak we find that

:—T= 11_o____Rgnevr[l 1.911111%]

(12)

and typically for DIII-D has a value of 8 Therefore for electron velocities of
1.68vT there is a strong departure of f0 from Maxwellian and if above 2vT

there will be enhancement of the random energy. This is just the velocity
group most effective in heat flow as is well known in ﬁnding the non-linear
classical heat ﬂux in laser fusion [17].
If this is translated into an estimate of the inward heat ﬂux we ﬁnd
that for DIII-D Iii/B9, taking into account trapped particle effects, is 4.6m/s
and an inward heat ﬂow of 103Wm-3 (which is the experimentally estimated
value) would require an additional non-linear increase in the advected
trapped particle energy density of 7%. The fraction of electrons with a
suprathermal component is of order exp(-1.682) which is 6%. These

estimates appear to give a plausible explanation of the inward heat flux.
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Fokker-Planck solution
We consider the non-linear Fokker-Planck equation in the steady state

in which the effect of E, on f4, leads to a non-Maxwellian f0. Speciﬁcally,
neglecting the electron-electron collisions on: f¢, CW, eq.(5) is substituted
into eq.(10). On integrating with respect to v, in dimensionless form we

have

_£3

E
.. vav}av
Kiv
. 2
O_F0.=
av rains/aw3{V,.[r,wdv+vjro
1

A :13) ———1—,

where

km

(13)

(14)

Va'ovctav;

Fo=mifo and v=i
II 1

(15)

The parameter A(=vﬁ/v§) is the driving term for causing F0 to be nonMaxwellian.

A series solution

Fo=2a,,V"

is employed and reproduces a

n-O

Maxwellian exp(-V2) up to V5 when a new term, speciﬁcally as = 0.8A
appears. (There appears to be no connection to the Langdon effect.)
Expansion up to V12 has been carried out and is relatively simple. However
we estimate that about 40 terms will be required. More important an energy
sink is required for this Joule heating, and recently terms in equipartition to
the ions and bremsstrahlung have been introduced. The former indicate the
strong coupling of cold electrons to the ions, but the suprathermal group is
relatively unaffected. The energy ﬂow channel is therefore into the
suprathermals from E,» through to colder electrons by electron-electron
collisions and then to ions. It is expected that within a few months this
analytic technique of solving the non-linear Fokker-Planck equation will
conﬁrm the estimates of the previous section.
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A diagnostic of the fast alpha particle content is of major
importance in a tokamak reactor to monitor the fusion reactivity. Among
the various methods. the measurement of the direct cyclotron emission.

if possible. appears to be one of the simplest. The paper ﬁrst presents a
theoretical approach of the direct emission of the fast magnetosonic wave
in the ion cyclotron range of frequency (~10—500 MHz). The radiated
spectra are then computed in several situations. and the role of the
various parameters is discussed.
1. The energv transport model

The model solves the continuity equation which governs the
behaviour of N°(m. x. t). the occupation number of the mode 6. at the

location I, at the time t. and for the frequency a). The label 6
characterises a given solution of the WKB dispersion equation Mk. a), x, t)
= 0. so that a single-valued relationship exists between the wave vector k0
and the position x. for a given frequency 0). The continuity equation reads:

v¥+vivgoNoi=£°+ao+2cvd

(1)

0'

where vg°(u). x. t) is the group‘ velocity of the mode, £0 accounts for the

emission on 6, fi0 for the absorption and C06" for the ossible mode
conversion between 0 and 0'. Note that the energy locally in 1: and/or in

1:) contained in o is Nam

The expression of ii“ could in principle be derived from the
dielectric tensor K. However. due to necessary approximations [Lannor
radius expansion.

aspect ratio expansion.

Maxwellian distribution

functions...) the self-consistency existing between the elementary

absorption—emission processes is extremely difﬁcult to insure. One can
alleviate this difﬁculty with proper quantum mechanics considerations. In
fact, eq.1 derives from a master equationU) accounting for spontaneous
emission. absorption and stimulated emission. Each process appears

through a probability of transition between an initial (p) and a final
(p'=piAp)
Resulting

uantum state of a test particle interactin with the mode 0.
tom the existence of the Einstein re ations. the three

probabilities of transition are equal. This is closely linked to the possible
existence of an equilibrium state. the sovcalled “black body". Performing a
statistical treatment for each plasma species (labelled s), in the

of a magnetic ﬁeld and for the classical limit h->O. (EU and fl“ rea :

resence
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(2)

£°(m.x.t) = E} dp wg rs
S

hk,,%] = No 936
ﬂ°(m.x.t)=N°2Idp w£nW£+
i apt

(3)

S

where fslp.x.t) is the distribution function of the species 5 which de ends
on the particle phase space variables (p.x) and on time. wg(p,k°(x .t) is
the transition probability per unit time and k of. say. the spontaneous
emission rocess. The projections // and .L refer to the conﬁnement
magnetic eld. Note that 54° accounts for both absorption and stimulated
emission (the so-called “net absorption") and is thus proportional to N“.
The conversion term 050' couples the evolution equations of different
modes. In the resent paper. we deal with a given mode (here the fast
wave) and care ully avoid any conversion process (on Alfvén resonances.
ion—ion hybrid layers, Bernstein waves, ...).
The spontaneous emission probability density per unit time mg is
directly the emitted power density P‘5 divided by the elementary ener
ha). P‘I is evaluated with the particle current 1pm and the ﬁeld amplitu e
E through:

(4)
P°(p,k°(x),t) = - jpaﬂlpxi) . E‘(k°(x).t)
The field amplitude in (4) is linked to Jpart through the propagation
'

equation:

LE:

c2

kx(kxE)+KhE=-l/(£oa))jpart-K3E

(5)

(02
where the dielectric tensor is splitted in hermitic K11 and antihermitic Ka
contributions and where Ka, which represents the absorption, is
neglected. One then obtainsll):

2nq52

trl

"

//V// + macs)
(
( l I28m-k
710360 MBA/8(0)";le 0' *.Vn
limp .k0.x.t} =——

(6)

where qS is the charge of the species 5, (Des its gyrofrequency. tr)» the
trace of transposed matrix of the cofactors of L. co the polarisation vector
of the mode 0. Moreover.

V(n)=[ v‘Jn , -iviJn' . v,,Jn]

(7)

where u=kivi/oocs, and Jn represents the Bessel function of order n and

argument u. Finally. note that the group velocity is computed from the
dispersion equation Mk. (o, x. t) = det(L) = 0, which is itself derived from
the hermitic part of (5). also neglecting jpart.
Il. Diregt emissign 9f the fast magngtgsgnig wgvs

The equation (1) is now solved for the fast magnetosonic wave.
emitted and absorbed by tokamak plasma particles. in the 10-500 MHz
range. The present description allows a clear disconnection between the
wave propagation and the source terms. In fact. the propagation equation
is solved usin the cold plasma dielectric tensor, in order to derive the
local values 0 the group velocity. the polarisation vector. the wave vector
k“. tr?» and BA/aw. i.e. of all the pro agation characteristics. Note that a
hot tensor description would simpy yield corrections on the former
values. and allow new mode conversions. On the opposite. the particle

kinetics V(n) is computed exactly for the required set of the cyclotron

harmonics n.

An'axisymmetrical one-dimensional tokamak plasma (—aSa), with
proper magnetic field. density and temperature profiles is studied. The
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large aspect ratio limit is assumed. so that the parallel and toroidal
directions merge. For each fre uency a). the wave pro agation is
computed. 11° and it“ are estimate including all particle an harmonics
contributions (thermal ions. thermal electrons. suprathermal particles),
leading to Noun. 1. t). The boundary problem exists. In the present model,
the fast wave ropagates with a constant toroidal mode number N],

eriments a reﬂection on a limit density layer at the

R) an

(k,,=N,,/
plasma edge. This imit density increases with k,,. The 1—D model thus
deals with a forwardlo+) and a backwardlo—l mode for a given N,,, having
locally the same group velocity and k modules. An analytical solution can
be found for (1):
_

(

)

X

I

x—l
NW") = 51%[CGH ldx Fixiew’]: W): - dx'ﬂVgilx')
-a

(8)

'3.

where c6i are constants (’E‘I and 130 are identical for both modes).
Moreover. a realistic model must take into account parasitic edge
The
tions or conversions. representing a certain amount of losses.

abso

N0 a

-

boun ary condition is thus represented by a certain energy reflection
coefﬁcient R. chosen as a free parameter. which inﬂuence can be studied.
i.e.
Out of the emitting area(s). the No profile satisfies roughly V(v ciN“)=O. the
N0 is inversely roportional to VEG. In the limit (R=1, TH: i=T1).
order of magnitu e of N“ is given by the Rayleigh-Jeans law:

—
g, a ha)

(9)

where kBT1 is the thermal energy of the ion species i. assumed to be

dominant in the rocess. For R—>0. 950 is much larger than ﬂ!“ so that
that
Vlv 6N") = £0 lea ing for u<<1 to N6 proportional to T111. This revealsbody"
the teraction process is not strong enough to insure a local "black
solution. but needs edge reﬂections or strong plasma temperaturesP).
o-Lmubolaaxlcn
.....

'0

'

studied
a=3m.

exam 1e,

an

a

RO=7.75m,

(BO=6T,

TD =TT=Te=25keV

parabolic proﬁles, T$18h3=lMeV

peaked. ne=1.5 10

m'3. ﬂat

profile). For m/2n=200 MHz and
,,=1, fl .1 shows the M” and
NG' pro les. in the cases R=O
(a) and R=l (b). Fig.2 displays
the radiated power spectrum

F

P

.1

As

stationary ITER-like p asma is

(proportional

.
6.5
0
.0'5
NomalLsedRadiusr/a

ﬁg}:N0+ andNU'proﬁlesJarR=o(a)andR=1 (b)

to

N°(x=a])

for

k,,=1m‘1. R=l. The frequency
mode
the
avoids
range
1 conversion on the ion—ion
hybrid layers. The spectrum

exhibits the various alpha
cyclotron harmonics n=2,3,4....

centred on m=nwcu(x=0) and which width is consistent with the alpha
particle pressure roﬂle. also taking into account the (small) Doppler
effect. The visible ownshift of the peaks in fre uency is due to a proﬁle
effect combined with the presence of several armonic layers at high
freiuency in the plasma. The typical power level raises up to -70dBm per
cm and per toroidal mode number. This is to be compared to -lOOdBm.
This gives
predicted and measured on typical Tore Supra plasmas.
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measurements

ITER of the
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alpha

particle temperature
y a simple RF probe.
One can also notice
that the electronic
contribution affects
low-frequency
the
part of the s ectrum,
es ecially at igh k va ues. symmetrically
ELD/T’I‘MP
the
to

100

‘9930

150

,

200

,

250

F‘requcncyinMHz

,

300

350

damping of a launched
on
wav e
fa s t
e1ectrons(3). This

could possibly lead to

a diagnostic of the

ﬂgz: power spectra with and withoutfast alphaparticles. The electron

parallel

arrows display the alpha particle cyclotron harmonics at the temperature,

during

of an

ad-hoc

plasma centre. The Rayleighdeans predictions {with central LHCD for instance.
temperatures values) are plotted in (a) (with alphas) and (b) Finally, the introduc-

(wuhouu'

tion

population inversion
(fast alpha particles at the plasma edge for instance) reveals the
occurence of possible instability effect, leading to radiation levels well
above the Ray eigh—Jeans predictions(4).
CONCLUSION

A ﬂuid description of the fast wave emission—absorption-propagation
is presented, in order to address the ion cyclotron direct emission in a
tokamak plasma. This method can easily be extended to possible mode
conversion effects (coupled equations). kinetic effects (arbitrary
distribution functions), as well as be used for more classical heating
considerations (propagation. single—pass absorption...). On a tokamak
reactor, the “black body” level seems to be obtained, almost
independently of the exact edge reflection coefficient. The question of
measuring this radiation through an RF probe system re uires further
studigls (edge propagation, other propagation branches,.... but seems
possi

e.

Unfortunately, the alpha particle density effect is small, or even
inexistent. A wa to obtain the alpha particle density proﬁle could be a
measurement 0 the phase of the radiation. through probe correlations,

coupled to a complete field reconstruction(5). This requires further
developments.
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DIRECT ION ORBIT LOSS OF A FAST ION POPULATION
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Understanding and controlling the plasma conﬁnement is crucial for the celopment of a. fusion reactor. In a so-called L—H transition the plasma conﬁnement suddenly
increases when the auxiliary heating exceeds a critical value. Experimentally, an L—H
transition seems to be always accompanied with the generation of a strong, sheared

radial electric field near the edge [1]. Moreover, such a transition can be triggered even
in the absence of any auxiliary heating by externally imposing an edge radial electric
ﬁeld [2]. It is the shear in the poloidal rotation corresponding to this radial electric ﬁeld
that is believed to suppress the microturbulence, thus reducing anomalous transport [1].

Therefore, it is very important to understand how the radial electric ﬁeld is generated.

According to the most successful theory so far, the radial current due to high
energy ions leaving the plasma produces the radial electric ﬁeld and the poloidal rotation
necessary for the suppression of microturbulence [3]. The critical quantity in the original
theory was the collisionality of the edge plasma - as the edge plasma gets collisionless,
the high energy ions with wide banana orbits are able to leave the plasma through direct
ion orbit loss. Therefore this model ran into diﬂiculties when the L—H transition was

achieved on the J FT-2M -tolramak under very collisional circumstances [4]. According
to a revision of the original theory, this problem is removed when the radial current is

caused by a non-thermal hot ion component in the edge plasma [5]. A Monte Carlo
simulation, in which a group of fast ions scatters oil a stationary background plasma,
should be an appropriate tool for evaluating the ion orbit loss current of. the revised
theory.
In this paper we study the radial current across the tokamak separatrix that is
generated by the direct ion orbit loss of fast ions. Such a fast ion component could

be caused by, e.g., neutral beams. We use a guiding center following code ASCOT [6]
to trace the ion orbits in a fully toroidal geometry. The effect of Coulomb collisions
is simulated by using binomially distributed Monte Carlo scattering operators derived
from the Fokker-Planck equation [7]. Only the thermal distribution (i.e. background
pluma) is included in evaluating the scattering operators because the contribution
of a super-thermal component is insignificant. Also the assumption of a stationary
background plasma is reasonable if we have a steady-state situation, in which the neutral
beams replenish the fast ion population at the same rate they are lost from the plasma.
We evaluate the radial current for L- and H-mode cases to ﬁnd out, if there
are any significant diﬁ'erences between the two modes. We also investigate how a non—

uniform radial electric ﬁeld might affect the radial current. The magnetic geometry is
similar to the DIIl-D tokamak: R = 1.75 m, a = 0.6 m, Bo = 2.1 T, and I? = 1 MA.
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The plasma is assumed to have only two components: deuterons and electrons. In the
code the pluma proﬁles are given in a simple form, A = Ao(1 — (r/a)2)“, and thus it is
not in general possible to match an experimental proﬁle exactly. The L— and H—mode

proﬁles used in the code have been tailored to match the experimentally measured ones
[8—10] in the edge region as closely as possible. The density and temperature proﬁles

thus obtained are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. The magnetic geometry
in each case is calculated from the given magnetic ﬁeld strength, plasma current, and
plasma proﬁles [11], and is shown in Fig. 2.
First we evaluate the current in the absence of a radial electric ﬁeld. Later,
we repeat the simulations with linearly varying radial electric ﬁelds. It should be
emphasized that these are not the self-consistent ﬁelds generated by the direct ion orbit
loss of the simulation because, as we already mentioned, our test particle approach does

not allow for such self-consistent effects.
The test particles are the same species as the plasma, i.e., deuterons. In the
absence of experimental data. on the fast ion population in the edge region, we choose
4 keV for the energy of the test particles. Even in the H—mode case this value is above

the local temperature in the region that we are interested in. On the other hand, it
is low enough, so that the banana widths remain suﬂiciently small as compared to the
minor radius and we can limit our considerations to the edge region. The dissimilarity
of the magnetic geometries in L- and H-mode poses a problem in choosing the proper
initial distribution for the ions: the same radial distance in real space corresponds to
quite different ranges in the ﬂux surface coordinate p (and, thus, in banana widths) in
L— and H—mode. Therefore the initial distribution should be chosen carefully to allow
for a meaningful comparison between the different modes. The test ions are distributed
uniformly in the ﬂux surface label on eleven surfaces. In the L—mode case the innermost
starting flux surface is at p : 0.469 m and the outermost at p = 0.531 m. This region
corresponds to a distance of 5 cm in the major radius along the outer midplane. In
the H-mode case the corresponding p—values are 0.45 m and 0.538 m, and the distance

in the major radius is 4 cm. We do not extend the launching surfaces all the way to
the separatrix because, with this high launching energy, the ions starting close to the
separatrix would be lost right away before any of the dynamics we are interested in
would have had any impact. Thus such ions would not only be wasted, but would also
contribute an initial spike in the radial current hampering the evaluation of a steadystate current. To obtain the best possible statistics from our ensemble we chose the
outermost ﬂux surface to be at the distance of one banana width (from the separatrix)
of a test ion with the pitch 5 = —0.5. The innermost surface was chosen not to be
smaller than p = 0.45 m, inside which the proﬁles do not necessarily resemble the
experimental ones. Since in the H—mode case these criteria led to the distance of only
4 cm in real space, the innermost ﬂux surface for the L—mode was chosen so that it did
not differ dramatically from the H-mode case either in the ﬂux surface coordinate or in
real space. On each flux surface the ions are launched at 30 different poloidal locations,
and at each location there are 30 ions, uniformly distributed in pitch.

The duration of the simulation is long enough to cover many banana orbits but
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a
shorter than the time required for the ions to leave the plasma diffusively. During
simulation run we lreep a record of the ions leaving the plasma. The ions can leave the

plasma in two ways: (1) they hit the vessel wall, which in the L—mode case is 8 mm but
in the H-mode case only 3.5 mm from the separatrix, or (2) they enter a simpliﬁed upper
divertor cone within the scrape-off layer. The upper divertor cone is speciﬁed as the

region between the poloidal angles of 90 and 120 degrees. The radial current is evaluated
as the time derivative of the accumulated charge outside the plasma. The radial current

for the L- mode case without and with a radial electric ﬁeld is shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b),
respectively. The electric ﬁeld extends from p/a = 0.65 (E, = +50 kV/m) all the way

to the vessel wall (E, = -20 kV/m) [12]. Thus the radial electric ﬁeld is positive deeper
in the plasma, becomes zero at p/a = 0.9, and is negative near the separatrix. Figure 4
shows the current for the H-mode case without a radial electric ﬁeld. Unfortunately,

the combination of the large Grad-Shaftanov shift and the strongly nonuniform radial
electric ﬁeld did not allow for reliable statistics in reasonable computing time for the
case of an H-mode discharge with E,(r). For this case, a more robust algorithm needs
to be installed.
The effect of the non-uniform radial electric ﬁeld on the radial current is clear
from the Fig. 3: the radial ﬁeld reduces the current by about a factor of two. However,
no signiﬁcant difference is seen between the L- and H-mode. Before drawing any

conclusions on this comparison, however, one should recall the signiﬁcant differences
in the magnetic geometries and the fact that the initial spatial distributions could not
be made identical. Therefore, to reliably study the differences between L- and H-mode

discharges, the code has to be modiﬁed so that, instead of calculating the magnetic
surfaces, the magnetic geometry can be g'ven as input. This way we can use diﬁ'erent
plasma. proﬁles on the same magnetic geometry and, thus, see the effect of just the
proﬁles on the radial current.
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Parametric Dependencies of JET Electron Temperature Proﬁles
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from the
The JET Ohmic, L-Mode and H—Mode electron temperature proﬁles obtained

ﬂux
LIDAR Thomson Scattering Diagnostic [1] are parameterised in terms of the normalised
BT,
ﬁeld
toroidal
1p,
current
plasma
parameter [[1 and a set ofthe engineering parameters like
proﬁle
line averaged electron density n,... We intend to use the same model to predict the
ITER,
in
and
JET
in
shape for D-T discharges

1. The log—additive temperature proﬁle model
the global
Assuming that the electron temperature proﬁle in a tokamak depends only on
temperature
electron
the
describe
to
model
parameters, we adopt a generalised log-additive

profile [2]

tn[9(w,§)]= f°(w)+§‘f,(vl)h,(il) with h,(§)=(1n[1p], tn[3,], tum, 1n[K],,) ,

where all variables are normalised to their mean values in the data set.
Eauﬂklw)
To estimate the unknown f,(y/) we expand in B-splines: f,( VI)= k=l

using cubic

spline functions IUWl All spline coefﬁcients are estimated simultaneously with a penalised

.. ..

.

least square regresston by minimlsmg

mirth/ﬁrmed?) 2

,

,

,

l f‘ (w) l dw,
2 (——————e) Jrzmu
1
i,j

crLj

2

Zi-,(yij-9ij Wat)
.
..:ln C=——'—————where y"1
[T] ( #1)]
R (N — 2 x degreesoffreedam)
The Rice criterion differs from a least square ﬁt by the denominator and enables us to compare
models and optimise a given model with respect to the smoothing parameters, choosing ,1,,
adding one parameter at a time during a sequential selection procedure and minimising CR.
2. Advantages of the log-additive model:
- Discharge speciﬁc phenomena are eliminated by ﬁtting all proﬁles simultaneously,
- Physics insight into which global variables inﬂuence temperature proﬁle.
— Compact representation for a class of discharges.
- The ﬁtted proﬁles may easily be input into analysis codes.

wwm.“ ~._.

arising from the use of an incorrect model):

H ,,

down
associated error. The second term is the smoothness penalty function, which damps
total
the
estimate
to
CR
criterion
Rice
the
use
We
w).
f,(
estimated
the
in
oscillations
artiﬁcial
error
(the
bias
model
the
plus
predicted error, which consists of variance plus smoothing bias

1

nit/j) is the jth radial measurement of the ith measured temperature proﬁle and 01.; is the
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Extrapolation to new values of engineering parameters possible.
— Self consistent errors, including discharge variability, are estimated using repeated
measurements.

3. JET electron temperature proﬁle parameterisation
We have compiled and, using the ﬁtting method described above, statistically analysed a 43proﬁle Ohmic data set, a 55-proﬁle L-Mode data set and a til-proﬁle H-Mode data set, The
data were taken from experimental campaigns from 89 to 92 (see Figure 1 for examples of the
ﬁt obtained). Our parameter range is: IP : 1,—5. MA, BT= 1.1-3.4 T, q95=2.8«17, Each proﬁle
is measured at 50 locations along the mid-plane ofthe JET vessel. The raw proﬁle data show
much radial structure and vary slowly in parameter. We remove the outermost points near the
inner wall, where the dumping ofthe laser light causes a spurious spike on the proﬁle.
Ohmic temperature analysis: Table 1 visualises the selection procedure of the dominant

covariants for the Ohmic data set. Fitting all candidates in a one variable ﬁt, one ﬁnds that IP
minimises CR. This parameter is then selected and paired with all other variables in a two

variable ﬁt. The variable that minimises CR in combination with Ip is then selected as second
parameter, and we continue to add another variable to minimise CR.

Table 1: Rice Table for Ohmic data set
4Var
3Var
2Var
lVar
Vars

sequential

selection procedure

5Var

The

ln[r_i]

8.58

3,07

1.90

seed

seed

shows that Ip is the most important

ln[q95]
mun]
InlBTl

5.70
149
7.10

3,23
seed
2.81

242
seed
seed

1,50
seed
seed

seed
seed
seed

variable in determining the plasma
temperature, followed by the toroidal
field ET, the line average density n

la]

792

3.49

2,76

1.86

1,49

a

8.48

3.44

2,79

1.88

1,46

V1001)
Zeti
Ei

8.51
8.01
7.79

145
324
2.91

2-71
2.78
2.61

1.85
1.87
1.77

”6
143
”7

and q95. Adding a ﬁfth variable does
not appreciably decrease CR, so we
choose the four variable model. The
Rice table shows that the plasma
particularly
not
is
inductance
influencing the temperature.

The resulting model for the JET Ohmic temperature proﬁle is:

T(w)=/J.,(W)I£I") B{'-(”’)§f~("]q9f;(")

With #9(W)=exp(fo(w))

(1)

Because Eq(1) already contains BT and [P , q95 seems to account for changes in R, a and K.
Thus we can reparameterise (1) using q95Ip/BT as the fourth variable. As seen in Figure 2 the
electron temperature proﬁle broadens and becomes slightly hollow with increasing current
when the other parameters are held constant. The same effect is also seen with decreasing
toroidal magnetic ﬁeld for constant current. Since f,(y/) ¢c7f3( W) the proﬁle shape depends
primarily but not exclusively on the ratio Ip/BT. Our best ﬁt has an average error of 183 eV,
which is 12.6 % of the typical line average temperature. The error bar for predicting new
measurements is larger than the typical residual ﬁt error. With CRzlj the error bar for
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_
predictions is 22% larger than the typical measurement error.
A similar ﬁt to the Ohmic density proﬁles shows that n( W) depends only on n and BT and that

a good approximation is f3( W)= c—fn( W) l
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Figure 1: Example of predicted temperature
proﬁle from model with raw data
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Figure 2: Spline functions for Ohmic
electron temperature proﬁle ﬁts

L- Mode temperature ﬁt: Repeating the analysis on the L-Mode data, we ﬁnd the
dependency on BT to be stronger than in Ohmic discharges. Te decreases and broadens with
F. The dependency on the current is weaker (~ IpO-4) then in the Ohmic case. ICRH heated
discharges are more peaked than NB heated discharges, therefore we introduce the parameter
7=PRF/Ptot into the set of covariants.
'L-mode [temperature (Ite obtained by vicn2.sxe

—I

0

Figure 3: Spline ﬁinctions for L-Mode
temperature proﬁle ﬁts

Figure 4: L-Mode temperature proﬁles
varying y

L
i
‘
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Best ﬁt model: T(w)=po(w) pLJ') exp(yfr(")} EN”) BfJV) [{IM

(Figure 3)

mu m:

Figure 4 shows how the L-Mode temperature proﬁles change according to our model when
varying 7. Regardless of the value of 7 the proﬁle shape stays the same outside 0.5 1, inside
05 1 the application of radio frequency heating alone produces a more peaked temperature
proﬁle than the application of neutral beam heating.

—1

0

H—Mode temperature ﬁt: Our best ﬁt
parameterisation shows a strong dependency
on the current (~ 1132). We found that q95 has
an inﬂuence on the electron temperature
proﬁle in the H-Mode case, but there is no
signiﬁcant dependency on the density as in the
L-Mode data set. Again we ﬁnd ICRH heated
discharges to be more peaked than NB heated
discharges, and the parameter 7=PRF/Ptot
appears also in the parametric description of
the H—Mode proﬁle as a covariant. We also
found that Zeff strongly inﬂuences the HMode temperature.

Figure 5; Spline functions for H-Mode
temperature proﬁle ﬁts

Best ﬁt model: T( w) =,ua (w) 247“") P0”) 1!“) (5/53“) exp(yf,lw)}

(Figure 5)

Conclusions
The statistical analysis of JET Ohmic, L- and H-Mode data sets shows that the electron
temperature proﬁles ﬁt a log-additive model well. The further analysis of JET L- and H-Mode
discharges, eg. the inclusion of parameters describing the sawtooth phase or the power

deposition proﬁle — if feasible, will clarify the parametric dependencies. The parameterisation
and characterisation of the corresponding density proﬁles is nearly completed and will be
reported later. A Multimachine database for extrapolation to ITER performance seems
possible.
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Boundary point collocation method
to solve toroidal plasma ﬂow of arbitrary
aspect ratio and arbitrary cross section.
Ferdinand F. CAP, University of Innsbruck

According to TAYLOR's theory a. plasma relaxes to a force~free state described by curl
:
E 2 AB: where A is constant for a homogeneous initial condition due to divB = VA-E
x
17
[curl
reads
plasma
force-free
ble
incompressi
an
for
motion
of
0. Since the equation
17] + V(17/2) + Vp/p : 0, scalar multiplication with 17 delivers the BERNOULLI-equation
and curlU = 717 with ’y : const. We thus have a BELTRAMI—ﬂow and compatibility with

U = cons-t}; (aligned ﬂow) [1] as well as with the MHD—CROCCO-theorem [2] and the

PEYRET-transform [3]. If curl 17 2 717 is written down in cylindrical coordinates 132,99 it
can be shown for tokamak-symmetry (El/ago = O) that the solution is given by

#113

1811.),
v,

__"!)
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v

2—

7“

yrarruw
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where 1.2,,v,,,vz depend on r and 2. v“, is given by
N

vv(r,z) = Z[A(J1<w’yz — 1;? r) + BgN1<w72 — k? 7)] cos R72.

(2)

1:1

In order to satisfy theboundary condition on a rigid wall of a vanishing normal
velocity component 1),, = 0 we consider a cross section curve 2“ = 2(r) of the toroidal
containment of major radius R. In cylindrical coordinates r,z the boundary condition

reads [4]
1),, =—v,sinci+i1z Cosa:0,

(3)

where tana = dz'/dr. If N —» 00, the solutions (1), (2) can satisfy the boundary
condition (3) exactly by an appropriate set of the 3N + 1 unknown parameters A1,Bl, k;

and ’7. For a boundary point collocation method [5] to be used on a computer, N must be

ﬁnite. If P boundary points n, z, : z'(r.-),i = l . . .P are chosen on the toroidal boundary

curve 2’ = z(r) then the P boundary conditions of type (3) read
dz'
av,(r,v,z,)(HT—)n+vz(7,,z.) 7-0,

4
2 —1...P.

(4)

These P equations determine the 3N + 1 2 P unknown parameters in (l) and (2).

Several methods have been worked out to solve this problem [5]. It is thus possible to

and
calculate the eigenvalue 7 (and also A [6]) and its dependence from the aspect ratio
etc.
rve
CASSINI~cu
a
or
D-shaped
elliptic,
circular,
it
be
section,
cross
the
of
the form
v,.(r, z),v,(r, 2) being given it is possible to produce graphic ﬂow pictures.
Another possibility to satisfy (4) is the transformation into
v,

7

(5)
‘

v.

F“"‘"’ r W

dz'_d_:
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which describes the streamlines of if. Insertion of (1) yields
arr)“, , arvw _
62 dz + 6r dr — 0

.

(6)

or
my, = const

or

r;v.p(r,-,z'(r.-)) = const

(7)

as an alternative form for (4), which has also been used.
The numerical solution of P transcendental equations (4) or (7) for the 3N + 1
unknowns A1, 3,, km of (2) can be quite tricky with a Macintosh II. Since the number P

of the collocation points apparently determines the accuracy of the solution, one may ﬁx P
and transform the transcendental equations (4) or (7) into a system of homogeneous linear
equations for the 2N variables A1,B(, l = 1...P with P = 2N by choosing arbitrarily
the N parameters k; in the interval 0 S k; S 7. The eigenvalue '7 is then determined
by the vanishing of the determinant of the coefﬁcients of the homogeneous linear system.

Since now P = 2N, the same accuracy measured by P can be obtained by increasing
the number N of the modes in (2). FORTRAN— and MATHEMATICA-codes have been
written for the calculations presented for various cross-sections and aspect ratios.

From the calculations made with a Macintosh 1l following conclusions may be
drawn:

1. The codes BESSJO, BESSYO, BESSJl, BESSYl of the collection Numerical Re—
ceipes, W. Press at al, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1986 deliver wrong
results for arguments 2 S r S 7 as compared with results from MATHEMATICA
or irom numerical tables, e.g. for J1(2.8) = 0.56711 instead of 0.379378.
2. The code LUDCMP to calculate determinants, published by the same source is
not able to give exact results. Values calculated differ from values calculated by

MATHEMATICA.
3. The inﬂuence on the eigenvalue 7 of the arbitrary choice of the constants k, is small
(about 4 ‘70), if N 3 8.
4. The difference between calculating with an accuracy REAL*8 or REAL*12 is neg-

ligible.
5. The number N of modes used gives small differences in the eigenvalue. For n = 4
one obtains 'y = 5.15407, for N = 6 7 = 5.28647, for N = 8 one has 7 = 5.34299,

but for N = 10 (and higher values) one obtains '7 = 5.36388.
6. The inﬂuence of small aspect ratio is considerable.
7. The theorems by COURANT on the coherence of domains in boundary problems
[7] and the theorem by FABER on the lowest eigenvalue of twodimensional bounded
domains [8] are satisﬁed. For higher eigenvalues the ﬂow picture is more complicated.
8. The method to use (7) instead of using (3) gives similar results, for example 7 =

5.340219 instead of 5.34299.
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(*Give values

*)

z[1]= 0.1960;
n=8; np=2*n; R=2.0; RR=1.; e1b=2.0 ;r[1]=1.0048;
etc
r[2]=1.0431; z[2]=0.5806; etc g[1]=0.5000; g[2]=1.0000;
(*Calculation of Eigenvalue*)
-g[j]“21*
a=Table[Besse1J[0,r[i]*Sqrt[u‘2—g[j]A2]]*Sqrt[u‘2

C03[9[j1*¢[i11+elb‘2*(rlil-R)/(z[i]*RR‘Z)*glj]*Sin[g[j]*z[i

]1*

{jl lrn}]/u;
Be55e1J[1,r[i]*Sqrt[u"2—g[j]"2]1,(i, lynPl:

—g[j]‘2]*
bneu=Tab1e[BesselY[0,r[i]*Sqrt[uA2—g[j]‘2]]*Sqrt[u‘2

C03[g[j1*z[i]]+elb“2*(r[i]-R)/(zli]*RR‘2)*g[j]*Sin[g[j]*z[i]1*

, (1,1,np}, {j,1,n}1/u.Besselnl.r[i]*3qrt[uA2-g[j]“2]1
[bneu]:dt=Join[at,bt];

at=Transpose[a];bt=Transpose
et=Transpose[dt];Table[Det[et],(u,5.01,5.02,0.001}]
g[j]"2]*
ka=Table[BesselJ[O,r[i]*Sqrt[u‘2-g[j]“2]]*Sqrt[u‘2—

*
COS[g[j1*2[i]1+elb‘2*(r[i]-R)/(z[i1*RR“2)*glj1*Sin[g[j]*z{i]1

,n}]/u;
Besse1J[1,r[i]*Sqrt[u“2-g[j]‘2]],{i,1,np-1},{j,1
-g[j]‘2]*
=Table[BesselY[0,r[i]*Sqrt[u“2—g[j]‘2]]*Sqrt[u‘2

*SinEglj] *2 [i] 1*
C05[g[j]*zti1 1+e1b*2* (rm ~12) / (z [i] *m‘z) *g[j]
1}:{j,1,n‘1}]/u;
BesselY[lzrlil*3qrt[““2*gljl‘2]1,{i,1,nP—

];
tka=Transpose[ka];tkb=Transpose[kb];jtk=Join[tka,tkb
*
ttj=Transpose[jtk]; j=n;bbb=—Table[EesselY[O,r[i]

‘Z-gljl"211*SqrttuA2-g[j1‘2]*C08[91j1*Z[i]1+

SqrtIU
se1![1,r[i]*
elb“2*(r[i]-R)/(z[i]*RR“2)*g[j]*Sin[g[j]*z[i]]*Bes
];
Sqrt[u‘2-g[j]‘2]],{i,1,np—1}]/u ;xx=LinearSolve[ttj,bbb
00
aa[1]=xx[[1]]; aa[2]=xx[[2]];...b[1];xx[[9]]; b[8]=1.0
[j]“2]]+
vr[r_,z_]:=Sum[g[j]*(aa[j]*BesselJ[1,r*Sqrt[u‘2-g

tj]“2] 1) *Sinrgrj1*zi , (j, 1,n}1/u;
bIj]*BesselY[1,r*Sqrt[uAZ-g
2-g[j]‘2]*(aa[j]*BesselJ[0,r*Sqrt[u‘2—
vz[r_,z_]:=Sum[Sqrt[u‘

]*21,
g[j]“2]1+b[j1*BesselY[0,r*5qrt[u‘2-g[j1“2]])*C°S[9[j
R“2)+vz[r,z]
(j,1,n)]/u;

gesv[r_,z_]:=vr[r,z]*elb‘2*(r-R)/(z*R

Table[N[983V[r[i],2[i]]]I{illlnP)] //Timing
ListPlot[{{r[l],2[11),{r[21,2[2]},(r[3].213])r-2[16111,

AspectRatio—>1,PlotJoined—>True];

//Timing
ContourPlot[ge5v[r,z],{r,R—RR,R+RR},(z,-e1b,elb)]
r[r,z],vz[r,z]}
Needs["Graphics‘PlotField‘"];PlotVectorField[{v
,{r,R—RR,R+RR},(z,-RR,RR}] //Timing
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Inﬂuence of detailed neutral particle
modelling on currents and cross—ﬁeld drifts
in a po oidally biassed divertor plasma

M. Baelmans“, D. Reiterb, P. Barrier”
" Department of Mechanical Engineering, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Celestiinenlaan
300A, B3001 Heverlee, Belgium
" Institut fiir Plasmapliysik, Forsclmngszentrlun .liilicli Grubh, Association EURATOM.
KFA, D-52425 Jiilicli, Germany

Abstract
The application of external electrostatic ﬁelds to divertor and limiter conﬁgurations provides some control
of plasma behaviour in general and of scrape—oﬂ' layer proﬁles in particular [1] Therefore, it might play
an important role in next generation tokamaks. The analysis of such control mechanism on larger devices
requires plasma edge codes which are capable to compute electric currents and electric ﬁelds. Therefore,
the BZ-edge plasma code [2] is modiﬁed to include the effects of classical ﬂuid drifts across the magnetic
ﬁeld lines and electric plasma currents In this paper this extended code (Elm) is used to examine effects

of electrically hiassin between divertor plates. In addition the EB‘Z code is coupled with the Monte
Carlo code ElltENE EB] to describe more accurately the neutral particle behaviour. Differences between

a simpliﬁed analytic and a Monte Carlo neutral model are investigated.

1

Introduction

by
In recent experiments particle and heat flows in the scrapeoﬂ" layer could actively be modiﬁed
poloidally biassing of divertor plates [4]. The potential of edge plasma control by electric fields has
triggered development of improved edge plasma codes permitting a more complete description.
the
To study biassing experiments, the [32 code [2] is extended to compute the electric potential (D,
netic as well as E x B particle drifts. These extensions are based

electric current densityj and diam

on neoclassical collisional dominate momentum equations [5]. In particular, it contains a neoclassical
expression for the radial current density, which allows to determine the radial electric ﬁeld inside the
last closed ﬂux surface.

2
2.1

Model description
Basic equations

A
We add to the B2 code the equations for ¢,-j and particle drifts.
current
The electron momentum equation in the parallel direction is used to deﬁne the parallel electric
densrty:
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of the ion velocity V1,
The radial ion momentum equation is used to obtain the diamagnetic component

pressure
neglecting inertial, viscous and perpendicular conductivity effects in comparison wrth the radial
1
1 < 1 077,‘
(3)
and electric potential gradients
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equilibrium equation :
The radial component of the total momentum equation is similarly reduced to the
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in the diamagnetic
The radial current density j, is obtained by evaluating the total momentum equation
direction. In this equation inertia terms are omitted :
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For the radial component of the ion velocity V, the anomalous expression is supplemented with neoclas-

sical terms :
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Contributions from these additional plasma parameters (VL, V“ j and Q) to the plasma density, the

parallel ion velocity and to the ion and electron temperature are likewise incorporated.

2.2

Geometry, transport coefficients and boundary conditions

The model was applied to typical ohmic ASDEX—Upgrade conditions (see ﬁgure 1) where the MHD
equilibrium is provided by a grid generator code SONNET [6]. Three regions can be distinguished : the
scrape-off layer SOLR, the private flux region (PF) and an outer section of the core. A modiﬁcation
of the standard ‘2 a lows to handle ade uately the divertor ma netic confi uration near the X-point.
The direction of the toroidal magnetic ﬁeld Brp is taken antiparaTlel to the p asma current IP for those
computations where drift ﬂows are incorporated.
For the parallel transport coefﬁcients the Braginskii expressions are used without any flux limiting factor.
The radial anomalous diffusion coefficient D equals 2 mZ/s. The radial transport coefﬁcients for parallel
momentum, electron and ion energy are respectively n = mnDn with D" = 0.2m2/s, Ic‘ : 71D” with

D,“ : 4m2/s and Ki 2 11D” with D“- : 1m2/s.
On the magnetic ﬂux surface at the core plasma interface n = 2 X 1019 m‘a, Q: : 1.17 x 10‘1W/m2
and Q; : 5.83 X 103W/m2 are prescribed. This leads to a total radial heat ﬂow from the core into the
scrapeioff layer of 700 kW.
At the targets, plasma sheath edge conditions are imposed on both sides with a transmission coefficient
:5; = 3.5 for the ions and 6g: (0.9 + eA<I>/Te) for the electrons.

We allow some particle flux to the wall (Vr : 100m/s). The wall temperatures are set to 2 eV.

2.3

Neutral modelling

In order to save computing time the standard "minimal” model is often used, with neutral particles
restricted to the divertor le 3 Sic. they cannot penetrate further than the topological cuts) [5], [7]. The
code is then consistently lin e to the Monte Carlo code EIRENE to examine effects of detailed neutral
particle description on the additional ﬂows in ER? 8].

For the analytic model, the global recycling coefﬁcrent at the plates is set equal to 0.7. In the Monte
lCarlo runs a pumping duct is modelled by an effective albedo resulting in 200031/3 at the outer divertor
eg.

3
3.1

Results
Poloidal biassing of divertor plates

The code extensions have been implemented stepwise : In a first step, in order to investigate biassing
experiments, j” and E9 are introduced, solving Eqs. (1) and (2) and posing j, and jg equal to zero.
This will further be referred to as EBQ'.
Three sets of calculations are performed with the EB2l code with varying applied voltage at the outer

divertor plate. Figure 2 shows the induced electric current towards the outer target and the saturation
currents towards both targets 1,“ as a function of the applied voltage. When the analytic neutral model
is used (solid line in ﬁgure 2, left), the I—V characteristic is dominated by the sheaths. When the density
at the plasma core boundary is increased (see ﬁgure 2, right) from 2 x lOlgm'a to 4 x IO'Qm‘3 the peak
Lemperaturm at the target decrease and the density increases (see table 1). This results in a plasma
resistance dominated regime with higher saturation currents to the targets. Conform to experimental
data on DIII—D [4], the I-V characteristic is not double—probe like and the SOL currents can influence the
ion saturation currents. However, it should be noted that the computed electric resistance of the SOL is
much lower than the one measured in DIIIVD. When the Monte Carlo code is used, the electron and ion

peak temperatures are reduced. Despite its inﬂuence on the target parameters, causing lower saturation
currents, the I-V characteristic is not much altered and a typical double-probe like characteristic is

obtained. For hi her densities the plasma parameters at the target will more influence the global solution
and the use of ETRENE seems necessary. Until now no stationary solution was obtained, but the time—
dependent EIRENE recently linked to B? [9] gave promising results.

For all cases it turned out that the heat load at the targets was shifted from the cathode to the anode
during biassing in a limited range from -10 V to 10 V. With higher voltages the supplied bias energy
overrulcs this effect and heat power increases at both targets.
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“core

Neutral

Tm

Tm.”

Tm"

Tim”

am

"out

in m'3

Model

in CV

in eV

in eV

in eV

in rn'a

in m’3

A

‘2)(10lg

Anal.

10.64

12.73

7.55

836

1.7 X1019

1.5 X 1019

B

11><1fll9

Anal.

3.38

4.26

3.84

4.14

8.3 x 1019

7.0 x If)19

C

2x10”

MIC.

5.54

I031

4.43

4.87

1.0 )(1019

9.9 X 10”3

Case

Table 1: Target parameter for three cases without biassing

3.2

Calculations including drift terms

For the evaluation of the diamagnetic and E x B drifts the knowledge of the radial electric field is
required. Outside the separatrix this can easily he obtained by solving equation (2) Inside the separatrix
the boundary condition for the poloidal direction is aperiodic condition and thus determines the electric
potential only up to an unknown constant value. For the radial electric potential profile we need a
relation between j, and E}. Using the neoclassical equations, this relation is indirectly given via the
diamagnetic component of the ion velocity (Eqs. (5) and (3)) This extension of B2 code Will be further

referred to as EB22.

With the analytic neutral model it turned out that SOL currents and plasma peak temperatures are
not much influenced by applying drift terms (see table 2). In figure 3 it can be seen that the cross ﬁeld
03-58

A
A
B
B

EBZI
131327
131321
131322

I

llntlin

Isabput

Tc,in

Te,out

in A

in A

in A

in eV

in eV

-819.3
-944.1
433.9
-83.3

4161
4159
40522
-10257

4964
4947
11832
11844

10.64
10.88
3.38
3.63

12.72
12.54
4.26
4.14

Table 2: Effects on SOL currents and plasma temperature by introducing cross-ﬁeld drifts
currents are equally spread over the SOL. The circuit is closed in the PF region near the X-point.
From data obtained with the Monte Carlo code using 13132 as postprocessor, we see that the radial current
proﬁle in the divertor region is determined by two competitive forces induced by the pressure gradient and
parallel Viscosity. Forces from neutral particle interactions are 2 orders of magnitude smaller. However
some impact might exist in the SOL above the X-point,

4

Conclusions

a
Simulations with the EB2 code for differential biassing show two re imes for the I-V characteristic:
sheath dominated regime for low density pl'asmas and a resistance dominated regime for high density
impact
relevant
a
have
plasmas. Although Monte Carlo computations for neutral particle modelling
on target parameters they hardly effect the SOL currents in the low density regime. For high density
it turned
plasmas, a larger influence of detailed neutral particle modelling is expected. For both regimes
out that due to the low plasma resistivity, the range in which the heat load can be shifted from cathode
to anode is limited.

the plasma
Implementation of drift terms with the analytic neutral model has only a small influence on
terms dominate
parameters. Monte Carlo calculations show that pressure gradients and parallel viscous
the current density proﬁle in the divertor region.
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Introduction

Future large tokamak reactors will operate at high plasma density, low edge temperature
and strong impurity radiation at the edge in order to reduce peak power loads on the
divertor plates and physical sputtering. Such discharges are likely to develop toroidally
to
symmetric poloidally localized dense edge regions. These regions will be referred
plasma
main
the
in
appear
they
if
and
radiating
highly
are
they
if
as MARFEs, only
the target
chamber or close to the X-point. In this paper, high density regions in front of
discharge
the
inﬂuence
ly
beneﬁcial
may
MARFEs
zones.
recycling
high
called
are
plates
characteristics, as they can radiate away a substantial amount of the power ﬂowing into
means to
the plasma edge; thus controlled creation of a MARFE can be an efﬁcient
divertor
the
in
zones
recycling
High
plates
divertor
the
onto
reduce the power load
divertor
in front of the target plates may broaden the energy ﬂux distribution in the
may be
ELMs
with
associated
ﬂuxes
energy
high
The
collisions.
by charge exchange
zones.
prevented from penetrating to the target plates by establishing such high recycling
neutral
Upgrade
ASDEX
in
scenarios
divertor
cold
of
stics
characteri
the
In this paper,
divertor
beam injection heated and Ohmically heated discharges are described. The
dynamics due to ELMs is discussed.

Diagnostics

In order to identify cold and dense plasma regions two different methods of measurement

were applied: 1.) The emission coeﬁicient of plasma bremsstrahlung in the near intrared
wavelength region is proportional to ugh/17., so that measurement of bremsstrahlung
is a particular sensitive means of identifying dense cold plasma regions as MARFEs.

On ASDEX Upgrade the wavelength region around 1035mm :i: 10nm was found to be

-

specsuitable for bremsstrahlung measurements, i.e. free of disturbing spectral lines, by
range
troscopic investigations [1]. In addition to bremsstrahlung in this wavelength
rarecombination radiation may make up a non neglegible contribution to continuum
n
diation. Calculations with the B2 code show that in realistic situations the contributio

of recombination radiation can be neglected for temperatures above 106V and reaches
the order of 30% in cases of lower temperatures (z 16V).

2.) An estimate for the plasma temperature can be derived from the power radiated by

the transition 3;) 3P ——+ 35 3P (A = 464.9 nm) of Carbon2+ (CIII) ions. The excitation

and
rate coefﬁcient of this line exhibits a weak temperature dependence above 10 eV

sharply drops towards lower temperatures [2].

The plasma was observed by three arrays of lines of sight across the ASDEX Upgrade
vessel (ﬁg. 1). Detectors were silicon diodes and silicon avalanche diodes, 16 of which
with
were simultaneously used for Nd - YAG Thomson scattering. While the arrays
all
in
nt
measureme
hlung
brernsstra
to
dedicated
were
essentially horizontal direction
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cases, the array with vertical view was alternately equipped with a bremsstrahlung or

CIII ﬁlter.

Experinlents

Experiments were done on Ohmically and neutral beam heated discharges with plasma

current 1,, = 0.8 MA, heating power P = 1...7 MW, line integrated density ﬁa =

3...9 X 10mm“3 and safety factors ranging from (195 = 2.8 to 5.0.
In order to exclude the additional complications imposed by the dynamics of ELMs the
characteristics of Ohmically heated plasmas are described ﬁrst. In Ohmically heated

discharges with low 1‘:: high recycling zones with high plasma density (9: 102°m‘3)

in front of each target plate form. The formation of these high density zones can
essentially be explained by the pressure constancy along ﬁeld lines in combination with
a temperature drop from the midplane scrape off layer (SOL) towards the divertor due
to radiation power losses. While the bremsstrahlung channels observing the outer target
plate show hardly anyincrease in intensity during the density rise, channels observing the
inner side sharply increase. Interferometric measurements of the edge density and edge

temperatures obtained from Nd-YAG laser Thomson scattering indicate within their
spatial resolution (% 5cm) that the density rise might occur at constant pressure in the
main chamber SOL. When the density is raised increased recycling and increased neutral

pressure induce growing charge exchange friction and consequently a pressure drop in the
divertor along ﬁeld lines so that the plasma density in front of the outer plate saturates.
The lines of sight of the channels observing the inner target plate cross the plasma region
inside the separatrix just above the X-point. When the edge temperature becomes low

enough the formation of MARFEs inside the separatrix in all cases (i.e. for all values of
the safety factor q and for both directions of the ion—VB drift) starts here [4, 3, 10]. Thus
the increase of the signals that view the inner divertor in ﬁg 2 is caused by the X-point
MARFE formation. Densities in the MARFE and in the high recycling zones are derived

from near infrared bremsstrahlung measurements in combination with B2 calculations (3.
ﬁgs. 2,3,4). In the calculations an advanced version of the B2 multi—ﬂuid code is used [5].
Simple recycling models yield a good agreement between measurement and calculation
for plasmas with low and medium line averaged densities. High plasma densities seem

to require coupling BZ to the EIRENE neutral gas Monte-Carlo Code [6]. In ASDEX
Upgrade Carbon and Oxygen are the main impurities with respect to radiation power

[8]. Thus in the calculations 15 ﬂuids (D+,Cl+,...,C"”,O1+,...,08+) are taken into
account. Typical parameters are separatrix densities of mm, = 2...3 x 10‘9m‘3, power

input at the inner grid boundary P = IMW, Z,” = 1.3 due to carbon and oxygen

impurities and an empirical diffusion coefﬁcient D = lmz/s.
CIII proﬁles measured by the vertical system in ﬁg. 1 show peaks in channels observing
the inner and outer divertor legs in low and medium density Ohmically heated dis—

charges. As in this type of discharge the divertor temperature stays so low [7] that
physical target plate sputtering does not signiﬁcantly contribute to the carbon concen«
tration in the plasma these peaks indicate regions of temperature hotter than about

10 eV, but low enough to allow more 0111 ions to exist than in any other part of the

divertor. When the density is raised the divertor becomes so cold that both excitation
of the observed spectral line and target‘plate sputtering become 'unlikely here and the
maximum moves towards the channels passing through the X-point region.
In neutral beam injection heated plasmas, which are usually H-mode, the highest inten-

sities in CIII radiation are observed in front of the target plates during ELMs (5. ﬁg. 5).

This is very likely an effect indicating the onset of physical sputtering. In between ELMs
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Clll radiation proﬁles become similar to those of Ohmically heated plasmas indicating
temperatures low enough to exclude physical sputtering.
Experiments with Neon-, Argon‘ and Deuterium pufﬁng showed that in spite of the
high values of Fwd/Pin”, z 0.8 (Prod is integrated over ELMs and inter-ELM—periods)

that could be reached by noble gas radiation, the most efﬁcient cooling of the divertor
was achieved when the neutral gas preseure in the divertor was high (3. fig. 6). In
these cases CIII radiation proﬁles in between ELMs were identical to proﬁles of Ohmic

discharges with an X-point MARFE. As shown in ﬁg. 6, in discharges with high neutral
gas pressure ELMs hardly burn through on the inner divertor. Apparently the plasma
density in front of the inner target plate and the neutral gas pressure are high enough
on this side to efﬁciently broaden and absorb the energy flux of an ELM.
In the outer divertor a higher energy ﬂux in between ELMs and a shorter distance

between X-point and target plate may yield increased heat conduction along ﬁeld lines
to the plate and a smaller zone where interaction between neutral gas and plasma occurs.
Thus there is a lower efﬁciency with respect to damping the impact of ELMs.

Conclusions

In ASDEX Upgrade experimental investigations by near infrared and 0111 diagnostics
show that regions of high density and low temperature in front of the target plates can
be established. In Ohmically heated plasmas these high density zones can exist when
the density is high enough, yet signiﬁcantly (3 30%) below the density limit. For these
cases a. quantitative agreement between measurements and B2 calculations is obtained.
Operation with cold divertor in NBI heated plasmas was shown to be possible when
the neutral gas pressure in the divertor was high (% 8 X 10‘3mbar). In phases between
ELMs both inner and outer divertor are cold. The high plasma density in front of the
target plate and neutral gas recycling prevent ELMs from burning through on the inner
side. The outer divertor so far could not be kept cold during ELMs; this may be possible
'
when the divertor neutral gas pressure is further increased.
B2 calculations for ELMy H-mode plasmas will require a model for ELMs, which is

currently being developed [9] and a full Monte-Carlo description of the neutrals like the
coupled code package BZ-EIRENE [6].
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SIMULATIONS 0F REACTIVITY TRANSIENTS
IN TOKAMAK FUSION REACTORS

MJ. Mantsinen and R.R.E. Salomaa
Helsinki University of Technology, Department of Technical Physics
Rakentajanaukio 20, FIN-02150 Espoo, Finland
1. Introduction: In this paper we present a study of transients in near-term experimental
DT tokamak fusion reactors and in advanced D3He-tokamaks. Cases considered include
reactor start-up and shut-down, fuelling interruptions, helium ash accumulation, and
sudden changes in plasma. conﬁnement.
Understanding the start-up behaviour of fusion reactors is important for the design of
external heating and current drive systems. In the case of D3He-reactors, we have considered the use of tritium injection .to alleviate the extremely demanding heating power

requirements. After ignition, helium ash accumulation determines the plasma evolution.

During plasma burn, severe power and temperature excursions may occur when fuel injec-

tion or plasma conﬁnement properties suddenly change. A gentle shut-down of a burning

plasma must be accomplished by a proper ramp-down of the plasma current, a decrease
in the fuelling rates and, when necessary, by plasma stabilization and impurity injection.

2. Model: We have developed a zero—dimensional (volume-averaged) time-dependent

particle and power balance code for our transient studies. The balance equations, similar

to those used in ASPECT [1] and DYNASTY [2], describe global dynamics of a tokarnak. Steady state operating points are consistent with those given by POPCON [3].

Preliminary comparisons with transport calculations [4,5,6] show good agreement. The
advantage of our code as compared to transport codes is the possibility to scan quickly
the dependencies of different reactor parameters.
In our model we assume prescribed proﬁles for the plasma parameters; usually in the
form z(r) = z(0)(l — rz/a’)“. The code includes external and ohmic heating; fuelling;
DD, DT, and D3He fusion reactions; temperature relaxation between ions and electrons;

diffusion and radiation losses; bootstrap current (optional); and stability limits to beta,

density, and safety factor. The division of the alpha-particle heating between ions and

electrons is as given in [7], and the beta of fast fusion products according to [1]. The code

assumes plasma neutrality and follows the evolution of ash concentration self-consistently.
The time-dependence of impurity concentrations, proﬁle exponents, and the H-mode faco
tor f3 multiplying the empirical conﬁnement time T3 are speciﬁed as an input. In the
present paper diffusion losses are estimated using ITER89-P scaling law [81, other options

are available.
We have applied our model to ITER, compact tokamaks, and advanced D3He-tokamaks.

The reference designs are ITER-CDA [9]; Burning Plasma Experiment (BPX) Physics
Design [10]; and APOLLO [11] and ARIES-Ill [12] studies. In DT-tokamaks, where

diffusion losses dominate the power balance, the choice of conﬁnement scaling is crucial;
in DaHe-tokamalrs radiation losses are a key issueand have to be described properly. We
have checked the validity of Trubnikov’s formula for cyclotron radiation [13] with the 1D

transport code CYTRAN [14].
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3. ITER-studies: We have investigated the effect of Tub/TE on the start-up and fusion
burn (Fig. 1). During the start-up, plasma density, temperature and current are ramped
up. The ramp-up of the plasma current and the evolution of the plasma conﬁguration are

according to the reference ignition scenario of ref. [15]. The plasma density is increased
linearly with 50:50 DT—injection until the average electron density reaches its design value
of 1.2X1020m‘a at t = 95 s. Thereafter the electron density is maintained at a constant
level. Simultaneously with the current and density ramp—up, the plasma is heated to the
ignition temperature of about 7.5 keV with ca. 27 MW of external heating power (the

peak value). The ignition happens at t 2 100 5.
During the start-up, Tuh/TE has only a minor effect on fusion power and ash concentration as seen in Fig. 1. After the ignition the fusion gain is high (the plasma is still rather
pure, the ash concentration being about 2% and Ag about 1.5), and a power excursion
lasting about 20 5 occurs. However, the ﬁnal steady state fusion power depends on Tu}, /TEAccording to our calculations, ITER will sustain stable fusion burn if 'rm/TE S 9; the

critical value of 1'“). /TE decreases slightly with the plasma density. Our results are in

good agreement with ITER-CDA where it is estimated that 7'...» /TE < 5 — 10 is required
to keep the helium concentration at or below its design value of 10%.
Interesting burn-time transients can take place due to sudden changes in plasma fuelling. Such events are displayed in Fig. 2. Initially, the plasma is in the steady state
given by Fig. 1 with Tu}, = 1",... 2 81's. A change in fuelling (small enough not to quench
the burn (< 20%) or to trigger a disruption because of density or beta limits) gives rise to
oscillations in plasma parameters. The oscillations are a clear manifestation of the highly
nonlinear nature of burn dynamics and can be explained as follows: A drop in the fuelling
rate leads to a decrease in the fuel density and to a momentary increase in the plasma
temperature as alpha particles heat up a smaller number of particles. The decrease in
fuel density results in a decrease of the alpha particle heating and the plasma starts to
cool down. During the cool-down, the fuel burn-up fraction diminishes and the plasma

particles are better conﬁned (the conﬁnement time becomes longer due to its power dependence), leading to an increase in the fuel density and, consequently, to an increase
in alpha particle heating power and plasma temperature. After a few oscillations, the
plasma reaches a new steady state. The sequence of events following an increase in the
fuelling rate is similar; in this case the disturbance leads to a build-up of fuel density.
When 1',.,./1'E decreases, oscillations gradually disappear. These results are consistent
with ref. [16] where different equilibrium points of burning DT-plasmas are discussed.
Here, however, the dynamical system has a higher dimension as the evolution of ash concentration as well as the temperature relaxation between ions and electrons are taken
into account. Because of these effects the centre of oscillation in the (n,T)-plane does not
remain ﬁxed during the plasma evolution in Fig. 2.
As a second category of burn—time events we have considered transients caused by

sudden changes in the plasma conﬁnement (Fig. 3). Again, the initial state is that of
Fig. 1 with T4,]. = 875. At t = 400 s, f3 and the proﬁle exponents are assumed to change
within 100 ms. The fuelling rate is kept at a constant level. The basic mechanism of the
oscillations in Fig. 3 is the same as in Fig. 2: changes in the fuel density lead to changes
in the plasma temperature. From Fig. 3, also the effects due to changes in the plasma
proﬁles are clearly evident. A slight deterioration (ISfHI < 0.1) of the conﬁnement, if

accompanied by a narrowing of the density proﬁle (on : 0.5 —+ 1), is not detrimental
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takes
to the fusion burn. When, on the other hand, no narrowing of the density proﬁle
the
of
Because
0.02.
Z
Mfg]
if
place, an abrupt termination of the fusion burn follows
conﬁnement
the
dependence,
power
its
to
(due
appear
may
disruption
density limit, a

time becomes longer as the plasma cools down). An improvement in the conﬁnement

limit,
leads to an increase in the fuel density and fusion power. In the case of a hard beta
a. risk of a disruption in a few seconds after the change appears. When a. ﬂattening of the
temperature proﬁle (a1- : 1 —> 0.5) is included, 6}}; > 0.075 is necessary to sustain the
burn.
4. Advanced and compact tokamaks: We have considered the start-up of a Dalia.

tokamak [17], both with Daﬁemixture, with DT—ignition (after ignition switching to a.

DaHe-plasma), and with DT—assistance. In the DT—ignited scheme there is a long (about
5 min) power overshoot with a peak power of approximately 1.6 times the steady state
value. By reducing the tritium injection, the duration and peak of the overshoot can be
considerably reduced. When compared to the pure D3He-ignition, the external heating
power requirements are reduced in the DT-assisted case from about 175 MW to about
55 MW when the tritium concentration is about 5% during the ramp-up phase.
Qualitatively, burn-time transients in advanced and compact tokamaks are similar to
those of ITER described above. The shut-down of D3He reactors, however, is more demanding. This is because of the higher operating densities and temperatures as compared

to DT reactors. In our studies [17] acceptable shut-down scenarios with a simultaneous
ramp-down of the plasma current and fuelling rate have been found.
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Vertical instability dynamics analysis
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The problem of the vertical instability of elongated plasmas and/or iron
Introduction
core tokamak plasmas remains a crucial issue for the feedback synthesis of present machines
[1] and the design of future ones [2]. The aim of the paper is to characterise the open—loop
behaviour of the complete plasma-vessel-coils coupled system, and to analyse the
consequences on the feedback design. Analytical expressions are derived from a lumped
parameters description. Applications to TORE SUPRA and “ER are presented.

The vertical instability, due to the negative curvature of the equilibrium
Model
ﬁeld (ﬁg 1.), is characterised by the well-known decay index n < 0, such as :
adeslab = "' 117582

where

A 2

lq»1

vaocum

1:1
W _~. 1063—1

70 =

mp
corresponds to the Alfven growth rate.
We consider the axisymmetric rigid—
_
displacement model of a plasma coupled with:
- a passive structure (vacuum vessel,
shield...) represented by the leading mode of an
expansion of the structure current in harmonic or
orthogonal modes [3].
- an active structure (poloidal ﬁeld control
coils) represented by a pair of PF coils ( ﬁg 1.)

active PF
control coll-

"9"‘Sd‘m““° °°"“°“"“°"
The basic equations are the
Basic equations
circuits
the
and
motion
of
equation
vertical
equations of both structures:
n
nV
..
62 = — nygﬁz + — ‘1381, + 473,81.
WI

ﬁlv = —y,,lSlv

-

wV

wviiz—

mVI

51, and at. = 4,51. — wlﬁa —
'

mu!
I

V

5i, + 71—50,
I

where : 7v: Ya are the r/l decay rate of induced current in the passive and active structure

respectively. IV, 13. mva are the self and mutual inductance of the structures. wv, wa are the

current induced in an ideal conducting structure by an unit displacement.

I

8M

. .
i
nv, na are thetr critical indexes: n V" =—-——L
dz
_ 1:8 exlD 1 V_l

2

. It represents the value

0f In] up to which an ideal conducting structure alone can marginally stabilize the plasma
displacement. Weighting up the stabilizing efﬁciency of a structure, it essentially depends on
the distance between the structure and the plasma (we suppose nv > n3).
51v, 3 and SUV, a refers to the antisymmetric part of the structures' currents and voltages.
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By Laplace transformations of these equations, the overall transfer function G of the
51(5) _
__ num (s)
G(s) =
system can be obtained:
den (3)

5U ‘ (s)

Poles analysis

The denominator of G is the characteristic equation of the problem :

(1-)?)x‘+(yv +7_)x3 mm, +73((1—73)n+nv+n_ —2x,lnvn, 1x2

Him(n+n.)+7.(n+nv)1X+n737v7.=0
where l is the coefficient of inductive
coupling between the active and passive

i. = ___m" m“
growth rate (s-l)

structures :

1V 1|

Given the ordering on the growth

rates:

70 >> 'Yv >> Ya (wa106s‘1;

w=1025'1 and 7a=ls'1 for TORE SUPRA;
w~5s1 and ‘Yazos'l for ITER), we can
deﬁne two small parameters :
e=yvlm<<landa=yalw<< 1.

“ilngnninlutnilInt.

‘

: with activecoils if"?
ll

Dividing the above equation by 704.
~l

we get a polynomial equation :

P ( n. nv. na. 1». E. 0!. Xn) = 0

where xn denotes x normalized to the
Alfven growth rate. The implicit functions theorem
guarantees the existence of an expansion of the
solutions in powers of s and a. By identiﬁcation,
we ﬁnd (using Landau notation):

and x4=_ﬁy.(l+0(e+a))

5

l

fig. 2 : Growth rate of the
open-loop Instability as a function
of n for typical parameters

:—

where

0

'n c-n v

"H“
Wimyﬁmmnoew». ‘3 (I—A)<n+nc
2
nl-nc

-0.5

nc= ___T_1-2M+ll n,,
l—l

7,,(1+0(e+a))

u: PJ-

and

nv

The growth rate of the instability, i.e the maximum real part (noted real) of the roots, is:

Two points should be noticed:
0 the critical decay index nc ,
beyond which the damping effect of eddy
currents is unefﬁcient —instability growth rate
being then of the order of Alfven growth rate,
is found to be higher than the index nv
usually considered ( ftg.3 ). This gain on the
stability boundary is due to the "passive
effect" of the active structure. It occurs even
if the only active structure can't passively
stabilize the displacement.
It depends on the two parameters 1

and u and is all the more imponant as these
parameters are differents. This result can be
explained as follows : the effect of the active
structure. which interacts both with the

ne/ nv

real(x1) when n < -nc, real(x3) when -r\«_ < n < -na, and real(x4) when ~na < n < 0. It is plotted
in ﬁg. 2 . The result obtained on the plasma-vessel system alone is given to be compared with.

mu

0

0

lambda

fig. 3 : Dependance of the critical index on the
coefﬁcient of inductive coupling and on the stabilizing
efﬁciency ratio of the active and passive structures
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passive structure 0.) and the plasma (1.1) is all the more favourable as the two interactions do
not compete with each other. Close results were noticed in [4].
0 when n is higher than na , the instability growth rate can be reduced to the

decay rate of the active structure.

Zeros analysis

'

The numerator of G is : K0 [(1—%)s+7v] where K0 is a simple gain,

If X > u, we ﬁnd a positive zero: 2 = (limb—17,, . It means that a counter-effect
appears in the response of the system ( ﬁg. 5 ). In this case, when a voltage is applied to the
poloidal control coils, the plasma tends initially -typically during a period of the order of the
passive structure time constant- to react in the opposite way of his steady state response. As a
matter of fact, during this period, the eddy currents in the passive structure, which play the
main part in the displacement of the plasma, oppose the control coils voltage.

This effect, which characterises what is called in control theory a "non minimum phase

system", may have serious implications as we
shall see in the following.

0

Applications

0

TORE SUPRA: The condition it > -na is
most of the time fulﬁlled in Tore Supra (ﬁg 4 ).
It could explain that no violent vertical

r
E

0

'

‘. _ 0‘

instability has been observed despite the
destabilizing effect of the transformer iron core.

,I.
: _ 0.

The counter effect, if present, doesn't cause any
trouble in pratice, as his time scale is by several

. 0,

system [6].

- 0.8
- 5

orders lower than the dominant dynamics of the
1 0

5

0

C‘“ ““x 0“”

ITER: We have typically [5] : n = —0,5;

nV = 2 (from the ideal stability margin with the 5230' ﬁomﬁffnﬁgggxgiﬂ "1d“ “mus

w
o
o
re
o
_.

o

vertical position

0
O

O

indicates the time scale on which the feedback

0_4

.
o
'_t

only passive structure m5 = 3); na $0.2 so
uS0.35 and X=0.6
Hence we ﬁnd 7 = 0.287,. which is
approximatively 20% lower than the value we
get if we only consider the passive structure.
This order of the gain is conﬁrmed by the codes
simulations (PF coils open or shorted [5]).
Yet, a counter-effect (ﬁg. 5 ) will
certainly occur as the critical active index is low.
It is of great importance for ITER, as the
counter-effect duration is of the order of the
growth time of the open-loop instability, which

0-2

0-4

0-6

0-3

lim°(5)
must efﬁciently react. It imposes intrinsic
ﬁg. 5 . Response to 3 mp in
constraints on the feedback design, notably with
the control coils voltage
nagard to robustness.
More precisely, these limitations on
performances can be expressed in terms of the
sensitivity function of the problem. Let's consider the stand feedback conﬁguration ( ﬁg 6 )
where G represents the transfer function of the tokamak and K the feedback compensator. d
represents input disturbance and/or error modelling and m measurements errors.
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d

From ﬁg.6., we can write:

z=T s+S d—Tm

+

mf

where T is the closed-loop transfer function
and S is called the sensitivity function:
1
l+GK
500)) characterises the rejection of input
S:

2

+
m

ﬁg.6:5mdardfcedbxkconﬁgmum
disturbance and/or error modelling as a
l/HSL
function of the frequency to. Moreover,
(|SI_=m§xIS(jw)|) measures the distance from the critical point of the Nyquist stability
diagram, and so denotes a closed-loop stability margin.
The open-loop unstable pole imposes a lower bound on GK bandwith [6] and
consequently imposes to keep S small up to frequencies about ‘Yv. Intuitively, it means that we
must "keep in the loop" the signals whose frequencies are on the range of the open-loop
instability gowth rate, in order to signiﬁcally counter—react against them, and so assure
stability.
On the contrary, the positive zero roughly imposes an upper bound on OK bandwith
[6] and therefore prevent S to be very small up to w. Intuitively, the presence of a systematic

counter-effect limits the capability of tracking signals on a faster time scale than the counter-a
effect period. If one tries to push the sensitivity lower on a larger frequency range, we get
peak value of S at some higher frequency and consequently a worse stability margin. This

phenomenon, known as the waterbed effect [7] is all the more serious as the unstable pole and
the positive zeros are close together [8].
In brief, we are likely to have very difﬁcult tradeoffs to make, and that, whatever the
feedback design method, as these limitations are independant of the compensator.
Conclusion The analytical expressions obtained through a simple description of the plasma—
vessel—active coil system sets:
— the passive role of the PF control coils, which can lower the open-loop instability
rate (e.g. in
growth rate (e.g about 20 % in lTER), and even reduce it to a low active decay

'
Tore Supra).
- the major importance of the relative value of the inductive coupling coefficient of the
structures, and the ratio of their damping efﬁciency, on the dynamics of the system.
More precise conclusions would require full MHD equilibrium calculations. Yet, the
counter effect seems to raise a crucial issue for lTER plasma controllability and robustness.
which are
This is all the more important as it puts limitations on close-loop performances
independant of any particular feedback design.
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A Numerical Study of Plasma Detachment Conditions in JET
Divertor Plasmas
R Simom'ni, G Corrigan, G Radford, J Spence. A Taroni, S Weber
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon., OX14 BEA, UK

Introduction
The problem of determining the conditions for plasma detachment and extinction in
JET divertor plasmas, in order to reduce particle and energy loading onto the dump plates, has
been studied by means of the EDGEZD/U chain of codes [1],

Detachment is characterised by a drop in particle, pressure and energy fluxes to the
target. This phenomenon has been observed in several Tokamaks, including JET. A possible
explanation for the pressure drop [2,3] is that if a region of low temperature (a few eV) and

not too high density can be established in front of the targets, then in this region charge
exchange dominates over ionisation and becomes an efﬁcient means to remove "parallel”
momentum ﬁom the plasma to the vessel. However, eﬂicient power dissipation cannot be

obtained at relevant values of SOL input power in a pure plasma, as found in predictions for
the JET Mk I divertor [4], where the need was shown for a means of dissipating enough
power to achieve extinction. Experiments show evidence [5] for the role of carbon in

detachment in JET. The results reported here refer to two (‘gas box') divertor conﬁgurations
being considered for possible future upgrade of the JET divertor for extrapolations to ITER.
The modelling assumptions can be found in Refs. [6] and [7]. For boundary conditions,
we have assumed that no energy is conducted to the vessel wall (VLT=O), but density has a
prescribed radial decay length of An = 0.5 and 0.2 cm at the outer mid plane and in the private
region, respectively.
Dependence of Detachment on Density, Power, Geometry and Radiation

Table l summarises the results obtained for an equilibrium conﬁguration (lp=4,5 MA)
in the gas box divertor with either ﬂat (F) dump plates (of. Fig. 2), or with the plasma hitting
the side walls (V). By changing the particle inventory 211'N in the boundary region we have

performed scans of the density at the separatrix mid-plane, n5, for several values of the power
input to the SOL. In the case of a pure plasma (impurity radiation PR1=O) and input power
Pe=Pi=5 MW, as nS increases from about 2.3x1019 m'3 to 5.5x1019 m'3, the ﬁ'action

Pt/(Pe+Pi) of input power onto the targets drops from 47% to 14% in the F conﬁguration.
The ratio fp of the pressure at the mid—plane to the pressure at the targets, which
depends on the eﬂiciency of dissipating parallel momentum either by interaction with the

neutrals or by radial transport to the vessel wall, rises from 2 to 12, and ﬁom 4 to 60, along
the separatrix and along a ﬁeld line approximately 1 cm outboard, respectively. An average of
the pressure at the targets is taken, the in-out asymmetry being small, less than 20%.
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Similar calculations performed for the JET Mk I divertor [4], where no power is
allowed to ﬂow to the wall (Vin=0) have shown that, although the volume power loss terms

in a pure plasma are more eﬁicient at higher densities, they do not seem suﬁicient to cause
detachment at this power level. In the present case, however, an additional power dissipation
mechanism is at work, namely wall loading PW, which rises from 23% to 48% of the input

power as nS increases The power loss PRH (charge exchange + hydrogen radiation), instead,
does not vary much.
Since a high ﬂow of hot particles to the walls may not be desirable, and in order to
achieve better detachment with a larger drop of the particle ﬂow to targets, radiation induced
by impurities (either sputtered from the walls or puﬁed in) could be exploited to reduce the
energy content of the SOL, However, the additional power loss would be offset to a certain
amount by a reduction in the power removed by hydrogenic atomic physics processes, owing

to a reduction in recycled neutrals.

For this purpose, we carried out a series of simulations using a simple formula for the

radiation eﬂiciency proposed in [8] to simulate the radiation due to a mixture of carbon and

oxygen in an otherwise pure plasma, rescaled in order to obtain a prescribed value of the total

radiated power, PR1. The main results obtained with this approach have also been reproduced

by simulations with a consistent treatment of impurities, as discussed later.

It is found that if sufﬁcient power is radiated such that T<5 eV at the targets, namely
when the ionisation rate starts to drop rapidly with respect to charge exchange, detachment

can be obtained at large enough values of PR1 for a given input power P, and it improves as P-

PR1 decreases, as shown by fp and the particle ﬂux onto the targets, 1}
The V conﬁguration enters the regime of detachment more easily than the F
conﬁguration, since in the V conﬁguration, the neutrals are recycled preferentially toward the
separatrix, thus reducing the temperature there.
It is apparent that similar levels of detachment are obtained for similar values of P—Pm,

while P itself, the input power ﬂowing into the SOL, is less important.

Effect ofa Recycling Impurity and Gas Pufﬁng.

A proper assessment of all the consequences of impurity radiation requires the
simulation of the spatial impurity distribution by taking impurity transport into account.
Several runs have been performed with the full multi-species EDGE2D/U code.
Since carbon or beryllium alone are unlikely [4] to produce the required amount of
radiation by physical sputtering alone, we have considered the injection of neon, a recyclable
impurity, into the SOL from all round the vessel. In the calculations reported here for the F

conﬁguration, the neon injected amounts to 0.3% of the hydrogen inventory, the input power
is Pi=Pe= 5 MW. Since the injected impurity could contaminate the bulk plasma, we have also

assessed whether an induced ﬂow of plasma is able to keep the impurity in the divertor region.
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To this end, gas is extracted ﬁ'om the bottom of the divertor chamber. The pumping eﬁciency
and
has been estimated by Monte Carlo calculations [9]. The neutral albedoes are A1=92%

A2=45%, at the bottom of the divertor box. The deuterium extracted is then fed back into the
SOL, at the top in order to maximise the extension of the induced ﬂow which by ﬁ'iction tends
to carry the impurities toward the dump plates.
Fig. 1 shows the average impurity density in the plasma boundary, from the outer
target to the inner target, for N=10x1019, without and with pufﬁng. The enhanced
entrenchrnent of neon due to the deuterium ﬂow is clear. Better retention here implies that

with deuterium pufﬁng the neon radiation decreases from 3.5 MW to 2.5 MW. The pressure
drop fits well with that computed from the simple formula for the same level of radiation.
We present in Fig. 2 contour plots for the impurity radiation, with neutral deuterium

pumping. The induced ﬂow makes the radiation pattern more in-out symmetric, and whereas

without pufﬁng the maximum radiation is near the X point, the enhanced impurity retention
due to the pulling moves the maximum near the outer dump plate.

Conclusions

Results obtained so far conﬁrm that for a given particle inventory in the SOL
(including the divertor), the main parameter detemtining whether or not particle, momentum
and energy detachment occurs is the residual power P-Plosg, where P is the total power

entering the SOL and Plost is the power lost by transport to walls and by volume losses in the

SOL outside the region where detachment takes place.
For particle contents leading to reasonable values of the separatrix mid-plane density
(n5<4x1019 rn'3 in JET), detachment is found ifthe residual power is low enough. Typically
the residual power must be {3 MW for good detachment, with the exact value depending on

the geometry of the divertor, the transport assumptions and the neutral recirculation scheme.
The results show that divertor plasma conditions relevant for the study of power

exhaust and impurity control problems are possible in JET.
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During 1991/92 a series of experiments was performed in which the divertor density
was raised to the point where a sudden reduction of the particle ﬂux to the target plates
occurred [1]. The radiation from these detached plasmas can be as high as 90% of the input
power, thus making it possible to run discharges with input energies far above what would
otherwise be the limit of the target tiles. The primary diagnostics for assessing the radiation
from these plasmas are, of course, the bolometer arrays. During 1991/92 there were three

such arrays, two spanning the entire plasma as viewed from a main horizontal port
(R = 5.8 m, Z = +/-0.5 m), and one vertical camera which viewed virtually the entire plasma

except the divertor. In addition, there is data available from a CCD camera and from several
discrete visible spectroscopy views. The geometry of the plasma and of these vi5ible lines-of—
of
sight are shown in Fig. 1. The divertor target tiles shown as boxes in Fig. 1 were made
signiﬁcantly
This
graphite.
beryllium while the rest of the divenor region was covered with
complicates the analysis, since both surfaces quickly become a mixture of the two elements.

PLASMA MODELS
In order to estimate the power radiated from detached plasmas, some model of the
background plasma is required. Ideally, one would construct a completely self-consistent

model including the radiation losses

from the various plasma species. In

200

reality this is still not possible and

15‘}

compromises are necessary. Here two
models of the background plasma are

100

constructed and the resulting radiation
patterns compared with experiment.
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There are seven inputs to this model: f, the position of the entrance of the collision region as

a fraction of the SOL length (0.55 in the simulations shown below); Timid, the ion
temperature on the separatrix at the stagnation point (75 eV); ni,midv the ion density on the
separatrix at the stagnation point (4.3xlO19 m3); ATi , the ion temperature scrape-off length at
the outer midplane (2 cm); Jim, the ion density scrape-off length at the outer midplane
(2 cm); Tic» the ion temperature at the entrance to the collision region (2 eV); and li_n,the
ion-neutral elastic collision mean-free-path (50 cm). The advantage of this model is its
ﬂexibility in describing different lengths and therefore volumes of the collision region. This
must be set against the fact that the plasma so derived is not self-consistent.

Recently, the two dimensional fluid code EDGEZD/U has been applied to the

simulations of detached plasmas [4]. In some of these simulations, a ﬁrst attempt at assessing

the effects of impurity radiation was made using a radiation loss term ﬁrst used to model

carbon radiation from ASDEX plasmas [5]:

_

2(

2‘1048erg—cm3/s

c’rad ‘ aimpne —_f5—_’§
(Te /15eV) +(Te /159V)

J

In these simulations, the value of “imp is spatially constant and is adjusted at each time step

so as to give a prescribed total radiated power. When this total power is raised to a certain

level the divertor plasma detaches, with a signiﬁcant drop in the ion current to the target

plates, as observed in experiment. For the background plasma used below it was assumed

that 10 MW of the 15 MW input power enter the annular calculational grid, with the other
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5 MW supposed lost due to radiation from the core. In addition, 6 MW of impurity radiation
was assumed, roughly matching the measured total radiated power.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to assess the radiation from different hydrogen and impurity species, the two
background plasmas were used as input to the DIVIMP impurity transport code [6], which
has been coupled to NIMBUS, the same neutral transport code used with EDGEZD/U. In

each case, two DIVIMP runs were performed, one assuming the targets to be pure beryllium
(run Ac for the analytic plasma background and run E/Be for the EDGEZD/U background

plasma) and the other pure carbon (runs A/C and E/C). Comparison of the code results with

experiment is given in Table l.
The most obvious discrepancy between model and experiment is in the radiated
power. In addition, neither carbon simulation can reproduce the observed carbon emission
even assuming that the beryllium tiles behave as though they were pure carbon. In contrast,

there is generally good agreement between simulation and experiment for the beryllium
signals. Thus, it is concluded that beryllium cannot be the main radiating species.
In contrast to the beryllium proﬁles, the deuterium radiation is not well modelled by
the EDGEZD/U simulation.

The ratio of measured to simulated Do, is 3 at the target,

suggesting the source there is approximately correct, while the same ratio is 70 along the
vertical chord. By varying the length of the colliSion region in the analytic model, it is
possible [0 study the variation in deuterium leakage from the divertor and the accompanying

affect on radiated power. The analytic background plasma shown in Table l was the most
successful attempt at reproducing the deuterium signals. Such a match requires a cold plasma
which extends far beyond the X~point into the SOL. Even in such an extreme example, the

total deuterium radiation is less than 1 MW and does not account for the measured radiated

power.
There are three possible reasons for the discrepancy between the predicted and
measured carbon content of the plasma. Firstly. the plasma is not in steady state. These

plasmas were ELMy throughout. Due to the limitations of the probes, the plasma we model
is that which is seen between ELMs. Secondly, chemical sputtering from the targets and from
the walls may play an important role in carbon release at the these low temperatures. Thirdly,
non-thermal distribution functions may be important. In cases where the bulk of the plasma

is below the physical sputtering threshold, a small fraction of fast particles would dominate
the impurity yield. With this in mind. it is tempting to scale the carbon content of the plasma
to the inﬂux measured at the outer target. This would result in a radiated power of 16 MW. It

also, however, results in an order of magnitude overprediction of the carbon signals along the
vertical and horizontal channels. The carbon radiation will, however, be dominated by such a
large source at the target.
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CONCLUSIONS
In simulations with high radiated power fractions, it is possible to produce the drop in
ion current to the divertor targets typical of detached plasmas. Despite the fact that these

experiments were performed on beryllium target tiles, radiation from deuterium and beryllium
cannot account for the measured power losses. The neutral deuterium levels in the SOL in
these plasmas are higher than the model predicts. This may be due to leakage from the

divertor or to additional wall sources related to the non-steady nature of these plasmas. In
contrast, a surprisingly high level of carbon is present in these discharges; higher even than
would be predicted were the divenor target tiles pure carbon. This level may well be large
enough to produce the measured radiation, but more detailed information on the source

proﬁle is required.
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detailed account of this work will be given in the near future [4].

Using a typical vacuum magnetic ﬁeld

conﬁguration for W7-X [5], the NEMEC code
[6] is an effective tool in order to ﬁnd sur-

faces with small angles of incidence and a
relatively homogeneous distribution of intersecting ﬁeld lines, because it is shown to construct surfaces nearly tangential to the ﬁeld

lines in the region beyond the lcms. Figure 1

shows such a surface in the edge region. The
average intersection angle of the ﬁeld lines
at this surface is z 02° and the maximum
that this
FIG. 1. Last closed magnetic surface (inner line) angle is below 2.50 which conﬁrms
lines
and ‘ﬁctitious’ﬁuxsurface (outer line) in the edge surface is nearly tangential to the ﬁeld
region.
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(v = 0) (the coordinates (s,u,v) are explained in [2]). At these positions the leading
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edge problem occurs. In order to overcome this problem and to preserve the positive
properties, namely small angles and large wetted areas, in case 2 the outer parts of the
plasma-facing surfaces of the troughs are bent away from the lcms while the inner parts

are kept ﬁxed. Here the minimum distance between lcms and plasma-facing surfaces of
the troughs is m 5 cm at v = 0. As the ﬁgure of the triangular cross-section ('u = 0.5)
shows, the plasma-facing surfaces of the troughs intersect the ﬁrst wall used here (dotted
line) at certain positions. This means, that using the present coil conﬁguration there may
not be enough space for this kind of divertor plates. One possibility to solve this problem
is to create more space at these positions by varying the form of the coils. This variation
or even the incorporation of the divertor operation into the coil optimization procedure
is an aim for future investigations [7].
Parts oi“ three
FIG. 2,
characteristic cross—sections
(columns 1-3) for two different troughs (rows 12). The innermost lines
show the lcms, and the
dashed lines mark the ﬁrst
wall. The lines in front
of the helical edge show
the plasma—facing surfaces
of the troughs, while the
grey areas represent the
space available for the di—
vertor equipment between
v=0r25

/ v:0.5

the plasma-facing surfaces
and the ﬁrst wall.

To study the divertor properties of the helical troughs deﬁned above, magnetic ﬁeld
lines are started at the plasma-facing surfaces of the troughs and traced until they and at
the troughs. When these ﬁeld lines are ordered according to their lengths, ordered layers

are found. The longest ﬁeld lines (2L > 200 m) form the innermost layer close to the
lcms, while the ﬁeld line length decreases with increasing distance from the lcms. The
magnetic ﬁeld lines forming the different layers map ordered areas on the helical troughs
onto each other. Field lines forming the innermost layer intersect the central parts of
the plasma-facing surfaces of the helical troughs in more or less narrow stripes. These
parts of the intersection pattern are surrounded by areas formed by ﬁeld lines of the next
layers, while the ﬁeld lines of the outermost layer intersect the outer regions of the divertor
plates. That is, ordered areas on the troughs correspond to ordered layers in the edge

region [4,8,9]. .
Calculation of the mean angle of incidence, (‘1'), and the intersection area, A, of the
magnetic ﬁeld lines belonging to one layer (layer 1: 2L > 200 m, layer 2: 100 < 2L 5
200 in, layer 3: 45 < 2L 5 100 m, layer 4: 15 < 2L S 45 m, layer 5: 2L 5 15 m) yields
the results presented in Table I. There clear improvements are shown with respect of large
wetted areas and small angles of incidence for the divertor conﬁgurations case 1 and 2 in
comparison with a previously used plate conﬁguration named case 3 [8,9]. For the cases
1 and 2 an increase of at least a factor 5 has been obtained for the areas formed by the
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very long ﬁeld lines (layer 1 and 2), while for the third layer the increase is even larger.
Furthermore, in connection with the increase of the wetted areas the mean intersection
angles decrease by approximately the same factor for the inner layers.

TABLE 1
case 3

case 2

case 1
(III)

A

(‘1!)

A

layer

(‘11)

A

(°)

(m2)

(”1

(mg)

(“l

(1112)

1
2

0.7
0.6

1.2
1.4

0.8
0.7

0.9

1.1
1.3
8.0

23
2.6
2.0

0.2
0.3
0.2

3

04

10.5

4

0.4

23.7

1.2

15.4

2.1

4.9

5

0.2

18.8

1.6

33.5

2.7

32.7

Perpendicular electron transport in the edge region of tokamaks as well as stellarators
is found to be anomalous as a consequence of turbulence and/0r destruction of magnetic

surfaces [10]. Therefore, Monte Carlo methods which make use of standard assumptions
of scrape-OH layer (SOL) modeling [11], and which are described in detail in [2,3], are

used to simulate the energy transport across the ﬁeld lines by ‘diffusion’ of ﬁeld lines.
With dilfusion taken into account, the foot points of the long ﬁeld lines are spread over
a larger area on the troughs as shown in Table II. The wetted area formed by ﬁeld lines
which are longer than 100 m is more than twice as large as in the case without diffusion,
and the mean ﬁeld line length of the long ﬁeld lines 2L > 100 In is also reduced.
The wetted area for ﬁeld
lines which are longer than
TABLE 11
100 m and which form the in—
without diffusion

1
2

A
(m2)
1_1
1.3

3
4
5

8'0
15'4
33-5

layer

(2L)
(m)
545
151

with diffusion

ner parzt 0f the 8.0L amounts to

A
(H12)
2.0
3.8

(21‘)
(m)
298
143

stantial part of the power ﬂows
along these ﬁeld lines to the
divertor plates, one obtains a
quite small average powger load

5'9
16'3
31-2

63 .
28
7

of Pe/A < 2 MW/m

_

(0
28
7

m 6 m . Assuming that a. sub-

for a

power flow of Pe '2: 10 MW,
which is a typical value eX- ‘
pected for W7—X.

In order to obtain a more detailed estimate of the power load which makes use of the
detailed ﬁeld line structure of the SOL, the Monte Carlo calculations have been combined
with a simple 1D transport model which is described in detail in [9]. Whithin this model
simple 1D transport equations are solved along 3D ﬁeld lines for which diffusion has been
taken into account. In order to solve these 1D transport equations, a scrape-oft layer
has been deﬁned, i.e. a region in which the volume heat source . representing the ﬂow
of heat from the main plasma . loads the ﬁeld lines. Its thickness is a parameter that
has to be determined by energy conservation within the model used here. Together with
typical SOL parameters for W7AX, the information on the ﬁeld line positions relative to
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the SOL plasma region and boundary conditions corresponding to small temperatures at
the plates, one—dimensional ﬂuid solutions along the ﬁeld lines have been obtained.
Averaging over the power ﬂux which ﬂows along the ‘diffusive’ ﬁeld lines to the
divertor plates yields the power load on the plasma—facing surfaces of the helical troughs.
The maximum power load is less than 9 MW/mz, and only a small part of the total power
of 10 MW, namely :3 0.6 MW, ﬂows to the divertor plates with a power load greater than
5 MW as Fig. 3 shows. Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of the power load as a
function of the poloidal length measured from the upper boundary of the helical trough
for a certain toroidal region, namely for 0.453 < v < 0.458, which contains an area with
a relatively high power load. The maximum power load in this area is m 6 MW and its
poloidal width is 2: 0.025 m. The total width of the helical trough at this toroidal position
is given by z 0.9 m. The peak value of the power load occurs at the triangular crosssection and amounts to 8.5 MW/mz, while the poloidal width of this peak is m 0.01 m.
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Up to now, in this simple model many physics ingredients (e.g. the interaction with
neutrals in front of the plates. the simulation of the cross—ﬁeld transport with local SOL
parameters) have not been considered so that it is likely that these few isolated peaks of
the power load existing on areas of a few cm2 disappear or at least become smoothed out
in a more detailed model.
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Max-Planck-Institut ﬁir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, D—75748 Garching, Germany
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Introduction

One of the most challenging issues in the design of ITER is a divertor concept which
simultaneously provides tolerable power loads on the target plates and sufﬁcient particle
exhaust. No validated divertor concept exists so far, which could cope with the extreme power
flow levels envisaged for ITER and to be expected in a subsequent DEMO. An assessment of
and codes,
the relative merits of different divertor schemes requires elaborate numerical models

which are able to treat all the atomic physics processes as well as the complicated geometries
involved, and which must be sufﬁciently validated against running experiments like ASDEXUpgrade over a relevant range of parameters. In this paper, we describe results obtained with
the BZ—EIRENE code package for two speciﬁc ITER divertor conﬁgurations (V—shape and gas

bag) and give an outline of the design, properties and physics basis of an improved ASDEXUpgrade divertor (Divertor 11), to be operational in about two years.
Status of BZ-EIRENE and model validation
The BZ-EIRENE package was developed and is still being improved in a joint effort between
Garching, Jﬁlich and New York University [1, 2]. The most recent version applied here
involves an advanced version of the 2d multiﬂuid tokamak edge code B2, coupled with a fully

time dependent version of the EIRENE Monte Carlo neutral particle code [2] called by B2 at
each iteration step. Mostly stationary solutions are presented here, but the package can handle
time dependent scenarios as well, e.g. ELMS [3]. Both are running on realistic geometries taken
directly from experiment or detailed technical designs of future machines, respectively.

is'
In parallel to the simulation of future experiments, model validation on ASDEX—Upgrade
discharges
ohmic
in
transport
radial
the
for
1...1.5
=
x
0.3;
going on, yielding eg. D = 0.1..
[4, 5]. While for ASDEX—Upgrade Divertor II the transport coefﬁcients of the present
some
conﬁguration seem to be an adequate choice, the extrapolation to lTER requires

assumption on size scaling. BZ-EIRENE modeling results of ASDEX—Upgrade [4] and the old
ASDEX [9] together with EDGEZD sirnulan'ons of JET [6] seem to indicate that there is no
signiﬁcant size dependence of the anomalous radial transport coefﬁcients. However, in
target
ASDEX—Upgrade H<mode discharges, rather narrow power deposition profiles at the
in
result
would
«
assumptions
model
standard
for
plates are frequently obtained, which
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extremely small X values. Since the physics behind this is still unresolved (fast particles, VTxB
terms, ...), it is clear that much more work has to be done in this ﬁeld. For the moment, we

take typical ASDEX—Upgrade transport coefﬁcients as a starting point
ITER simulation results

Based on qualitative physical considerations supported by numerical scoping studies for
various possible ASDEX—Upgrade, IET and ITER divertor variants, we have finally chosen
two distinct ITER conﬁgurations for a more detailed study [7]: a V-shaped target geometry and
a gas bag case more similar to the present ITER JCT proposal [8] (ﬁg. 1). An extensive density
scan with pure hydrogen plasma assuming 100 MW power into the edge (i.e. two thirds of the
nominal a-power are assumed to be radiated) shows that the V offers several advantages:

because of the relatively localised recycling inside the V-targets, the recycling and, above a

critical density, the momentum and energy detachment from the target is obviously in a sense
self-controlling, which results in a more stable and symmetric behaviour of both plasma fans.

This is obvious from the bottom part of ﬁg. 2, which represents the pressure drop factor from

midplan to divertor (essentially the inverse of fp as deﬁned in ref. [8]). The V also seems to
buffer grassy ELMs more efﬁciently, probably because of the fast neutral recycling response

inside the V-target, as shown by a few ELM runs in the detachment regime [3]. A study has

been made also with impurities (sputtered Be together with externally controlled Ne pufﬁng;
now 200 MW into the edge, i.e. assuming that one third of the a-power radiated in the bulk).

For both geometries a strong radiation especially close to the x~point is obtained, but again the

V—conﬁguration is rather symmetric, while in the gas bag divertor the inner divertor leg cools

much stronger than the outer one.
ASDEX-Upgrade divertor plans
As seen above, the detailed target and bafﬂe conﬁguration inside the divertor chamber can
signiﬁcantly change the divertor performance. These structures control the neutral recycling
pattern, which in turn has a strong inﬂuence on the symmetry and stability of the divertor
plasma fans and finally on the whole edge region. Therefore, in addition to numerical

predictions, these different divertor structures must be intensively tested in experiments like

ASDEX-Upgrade. The Divenor II proposed for this purpose is being designed as ﬂexible as

possible. There is some cooled base structure on the high and low ﬁeld side of the divertor

plasma region, which can be equipped with target plates of different shape. The Lyra and gas

bag divertors are the basic conﬁgurations in discussion. These can be complemented by various
uncooled structures in the private flux region (ﬁg.3). By exchanging these bafﬂe structures one

should be able to vary the neutral recycling pattern and to test its influence on the divertor

performance.
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Various preliminary simulations relevant for Divertor 11 have been done in the past in parallel to
the ITER simulations. At present, detailed scans are being done for the new geometries in
comparison with the present Divertor I. An interesting indication is that Divertor I shows

qualitatively features similar to those of a deep gas bag. This means that the present divertor (to
be operational till about 1996) - in connection with modeling and model validation - can
substantially contribute to ITER.
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Fig. 1. Numerical grid and wall contours for the ITER divertor conﬁgurations modeled: V—

shape target (left) and gas bag (right).
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Fig. 2. Divertor temperature and radially averaged pressure drop factor (midplzm to divertor)

for both ITER conﬁgurau'ons as function of midplane density.

Fig. 3. The two basic ASDEX—Upgrade Divertor H conﬁgurations in discussion are shown:

the Lyra (left) and the gasbag (right; the target shape may still be changed). Additional,

uncooled baﬁﬂe structures in the private flux region, a dome-like bafﬂe and a vertical septum,

are indicated in the gas bag case, but could be used in this or a modiﬁed form also with the
Lyra.
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Bright Spots on the Divertor Plates of ASDEX-Upgrade during
Stationary Phases
K. Buchl. A. Carlson, A. Herrmann, J. Neuhauser, U. Seidel, M. Ulrich, M. Weinlich
and the ASDEX-Upgrade Team
Max-Planck—Institut fﬁr Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, D—85748 Garching

The appearance of bright spots at several parts in the tokarnak vessel during disruptions is a
well lcnown phenomenon (ref 1 and 2) ln ASDEX-Upgrade an enormous number of bright
spots is observed at the lower target plate and at the diaphragm ring of the divertor as shown
in ﬁgure 1 from a density limit disruption.The investigation of carbon tiles after an operation
period of the tokamak shows that arcs are the reason for the bright spots (ref.3).
In ASDEX-Upgrade, however, bright spots at the divertor plates are observed also during
the stationary phases of the tokamak operation. These spots seem to arise from uneven
power deposition on the target plates. The energy of the bulk plasma enters the scrape-off
layer crossing the seperatrix so far it is not radiated from the bulk and the boundary of the

plasma. Along the SOL the energy is transfered to the divertor plates. During the stationary
state ASDEX-Upgrade is heated with a power up to 10 MW. Power loads of about 10
MW/rn2 at the target plates are measured by thermography supposing uniform deposition.
a
However due the tile geometry (ﬁg.2) and other irregularities on the surface of the tiles
local power overload will occur unavoidably. Then the sublimation temperature on the
carbon tiles may be exceeded. The increased impurity production can produce carbon blooms

and following plasma disruptions. Also damage of divertor tiles is possible.

Diagnostics
The target plates are monitored by several CCD cameras with time resolution of 20 msec.
3
We are using remote-head cameras, which operate perfectly also in magnetic ﬁelds of
recorders
tape
video
Tesla. The movies are recorded on tape using commercial
An overview of the discharge is given by a wide—angle colour CCD. Due the poor spatial
resolution of S - 10 mm just the bright edges of the carbon tiles are visible, but only extrem

bright spots with smaller diameters are observable (ﬁg.3).
A better resolution of about 1 mm on the target plates can be ratched with two CCD’s
looking from top of the vessel. They will be used with different focal length objectives ( 4.8
- 24 mm). These cameras are able to observe single bright spots.
Additional information will be delivered from another two CCD 5. One of them looks in
radial direction across the outer divertor plate and an be used with different focal lengths.
The line of sight of the second one is in toroidal direction close to the x-line of the plasma

conﬁguration and sees also a part of the outer divertor plates.
an be
For all CCD cameras supplied with objectives of long focal length interference ﬁlters
in
applied for spectral lines of H, C1, C11; and Clll An infrared ﬁlter near 1 pm wavelength
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a line free region of the plasma spectrum is applied to one of the CCD’s on top of the vessel.

It is calibrated with a W - lamp and a pyrometer in the temperature range from 1500 K to
2500 K. With this camera the temperature of the bright edges of the carbon tiles and of large

bright spots is measured during the discharge.
Currents from insplated carbon tiles of the target plates to the wall of the vacuum vessel are
measured, too.The measurement is integrated over the surface of the tile of about 70 cm2 .

The sampling rate is 5 kHz. This measurement can contribute to answer the question, if the
observed bright spots during the stationary phases of operation are connected with arcs.

Results
* Bright spots are observed in ASDEX-Upgrade as well in instationary phases, e.g.
disruptions ( ﬁg.l ) as in stationary phases during ohmic and additional heating ( ﬁg.4 ).
* During the stationary phase bright spots occur predominantly on the outer divertor plate in

contradiction to disruptions, when bright spots are detected on both target plates.
* Bright spots are concentrated in the zone on the target plate, where the SOL hits the
surface, with increasing number of spots towards the strike line ( ﬁg.4 ). No bright spots
are observed in the private region.
* Bright spots do not move around the surface of the tiles. During motion of the strike line

on the divertor plate bright spots appear and disappear relativ to the strike line position.
* Bright spots appear in subsequent discharges at the same geometrical location.
* Arc traces seem not to start at hot spots but this has to be clariﬁed.
* Material is erupted in some cases from bright spots. It moves along the magnetic ﬁeld
lines.
* The number of bright spots in the ohmic phase is relativly small, but during ELM’y H-

mode the number can be very large.
* Bright spots are observed at low density. They disappear, when a critical mean electron
density is exceeded or equivalent Te in the divertor is fallen below a certain value. (ﬁg.5).
* In the ohmic phase the current through the outer divertor tiles is proportional to the
number of bright spots. From the measurement of the current through the whole tile

(Fig.6) a current less then 1 A / spot can be estimated.
* At heating powers above 2 MW the edges of the tiles start to get bright , in addition to the
bright spots on the surface of the tiles.
* The edges of the tiles heat up to more then 2500 K during NI ( ﬁg.6 ). Bright spots are
measured to reach up to 2000 K.
* Although Ha and CD1 emission in the outer divertor is constant during NI (4 MW) the
current through the tiles increases in the same way as the edge temperature of the tiles
(ﬁg.6).

Conclusion
The observed bright spots during the stationary phases of ASDEX - Upgrade operation are
not identical with arcs detected by the traces on the tiles However at the hot spots non—
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selfSustained arcs seem to exist with a current less then 1 A / arc .
a higher
The bright spots develop on the carbon tiles in the divertor at positions, where
occurs as
This
lines.
ﬁeld
magnetic
the
of
powa' density exists due non-grazing incidence
.
tiles
the
well at the edge of the tiles as at imperfections of
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Momentum removal from subsonic and supersonic plasma flows
in the ITER divertor
Yu.lgitkhanov, G. Janeschitz", A.S.l<ukushkin", M.Sugihara*

Max-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, Garching,
*ITER-JC’I‘, JWS- Garching, Germany.

1. Introduction.
The concept of the ITER divertor is based on the Dynamic Gas Target, where a

such a
low density cushion develops upstream of the plate. In order to sustain
turn
in
which
cushion
the
of
upstream
radiated
be
to
has
power
regime most of the

requires a significant pressure drop >80% along field lines. This pressure drop occurs

from the
in the low density cushion due to cx neutrals which remove momentum

plasma to the wall [1].
The momentum transfer by cx neutrals is very efficient provided they can leave
the plasma collisionless and deposit momentum and energy directly onto the side
or
walls. If, however, the mean free path for neutral-neutral collisions is shorter than,
hot cx
comparable to, the distance between the divertor plasma and the wall, the
the
neutrals collide with cold neutrals surrounding the plasma column. This makes
efficient.
momentum transfer to the wall viscous rather than prompt and thus less

2. Efficiency of Momentum Removal from a Plasma surrounded by Gas.
in radial
In the Dynamic Gas Target Concept three zones can be distinguished
cross
the
enhance
neutrals
cx
where
direction: a central (hot) plasma SOL region,
n is
ionisatio
where
cushion
the
(inside
energy
and
um
moment
of
t
field transpor

ion length (Xi
negligible => Te<5eV). This region extends beyond the neutral penetrat

edge
c )”2 and provides the momentum source to the second region at the plasma
m
momentu
of
exchange
direct
region
which has a width of order Acx. In this second
third
The
place.
takes
neutrals
cold
with
ions
of
s
collision
(energy) through mutual
eutral
region is the gas cloud between the plasma and the wall where neutral-n
density.
higher
at
t
collisions are importan
second
The momentum balance equation describing the volumetric losses in the
plasma
the
on
inflicted
loss
um
moment
the
estimate
to
order
region is used in
(pressure drop along the field) by cx neutrals.
2
(1)
("LN — V0.// )(‘Ma

V// (minim, + P) + VJ. (minivi,x"i,/I ) = ’mnoni

respectively,
where v i,// and v 0],, are the parallel velocities of the ions and neutrals,
Assuming that
vx is the crossfield velocity and <c7v>,:x is the rate coefficient for cx.
ones, one can
ld
cross-fie
the
over
prevail
region
this
in
losses
ric
the volumet
estimated:

F"

ﬂu
(
8" ~ H//(l _V_Q ﬂ
vi

(2)

1+7M2)

d from some
whereﬂH= mnviz+ p, and ’y = 5/3. Equation (2) can be integrate

um removal
upstream region (say X-point) to the target. A direct measure of moment
1 1. e. the
+
efficiency is lateral momentum loss fraction II
H Targ e!)
Wall /(l—l Wu]!
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momentum transferred to the side walls normalised to the momentum to side walls
+ target. This can be written as
fw =1- exp(—L/}t* ),
7n = Kim /(1-U 0 / v i) m M/(1+ 7M2 ),
(3)
where K, is an effective length for the momentum loss, L is the length along which
neutral -plasma interaction takes place, M is the Mach number for plasma ions taken
at the plasma surface and AM is the cx collision length. The velocity differenc in (3)
can be estimated from the total momentum loss of the plasma per unit poloidal
length. This amount of momentum is transported by neutrals through the third
region to the wall and it can be expressed as:

dvo

Am

f(Kn)T]0 a—
= m I "0"i("i — v0 )(O’v)m.zir
(4)
x edge
0
on the left h.s. of Eq.(4) there is a generalized expression for the shear stress, valid for
an arbitrary level of collisionality. f(Kn) is a function which is defined by kinetic
treatment (see below) and no is the neutral viscosity coefficient. Note that the left h.s.

of Eq.4 is assumed to be constant across the gas layer due to the uniformity of neutral
gas along the field while neutrals are assumed to decay as exp(-x/()ti KO, )1/2 ) inside
the plasma. The velocity difference can then be assessed from (4) as:

1—1; 0 / vi = 1/ (norm/E /f(Kn)Kn) .

(5)

f(Kn) varies between one and zero therefore I) 0 approaches 0 at high Kn number
and, v 0 tends tovi in the opposite case. This implies that the effective length for
momentum losses M depends on the competition of two processes, momentum
transfer via charge exchange from ions to neutrals (increasing with neutral density)
and momentum transfer via the neutral gas to the wall (decreasing with no because v

0 approaches 11 i ).

3. Shear stress for arbitrary collisionality.
To evaluate f(l<n) which is a normalised general shear stress value for arbitrary
neutral density, a kinetic approach, similar to that for rareﬁed gases [2], is employed
. Cold and hot neutrals, moving in opposite directions are assumed to be distributed
as a local Maxwellian function of six unspecified low momentsz’n, T and radial
velocity v)( , which are different for cold and hot atoms. In the limiting case of low

density these distributions are reduced to two-streaming Maxwellian functions Fiand start to depend appreciably on the conditions at the wall and at the plasma edge,
respectively. In the Opposite limiting case they combine to one Maxwellian

distribution. All required moments can be found from the momentum equations,
which can be derived from
a

.

.

E“ v, Fivgvgdv) = J s: vf,v’gdv

(6)

where x denotes the radial direction and the collisional term St is chosen for the

elastic interaction of neutrals, obeying the inverse fifth—power law of repulsion. Six
different collisional invariants virv/Z‘ are taken, two for n, T, two for the two

components of velocity v)( , vy , and two for radial heat and viscous ﬂuxes. For
example, the momentum equation can then be written from (6) as
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Z

in _ =0.
L

dr

(7)

12' ,_ =—T—]i ImFivT vvrdv=C0a
4‘s

[7 8r

n
assuming uniformity of the neutral distribution along the field. The integratio

to formulate the
constants are evaluated from the boundary conditions. In order

boundary condition we assume that neutrals acquire the ion velocity at the plasma

and momentum
edge, and that they are reflected from the wall with complete energy
ers: the Kn
paramet
dent
indepen
three
by
ed
determin
is
accommodation. The result
plasma and the
number, which characterize the density level and distance d between
the generation of heat as a
wall, the Mach number, the dissipation parameter due to

. The result of this
result of viscosity, and the temperature ratio 9 : Tplasma / Twall

y with
evaluation is presented in Fig.1 showing that the shear stress varies smoothl

1, which agrees with
the Kn number. In the limiting case of low Kn, f(Kn) approaches
u:
7r
for
value
classical
n
well-know
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while when Kn is
At high density (low Kn) Ttx,7, becomes independent of density,
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aming
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0]

rate tothe sum
and is linearly dependent on density. In (9) K is the ratio of ionization

with increasing Mach
of cx and ionization. Fig.1 shows that f(Kn) decreases weakly

number, because the collisional viscosity depends only weakly on M.
1

4. Results and Conclusions.
above the
As described
efficiency of momentum transfer

“3“”

“-3

to the wall is influenced by a
number of

parameters:

the

neutral density, the plasma-wall
distance in the divertor, the
Mach number, and the divertor

(connection) length. For typical
0

ITER dimensions the neutral

collisionality is the most likely
the intermediate (Kn~l). The

transition from one limiting case

F0

anOther

occurs

over

an

interval of the order of the
Kn

number

(Fig.

'1),

which

corresponds to the expected
neutral

.

Fig-1-

10”

in“

K" 1°

,

101’
lo" nalmll
(rpm-0.1 m)

in”

l

"I

.

. ht

f(l(n), ratio of shear stress to that at a hzg

y

colllsmnal gas, versus neutral densrty at the plasma edge
(foro=0.2 m) calculated for M=O.5 and M=3
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density range in ITER. The
efficiency of the lateral

Momentum transfer to the wall
improves with both Mach

lmcuon I{to :ude wall

(4) is plotted as a function of

neutral density in Fig.2 for two
Mach numbers and two lengths
L (connection length) assuming
that 9 is typically ~ 100. The

Momentum

momentum loss evaluated from

100

number and length. Fig.3 shows

I0

I

0.1

Kn

0.8

0.6

0.4

01
0

rl fr w =IOO
13:01 m

.

la"

in"

m"

to”

nnlmll to“

the lateral momentum loss for
two different plasma-wall Fig. 2 Lateral momentum loss fraction (momentum lost
to side wall normalised to momentum lost to side walls
distances "d” and two different and target)
vs. neutral density at plasma edge. Neutral

lengths at M=0.5. The efficiency

density evenly distributed along divertor length.

of momentum removal from the Calculations for along—ﬁeld length 5 m and 20 m, Mach

plasma increases with density
with

efficiency

M,

of

whereas

number at plasma edge 0,5 and 3, and plasma—wall

the distance 02 m.
we

momentum

transport to the wall decreases
almost at the same degree
(independent of Mach number

or 0). As a result the total
momentum losses to the wall

saturate at some neutral density

in

l
Momentum fmctionJlD side \q

and

I

0.1 Kn(d=0.2rn)

0.8

0.6

I14

level, which depends on 9),
0.2
ﬂ/T‘=l00
Mach number and the distance
Mun}
to the wall.
to” nu [m ’i in"
A dependence on ”d” is seen at
high neutral densities when the Fig.3 Same as Fig.2 but for M: 0.5 and plasma-wall

classical viscosity dominates (see
equ. 8). However, it is only

distance 0.2 m and 0.8 m.

pronounced for a relatively low
L values. For such a short length
(L=5m and n > 1020m‘3), a factor
1.5 can be gained by moving the

wall closer to the plasma
(from 0.8 m to 0.2 m), while for L: 20 m, this gain is negligible. In lTER ,”L” can vary

from Sm to 35m depending on the length of the neutral cushion. From the work
presented in this paper it is clear that a long cushion (L~20m) will allow to remove
all the momentum with a relatively low neutral density (5.1019m—3) in the divertor
and at the same time relaxes the re quirement for a wall close to the plasma.
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1. Introduction
at the vessel walls around
For a magnetically conﬁned hot plasma major erosion is expected
s. In a divertor tokaintersect
surface
c
magneti
closed
least
the
i.e.
ix,
separatr
the
areas where
Recent investiﬂuxes.
particle
and
power
highest
the
g
mak these are the divertor tiles receivin
surfaces can be a frequent
tokamak
inner
at
arcing
g
sputterin
besides
that
shown
have
gations
event leading to a remarkable surface erosion [1].

the ASDEX-UpThe present paper reports about detailed analysis of diver-tor tiles from
pheg the contributions to surface erosion of sputtering and of arcing

grade tokamak explorin
nomena during a deﬁned number of discharges.

2. Experimental Conditions and Methods
Upgradc have been
Several tiles of the lower divertor plates (inner and outer) of ASDEX—
copy (ABS) and
Spectros
Electron
Auger
(SEM).
py
microsco
Electron
inspected by Scanning
been exposed to
have
tiles
These
Profrlometry, the latter having a vertical resolution 5 100 um.
- 800 kA and
600
of
currents
plasma
with
period
long
relatively
a
different discharge periods:

electron densities mostly a, = (2 —4)x 10191353 (period I). and two Short periods (11, In) with

injection (NI) with a power
800 M plasma current, 7“: =(4—6)X1019 m"3 and neutral beam
plates were of the order
divertor
the
of
front
in
ure
temperat
and
up to 7 MW. Electron density

and
of ne =(1—3)x10‘9 m“3 and Te =10—50 eV, respectively [2,3]. The toroidal magnetic

(prior to exposure):
was mostly -2 T. The tiles differed by material and surface treatment
degassed at 303°C,
weakly
and
polished
graphite
received.
graphite (ﬁne grain, EK98) as

tunggraphite polished and thoroughly degassed at 1100°C in a vacuum of about 10'5 Pa.inand
poloidal
side by side
sten intarsia plates (3 samples, soldered on graphite tiles located
direction at the lower outer divertor).

Direction
No. of
Tile Position No. of disehar es
Surface
treatment name divertor total with NI disruptions of disrupt.

Run

Tile
material

I

graphite

H

graphite polished,

none

c

inner

850 .

20

250

Tl

900

CP

outer

l 12

57

26

L

300°C

n

graphite polished,

CPD

outer

112

57

26

J,

DI

tungsten

1100°C
polished

WP

outer

214

85

49

i

Table 1: Analysed divertor tiles, experimental conditions and discharge numbers.
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3. Results

All tiles (C,CP,CPD,WP, s.

0

1

20

10

40

so

so [ml

50

vertor) as shown in ﬁg. 1. From

the stu'face proﬁle in ﬁg. 1 a total
carbon mass loss of about 1 (:t

0.3) 3 can be deduced for tile C
after exposure to discharge period
I which corresponds to 210 (i
65) mym2 per discharge.

—-5

B

on a um-scale that can be attributed to arcing events. In addition a depression on a larger scale
was detected at tile C (inner di—

I

of geometry and chemical state

[um]

table 1) showed surface changes

Prom

'

—15
—-20

Fig. 1: Surface proﬁle of tile C (inner divertor) in the

direction perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld after
exposure to 850-900 ohmically heated discharges.

Arc traces are oriented perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld, is.

in ﬁg. I nearly parallel to the surface scan so that the probability
of crossing a trace is small. Fig. 1
shows also some spikes due to
are traces with a depth of about 6
pm. A SEM picture of arc traces
at the surface of tile CP (graphite,
polished) is shown in ﬁg. 2 while
ﬁg. 3 shows a surface scan of this
tile perpendicular to the traces
(parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld).
The trace proﬁles can clearly be
distinguished from the surface
roughness and have a mean depth
of about 7 pm and a mean width

Fig.2:ArctracesataCPtjle

2.1

2.2

2.3

[l

of 20 - 50 pm. The mean trace

length is 2 to 5 mm.

Still deeper arc traces of up to 30
um

have

been

found

for the

Fig. 3: Surface proﬁle of CP tile (lower outer
divertor) in the direction parallel to the magnetic
ﬁeldafter exposure to period I].

degassed tile CPD, as shown in
ﬁg. 4. Their width reaches 100
um, and they are more frequent than for the CP tile (ﬁgs. 2,3), leading to a complete
toughening of the surface. From length, width and depth of the traces a carbon mass loss of 10
mg (i' 4 mg) and 34 mg‘(i 14 mg) can be deduwd for the CP and CPD tiles, respectively, after
exposure to discharge period 11.

Are traces on tungsten (WP) are smaller and longer than for graphite, thus indicating a
higher are velocity. The depth was < 0.5 mm, and the arcs mostly run from the starting point to
the end of the tile. Fig. 5 shows a picture of a W—surface with a nearly perfect circle which
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Fig, 4: Surface proﬁle of CPD tile (lower outer div.)
in the direction parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld.

Fig. 5: Surface topography of a WP tile with a
starting point of arc traces.

sewed as starting point of a
multitude of arcs. Elemental
analysis revealed that the circle
area is enriched in contaminants
such as Na, K, C1, Ca, and Mg.
The area of the tiles corresponding to the private ﬂux re
gion is covered with a 170 nm

thick amorphous l-l layer -as
measured by ABS depth proﬁlingoriginating from boronization. At
the intersection area with the
separatrix the boron layer is
eroded by physical sputtering and
a clean tungsten surface appears.
Outside the decay length of the
separatrix a boron layer containing about 30% C, probably
due to redeposition, can be detected. The boron and carbon
containing areas of the tungsten
tiles show a remarkable higher are
trace density than the clean
tungsten surface, where only a
few are traces mostly starting at
contamination spots can be
observed.

4. Discussion
4.1 Large scale changes (Tile C)
The depression shown in ﬁg. 1 cannot be explained by sputtering alone. On the one hand
this depression was also observed on other tiles of the inner divertor at different poloidal
from
positions. At the outer divertor such a depression was not observed. On the other hand,
discharge
during
divertor
lower
the
at
proﬁles
temperature
electron
and
ﬂuxes
D+
measured
period I [3] and from known sputtering yield values [4] the sputtered carbon mass can be
estimated to about 43 (i 22) mgjm2 per tile and ohmically heated discharge without taking
into account redeposition effects. This is a factor of about 5 smaller than the value of about
210 (i 65) mg/m2 per discharge deduced from the depression. This discrepancy is an indication.
that also additional effects may contribute to surface erosion.

4.2 Arcing

Arcing events can be deduced in situ from video-pictures [5] and thermography [6,7].

However, due to the limited resolution of the cameras, these methods register only immobile
bright spots, rather than the rapidly moving arc spots with a velocity of the order of 100 m/s
[1,8]. Fig. 5 is likely an example of such a bright spot where arcs start. Under the premises that
most of the observed bright spots are associated with arcs, the optical investigations [1,5-7]
indicate that arcing is frequent under the following conditions:
(i)

NI (intensive) and transitions from double null to single null at the beginning of a

discharge (moderate), preferentially at the outer tiles.
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(ii) Disruptions, preferentially at the inner tiles.
While it is difﬁcult to separate the mass loss for case (ii) from erosion by sputtering, the conditions of the present experiment allows a more quantitative estimate for case (i). This carbon
mass loss due to arcing per N'l—discharge and m1 amounts to 120 (i 45) trig/m2 and 34 (1'14)
mg/m2 for the degassed (CPD) and undegassed (CP) tiles, respectively. From the known are
erosion rate of 17 ug/C for clean carbon [9] a total transported charge of 2000 C per degassed
tile CPD and period [I can be deduced. For a total number of N1 pulses of 57 with a mean duration of 1.5 s we obtain an arcing current of about 20 A per degassed tile and N1 pulse.
The difference between the weakly degassed sample CP and the highly degassed sample
CPD indicates that the desorbcd gas provides the atoms to form the arc plasma, thus leading
to a lower surface erosion, while for well degassed tiles the are plasma is fed from material of
the cathode spot, i.e. carbon, resulting in a stronger surface erosion.

On tile W, the observation of contaminant spots as starting points of arcs is an indication
that surface contamination may considerably reduce world'unction and thus electron emisSion
ﬁ-om the cathode occur at much lower electric ﬁelds for contaminated surfaces than for clean
ones. The presence of boron and carbon containing layers may enhance ignition probability of
arcs because of its insulating nature or a possible reduction of workfunction.

5. Conclusions
— Under the given discharge conditions the maximum net erosion of graphite divertor tiles due
to sputtering as calculated from ﬂux, electron temperature and sputtering yields amounts to
about 43 (i 22) mg/m2 per ohmic discharge. Additional effects which also contribute to
surface erosion make a quantitative evaluation on plasma exposed tiles difﬁcult
— The minimum erosion in NI-discharges due to arcs at the lower outer divertor plates
amounts to about 34 (i 14) mg/rn2 per discharge for polished and undegassed tiles, thus
being a non-negligible fraction of the total erosion. The arcing current per degassed tile and
NI pulse is about 20 A.
— Arc erosion is larger at degassed tiles. It seems that gas desorption during arcing provides
the atoms to form the arc plasma, thus leading to a lower surface erosion at undegassed tiles
than at degassed ones, where the arc plasma is fed from carbon atoms from the surface.
— Arcs on a polished tungsten surface ignite easily at surface contaminants and have a higher
velocity than on carbon. Boron and carbon containing layers have a lower ignition voltage
than tungsten.
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Introduction
e of erosion
Design studies for reactor—like devices, like ITER, have emphasized the importanc
divertor
Upgrade
ASDEX
the
In
plates.
target
and transport of material from the divertor
carbon
However,
shields.
heat
and
plates
target
the
for
material
as
used
is
tokarnak graphite
by chemical
reacts strongly with oxygen and atomic deuterium leading to enhanced erosion
balance in
sputtering]. Recent results of spectroscopic investigations of the‘ global impurity
erosion?
chemical
of
inﬂuence
strong
the
shown
ASDEX Upgrade have
of emission
Here, we study the behavior of molecules close to the target plates by means
spec—
“divertor
rd
multi—cho
the
with
measured
spectroscopy. Spectra and emission proﬁles
py“.
spectrosco
mass
and
ersz'3
spectromet
other
with
n
compariso
in
trometer” are discussed
Experiment
at distances
The divertor spectrometer views along 16 lines of sight parallel to the target plates
tiles. Two
the
to
close
mm
2
about
of
resolution
spatial
maximum
a
with
mm
of 15-225
ter ﬁtted with
detection systems are simultaneously available: A lm Czemy—Thmer spectrome
photomula 2D CCD-camera and a spectral resolution of AA 2 0.01am and two 16 channel
ents were
Measurem
1nm)5.
2
(AA
ﬁlters
e
interferenc
different
with
tiplier arrays equipped

performed mainly in front of tungsten intarsia plates soldered on graphite tiles3-6-7.

kA, Bl = 2T
The experiments were ohmically-heated deuterium discharges with Ip = 800
Te along the
and
he
of
Proﬁles
1.7.
of
elongation
an
and
X-point)
the
(grad-B drift towards
plasma
divertor plate were obtained from two independent Langmuir probes. At moderate

densities of tie = 4 * 1019 m'3 values of us, and T8 at the target are 1 $1019 rn‘3 and 15 eV.

Results and discussion
Stnong emission bands of CD/CH, C2 and BD/BH are observed especially at high densities.
the
These indicate that hydrocarbons play a role as a carbon impurity source. Apart from

absence of carbon
CD4 production Cs molecules are probably also of importance. The

on;
oxides (CO) or hydroxides (OD) is a result of the strong oxygen reduction by boronizati
try“.
spectrome
mass
by
s
which is consistent with observation

The observed CD transition is well-known and consists of the A213 => X211 electronic tran-

process.
sition at 431 nm (see Fig.1). These molecules are formed during the CD4 break-up
CD+
high
a
predicts
model
dissociation
The
.
Interpretation requires model calculations
but
range,
wavelength
same
the
in
bands
CD4
strong
to
rise
give
should
density, which
are
these bands are of very low intensity. Thus, it must be concluded that molecular ions
spatial
shows
Fig.2
plasma.
the
enter
not
do
and
very effectively redeposited at the target
these
emission proﬁles of the CD bands above the plate for two plasma densities m. From

proﬁles penetration depths of about 0.8 cm were derived, which are important for studying
the break-up processes. The proﬁle of a C‘J line is also shown for comparison.
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The observed C2 molecular band belongs to the Swan-System, i.e. the A311; => X'l'I.I transition at 516.5 nm (see Fig.3). C2 molecules may be formed either by break-up processes
of higher hydrocarbons. like ethane and ethylene, or as a result of sublimation However, the
temperature rise of the plates during Ohmic discharges is only about AT 2 40K and thus
sublimation can be ruled out“. From spatial emission proﬁles of the C2 band penetration
depths of about 0.6 cm are derived.
The boronized vessel state is characterized by the appearance of strong bands of boron

hydrides which originate from the 1II => 1): transitions with bandheads at 433.2 nm (BH)
and 432.8 nm (ED). After fresh boroniration the intensity of the BD bands may exceed the
intensity of the neighboring D7 line. Little is known about the formation of BD molecules.
Release of BH2 from azB-H layers upon exposure to thermal H has been reportedg. From the
thermodynamical point of view the formation of boranes is unlikely to occur, because these
reactions are strongly endotherm. As shown in Fig.4 the emission proﬁles of the BD bands
peak at the plate in contrast to the hydrocarbons. The penenation depth is about 1.8 cm. A
further point of interest is the emission proﬁle of a B° line, which is also shown in Fig.4.

In contrast to C° (see Fig.2), its maximum is about 5 mm from the plates. This may be
explained by dissociation of the BD molecules providing the dominant source of B°.
As a ﬁrst step towards interpretation of the observed molecular bands. their appearance was
modelled by computer programs"). For an interpretation of the CD band intensities in terms
of methane ﬂuxes. the number of CD4 dissociation processes associated with each CD photon
has been calculated on the basis of the respective excitation rate coefﬁcients and calculations
for the molecular CD4 break-up. This quantity is usually called S/XB. Transport is included by
deﬁning particle conﬁnement times for charged and neutral molecules Ti and Tn, respectively.
All these methods were tested on microwave produced CD4 discharges.
The conversion of intensities to inﬂuxes under the geometrical conditions of our observation

is given by I‘ = 11—;- 398' i» fIdl assuming that the line emission I is localized within a region
of width d along the lines of sight Table 1 shows particle inﬂuxes determined from the

above relation with the usual values for S/XB‘o‘”. The total ﬂux is determined by taking
into account fractional population of metastable levels“). For d a value of 6 cm is used
as obtained from other diagnostics. The results for the inﬂux are in good agreement with
measurements of the “boundary layer spectrometer“. Surprisingly, inﬂuxes measured in front
of the tungsten plate are equal to the ﬂuxes from the original graphite plate. This behavior
can be explained by B and C deposition on the tungsten inlays. From the molecular inﬂuxes
the chemical sputtering yield Ym = I‘m / I‘D» for methane and higher hydrocarbons could be
estimated to be about 0.03 and 0.06, respectively. The result for CD4 is in agreement with

mass spectroscopy measurements and similar to those reported from IET1°. The higher value
for C2Dx may reﬂect the increasing production rate of heavier hydrocarbons at low energy
bombardmentl. Table 1 shows that the inﬂux of O is only 10 % of the C ﬂux. Therefore,
only 10 % of the C ﬂux is attributed to CO recycling.
For a precise determination of inﬂuxes the knowledge of the local plasma parameters is indis-

pensable, because S/XB depends strongly on Te, especially at temperatures below 20 eVm'“.
If he increases towards the density limit. the intensity of the molecular bands also increases
and remains high. although the plasma eventually 'detaches’ from the target plate and Te
drops to S 5 eV. (see Fig.5). This can be partly explained by the fact that the emitting layer
width may double due to the broadening of the power deposition proﬁle3. However, the
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Species
D
c.
CD
cot
(22
€s
13
n
no
o

Line (A [a
13° (656.1)
c (657.8)
CD" (431.0)
CD" (431.0)
(21° (516.5)
02° (516.5)
13° (249.7)
13* (345.1)
313° (432.9)
0* (441.4)

51x13
15
10
20
100
2
500”
4.0
1.5
12
5

,1. [cm]
14.0
2.0
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
1.0
1.4
1.3
22

r [10'0m-3a'l]
70
22
0.43
2.1
0.02
42
0.06
025
0.02
02

given
Tab.1: Integrated particle ﬂuxes 1" of atoms, molecules and ions released from the divertor plate. Also
11,, =
and
eV
15
=
T.
at
SDCB
photon
per
ciations
are the line wavelengths A, the number of ionizations/disso

1* 10l9 m‘3 and the decay length Ac.

determination of molecular inﬂuxes as a function of he shows, that they dependon tie in

a similar way as the local plasma density. The density dependence of the strong C+ line
at 426.7 nm and the molecular bands in Fig.1 is quite different Increasing r'1c from 3 to 4

$1019 m‘3 leads to higher intensiﬁes of both species, but at 5 *1019 111—3 the intensity of

the C+ line starts to drop. This can be explained by the strong temperature dependence of
physical sputtering, which is reduced at low values of Te. The decrease of the C+ inﬂux
is much more pronounced than the reduction of the observed intensiﬁes, since the drop of
S/XB must also be taken into account.
An interpretation model which simulates the many reaction paths of the molecules allows
simulation of the measured emission proﬁles (see Fig.6). The necessary mean conﬁnement

times are obtained from calculations of the transport of the molecules by the BRO code”.

Summary
We have presented ﬁrst measurements of molecular spectra and emission proﬁles near the
divertor target plates of ASDEX Upgrade. From the measured intensities particle inﬂuxes
and sputtering yields for chemical erosion have been derived. The important ﬁndings are
2 chemical erosion is present even at low incident ion energies. The respective yields for
CD4 and C1D,L of 3 % and 6 %, respectively, reﬂect the expected higher rate of the heavier
hydrocarbons. Molecular ions e.g. CD4+ are very effective redeposited. The inﬂux scales
with the local plasma density.
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Bistable Behaviour of the ASDEX-Upgrade Divertor Near the
Transition to the X-Point MARFE
M. Laux, W. Junker. A. Herrmann, K. BiichL A. Field. G. Haas, F. Mast, V. Mertens,
B. Napiontek,l. Neuhauser. M. Weinhch, U. Wenzel , ASDEX Upgrade Team
Max-Planck—Institut filr Plasmaphysik — EURATOM Assoziation

Introduction 2
For plasma densities above ncm a toroidally symmetric radiating structure (MARFE) is
established at the x-point of ASDEX-Upgrade [l]. The transition is rather complex, starting
with a cooling of the divertor plasma below 5 eV, a subsequent partial detachment from the
plate [8] influencing strongly the particle and power deposition proﬁles on the plates, and,
ﬁnally, a quick movement of the fully developed MARFE to the x-point where it stabilizes
[2]. If the density is held sufﬁciently close to ncm a bistable behaviour of the divertor plasma
occurs and will be discussed in this paper to gain further inside into the mechanism of the
transition. Dedicated experiments have been performed with the density varying around 11cm

at different safety factors q to shed more light on the causes and consequences of different
phases during the transition from a well attached divenor plasma to the x—point MARFE.

Experiments :

i

All experiments were carried out as ohmically heated single null discharges in deuterium
with plasma currents around Ip=800 kA and at toroidal ﬁelds between —l.5 and —2.5 T
(ion AB—drift towards the divertor) and +2 T (the reversed ﬁeld orientation). The power
ﬂowing into the scrape-off layer (SOL) is about 600 kW, The density was ramped slowly

allowing a clear distinction of different phases or events.

Diagnostics :
Arrays of Dar diodes and of bremsstrahlung detectors were used to monitor the cold and

dense MARFE plasma. The power radiated by the bulk and the divertor plasma is measured
by a bolometer system. Arrays of Langmuir triple‘probes have been ﬁush~mounted into the
divertor plates to measure the plasma parameters. Two multichannel optical spectrometers
(one looking horizontally, one vertically) observe the intensity of spectral lines emitted by

the plasma in front of the outer target plate. The neutral gas pressure in the divertor region is
measured by gauges installed below the x-point and behind the lower passive stabilizing coil.

Experimental Results and Discussion :
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The principal difference is that the x-point MARFE obviously inﬂuences regions with closed
magnetic surfaces slightly inside the separatrix most remarkably expressed as a rise of the
central density indicating an improvement of the particle conﬁnement (ﬁg. 1) [9]. This must
be a consequence of the additional heat sink due to the MARFE, probably changing proﬁles

just inside separauix. In experiments with the line averaged density feedback controlled
at a value slightly exceeding ncm the MARFE fell back to its pre-stage and became
re-established again. This bistable behaviour is, however, rather a consequence of time

shifts between gas puff and central density and the improvement of particle conﬁnement by
the MARFE than a self-sustained oscillation as reported in [3]. The MARFE switches into
its pro-stage at the maximum of the central density indicating a kind of hysteresis or the fact

that edge parameters (edge density, edge temperature, or gradients at the edge) are essential
for the switching rather than the central density itself. X—point MARFEs and hysteresis

effects for their existence have been found in numerical modelling of ASDEX-Upgrade
[4] but there the switch-back density is lower than the density needed for the creation.
An interferometer channel looking through outer plasma regions indicates a drop of edge
density already during the existence of the x-point MARFE as would be expected from
the observed conﬁnement behaviour (ﬁg. 1) . All observations indicate that the radiating
structure never completely vanishes. so the divertor never retums to its well attached state.
The repeated switching of the MARFE between the divertor and x-point stage reveals the

following typical features: By jumping to the x-point the MARFE opens the part of the
divertor farer away from the separatrix to particle ﬂuxes now bypassing the MARFE. Da
and the neutral pressure rise imediately in those regions (ﬁg. 2). To the contrary, the particle
ﬂuxes close to the outer strike point fall indicating an intersection of transport channel
known to be crucial in divertor tokamaks [5]. The neutral pressure below the x-point and

the Ha—signal from the inner strike zone demonstrate the same prompt disconnection
(ﬁg. 3). If the MARFE falls back into the divertor pre-stage the particle ﬂuxes to the strike
points as well as Do: light and neutral pressure are reestablished, but now the ﬂuxes to
the outer parts are reduced : the bypass is closed. Now. the slow shaping of the MARFE
repeats and the ﬂuxes to the outer parts of the divertor rise gradually until the x—point stage
is switched-on again. The intensity of observed impurity lines is reduced by establishing
the x-point MARFE (see ﬁg. 4 for O and [l] for C) indicating that ﬂuxes close to the

strike zone are essential for impurity production. The observed C11 radiation indicates the
switching but the location of maximum intensity is clearly not at the x-point but in the SOL.

In a series of dedicated experiments the dependence of hm. on the q value was investigated
by applying a density ramp well exceeding no,“ and than retuming to subcritical values.
Again the edge density seems to govern the transitions rather than the central density.
The critical density deminishes for rising q (ﬁg. 5) pointing to the fact that a longer
connection to the upstream sources is favourable for MARFE creation as can be expected
from MARFE models balancing the locally radiated energy and the heat conduction
along the ﬁeld lines [6].

Conclusions :

,
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Study of High-Z Target Plate Materials in the
Divertor of ASDEX-Upgrade

S. Hirsch, K Asmussen, W. Engelhardt, A.R. Field, G. Fussmann, G. Lieder,

D. Naujoks, R. Neu, R. Radtke, U. Wenzel and the ASDEX—Upgrade Team
Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik Garching, Association EURATOM
Division Berlin, 10117 Berlin, MohrenstraBe 40-41, Germany

1- 1mm
The reduction of divertor tile erosion is a challenging problem in present and future

tokamaks. Until now, graphite has almost exclusively been used for divertor plates,
and it is estimated that unacceptable amounts of material would be eroded under
reactor relevant conditions where power ﬂuxes to the target plates as high as
20 MW/m2 are expected [1].

In a high-recycling divertor with relatively low temperature (59V<Te<30eV) and high
density (ne z 1019m'3) high-Z materials, e.g. tungsten, offer a possible solution to the

target erosion problem. The reason is that the sputtering rates for these materials are

extremely low under low temperature conditions. In addition, at high density the
ionization lengths can be smaller than the gyro-radius leading to a high probability for

prompt redeposition of the eroded ions. [2].
To provide a test of the suitability of high-Z materials for the divertor plates, in-situ
studies of the erosion of various divertor target materials have been performed by
means of passive spectroscopy. From our spectroscopic observations we infer that
under high density divertor conditions the advantages of high-Z materials become fully

efficient.

2. Expsrimantals
ASDEX-Upgrade is a divertor tokamak where graphite is used as material for the

target plates. In order to study the erosion of high-Z materials narrow stripes of Cr, Ni,
Mo and W have been inlaid across the outer target plate. These were observed by the
boundary layer spectrometer [3] viewing perpendicularly to the target. A similar plate

of W has been embedded into the target under the tangentially viewing multi-chord
divertor spectrometer [4]. With a spatial resolution of about 2 mm, the divertor

spectrometer allows direct measurements of the ionization length of the sputtered
atoms. A schematic diagram of both spectrometer systems is shown in Fig. 1.
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Although highly charged impurity ions are not produced under low temperature
divertor conditions, we cannot exclude that such ions are created in the hot plasma
regions and ﬂow towards the target plates. In this case, selﬁsputtering can be a
problem due to the energy that highly charged ions gain over the sheath potential. In
order to study the role of self-sputtering in the erosion of high—Z materials, a laser—

blow-off system has been used to inject W (1-4-1017 atoms per pulse) into the hot
plasma remote from the divertor region. Following injection, the W emission (x-ray to
visible region) was observed by several spectrometers and bolometer arrays viewing in

the central and SOL plasma.
The experiments were conducted in ohmically heated deuterium discharges (Ip=800kA,

BF-ZT, he = 2-5-1019m'3) as well as in discharges with additional heating (P S BMW)
where the line averaged density he was as high as 8-1019m'3.

3- Wm
During divertor operation several lines of atoms sputtered from the target plate inlays
were observed. Generally, the line intensities became weaker with increasing Z due to
the increasingly complex atomic structure. Concentrating on a discussion of our data

for W (W is the most promising alternative to graphite), with the divertor spectrometer
several WI lines were observed (WI 400.8, 407.4, 429.5, 430.2 nm) , the strongest being

the WI 400.8 nm (a7 83 -z7 P4) transition. No lines of W 11 (and Mo 11) ions could be
detected with the divertor or boundary layer spectrometers.

The WI 400.8 nm line was used to plot intensity profiles above the target plate. Fig. 2

shows the variation of the proﬁle as function of the line averaged density during an
Ohmic discharge before boronisation. The corresponding values for me and Te at the

target were derived from in—vessel probe measurements. At he : 3.2~1019m‘3.
Te 5 10 eV and ne = 5-1018m'3 at the target. The decay lengths of the emission to
estimated from these proﬁles of about 2-3 mm are consistent with ionization lengths 1i

calculated using appropriate ionization rates for neutral W0 [5]. The ionization length
is given by Xi = vo/neSCI‘e) where S(Te) is the ionization rate coefﬁcient and v0 is the

initial velocity of the eroded W0 atoms. If we assume an incident ion energy of 110 eV
for the light impurities O and C (E0 = 2Ti+3ZiTe = 110 eV with Te = Tj = 10 eV and

Zj = 3), an average energy of 4 eV is estimated for the sputtered tungsten atoms.

Assuming Te = 10 eV and n3: 5-1018cm'3 for target facing plasma gives 13 = 1.3 mm
which is in reasonably good agreement with the measured decay length.
The fact that the ionization length M is so short ensures that prompt redeposition of

sputtered W+ ions should be highly efﬁcient. After leaving the surface sputtered
neutrals are ionized and, once charged, are constrained to gyrate around the B—ﬁeld.

promptly redeposited at the
With B tangential to the target, some of these ions are

is independent of the
surface within their first gyro»orbit. The redeposition probability
p = ki/p where p :
ng
decreasi
with
s
energy of the sputtered atoms and increase
including the
ions,
vim/e13 z 2 mm is the gyro-radius of the W+ ion. Analytic calculat
lity can be almost unity
ionization distribution, suggest that the redeposition probabi

= 10 eV and B =
provided ne at the target is sufficiently high [6]. At ne : 5-1018m-3, T8
probability of 0.75.
2T for W we find p = 0.6 corresponding to a redeposition
as the bulk plasma density is
The W1 line intensity decreases markedly as soon
for W is strongly temperature
increased confirming that the sputtering yield
2 5.1019cm'3) the WI lines are
(be
s
condition
dependent. Under higher density Ohmic
is to low to sputter WO atoms.
no longer detectable because the divertor temperature

he (z 6.1019cm‘3)
Measurements with additional heating (8 MW NI power) at higher
the intensity of the observed line
show that the W0 influx increases as expected, but

length is less than our
peaks sharply at the target plate. This indicates that the decay
spatial resolution (2 mm).
W~inﬂux, the gross flux
Although the WI 400.8 nm line intensity is proportional to the
ments The reason is that
cannot be derived accurately from our spectroscopic measure

ble states. With a
a large fraction of atoms can be in the many unobserved metasta
estimated that as
have
we
Simple model, using the same excitation rates for all levels,
states. A reliable spectroscopic flux
much as 95% of the W atoms can be in such
quantitative studies.
measurement for W requires, therefore, further
n by the laser-blow-off system, the
injectio
Turning to the observations following W

a general enhancement of the
total radiation proﬁles from the bolometer arrays show
is no pronounced peaking of
emissivity in the central and SOL plasma. However, there
W to accumulate. The decay
the radiation indicating little tendency for the injected
100 ms resulting in
of the W emission to the pre-injection level is typically
ment of the WI
enhance
No
plates.
a mean W.flux of about 2-1018 5‘1 to the target

time

following W injection.
400.8 nm line could be detected by the divertor spectrometer
occur, probably due to a cooling
This indicates that substantial self-sputtering does not
of the divertor plasma.
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mm
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the boundary layer (BLS) and divertor (DS) spectrometers

on ASDEX-Upgrade.
Fig. 2.3) Intensity distribution around 404 um showing WI lines at 400.8 and 407.4 nm
b) Measured intensity profiles of the WI 400.8 nm line above the target:

Aﬁe = 21-1019 m-3, x0 = 3.3 mm; * — ﬁe = 342-1019cm‘3, 10 = 1.8 mm.
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IN THE
STRUCTURE OF THE TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY FIELDS IN TORE
TION
BOUNDARY LAYER DURING ERGODIC DIVERTOR OPERA
SUPRA

Capes H., Grosman
DeMichclis C., Crhcndrih Ph., Guirlet R., Hess W., Monicr-Garbet P.,
A., Guilhem D., Nguyen F., Vallet J.C., Valter 1.

Association EURATOM-CEA, DRFC/SPPF,
C.E. Cadarache, l3108 Saint Paulelez-Durance, France
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Tangential views of the plasma with a visible (unﬁltered) CCD camera show, when the
internal Marfe appears, an "island”-like structure of the magnetic ﬂux tubes on the high ﬁeld
side /8/. The visible light (essentially deuterium emission) structure is interpreted as due to

the temperature and/or density modulations associated with the modulation of the ﬁeld line
connections. Such Tc and ne edge modulations have actually been detected with a
reciprocating Langmuir probe /6/; in the following we shall show that they also affect the
emission of light impurity peripheral ions.
Spatially resolved proﬁles of several peripheral light impurity ions haw. twat (ti‘llil.'tt‘ti
with the experimental set—tip schematically shown in ﬁgure 3. A grazing incidcnt'c [EV
spectrometer (spectral range 50 - 2000 A, spectral resolution 1.3 A), equipped \._ iii; wast»
movable, metallic anodes, microchannel plate detectors /9/, views the plasma through a ‘C'ui‘i-r
~
coated, grazing incidence, vibrating mirror (vibration frequency 2 Hz, i.e., four pint'tl
second, acquisition time 2 ms, time for an entire scan of the plasma lower half 90 ms.
resolution 4 cm). Figure 4 shows the proﬁles of three carbon ion lines as a function of the
mirror angle ot defined in figure 3. The three lines are: CIV 312 A lsgls - 1523p (a a n : 1
transition, n being the principal quantum number), CIII 538 A 1s22s2p — 1s2253s (An : l l,
and CH1 977 A 152252 - ls2252p (An : O). For each line we have shown one profile before
the Marfe (i.e., when the radiating layer is on the low ﬁeld side), and one during the Marfe

(radiating layer on the high ﬁeld side), at approximately the same times as the two boloutetric
proﬁles of ﬁgure 2. The most striking feature is the strong modulation observed on all the An
= 1 transitions of low ionization potential E1 impurity ions (but not on An : 0 transitions).
when the Marfe appears. Other, higher E1, impurity ion lines (such as CVI 182 A 25 — 3p, CW
630 A 132252 ~ 1522s2p, or OVl 103?. A ls22s - 1522p) do not show any modulation,

probably because they are emitted further inside the plasma, where the ergodic perturbation
has become negligible. The observed modulation structure is stable during the current
plateau, as well as from shot to shot in a series of approximately reproducible plasmas (but its
observation requires always the presence, at the same time, of the ergodic divertor and the
interior Marfe). There are six peaks in the lower half plasma profile. corresponding to a
poloidal angle of 120“, i.e. a poloidal number S 18 (the dominant mode of the ergodic
perturbation).
The observed radiance of a given spectral line being given by

B2“ 2] ncnz QZ“(T6)Tn dr/47t
(photons cm‘2 5‘1 sr‘l; ['16 and nz are the electron and ion impurity density, respectively.
a(Te) the effective exitation rate coefficient, and Tn the branching ratio of the line
transition), the high ﬁeld side structure modulation cannot be dtte to a modulation of 113
and/or n2, since in this case it would result in a modulation of both An = l and ;_\Il : 0
transitions. It is therefore due to a Te modulation, as a consequence of the different Te

dependence of a(Te) for the two types of transitions; indeed. the intensity ratio of the two
CHI lines indicates that Te varies between 7 and 10 eV, a TC range where QZ“(TC) tor the A n
= 1 transition is a strong increasing Te function (also for the CIV line), whereas it is
approximately constant for the An : 0 transition /10/.
Going back to ﬁgure 4, some structure is also seen on the proﬁles before the Marie,
When bolornetry shows an external radiating layer. However, in contrast to what is seen

during the Marfe, these broader modulations are seen on all the ion lines emitted in the
Ergodic region (independently of their An = 0 or 1 nature). Also, there are only between two

and three modulations, mainly because of the smaller poloidal angle spanned on the low ﬁeld
side (60°), thus corresponding to a poloidal mode number between 12 and 18. The fact that

the structure is now seen on all the lines emitted by ions in the ergodic layer indicates that it
is not due to Te, but rather to he or nz modulations. This implies that the peripheral TC value
is higher in the low ﬁeld side (since Te must be large enough to have approximately constant
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QZ“(TC) values); indeed, a Langmuir probe in one of the ED modules shows Te = 20 eV,

probably due to the lower ne value. As far as the ne and/0r nZ modulations are concerned, it

is not possible to discriminate between them from the spectroscopic results. Electron density
modulations have been seen by Langmuir probe measurements, but impurity source
modulations are also possible, since for these low ionization potential carbon ions there is no
time to achieve complete poloidal and toroidal uniformity.
The spectroscopic results discussed above give clear evidence of poloidal density

when
modulations when the radiating layer is on the low field side (the usual ED situation

the electron density is not too high), and temperature modulations when the radiating layer is
on the high ﬁeld side (at high electron density, where, in the ED presence, a stable Marfe-likc
structure develops). Density and temperature modulations are predicted by the ED theory.

of the
They originate outboards (where the ED modules are located), from the connections

flux tubes either towards the plasma core (yielding a large heat source) or towards the wall
(yielding a small heat source), depending on the direction of the local radial magnetic
perturbation due to the ED. From there, they propagate along ﬁeld lines. On the low field
side the peripheral Te value is large enough not to have any effect on the impurity line
brightness (because in this temperature range the relevant excitation rate coefficients are
approximately constant), which is therefore affected only by the density (electron and/or
impurity) modulations (of course, only the emission from ions existing in the ED peripheral
layer is affected). However, as the modulations propagate from the exterior along ﬂux lines,
the density modulations are smoothed out, because the ED induced particle transport is of the

other
same order as the usual radial transport, and they do not propagate very far. On the

hand, the ED induced parallel heat transport is much larger than the usual perpendicular
transport, and therefore the Te modulation is not easily destroyed. Moreover, when the
interior Marfe develops, the peripheral Te value is lower, because of the larger electron
density, and is such that An :1 transitions are modulated (because in this temperature range,
below or of the order of 10 eV, the Q2“ rate coefﬁcients are an increasing Te function), but
not An = 0 transitions (because their a rate coefﬁcients are roughly Te independent). Lines
from more ionized ions (having Bi 2 100 (N) do not show any modulation, since they are
emitted further inside the plasma, where the ED perturbation has become negligible.
A ﬁeld line tracing code (MASTOC) ll 1/ has been used to study the intersection of the
laminar layer and the wall. The derived connection lengths to various parts of the wall are
used to analyse heat and particle ﬂux deposition. Since the geometrical features of the

the observed
laminar region are closely related to the structure of the ﬁeld lines, most of

effects can be modeled by using the properties of the ﬁeld lines. This simple model, based on
the connection properties, allows the expected modulation to be calculated for different
dominant poloidal numbers. A comparison with the impurity profiles shows that the observed
modulations are characterized by a poloidal wave number m = 16, thus allowing to locate
radially the emission region at r : 0.71 in. Note, however, that there is no atomic , nor
plasma-wall interaction, physics in these calculations.
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Screening and radiating properties of Tore-Supra ergodic divertor
during impurity injection experiments.
P. Monier-giarbet C. Chamouard, C. DeMichelis, E. Gauthier, Ph. Ghendrih,
C. Gnsolia. A. Grosman, R. Guirlet, W. Hess, J.C. Vallet

Association EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion Controlée
Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache, 13108 StvPaul—lez-Durance, France

I.Introduction
Edge radiative layers are a possible solution for energy exhaust in the next step tokamak. For
this scenario, the high radiative loss is triggered either by deuterium or gaseous impurity
injection. Therefore the main difﬁculty lies in minimizing the plasma core contamination by
the injected species. In Tore—Supra, the impurity seeding technique is used and the ergodic
divertor (ED) is activated to shield the plasma core from the impurity influx. Indeed, the ED
configuration in Tore-Supra has given evidence of good screening properties for most
species. A puriﬁcation of the plasma core has been observed in ohmic plasmas, both for
intrinsic carbon and for injected nitrogen and argon (l). The scope of this paper is to assess
the efﬁciency of the ED conﬁguration to produce a controlled radiating edge in auxiliary
heated plasmas, by an impurity injection technique, and with low plasma core contamination.
A series of experiments with up to 5 MW of ion cyclotron resonant waves heating (ICRH)
and neon injection is analysed. A few experiments with argon and methane injection are also

n, are
shortly discussed. Similar experiments with neon injections, in a limiter conﬁguratio
reported from Textor in reference (2).

ILEdge radiative layer experiment

The main plasma characteristics are : deuterium gas, a=0.74m, R=2.4lm, Bt=3.6T,
is
Ip:l.56MA satisfying the resonant ED conditions (qw(a) = 3). The outboard carbon limiter

inserted 0.03m radially ahead of the ED modules. A total input power of up to 6.5 MW is
achieved by means of up to 5 MW of ICRH and [.5 MW of Joule heating. In a ﬁrst series of
experiments the ED is activated all along the plasma discharge. In a second series the ED is
not active (limiter conﬁguration, comparable to Textor experiments). The volume averaged
electron density is 3.2 1019 m“3 in the ED conﬁguration, and 4.5 1019 m‘3 in the limiter
conﬁguration. The impurity is puffed into the plasma 0.55 after the ICRH pulse is started. The
impurity injection is monitored by a set of visible and VUV spectrometers. The global power
balance of the discharge is deduced from both bolometric measurements for the radiative
fraction, and infra—red thermogra‘phy of the main plasma-facing components for the
conductive—convective fraction. The bolometer array gives a measurement of the radiative.
power profile in a complete poloidal section, but only at one toroidal location. The infra—red
therrnography measurement is a useful cross-check for the calculation of the total radiative
of the
losses in case of toroidal inhomogeneities. It is also directly relevant to the goal
puff is
experiment which is to reduce the heat ﬂux to the wall. The duration of the impurity
increased from shot to shot to maximize the radiated power.
been
Argon, methane and neon have been used. However an extensive set of experiments has
analysis.
performed only for neon for reasons related to the sake of simplicity in the discharge
For argon, the wall retention plays a prominent role. Indeed the quantity of argon injected
ly
during a shot is not completely recovered at the end of the plasma discharge. Consequent

after
the argon wall inventory increases from shot to shot during the day, reaching saturation
less than 3. 1019 argon atoms in the wall. Their subsequent desorption from the wall results
ss,
in a shot to shot modiﬁcation of the gas quantity which it is necessary to inject. Neverthele
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the few experiments performed with argon before the wall is saturated indicate that only a

low quantity of this impurity, typically 40 Pal = 1. 1019 atoms, is enough to radiate close to
100% of the total input power (Pm a 3.5MW in this particular experiment) when the ED is
activated. The resulting argon concentration in the plasma core nAr/ne is lower than 0.3%.
For methane, a high quantity has to be injected, close to 1500 Pal. This is of the same order as
the quantity of deuterium which is necessary to inject to radiate the same power. Only less
than 1% of the injected carbon atoms penetrate into the conﬁned plasma, yielding an increase
of the carbon concentration in the plasma core lower than 0.5%. Results on the low fuelling
efﬁciency of methane and carbon monoxide in Textor and Asdex are reported in (2) and (3).
The experiments with neon are easier to analyse than with argon, because they have no shot-

to—shot retention and release problem. The rest of this paper is devoted to neon injection
experiments.
III.Neon injection : comparison of ED and limiter configurations

IlI.1.Radiative fraction
Figure 1 shows the ratio of the radiated power measured by bolometry to the total input
power as a function of the number of injected neon atoms in the limiter and ED
conﬁgurations. In the limiter case the radiated fraction reaches 80%, when 12. 1019 neon
atoms are injected.The radiation proﬁle is roughly poloidally symmetrical up to 9.0 1019
injected neon. The electron temperature measured by Thomson scattering at r=0.7(}: 0.03m is
practically unaffected by neon injection, at approximately 200 eV. For 9.0 1019 < Ninj < 12.
1019 a high-ﬁeld MARFE appears, and a higher injection level leads to a disruption. In the
ED case, the radiative fraction is Prad/Ptot = 50% before neon is injected. However the
effective charge is low, close to 1.3. The edge electron temperature at i:0.70i:0.03m is 90
eV. Radiation is located on the lasma low«ﬁeld-side (lfs). close to the ED modules. In this
conﬁguration, less than 2.0 101 injected neon are enough to bring the radiative fraction in
the 80% range for 3MW < PICRH < SMW. The radiation profile remains poloidally located
on the plasma ifs. The edge electron temperature drops to about 60 eV (at =0.70i0.03m).
Hence, when comparing the two conﬁgurations. the ﬁrst point to notice is that the limiter
conﬁguration requires much more injection than the ED one (about 7 times more) for a
similar radiative loss increase of about lMW.
-

ID.2.Neon penetration probability
The number of neon atoms in the conﬁned plasma is measured by the‘NeX Lyman 0t (1.2nm)
line brightness, correlated with soft X-rays and visible bremstrahlung absolute brightness
values. The neon experimental penetration probability (P) is calculated by dividing the
number of neon atoms in the conﬁned plasma by the number of injected neon atoms. The
penetration probability is shown on ﬁgure 2 for the limiter and ED conﬁgurations. The
penetration probability is found to be 4.5 times higher in the ED configuration than in the
limiter one. In other words, although the ED conﬁguration requires 7 times less injection
through the valve, the resulting neon density in the plasma core is only lower by a factor
7/4.5 = 1.6 compared to the limiter case. Indeed, the neon density in the lasma core
corresponding to a peripheral radiation 1055 increase of 1 MW is close to 2.5 10 7m'3 in the
ED case and 4.0 1017 rn'3 in the limiter case. Note that, due to the different values of the
plasma electron density in the two cases, the corresponding neon concentrations nNe/ne are
roughly equal : 0.8% in the ED case. and 0.9% in the limiter one.
In order to understand this lower apparent screening of the injected species in the ED case,
the wall retention has been investigated (no pumping system was activated). The residual gas

analyser data show that the exponential decrease of the neon partial pressure in the toms is
slower in the limiter conﬁguration than in the ED one. In both cases the time constants (458

71.0
and 155) are larger than the pumping time constant (73) if the origin of neon was only
recombination at the end of the shot. Thus, a transient retention is clearly shown and it is
much higher for the limiter conﬁguration than for the ED one. It is important to note that the
retention time is much longer than the neon residence time in the plasma, but much smaller
than the delay between shots. As a consequence, a major part of the injected neon could stay
in the wall during the shot but would have disappeared before the next one.
These observations show that an impurity which is not pumped (either by the wall or any
other pumping system) eventually contaminates the plasma core despite the ergodic region.
lts penetration probability is of the order of 1; In the case of neon. the IOWer apparent
screening in the ED conﬁguration is due to the measured lower retention in the wall and not,
as could be ﬁrst proposed, to deleterious transport effects in the edge region. In this frame,
when using a recycling impurity to produce edge radiative layers, the problem to be solved is
to distribute a given number of impurity ions ( E the number of injected impurity atoms) as
adequately as possible in the edge so as to maximize the radiated power.

111.3.a radiation capability
The radiation capability of neon can be deﬁned by the volume integrated radiation function :
Prad(ne0n)

> =I LUQdV
<ne> <n neon
where Prad(neon) is the power radiated by neon, L(Te) is the cooling rate and the integral is
over the volume of the radiating zone. The radiation capability of neon has been measured for
the ED and limiter configurations in our experiments, the power radiated by neon in the edge
being estimated from the peripheral NeVH (55.8nm) line brightness. The result is shown on
ﬁgure 3 where the radiation capability of neon is indicated by the slope of the two lines. It is
3 times higher in the ED case than in the limiter one, i.e. for a given neon density in the
plasma core, the neon radiation is 3 times higher in the ED conﬁguration than in the limiter
one. These observations indicate that the distribution of neon ions achieved by the ED is
better compared to the distribution achieved by the limiter conﬁguration. This optimized
distribution can be due either to a modiﬁcation of the electron temperature proﬁle, or to a
modiﬁcation of the impurity transport in the edge.

IV.Conclusion
Controlled radiating edge layers have been obtained in Tore Supra both in limiter and ED
conﬁgurations, the latter having shown some advantages. The plasmas were heated with up to
5 MW of ICRH, added to 1.5 MW of Joule heating. A highly radiating edge was obtained by
neon injection. Conditions where more than 80% of the total power is radiated were achieved
in both limiter and ED cases, but with an order of magnitude more neon injected in the
former case. Nevertheless the neon concentration in the plasma core remains low in both
conﬁgurations : 0.8% in the ED one, 0.9% in the limiter one. This result is explained by the
retention of neon in the wall, which has been shown to be much higher in the limiter case.
Yet the radiation Capability of neon has been proved to be larger in the ED case, the neon
density in the plasma core corresponding to a typical edge neon radiation being 3 times lower
in the ED conﬁguration than in the limiter one.
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Figure 2

Ratio of the radiated power to the total input power, as a function of the

number of injected neon atoms through the valve : (u) limiter conﬁguration, PICRH=1MW;
(A) limiter conﬁguration, PICRH=2-3MW; (0) ED conﬁguration, PICRH:3-5MW.
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Figure 2 :
Neon experimental penetration probability as a function of the total input
power, in the limiter (D), and ED (0) conﬁgurations.
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Introduction
During the thermal quench phase of a plasma disruption and during ELM's the

divertor plates are hit by an intense plasma flow consisting of electrons and ions.

In ITER this flow has the following parameters: particle energy around 10 keV
pulse duration larger than 100 ps, energy density up to 150 MJ/mZ for disruptions

and up to 10 MJ/m2 for ELMs. Presently existing tokamaks are achieving energy

densities up to 1.5 MJ/m2 in the disrupting plasma flow and thus even are unable

to reach the power density of an ITER ELM. Therefore for prediction of material

behavior under typical ITER conditions simulated disruption testing is required.

Pulsed plasma streams from plasma guns [1] and pulsed electron beams from

vacuum diodes [2 - 3] are used and numerical modeling of the plasma flow target
interaction is performed [4 - 6].
An important problem in the disruption simulation work is the investigation of

the shielding effect of the target plasma formed in front of the divertor plates
under the influence of the impinging plasma flow and the inclined magnetic field

lines. Once a protective target plasma layer is formed, radiative energy transfer
becomes the most important energy transfer path from the impinging plasma

flow to the target. In all modeling work up to now rather low target plasma temperatures are reported [4 - 6]. New experimental results from disruption simulation however have shown that forlow 2 target materials a hot low dense plasma
edge with temperatures up to 80 eV is formed which emits intense soft X<ray
(SXR) line radiation. For carbon mainly two CV lines with photon energies of 308
eV and 356 eV were observed [71. The role and the importance of this radiation
vafor the radiative energy transfer to the target and for the effectiveness of the
por shield is discussed in this paper.

Modeling of plasma flow target interaction
To identify the most important parameters influencing the target plasma tem-

perature and the effectiveness of the vapor shield and to demonstrate the need
for detailed optical data and for line radiation transport a simple plasma

multilayer model as shown in Fig. l was used without hydrOdynamics, without
magnetic field diffusion and without vaporization and melt front propagation.
Radiation transport is treated in forward reverse transport approximation, by us-

and
ing the multigroup Planck opacity concept. Power deposition by ions
modeled.
is
electrons
d
distribute
Maxwellian
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A collisional radiative model is used for calculation of the optical preperties [8]
being described by the absorption and emission coefficients 1; and I]. These include contributions form free-free (ff. bremsstrahlung). bound-free (bf, ionization), and boundvbound (bb, excitation) transitions. For photon energies below 2
ev x and 11 are dominated by ff transitions and above 40 eV mainly by bf transitions. In the photon energy region from 5 to 40 eV bb transitions are important.

As this region is the most important one for plasma temperatures of a few eV the
contribution of lines to the radiation transport becomes important. In carbon and

beryllium plasmas with temperatures above 10 eV bb transitions in helium and
hydrogen like ions for carbon and hydrogen like ions for beryllium produce SXR
line radiation in the photon energy region above 100 eV. To describe the frequency dependence of x and n by Planck group averaging adequately several
hundred frequency groups were used.

The plasma emissivities are calculated assuming an optically thin plasma. This is

appropriate for the continuum radiation. For the most prominent lines however
the plasma is not optically thin. The plasma emissivities in the frequency range of
these lines are additionally calculated assuming LTE and applying the Kirchhoff
law. Both variants represent the extreme cases. The realistic line emissivity values
should lie in between. Their calculation presently is performed applying an escape probability method.

Modeling results
The evolution of plasma temperature. radiation flux and ion beam energy
depositon is shown in Fig. 2 for a carbon plasma layer of thickness of 10 cm hav-

ing an exponentially rising plasma density with densities ranging from 5 x 1015
cm-3 up to 5 x1013 cm-3. The plasma flow enters the plasma layer at the low density side. The density profile approximately describes the real situation corresponding to an erosion of 1 pm and a target plasma expansion across a S T magnetic field. The energy of the impacting protons is 10 keV. Increasing the power
density of the beam to 100 MW/cm2 increases the plasma temperature to 77 eV
and results in deeper penetration of the heat front into the plasma layer due to
an increased contribution of electron heat conduction. The plasma emissivities
used are valid for an optically thin plasma. A comparison of Fig. Za and b shows
that the radiative heat flux is locally correlated with the plasma temperature. The
radiative heat load at the wall therefore is only weakly influenced by the temperature of the plasma edge (plasma corona).

Assuming validity of LTE for the emissivities of the SXR lines the temperature of
the plasma corona reduces to 23 eV because of higher reradiation. Assuming LTE
for the emissivities of the continuum radiation finally brings down the temperature to values below 10 eV for a poWer density of 10 MW/cmZ. A comparison of
photon energy dependent boundary radiation fluxes is shown in Fig. 3. For SXR
line emissivities under LTE the hot photons contribute with 50 % to the
backradiated flux in rough agreement with the experimental results [7]. No hot

photons are arriving at the wall. The opacity concept is only able to describe the
transport of photons being in equilibrium with the local plasma temperature and
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with
thus fails to predict the transport of hot photons through cold plasma layers
a steep temperature gradient.

Results for beryllium are shown in Fig. 4 for emissivities derived for an optically

13 eV at plas—
thin plasma. The temperature in the plasma corona reaches about
Fig. 5 shows
on.
penetrati
beam
larger
a
ma densities up to 4 x 1017 cm3 due to

boundary radiation fluxes. The backradiated flux is mainly due to hot photons
is
from hydrogen like ions with energies of 123 eV. The radiative flux to the wall
due to photons from the energy region 1 to 10 eV.

Conclusions
in disruption
For low 2 materials the existence of a hot plasma corona confirmed
moderate
simulation experiments was reproduced. The Be corona despite it’s
123 eV. A
of
energy
with
photons
SXR
temperature of around 13 eV mainly emits

considerable fraction of the carbon corona emission consists of photons of energy

hot phoof 308 and 356 eV. Calculation of the transmission probability of such
a self
requires
gradients
ure
temperat
tons through cold plasma layers with steep

on
consistent method which takes into account the influence of the SXR radiation
answered
be
can
question
the
finally
Then
ions.
of
n
populatio
level
local
the
the tarwhether the hot plasma corona contributes to the radiative heat load at
get.
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The Control of Convection by Fuelling and Pumping in the JET Pumped Divertor
P J Harbour, P Andrew, D Campbell, S Clement, S Davies, 1 Ehrenberg, S K Erents, A Gondhalekar,

M Gadebcrg, N Gottardi, M von Hellennann, L Horton, A Loarte, C Lowry, C Maggi, K McCormick,
D O'Brien, R Reichle, G Saibene, R Simonini, JSpence, M Stamp, D Stork, A Taroni, G Vlases
JETJoint Undertaking. Abingdon, Oxon. OXH BEA, UK

1 INTRODUCTION
Convection from the scrape-off layer (SOL) to the divertor will control core impurities, if it retains
them in a cold, dense, divertor plasma. This implies a high impurity concentration in the divertor,
low at its entrance. Particle flux into the divertor entrance, 1",}, can be varied systematically in JET,
using the new fuelling and pumping systems. We estimate the convection ratio, I‘d/Ft, where 1‘; is
the particle ﬂux to the divertor target, for various conditions of operation. Particle convection into the
divertor should increase thermal convection, decreasing thermal conduction, and temperature and

density gradients along the magnetic ﬁeld, hence increasing the frictional force and decreasing the

thermal force on impurities.

The convection ratio, 121/1745 estimated as follows (n522x1019 m‘3), based on EDGE2D [1].
0.35
0.15
Open conﬁguration (horizontal target)
0.19
0.03
Closed conﬁguration (vertical target)
Low pumping/wall pumping High pumping/wall pumping &
Typical conditions
fuelling in torus
and/or fuelling in divertor

The limited range is due to ionisation in the divertor. The conﬁguration is more "open" at low density
and with hydrogen, giving higher Mach number at the divertor entrance.
The control of convection is important, so is studied in JET, using the new fuelling system.

discuss a limited study, using the Mk I Divertor, with horizontal target, and no pumping.

We

It is

S
expected that the control of impurities may be sensitive to small changes in Mach number, >0.l s M
0.], say. The study of fuelling is supported by modelling with EDGEZD, as described in Sections 5,6.

2 THE EXPERIMENT IN JET AND THE MODEL PLASMA FOR EDGEZD

Fuelling ("puff‘ in Figures) is now provided at three poloidal locations in JET (Fig la), top (thick
SOL), outer midplane, 0MP (thin SOL, hence deeper penetration), and in the divertor, just below the

X-point. The divertor system has 24 toroidally distributed inlet pipes, controllable in quadrants (six

pipes each), via four independent fast gas valves. Pumping will be via a cryopump, stronger in the
outer divertor, but not yet available, so we use wall-pumping in this study. Wall—pumping is assumed
from ~
to occur mainly in the divertor and is found to decrease in strength throughout the day,

4):]02'5”l to ~ 2x102ls'l in high density Ohmic discharges. The plasma conﬁguration studied is

shown in Fig 1a and the model geometry in Fig 1b. Fuelling in EDGE2D is simulated by introducing
of the
D atoms (T=0.1eV) at the walls where indicated, while pumping is simulated by absorbing 10%
to the
ﬂux of neutrals onto the divertor walls. Steady state is achieved by matching the fuelling rate
wall pumping rate found in experiment and model respectively.

3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

in
An Ohmic density scan was made in a series of discharges (2.8T, ZMA), with deuterium fuelling
The
the divertor (1,2 or 4 quadrants). Several discharges had top or 0MP fuelling for comparison.

total electron content, N, increased until fairly constant. The pumping rate, opumﬂ, is given by

4m : (ll/m -dN/d’

(I),

and in every discharge ldN ldrl<<¢lwmp $1,“, during the a: constant density phase. On the first day,
the second day
with purely Ohmic discharges (#29756-66), data were taken at [1,q = 14—165. On

(#29810-23), fl,"m : 13.55, avoiding the NB] commissioning time (1W, 216s;PN,,, S 12 WV).
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

between 1 s"
Figure 2 shows the density scan. The speciﬁc pumping rate, gum/(Fig 2a), lies mostly
limit pulse
density
a
ﬁrst
was
there
,
sequentially
observations
pumping
the
Considering
and 3.3 5'1.
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(29756) with top fuelling, then a low density pulse (fuelling oft), where tM/N was much lower.

Divertor fuelling was used in 61, WhiCh showed 20% less pumping than 56, and the speciﬁc pumping
rate continued to fall throughout the sequence 62-65, with divertor fuelling, and 66, with top fuelling.
There seems little to distinguish the pumping in these Ohmic discharges, with top or divertor fuelling.

On the second day, ¢p...,,/N was almost twice as large (only partly due to the timing of the
observation, 1.5 s earlier). Again the speciﬁc pumping rate fell, the sequence 29810-15 showing this

clearly. The trend was resumed during 17,18 & 19, the latter with top fuelling, and if we allow for the
density variation there is nothing to suggest that 19 (top fuelling) or 20 (0MP fuelling) lie outside the
sequence. In contrast, 23 (OM? fuelling) has at least 50% more pumping than expected. The specific

pumping rate falls by 3% to 10% per discharge, increasing with plasma density as expected under
high recycling conditions, A regression ﬁt to the data in Fig.2a shows that (hm), varies
approximately as NL3 and that it increased by a factor greater than two on the second day.

All

measured values of «13W, lay within about 10% of the regression line (apart from #29823) and, for
those observations with fuelling in the main SOL, the deviations from the regression ﬁt were random
in sign as well as being of similar magnitude to those with divertor fuelling. This conﬁrms the

analysis of data given above.

The global Zeffective varies with density as usual, but is higher for four ofthe ﬁve plasmas with SOL
fuelling (Fig2b). This implies greater carbon content, due either to sputtering at the fuelling location
or increased sputtering and escape of carbon from the divertor. In contrast, the bulk radiation is not

affected fuelling location (Fig2d): either it is dominated by high Z species (eg. Cl), little affected by
changes at the edge, or we have an inconsistency. However the trends do appear to be signiﬁcant.

Radiation in the divertor shows consistent trends in line with expectations. With divertor fuelling, the
Da intensity at both targets increases rapidly with N, Du/N increasing linearly with N up to N=1021,

with about 10% greater intensity in the inner divertor. Above N=1021 the increase, still linear in the
outer diveretor, is faster than linear in the inner, indicating a cold plasma. The Da intensity is up to
25% lower with fuelling in the SOL (Fig.2e,f). There is a similar trend in the total divertor radiation
obtained bolometrically (Fig 2c).
Overall, there is clear evidence (Du lbolometry) that particle ﬂuxes in the divertor increase with density (Du~N2 or more) as well as with divertor fuelling. Also the speciﬁc pumping rate increases with

density (thump ~Nl-3), but at a lower rate than the increase in particle ﬂuxes in the divertor. It is
surprising that the speciﬁc pumping rate is not increased by fuelling in the divertor, when ﬂuxes are
higher. Can it be that pumping occurs near the fuel inlet, possibly due to charge exchange?

SOL proﬁles, measured with a movable Langmuir probe in discharges 2981010, showed a fairly
constant narrow layer. In 29819 (top fuelling) the scrape-off thickness increased substantially com—
pared to 29818 with divertor fuelling, (kn, l3.7—>21mm; 21-, 8.8—)14mm; KT, 23—)27mm). ,Wc
expect broadening with fuelling in the SOL, especially at the top of the vessel, which would

exaggerate differences between torus and divertor fuelling. No signiﬁcant difference is apparent in
Fig.2 for discharge 29819. Plasma proﬁles at the target were unavailable in these discharges.

5 MODELING WITH EDGEZD: PROCEDURE

Nine steady state runs with EDGEZD and NIMBUS were performed EWL=EWL=125WW; Di=0.2 mzs‘l,
xi=1.5 mzs'l; L—mode values), with three densities and three fuelling assumptions: top or outer mid-

plane (0MP) fuelling and no fuelling (:divertor fuelling). The plasma geometry is similar to that
used experimentally (Fig 1). The interaction between plasma and walls in the torus was minimised,
so that changes due to changing fuelling point would be detectable. To this end, a diffusive ﬂux
boundary condition with shallow gradient (An=3cm) was set at the outer surface of the plasma region
used in EDGEZD (Fig.1b). Plasma crossing this outer surface was recycled at the divertor target.

About half ofthe recycling was ofthis type, the other halfﬂowing to the target via the model plasma
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region (Figlb). This outer boundary condition produced relatively flat radial density proﬁles in the
SOL, so, although the average density simulates experimea results, details of density proﬁles do

not. The temperature profiles are consistent with typical observations, however.
6 MODELLING WITH EDGEZD: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Total plasma ﬂow to the targets,

,, is tabulated below, with other flows of interest. The prescribed

wall pumping removes up to 8% of the target flow, which is then re-injected as fuel. Pumping and
fuelling has a predictably small effect on parameters in the SOL and divertor channel. At all three

Albedo in divertor

Edge density/l (Mm-3
Flow to target, mulls—1
Fuel/pump tlow/lOzls‘l
Flow into divertor/102ls"

245
202
0
54.9

No fuelling

Top fuelling

100%

90%

1.84
202
0
47.3

1.31
197
0
36.8

2.50
210
l6.2
58.8

1.91
210
13.2
48.4

0MP fuelling
90%

1.32
201
10.1
38.8

2.67
208
16.3
60.2

2.04
210
12.7
50.7

1.41
200
9.6
33.2

Edge plasma densities and globaIow: obtained in simulation: offuelling and pumping with EDGEZD/NIMB US.

densities, Ti is reduced (more so at the fuelling point) by ~5eV at the separatrix, and Te fell by l to

2eV (Fig.3a). Although impurities were not studied, the dip in T1 implies the thermal force on
impurity ions is directed from the fuelling point towards the divertor. Frictional forces increase due

to reduced Ti and to flow induced by fuelling. Mach number proﬁles (Fig.3b) show SOL fuelling
moves the stagnation point in the SOL towards the fuelling point from its location with no fuel, and
increases the gradient ofM.
SOL fuelling had little influence on separatrix Mach number at the divertor entrance, radial proﬁles
(Fig.4) showing strong ﬂow (M=0.3) into each divertor. The outer part of the proﬁle shows a tendency to flow reversal, reduced by SOL fuelling. Detailed study shows flow reversal at/or near each

divertor entrance, only in the outer part ofthe profile. SOL fuelling diminishes the flow reversal zone

and increases plasma density away from the separatrix. Fuelled neutrals are attenuated within a few

mm. Those surviving, having charge-exchanged, penetrate easily, especially at the outer mid-plane.

7. SUMNIARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Changes in convection in the SOL, caused by gaseous fuelling, have been studied, both experimentally in the JET Mk I divertor, and with EDGEZD/NIMBUS. In Ohmic plasmas (ZMA, 2.3T),
divertor fuelling gave low Zerrecnve with increased radiation intensity (Du/bolometry) in the divertor.

Fuelling in the main SOL gave higher Zcffccﬁve but not bulk radiation, and decreased radiation in the
divertor. The wall-pumping speed varied day by day by at least a factor of two. On a given day,

chm“, ~Nl-3. and Du‘NZ (or more). Despite extra ﬂuxes with divertor fuelling, there was no increase
in wall-pumping speed, suggesting that pumping may occur at the fuelling point. Preliminary
measurements with a movable Langmuir probe show a thicker SOL with top fuelling, in qualitative
agreement with EDGEZD.

One aim of the experiment was to investigate the need for toroidally

uniform fuelling. Preliminary results, though unclear, help to deﬁne a future investigation. The
experiment described was part of a larger study, to include controlled pumping with a cryo-pump.
When commissioned, it will be possible to test whether wall-pumping occurs at the fuelling point.
With EDGEZD, a 90% albedo on the divertor Side-plates pumped 58% of the target plasma ﬂow.

Fuelling in the main SOL reduced Ti, with a minimum near the fuelling point. This suggests fuelling
in the SOL might control impurities, via frictional and thermal forces. In contrast, increased impurity

content was found in JET, using the Bremsstrahlung measurements, but not the bolometry. Impurities

generated at the fuelling point might be implicated here, further work being needed.

EDGEZD

showed that fuelling alters proﬁles at the divertor throat, ﬂow reversal regions being diminished ifnot

removed. Although details may be model dependent, the sensitivity to fuelling procedure implies that

a versatile fuelling system such as now installed in JET, is needed to optimise performance.
[I] R Simonini, G Corr-igan, JSpence, A Taroni andG Vlases, 20!h EPS, Lisbon, 26—30 July I993.
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Experimental investigation of power deposition on the

ergodic divertor target plates in TORE—SUPRA.

D.Guilhem, P.Ghendrih, AGrosmnn, F.Nguyen,J.I.Cordier, PDeschamps,
H.Renner , E.Gauthier, M.Lipa
Association EURATOM—CEA sur la Fusion
Centre d'études de Cadarache. 13108 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance (France)

" w7x Group, IPP Garching, D-85748 (Germany)

It is widely accepted that achieving the relevant central plasma performances in steady

control the
state requires control of the plasma wall interaction. Indeed, in order to keep under
on walls
central plasma impurity concentration it is necessary to ease the power deposition
ifsome
However,
sources.
impurity
main
the
minimise
to
order
in
MW/mz)
5
<
(power density
impurities are generated at the plasma edge, it is also necessary to reduce their penetration
are used
depth into the main plasma. For these purposes axisymmetric divertor conﬁgurations
[7].
scheme
alternative
an
as
used
is
(ED)
divenor
worldwide /1/. On Tore-Supra the ergodic
goal of the
The plasma edge physics is quite the same in spite of the diﬁ‘erent approach. The

ED. is to destroy the magnetic surfaces at the plasma edge (last 20% of the plasma volume)

can be
with a weak (<6Br> / Bq) ~ 10'3) resonant magnetic perturbation. Two main regions
open
ﬁnd
can
one
where
zone
laminar
The
/3/.
identiﬁed within this controlled plasma volume
zone
ﬁeld lines as in axisymmetric divextors (deﬁning the heat load pattern) and a stochastic
before
m)
(>103
length
connexion
long
experience
lines
(close to the main plasma) where ﬁeld
expect an
impinging on the wall /4l. From the properties of such an ED. system, one can
presents
paper
This
/5/.
periphery
the
in
particles
fast
and
enhancement of the transport of heat
a dedicated
new results on power deposition on plasma facing components and especially on
Six identical
target plate designed for this study. 5 such plates equip each E.D. module.
/6/. The
modules are equally spaced toroidally in the main vacuum vessel of Tore-Supra
a poloidal
has
coils
of6
set
The
toroidally.
13°
and
poloidally
120°
is
module
each
of
extension
the
mode number m=18ﬂ and a toroidal number n=6 being therefore resonant for q~3 when
radial
the
Since
).
Bp+lil2=1.5
for
q~4
and
Shafranov shift is small (q~3 for Bp+lil2=0.7
bars, only
perturbation of the magnetic ﬁeld line is rapidly decreasing away ﬂ'om the ED,
to 3cm
(5r~2
plasma
main
the
I‘esonant ﬁeld lines will experience a large radial excursion into
to the
close
very
field
magnetic
radial
the
encounters
line
ﬁeld
a
time
Each
tum).
per poloidal
able
bars, it will receive a small radial kick. Only ﬁeld lines having coherent deﬂections will be
connected
tubes
ﬂux
of
number
a
ﬁnd
can
we
result,
a
As
plasma.
conﬁned
the
from
to escape
pattern
very deep into the main plasma (down to r/a = 0.7). We shall show that the heat load
limiter,
on the main plasma facing components, namely the ED. target plates or the main
visualised
plasma,
hot
the
with
connected
tubes
ﬂux
to
presents such localized hot spots due
and/or
and predicted at the very edge. They correSpond to strong modulations of the density
(to
13361
13360,
shots
only
simplicity
of
sake
the
For
/7/.
edge
temperature at the plasma
code
compare the relative power depositions with/without ED.) and 12797 (to compare
13361
prediction and temperature surface measurements), will be analysed. Shots 13360 and
correspond to Ip=1.51MA, V-loop=1.1V, <ne.1>=6.1013m", TCO= 1.8keV, R=2.41m,
F0176m, Bt=33T so that q—psi~3 at the very edge. The plasma is limited by the ED. coils.
The current in the divertor coils for shot 13360 is Idiv=27kA, constant during the entire
plasma. For shot 13361 Idiv=0 but all other macroscopic parameters are identical to shot
13360.
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The radial position of each coil has been measured (ﬁgure 1). One can see that there is
a radial excursion of 15mm With respect to the average value. Since we have measured that
the e-folding length for power deposition is 12mm when Ip=1.51MA and Idiv=0 l8/, we can
expect a non uniform toroidal power deposition when the plasma is leaning on the ED.
module even if no current is ﬂowing in the ED. modules. This can be seen ﬁgure 2 which
shows the power density on different actively cooled plasma facing components. However,
there is almost no ED. induced modiﬁcation of the average surface power deposition on the

target plates, which varies from 1.5 to 3.0MW/m‘. This is due to a reorganisation of the power
density distribution on the plates with a constant extracted power. When Idiv=0, only the part
Of the target plate emerging ﬁom the coil casing (6r:20mm) limits the plasma (more or less

uniformely illuminated). On the other hand, when Idiv=27kA deeper regions of the target

plates between bars (5r=40mm) collect power by direct deﬂection of heat along ﬁeld lines. The

"apparent" e-folding length for power deposition is increased, on average, by a factor of 2

When Idgv=27kA. More power is then spread out on remote plasma facing components (such
as the inner wall located on the high ﬁeld side) than on the ED coils located on the low ﬁeld
side. The casing of the ED. coils then takes less power (from 0.15MW/m2 to 0.10MW/m2),
but the overall power is conserved. All these relative observations can be seen on ﬁgure 3,
where the variation is 120% on the target plates (0.061m1), -20 to —70% on the ED. casing
(3.6m‘) and +40 to +100% on the remote inner wall (12m?) located 0.1m away from the last

closed ﬂux surface when Idiv=0- It is interesting to note by comparing ﬁgure 1 and ﬁgure 3

that the power loading reduction corresponds to the closest target plates with respect to the

plasma. This shows clearly the robustness of such a system with respect of gross misalignments
of more than iSmm.
The presence of a limiter in front of the ED. coils has several consequences. Firstly,
directly connected to two of the ED target plates are intercepted by this object. The
lines
ﬁeld
consequence is that the power deposition on the limiter is strongly affected by the ED. These
modiﬁcations have already been described /9/. The symmetry of power deposition on
electron/ion, top/bottom sides of the limiter is no longer preserved. A strong modulation is
observed with some hot and cold zones, qualitatively reproduced by the MASTOC ﬁeld line
code l4/. These strong modulations can be correlated to the modulations seen on the target
plates as described below. When the limiter is in ﬁ'ont of the ED. coils, if the difference in
radial position is < 0.03m only 2 target plates are affected, (one on each module on the sides of
the limiter) but with no consequence on the physics within the plasma volume affected by the
ED. If the radial distance is increased then the number of ED. modules concerned is
increased, but only-one target plate on each module is concerned. However, the limiter is
always located in the laminar zone; consequently a well deﬁned pattern is observed.
Each ED. coil consists of 8 actively cooled current bars. The current in the bars
ensures a self protection by channelling the ﬁeld lines in between bars where the target plates
are located. In fact the channelling is more or less efﬁcient depending on the local pitch angle
since the bars have been designed to accomodate pitch angles corresponding to q=3 (for
Bp+li/2=O.7). For different q values, some shadowing of the target plates by the casing of the
coils is observed. Figure 4 shows surface temperatures of one of the target plates, obtained
with an infrared camera during shot#12797. One can clearly see a non uniform power
deposition corresponding to different flux tubes which penetrate to diﬁerent minor radii.
The dedicated target plate is made of an actively cooled copper structure covered with
a 60pm B4C layer. The thermal conductivity of such layer has been measured to be ~1.0 W/
m. “K. The time constant 0f such a structure has been calculated with a 2D mesh code
(CASTEM) with the real geometry. Two very different time constants can be identiﬁed: a 4mg
time constant for the B4C layer (an analytic formula gives ~11ms) and a 5 seconds time
constant (25 seconds to reach true steady state) for the copper structure. The large difference
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between these time constants indicates that if measurements are made with a good temporal
resolution (as with infrared cameras, integration time = 20ms) on a short sequence, any rapid
surface temperature change can be attributed to the gradient temperature change of the B4C
layer. Moreover, the change in surface temperature reﬂects directly the change of the power
ﬂux density at the surface of the target plate, since Q(W/m1) = (Ts'Tcu) ‘ A / e, where Ts is
the B4C surface temperature, Tcu is the copper surface temperature, e=60um is the thickness
of the B4C layer and l is its thermal conductivity.
In our experiment the direct change of surface temperature gives information on the
power ﬂux associated to the diﬁ‘erent ﬂux tubes. It can be seen (ﬁgure 5), that during the
plasma current ramp up, the safety factor varies at the very edge as well as the radial excursion
experienced by the ﬂux tubes impinging on the target plate. The power deposition can strongly
vary on a very short spatial scale, here from 0.5MW/m2 to 3.2MW/m1 within 0.03m. It can
change from less than IMW/m2 up to IOMW/m2 depending on the experimental scenario. All
these observations can be computed as will be described below.

Numerical computations are used to predict both, the magnetic perturbation in the
vicinity of the ED. coils when current is ﬂowing, and the ﬁeld line excursion /4/. Field line
penetrations are derived along a typical toroidal length. This ﬁgure of merit is supposed to
give an estimate of the power conducted along the ﬁeld lines since the perpendicular transport
is not dominant. Figure 6 shows the image (q ~ 3.2) of a target plate in a (r,0) plane as a
function of the radial penetration of ﬁeld lines in the plasma (different colors). This code result
is very similar to the experimental surface temperature map (which can be directly interpreted
in terms of power density) presented in ﬁgure 4. The magnetic surfaces are modiﬁed, leading
to a signiﬁcant enhancement of the transport along well deﬁned ﬂux tubes. This corresponds to
the pattern observed on the target plate (or on the main limiter /9/). Small scale structures can
be identiﬁed corresponding to a succession of "hot” and "cold" ﬂux tubes suggesting that the
turbulence is small in the perturbed zone /11/. Theoretical predictions and observations of
such phenomena have been made in stellarators and especially at the boundary of W7AS / 10/.

Conclusion. Ergodic divertor experiments in Tore-Supra have shown valuable effects. The
reorganisation of the plasma wall interaction was discussed in this paper. The dominant effects
are: 1) an increase of the "average“ e-folding length for heat and particle deposition at the
expense of large asymmetries, leading to a marked heat load pattern on the main plasma facing
components; 2) the power deposition on target plates is not strongly affected by gross
misalignments of the ED. modules; 3) the absolute temperature map, and hence the power
density map on a dedicated target plate, has been obtained; 4) the heat load channeling at the
very edge presents a small spatial scale pattern (<< average heat load e-folding length) and is
therefore not affected by any plasma edge turbulence (which is however decreased by the
EU, as measured by infrared scattering turbulence measurements [1 1]).
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Introduction

The next step device will have to demonstrate the compatibility between the heat
removal with very high radiation level, in order to reduce the convective heat flux in the
scrape off layer (SOL), and the particle exhaust in order to maintain the ash density

sufﬁciently low in the core plasma. The superconducting tokamak Tore Supra has been
equipped with ergodic divertor (ED) modules and six vertical pump limiters (VPL) designed
to simultaneously control the plasma density and to extract the heat flux. The ED is
described in [1] and previous experiments have shown that it reduces the convected heat ﬂux

on the plasma facing components (PFC) by increasing the rate of radiated power at the edge
and by preventing the plasma contamination via impurity edge screening [2, 3].
In this paper, it will be shown that with an ergodized boundary, the active pumping
by the ED modules is a means to control the plasma density and the wall particle content,
while the radiation level and the screening properties at the edge are preserved. In the ﬁrst
part of this paper, the experimental sequence and the pumping efficiency are discussed. The
second part is devoted to the global particle balance (including the wall retention).

Plasma density control
in order to determine the efﬁciency of plasma density control by the ED, a series of
(IO—15) consecutive shots with deuterium plasmas "leaning" on the ED modules have been
realized. The plasma heating is restricted to ohmic with a plasma current of lp:1.6MA, a
toroidal ﬁeld 31:32 T (in order to obtain a safety factor : qedge =3). The volume averaged

plasma density is varied between 2 and 4.5 1019m'3. During this series of shots the density is

feedback—controlled by gas pufﬁng up to 25 before the end of the current plateau when
injection is stopped. Assuming N to be the total number of particles in the discharge, the
global particle balance can be described by the simple equilibrium dN/dtzF—N/‘tp*, where F

is the injected flux, tp‘ the apparent conﬁnement time I]; = ‘Cp /(1-R) where ID is the
particle conﬁnement time and R the global recycling coefﬁcient. The titanium getters, which
ensure the pumping, are generally activated for only half of the experiments in order to
hﬁmna thP data [0 similar unpumped shots. The exhaust efficiency E is deduced from the
- mvw

: 7: TM “/Tnfvv). -1/ ”BMW/0; ).
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Figure 1 displays the time evolution of the average plasma density and the gas
injection for similar shots, without (#10517) and with active pumping (#10518). In these
experiments, the plasma is leaning on the ED which is energized at its maximum value

(Idiv=45kA)- For the non-pumped case (#10517), the wall particle content is nearly large
enough to maintain the density at a steady state indicating a wall status close to the
saturation. For the pumped shot (#10518). when the titanium getters of the ED modules are

activated, the gas injection required to maintain the plasma density is 5 to 6 times larger
than in the non—pumped
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Figure 1 :Evolution of the average plasma density
and of the injected gas versus time for a non-pumped
shot (10517) and a pumped shot (10518) respectively

the wall saturation status
[5]. It has also to be noted

that for similar plasma conditions, the activation of the pumping with the ED energized
does not modify either the radiation fraction (up to 70% of the total power for the described
experiments) or the screening properties of the ED at the edge.
'

Particle balance

As previously demonstrated for the OPL experiments [5. 8], the particle balance
shows that the ED conﬁguration allows one to control the plasma density while partially
depleting the wall particle content. The particle balance can be divided into three
sequences:
The current ramp-up [0-45], the steady state phase for the plasma density [4-7.55] and
ﬁnally the density decay before the end of the plateau current [7.5-8.75] when the gas puff
is turned off.
The time evolution of the plasma density and of the plasma current for a pumped shot
lea—ning on the ED modules when the ED is energized (Idiv=27k.A i.e 60% of the maximum

perturbation) are displayed on ﬁgure 2a. For the same shot. the injected particle flux (gas
puff) and the exhaust particle flux by the ED pumps are decribed in ﬁgure 2b. The plasma
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wall particle
particle content variation (V d<nc>ldt where V is the plasma volume) and the
content
particle
wall
and
content variation are displayed on figure 2c. The plasma
:
form
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the following analysis is suggested:
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me non pumped shots of this series, the gas puff does not drop completely to zero during
this phase and the wall does not appear totally saturated when the ED is energized and
when the plasma is leaning on the ED.
The ﬁnal part of the discharge. between 7.5 and 8.7s, shows that the exhaust by the pumps
of the ED exceeds typically 3 to 4 times the density decay. During this phase, the particle
balance shows that the wall is depleted (ﬁgure 2c). The depletion of the wall by the active
pumping is also conﬁrmed by the partial D2 pressure measurement at the end of the shot
with a quadrupole mass spectrometer in the pumping system of the toms. The D2 partial
pressure is 2 times lower at the end of the series (15 shots) of experiments than at the
beginning. Also, just after a an over-night helium glow conditioning. the overall quantity of
gas required to maintain the density is quite high in the absence of active pumping. From
shot to shot. in spite of a higher density, the total quantity of gas required to obtain this
density remains roughly constant. In contrast. for the pumped shots which are all realized
after the non pumped shots, the gas injection necessary to obtain the density depends
strongly on the plasma density. The recent results of DIII-D, in which the axisymmetric
divertor extracts neutrals from both the plasma and the wall [9], supports the idea that this
is a ge-neral phenomenon not particularly linked to the precise edge configuration [8].

Summary

The reported experiments show that the plasma density and the wall particles
content can be actively controlled with an ergodic layer when the plasma is leaning on the
ED modules when the ED is energized without modifying plasma parameters. That means
that the ergodic divertor can simultaneously provide a screening of the impurities. and a
plasma density control with a fraction of radiated power as high as 70% with intrinsic
impurities.
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Abstract
First results of the SAFE-code (Solution Adaptive Finite Element) had emphasized the importance of
a geometrically realistic treatment of complex wall structures in the scrape off layer (SOL) of toknmnks
[1]. In a single fluid approximation and with fixed electron temperature proﬁle the plasma flow has been
calculated for the limiter conﬁguration ofTEXTOR. The source terms, generated by the recycling neutrals,
are computed using the Monte Carlo code EIRENE.
Now the SAFE—code is extended to take into account the electron temperature seltconsistently. To save
computer time, for the ﬁrst approximation of the particle and energy sources and sinks due to reionisatiou
and charge exchange a fast analytical neutral particle model was developed. This modiﬁed SA FE—EIRENE
code system is applied again to the SOL ofTEXTOR. Since the SOL is not completely collision-domiuated
the classical dissipative fluxes of electrons and ions along the magnetic ﬁeld should he limited by collisions
free fluxes. The inﬂuence of these flux limitations are studied,

1

Introduction

strucFinite element codes with triangular meshes are more appropriate in modelling complex geometrical

II
tures than ﬁnite difference codes, For the SOL of TEXTOR, including the toroidal pumplimitcr ALT
we observed qualitatively new eltects. On top of this limiter a. flow reversal in poloidal and radial direction appears. Underneath the blades the recycling is strongly localized and thereby an effective cooling
of the plasma is achieved [1]. But until now all these results were evaluated in a single fluid approach,
calculating only the density, momentum and the energy of the ions. For the electrons a fixed temperature
distribution was assumed The strong impact of neutral particles on the electron temperature profile had
been taken into account only by using a fixed temperature gradient length in poloidal direction. Now wr‘
have extended the code to include selfconsistently also the electron energy equation. The interactions of
the plasma with the neutral particles are described either by the Monte-Carlo code EIRENE or by a faster

analytical model, (leveloped for the FEM-code. In the next sections the improvements of the SAFE-code

influence of the
with respect to [1] are described, including the implementation of flux limits. Then the
selfconsislcnt electron temperature and of the flux limitation is demonstrated.

2
2.1

Model description
Transport Equations

The transport equations are primarily based on a modified version of Bragiuskij’s plasma equations
due to
[‘2]. A major change is the ”ad-hoe” introduced Diffusion Ansatz for the radial transport,

to the magnetic
lhe experimentally observed "anomalous" high particle and energy llux perpendicular
ﬂuxes are neglected.
field. The plasma is considered to be quasineutral; electric currents and diamagnetic
used in many other numerical
Assuming toroidal symmetry, one gets a set ofsimplificd lluid equations

(quasiiicutrality). a
2Detransportvcodes as well (6.3. ['5]). This Set consrsls of one continuity equation
the radial plasma flow and
momentum equation for the parallel ion flow Velocity, a Diffusion equation for

the energy equations for ions and electrons.
coollicinuls for
The radial anomalous diffusion corflicicnt D is set lo Doing/s and the radial transport
parallel momentum, ion and electron energy are respectiVFly 1]r : 71171,),IC: : ml) and n: : 271/).
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Calculation of source terms

2.2

neutral particles:
We have two options to calculate the interaction processes of the plasma with recycled
a neutral fluid
The Monte-Carlo code EIRENE [4] and a simpler but faster analytical model, simulating
Inscc).
in an FEM—mesh. (CPU-time: ElRENE z 1 — 100 sec; analytical model z 50
First we use the analytical model to get an initial solution In this model we consider two groups of neutrals,

one with a Franckondon energy of 3 eV and the other with thermal energy. From each boundary element
both species flow with their characteristic velocity into the SOL (perpendicular to the wall) Because of
reionization, a fraction of lhc neutral flux is lost per element. According to the flow direction relative to
the element sides the remaining flux is divided up into the adjacent elements. This process is repeated
energy sources
until all neutrals are reionized are. lost at the boundaries. One finds the total particle and
by summing up the contributions from all outflowvcells to each element. Per Ionization ofa neutral particle
the ions receive an averaged energy of3 cV and the electrons are loosing 25 CV.

T0 couple the plasma code to EIRENE, an interface has been installed, which transfers the geometry and
the plasma quantities Based on fixed plasma conditions, the particle, moment-urn— and energy-sources
for each element are computed and transferred back to the plasma code. This procedure is repeated until
the particle, momentum and energy balances are fulﬁlled.

Limitation of the dissipative ﬂuxes

2.3

Since the plasma in the SOL is not everywhere collision-dominated, in regions of steep gradients the
Braginskij form of mg. the heat flux vector will lead to values larger than the the collision-free heat flux
This is avoided by limiting the transport coefficients in the following way (see also [3]):

N z clan
ll.

(l)

(The factor F‘ has to be adjusted, to lit results of kinetic calculations and is chosen to be 0.4)

Numerical Implementation of the electron energy equation

2.4

To solve the equations we use an explicit time dependent method. As indicated in a previous work [I]
the limcstep must be limited such that the fastest transport process can transfer information only to the
neighbouring nodes. Fonthe continuity and the momentum equation this timestep is given by the quotient
of the element length “I? and the maximal flow velocity, ice. the sound velocity. For the energy equation;
it is determined by the heat conduction process, which is about 60 times faster for the electrons than for
the ions So we use the following time marching procedure (see Fig.1): Density, flow velocity and pressure
are calculated for a half timest in advance. Using these results the electron temperature is calculated
dividing the ion—tirnestep into sufficiently small steps. Then the new electron temperature is used to rorrect

the ion energy equation and also the continuity and the momentum equation for V“.
l

fti

IONS

ELECTRDNS

A‘e

Figure 1: Time marching procedure to solve transport equations

3
3.1

Application to the SOL of TEXTOR
Speciﬁcation of geometry, boundary conditions

The model was applied to the TEXTOR—SOL including the pumplimiter ALT H. The magnetic ﬂux surfaces
are ralculated using the equilibrium code CATl [5]. Our finite element mesh is then generated aligned to
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these flux surfaces and during the calculation automatically reﬁned in regions where steep gradients occur,
in particular near the limiter.

On the magnetic flux surface at the core plasma interface we use as boundary conditions: V; = 0 m/s;
1: = 7 x 1013 rn'a. Temperatures are set to 70 eV.

At the limiter tips and at the target plates, plasma sheath edge conditions are imposed on both
sides :

V, = %‘c,; Q‘, : V,(2.5T.-n + %mnV”1)._

Q; : 4.8T,nVa; At the limiter tips all particles are

recycled, whereas in the scoops 25% will be pumped. The parts of the limiter || 1; behave like ideal
walls, i.c. no forca and no fluxes are directed onto the surfaces.

The boundary conditions at the outermost ﬂux surface are l V,— : 0 m/s; %:lt = 0; Q2 : O;Q§ = 0.

3.2

Results

3.3

Heat ﬂux limit for the electrons

Applying the solution procedure described before with no limitation of the dissipative fluxes, no stationary
solution is achieved. This can be explained by looking at the various parts of the energy fluxes: Even
in regions of high convective flow the electron heat flux is larger by more than a factor of ten than all
other fluxes, so that the electrons and ions are almost decoupled. This in front of the limiter leads to a
nearly homogeneous and high electron temperature, whereas the ions are cooled more and more by neutral
particles and by the strong convective fluxI imposed as boundary condition.

We get a stable solution, when we limit the classical electron heat ﬂux as described above. Starting
now from the solution with ﬁxec electron temperature [1], we achieve a stationary solution after 12000
timesteps and 3 additional runs of EIRENE. After that, the plasma flow onto the targets is changing by
not more than 2% within 3000 timesteps (z 5 . 10"1 sec). The selfconsistent calculation of the electron
temperature has only marginal inﬂuence on the density profile and the flow pattern. We therefore show
only the temperature proﬁla for ions and electrons.
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2.505200)

Lint-01

, cm
lJO-Eoﬂl

SJOltDl

6.10hlf01

7.00hl‘01

8v

Figure 2: Ion temperature (a) and electron temperature (b) proﬁle in the SOL of TEXTOR

3.4

Heat ﬂux limit for the ions

Consistent with the treatment of the electrons and following proposals discussed in earlier works [1.6] a
flux limit also for the ions is introduced in the same form as written above for the electrons, Instead of
F" . ufhp‘ for the electrons here we have to use Fi - 5.41"",

Figure It shows for different I" and I“ the value of the ion Jimmtep and the number of iterations needed
for the electrons per needed per "i0n"-tilnestcpt ion-timestep. The magnitude of the At, should be quite
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universal for TOKAMAKS, since it is mainly determined by the sound velocity. which only depends on T8

and 7", The ratio of the electron to ion—timestep is essentially determined by the [actors F‘ and I".
or l
5

5
teratlons

LC

u

40

Figure 3; Characteristic timesteps for electrons and ions using dillercnt flux limiting factors

particle model we have solved
Using the strong ﬂux limit for the electrons (F6 = 0.4) and the fast neutral
on the ﬂux
the transport equations for dicrent ion heat ﬂux limits. its a result the ion temperature
is only a slightly change
surface with radius r' = 0.48 m is shown (Figure 4), As Figure 4 suggested. there
in the values over a wide range of ﬂux limiting factors.
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4

Conclusions and Outlook

The results show that the SAFE-EIRENE code system permits a realistic treatment of the plasma Mil.
tlir: neutral particles in geometrically complex boundary structures Because of the small changes in the
plasma temperature we suggest to use for ions and electrons the physically more reasonable llux limits.

Further studies of the overall stability of the code system and applications to simpliﬁed geometries will he
carried out, to get comparable results to eg. BQ-EIRENE [7]
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PROBE MEASUREMENTS ON DRIFT PATTERNS IN RFP EDGE
PLASMAS.
H. Bergsdkerl, V. Antoni, D. Desidcn', I. Gudowskal, E. Martines, A. Méllcr‘,
V. Rigato’, G. Serianni, L. Tramontin and S. Zandoll'n2

Gruppo Padova per Riccrche sulla Fusion: Euratom-ENEA-CNR- Universitd di'
Padoua, Association, Italy:
1) Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden, Ass. NFR-Euratom.
2) INFN Laboraton' Nazionali dx' Legnaro, Italy.
Introduction. Edge plasma rotation in tokamaks, due to e.g. E x B or grad B drift
has attracted interest in recent years due to its relevance for understanding enhanced
conﬁnement modes. Probe measurements have been applied in studying both parallel

and perpendicular drift motion [1 ]. A rapid perpendicular drift has been observed with
probe measurements in reversed ﬁeld pinch experiments [2,3 l and was used to estimate

[2
the edge ion temperature, assuming that it can be identiﬁed with diamagnetic drift
e
]. The drift complicates the interpretation of probe measurements, and a. comparativ
study has been made in two RFP experiments of vastly different dimensions, with the
aim to identify the causa of drift motion.
Experimental. In RFX, with R = 2 m and a = 0.456 In, a rotatable Langmuir probe
array with four single probes facing different directions with respect to the magnetic
ﬁeld has been used [4 ], as well as passive collector probes mounted on an identical
manipulator. In T1, with R = 0.5 m and a = 0.057 m, rotatable double probe and

passive probes have been used [2,5 ].
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Results and discussion. Figures 1 and 2 show the radial proﬁles in RFX and T1
of Tg and the plasma potential V,, assuming that the latter can be calculated from
the probe ﬂoating potential V, as V a: V] + 3c/c. The data from RFX are taken

the
from the drift measurement series of discharges to be presented below, whereas

T1 data are from typical 80-90 kA discharges. In both cases the density decay length
is of order A" x 3mm. Figures 3-5 show examples of the asymmetric particle ﬂux
steady
on probes, which will be interpreted in terms of plasma drift. In figure 3 the
in
presented;
are
RFX
in
probes
oriented
differently
on
state ion saturation currents
the
every discharge the Langmuir probes collect particles in four different directions,
has been
probe array is turned between discharges and the shot to shot density scatter
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Deuterium
r-a = 0 mm
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— __ _

I":
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Deuterlum
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T1

Deuterium
M = 0 mm

(1020 D/mz)
Figure 3.

Figure 4.

eliminated by normalising to the sum of the four I,“ in different directions. The angle
of maximum I,“ changes gradually with the minor radius. Figure 4 shows analogous

angular distributions of deuterium trapping on a cylindrical graphite probe which was
exposed to 220 RFP discharges; this time the maximum trapping rate remains ﬁxed
on the right hand side, as seen from the plasma. A qualitatively similar behaviour is
observed for the deposition rate of impurities, as the examples of carbon collection on
silicon probes in ﬁgure 5 show, this time from RFX.
Different models have been suggested for translating the ﬂux asymmetry to probes
into drift velocities, or Mach numbers. Four examples are given in ﬁgure 6. The solid
line marked with a in ﬁgure 6 corresponds to a particle model according to which the
ions move with a drifting Maxwellian distribution [2 ]. Such a model would seem ap-
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Carbon

RFX

(102° C/mZ)

r-a=12mm

r-a=12mm RFX

‘

(1020 0/m2)

Fﬁgure 5.

than
propriate for instance if T.- > TG and in particular if the ion gyro radii are larger
used in
the probe dimensions. The dashed curve b is is the simple model which was

[3 ], the dashdotted curVe c results'from Hutchinsons one dimensional ﬂuid model [6 ]

y et al.
and the dotted curve (1 shows Stangebys analytical ﬂuid model [7 ]. MacLatch

incorporated the Hutchinson model in a more elaborate treatment [1 ]. That scheme

tely
may not necasarily be the most natural choice in cases where the drift is predomina
asymmeasured
the
in
trends
main
the
of
estimate
simple
a
perpendicular. To make
metries we have chosen to proceed as follOWS: the overall drift direction is determined
directly from the angle of maximum particle ﬂux in the diagrams such as ﬁgures 3-5.
ratio
An effective Mach number is calculated from the upstream to downstream ﬂux
by
using curve c in ﬁgure 6. The parallel and perpendicular drifts are ﬁnally calculated
taking the projection of the overall drift in the parallel and perpendicular directions.
ﬁeld
The results are shown in ﬁgures 7 and 8. Far away from the plasma the electric
ic
is directed outwards and the E x B drift is in the same direction as the diamagnet
drift. Further into the plasma the directions are opposite. In RFX the perpendicular
in the
drift changes sign at smaller minor radius, whereas in T1 it remains high and
e in
temperatur
ion
edge
higher
by
explained
is
this
ly
diamagnetic direction. Qualitative
T1, since the density gradient and radial electric» ﬁeld are similar in the two machines.
Conclusions. The edge plasma drifts in RFX and T1 have been studied with Langmuir

and passive probes. The perpendicular drift seems to be largely of diamagnetic, nature

region
particularly in T1 where the diamagnetic drift prevails over the E x B drift in the
where they are opposite in direction.
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1. Introduction

tional models
The equations of ﬂuid dynamics, which are in wide use now in computa region ofa
and divertor
of transport of particles and energy within the scrapceoff layer (SOL)
parameter range specific
tokamak, are well known to be inaccurate for a significant part of the
compared with the scale
as
—
long
the
in
lies
this
for
reason
for the edge plasma. The principal
which are largely
particles
rmal
suprathe
the
of
L,
=
Isl
e-path,
mean—fre
length of the SOL
l, ie, they
non—loca
is
particles
these
of
r
responsible for the energy transport. The behaviou
transport phenomena
carry energy from distant points of the SOL. Thus the corresponding
with local values and
cannot be described accurately with usual ﬂuid approach dealing only
the usual condisatisﬁes
ab,
,
derivatives, even when the mean—freeepath of the bulk particles
with soﬂows
heat
parallel
tion for validity of the ﬂuid approach, lb << L. Corrections of
to some fraction
limited
be
to
assumed
are
ﬂuxes
the
when
(FLF),
factors"
it
called "ﬂux—lim
assume this fraction to be
of free-streaming ﬂow, is also not so helpful — there is no reason to
constant
where the two—dimenA rather simple and computationally efficient hybrid approach,
rs, and the parallel heat
sional ﬂuid equations are solved in order to find the plasma paramete
equations allowing one
ﬂows appearing in these equations are found from simplified kinetic
recently been proposed
has
,
particles
ge
long-ran
the
to
related
effects
to take into account the
h to modelling the ITER
[1]. The aim of the present paper is the application of this approac
l heat flows on the condidivertor and the assessment of the possible effect of the noneloca
tions of the plasma detachment from the divertor targets.
2. Kinetic model

can be written as
Simplified kinetic equations [2] which are used in our code

eaE 9mg _ ”(pa—t1)“
(9113a
(1)
__
+ SJ. + 30W + 501C
T,”
v1 dz + "‘a dvz
ion functions
The first term on the right-hand side describes the relaxation of distribut

functions 4001 (q),- is biased by
of electrons and ions ¢a('v,z),a : i,e, to the local Maxwellian

SaN describes the inter
the ﬂuid velocity in Z direction); SL is the crossfield exchange term;
. Only terms with character
coupling
-ion
electron
the
for
stands
Sac
and
neutrals;
with
action
of Eq.(1) - all the rest is
istic times shorter than “rm should be retained on the right-hand side

and Sac terms can always be nealready taken into account in the ﬂuid equations , thus SeN
Eq.( 1) can be simplified by the
of
side
left-hand
the
on
glected. The term with electric ﬁeld
to

these particles are believed
assumption that it is relatively weak for hot particles — and just
one can replace (NM/(9v;
case
this
in
play a major role in the heat (and momentum) transfer.
fig and j,- :je.
with capo/dazﬂ], and find the ﬁeld from the requirements that "i =

Boundary conditions at the sheath are: absorption of all impinging ions, and reflection
of electrons having energy above the sheath potential, which is in turn determined from the
condition of zero net Current to the target.

The principal improvement which allows us to avoid the welleknown problem of indifcorrect asymptotic behaviour of the BGK operator when I,“ —> () [4] is to introdncc two
:
F
nd
functions,fa
distribution
ferently weighted

fungi/Z) : ”(Data-yap, ,

Fa(.t‘,\‘:): ”(Dara/twill}

(2)

and to write for them separate equations like Eq.( I ). The boundary conditions can also be expressed in terms offand F, and one has to solve a series of 1D linear ODE in co—ordiuatc
space for each value of velocity V: , The point here is that we do not need to use the same
value of T," forfand F — that is, we approximate each particle distribution with two different

functions and ﬁnd the lower moments, n, V, and n. fromf, and the higher moments, Tand q,

from F andf. This allows us to take into account , though in a rather crude way e the depen~
dence of 1',” on v and to abstain from specifying the distributions in cross—ﬁeld velocities.

The kinetics package is coupled to the ﬂuid code DDC83 [5] like a Montc7Carlo pack
age for the neutral particle transport is: it is invoked after the fluid equations are advanced by
a number of time steps, and then its output is used for calculation of the kinetic corrections to
the transport coefficients and boundary conditions for the ﬂuid equations. The only difference
is that the Monte—Carlo code provides one immediately with the source terms which are
needed for the equations, whereas the transport coefficients have yet to be derived from the
kinetics output. In order to separate the conductive heat flow, we subtract from the total flow,
obtained from integration of the distribution functions. the convective ﬂow calculated with
the kinetic values of n, V, and T. It is worth noting that the boundary conditions for the ﬂuid
equations are obtained automatically with such an approach from the distribution functions
calculated at the sheath, and they are essentially non—local in terms of Ref.[6].

3. First results for the ITER divertor

the separatrix, us which is

O

0"

Fllllllll‘llllllll

llltlllllilllllllllilllllllll

Full implementation of the BGK kinetics package into the fluid code is still in
progress. Here we present the results of 2D calculations, where only the BGK relaxation term
in the right—hand side of Eq.( 1) was included for electrons and ions, and only the heat flows
were corrected. The slab model
600
with enhanced distance from x—
point to the target, absorbing
-3
19
H, 10 m ~>
“Ti
target and side wall, and a "gas
bag" outside the plasma in the
400
divertor [7] was used, the total
>
power input to the SOL being
0)
50 MW. The density of the
200
neutral gas in the divertor was an
adjustable parameter, and
variation of this density allowed
one to obtain a scan over a range
O
of the upstream plasma density at
O

commonly used for comparisons.
Fig. 1 shows the typical
pmhles 0f the plasma

Fig. I. Proﬁles of plasma density and temperature along magnetic

a sharp temperature from and a

x-poim is located m 7. = 74 m

temperature and densrty along the ﬁeld near the separatrix for 50 MW power entering the full SOL wuh
magnetic ﬁeld- One can easily see the plasma. Slab model, Z = 0 corresponds to the symmetry plane. the
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density peak displaced front the
target, the features indicative of
the detachment. The major kinetic
effect here is the drastic
reduction of the parallel heat
conductance. This increases the
temperature drop between the
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same plasma pressure in the
divenor can be sustained at much

\
\
\

BGK

0' ' ' ' ' "

lower values of n, consistent with

pressure balance between the
mid—plane and the divertor. This

v
\
'

extinction length L (the distance
along the field from the x~point to
the point where the parallel heat
flow carried by plasma goes

I I I I I . . . [

.
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effect is shown in Fig. 2 where,
following Ref.[7], the flame

5 ’

Fig. 2. The flame extinction length, L, as a function ofthe upstream

' ‘ an d
’ lint.)
' model (solid
' the h y b rid
d With
‘
' . "I , calculate
pl z tsma' tlensrty
with fluid model [7] (dashed line)

against 11,—. The major effect of the
kinetic corrections to the power
flows is thus the reduction 7 by a
factor of approximately
. 2 7 of the
upstream plasma den51ty
necessary to achieve the

detachment. Given the importance of the n, value matching the plasma density profile in the
discharge, this effect can be quite substantial: it allows one to have two times higher power
ﬂux into the ITER divertor, as compared with the previous calculations [7].

While this effect could be qualitatively reproduced by introducing a small enough
value of the FLF, the physical correctness of the latter seems to be doubtful. The profiles of
the effective FLF values, restored
1
from the comparison of the kinetic
heat flows with those obtained
from the classical Spitzer~Harrn
expressions, are shown in Fig. 3
0- 1
for the electrons and ions. An
order of magnitude variation of the

effective FLF values is clearly
seen there. Moreover, the effective

FLF values become even negative

0 O 1

‘

downstream the temperature front,
reflecting an increase of the heat

conductivity due to the presence of O . 00 1
the fast, long-range particles,
which come from the upstream
part of the SOL. Such an effect of
the plasma pre—heating before the

Z,

In

Fig. 3. Proﬁles of the effective — i. c. calculated porrfaclum from the

result — FLF values for the ion (solid line) and electron (dashed line)
temperature front has been
observed in calculations [1] for the heat conductivity, taken along the field line near the separatrix. This
value becomes even negative (not shown here) downstream
Old ASDEX parameters. It is

however strongly damped by the prevailing convective transport of energy in the downstream
part of the detached divertor, therefore the total effect of this pre-heating is insignificant — at
least, under the considered conditions. Fig. 4 shows the ratios Of the kinetic heat ﬂows to the

flows calculated from the classical
heat conductivity for the same

1

plasma proﬁles, and the

enhancement of the heat flow due
to the kinetic effects below the

temperature front is seen to be
4. Conclusions

l

within 3% at most.
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0. 1

A simple kinetics package
has been implemented into the 2D
fluid model in order to extend its
a licability to regimes with lower
cgllisionality, which are common

‘
0

5O

1 OO

Z, In
for divertor plasmas. The package
is rather CfﬁCient computationally, Fig. 4. The ratios of the parallel heat ﬂows 7 conductive plus

and it allows one [0 consider the
effect of long-range hot particles

conveclive — for ions (solid line) and electron (dashed line) to those

calculated with use of the classical heat conductivity on the same

plasma proﬁles. The plato downstream corresponds to lhe convectionin the energy transport by
electrons and ions simultaneously. dominated region below the flame

The main effect of the kinetic corrections to the heat flows is to increase the temperature gradients along the magnetic field and thus shift pressure balance between the midplane and the
divertor plasmas towards lower upstream plasma densities. Since ions make a significant
contribution to the upstream plasma pressure, it is important to use kinetic corrections to ion
heat conductivity also, In contrast to the usual ﬂow correction with "flux—limit factor", the

proposed approach provides a physically motivated model of the non—local energy transport
due to the presence of energetic particles.
The first results for the ITER parameter range indicate that the upstream plasma den
sity may be considerably over-estimated in the previous calculations with the ﬂuid transport
model [7]. This could imply that the achievement of the divertor operation regime envisaged
in ITER [8] would require somewhat less radiated power, reducing thus demands for the momentum removal. On the other hand, the non—local heat transport just below the thermal front,
which could spoil the picture of the plasma ﬂame, seems to be not so important.
Considerable effort still has to be made to introduce the kinetic corrections also to the
momentum ﬂow, although they might be less significant because the bulk of momentum
transfer is normally attributed to a group of particles with energy somewhat lower than that of
the particles responsible for energy transfer. Finally. validation of this transport model against
experimental data remains crucial.
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Revised Formula for Chemical Sputtering of Carbon
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Introduction
One critical problem in today’s fusion devices using graphite as ﬁrst wall material concerns
the erosion of surface material by chemical sputtering via hydrocarbon formation due to hydrogen bombardment from the plasma This effect may lead to a considerable impurity flux into
the plasma, as shown in recent measurements at the ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak [1,2]. In order
to calculate the contribution of chemical sputtering to carbon erosion and impurity flux into the
plasma it is convenient to have at disposal an analytic expression based on laboratory experi—
ments. Up to now an empirical formula was proposed [3] which only crudely describes the
broadening of the temperature dependence of the chemical sputtering at incident energies s
200 eV [4]. This low energy effect leads to a considerable erosion already at room temperature
and to the absence of a threshold energy for carbon erosion. In fusion experiments this low
energy erosion regime is of particular importance especially in regions with high hydrogen
recycling, such as the divertor chamber, where strong impurity fluxes were found [1,2].

Boronized graphites as well as thin boron ﬁlms deposited on the first wall were used in se—
veral fusion experiments to getter the oxygen and to reduce the contribution of chemical
sputtering, because in laboratory experiments a strong reduction of chemical sputtering was
observed for boronized graphites at 1 keV hydrogen bombardment and temperatures around
800 K, where a maximum for chemical sputtering on pure graphite occurs [4]. However, in
fusion experiments chemical erosion was observed spectroscopically also after boronisation
[1]. Indeed, it was measured later in laboratory experiments that also for boron doped graphites no reduction of chemical sputtering is observed at low ion energies (S 200 eV) and low
temperatures (S 700 K) compared to pure graphite [4]. It is presumed that this low energy
effect being similar for both pure graphite and boron doped graphite is due to a different
mechanism than the one leading to the maximum at 800 K, which is nearly suppressed for boronized graphite. Due to the relevance of this low energy regime for fusion application, the
mentioned formula is revised by introducing a new term for the low energy mechanism.

Results
The original formula described the contribution of chemical sputtering to total erosion (for ,
deuterium bombardment) with an only mechanism which reproduces the observed maximum at
800 K [3] and which in the following will be denoted Yd”); (th a thermal activated). The

broadening of the temperature dependence at low energies was taken into account rather
crudely by an additional condition which did not describe satisfactory the available
experimental data as a function of target temperature.
In order to properly describe the temperature dependence at low energies, a new term can

be added to the original equation which corresponds to a different chemical mechanism of
hydrocarbon formation than the one leading to the peak at 800 K and which in the following
will be denoted Ych'am (ath a athermal). Thus, the total sputtering yield for deuterium

bombardment of carbon for an incident deuterium energy ED, 3 target temperature T in K, and

a deuterium ﬂux [‘9’ in cm'z‘s'l is
”DAEO’T):kyr(EO)+Ychem(Eo»T,FD+)

(1)

.

tys( 130) is the physical sputtering yield, which for normal incidence can be calculated with
the revised Bohdansky formula [5]
2/3

0
n (E)
_
tyr( E 0 )—Q.S

1— ﬂ
EO

1~£¢2
E0

(2)

'

Where Q and the threshold energy E”. are ﬁtting parameters. For D —> C these parameters are
Q = 0.1 and E”. = 28 eV [5]. 5,.(Eg) is the stopping power which can be approximated by [5]

05 ln(l+l.2288(Eo/ETF))
5"(E0) =

Eo/ETF + 01728,/E0/ETF + 0.0023(150/ETF )0i504

(3)

-

ETF is the Thomas-Fermi energy which for D —> C amounts to 447 eV.
The chemical sputtering yield is given by

(4)

Ychem(Eo,T. FD+ )= Ych.th(E0’Te+ )+ Ych,a1h(EouT) with

6x1019 exp(—l eV / kT)

Yct( E0 ,TI‘D+ = ——————
)
_)
1X1015+3X1027 cxp(—2 eV/kT

I“ + 4n

(2+2oor(Eo))[loi16]

.

(5)

which is the original term. and the new term

0.05 exp(Eo x 10'3 (20 —1/kT))
Ych,alh(EOvT) =

[1+ exp((Eo —150)/25)] [l+exp((T —740)/25)] ‘

(6)

The thermal activated mechanism Ych,!}l(e’q' (5)) is composed of three terms: the ﬁrst term is
based on a model which explains the occurrence of a peak in the erosion yield as a function of
temperature as the result of the competition between CD4 formation and D2 recombination,
with activation energies of 1 and 2 eV. respectively. These activation energies were obtained
from ﬁts to the temperature dependence for 1 keV D" ions and are lower than inferred ﬁ'om
thermal desorption spectroscopy [6]. However, during simultaneous ion bombardment ion
induced processes lead to smaller activation energies [7]. The second term takes into account
the energy deposited into nuclear damage in the surface layer. which has a maximum between
300 eV and 2 keV, enhancing the chemical erosion. Finally. the last term is an attempt to include the dependence of chemical erosion on ion ﬂux, which is based on a scarce number of
experimental data. The new athermal mechanism Ych.a1h (eq. (6)) is an empirical ﬁt to the ex-

perimental data. The two terms in denominator restrict this process to energies and temperatures below 150 eV and 740 K, respectively. Within this range the process is only weakly
energy and temperature dependent.
As shown in ﬁgs. 1 and 2 the new formula leads to a good agreement with all available experimental data both for the temperature and the energy dependence of the chemical sputtering
yield. The contributions of l’ch'm, eq. (5), and Ych,a.'h- eq. (6), are plotted separately. In ﬁg. 2
the physical sputtering yield ty, is also shown. The experimental data in ﬁg. 2 correspond to
the total sputtering yield Yw, = Phys + YCt + Ych'wh, while the ones in ﬁg. 1 correspond to
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the chemical sputtering yield Yd”), + Ych‘mh, however neglecting higher hydrocarbons.
Discussion

Figs. 1 and 2 clearly show that in some energy and temperature regions only a scarce number of expeﬁnmntal data is available. For the temperature dependence at 50 eV (fig. 1) one set
of experimental data is about a factor 3 lower than the values predicted by eq. (4) for the
second mechanism (Ych,a(h)~ The difﬁculties in absolutely calibrating mass spectrometer signals
and the emission of higher hydrocarbons [2,3] may be the origin of such discrepancies. For the
energy dependence (ﬁg. 2) the experimental values are in general slightly higher than predicted
by eq. (4). This is often attributed to surface roughness of graphite samples, while at temperamres above 1000 K the contribution of radiation enhanced sublimation begins to be notable [3]
leading to higher values of the total sputtering yield.

Kuppers et a1. [8] investigated in recent studies the surface chemistry of thin C2H ﬁlms by
impact of thermal hydrogen. Besides thermal activated erosion via methyl and methane by CCH; bondbreaking, which corresponds to our ﬁrst process 1’5t in eq. (4), they identified a
second erosion process where a methyl or heavier group is released by deexcitation of sp3 radi—
cals to sp2 by forming a double bond with a neighbour C atom. This process is most effective at
temperatures around 600 K. in agreement with our second process Ych'mh in eq. (4), see ﬁg. 1,

Contrary to the ﬁnding by KUppers, we do not ﬁnd a decrease of the athen'nal process towards
low ion energy and low temperature. While well annealed carbon surfaces show very little
chemical erosion at temperatures < 700 K, chemical erosion increases drastically when the sur—
face is prebombarded with energetic hydrogen [9]. This last situation corresponds to the conditions expected in a fusion machine, where the vessel walls receive large charge exchange
hydrogen fluxes with an energy distribution strongly peaking at Franck-Condon energies and
with a high energy tail responsible for surface damage. Under such conditions, chemical erosion at energies below 30 eV will remain about constant. This effect was taken into account in
eq. (4), where for E0 —> 0 the second term Yduuh tends to a yield of 0.05.

-

Figs. 1 and 2 also show experimental data from boron doped graphites which suggest that
the thermal activated process Yd”;1 is strongly reduced while the second process Ydmm
remains unchanged. Thermal desorption spectroscopy ('I'DS) measurements after 1 keV D
implantation have shown that boron addition to graphite shifts the balance of deuterium release
towards the formation of D2 rather than CD4 due to a decrease of the desorption maximum of

D2 [4,6]. Therefore, in order to describe chemical erosion of boron doped graphites eq. (5) can
be modiﬁed merely by reducing the activation energy of D2 recombination from 2 eV to 1.7
eV. Already this small change in activation energy results in a strong reduction of the thermal
activated erosion, Yam. .
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THE IMPACT OF CHEMICAL EROSION ON THE GLOBAL
IMPURITY BALANCE IN THE ASDEX UPGRADE TOKAMAK
A. Kallenbach, A. Field, (.L GarciaeRosales, M, Kaufmann, G. Licder', R. Neu,
S. de Pena Hempel, W. Poschenrieder, l{.~}l. Steucr, ASDEX Upgrade Team

MP1 fﬁr Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association. D~85748 Garching, Germany
‘ ll’F Universitéit Stuttgart, Germany

1 Introduction
Besides physical sputtering of surface material by energetic particles, fusion experiments

using graphite as ﬁrst wall material experience chemical erosion of carbon by hydrogen

via the formation of hydrocarbon molecules followed by desorption. The absence of a

(lower) threshold energy for chemical erosion gives rise to large impurity fluxes due to
chemical erosion at low plasma temperatures. In particular regions with high hydrogen

recycling, such as the divertor chamber, may make a considerable contribution to the

carbon content of the main plasma. Erosion yields due to methane formation are of the

order of a few per cent [1], even comparable to the maximum values for physical sputter
ing of carbon due to D bombardment. However, the main plasma fuelling efficiency for
carbon atoms released by hydrocarbon formation is expected to be lower than for physi-

cally sputtered carbon atoms: the molecules leave the surface with wall temperature, and
can therefore be effectively redeposited. The impact of chemical erosion processes on the

impurity content in ASDEX Upgrade is investigated using spectroscopic measurements
and statistical analysis.
2 Experimental results
Particle inﬂux measurements are performed by means of visible spectroscopy using a
freely programmable, gateable CCD camera and a l~m Czerny~Turner spectrometer /2/.

The geometry ofthe corresponding lines»of—sight, looking nearly horizontally through
the main plasma, is shown in Fig. l. Photon fluxes integrated along these viewing lines

originate predominantly from the high~field side of the plasma, with the maximum of

the local emission situated around or outside the separatrix /3/

The spectrometer is

routinely timed to impurity lines. The corresponding Da—ﬂux is in each case obtained
from a diode equipped with an interference. filter situated in a different toroidal position
(120 degrees), which has been cross-calibrated against the. absolutely calibrated Cameraspectrometer arrangement.

‘

The observed photon ﬂuxes are converted to the corresponding particle fluxes by the
well~known relation 11mm : S/XB - l‘rim‘. The total C2+ flux is derived from the triplet
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Poloidal cross section

Measured ﬂuxes of D0,

C”, CD and recalculated CD4 ﬂuxes for comparable discharges along the

sightlines shown in Fig.

1.
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ary and the viewing lines used for par-

ments (dashed, vertical line).

(Ip:0.6 MA, EC : 3- 1019 m"3 ).

ticle inﬂux measurements.

line at 464.7 nm using an effective S/XB obtained with a simple 1-d transport code
for the linevof~sight averaging of the local photon emission /3/. The hydrogen flux is

evaluated from Do, measurements using S/XB=const=25, where the original JohnsonHinnov value for typical edge conditions has been increased to account for direct D+
release from breakup of D3“ molecular ions. The D0 ﬂux evaluated in this way is believed
to be equal to the total hydrogenic ﬂux to the wall, since the recycling coefﬁcient for

hydrogen is usually close to 1, CD molecular ﬂuxes are determined from band emission
around 431 nm. We use D/XB (CD):const=20, the value for the CD4 ﬂux recalculated

from CD emission following various molecular breakup chains is D/XB (CD4)=100 /4/.
About one ﬁfth of the methane ﬂux is expected to show up as CD. However, this factor

is a rough estimate and may change considerably, il' redeposition of molecular ions to
the wall is accounted for more quantitatively.
Figure ‘2 shows spatial inﬂux proﬁles of D”, C“, CD and CD4 molecules recalculated
from CD ﬂux. The ﬂuxes increase towards the bottom, which is explained by the outﬂow
of particles from the inner divertor chamber. The divertor is quite open against the inner

heat shield, as can be seen in Fig. l. The spatial variation of the various ﬂuxes are very
similar. Disregarding the large experimental uncertainties connected to the evaluation of

Carbon and oxygen
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spectroscopic ﬂux measurements, Fig. 2 is interpreted in the following: CD, is produced
with a yield of 1 % by the impinging hydrogen ﬂux. Owing to the high losses of carbon

atoms during the molecular breakup chain, the resulting CD flux amounts to 0.2 % of
the hydrogen flux and is responsible for part of the C2+ flux observed. The remaining

part of the C2+ ﬂux can be attributed to CO recycling, as will be shown in the following.
Carbon and oxygen densities are derived from the Lyman-(x radiation of the correspond—
ing hydrogen-like ions. The line intensities are measured with two Bragg spectrometers

operating routinely with ﬁxed wavelength setting. They are converted into impurity
densities by transport calculations using measured electron temperature and density

proﬁles. The carbon and oxygen densities of the database are displayed in Fig. 3 versus

the number of shots made after the preceding boronization. rThe result of the regression
analysis is given on top of each ﬁgure, and is plotted as a dashed line.

The wall condition is the dominant parameter for the oxygen density, showing a partial

recovering of the oxygen content during a few hundred discharges after boronization.
The carbon density is much less affected by the boronization, the slight long—term in—

crease after the boronization is similar to the absolute increase of the oxygen density.
This behaviour can be attributed to a similar fuelling efﬁciency for C and O stemming

from recycling carbon oxide. it should be noted, that the first 15 discharges after a
boronization have been omitted from the analysis These discharges show also a signif-

icant reduction of carbon ﬂuxes as well as concentrations, which may be attributed to

an impermeable coverage of the graphite surface by boron layers.

The measurement of relative carbon and oxygen concentrations in the main plasma allows
one to subtract that fraction of the C2+ inﬂux which is attributed to CO recycling. The

quantity ff 2 9%?9 is attributed to that fraction of the carbon ions not originating
from C0 recycling (assuming equal fuelling probabilities for C and O). For vanishing
oxygen concentration, the C2+ ﬂux amounts to about 0.45 % of the hydrogen ﬂux (see

Fig. 4). If the carbon inﬂux is reduced by ff, ﬁnally a good correlation between this

CO-resolved C2+ ﬂux and the DD flux is obtained. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the CO—
resolved C2+ ﬂux is nearly proportional to the hydrogen flux, with the effective yield
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Measured carbon flux,

Fan/I‘D z 0.45 %.
Inﬂux measurements for 0+ and CD were performed for a smaller number of discharges.
Generally, the oxygen ﬂuxes also increase with the electron density. This behaviour is

probably due to the decrease of the particle conﬁnement time (7'ID oc l/ﬁe), which leads
to an increase of the recycling speed of the oxygen inventory. The CD4 ﬂux derived

from CD band emission preserves the level of 172 % of the hydrogen ﬂux, even during

neutralebeam heating and Hemode (averaged over ELMs).

3 Conclusions

Chemical erosion via hydrocarbon and carbon oxide formation and desorption are responsible for major parts of the carbon and oxygen concentrations observed in the main
plasma of ASDEX Upgrade. The measured ﬂuxes and concentrations reveal a consistent

picture: Hydrocarbons are produced at graphite walls with a yield of a few per cent.
The hydrocarbon ﬂuxes cause a lower C“ ion ﬂux Pen/I‘D m 0.45 %. CO recycling
is an additional source for carbon and oxygen, which becomes dominant for impure wall

conditions. The penetration probability for C and 0 released by CO is comparable,

and the impurity concentrations in the main plasma reﬂect the ratio of their ﬂuxes in
comparison to the hydrogen ﬂux for these ohmic conditions.
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Evolution of radiating vapour shield at divertor plates
during disruption
L. L. Lengyel and P. N. Spathis
Mair-Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik EURATOM Association

D-85748 Garching bei Miinchen; Germany

During off—normal operational regimes in large-scale tokamaks; as in the case of hard
disruptions or giant ELM-s, an intense ﬂux of high—energy plasma particles impacts
the plasma facing machine components. In the case of ITER, it is estimated that the
energy flux affecting the divertor plates during the thermal quench phase of a dis-

ruption is of the order of 1010 to 1011 W/m2 (12 MJ/m2 are damped within 0.1 to
3.0 ms). The plasma energy transported by particles presumably distributed over the

SOL. The energy ﬂux incident at the divertor plates raises the temperature of the solid
until phase transition takes place: a vapour layer forms at the surface which, depend—
stop
ing upon the physical properties of the substance used for coating the plates, may
the
to
radiation
by
energy
their
dissipate
the incident particles and, at the same time;
reduce
rapidly
may
surface
the
of
environment. As a. result of this, the erosion rate
a
to tolerable values [1] An accurate description of this process requires considering

number of physical phenomena that occur Simultaneously:
over
(a) collisional energy transfer to the solide surface and the vapor layer evolving
ent
self-consist
the
of
ion
determinat
us
it (stopping-length calculations with simultaneo
particles
plasma
the
of
electrostatic shielding ﬁeld induced; the energy distribution

being approximated by a discrete number of energy groups);
(b) phase transition at the surface that determines the erosion rate;
pa(c) gasdynamic expansion of the vapor and the resulting hydrodynamic and state
rameter distributions;
(d) atomic processes such as radiation emission and ﬁnite rate ionization and recombination;

(e) MHD interaction of the high—beta ionized vapor fraction with the magnetic ﬁeld
(slowing—down and stopping of the cross-ﬁeld motion) and the distortion of the mag—

netic ﬁeld topology;
(g) energy transport in the cloud interior by thermal conduction and radiation;

(f) energy losses to the environment by conduction (into the solid) and radiation.

The effectiveness of surface shielding by an evolving vapour layer is demonstrated by
means of a. scenario calculation: a graphite—coated divertor plate is exposed to the
action of thermal electrons originating from a thermonuclear plasma. The Maxwellian
of
energy distribution of the energy carriers is approximated by a discrete number
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energy groups. The geometry considered corresponds to a. SOL in a high-aspect-ratioe
toka-ma-k (R/a —> 00) and is represented by a straight strip of given width extending to
inﬁnity (see Fig. 1). Parameter variation across the SOL is neglected in the present

1%-D approximation, only the effects of the lateral expansion of the vaporized material
and the lateral radiative losses are taken into account (the lateral direction is the
direction across the SOL, see the r—axis in Fig. 1). Results corresponding to an
inﬁnitely wide SOL (inﬁnite plate approximation) are described in [2].
In this work, quantitative data are presented on the effectiveness of radiative vapor
shields, i.e. on the relative magnitudes of Qrad and apug, Where Qinput and QM represent the energy ﬁux incident on the wall and that dissipated through radiation by the
vaporized wall particles, respectively. Results of a. scenario calculation are presented
below.

Representative results

The disruption scenario considered corresponds to a thermal background plasma with
temperature To = 5 keV and density no = 1019 m” dumped on the divertor
plates within a SOL of width 1 = 3 cm. The corresponding thermal ﬂux carried by

the electrons is a: 1.9 X 1011 W/mz. This value is about 1.6 times higher than the
upper limit given by ITER speciﬁcations (12 MJ/m2 dumped within 100 ps). The
applied magnetic ﬁeld strength was assumed to be B = 4 tesla. Figures 2 to 5 represent

parameter distributions at t = 92%” vapor shield evolution time.
Figure 1 shows the geometry considered: the applied magnetic ﬁeld Bo of an angle
of incidence a is aligned with the y,z plane. The SOL width is measured in the a:—
direction.
Figure 2 shows the electron density distribution across the vapor layer at a time instant
92;“; after exposing the graphite surface to the incident plasma particles.
Figure 3 shows the distributions of the ﬁrst two ionization levels across the vapor
layer at t = 92;“; after the start of the disruption; these distributions could readily be
compared with results of spectroscopic (line emission) measurements.
Figure 4 represents the energy ﬂux depletion chart for the energy carriers in the ﬁve—
group approximation used: the particles in the group with the highest initial energy
(:25 keV) have the largest penetration depth. In the case shown here, the high-energy

particles do reach the plate also after 92 [.15.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the radiant energy flux across the vapor layer.
Negative values correspond to radiant energy transport towards the plate.
Figure 6 represents the total radiant energy lost through the lateral surfaces of the
scrape-off layer (in the ix direction).
Figure 7 represents the time variation of the surface erosion rate. The process may
turn out be self-regulating: the quasi~stedy value of the erosion rate being deﬁned by
the mutual feed—back between the incident energy ﬂux and the dissipative processes
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present.

length (l = 1 cm)
Figure 8 shows the time evolution of the energy balance per unit SOL
for a SOL 3 cm wide. As can be seen, the radiated energy approaches the value of the
kinetic energy
input energy. The energy expended on ionization, internal energy, and
the
is about 10 per cent of the input energy. The lowest curve, Eincidenty represents

the scenario
energy transferred directly to the wall by incident plasma electrons. In
physical
92/43
here considered, the energetic particles do reach the plate even after
time.

disturbed
The calculations show that the magnetic ﬁeld distribution becomes notably
strongly
dilution
ﬁeld
the
of
e
magnitud
The
vapor.
ionized
high—beta
g
by the expandin
For ex—
applied.
strength
ﬁeld
magnetic
the
and
ﬂux
energy
incident
depends upon the
nd
backgrou
the
of
increase
an
,
diffusivity
magnetic
resistive
classical
ample, assuming
average
normalized
the
of
reduction
'a
causes
keV
7
to
keV
3
from
e
plasma temperatur
tely
magnetic ﬁeld strength in the vapor layer, B/Bo, (Bo = 4 tesla), by approxima
changing
and
keV)
4
=
(T60
constant
re
temperatu
plasma
60 per cent. Keeping the
ic
the value of Hg from 6 tesla down to 2 tesla causes an increase of the diamagnet
by
cloud)
the
in
strength
ﬁeld
magnetic
average
the
of
dilution factor (Le. a reduction
2: 64 per cent. In these computations, the effect of the magnetic ﬁeld dilution on the

incident emery ﬂux was not yet taken into account.
characThe quantitative effect of the magnetic ﬁeld distortion on the global shielding
teristics is subject to further studies.
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Time resolved measurements of hydrogen inventory in graphite under

plasma exposure
M.Langhoff, B.M.U.Scherzer

Max-Planck-Institut Err Plasmaph ysik
EU'RATOM Association
85748 Garching

Introduction
The hydrogen inventory in graphite used as a ﬁrst wall material of magnetically conﬁned fusion
s
plasma experiments has been subject to many investigations. In fusion devices at temperature
which
[1,2],
observed
is
discharges
plasma
during
inventory
hydrogen
transient
a
below 300K
is contradictory to results of ion beam implantation experiments [3,4,5]. Latter show that for
a
hydrogen implantation in graphite at room temperature 100% trapping occurs below
saturation concentration of WC = 0.42. Further implanted hydrogen is reemitted
ion
instantaneously. Differences in hydrogen impact parameters between plasma exposure and
beam implantation (i.e. lower ion energies, higher ﬂux, additional neutral flux, impurity
s.
contaminated walls) could be re5ponsible for the different behaviour in fusiOn experiment

Experimental
Therefore an RF plasma experiment was used to clarify the existance of such a "dynamic"
RF
inventory. The experimental setup has already been described by land] et al. [6,7]. The
transmitter
RF
an
by
powered
II)
(Volume
reactor consists basically of a parallel plate reactor
is
(50W) operated at 13.56 MHz. The electrodes are of stainless steel, the powered electrode
grounded
the
in
placed
was
EK98)
f
(Ringsdorf
covered by an a-C:H layer. The carbon target
a
electrode. The experimens were performed with a deuterium discharge at 10 Pa, resulting in
target by
DC—bias of 150V. A 2.6 MeV 4i-ie“‘-beam provided in-situ ion beam analysis of the
2
means of Rutherford backseattering spectrometry (RBS) for detection of heavy elements (Z
to
6) and elastic recoil detection for hydrogen and deuterium analysis. The target was heatable
1000K by a resistance heater mounted at the back of'the target.
The experimental procedure was as follows: The plasma was switched on (for 3005) and off
(For 9003) periodically. During this time the total amount of deuterium was determined every
plasma
303. To reduce statistical effects the data shown below (ﬁgl) are averaged over 10
cycles. During these 10 cycles a hydrogen depth proﬁle and an RBS spectrum was taken.

Results and Discussion
As expected from ion beam implantation the graphite target starts to reach saturation during
the ﬁrst ﬁve cycles. Unexpected is the decrease ofthe inventory after plasma shut down (ﬁgl).
energy
Interrupting the ion beam analysis after plasma exposure for 3005 showed, that the high

beam is responsible for the release rather than a spontaneous process. lon induced desorption

a cross
by high energy ions has already been observed by Roth et.al. [8]. They have determined

section of 9.4- 1049 crn'2 for 2.5 MeV 3He on pyrolytic graphite. For EK98 we have
determined a value of 5-10-18 cm‘zwith ion beam implantation. in the plasma experiment,
Only a
assuming an exponential behaviour, 3 cross section as high as 10'16 cm'2 is obtained.

Emotion of 20% to 30% of the total inventory exhibits this enhanced ion induoed desorption
(furtheron called desorbed inventory). As the analysis beam has energies in the MeV range, the
interaction with the hydrogen in the implantated layer is dominated by inelastic collisions [8,9].
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Fig.1: The deuterium inventory during and after plasma exposure (squares). To study the
influence of the beam the analyses were interrupted for 3003 after plasma shut down (open

circles). The lines are exponential ﬁts to the data. The ion induced desorption of ion beam
implanted EK98 is also shown (dotted line).

The deuterium inventory was observed over a long time of plasma exposure. Fig. 2 shows the
increase of the inventory and the desorbed part with plasma irradiation time. Also shown is the
increase of impurities (i.e. iron and oxygen) on the target. As the powered electrode is covered
by an a-C:H layer, they arise from sputtering of the surrounding grounded electrode and
deposition onto the target. Experiments were also performed with a tungsten covered
electrode, which shows basically no differences. The coverage of metal impurities is on the
same order as of limiter tiles in JET [10]. As Sawicki et.al. showed, iron droplets on the
ASDEX limiter consist ofa mixture of cementite and austenite [11]. It has been conﬁrmed by
XPS measurements that this is also the case for the impurities on our plasma exposed surfaces.
80 with respect to wall contamination the graphite target in our plasma experiment is
comparable with limiter tiles from fusion machines.
in addition to the impurities on the target a build up of a surface structure is observed.
Probably due to preferential sputtering the surface is covered with needles a few microns long
and a few tenth ofa micron in diameter. A SEM picture ofthe Surface after 13 hours of plasma
irradiation is shown in ﬁg. 3. Towards the tip of these needles the concentration of the metal
impurities increases. The formation of this structure is not completly understood as the metal

has to be deposited, whereas the complete surface [S eroded several 10 microns This structure
however, exhibits an enhanced surface area for ion implantation, so the deuterium inventory
should increase with plasma exposure. The decrease of the static inventory at the beginning of
the plasma exposure supports this assumption as the formation of needles could be observed
only after at least 3 hours of plasma impact.
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Unfortunately the surface modiﬁcation is coupled to the metallic impurities. Using carbon as
electrode material for the RF reactor leads to a build up of an a-C:l-i layer, which exhibits an

extremely low ion induced desorption. So no deﬁnite claim can be made, wether the metal
impurities or the properties of plasma impact is responsible for the fast ion induced desorption.
This experiment was also done at a target temperature of 600K, which has been the wall
temperature of the fusion experiments described by Ehrenberg em]. [1]. Even at these elevated
temperatures no dynamic inventory could be found.

Conclusion
The recent experiment showed, that there is no transient uptake of hydrogen in graphite by
plasma impact. We have taken into account the inﬂuence of low energy ions, additional neutral

flux and we have investigated impurity covered graphite similar to limiter tiles. The model of
Gn‘solia [2) and Ehrenberg [1] assuming a hydrogen diffusion below 300K could not be
conﬁrmed.
The nonsaturating pumping capability of fusion walls could be explained by an enlarged surface
area due to erosion.

In addition to that a large amount of hydrogen can be released from the walls easily induced by
fast charge exchange neutrals, which has not yet been taken into account.
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Radiation Phenomena and Particle Fluxes
in the X—event in Jet

H.J. Jackel, D.V, Bartlett, H. Falter, J. Lingertat, R. Reichle

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon. 0x0n 0X14 3EA, U.K.
Introduction

The highest fusion yield of Tn >2: 4 x lO‘En/s has been observed in IET in hot ion H—mode

discharges at a heating power of Phm z 15 MWwith average electron densities 0f
r1 5 4 x1019 m'3[1,2,3], The energy conﬁnement during the H-mode was typically 3 times
better than in the L-mode. The ﬁnal termination of the high conﬁnement regime can take place
within mini-seconds. The sudden loss of stored energy then causes an intense heat-ﬂash on the
divertor dump plates, accompanied by a dramatic increase of divenor particle ﬂuxes (X-event).

Several typical patterns of the H—mode termination have been observed, showing different
dynamic and radial range of the conﬁnement deterioration, as reﬂected in the response of stored
energy, W”, the total neutron rate, R, and the electron and ion temperature proﬁles:

The diffusive decay:

TD and Wp degrade gradually on a time scale of up to several

hundred milli-seconds. The plasma temperature starts to decrease from the edge. A ‘cold
wave' appears to travel towards the plasma centre.
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Experimental:

The radiation build-up and the particle ﬂuxes in
the phase, immediately preceding the X-event,
has been studied with bolometry and
spectroscopy. Only the Da data have a time

Pm

T“ "'ﬂau.)

N

A ﬁnal power ﬂash, dumped on the divertor
target plates, resulting from the ﬁnal fall-back
into L-mode, can reach more than 100 MW
and is observed in all three types.

&

The sudden decay: Core and edge
conﬁnement decay simultaneously on a
sub milli-second time scale.

PM“ o’(wi

The fast edge, diffusive core decay: The core (r S a / 2) conﬁnement degradation takes
place on a diﬁ'usive time scale, while the outer half is deteriorating fast.

Fig. l: a: Total heating power (solid) and
stored energy; b+c: Firied temperature (solid)
and measured one; 61: Fitted (solid) and
measured target power.
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dynamic of the X-event itself. Bolometry,
spectroscopy and the infrared diagnostic have
resolution in the 20 to 100 ms range.
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resolution (is 2 ms), which comes close to the
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rate, respectively.

The measurement of the target temperature, Tum, was fraught with difﬁculties. The measuring
range of the CCD and infrared cameras did not cover the fast rise of Tu,n and the temperature

pattern was complicated by mechanical alignment errors of the target tiles. For the graphite
divertor an attempt had been made [4] to
10
ﬁt the target temparature, calculated from
the conductive power into the divertor to
experimental data. Figure 1 shows, for a
0‘8
HIM discharge with X-event, the
development of the measured and
0.6
calculated target temperature.
0.4 _

Results and Discussion:

2

depicts

relevant

plasma
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0-2,

representative hot—ion mode (HDVI)
discharges for the above classiﬁcation. The
discharges ofﬁgure 2a (pulse 26015) and

n
300

during
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1°00

2b (pulse 25013) show a gradual
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degradation of the conﬁnement before the Fig. 35 development of ,3 as ‘1 ﬁmcnon 0f ”79

actual X—event, which is marked by the

sharp

drop

of the

central

calculated target temperature during the course

electron of the high performance ’egime 0f 5 HIM
discharges.
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temperature. The edge electron temperature decays well before the central one. Figure 2c
(pulse 26147) demonstrates the simultaneous and sudden decay of the electron temperature in
the centre and the edge and, not shown, of the ion temperature and, accordingly, the sudden
drop ofstored energy and total neutron rate.

Although MHD—activities are often coinciding with the termination, there is no clear correlation
to a critical [3. Figure 3 shows the relation between B and the calculated target temperature
during the course of the H-mode for S HIM-discharges with similar heating power,
PM“ a: 15 MW, and electron density, r7, 5 4-1015 mg. The run-away target temperature of
about 1400 °C is reached at different B-values. The temperature is too low, to contribute
through sublimation to the divertor carbon ﬂuxi However, any further conﬁnement

deterioration increases the power load on the target and can, at this temperature level, lead to
run—away conditions:

MED-activities: A fast loss of stored energy leads to high target surface temperatures,
even if AW, is small. Ifa sawtooth is coupling to an ELM, as in discharge 26147, Wp can

easily reach 50 to 100 MW.

Recycling losses: High target bulk temperature can cause a signiﬁcant release of
deuterium trapped in the graphite and, due to the enhanced recycling, can lead to an
effective edge cooling

Thermally decoupled carbon: Recent NBI test-bed experiments on graphite tiles [5] have
demonstrated the existance of a partial coverage of particles without or with reduced
thermal contact to the bulk. This carbon can be vapoun'sed and/or ejected into the plasma
on a ms time scale, even with relatively small heat pulses, similar to a laser blow-off. The
particle coverage can not be removed completely, even at intensive pulsing. Redeposited
carbon might also contribute in the same way.

The development of the calculated target temperature Trarg and the time-integrated target ower
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Fig. 4: The development of target temperature (left) and integrated target load (right) during
the high performance regime for the 3 dtscharges ofpicture 2. The vertical dotted line marks
the onset of the X-event, the start of the decline of the total neutron rate,
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‘0

r, W

= [Pum dt are depicted in ﬁgure 4 (t tip—- =start of the X—point conﬁguration). At the time
Ink

of the X—event, marked by the vertical dotted line, typical values are I“? 231400 ”c and
Eu: 5:: 13 MJ.

Summary:
The H—mode phase in high performance discharges tends to collapse irreversibly. The
(calculated) target temperature just before the X-event amounts to about 1400 °C. Any
deterioration of conﬁnement at this temperature leads to run-away conditions of the target
temperature and a ﬁnal fall-back into L-mode. However, there is no clear of a correlation
between a critical [3 and the H-mode termination

Possible causes of the conﬁnement deterioration are:
1,

MHD activitives can cause a fast plasma loss and, hence, a power ﬂash, dumped on the
divertor target, leading to a temperature jump of up to 1000 °C. At a bulk temperature

T 2 1400 ”C this leads to run-away conditions of conﬁnement and target surface
temperature.
2. Enhanced recycling, due to thermal release of trapped deuterium from the graphite
target plates causes an efective plasma edge cooling.

3. Loose graphite on the target tiles with virtually no thermal coupling to the target bulk
can be sublimated and ejected into the main plasma with even small power levels.

Apart from major instabilities, the bulk temperature of the divertor dump plates appears to
play an important role. Increasing temperature reduces the equilibrium pressure of trapped
deuterium in the graphite and leads to higher recycling ﬂuxes and hence, stronger edge
cooling, making the discharge vulnerable to any further conﬁnement deterioration An
active cooling, keeping the bulk target at ambient temperature could make the discharge
more resilient against even medium MHD instabilities, as e.g. giant ELMs.
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RADIATIVE PLASMAS
WITH ERGODIC DIVERTOR AND ADDITIONAL POWER
IN TORE SUPRA

l.-£;,Vgll§t, A.Grosman, B.Beaumont, C.DeMichelis, E.Gauthier,M.Goniche, D.Guilhem,
R.Guirlet,W.Hess, P.Monier-Garbet, B.Saoutic

Association EURATOM—CEA sur la fusion controlée

Centre d‘Etudes de Cadarache, F-13108 St»Paul-Lez-Durance, France

INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, the TORE SUPRA ergodic divertor has

demonstrated some capabilities to stabilize both edge radiating layers —as Marfes or detached
plasmas- and edge MHD activity —as the m=2,n=1 tearing mode— usually encountered
in
simultaneously close to the ohmic density limit[1]. Moreover, it has been shown that

TORE SUPRA the ergodic layer induces an effective screening of most of the chemical
species —except helium; which may be present at the plasma edge.
During the last campaign, taking advantage of the ergodic divertor properties,
part of the experimental program has been dedicated to the production of stationary edge
radiating layers in plasmas heated by waves. Two problems had to be solved: 1) waves
coupling in the presence of the ergodic divertor magnetic perturbation and 2) the control of
the radiated power at a level close to the total input power.
1)So far it has been possible to couple up to 3MW of lower hybrid power and
up to 5.5 MW of ICRH in two different plasma geometries depending on the speciﬁc
interaction of the launchers with the stochastic magnetic ﬁeld at the edge. This resulted in
target plasmas with about 4.5MW and 7MW of total heating power respectively. Note that in
all these experiments launchers were in the shadow of the outboard inertial limiter.
With lower hybrid waves an excessive heating of neutralizer plates connected
to launchers by magnetic ﬁeld line performing less than one third of toroidal turn has been
observed. This power loss by conduction is coming from the high N/l part of the wave

spectrum (NI/26) which can be absorbed at the very plasma edge [2] Thus for these first

experiments a conservative geometry has been used: The limiter and launchers have been
further off from the divertor coils (Rc0113=3.18m, lm=3.l lm, Rlﬂuﬂchcrs=3.l3m) leading
to a somewhat lower stochasticity of the plasma edge, The "safety factor" at the limiter radius
is qimz3'2 corresponding to (1coils=3~8 while the resonant value is QCoils=3-4~ In these
experiments the plasma column was centered at R022.35 It has to be noticed that it exists
conservative geometries which may provide also a better agreement with the resonant
condition —They will be used in future experiments.
With ICRH due to the resonant absorption far away from the ED coils it has
been possible to use the standard geometry which fullfils the ED resonant condition
(Rlim=3.15m R0=Z.4m qim=3~2)2) To maximize the radiated power two different scenarios, based either on
(C, 0, Cl) and Charge exhange at high plasma density (volume averaged
impurities
intrinsic

density>4 1019m‘3)—in that case the radiation pattern takes the form of a stationary high field

side extended Marfe [3]— or on gaseous extrinsic impurity injections (CD4—N2-Ne-Ar) at low
or moderate plasma density, have been used to produce stationary radiating rates in the range
of 70% to 100% of the total input power. -Neon experiments are reported in this paper.

NEON EXPERIMENTS Compared to other gaseous impurities Neon exhibits three
interesting properties: i) it is a fully recycling impurity thus even without pumping and
without feedback loop stationnarity can be easily obtained, ii) between two shots the injected
Neon is fully pumped which provides a good reproductibility of the experiments, and iii) the
effective power exhaust per injected atom is quite high - of the order of 300 to 700keV/s
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depending on plasma parameters (density and temperature). Fig.1.a&b show two typical ED
experiments with ICRH and LH power respectively. In both cases aNeon puff of about
SOPal (1Pa1=2.61017Ne) leads to an increase
of the total radiated power. The behaviour of
T813358 BOLOMETER PROFILES
the NeVII&NeX lines brightness points out A0.3
the high value of the Neon recycling N
coefficient. Thermographic analysis of the E
limiter and neutralizer plates indicates that in
the ICRH case the radiated power deduced 3
from bolometers is overestimated by at least 50.2
IMW. In this case the radiating layer being 0)
localized in front of divertor coils is U)
m
probably sensitive to the toroidal modulation C
of the ED magnetic perturbation. This also 20.1
indicates that probably the radiated ratio is
not larger than 70%.-these discharges are 2’
analysed in details in [4].

In the case of LH experiments the low
temperature of the various pfc's is in
agreement with the high radiated ratio
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deduced from bolomwy- This is due ma Fig.2 SHOT T813358 Bolometerproﬂes

more favorable geometry of the radiating layer which evolves from a poloidally symmetric
ring -due to the radiation of Neon [5]— to a stable high ﬁeld side Marfe both being less

792

sensitive to toroidal asymmetries induced by the ED. Fig.2 shows the behaviour of the
bolometer brightnesses for the shot 13358 (Fig.1.b). At t=45 the radiation is at 50% due to
Neon and is poloidally symmetric then from t=55 to t=105 the bolometer proﬁle evolves
toward a very extended marfe. This is interpreted as a synergetic effect between the neon
radiation and the edge thermal equilibrium: the neon radiation decreases the convective power
a
to such a level that at this working denSity the condensation instability takes place and that
marfe develops. As already observed [3,5,6] the marfe in the presence of ED perturbation
a
reaches a saturation level and ﬁnally corresponds to a stationary radiating layer with
maximum of emissivity located on the high ﬁeld side of the toms and with a poloidal
extension larger than 180° as inferred from both tangential CCD camera and bolometer
measurements. This synergetic effect may lead to an appearent power exhaust per injected
atom of Neon larger than lMeV/s. In these experiments a rough estimation of the average
Zeff gives a value variing between 2 and 2.5.
At lower density this synergetic effect is
.
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Fig.3 low density shot (ED+LH+NEON)
An experiment at lower density is shown on Fig.3. In this case the low natural
emissivity of this less collisional plasma has to be compensate by 3 Neon injection of about
100Pal which leads to an increase of about 1.6MW of the radiated power. In contrast with the
NeVII line brightness shown on ﬁg.lb Ot=56.16nm) the NeVII line brightness shown on
Fig.3 (7»: 10.62nm) is sensitive to the local temperature -The stationarity of the recycling
Neon being infered from the stationarity of the NeX line brightness. The behaviour of this
NeVII line for t >8.s compared to the evolution of the radiated power may indicate an
evolution of the thermal equilibrium favorable to the increase of the neon emissivity - but part
of the increase of the radiated power can also be attributed to an increase of high Z impurities
shot
produced by the LH launchers. Nevertheless the bolometer proﬁle behaviour for this
(Fig.4) shows that the radiated power remains dominated by the neon radiation -i.e. the
bolometer proﬁle remains rather poloidally symmetric- showing that at this density the
residual convective power of about BOOkW is higher than the threshold at which the Marfe
develops. A rough comparison with the shot 13358 indicates that the condensation instability
on
starts at Pcond/ne<300kW/1019m'3. The Abel inversion of bolometer profiles shown
about
Fig.4 indicates a local emissivity peaked at the edge with a maximum value of
.2MW/m'3 which is a rather low value and it conﬁrmes that at t>8s part of the increase of the
radiated power is coming from the center. In such shot the Zeff is higher typically in the range
of 3-3.5 than those obtained in higher density discharges.

DATABASE ANALYSIS: Series of shot with and without ED made at different
lasmadensity, LH power and Neon puff has been made. In each shot —as on Fig.3- series of
small neon puff allows to follow the

evolution of both the Neon emissivity (fast

1 0

response) and of the thermal equilibrium

(time scale typically 2—43). Results are
summarized on Fig5&6. They are plotted

versus a parameter A: nl.Te' 0‘ - nl being

I

E03 —

NEON EXHAUST EOWER
Marie
dim”

A

div. 011

—

u

3

the line average density and Te the electron
”‘1'...—
to 0.6 temperature measured at the edge of the
confined plasma ~. The temperature
.,:—'--------9.....1t
dependance is introduce phenomelogically to
g 0.4 somewhat takes into account temperature
effects on screening and radiating properties
._
”A.“ """"
E 0.2 —0f Neon . O! is arbitrarily set to 3/2. Note that
the right experimental determination of the
i
i
i
r .
0-0
temperature dependance requires further
1.6
3,2
0.8
0.0
experiments. Fig.5 shows the power exhaust
per injected atom of neon. It shows that the
nl.Te _
neon emission increases with A and is
variing
factor
higher with the ED -by a
between 1.5 and 2- Fig.6 shows the Fig.5 Neon exhaust power vs ae‘3/A2
N e X/N e V II
brightness ratio NeX(7t=1.2nm) on
1 0
I div.on
emitted
NeVH(7\.=lO.62nm) vs A. The NeX
_
‘_.‘_ _______ A
A div. of!
8
in the confined plasma is linked with the
--,A
"
A
3-"
increase of Zeff while the NeVII emitted at
the edge - in the ergodic domain - is linked
‘-_
,:
as 4
with the exhausted power. Fig.6 shows that V
x4
_.
the ED decreases very much this ratio,
i\
1‘.
,
the
and
improving the neon efficiency
plasma screening. With the ED the high A
"
l
branch is dominated by the increase of the
i
i
i
i
0
NeVII brightness (thus by the improvement
2.0
1 .5
1 .0
0.5
of the exhausted power) while the low A
branch is dominated by the decrease of the
n l /Te 3 ’ 2
NeX brightness -thus by the increase of the Fig.6
brightness ratio
screening effect.
NeX/NeVH vs ae'3/2
CONCLUSIONS: these preliminary experiments have demonstrated that it is possible to
produce stationary edge radiating layers with a fully recycling impurity - even without
feedback loop and without active pumping.
They demonstrate the capability of the ED to maximize the neon radiation and to
minimize the plasma contamination.
The appearent neon emissivity can be increased - up to lMeV/s/atom- by a synergetic

..........-'.

E

—

a? 6
2

‘r

"I!“

_

effect with a Marfe for Pcond/ne<300kW/1019m'3.
Nevertheless in LH experiments the screening efficiency has still to be improved
-possibly with the use of a more adequate geometry— to keep the Zeff typically below 2 as it is
in ICRH experiments[4].
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RADIATIVE THERMAL INSTABILITY OF THE TOKAMAK
EDGE REGION
LEM—aw, 13- Sﬁnder
Max—Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik Garching, Association
EURATOM, Division Berlin, 10117 Berlin, Mohrenstr. 40-41, Germany
particles
A radial hydrodynamic model, which describes the dynamics of the plasma and neutral
applying
self—consistently, is used to investigate the radiative thermal instability in the scrape~off layer by
are analyzed to derive
a linear stability analysis of existing equilibrium states. Phase space trajectories

perturconditions of their existence and bifurcation. Neutrals are shown to force bifurcation. Unstable
to the
shifted
is
bations, localized in the SOL, may lead to a strongly radiating cold plasma belt which

wall with increasing energy input and connection length.

1

Fundamentals

in the
The stability of a tokamak plasma depends signiﬁcantly on the processes that take place
limit
which
disruptions,
density
of
onset
the
and
Marfe
a
scrape-off layer. The formation of
radiation
impurity
by
triggered
instabilities,
thermal
from
result
the maximum plasma density,

condensation
in the edge plasma. If the plasma density reaches a ﬁrst threshold, the radiative

thermal instability is excited and a Marfe appears. Above a second density threshold, an unstable
detached plasma state is formed owing to the radiative thermal instability (RTI), which can lead
to a terminating disruption.
This paper deals with the effect of neutral particles, of heating and loss processes on the
t set of
RTI. The dynamics of the plasma and neutral particles is described by a self—consisten

1D hydrodynamic equations, averaged along the magnetic ﬁeld lines [1], which can be written
in vector notation as

(A6. + Bali“ = f. r==(n,rmT,rT,N.P~)T,

(1)

with n (N) - plasma (neutral particle) density, I‘,‘ (TN) . plasma (neutral particle) flux perpen»
is a
dicular to the magnetic ﬁeld, T - plasma temperature, FT — perpendicular heat ﬂux ; H37)
3m,
=
A3
3y3,
:
A31
1,
=
6x6 matrix function with the only non-vanishing elements An = A25
and E is the identity matrix. The rhs vector function fcontains the gain and loss functions

loss
due to ionization, charge exchange, ohmic and external local heating, particle and energy
carbon
by
caused
radiation
and
length)
connection
the
being
L
due to the limiter (~ l/L with

impurities (with the loss function Q3 of [1] which takes especially charge exchange between
carbon impurities and atomic hydrogen into consideration). 61,: denote the partial derivates
with respect to the time t,;c :: r — r,(7-, ~ separatrix radius).
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2

Equilibrium and Bifurcation

We investigate steady-state solutions 9(2) to (l) (8, : U

:>

(Life

:

f) on the domain

X : [Imiwl (:rc — position in the central plasma, Iw ~ distance from the separatrix, located at
:1: : 0, to the wall). We consider initial and boundary value problems (BVP), and start with an
existence theorem [2]: An equilibrium state exists if the following inequalities are fulﬁlled:

r2320, Bgowex, B:n,N,T.

(-2)

These conditions restrict physically relevant solution manifolds to be within limited existence

domains in the phase space 5 := {37}. A point 370 E S is said to be quasi-singular if it is an
element of the hyper-surface S; := {37 |f. : 0} g S, where f; is the ith component of f. The case
of equality in (2) are related to conditions f.- = 0. Thus quasi-singular points limit existence

domains in S. We deﬁne 5(6“'") 2: ﬂim) S. where m is the total number of the hypersurfaces
5;. If m = 6, 5“” is identical with the singular point where f: 0 holds. To prove existence, it

is necessary to analyze phase space portraits in the vicinity of a quasi-singular point 370. if this
—0
point is the singular point, 170 = y E 5(0), this analysis is simple. The linearized equation

are“ = WW. 52:17—y".

(3)

(j, := Bf/aji is the Jacobian matrix) can be solved with the ansatz EN ezp(Aa:). The eigenvalues /\,‘ are the roots of the characteristic equation det (J; — AB) = 0. The two essential

eigenvalues A1,; = :l:\/E, o: := (cx/T/L — k;(T)N)°/D (D - diffusion coefficient, k; - ionization
rate coefficient, c is a constant) are either real or imaginary with different sign. For the ﬁrst case

the phase portrait for (n, 19,72)” is a saddle point, for the latter it is a vortex. The phase portrait

is changed from a saddle point to a vortex at a = 0, i.e. bifurcation occurs [3]. Only for the
ﬁrst case BVP can be solvable. This analysis of phase portraits is valid only for phase trajec—
tories in the vicinity of the singular point. Otherwise phase space analysis becomes much more

complicated. How the neutrals determine 0:, reveals their general inﬂuence to force bifurcation.
Numerically computed equilibrium states for different BVP (ﬂuxes give at 2C, densities and
temperature given at Iw) and connection length are shown in Fig. 2.

3

Stability Analysis

The stability property of these equilibrium states 370 are investigated by means of a linear analysis. The expansion of the steady-state equation at 170 leads to

[Anna + 1326.] -617 = Lon-6y: 6372:37-370.

(4)

We look for absolute instabilities, and try to solve this equation with the ansatz 63,7 ~ ezp(7t),

which leads to

an : [moi ~ wry-0)] M.

(5)

To solve the eigenvalue problem (5), a BVP was formulated with boundary conditions which
describe fluctuations that may appear in the SOL: Positive eigenvalues '1 = const > U with
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vanishing perturbed ﬂuxes in the plasma center and a. sufficiently small perturbation of the

remaining quantities at the wall are assumed. The reason for the excitation of the RTI is
the existence of a part of the radiation proﬁle which decreases with increasing temperature

(BQH/BT < 0). The radiation is localized in the SOL '(Fig. 2) with a maximum which is shifted
to the wall with increasing FTC and connection length L (this means increasing power input and

decreasing limiter losses). These properties are reflected in the location of the ﬂuctuations in the
SOL which is pointed out for the temperature ﬂuctuation for the three calculated equilibrium
states in Fig. 1. The ﬂuctuations lead to the temporal development of the proﬁles which is

shown in Fig. 2. The lowering of the temperature and the enhancement of the densities in the
plasma edge result in a strong increase of the radiation. This shows that the RTI can lead to
the formation of a strongly radiating, cold plasma belt.
However, only the onset of these unstable solutions can be described within the frame of the
linear approach. But a small change of the phase space trajectory in the Vicinity of quasi—singular

points may lead to non-existence with‘ regard to (2), which can be understood as bifurcation.
Bifurcation is revealed as the essential mechanism that disrupt the equilibrium state.

[1] Abramov, V.A., Bachmann, P., et 31, D., Contrib. Plasma. Phys. 34(1994)271
[2] Abramov, V.A., Bachmann, P., et al., 20th BPS, Lisboa 1993. Contributed Papers 11-823
[3] Neimark, Yul, et al, P.S., Stochastic and Chaotic Oscillations, Kl. Acad. Pub. 1992
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TEXTOR
ENHANCED EDGE RADIATION INDUCED BY ELECTRODE BIASING ON
R. Van Nieuwenhove

II, (3. Van Oost, R. Weynants, A. Pospieszczyk 1, U. Samm 1, B.

Schweer ‘, B. Unterberg 1
ica
Laboratoire de Physique des Plasmas - Laboratorium voor l’lasmafys

Association "Euratom-Belgian State" Ecole Royale Militaire — Koninklijlte Militaire School
1040 Brussels - Belgium
Researcher at NFSR Belgium
Ji‘tlieh
‘ Institut fur l’lasmaphysik, FOrscliungszentrum Julich, Gmbll. D-SZ-lZS

Abstract
It is shown that enhanced edge radiation can he achieved by a biased electrode inserted into
It'll, I}, = 2.25 '1',
the plasma. liven under standard 'I‘EX'I'OR plasma conditions( I, = 350

to
m, = 2 — 3 l0" cm") with 650 ltW of neutral beam power it is fotlnd that it is possible

transition
radiate about 95 "/n of the total input power by positive electrode biasing (below
to l-l‘mode).
I) Introduction
edge are set up
In polarization experiments on TEXTOR, radial electric ﬁelds in the plasma
connected
by means of a biased electrode (relative to the ALT limiter, which is electrically
value ofthe
to the liner) which is inserted inside the last closed flux surface. Above a critical
to the soelectrode voltage, the electrode current suddenly drops and the plasma switches

by the
called polarization induced ll-mode [l ]. Conﬁnement and profile changes induced

[2 ]. In this
presence of positive and negative radial electric fields have been investigated
power and
paper however, we will concentrate on the elTect of polarization on the radiated
case. The
the edge temperature in the Ohmic as well as in the neutral beam heated (NBl)
[ 3 j , which re
radiated power can be described by means of the radiation potential EM
the plasma.
presents the total energy which is radiated per particle during its dwell time in

The total radiated power PM is then given by PM = EM x 1“,, where F; is the surface iti-

spetegrated impurity flux (from wall and limiters). The term EM depends on the impurity
tempercies, the transport and also strongly on the edge electron temperature ('11). Below
atures of about 20 eV, [3,1,4 of carbon (C) and oxygen (0) shows an almost exponential
t of
increase with decreasing T. [4 ]. Enhanced radiation can thus be due to an enhancemen

Em and/or an increase of 1",.
2) Experiments.
2.12) Ohmic case .'
that the
In previous polarization experiments on TEXTOR [5 ], it was already observed
and
polarization induced l-l-mode is accompanied by a strong increase ofthe radiated power

a coneommitant decrease of the edge temperature. When the radiation level attains lO “/0

the soof the input power (case of bad wall conditions), a new type of ll-mode can occur,
radiated
the
of
increase
an
voltages,
subtransition
for
Even
].
[5
called detached ll»mode

power (bolomctry) (Fig.1) as well as a small reduction of the edge temperature can already
be observed. An example of a transition into a detached ll-mode is shown in Fig.2. The
Cl and C11 lines were monitored on the electrode head as well as on one of the ALTJI

limiter blades. At both locations an increase of their brillianccs could be observed. It was
verified however that this increase can be completely attributed to the increasing sensitivity
of these lines with decreasing T, (as measured by a llc—bcam diagnostic [6 D. Thus the car-
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bon ﬂuxes are not increasing. This is consistent with the fact that for these Ohmic conditions
and relatively low electrode current the heat load to the electrode is too small to increase the

temperature ofthe electrode head (made out ED CFC carbon) to the level needed for strong
thermal evaporation. Enhanced physical sputtering (with bias voltage) is also not likely since
the electrode is biased positively with respect to the plasma. The initial decrease of T, (as

well as the strong drop at the transition) could be attributed to an increase ofthe bull; plasma density (since the same input power is distributed over more particles), which in turn results from an enhanced particle confinement induced by the radial electric field and the

eoncommittant poloidal rotation in the plasma edge.

The decrease of T, leads to an en-

hancement of the radiation potential of carbon (as well as of oxygen for which 13..., is even
higher) and explains the increase of PM. From the radiation profile (bolometr‘y), it is found

that all the radiation comes from the plasma edge. After the transition, the heat flux
(thermographie camera observation) to the electrode becomes negligible. Therefore, no ac-

tive cooling for the electrode is required, even for long pulse (several seconds) plasma oper-

ation.

2.1)) Neulral beam healed case

Two neutral beam heated shots (PM, = 500 kll’) are compared : one in which the electrode
is ﬂoating (case a ; Figla) and one in which +200 V is applied (case b ', Fig.3b). In case a,
26 “/0 of the input power is radiated, while 95 % is radiated (from the plasma edge) in case
b. Despite the larger fraction of radiated power in case b, and the larger contamination of
the plasma edge by carbon (see below), the energy confinement time is 25 91: higher as

compared to case a. For a subtransition voltage of only +7.00 V, this is most surprising.
For negative polarization (-300 V), the above mentioned effects did not occur. A very strong
increase of the C lines at the electrode and the ALT limiter was observed. Even after correcting the brilliances of the C lines for their dependence on T, an increase of‘thc C ﬂuxes

has to be concluded since in this case the application ofNBl leads to an increase ofthe edge
temperature (outer ECF, channel). The strong increase of radiation in case b could therefore
be attributed to a strongly enhanced impurity (carbon and oxygen) flux, whereas Ema is
probably no changed substantially. For negative polarization (-300 V), no enhancement of
the radiated power was observed.

From the known dependence of the thermally evaporated carbon flux on the surface tem-

perature , an estimated value of ER“, (1.5 c) and the radiated power one can deduce the
surface temperature T, of the electrode. For case b (corresponding to a radiated power of
800 kW, Le. 95 ”/0 ofthe total input power) this results in T, = 3000 K, corresponding to a

tremendous carbonﬂux of 2.5 l0’I s" (which is comparable to the total deuterium flux from
wall and limiters). This high value ofthe electrode temperature is supported by spectroscopic

observations oftlie electrode head, revealing a release of Cr (which from experience always
occurs on this particular head when the surface temperature attains at least 2150 K (melting
point of chromiurn)).

from probe theory [7 ], it is known that the heat flux to a probe in-

creases exponentially with applied voltage, above the ﬂoating potential. In our case, the heat
flux (due to electrons) can be estimated by multiplying the number of electrons arriving at
the electrode surface with their typical energy. The resulting heat flux is then Q =
[E X T, [eV] (in case the electron current is much larger than the ion current). For case b,

this results in a heat ﬂux of about 50 kW, which is sufficient to heat the surface (not the
bulk) of the electrode h‘ead by by 2000 K or more during a single discharge. lnspcction of
the electrode head did not reveal any noticeable erosion or damage.
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3) Conclusions.
In the Ohmic case, the enhanced radiated power with polarization can be understood as be.

ing due to the following chain of events : 1) increase of particle conﬁnement induced by the
radial electric field 2) increased plasma density leading to a decrease of the electron tem—
perature 3) increase ofEM (ofC and O) and consequently ofPR”, whereas 1‘, is not increased.
In high power discharges (with N131), positive biasing leads to a very strong enhancement
of the heat flux to the electrode. This is interpreted as being due to the fact that biasing al~

lows a current to the electrode which is substantially above the ion saturation current. Due
to this efTect the electrode becomes sufﬁciently hot to evaporate enough carbon to radiate
(from the edge) up to 95 0/o of the input power. At the same time, the energy conﬁnement
time is increased (with respect to the ﬂoating case).
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RADIATION LOSSES IN FTU

G. Apruzzese, L. Gabellieri, H. Kroegler, G. Mazzitelli, L. Pieroni

Associazione EURATOM— ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati,

C.P. 65 — 00044 Frascati, Rome (Italy)

1 — INTRODUCTION
Radiation losses from the FTU plasma are measured (temporally and spatially
resolved) with a 16 channel bolometer array, arranged in a pin‘hole-camera, which
observes the lower half plasma cross—section. The bolometer consists in a metal
resistor bridge [1]. The total radiated power and the radial profiles of emissivity are
calculated by the standard Abel inversion technique, assuming poloidally symmetric
emission. The radiation emission is calculated utilizing a 1—D impurity transport code
with an expression for the anomalous flux with a diffusive term plus a pinch term.
The absolute values of the central impurity densities are obtained by x-ray Pulse

Height Analyzer (PI-IA) measurements, and are used as input to the code to have a
comparison with the‘experimental results.
For FTU plasmas the capability of reconstructing the radiative heat loss profile
is limited by the presence of Marfes [2], since they are characterized by a poloidally
asymmetric radiation emission. A method has been developed to calculate the
radiation emission from the Marfe, in order to derive the contribution to the total
radiated power and to characterize the Marfe itself.

2 — RADIATION LOSSES
Pulse Height Analysis soft x-ray diagnostic is routinely used on FTU to give.

quantitative estimates of heavy (Ku emission lines) and light (bremsstrahlung

enhancement) impurity density in the plasma. In Fig.1 the density of nickel, cromium

and oxygen (assumed to be the dominant light impurity), measured at the centre of
the plasma column, is shown versus the electronic density for Ip=600 kA. In the
discharges performed with inconel poloidal limiter nickel is the dominant metallic
impurity mainly at low density. Zeﬁ‘ of the discharge measured by PHA shows a good

agreement with visible bremsstrahlung (540 nm) measurement [3].
The data collected by PHA have been utilized as input for a 1-D impurity
transport code which solves the following equation for each ion of charge Z:
an

1 a(rl"z)

; +1:

31,.

:SZnenZ_ SZ—lnenZ—l_ ClZ+lnenZ+l+C‘Znenz

where 52 is the ionization rate and “Z the radiative plus dielectronic recombination
rate. For the flux we assume the usual expression:
an;
1‘
I‘Z=—D ; +nzv0;

where D is the diffusion coefficient and Va is an inward velocity, these parameters
are assumed constant along the minor radius. The total radiated power is one of the
outputs of the code and the result is compared with the measurement.
In the code only one impurity species is considered and, since more species are
generally present in the discharge, results of several code runs are summed up. For
comparison, radiation losses are also Calculated under pure coronal equilibrium
‘
‘ “vr'vfilr- is assumed quite flat as used in
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Fig.1 - PHA soft x-ray measured impurity
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Ka emission lines

Ref. [4]. The experimental electron temperature and density profiles are used and a
matching is performed to adjust the values at the last closed magnetic surface to the
data given by Langmuir probes measurements.
Simulations have been executed for a wide range of electron density for
discharges in steady state condition and in absence of Marfe, to avoid localized
radiation source. Experimental radiative losses are reproduced assuming a value of

D=0.3 Ill—2 3—1 for the diffusion coefficient and vo=~l.5 m s—1 for the inward velocity.
These values are consistent with those previously quoted on FTU [5]. As an example,
in Fig.2 the total computed emission profiles together with the contribution of single
impurity species are shown.
In Table 1 the total experimental radiative losses are compared with the results
of the diffusion code and with the corona equilibrium calculations.
Generally good agreement is found for the intermediate and high electron
density discharges both for the diffusion as well as for corona calculations. At low
density great discrepancy is found with corona calculation while the result from the
diffusion code is more acceptable. From the data it seems that a dependence of

anomalous flux with density must be envisaged and it will be the object of further
investigations.
The difference at low electron density between corona and
calculations is due to the contribution of the oxygen emission: the oxygen
the boundary of the plasma and it is strongly dependent from the
temperature profile at the edge. The effect of transport is to displace the

diffusion
emits at
electron
emission'

Table 1

Pmd Experim.

Shot

Electron Density

7193

0.6)(1020

(m‘3)

800

6179.

l.4><1ll20

(In—3)

700

(kW)

6242

2.0x1020

(m’al
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(kW)

(kW)

Pmd Corona
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Pnd Diffusion

(kW)
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(kW)
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Fig.3: Viewing chords of the bolometer array in FTU and a typical position ofn Marie

peak toward the centre with an obvious increase of the radiation losses. This is less
important for medium 2 impurity which emits more inside the LCMS.

3 - RADIATION ASYMME'I'RY

.

The total radiated power and the radial profiles of plasma emissivity are
derived by an Abel inversion of the line integrated bolometer signals performed by
using the Zernicke technique coupled with the equilibrium reconstruction code (ODIN)

[6]: the magnetic flux surfaces are taken as surfaces of constant emissivity. The

assumption of poloidal symmetry for the plasma emissivity is no mere valid in
presence of a poloidal asymmetric radiative structure as a Marfe. When the Marie is
localized inside the view of the bolometric measurement, see Fig.3, the corresponding
increase of signals is seen as an increase of plasma emission over the plasma cross-

section, determining in this way an overestimation of the total radiated power. On
the other hand if the Marfe is localized outside the view, the total radiated power is

understimated.
On the F‘TU tokamak, the Marfe radiative emission is observed also in the H0
and visible bremsstralﬂung wavelengths, both with horizontal and vertical sight lines.
Sometimes the Marie is seen by the inner vertical chord of 1R interferometer which
lies at 18 cm from inward to the plasma center, when it intercepts the Marfe region.
The Marfe is a toroidally symmetric and poloidally asymmetric band of impurity

radiating plasma, resulted by a radiative thermal instability [7] and characterized by

high electron density and low electron temperature. The formation of the Marie
occurs at the inner plasma edge in tokamaks with toroidal or poloidal limiter as FTU.
The variable Marfe surfaces can be evalutated by the signals of the H0 or visible
bremsstrahlung arrays. In Fig.4. it is shown how we estimate the Marie poloidal
length. The width of the Marie in the radial direction is taken approximately between
2‘4 cm. Since the Marfe is an edge plasma phenomenon, we assume that the bulk
plasma properties do not change during the presence of the Marfe. This means that
the increase of radiative emission signals are due only to the formation of the Marie.
Taking an average value of the increase only on the integrated line signals which see
the central part of the Marie, as described before, the Marfe average emission is
derived. The Marfe total radiated power is then estimated considering its volume.
For this analysis, only discharges with Marfes whose central part is seen by the
bolometric detectors are analyzed. These discharges have plasma current IF = 3001100 kA and toroidal magnetic field B, = 6~7 T. Over the electron density range of
0.9-1.9X1020 m“3, the radiation emissivity in the Marfe ranges between 2—12. MW/m3
without showing any dependence on the electron density. A clear correlation instead
appears with the conduction power, Puhm'Pmd, calculated at the time before the
Marie onset, as sh0wn in Fig.5.
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horizontal H.I (a) and visible bremsstrahlung

versus the conduction power. Palm-Pm,

(b) radiation vs the impact parameter, before
and after the Merle onset

4 — CONCLUSION
Calculation of total radiated emission in FTU plasma assuming impurity density
as obtained from PHA soft x—ray measurements generally a ees with the
experimental results, provided that a diffusion coefficient of 0.3 m- 5—1 and a value
of —1.5 m s-1 for the inward velocity are assumed in the transport model. The results
seem to suggest that a dependence of the transport coefficients with the density has
to be investigated.
The Marie formation is connected with the presence of light impurities in the
discharge. During the FTU operation with the poloidal limiter in inconel or in
molybdenum, the oxygen is responsible of the Marfe onset. We have also observed
Marfes in discharges dominated by neon (from injection) and silicon (soon after the
silanization of the vacuum vessel). The contribution of the Marie radiation to the

total plasma radiation is 5—30 % .over an electron density range of 0.9-1.9x1020 m'a.

There is evidence of a correlation between the Marfe emissivity and the conduction

pOWer. An evaluation of the Marfe electron density ne can be obtained considering

that the emissivity is given by the relation u=ne ni R(T) where n. is the impurity
density and R(T) is the cooling rate of the impurity. Taking the maximum value of

R(T) and considering an approximated value for the impurity fraction ni/nethe Marfe
density is derived. For a plasma with a fraction of 1% of oxygen, as the dominant

impurity, the corresponding values of Marfe density are between 20-50 % of the line
average plasma electron density.
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l.

introduction

The concept of the cold radiation boundary could be a possible solution for the problem
of power exhaust in a fusion reactor. By injecting impurities into hydrogenic plasmas the
heat flow tends, indeed, to be uniformly distributed around the plasma periphery.
Experiments with neon injection into auxiliary heated hydrogenic discharges on TEXTOR
have shown the following properties “-31:

i)

Strong enhancement of the radiated power (Fwd) up to a value of the ratio y of the

radiated power to the input power of the order of 0.9
The emitting volume is localized in the plasma periphery
The edge temperature is reduced while the central one stays constant or slightly
increases for a given electron density
The confinement properties are at least maintained; in some cases the confinement
iiii)
increases
The incremental plasma contamination due to the presence of neon is estimated to
iiiii)
be low in most cases ( from conductivity, SXR continuum, charge-exchange and
neutron yield)
This paper deals on the one hand with an analysis of the mechanisms responsible for the
plasma contamination during the injection of neon and on the other hand with the
comparison, for different experimental situations, of the relation between the increase of

ii)
iii)

Prad and the increase of the contamination. These two quantities are, indeed, different
functions of the amount of the injected neon and of plasma parameters like the electron
density, temperature and of level of input power. Their ratio APmd/ A26”, which is the
figure of merit to determine the quality of the edge cooling, changes depending on the
specific experimental situation.

The ionic effective charge (26”) is measured by detection of continuum radiation in the
visible range [4] along a horizontal chord which crosses the plasma center. This method.
[5], is suitable for large tokamaks but could be marginal for TEXTOR l R = 175 cm, a :
46 cm ). An additional chord which detects only the continuum radiation emitted at the
plasma periphery allows the related error to be estimated. Due to the dependence of

bremsstrahlung on the square of the electron density, the reported 26” has to be
considered as a core plasma parameter. The absolute value of the bremsstrahlung 23”
tends to be higher, at low density, than other estimates of the plasma contamination (like

conductivity). We limit the discussion to the increments of ZS”, A20".
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ll.

Fluxes and densities of the intrinsic impurities.

By reducing the edge temperature of a hydrogenic plasma the release of the physically
does. The new
sputtered light impurities decreases, as the plasma contamination
s ; 9.9.
equilibrium situation is in reality the result of different interdependent mechanism
means also
e
temperatur
edge
the
of
decrease
power,
radiated
less
means
less impurities
= radiated energy per atom
that the radiation potential increases l radiation potential
the edge temperature
entering the plasma) [1]. These mechanisms depend on and affect
approximation, the
first
a
in
However,
.
established
is
e
dependenc
nonlinear
a
thus
reduction of
reduction of the intrinsic impurity concentration can simply be related to the
the sputtering yields.
By injecting neon the edge temperature decreases and we expect a reduction of the fluxes
of the
of intrinsic impurities. In Fig. 1 the edge electron temperature and the fluxes
is
intrinsic impurities for a siliconized machine [6] are shown as a function of y. y
increased by increasing the neon puffing rate. The data refer to a series of NB heated

dischar es, for a total input power (Pin) of 1.5 MW, at constant averaged density 330 =
4.7 10' 3 cm'3 . The ratio of Si:C:O fluxes is about 4:21 and the resulting oxygen level

is very low considering the high purity of plasmas under siliconized conditions. Together
In
with the fluxes, the densities of the intrinsic impurities also decrease by injecting neon.

agreement with the relation between fluxes and densities

a direct independent

measurement of the brilliance of a CV line , which in a first approximation is proportional
to the carbon density [7], confirms the validity of our statement ( Fig.1 ).

At lower electron densities (ﬁeO < 3 1013 cm'3), however, the increase of y does no

longer lead to a reduction of the fluxes. Also the brilliance of the CV line does not
decrease, as compared to pure (without neonl deuterium discharges at identical power.

This behaviour can be explained i) at high density by a low concentration of neon (< 1 %)

and ii) at low density by considering that the deuteron impact energies are ( for these
discharges) of the order of 250 - 300 eV. In this range the sputtering yields are not very
sensitive to a change of Tale). At higher density the impact energies are in the range 100150 eV where the sputtering yields decrease significantly with Tuial.
In case of boronized machine a similar behaviour is observed.
Unlike carbonization, for boronized and even more for siliconized walls the chemical
processes play a very marginal role also at high electron densities. Primarily owing to the
low oxygen level, the plasma contamination is dominated by physical sputtering.

lll.

Relation between AP,ad and A26"

Since the presence of neon can modify the concentration of the intrinsic impurities, one
can write:

dZ‘z = all + E 62,! an,
an, an”,
i
an",

ae

where the sum extends to all the intrinsic impurities. Excluding discharges at low electron

density, the second term on the right hand side is negative, so that the incremental ZS”

resulting from the injection of neon is lower than the one calculated on the basis of the
density of neon. The incremental 28” is a function of the neon density, of the electron
temperature (input power), of the electrdn density and of the sputtering yields. On the

other hand also APmd is not simply related to the density of neon. It depends on the same
parameters as Zn" does, but in a different way. Therefore the ratio between these two

quantities, which determines the quality of the edge radiation cooling, changes depending
on the discharge parameters. We will comment on some significative examples.
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a) Different impurities and different y

With boronized walls for an input power of 1.6 MW and r—feo = 4.3 1013 cm'3 the radiated
power without neon is 400 KW (y = 0.25 l with neon is 1,050 KW (y = 0.66 ). The

corresponding Z"ff are 1.7 and 2. From spectroscopic data a reduction of 25% of the
carbon density can be estimated during neon injection for these discharges. Assuming
constant Te(a) about the 80 % of the measured incremental radiated power P600 Kw )
can be explained. 25% due to the substitution of carbon with neon (neon radiates more

than carbon at constant Z8”), and 55 % to an increase of density of neon which
corresponds to the change of 29". The existence of a missing part shows that the
reduction of T°(a) plays a role in the increase of Fred.
By increasing y this effect is amplified. For similar input power and density ( siliconized

walls ) but for Prad = 500 KW without neon (y = 0.33 ) and 1,280 KW with neon (y =

0.85 ) only 40 % of the total incremental radiated power (~800 KW ) can be explained
under the same assumption. In this case, indeed, the substitution of Si and C with Ne

does not result in an increase of Prad at constant 23" .( In the considered range of
temperatures Si radiates more than Ne and C less than Ne at constant Z6" l. Only 40% of
the increase Fwd is due to the increase of neon density.
b) Density scan.

In Fig.2 Zen is plotted versus density for two series of discharges, one with Ne the other
without. Input power 1.5 MW , siliconized machine. At the lower electron densities A28”
resulting from the injection of neon is of the order of 1, while at the higher densities is of
the order of 0.3 (in both cases for y = 0.8 - 0.85). This strong dependence on the
electron density can be explained by considering that P,ad is proportional to n.nNe and to
the radiation potential which is a decreasing function of the edge temperature. At low
density and high temperature one needs much more neon to radiate an important fraction
of the input power than at higher density and lower temperature. Considering that the
input power is approximately constant, we can conclude that at higher density the cooling
efficiency is about a factor of three higher than at low density.

c) Power scan

Table l shows 23" versus input power l NBl + ICRH ) at nearly constant b’for a boronized
and siliconized machine. In spite of the slow increase of the electron density (first 4 shots)
2," increases with power. This can be clarified as follows: by increasing the input power
the power flow increases too and one needs more neon to keep y constant.
Simultaneously the temperature increases, so that the cooling efficiency is reduced,
making it necessary to further increase the level of neon. Therefore the rise in 29" is due
both to the usual enhanced release of the intrinsic impurities with input power and to the
stronger neon puffing. However, even at higher power, 26" can be reduced to acceptable
values by working at much higher densities (siliconized machine) as shown on the last line
of Table I.
In conclusion we have shown that i) at high densities the contamination due to the
intrinsic impurities is reduced by injecting neon ii) the quality of the neon cooling (AFN,d to

A2,") depends on the electron temperature and density and iii) a large ratio AP”Id to A23"
can be achieved also at high heat fluxes ( up to 0.1 MW / m2) if the electron density is
sufficiently high.
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1. Introduction. In a steady-state tokamak, the impurity production and transport from
plasma facing components will have to be controlled. An understanding of these processes in
the edge plasma is necessary for the design and operation of plasma facing components. In this
frame, an experiment has been carried out to study impurity generation and transport processes
on an inertial limiter on Tore Supra as a baseline for upcoming experiments on an actively
cooled limiter. A system has been implemented to permit quantitative measurement of impurity
sources from the outboard limiter in Tore Supra.
2. Experimental setup and plasma conditions. The principal diagnostic is a visible
endoscope that combines a spectroscopic view of the limiter with a CCD camera view. Light
emitted near the limiter surface is guided to the endoscope imaging system by a mirror located

on the top of the torus and then to a beam splitter for simultaneous measurements by the two
systems. The light is guided from the beam splitter by fiber optics to a visible spectrometer with
an Optical Multichannel Analyzer (OMA) detector. The other path from the beam splitter leads
to a CCD camera equipped with interchangeable interference ﬁlters for the Da (6561A), CH
(5150A) and C111 (4647A) lines. The two systems thus provide both a detailed spatial
resolution (CCD, 2.5 mm/pixel), and an absolute calibration (spectrometer+OMA). The
absolute brightness of the entire CCD images is determined from the known brightness of
several spots on the limiter. A limitation of the experimental system is the progressive
deterioration of the endoscope transmission due to particle deposition on the optical surfaces in
the toms. To minimize the impact of this difﬁculty on the absolute calibration, the optical
system was absolutely calibrated whenever access into the torus was possible. A second
experimental limitation in the interpretation of the CCD images is that, because of the viewing
angle, the electron side leading edge of the limiter is partially shadowed by the limiter tip (see
ﬁgure 1a).
A reciprocating Langmuir probe located 60“ toroidally and 90° poloidally away from the
limiter gives the electron temperature TC and density ne in the scrape—off layer (SOL) for the
region 0.01m to 0.05m outwards in the radial direction from the last closed flux surface
(LCFS). The temperature just inside the LCFS is measured by Thomson scattering. The surface
temperature of the limiter is deduced from an infrared camera which has the same optical view
of the limiter as the visible endoscope.
The deuterium plasma parameters are the following: toroidal magnetic ﬁeld B1 = 3.75 T,
minor radius a = 0.70 m, major radius R = 2.44 m, toroidal plasma current
I = 1.24 MA, and volume averaged electron density <ne> = 3.0 1019 m'3. The limiter
dimensions are 0.5 m in the toroidal direction and 0.6 m in the poloidal direction. A
particularly small minor radius has been chosen in order to isolate, as much as possible, the
limiter as the primary impurity source.

3. Experimental results. Fig. la shows that the temperature distribution across the center
of the limiter face is symmetric, thus indicating a uniform incident heat flux. However, an
asymmetry is seen between the ion-side and electron-side, leading edges (LE); it is not clear if
§ Supported by a fellowship from the Oak Ridge Institute of Science and Education.

this asymmetry can be attributed totally to the geometric shadowing effect. The temperature at

the central tip of the limiter is close to 600“C and the highest overall temperature of 740”C is
reached on the ion-side, leading edge (ISLE). Fig. lb and 1c show the CH, CIII and Du
brightness distributions across the limiter equatorialplane. In contrast to the symmetrical central
temperature distribution, the three central peaks are shifted to the ion—side of the limiter. The

C111 distribution, unlike the CH distribution, does not have LE peaks, but only one peak
centered 0.12 m toroidally away from the tip, towards the ion side.

The ion ﬂuxes (9 have been determined from the experimental brightness distributions using
theoretical values for the number of ionizations per photon [1]. Fig. 2a shows as an example
the ﬂux distribution for C+. Fig. 2b shows that the tp(CII) to (p(Da) ratio peaks at the tip. The
value of this ratio is an empirical estimate of the total sputtering yield, which decreases
gradually to each side of the tip, until the decrease becomes very abrupt at the LE. Fig. 2c

illustrates that the (p(CIII) to tp(CIl) ratio has a relatively constant value over the central part of

the limiter, while decreasing signiﬁcantly on the LE.
Integration of the C‘r ﬂux over the entire limiter gives a carbon production rate of a few
1022 atoms per second. On the other hand, the core plasma carbon density (estimated from
ultra-violet spectrosc0py and impurity transport calculations) is of the order of 1017 m'3.
Consequently, if we assume an average particle confinement time of 0.1 seconds, the ratio of
the carbon content in the core plasma to the carbon produced on the limiter face is
approximately 0.1%.

4. Discussion.The experimental plasma conditions and limiter temperature show that
both chemical and physical sputtering can be important impurity production mechanisms on the
limiter. To assess the relative importance of these two production mechanisms from the

brightness distributions it is necessary to evaluate the impurity ionization lengths (which depend

on their production mechanism). On the LE, where <f1e> = 1.5 1018 m'3 and T3 = 20 eV, the
ionization lengths are 0.02 rn, 0.14 m and 1.1 m for chemically sputtered neutrals (0.1 eV ),
physically sputtered neutrals (5 eV ), and C+ ions (7 eV), respectively. On the tip of the limiter,

where <ne> = 6 1018 m‘3 and Te 2 70 eV, the ionization lengths drop to 2.3 10‘3 m (0.1 eV ),

16 10'3 m (5 eV ) and 0.15 m (23 eV), respectively.
The CII brightness distribution is assumed to represent the neutral carbon source, since the
C ionization rate is very large for the measured plasma parameters, and the CII radiation is
emitted rapidly after C ionizes. Therefore, ﬁg. 1b shows that the C neutrals are localized on the
LE, indicating that chemical sputtering, because of its resulting shorter ionization length, is
more important on the LE than physical sputtering. Indeed, physically sputtered carbon, with
an ionization length of 0.14 in, would result in a much less localized peak. Note that fig. 1a
shows that the ISLE has a temperature compatible with high chemical sputtering (a process
which has a maximum around 600°C).
The central tip region of the limiter is also at a temperature which would produce high
chemical sputtering. However, both chemically and physically sputtered carbon neutrals have
here very short ionization lengths. and it is therefore not possible to infer the dominant source
from the brightness localization. However, fig. 2b can be interpreted to show that physical
Sputtering is of primary importance in the central region of the limiter. Indeed, since (for the
carbon energies considered here) the surface temperature is the principal variable in chemical
Sputtering and since both the LE and tip are at the maximum chemical sputtering temperature
range, one would expect the empirically estimated, total sputtering ratio of (p(CII) to tp(Da) to
be about constant if chemical sputtering had the same importance in the two regions. Instead, a
10 fold difference is observed. Thus, a production mechanism other than chemical sputtering is
important on the tip.
Physical sputtering increases with incident ion energy. The incident ion energy is greater
near the tip than on the LE. This indicates that physical sputtering is more important on the tip
than on the LE. It is therefore probable that physical sputtering is the production mechanism
responsible for the 10 fold difference in the ratio of (p(CII) to tp(Da) between the LE and the

tip. A few experimental physical sputtering data [2] have been included in Fig. 2b to indicate
that this empirical estimate of the total sputtering yield is of a reasonable order of magnitude.
Note, however, that these data are for normal incidence with the ion impact energy taken to be
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the C+ ionization length on the tip. The ratio of (p(ClIl) to tp(CII) is constant
region of the limiter since 0*” does not travel far before becoming C“. On the LE, however,
dimension of
there is not a strong source for C2+ since C+ travels, on average, two times the

the limiter before ionizing to become C2+.

e has an
Physical sputtering also depends on the angle of incidence. The angular dependenc

1c) and on the C+ flux
effect on the CH, C111 and Du brightness distributions (Fig. 1b and

n the peak is
distribution (Fig. 2a) near the central tip of the limiter. Indeed, in each distributio
to the reduction
shifted away from the tip by 3 to 5 cm; these shifts are interpreted as being due
in the angle between the magnetic ﬁeld lines and the tangent to the limiter surface.

possible impurity
5. Impurity transport calculations. To further differentiate the
BBQ. This code
code
impurity
the
with
modeled
been
have
data
the
ms,
production mechanis
transport in
incorporates a 3D Monte-Carlo description of both neutral and charged impurity
and chemical
Tore Supra geometry. Impurity generation processes related to physical
incident D+ ﬂux
sputtering are included. Given the limiter temperature distribution and the

and chemical (CD4) sputter
parameters, BBQ calculates the evolution of both physical (C)

es. The physical
products. The code calculates spatial distributions of C11 and CH] brightness
as high as 5-10
sputter products are emitted with a Thomsan energy distribution, with energies

(0.1 eV) as CD4, which then
eV; the chemical products are emitted at the wall temperature

experiences a break-up chain.
distribution which
The BBQ code with physical sputtering alone produces a C11 brightness
added to the
sputtering
chemical
With
LE.
the
on
localized
not
is
emission
the
[3];
is too diffuse
ely
qualitativ
is
data
s
brightnes
ntal
experime
the
of
structure
code, the toroidal spatial
on obtained when a
reproduced. Fig. 3 shows the absolute BBQ CII brightness distributi
IR camera. The
representative poloidal average temperature distribution was taken from the
angle of incidence
experimental data is given for comparison. The sputtering dependence on the
side of the tip.
of the ﬂux is also illustrated by BBQ since there are two peaks 5 cm on each

production and
6. Conclusion. In an effort to better understand the processes of impurity
calibrated, visible
transport from the Tore Supra outboard limiter, we have used an absolutely
chemical sputtering is
endoscope. The experimental data have been interpreted as evidence that
edges, while physical
the most important impurity production mechanism on the leading
With the BBQ
sputtering is probably the most important one in the central region of the limiter.
ely match the
qualitativ
to
order
in
sputtering
chemical
include
to
y
necessar
was
it
code.
experimental spatial distributions.
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9_ Figures
i , 1a Limiter surface temperature vs
toroidal distance in the equatorial plane.
Fig lb C11 and CH1 brightness vs toroidal
distance.
Fig. 1c Dot brightness vs toroidal distance.
ﬁg. 2a Cll ﬂux vs toroidal distance in the
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Spectroscopic study of Marie-like ergodic edge plasmas

on TOFtE SUPRA
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Association EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion Controlée
CEN-Cadarache, 13108 Saint-Paul-Lez-Durance Cedex, FRANCE
'Univ. de St. Etienne, F-42023 St. Etienne Cedex 2
are always
Introduction: Asymmetric radiation features at the plasma edge (Marie)
observed on high density plasmas before the plasma detaches or disrupts. They have been

studied in 'limiter' plasmas and also with toroidally symmetric ‘X'-point divertors. This
) are observed on Tom;
‘classical' Marte and a new type of ergodic divertor Marie (ED-Marie
poloidal extension and is
large
a
has
SUPRA. tn contrast to the 'classical' Marie, the ED-Marfe

pushed up by strong
stable without radiation collapse. It appears when the electron density is
layer 'swings'
gas injection (necessary because of the ED screening property). The radiating

from the divertor plates (LFS) to the inner wall (HFS). ln tact. within its cold and high
n is revealed. Careful
density layer the intrinsic structure oi the magnetic perturbatio
with density and
combined
analysis of the bolometric. visible and XUV spectral radiation

ies characteristic of
temperature profiles at all available viewing lines show the asymmetr
of TS has an intrinsic
the ergodised plasma edge. The ergodic divertor (ED) configuration

gross perturbation (n=0,
topological relation to the 'X'-point divertor. Instead of using one
(n=6. mats) creates a
ns
low m) of the poloidal field. a multiplicity of weaker perturbatio

resonance condition is
series of small kicks (58r) on the field lines which (when the
the hot core.
lulfilled) connects the field lines to the target plates and walls or to

ohmic
This section briefly reviews the experimental conditions. The
the
on
initiated
were
q(a)=3.2)
Ft=2.4m,
(|p=1.4 MA, 8:3.4 T, a=0.75m,

Experiment:
discharges

series at discharges
outboard limiter (3 cm ahead of the Divertor plates. Ft=3.18m). This
Apart from a small prefill
was characterized by an almost completely saturated carbon wall.

latter has the same bulk
no gas was injected in the reference shot without divertor. The
(at max. current)
activated
ED
the
with
shot
tollowing
the
as
density and temperature profile

1) the plasma
from the very beginning. This discharge can be divided into three phases:
the ergodic
Then
35.
at
current ramps up and resonance with the ED (for q(a)—3) is attained

of CVI (Lu) drops) 2)
zone acts as an efficient screen tor impurities (i.e. the intensity
the radiating layer in front of
between 3 and 65 (as ne is pushed up by strong gas injection)

develops which stays
the divertor plates 'swings' to the inner wall and 3) at 65 an ED—Marte
radiated powers (as
and
total
the
stable until the current ramps down. Fig. 1a compares
of the ED-Marte
onset
The
measured by the bolometer) of the reference and the diverter shot.
power increases from 45%
is clearly linked to the radiation ‘swing' (fig. tb). The radiated
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(LFS at 55) to about 80% at 85 during the ED-Marfe. A Langmuir probe (close to a

neutralizer plate of the divertor) shows that the plasma pressure decreases by a factor of 2.4

after the transition of the radiating zone to the inner wall. This means that-the plasma

slightly 'detaches' from the divertor plates. At the same time the heat llux on the (outboard)
limiter and the divertor plates diminishes. The impurity content is very low (Zeff=t.1). A

cross check between XUV line emission. bremsstrahlung, tomography and code simulation
indicates: ndne=1.5.10'3 and no/ne=3.10‘4.in the plasma core Thus an important quantity

of the radiated power must be due to deuterium radiation within the high density and low
temperature ED-Marte.
Structure of the Divertor Marie: The structure of the ergodized plasma edge is in some
way 'revealed' within the cold and dense ED-Marfe. This means that density. temperature and

radiation measurements at different poloidal positions show specific asymmetries due to the
(rigid) magnetic divertor structure. A first example is shown in fig.2 where the electron

densities.

measured in a vertical (Thomson-scattering) and an equatorial direction

(rellectometry at LFS), are compared. The edge density is measured by a vertically
reciprocating Langmuir probe. At 55. before the radiation swing from the divertor plates to

the inner wall. a density bulge is seen by the equatorial rellectometry. The latter disappears
after the radiation swing. A simple argument based upon pressure constancy is used to explain

this: as the temperature decreases due to (ED increased) radiation losses at the LFS (in front
of the divertor plates) the density increases. It is expected that this density bulge is displaced

on the HFS as the ED-Marfe radiates an even higher pan of the total power (0.15MW for the
divertor and 0.7MW for the ED-Marfe). in fact. fig.3 shows that the entire plasma edge is

affected by the ED-Marfe radiation. At the upper plasma edge (Thomson scattering at
rla=0.94) Te decreases from 80 to 40 eV and at the LFS (divertor Langmuir probe at

rla=1.04) Te decreases from 22 to 12 eV.

of the ED-Marfez1) A tangential view with an (unfiltered) COD-camera
shows the lower half of the inner carbon wall. A luminous zone with a width of 15 cm and a
homogeneous extension over the entire covered poloidal angle is seen. This is interpreted as
Extension

the extension of the cloud of neutral deuterium particles. Thus, an important neutral density
is expected 5 cm within the LCFS (of the unergodized plasma) with a poloidal extension of

2120". 2) A poloidal intensity modulation of Gill and CIV lines (see below) is observed with
a rotating mirror VUV spectrometer (the lower half of the HFS plasma edge is scanned) /1/.

3) Der emission is recorded from the upper half of the inner wall by a fan of 9 chords. They
confirm the extension of the ED-Marte showing also Dot-fluctuations which are ciearly linked

to the exhaust of energetic ions due to the sawtooth activity of the plasma interior.
In conclusion: The ED-Marfe is not a sharply limited region (as the classical Matte) but
extends over the whole inner wall (i.e. over the 120“ of the carbon tiled inner wall). As
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already reported /2/ the boundary of the 'classical' Marie (in its stable phase) is the LCFS

and its poloidal extension does not exceed 40°. The volume of the ED-Marfe (—1.6m3) is much
bigger (about 4x) than the (classical) Marie volume. Thus, the smaller radiated power per

volume (30.4 MW/m3) and the (higher) ergodic heat flow into the ED-Marte are important

differences in comparing it to the unstable Marie. Combining all inforrnations about the mean

temperature within the radiating layers it appears that a) the classical Marfe is the coldest

-close to the recombination limit of hydrogen (~5 eV) /3/. b) the ED-Marfe is somewhat
hotter (25 eV) but still the deuterium radiation is important. c) the temperature of the

radiating layer in front of the divertor pannels is 215 eV (at 55). This is consistent with the
fact that impurities (e.g.Neon injection) are necessary if a substantial part of the heating

power is to be radiated with a edge temperature between 20 and 100 eV /4/.

ED-Marfe temperature: The above mentioned intensity modulations of Clll and CIV
indicate an electron temperature of the order of or below 10 eV. Surprisingly low L93

temperatures of 10 eV have been observed (CX-line of CVI (8-7)) with Marfes IZ whereas
a temperature of 20 eV is measured in similar conditions with the ED-Marfe.
proﬁles: As for the density profile. only the plasma edge (r/azOJ) is
shows the evolution of the electron temperature profile within this region
Fig.:4
affected.
where the heat flow is strongly modified by the ergodic divertor: 1) An almost flat Te profile

Temperature

is observed between r/a=0.96 and 1.02. This region is not ergodic since the connection
lengths from wall to wall are short (L<1ql) as in the 'classical' SOL /5/. 2) Further inside

(0.8$r/aSO.94 within the ergodic zone). the temperature gradient is steepened with the

application of the divertor.

Plasma edge ion temperature: Ti (measured at the LFS in the vicinity of the neutralizer
A
plates of the div.) is significantly higher (2x) than the electron temperature (Te:12 eV).

careful analysis of the Doppler broadened Zeeman structure of Gill (4647 A) l6/,/7/ gives
is
an ion temperature of 25i5 eV during the ED-Marte (w/o divertor this edge temperature

typically 2x higher).

Neutral density: Direct measurements of no in the plasma edge are unfortunately lacking.
A
Thus indirect information via CX sensible intensity ratios of impurity ions are used. 1)

carbon,
hint about no within the ergodic layer is obtained by the simulation of the observed
intensity
line ratio p=[CVl(Lu)/CV(resonance Iine=Ft)] and of the 'G-ratio'. The latter is the

values
ratio between the intercombination (I) and the resonance line of CV: G=l/Ft. Typical
simulated
be
can
values
ED
The
when reaching the ED resonance are: p=2—il and G=0.4—)0.6.

parallel
(simultaneously) only by a) enhancing the diffusion coefficient and/or reducing the
the CV
in
range
m‘3
confinement time for r/a20.85 and b) introducing no values in the 1016

which
emitting layer (Ha—0.85). (CX recombination favours the triplet state population
me
within
no
of
estimation
the
for
used
been
has
approach
similar
A
2)
Mine).
the
enhances

f
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-

r

M rt . Simulations of the CVI(8-7) line intensity show that CX with excited

neutral density (at r/a=1)
deuterium can account tor the measured signal. In this case a

between 1017 and 1018 is necessary 2/.
/1/ De Michetis et al. this cont.
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SILICONIZATION ON FI‘U
M.L.Apicel.la, R.Bartiromo, G.Mazzitelli, L.Pieroni, D.Frigione

Associazione EURATOM- ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati,
C.P. 65 — 00044 Frascati, Rome (Italy)

INTRODUCTION

FTU is a compact tokamak operating usually with an inconel poloidal limiter
and stainless steel walls maintained at 77 K(1iquid nitrogen temperature).
For well conditioned discharges, the density limit at Ip=0.5MA extends beyond
the Greenwald limit by 1.7 times, in a regime where all the impurities are practically

absent in the plasma (Zeﬁ=1) [1]. At higher current, the experimentally obtained

density limit does not increase with respect to the previous value. In this condition
oxygen and low traces of metallic impurities are still present.
In order to better assess the role of low—Z impurities with regard to the

operational regime of FTU, a silicon coating of the wall has been attempted "in situ"

for the first time by using a dc glow discharge and a mixture of helium with a
minority of silane as feeding gas. Indeed silicon is known fer its chemical property to
form tight bonds with oxygen.
Furthermore, a plasma with silicon as the dominant impurity is obtained during
the first phase when the limiter is still Si—coated and this has allowed the compariSOn
of plasma characteristics with low-Z (silicon), and medium—Z (nickel) first wall
materials.
in this paper, after a brief description of the experimental apparatus and the
deposition procedure, the main properties of the plasma before and after
siliconization are described and conclusions are then drawn.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND DEPOSITION PROCEDURE
A test apparatus especially arranged for the safe handling of a hazardous gas
such as silane, was installed on the machine in September 1993. Four vertical ports
located 90° toroidally from each other are employed to introduce the gas (90% He+
10%SiH4) by a piezoelectric inlet valve, which is automatically regulated to maintain
the pressure in the chamber at 'I'><l[)'3 mbar. The gas is pumped using two evacuation
lines of the main vacuum system placed at the opposite side of the torus and
connected to two standard 2.000 1/5 turbomolecular pumps and two 60 m3/h rotary
pumps, which have been modified to assure very good vacuum tightness and to allow'
the dilution of silane at the exhaust with a flux of gaseous nitrogen before contact
with the air. With this geometrical configuration a good uniformity of the film
deposition along the torus can be obtained by a suitable adjusting of the feeding gas.
The discharge develops between two electrodes inserted up to the centre of the
vacuum chamber and toroidally displaced by 180° and the walls. Its conditions are:
voltage drop of about 400+450 V, total current of l A corresponding to 8 uA/cmg.
Unlike other tokarnak devices, siliconization in FTU is performed on cold walls
(273+Z98 K) to avoid waste of time for heating at higher temperature, since the
machine usually operates at 77 K. Typically, with these discharge parameters, a
deposition time of 3b is required to produce a 1000}. thick film. Extensive preliminary
tests have been previously carried out [2] on physical and chemical properties of
silicon films deposited on cold surfaces (77,273 and 298 K). They show that bad
adherence and traces of peeling are observed only at 77 K.
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pmsMA RESULTS

To evaluate the effect of siliconization on plasma performances we compare
ed
the results obtained during three different experimental phases of FTU characteriz

b different materials facing the plasma: phase I (inconel limiter and SS walls), phase

11 (silicon limiter and walls), phase III (inconel limiter and siliconized walls). In the
second phase, which is limited to a short period immediately after siliconization,
silicon is the dominant impurity of the discharges.
The first indication of the oxygen reduction in the plasma due to siliconization,
came from the fact that at the restart of the machine the standard good plasma was

produced immediately, like when the machine is well conditioned by careful baking
and discharge cleaning [3].

The plasma results in the phase II show very good properties of the silicon as
getter for oxygen and as a protection against sputtering of metals from the limiter. In

fact, up to a plasma current of 0.? MA and at low electron density (0.8xmz0 m”), a'

drastic reduction of oxygen and metallic lines radiation have been observed by UV
spectroscopy. The intensity of the most prominent line of 0V decreased by about a
factor 10, while silicon lines of SiXII, SiXI, Six appeared in the spectra, in the energy
range before dominated by nickel lines (fig la,1h). In addition, the ratio of the
radiated power to the ohmic power deereased from about 68% to 40%, (fig.Z) while no
change of Zen“ and confinement time was evident.
The reduction of the radiated power was consistent with the increase of the

energy on the limiter, as measured by thermocouples poloidally distributed.

The impurity production mechanism is essentially the release from the limiter
via physical sputtering, as suggested by the density dependence of the ratio of SiII/Hﬂ
line intensities which decreases with density. This behaviour is typical of processes
which present a pronounced energy dependence.
Despite of the reduction of oxygen, the operational density limit obtained with
silicon as limiter material at 0.? MA has been lower by a factor 1.5 than the value

obtained with inconel limiter, connected with the onset of Marfes at lower density.

A different behaviour has been observed further after siliconization (phase III).
During this phase, due to the consumption of the silicon coating on the limiter, nickel
lines reappear and dominate the UV spectra, while oxygen is practically absent
(fig.1c). The intensity of the metal emission lines is higher than before siliconization
(fig.1a) due to an increase of metal released from the limiter. This can be explained

NiXVII
NiXVIII
3:ﬂ 20 _

ow o‘v
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olvo IV
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Fig.1- UV spectra for lP=0.5 MA, BT=6T and fi¢=0.8 x1030 m'3 plasma discharges with a) inconel
limiter and SS walls, b) silicon limiter and walls, c) inconel limiter and silicouized walls
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and by
by a value of the radiated power (60%) lower than before siliconization (68%)
the consequent increase of the power flux onto the limiter.
at 0.7MA
With inconel limiter and siliconized walls, the density limit observed
I02° m‘a).
dOes not change with respect to the case of SS walls (ne=Z.SX
All these experimental findings suggest that the silicon radiation losses and its
clarify this behaviour
production mechanism are crucial for plasma performances. To
plasma discharges whose dominant impurities are Ni and Si have been compared with
a plasma discharge with oxygen as dominant impurity.
ure at r=0.24m .
Figure 3 shows the tempera! evolution of the electron temperat
(r/a= 0.8 ) during the density ramp up at 1p=0.7 MA, BT=6T.
three cases with the
At low density, around 0.8><1020 m'a, '1"e is different in the

after 400
highest value for siliconized discharge (TC:3OO eV) which rapidly decreases

was observed:
ms when the onset of Marfe occurs. Nevertheless no detached plasma
equal to T2210
as evidenced by the value of the electron temperature at r=0.ZB in,
densities: for silicOn
eV. It is important to note that Marie appears at different

for
discharge is ne=1.0><102° m'3, for oxygen discharge is ne=1.5><102° m‘3 and, finally,
nickel discharge is ne=2.0>‘1020 m_3.

The radiative cooling rate of these impurities computed in coronal equilibrium
curves
of electron temperature [4] shows that both silicon and oxygen
function
as a
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20 eV for
are confined within a narrow range, up to about 100 eV for silicon and to
oxygen: while the curve for nickel extends at higher electron temperatures.
the
The phenomenology described above can therefore been understood with

gradients
arguments. In the Si—dominated discharge steep temperature

following
and from the
develop in the edge plasma at low density, as it can be seen from fig.3
has been measured
fact that temperature at the last closed magnetic surface(LCMS)

to range always between 20 and 40 eV [5] in FTU. This reduces the radial extension of

radiated power.
the Si radiating layer and therefore the amount of the total
Si cooling
At higher density the Te gradient decreases and the layer, where the
has a high
plasma
the
layer
this
In
broadens.
slope,
negative
a
has
rate curve

and finally
emissivity and shows a large thermal instability so that the Marfe develops
a disruption occurs.
since
For the oxygen dominated case temperature at the edge are always lower
profile
oxygen radiates mainly at the far edge (>0.2.8m). This in turn causes flatter Te
power is
than for Si-case, therefore larger radiating volumes are involved and more
lost by radiation. However, the low temperature required for having a high radiation
higher
together with a high thermal instability, causes the onset of Marfe to occur at
density, as indeed experimentally observed.
is
In the discharge dominated by nickel the maximum emissivity at low density
than for
displaced at the bulk of the plasma and the total radiation power is lower

oxygen dominated discharge (50% against 60%). On the basis of the cooling rate much
higher

for

Ni

than for

O

for Te>20eV,

we

expect

therefore

a

much

lower

concentration of Ni(= 2x10“ of the average electron density) in the discharge as
confirmed by 2,,” measurements which are very similar in both cases (2 1.5).
to
At high density the nickel production decreases faster than for silicon due

the higher threshold for physical sputtering and the condition of high emissivity does
not occur. The fact that the onset of Marfe happens at higher density in Ni dominated

in
plasma can be attributed to the very small concentration of oxygen still present
the discharge.
Experimentally, the total radiated power for silicon discharges is lower than for
implies
nickel discharges (a factor 0.6) while Zeﬁ‘ is very similar. This last observation

a Si ion concentration 4 times higher than Ni, due to the different atomic numbers, 14
,
and 28 respectively.
The larger power input in the SOL is consistent with the factor 2 increase

observed for the particles flux in the SOL by Langmuir probes.
The higher impurity density can be qualitatively accounted for this fact and by the

different sputtering yields (higher for Si).

An exact evaluation of the last term is not possible because the temperature is

found to vary poloidally in the range (Te=20+40 eV) where steep variation of the

sputtering yield occurs [6].
A model coupling the plasma edge and the SOL plasma [7], is able to reproduce
satisfactorily the experimental results, assuming the physical sputtering as the only

mechanism for impurity generation in the case of Si and Ni.
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ABSTRACT

impurity transport code for
A simpliﬁed model for impurity screening in a limiter SOL has been coupled to an
impUriTies) is summariiuedl
the main plasma. The structure of the resulting SCOUT code (Self-COnsistent
(FTU).
and results are presented for the case of the Frascati Tokarnak Upgrade

1. Introduction

ace interactions and for fusion as
Impurities praently constitute one of the major problem areas in plasma-surf
model for the study of impurity
iterative
ent
self-consist
simple
a
developed
have
we
past
recent
a whole. In the
used to analyze the possible
was
model
The
[1].
plasmas
tokamak
limiter
in
screening and contamination
to some experimental results
edge conditions of a high density ignited tokamalr design [2], and was compared
the distinction between the impuritia;
of FTU [3]. The model was subsequently improved [4] allowing for
agreement was found when
recycling near the limiter and those diffusing out of the main plasma; good
densities and temperatures, and main
comparing with FTU in several relevant quantities, e.g., edge plasma
was admittedly very rough,
plasma contamination parameter 2.“. However, the main plasma description
fraction.
power
radiated
the
of
estimate
related
the
as for instance
coupling the edge part of our model to a
In the present work we try to partially overcome these limitations by
code [5] available at Frascati. Our
STRAHL
the
of
relative
a
is
which
1-D impurity code of the main plasma,
plasma (and edge electron density
model provides the neutral impurity inﬂux from the SOL into the main

, the impurity code provides the radial proﬁles
and temperature) as a source to the impurity code; alternately

fraction in the main plmma.
of the charged impurity ionization stages and the radiated power
code are brieﬂy reviewed, and the
SCOUT
the
in
contained
models
SOL
and
plasma
main
the
2
In Section
of limiter produced impuritim
case
the
to
n
applicatio
an
3
Section
In
dacribed.
is
coupling
their
structure of
4.
Section
in
drawn
are
ns
conclusio
Some
in FTU is presented.

2. Coupling-of main/SOL plasma models
Main plasma model
(see [5,6] and referencm therein) for the N
In the main plasma 1-D radial transport equations are solved
species
ionization stages of a single given impurity
1 (9
8n _ -_—
r
.
_l
8t — rarirrnl‘l‘qi

-2

J

1-

(1)

,N

where the (anomalous) ﬂuxes are speciﬁed by
an
rrj :——D(r)-3r1—n,-V,..

r

(2)

J: l,...,N

pinch velocity, and the sources are
with common diﬂusion coefﬁcient and inward

Q; = [13—11114 -(11+ Cilnj + Cami-+11%

j: l,

N

(3)
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rate. I and C respectively, given
with the strong temperature dependence of ionization and recombination
.
. .
as referenced in l5lFrom our point of view It is essential to observe that: l) boundary conditions are imposed at the separatrix
[=3 (continuity of ﬂuxes from the main into the SOL plasma)

ruin) = ni(a)V=« = ”fur-(a) j=1....,N

(4)

impurity
where 1,. is the density SOL thickness; 2) speciﬁcation of the sources in (3) requires the neutral
density no to be lmown: the latter is obtained from the neutral impurity inﬂux from the SOL to the main
rgob-‘m“"_ assuming that the neutrals reach an instantaneous ionization equilibrium streaming freely with
velocity Va into the main plasma; neglecting recombination of singly ionized ions one gets
_ rgOL—omain a

no(r) —

V0

I Dela

r expl- r V0 4"]

(5)

Main plasma density and temperature proﬁles are needed. Here we parametrize them in the form

M.) = u[1— (aim-3 + a4

(61:)

T.(r) = b1[1 — 43%“ + b4

(ab)

where the unknown a1,...,a4,bl,...,b4 are determined such as to ﬁt the respective measured volume averaged

and peak values, and the computed edge value and SOL thicka (typically a=0.99).

SOL plasma. model
Details of the SOL plasma model are to be found in [1-4], and here we will only review those features which
are most relevant to the coupling. The SOL model is partly 0-D and partly 1-D in the radial and/or in the
parallel direction. It computes edge density and temperature of the plasma, together with their values in
front of the solid target, neutral impurity inﬂux [‘0 produced by physical sputtering, the fraction 1) of To
which makes it to the main plasma without being ionized, and the radiated power fraction in the SOL.
We assume that (for the surface integrated ﬂuxes) I‘gOL—‘m'ﬁ‘ = 711‘”, i.e., all those impurities which are
ionized in the SOL recycle at the target without entering the main plasma, with screening eﬂiciency 1 — q.
Direct contamination of the main plasma by neutral impuritia produced by sputtering of charged particla is
obviously mostly relevant to the limiter case, whereas it will not typically apply to a divertor conﬁguration.
Essential input parameters which must be providedI e.g., by the main plasma transport code, are the frac-

tion of the input power Pm. = P;,, — Pm?" conducted/convected by charged particles into the SOL,

and the impurity inﬂux into the SOL from the main plasma F';““"5°L = 2:21 131(0). We do not at
tern t to follow the single ionization stages in the SOL, but instead assume an average charge 2501, =

:islb' 11,- (a)]/ 2;, l(ﬂ). A diii'erent charge (typically 1 or 2) is assumed for the non—thermalized impuntles recycling in the limiter proxnnity.
Coupling
The evolution of the impurity concentration in a given discharge is followed for a given time or up to steady
state. The plasma background (with the exception of the n.(a). T¢(a) pedatals computed by SCOUT) and
the input power Pin are given and ﬁxed in time.
We march forward in time alternating a time step of the main plasma with a steady state (fast time scale
equilibrium) computation of the SOL; the following procedure (explained below) is used

1150)“) ~ zm.Pn".rr‘"*S°L ~ T.,T(a).ro ~ '1 ~ rfPW‘" ~ nj(r)“‘+"-

(7)

Assume that at a given time! = l: A! we have just computed P3?“ and F’;“""5°L. The former (actually
Pun”) gives roughly speaking the edge plasma temperature at t + At. whereas the latter contributes with
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) to the sputtering of the limiter (F0).
plasma ions and recycling impurities (the latter computed iteratively

in its proldmity
Depending on the limiter geometry, material, and on the plasma density and temperature

impurities reaching the main as
the screening efﬁciency of the SOL is computed, counting the fraction 7; of
step to compute impurity and energy
neutrals. Those are used a; the source in the main plasma transport
is then repeated in the subsequcm
ﬂuxa into the SOL at t + At, closing the cycle. The same procedure
steps.

3. Results

In this Section we Will describe 50me
The SCOUT code is being applied to the study of impurities in FTU.
poloidal limiter; we follow a transient Which
preliminary results {or the case of Ni produced at an lnconel
starts without impurities in the main plasma and lasts about 15.
# 4347, high density) were used: main
As to the main plasma computation the following parameters (shot
res T(0) = 1.12 keV, < T >= 0.35
temperatu
103°,
x
1.14
>=
n.
<
102°,
x
plasma densities n¢(0) = 2.09
0.1 1113/5 in the center [7] to about
from
ally
monotonic
varies
D(r)
re
keV, input power 0.92 MW. Furthermo
3 times the Bohm value at the edge [8], and V.-. :2 m/a.
oscillations in time. A large number of
The typical time step was 2.5 ms, a much larger At giving rise to
and r=a, quadratically or cubically denser
r=0
between
distributed
was
lml,
typically
points,
tion
discretiza
which at t=ls decreasa from r=a inward
near r=a [6]. This is necessary to adequately resolve the source,
ionization etaga and in particular their
lower
the
resolve
to
also
but
1mm,
in
by 3 orders of magnitude
o".
['z”"”"'s
e
determin
then
gradients at the separatrix, which
inﬂux seem to indicate that using a
[Standalone runs of the main plasma code at ﬁxed neutral impurity
can easily lead, depending on density and
much smaller number of points in r, say 51 as in sometimes done,
factor of 1.5 to 3. Spatial convergence oﬁen
temperature proﬁles, to underestimating the correct P3?" by a
points.]
of
hundreds
several
uses
one
when
only
starts
wall) and wall temperature, volume averaged
In Fig.1 we show the time evolution of: edge (far from the
ty 7) (in all casm the initial transiuit is
probabili
n
penetratio
and
”
Pam/Pg.
fraction
2:11. convected power
its ﬁnal value in the code after
reaches
and
on
ely
progressiv
turned
is
due to the fact that the input power
impurities emitted from the limiter make it
10 time steps). One sees that only about 15 % of the neutral
edge density (~ 4 x 10”). Thanks to this
to the main, this high screening diciuicy being due to the high
and high density lead to a relatively high power
< 2‘“ > stays low, although the low plasma temperature
with measured values; edge n: 3.5 x10” (up),
radiated in the main. All of these raulta compare reasonably
>: 0.91/1.45(exp), 1.06 (model); PﬂghlPinz
Ze]!
<
(model);
15/25
(exp),
eV
23
T:
edge
3.1/3.9 (model);
at t=la FEOL”"“‘" ~ 3 x 10‘7/m1.
shown),
(not
inﬂux
impurity
the
to
As
54 96 (exp), 62 % (model).
the main in unit time by the plasma surface
computed dividing the number of neutral impurities reaching
in Fig.2.
area. Finally, the radial proﬁle of Z.” alter l: is shown
different plasma densities and/or different
Detailed results obtained with SCOUT and comparing cases with
elsewhere. A preliminary study indicates howchoice of main plasma transport coefﬁcients will be published
with increasing density seem to be reproduced
ever that the trends of lower < Z,” > and lower m;"‘/P,~,,
by the model.

4. Conclusion and perspective
production and transport in both the central
A ﬁrst albeit simple self-consistent treatment of impurity
SCOUT code.

d'Bcussed as implemented in the
and boundary regions of a limiter tolramak plasma has been
of a toroidal limiter geometry. addition of another
Future developments of this work could include: treatment
und plasma.
impurity species, simultaneous evolution of the backgro
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Introduction
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superimposed geometries for the visible chord at 3.1 m (a)
along an identical chord and and two supplementary visible viewing lines at the inner
at nearby chords directed at (b) and outer (c) strike point

the divertor strike zones. By
by advanced
comparing the measured spectral line intensities with the signals predicted
g of the
modellin
with
atomic physics modelling of carbon and hydrogen radiation, integrated
hydrogen
state
divenor and edge plasma. it is concluded that charge transfer from excited
, but that
emission
spectral
observed
the
for
account
can
ions
carbon
donors into fully stripped
strike
the
from
away
on
distributi
carbon
the
the hydrogen distribution and to a lesser extent
three
of
those
are
here
presented
data
zone predicted by the transport model are too low. The
where
n
campaig
ntal
upper X-point discharges - performed during the 1991/92 JET experime

the target material was carbon.
Thermal Charge Exchange and Excited Neutral Hydrogen
excitation is estimated to
The calculated C VI (n=8-7) emission due to electron impact

depends strongly on
be a factor 2 to 15 lower than that due to charge exchange. This estimate
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the mixing ofthe l—states in the C V] (n=8) level. More detailed calculations are in progress.
In this paper the charge exchange origin ofthe line is assumed. In the edge region, rich with
recycling neutral hydrogen, thermal charge exchange processes with fully stripped carbon

impurity ions represent a suitable candidate Due to the highly excited emitting state of the

receiver species, however, charge transfer from ground state hydrogen is a negligible
populating mechanism. On the contrary, charge exchange from excited states of hydrogen

populates levels of the carbon ions high enough to contribute to the observed emission. Of

hydrogen excited states, n=2 has the largest population density and its partial charge transfer
cross section peaks at C VI (n=8). Therefore direct charge transfer from D I (n=2) into C V1
(F8), followed by radiative decay into C VI (n=7), is the mechanism considered.

Modelling
The characteristic spectral emission is well localised in the region of overlap of the

spatial proﬁles of the neutral hydrogen donor and the fully stripped carbon ions. Thus the

modelling of these spectral line intensities strongly depends upon an accurate transport picture
of the reacting species at the edge. A steady state background plasma has been analytically

constructed, defining the electron temperature and density profiles at the divertor target plates
and, using classical transport, mapped around the scrape—offlayer (SOL) [I]. This procedure

draws upon experimental measurements from an array of Langmuir probes imbedded in the
target tiles. The 2-D Monte Carlo code DIVIMP [2] is then used to model the production and

transport of the carbon impurities. It is linked to the 2-D Monte Carlo code NIMBUS [3],
which models the neutral hydrogen transport and recycling at the edge. A full collisionaL

radiative atomic model [4] relates the hydrogen excited state population densities to that ofthe

ground state, whose spatial distribution is given by the transport codes. The atomic model also
provides the modiﬁcations to the carbon ionization balance, resulting from charge exchange

with neutral hydrogen [5] and the effective emission rate coefficients, necessary for the

interpretation of the line intensity spectroscopic measurements.

Discussion

,

Three discharges have been selected for comparison with the model. The main plasma
parameters are listed in Table 1. Comparison ofthe model to the observed spectral emission is
extended by including additional spectroscopic signals directly related to the presence of
carbon and hydrogen in the emission region. An additional absolutely calibrated visible

observation. along an identical viewing line as the one measuring the C V1 emission (see
ﬁgl), measures the line intensity of the C lll multiplet (K = 4647 A) and the H1 radiation. A

visible viewing line to the outer strike point (for #24174 and #24175) or to the inner strike
point (#26291) on the divertor target tiles (see figl) monitors the HQ, HY and the C [1

(A : 6579.714) line intensities. Table 2 shows the observed and predicted line-of—sight

integrated emission from 11 and C for #24174, #24175 and #26291 at the time of the probe
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.‘
measurements. Table 3 shows the comparison between the observed C V] (n=8-7) Spectral

line intensities, integraled along the vertical line of sight through the plasma, and the model

predictions.

Table 1. Main plasma parameters oft/1e selected discharges.
Discharge

timc(s)

BTU")

[,KMA)

PMMW)

T.(0)(keV)

"((0)0’1‘3)

#24174

12.18

2.1

3.1

13.0

4.0

1.8 x10[9

3.1

5.6

3.5

1.6 x10'9

3.0

2,1x10‘9

#24175

13.59

13.90

#26291

2.1

3.1

3.1

2.3

Table 2. Comparison between observed and predicted Iine-of—Sight integrated spectral
emission from H and C @liotons/cm2/s/sr), using the viewing lines at 3.1 m and at the outer
strike point, for JEstlse #24174 and #24175, and at the inner strike pointfor #2629].

Exp.

1(Hu)%§-1“‘

#26291

#24175

#24174
Model

Exp.

Model

Exp.

Model

1.50i0.35 0.48 1.401035 0.40 0.75:0.19 0.43

X

1(Cmv4647A)
@3.1m

2.50:0.62

1.99

2.601065

1.67

1.353034

0.93

1.303032

1.55

10930.27

1.34

3.20:0.80

3.70

1.75i0.87

3.97

1.50:0.75

3.48

6.00:3.00

7.20

0.911023

2.30

0.91:0.23

1.77

120:3.0

31.0

><10I3

11H“).

@ strike pomt
x10]5

“H9

@ strike point
x10'3'

‘)
“CI".6330/jl
sinke pomt
@

><10'3

Table 3. C W (n=8— 7) LOS integrated (seeﬂgJ) spectral line intensities {photons/cmZ/S/sr).
Comparison between observations and model predictions. The time of the measurements
coincides with tlmI oft/m Lnngmuirprube dam.
I(cxperimcnt)

1(m0del)

I(model, normalized)

£24174

(2.0i0.4)><10H

’2_2><10‘°

8.6x10'°

#24175

(1.6i0.4)x10“

2.3x10lo

1.2x 10”

6.2x10‘0

1.6x 10”

JET

Discharge

#26391

(1-31'0-6)><10H
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The relatively large error bars on the experimental values are due to the weakness ofthe C VI
edge charge exchange signal in these discharges. The simulated values are lower than the

experimental measurements, particularly for #24174 and #24175. These discrepancies
originate from the fact that for these discharges the model fails to give an adequate description
ofthe neutral and impurity transport in theSOL. For both #24174 and #24175, in fact, the HR
signal at the outer strike point matches quite well with the observed one. At 3.1 m, on the

other hand, the HQ signal is underestimated by a factor 3 to 4 (see Table 2) with respect to the
observed emission. Since the intensity ofthe Ha signal marks the neutral hydrogen abundance
in the emission region, this leads to a corresponding underestimation of the predicted neutral

hydrogen density at 3.1 111. Similarly, the C III density in the same region is underestimated by
the model, in spite of the C 11 line intensity being about a factor two higher than the observed

one at the outer strike point. Such trends suggest that the hydrogen and the carbon impurities
do not spread as far away from the strike point as appears experimentally. By scaling the

modelled C V1 emission using the ratio of measured to modelled H(1 emission and the ratio of
measured to modelled C III emission, one obtains much better agreement with experiment
(see Table 3).
Conclusions

Thermal charge exchange from excited state hydrogen (n=2) to C+6 ions can account
for the measured spectral line emission from hydrogen-like carbon (C VI, n=8-7) in JET edge
plasmas. The emission due to electron impact excitation is estimated to be a factor 4 to 50
lower than the normalized charge exchange emission, this variation strongly depending on the

mixing ofthe l-states in the C VI (n28) level. The analysis is complicated by the failure ofthe
simulations to describe correctly the leakage of hydrogenic and impurity particles from the
divertor. However, ifthe experimental values of Ha and C III signals are used to normalise
the model results, the predicted C VI line emission agrees within a factor 2 of the

measurements. The observation and modelling of impurity line emission due to thermal
charge exchange constitutes a promising diagnostic for the derivation of neutral hydrogen

density spatial proﬁles in the edge region of JET. In fact, these studies have demonstrated a
deficiency in the transport model for neutral deuterium and/or impurities, which is being

investigated. These studies will also be extended to the very low temperature. high density
divertor regimes planned for the 1994 experimental campaign.
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Introduction

during
Vapor shield formation can drastically decrease the heat load to divertors
the impact of disrupting plasma streams andduring ELMS and thus can reduce
the material erosion [1]. In this paper vapor shield formation under the impact of

a pulsed, high intense, hot plasma stream is investigated experimentally. Experi—is

ments were carried out at the 2MK-200 facility at Troitsk [2]. The vapor shield
of
formed under high temperature plasma exposure with a beam power densit

by
up to 10 MW/cmZ. Properties and dynamics of the vapor shield are studied,
x
of laser interferometry, laser Thomson scattering, and optical and soft
means
ray spectroscopy.
interferometry.

Time dependent

erosion is measured by applying optical

Facility and Diagnostics

and
The 2MK-200 facility is a magnetic trap with a central solenoid (1.2 m length)
inject
two CUSPs at either end of the solenoid. Two pulsed plasma guns
direc«
deuterium plasma streams into the central solenoid (see Fig. 1) at opposite

tions through the magnetic field of the CUSPs. Collision of the counter streaming

plasmas causes thermalization of the plasma stream kinetic energy and produces
energy
a high temperature plasma with Te + Ti x 0.7 keV. The total plasma
across
stored in the trap can be up to 50 kJ. The high temperature plasma diffuses

field
the magnetic field lines in the solenoid and then escapes along magnetic
‘
lines (B = ZUthrough the CUSP slits.
Samples can be placed in the CUSP
5
u
ring slit where the magnetic field
-

lines are parallel and the magnetized plasma flow is non diverg-

ing. The plasma stream parameters

at this region are as follows: den-

sity n = 1016 cm-3, deuteron ion
temperature TI 2 500 eV, electron
temperature Te : 120 eV, plasma
beta 0.25, plasma flow width 1 cm,
power density 10 MW/cmZ, and
time duration of the pulse 20115.

Fig.1

Experimentalfacility 2MK—200

The main positive features. of the

2MK_-200 facility for disruption Simulatlon are the_ magnetized hOt
‘l- magnetic coils, 2 —vacuum chamber,
plasma stream WIth [3 < 1, the plasa
3 - _|asma flow leaving the trap, a - mag- t 1, ma
ower density of 10
stream
ne ic field lines, 5 - plasma column with [3

6»target_ positioninthe CUSP ring slit,
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being
Thus allowing experiments under favorable and well defined conditions,

to a tokamak situation. Disadvantages of the 2MK-200 facility are the

similar
rather
short duration, the rather low temperature of the plasma stream and the
short distance between the target and the central trap plasma what results in a

continuous removal of vapor from the expanding vapor shield layer.

However the 2MK-200 facility is very well suited to simulate under quite realistic
tokamak conditions the initial stages of the disruptive plasma stream target inter—
action, and to study fermation, ehavior and properties of the target plasma

cloud for different target materials under the influence of a magnetic field. Experiments at the 2MK-200 facility allow to study the principal physical processes
during such an event and thus allow a validation of the numerica modeling. Be-

cause of the limited energy density of the plasma stream the target surface in the
interaction experiments up to now was oriented perpendicular to the guiding
magnetic field lines. Plasma expansion across magnetic field lines was not investigated up to now. Target materials such as graphite, boron nitrite, quartz, alumi-

num, copper and tungsten were used.

The facility is equipped with a set of diagnostics including magnetic probes for
measurement of the as kinetic plasma ressure, pressure sensors at the target
surface, calorimeters or measurement 0 the energy of the plasma flow and energy absorbed by the sample, a laser interferometer, optical and soft x-ray
spectroscopy and laser Thomson scattering for analysis of the target plasma properties and for energy balance measurements and a laser interferometer for erosion rate measurements.

Experimental results

Optical interferometry was used for determination of plasma electron densities in
the target plasma [3]. The interferometer has a two dimensional spatial resolution of 1 mm perpendicular to the probing beam and a temporal resolution of 30

ns. Interferometry results are shown in Fig. 2 for a graphite target. Two zones of
nexl

017

”e x1017

(cm‘3)
2.0

Fig. 2

Plasma electron density distribution for graphite
I

different plasma densities are observed. The low dense plasma cloud "corona"
(electron density around 5 x 1016 cm-3) expands along the ma netic field lines
with velocities of around (3 - 4) 106 cm/s. The dense plasma clou close to the target is formed within 1 us (density up to 5 x1017 cm-3) and expands with a velocity

of around 2 x 105 cm/s. For tungsten a plasma corona extending over a wide re-

gion is not seen. The electron density near the surface is around 3 x1017 cm-3. The
thickness of the dense cloud remains at around 1 cm.
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Results of Thomson laser'scattering measurements are shown in Fig. 3
meagraphite target. The probing laser beam is focused to a 1 mm spot at the
surement posrtion. At times below 1 ps the plasma parameters in experiments
with and without target are approximately the same. The drastic difference after.
wards shows the appearance of the carbon plasma corona.
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carbon targetplasma
Plasma electron density and temperature in the
corona at a dis tance of 3 cm from the graphite target.

The electron temperature is less than without tar et but up to 15 ps remains at

the rather high value of 80 eV and drops afterwar 5 due to radiative cooling. For
tungsten the plasma electron density at distances above 3 cm from the target is

around (2 - 3) 1015 cm-3. Contamination with ablated tungsten is negligible or at
least not sufficient to radiatively cool the plasma stream.

Space resolved, time integrated and time resolved (resolution 0.1 ps) soft x-ray
spectroscopy (SXR) was applied for analysis of the plasma corona. A column

brightness (l/A cmzsr)

length of 7 cm, with space resolution of 2.5 mm was observed. For carbon according to Fig. 4 radiation
mainly from CV lines is
”I
observed, thus roughly
mm
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alusimilar results were obtained for boron nitrite (BN), for quartz targets and for
minum- Again a hot plasma corona is produced.,Radiation in these cases js observed from BV and NV] lines at 48.6 A and 29 A, from SiVII lines at 55 A and

from AIVI lines at 59 A.
cV lines were detected,
a carbon target plasma.
bon is negligible small.

In all these spectrograms only very weak radiation from
their intensity being below 10 % of the line intensity for
Therefore contamination of the plasma stream with carFor tungsten the radiation intensity grows sharply to-

wards the target surface and at a distance of 1 cm it is 10 times larger than at 3

cm. A corona is not observed.
optical spectroscopy was performed for regions close to the target surface. For

carbon mainly radiation from CW at a wavelength of 4658.3 A is observed. A
rough estimation of the plasma temperature yields values below 5 eV. For tungsten the plasma layer close to the target shows only continuum radiation. It re—
mains for the whole interaction period within a distance of 10 mm from the tar-

get. The temperature is estimated to be around 3 eV.

Time dependent erosion measurements were performed applying optical
interferometry. A hi h speed streak camera with time resolution of 0.4 us is used
for registration. As t e sample has to be transparent for the probing light source
a quartz sample was used. The radiation passing through the target was deter-

mined with a calorimeter and amounted up to 1 % of the incident plasma energy.

Erosion starts at an energy density of 40 J/cm2 and approximately is proportional
to the energy density of the plasma stream. The quartz erosion rate for an inci«
dent energy density of 150 J/cmZ is constant and with 0.024 um/us rather small.

The overall erosion remains as for carbon and tungsten below 1 pm.

Conclusion

In the 2M K~200 plasma stream target experiments for materials such as carbon,

boron and aluminum a rather hot but low dense target plasma corona is produced. For carbon the plasma edge expands with velocities of about (3 - 4) 105

cm/s along the magnetic field lines. The temperature in the corona amounts up to
80 eV.The impinging plasma stream penetrates up to 10 cm into the corona. It's
energy is volumetrically converted into soft x-ra line radiation. The corona is optically thin and the radiation escapes through the surfaces of the corona. Thus it
acts as an effective energy dissipation system.Close to the carbon target there is a
rather dense cold plasma layer which expands with velocities of around 2 x 105

cm/s. The fraction of radiative energy finally reaching the region close to the tar-

get is less than 5 % of the energy density of the plasma stream.
For high 2 materials such as tungsten no hot target plasma corona is observed in
the 2MK-200 experiments. The plasma stream penetrates only a few mm into the
rather dense target plasma cloud. The energy of the plasma stream is mainly converted into radiation in the rather thin interaction zone. Most of the energy is

backradiated and only a fraction in the order of a few % is transported across the

plasma layer to the target.
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EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND MODELING OF IMPURITY
TRANSPORT IN THE DIVERTOR AND BOUNDARY PLASMA OF Dlll—D'

we. West, 8.1.. Attenﬁ NH. Brooks, R.D. CampbetLA D.N. Hiltt K. Kn'eger,° A.W. Leonard,
Tw. Petrie. G.T. Sager. MJ. Schaffer, GM. Staebler, D. Whyte,# and RD. WoodT
GeneralAtomics, P.0. Box 85608. San Diego, CA 92138-9784

Analysis of trace impurity injection experiments on DUI—D during a beam power scan is presented.
Spectroscopic measurements indicate that as beam power is increased. and concomitantly ELM frequency and
scrape-off—layer thickness increase while energy conﬁnement decreases. the core impurity content decreases

only slightly. Modeling of the edge plasma using the UEDGE 2D and NEWTID plasma ﬂuid codes indicate
that as beam power is increased, the parallel forces on an impurity ion increase in the direction from the divertor
and toward the core plasma. Experiments using the divertor cryopump to induce higher parallel particle flow
toward the divertor demonstrate signiﬁcant reduction in core impurity content.

These results indicate that

parallel forces on impurity ions in the scrape offlayer are playing a signiﬁcant role in core impurity content.
Introduction
Containment of impurities within the divertor of a tokamak has long been an important issue. since the
large heat and particle flux to the divertor plates naturally generates large impurity inﬂuxes which would be
deleterious to the core plasma. With the recent effort to demonstrate the ability to actively reduce and control
the heat flux to the divertor plates. in order to demonstrate realistic operating scenarios for the next generation

long pulse tokarnaks. there is renewed interest in impurity containment. This interest is focused on containment

of impurities which are intentionally injected in order to enhance radiated power in the divertor and thus reduce
the heat flux can'ied along field lines to the divenor plate. Since the real need for heat ﬂux reduction is in long
pulse and/or steady state operation. injection of recycling impurities. such as rare gases. is needed. The purpose

of this paper is to brieﬂy examine some experiments on DIII-D in which trace levels of rare gas impurities were
puffed into the plasma. and through modeling to examine the various transport mechanisms that were
contributing to the observed impurity core content.
The ability to maintain a high concentration ofa recycling impurity in the divertor while maintaining low
core plasma impurity levels is related to a number of transport mechanisms. The primary mechanism in the
scrape off layer (SOL) that keeps the impurity ions from migrating back to the core plasma is the flow of the

background plasma toward the divertor plate. Working against the flow is the thermal gradient force.l For
recycling impurities, the ﬂight of neutrals in the tenuous plasma region between the SOL and the vacuum wall is
also important. When the neutral impacts the SOL plasma, the mean free path for ionization is important. Once
an ion has reached the core plasma. it will remain there until is diffuses back to the SOL or is expelled by an

ELM.2 The distribution of the impurity within the divertor and core plasma will thus be determined by these
various transport mechanisms.

Experiment
To begin exploring this imponant physics area on DIII—D.‘ an experimental run was carried out in which a
trace amount of argon or neon was injected into steady ELMing H—mode discharges. Parametric scans of beam '

power. plasma current. and toroidal field strength were conducted on a shot to shot basis, Spectroscopic
measurements of line emission from the core plasma using the SPRED VUV instrument in the wavelength range
of 100 to l [00 A provided information on the core content of argon and neon.

In the case of neon, charge

exchange emission from a neutral heating beam which crosses the SPRED viewing cord near the central axis
was observed. By modulating the neutral beam. and modeling its attenuation.3 accurate core neon densities
could be obtained. With argon. such charge exchange emission was not observed and core densities are obtained

*Work supported by the US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DEAACO3—89ER5] 1 l4. W-7405~ENG-

48. and DE-ACO3~76DPOO789.
TLawrence Livermorc National Laboratory.
ASandia National Laboratory. Albuquerque.
0Max Planck, Garching.
”Centre Canadien de Fusion Magnetique .
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with the aid of modeling using the MIST transport code.4 Electron density and temperature proﬁles of the core
system. A six
plasma. needed for the MIST modeling, are obtained using the multipulse Thomson scattering

chord visible spectrometer (MDS).5 with a spectral window of about 140 A. setable from 3900 A to 7100 A
views the divertor from above. The view chords are ﬁxed in position. viewing 2 cm diameter spots placed at
about 15 cm intervals across the floor of DIII—D from near the inner wall to beyond the typical outer strike point.
This spectrometer was set to view emission from either ArI] or Net] ions.
Here we will focus on the beam power scans with neon and argon injection. The effect on the core content

for both species as a function of beam power is shown in Table 1. For both species. the core content is not
observed to change dramatically with beam power. The neon content. which is derived from charge exchange
from MIST. The
emission. is more accurate than the argon content. which is obtained using emissivities derived
a function
neon data indicate some drop in core content as the beam power is increased. ArII line intensities as

of beam power measured with MDS for two chords. one viewing through the vicinity of the X-point into the

is
private flux region and one viewing near the outer strike point. are also given in Table 1. As beam power

increased. the NH emission near the strike point does not change appreciably. indicating that the recycling of Ar

at the plate is not affected by increasing beam power. However the emission from near the X-point drops
dramatically as beam power increases. which reﬂects the fact that the electron temperature predicted by

UEDGE6 at the 1 cm flux surface begins to exceed the ionization potential of ArI] near the X«point..
TABLE 1

Integral ne
Across SOL
(a.u.)

Beam
Power
(MW)

I};
(ms)

Argon

4.6
9.1
13.2

165
130
100

4.2
8.4
12.4

Neon

7.0
9.0
13.5

190
160
110

8.4
10.9
13.3

Impurity

Core
Impurity
Density
(a.u.)

MDS
X—point
(a.u.)

30
85
220

0,83
1.00
1.01

230
120
50

315
340
340

45
60
215

1.15
1.00
0.83

190
100
30

88
58
73

ELM
Frequency
(I-lz)

MDS
OSP

Modeling
The UEDGE two dimensional fluid model and the NEWTID7 one dimensional ﬂuid model .have been
used to investigate the effects of plasma ﬂow and thermal gradient terms in the beam power scan. Both codes
are based on the Braginski equations.13 The UEDGE code input includes the power flux across the scparatrix
and the recycling coefﬁcient at the plate. The electron and ion particle and thermal diffusivities are also inputs,
and are adjusted until reasonable agreement is obtained with available midplane plasma data. such as Thomson
scattering electron densities and temperatures and charge exchange spectroscopy ion temperatures just inside the

separatrix and in the SOL. In previous work. the UEDGE results have been benchmarked against DUI—D
discharges by comparing the resulting plasma density. temperature. and heat flux profiles against measured
values. Best agreement is usually obtained when the ambipolar ﬁeld is included in the model. and when an adhoc model for impu'rity radiation (constant carbon fraction of a few percent) is included. At the present time.

UEDGE does not routinely include impurity transport, so the NEWTID code was used to investigate impurity
phenomena.
The predicted forces from the plasma flow and the themial gradients along a ﬂux tube lying about 6 mm
outside the separatn'x at the midplane for the 9.1 and 13.2 MW beam power discharges are shown in Fig. 1.
These forces are calculated from the UEDGE predicted plasma following Neuhauser et al.7 In this case.
although the ﬂuid ﬂow is every where toward the plate. the ion thermal gradient force away from the plate

becomes dominant just a few centimeters poloidally away from the plate. Impurity ions in this region will be
forced toward the midplane. and thus toward the core plasma. As expected. this thermal gradient term is seen to
increase as the beam heating power is increased. This effect can be dramatically illustrated using the NEWTID

Code. In Fig 2. the predicted neon ion poloidal distribution is shown for two cases of trace impurity injection. In
both cases the neon injection is very small. and the resulting background plasmas are essentially identical.
In case I the neon is injected into the divertor along a 1 cm long region just above the plate. The injection
is assumed to be steady state and to achieve a steady state solution an impurity recycling coefﬁcient at the plate
of 0.985 is'assumed. In the injection region the viscous force strongly dominates and essential1y no neon is able
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Fig. 2. Neon distribution along flux tube modeled usmg

NEWT1D for plasma forces similar to those shown in

Direct experimental evidence has been
Fig. 1(a). The circles are for injection of neon along a
produced on DIII—D that indicates a strong
1 cm distance just above the divertor plate, the
ﬂow can be induced in the SOL and can keep crosses are for injection along a 5 cm distance above
the core plasma clean in the presence of a the plate.
strong. steady argon puffg A lower single~
null configuration is used with a plasma
current of 1.5 MA and neutral beam injection of 8.5 MW. In this case, the plasma is positioned such that a
divertor
strong pumping condition is achieved with the cryopump which lies within a pumping plenum near the
floor at the outer wall. Deuterium can be steadily puffed in at the midplanc and pumped at the outer strike point
be puffed at the
at a rate of 200 torr liters/s and a steady plasma density maintained. Simultaneously. argon can

is
midplanc. yet very little argon is observed in the core plasma with SPRED and little effect on radiated power
seen. Table 2 gives the observed core Ar content of four pumped discharges on DIII—D. with and without
the
deuterium pufﬁng and at two levels ofAr pufﬁng. Also given is an effective Ar conﬁnement time, given by
core plasma Ar content divided by the Ar pufﬁng rate.
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TABLE 2
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

DZ puff (torr-Vs)

200

0

200

0

n(3(0) (1020 m-3)

1.0

0.7

1.0

0.7

Ar puff (ton-U5)
Puff location

0.5
Divertor

0.5
Divenor

Central (:0) Ar (1015 m'3)
IA, (ms)

l
Midplane

1
Midplane

2.9

56

20

[90

1

20

4

40

Using the plasma electron temperatures and densities from the UEDGE model as shown in Fig. 1. a rough
estimate of the flow required to overcome the thermal gradient forces can be obtained by artiﬁcially increasing
the plasma flow velocities until the viscous force toward the plate equals the temperature gradient forces away
from the plate at a location just below the X<point. This adjusted flow can then be used to estimate the
additional particle throughput required to provide a net force toward the plate. For this case an increased

throughput of about 400 torr-l/s is required. in reasonable agreement with the experiment where 200 torr-l/s was
observed to profoundly inﬂuence the core Ar content.

Discussion
The measurement of neon core plasma content during trace neon injection using charge exchange

recombination radiation indicates that as beam power is increased (resulting in decreased core energy
conﬁnement time. increased ELM rate and a thicker SOL) the neon concentration in the core drops only slightly.
Edge plasma modeling using both the UEGDE and NEWTlD codes indicates that the parallel ion temperature
gradient from the divenor plate to the midplane is sufﬁciently strong to overcome the viscous drag and results in
a net force on an impurity ion driving it toward the midplane (except very near the plate). As beam power is
increased, the ion temperature gradient also increases. and may be limiting the beneﬁcial effects discussed
above. Using the cryopump on DIII—D. direct experimental evidence has been obtained that increased particle

flow can reduce signiﬁcantly the core argon content during argon injection experiments
These results indicate that bafﬂing of the divertor region to block the passage of recycling impurity
neutrals around the plasma boundary may not be sufﬁcient to provide good radiative divertor operation.
Increased particle flow to overcome parallel thermal gradients may also be required. Along with new bafﬂing

structures, the radiative divertor conﬁguration currently planned for installation on DHI~D will] include new
cryopumps. two each in the lower and upper divertors. The combination of bafﬂing and increased pumping
speed should provide enhanced particle throughput and improved impurity containment.

lJ. Neuhauser et al.. Nucl. Fusion 24. 39 (1934).
2M. Perry et al.. Nucl. Fusion 4. 701 (1990).
3D.F. Finkenthal et al. Proceedings 19th EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics. Innsbruck
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4R.A. Hulse, Nuclear Technology/Fusion 3. 259 (1983).
5N.H. Brooks et al.. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 63. 4941 (1992).
6TD. Rognlien et al.. J. Nucl. Materials 196-198. 347 (1992).

7R.B.Campbell et al.. J. Nucl. Materials 196-198. 426 (1992).
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ICRF POWER MODULATION EXPERIMENTS ON ASDEX~UPGRADE

C. Hoffmann, F. Braun, W. Suttrop, Jrh’I. Noterdaeme, H.7U. Fahrbach, W. Hermann
ASDEX—Upgrade Team and ICRH Team

i\'fax—Planck-Institut {fir Plasmaphysilr, EUR/\TOM Association,
D-85748 Garching, Fed. Rep. of Germany

1 Introduction First power modulation experiments with ICRF heating were conducted
on ASDEX-Upgrade. For these experiments we chose rather low modulation frequencies
(18 Hz and 38 Hz) and strong modulation (squarewave: max. > 1 MW, min. < 0.1 MW,
duty cycle 50%). For various diagnostic signals, phase and amplitude spectra and proﬁles
were obtained. The experiment was simulated by a transport calculation that takes
transport of the fast particles into account.
T and
2 Set-up of the experiments Five similar discharges of z 15% H in D at B = ‘2
IF = 800 kA were performed where modulated ICRH was the only additional heating. All
,
discharges remained in L-Mode. Three ICRF generators were simultaneously modulated
one at
all of them working on the H-fundamental frequency, two of them at 30 MHZ and
31.6 MHz. The difference in frequency amounts to a 9 cm shift in the resonance location.
50%
In two shots the modulation frequency was 18 Hz and for three shots 38 Hz. The
duty cycle implies that only the odd harmonics are present in the power spectrum. The
switching
largest modulation depth was between 1‘20 kW and 1340 kW (# 4599). Even

to Zero was technically feasible (#4596: 0 - 800 kW). The line averaged density through

heavy
the center was 6 - 10‘9m‘3. The peak electron temperature was 1500 eV, with
eV.
500
—
300
=
ATIEO
of
sawtooth activity
measure3 Diagnostics The key diagnostics investigated encompass two independent
ments of the electron temperature and the ion energy distribution. They are (T, : sample

time):

I Electron cyclotron emission measured by a Radiometer (r, = 5 - 10—5 s).
0 Thomson scattering by a YAG»Laser (T, = "2.425 - 10"2 s).
5 Charge exchange analyzer for neutralized fast H and D particles (7', : 1 - 10‘3 s).

o Neutron rate with two different counters (U235, 1112231) (1', : 10- 10—2 s).
The measurements relating to the ion energy distribution allow of course only integral
fre
properties of the ion distribution. For the lower modulation frequency the sample
was
quency of the Thomson scattering diagnostic is marginal. The modulation frequency
after
chosen such that the ratio is not an integer but TThomWH/nodumuon % 2.3. Therefore
well be
fourier-analyzing a larger time interval (3 800 ms), phases and amplitudes could
for
extracted. At 38 Hz modulation frequency the Thomson scattering could not be used
a
with
measured
were
re
temperatu
and
density
edge
plasma
The
,
ents.
phase measurem
s),
DCN-interferometer (T, = 1.2- 10‘3 s) and HE, photo diode arrays (T, = 4 ‘ 10"l
4 Fourier spectra Fig. 1 shows the time traces of the ECEsignal at a major radius
(1.1 keV)
of 1.69 m and the charge exchange signal of Do in the lowest energy channel
was
discharge
this
of
frequency
sawtooth
average
The
spectra.
respective
their
and
shrinks
broadening
spectral
its
period
% 31 Hz. Due to the irregularity of the sawtooth
tal
the amplitude so much that it is of the same order as the modulation fundamen
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at 18 Hz. The ECE and the CX—spectrum show obvious similarities. The frequency
components of the sawteeth also appear in the CX-spectrum. The ratio of modulation
to sawtooth amplitude is inverse for the two spectra. We conclude that the fast H ions
preferentially heat the D majority ions. Calculations show that for the rather high H
minority concentration of z 15% this is indeed the case. For the same reason the CXsignal for D shows the higher odd harmonics very clearly which can hardly be identiﬁed
in the ECE spectrum.
Fig. 2 shows the phase lag of the H and D signal with respect to the modulation frequency
plotted over the particle energy. The H measurement extends up to 30 keV and the D
measurement up to 15 keV. The count rate for D in the lower energy channels is 100
- 200 counts/ms. For the H channels it is 5 - 10 counts/ms. Since D stays close to a.
maxwellian at 1.5 keV, the count rate in channels above 7 keV becomes too small to be
useful for phase measurements. On the other hand clue to the RF-drive the count rate
of the H-minority is sufﬁcient up to the highest energies. Theory predicts that direct RF
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absorption through D at its second harmonic frequency is negligible. The Deuterium is
thus only heated through collisions with the minority. The D-signal should therefore lag
behind the H-signal. This is not the case for energies below 5 keV. We think that at low
energies particles coming from the edge conceal the phase relationship in the center.
5 Amplitude and phase proﬁles Fig. 3 shows the amplitude proﬁle of the modulation

fundamental for the ECE (solid line) and the Thomson scattering diagnostic (dashed line)

over the normalized ﬂux coordinate. Presently the radiometer covers only about 1/3 of
the minor radius due to the limited number of ampliﬁers on the intermediate frequency.
To get a more complete proﬁle in one discharge (#4597) the central part of the proﬁle was
measured and in another (#4599) the outer part. For the same magnetic ﬁeld strength
and
the gap inbetween is presently not accessible at all. Since the modulation depth
=
AP
#4599:
and
kW
690
=
AP
(#4597:
shots
these
for
different
was
power
maximal
1220 kW) the amplitude of #4599 was accordingly scaled both for the ECE as for the
YAG proﬁle to make the proﬁles comparable. The difference is small outside the central
deposition region but substantial in the center. We have to postpone deﬁnite conclusions
e
until the ECE measurements cover the whole radius. A kink appears in the temperatur
deposition
power
a
be
either
could
this
for
Reasons
radius.
minor
the
proﬁle at z 0.58 of
at this point or otherwise drastic local changes in the transport. Concerning the latter we
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ascertained that the location of the kink coincides rather well with the (1:2 surface.
diagnostics
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independen
two
Since
unclear.
is
way
this
in
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the
affect
may
this
how
show this behaviour as well as there are 6 ECE channels that map this region this might
be signiﬁcant, but we did not determine the error bars yet.
6 Determination of deposition and x, proﬁle The direct method to determine
of the
the deposition proﬁle is to increase the modulation frequency so that broadening
up to
frequencies
modulation
heating
T-proﬁle through transport decreases. For ECR
is
increase
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of
factor
limiting
the
ICRH
For
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already
were
the kHz region
We have
the dynamics of the fast particles and their collisional coupling to the electrons.
proﬁle it is
not yet tried where this limit is. Without a good estimate of the deposition
6-peaked
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7 Transport simulation Minority heating with ICRH was calculated with the twoﬂuid transport code ASTRA which was extended by a third equation for the minority
temperature.

In principle a RF-heated minority has to be described kinetically since

the distribution function deviates strongly from a maxwellian. There are two arguments
that make it possible to use but one temperature equation to describe the minority: a)
for low concentration/strong heating the distribution is mainly characterized by the tail
temperature, b) the collisional interaction with the background is an integral property
of the distribution: a mean minority temperature can be deﬁned that has the same
collisional interaction with the background (ratio of power ﬂuxes) as the true distribution.
The validity of the approximation was checked against Fokker-Planck calculations. The
transport matrix was extended by coefﬁcients that relate the heat ﬂux of the minority to
the thermodynamic forces:

qm/(am) : —HM - iVT. —- XM - TiiVT. — DM ‘ ill—5V”: — Ell/14 ﬁVTm
The coefﬁcient XM that links the ion temperature gradient to the minority heat ﬂux
was assumed to be the most important one. Fig. 4 shows the proﬁles of the minority
temperature and the collisional powers that are coupled to electrons and ions as a result
of a transport calculation with parameters as in the experiments. The legend on top
of the pictures explains which marker belongs to what proﬁle. The moment in time for
which the proﬁles are shown is at the end of one modulation half cycle at maximum
power.
8 Conclusions and Outlook The ﬁrst ICRF-modulation experiments on ASDEXUpgrade have shown that the phase information can be ﬁltered from all relevant electronand in particular the ion diagnostics. The ratio of the collisional power ﬂux to electrons
and majority ions can be derived from the available data. The discharges were in a regime
that favours the majority ions over the‘electrons. To address the deposition proﬁle
and plasma transport further experiments will be conducted with higher modulation
frequencies, multiple frequencies, lower minority concentration and heating without ion
resonance.
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Changes in the edge plasma due to ELMS,
a study using coupling measurements in the ICRF range
J.-M. Noterdacme, M. Brambilla, D. Coster, J. Gernhardt, C. Hoffmann, F. Hofmeister,
J. Neuhauscr, D. Reiter*, R. Schneider, H. Zohm,

ASDEX Upgrade Team, lCRl—l Team, NI Team
Max-Planck-Institut ﬂit Plasmaphysik
Euratom Association — D-85748 Garching bei Mtinchen, Germany
* Forschungscentrum J’Lilich, KFA, Jiilich, Germany

ABSTRACT - During an ELM the density at the separatrix increases and the density proﬁle in the scrapeoff layer flattens. From fast measurements (20 tts) of the resulting variation of the ICRF antenna
resistance. conclusions can be drawn on the time evolution of those changes. This allows a refinement of
the ELM models in fluid codes and indicates that, for ASDEX Upgrade and a power through the separatrix
(excluding radiation power) of L6 MW, the time interval during which the ELM increases the transport at
the separatrix is of the order 1 ms.

INTRODUCTION
The sudden expulsion of energy and particles during an ELM1 provides an increased transient
load in the divenor which complicates the power handling capability of future devices. The
transients, measured in or near the divertor with high time resolution as changes in HQ, in the
radiation of impurities2 or as increased power loading using fast thermography, are used to
calibrate codes which model3 the ELM behaviour and the transport in the scrape-off to the
divertor. A more direct validation of the ELM model itself is provided by comparing the
predicted variation in time and space of temperature and density at the plasma edge, with
measurements. The coupling of the ICRF to the plasma is sensitive to edge density and edge
proﬁle. Fast measurements (time resolution of 20 us) of the antenna resistance thus allow
conclusions to be drawn on the evolution of these parameters.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
ELMS are obtained over a wide range of parameters in the H-mode. The measurements were
performed on ASDEX Upgrade, a tokamak with R=1.65m, a=0.5m, b=O.8m, in single null
conﬁguration. The plasma current was 800 kA and the magnetic field 2 T, with the ion gradient-B drift towards the X-point.
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The distance from the separatrix to the antenna was feedback controlled to a constant 3 cm.

The ELM frequency in these discharges behaves similarly to the ELM frequency in discharges
with purely NI heated plasmas (HQ in D or Do in D), and with antenna-separatt'ix distances up

to 6 cm (Fig 1.) so that within this range of distance and for these heating methods or

combination thereof, the ICRF heated discharges can be considered representative of the whole
set. For a discharge with 2.8 MW ICRH power (net power through the separatrix of 1.6 MW,
as deﬁned in fig. 1), the time traces and the evolution of the antenna resistance with high time
resolution are shown in ﬁg 2.
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time resolution (g) the variation of the antenna resistance during an ELM .

BZ-EIRENE ELM MODELLING
The ELMs are simulated in the code
by an ad hoc change of the transport
parameters during a imposed time
interval :the particle diffusivity is
switched from 0.5 m 5'1 between
ELMs to 5 m25'1 during the ELM,
and the electron and ion thermal
diffusivities from 0.1 to 5 mzs'l.
Experimental inputs are the value of
the separatrix density between
ELMs, the power through the separatrix and the time between ELMs.
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Fig. 3. 3-D plot of the time evolution of edge density based on the BZ-EIRENE code

out.

BZ-EIRENE provides the time evolution of the separatrix density and of the density gradient
length at the separatrix. They were used as input for the coupling code which calculates the
antenna resistance. The time interval during which the transport parameters in BZ—EIRENE
have to be increased was varied to match the calculated time evolution of the antenna resistance
to the experimentally measured one. Fig. 3 shows the predicted effect of the ELM on the
density proﬁle at the edge : the density at the separatrix increases and the proﬁle ﬂattens. The
coupled variation of separatrix density and density gradient length in the course of consecutive

ELMs is shown in ﬁg. 4 for two values of the time interval (100 its, 1 ms) the increased trans—

density, as a function of lime.
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with the corresponding temporal evolution of the separatrix density for both values of this time interval.

CALCULATION OF THE ANTENNA RESISTANCE
.The loadinglresistance was calculated with the FELICE4 coupling code for the different
combinations of density at the separatrix and density gradient length outside the separatrix
predicted by the B2-EIRENE code (ﬁg. 4) during an ELM. Inside the separatrix the density
was connected to a parabolic density proﬁle, using
an exponential such that the gradient at the
separatrix was continuous. Outward radiation
conditions were imposed to avoid the appearance
of standing waves, otherwise overestimated in the
model because of the slab geometry. Fig 5. shows
some examples of the proﬁles used.
Fig. 5. Model for the variation of the edge density
and gradient length for the F'ELICE code.

COMPARISON OF MODEL AND EXPERIMENT
Using the time evolution of the separatrix density and the density gradient length at the
separatrix predicted by BZ-EIRENE, the calculated antenna resistance can be plotted as a
function of time. This can be done for different values of the time interval during which the

8145

mmSport in the ELM model is increased. Comparison of the calculated loading resistance with
me measured antenna resistance indicates that, to match the time evolution of the experimental
data, the time interval of increased transport in the ELM model of the BZ<EIRENE code
should be of the order of 1 ms. Interestingly, the combination of the change of density at the
separatrix and of the density gradient length has the effect that after a fast rise, the antenna

resistance saturates and starts to decrease even during the phase of the ELM where the
separatrix density still increases. During this time the experimental curve is rather spiky while,
When the ELM relaxes, it is much smoother. This tends to conﬁrm that the increased transport
phase and the ELM relaxation phase are not separated by the maximum in the antenna

registance but rather by the different smoothness of the curve. Other fast measurements (e.g. a
loop voltage, Fig. 7) similarly indicate that during a time of the order of 1 ms, very fast
transients (on the order of 10ps) occur. This work identiﬁes the 1 ms time scale as the time
interval during which the transport due to the ELM is increased. Future direct measurements

at the edge density by reﬂectometry will allow a check of this hypothesis.
Rm)

Fig. 7. Comparison of the measured antenna resistance for the
discharge Shown in ﬁg. 2, and the
loading resistance, calculated by
FELICE based on the prediction
of the plasma density and
gradient length at the separatrix
and its evolution during the ELM
by the BQ-EIRENE code from
ﬁg.4. Time of increased transport
in the ELM model is 100 us and

__ 1 ms
—___ 100 115

1 m5

1 ms. Shown is furthera fast
measurement of a loop voltage
indicating similarly a variation
on the time scale of 1 ms.

CONCLUSION
The fast measurement of the
antenna resistance provides
information on the changes
of edge density and edge gra—

dients and allows a better va—
lidation of the ELM model
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for the scrape-off layer codes.
To match the calculated loading resistance and the measured antenna resistance, the time
interval during which the transport has to be changed to model the ELM in ASDEX Upgrade
and for the power considered, is of the order of 1 ms, on the higher side of the expected range.
From the comparison, it is further clear that prudence is recommended when evaluating ELM
time scales from the measurements of their effects. Some signals can react to the fast energy
pulse due to the ELMs; others can, for different reasons, mimic a faster rise time than the time

during which the transport is increased.
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BZ-EIRENE Modelling of ELMS on
ASDEX—Upgrade.

Coster, D.P., Braams, 13.“, Neuhauser, J., Reiter, D.°,
Schneider, R.., Zohm, H.

and the ASDEX-Upgrade and N131 Teams.
Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Garching, FRG
“Courant Institute, New York, USA
‘Forscliungszentrum Jilich (KFA), IPP, Jilich, FRG

In order to accurately calculate edge conditions in a tokamak plasma, a number of ﬂuid and
neutral codes have been used in the community. The ﬂuid codes share the characteristic of
being two-dimensional multi-fluid codes. The packages that best capture the effects of recycling neutrals, are based on Monte-Carlo techniques. 1n this work the plasma ﬂuid code

B2 [BRAAMS, 1986] and the neutrals Monte-Carlo code EIRENE [REITER, 1992] are used together. Up until the beginning of this year, most coupled calculations had been done using
the Monte-Carlo code to calculate the equilibrium neutral distribution and consequent par-

ticle and energy sources. Recently a time dependent version of EIRENE has become available [REITER and MAY, 1994], allowing time dependent calculations of the edge plasma. This
work expands on the work of Neuhauser et a! [ZOHM 2101., 1994] where ELM simulations
were done using the B2 code with a fairly simple semi-analytic model describing the neutrals.
Some aspects of this work have been described brieﬂy elsewhere ([SCHNEIDER et «11., 1994,

HERRMAN et al., 1994, Karma and MAY, 1994]).

ELMs are periodic perturbations occurring during H-mode discharges which dump additional
particles and energy to the divertor plates and wall. A type I ELM can change the energy

content of the plasma by as much as 15%, while a type III ELM can cause a 5% change in
energy content [ZOEM et 01., 1992]. As a start in modelling ELMS, we impose periodic changes
on the transport coeﬁicients used in simulating the edge. While a fully consistent picture
with a triggering mechanism based on the density and temperature proﬁles would be nice, this

ad hoc scheme provides a useful starting point. Key parameters used are given in table 1.
Results for two different densities, two different powers, three different elm periods and for the

To
1 ms
1 ms
1 ms
100 #5
500 p5

TI
10ms
10ms
7.1ms
101115
10ms

D
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Xe
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Xi
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

DI
5

1.0e20

1.5 MW

100 ps

10ms

0.5

0.1

0.1

5

mmmwuwzi

P
3 MW
3 MW
1.5 MW
3 MW
3 MW

CI‘U‘CHU‘

”2
5.0e19
1.0920
1.0e20
1.0e20
1.0920

cnororo‘cno‘gt

time—dependent/time-independent have been calculated.

Table 1: Parameters used to simulate ELMS. Note that higher equilibrium x’s were used in the
core to simulate an H-mode proﬁle. He is the density used on the inner, core, computational

boundary (m‘a), P the power passing through that boundary, T3 is the ELM duration, T. the
time separating ELM starts, D the particle diffusivity (m“.s“), Xe and Xi the electron and

ion thermal diﬂusivities (rugs—1). Primed quantities are the values during the ELM, unprimed
quantities the values between ELMs.

In the runs done, the changes in the input parameters changed the observed ELMs in expected
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waySI

. lowering the density changed the plasma conditions so that higher divertor temperatures
were observed (time steps were too large to allow changes in arrival times to have been
seen);

. for the longer ELM durations, there was an increased particle and energy ﬂux to the wall,
and the energy ﬂux to the divertor plates after the ELM was considerably smaller than
just before the ELM, whereas for the shorter ELMs the energy ﬂux to the divertor plates
during the ELM appeared as a spike against a more constant baseline;

0 halving the input power roughly halved the temperatures.
See ﬁgure 1 for the power and particle ﬂuxes.
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Figure 1: Fluxes to the divertor plates for the 1e20-1ms—3MW, 5e19-1ms-3MW, 1e20—100ps-

3MW and 1e20-100ps—1.5MW cases. Energy ﬂuxes have been normalized by 1e6W and particle
ﬂuxes by 1e23m'3.
In ﬁgure 23. we see‘how a series of ELMs affects the electron temperature on the inboard
divertor.

In ﬁgure 2b we show the outboard midplane density proﬁles for two time points, one during the
ELM and one between the ELMs. An exponential is ﬁtted to the dEDsity outside the separatrix,
and ﬁgure 3 shows the variation of separatrix density and scalelength with time. These data

have been used by Noterdaeme [NOTERDAEME et al., 1994] to calculate the change induced by
ELMs on the ICF antenna voltage. The equivalent scale lengths for the inside midplane seem
to be in reasonable agreement with data obtained from reﬂectometry.
Figure 4 shows the H-a signal from the experiment. and from the code.

The possibility of modelling time-dependent phenomena including the proper time-dependent

behaviour of the neutrals opens up new horizons in the realms of model validation. It is to be
hoped that transitory occurrences in the plasma will give a better indication of edge transport
coefﬁcients than can be obtained by analysis of equilibrium scenarios alone.
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Figure 2: (3.) Electron temperature at the inboard divertor plate as a function of position and
time. (b) Electron density at the outboard midplane as a function of position for two times,
together with the exponentials ﬁtted to the data outside the separatrix (note the logarithmic
scale for the density plot).
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Figure 3: Separatrix density and scale length as a function of time.

The
tors
used
this,

occurrence of ELMs in H-mode plasmas could provide for challenges in designing diverfor future machines (ITER, TPX). This phenomenological simulation of ELMs can be
to examine the impact of different sorts of ELMs on future divertor designs. To do
a better theoretical understanding of the causes of ELMS would be useful, but in its ab~

sence, scalings of ELM parameters with plasma parameters might sufﬁce. A start to this has
been made with some preliminary work on ITER being reported at the recent PSI meeting

([SCHNEIDER et at, 1994]).

-

A reasonable match between experiment and the phenomenological model has been obtained.
A closer match should be possible once a fully diagnosed set of discharges are available — at
the moment the data consists of thermography data for one set of discharges, ICH coupling
data from a different set of discharges, reﬂectometry from a third set, and Langmuir Probe
measurements from a fourth set. The plasma equilibrium differs between these shots, as does
the input power. The resultant ELMs have different intervals, as well as different durations.
Rather than trying to match the experimental data in detail, a (somewhat) limited parameter
scan of the model has been done to see if we can match the range of observed phenomena.
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Investigation of the Dynamics of the L-H Transition in ASDEX Upgrade
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Introduction

1.

Since the discovery of the H-mode [1], progress in experimental und theoretical understand-

ing of the phenomenon has been made [2]. One aspect of the phenomenon is its bifurcation
character. In operating space, this manifests in the hysteresis in the power threshold PM,

for the L—H transition with P55” > HEY—L for given plasma parameters (see 6.3. [3]). At
the transition, the bifurcating system may oscillate between L— and ll—mode. These so—called

dithering cycles can be interpreted as a limit cycle oscillation of the system [4]. The study of
the dynamics of the L-ll transition may therefore yield insight into the physics of the process.
It is the aim of this work to experimentally characterize the occurrence of dithering cycles in
the ASDEX Upgrade tokarnak [5]. We interpret the ﬁndings in terms of the bifurcation mode]
discussed in [4].

2.

Occurrence of Dithering Cycles

In previous work [4], we found that the number of dithering cycles occuring at the transition
decreases with the ramp rate 7p of power in excess of the LH transition threshold power PM".
In NBI heated cases, the power is switched on rapidly; as a measure for 7;: at the separatrix,
we take the excess power divided by the conﬁnement time TE:
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We now examine the occurrence of dithering cycles at different values of PM,“ In ASDEX
Upgrade, we have used three methods of varying PM, by a wide extent:

a) Change of the parameter 7128‘: In various tokarnaks, it was found that P”, or Bite [6].

Therefore, variation of density and toroidal ﬁeld allows to adjust PM... In ASDEX Upgrade,

we have varied B, by a factor of 2 (1.35 T —» 2.7T) and found no qualitative changes in the
occurrence of the cycles.
b) Reversal of 3,: As in other tokamaks, the sign of the ion VB drift has a strong inﬂuence
on Pu": With the drift towards the active X—point (’favorable direction’) PM, is lower than for
the other (‘unfavorable’) direction by a factor of 2: 1.8. As shown below, this introduces a new
feature: With the unfavorable direction, dithering cycles do not occur.
c) Change of the working gas: With H-NBI into an H target plasma, the threshold is nearly,
twice that of a D plasma. Values for He are somewhere inbetween these two. Inspite of this

variation, there is no qualitative difference to a) and b): Cycles occur in cases with the favorable
drift direction, but not with the unfavorable one.

The effect of a) and b) is documented in Fig. 1 for cases with i135 T and i2 T. The other
plasma parameters (Ip = 0.8MA, ﬁe : 0.5 x 102°m’3) and NBI timing and power are the same
for all 4 shots. A negative sign of B, corresponds to the favorable direction, a positive sign to
the unfavorable. For the pair with positive 3:, one can see the effect of 7p, i.e. at the higher
BI, Pm, is higher and 7}: smaller, resulting in more dithers to occur. For the unfavorable

direction, no dithers are seen. The enhanced ﬂuctuation level in the preceding L-mode can be
distinguished from dithers by the fluctuation pattern [7] or the effect on plasma parameters.
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Figure 1: Example for the variation in the occurrence of dithering cycles with varying PM,
as seen in the Do emission in the divertor.
We now examine the occurrence of dithering cycles at the H-L transition. Due to the hysteresis, Pu,r is lower in this case. In addition, the plasma drops out of an H-mode state, i.e.
TE in Eq. 1 is higher by a factor of z 1.8 and therefore 7}: is lower. Fig. 2 shows the H—L

transition for the cases shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the dithering phase in shots with
the favorable direction is longer at the H-L transition due to the decrease in 7p. Nevertheless,
even with the lower 7p, no cycles are observed with unfavorable drift direction.
Therefore, the absence of dithering cycles with the unfavorable drift direction cannot be
explained by an effect of 7):. This is further conﬁrmed by the observation that even at B, = —2.7

T, when Pu... is close to the + 1.85 T case, long dithering phases are observed.
3.

Comparison with theory

We now try to relate these ﬁndings to the model presented in [4]. There, the L-H transition
occurs at a given value of the gradient parameter

g(n.T) my; +7?)

(2)

With ﬁxed gradient lengths, this corresponds to a certain value of T/n. As the bifurcation

occurs in this parameter, dithering cycles can be found when the increase in n at the LH
transition is strong enough to effectively decrease g even though T increases at the transition.
With this model, we can draw a schematic picture of the cycles in terms of the operation
diagram PM“, versus 11:13! as shown in [3]. For that purpose, we make the assumption that
the L»l{ transition is governed by the local values at the plasma edge and therefore translate
ﬁe into n(a). In this diagram, an unambiguous translation of PM,“ into T(a) is not possible.
Fig. 3 a) shows a path for a dithering discharge: We have indicated the stationary L-mode
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edge density 11;, and the stationary H—mode edge density fly by vertical lines in the diagram.

The boundaries for the L-H and the H-L transition are shown as obtained from ASDEX Upgrade
data for the favorable drift direction, i.e. Pix?” 3 1.8P£;L. We approach the threshold at M

(1 —. 2). At the threshold, n(a) rises. At low 7p, the path reaches the H—L threshold (2 —» 3)
and the back transition occurs. Due to the increase in power ﬂux, the return point at the L—H
boundary (4) is shifted in P. This goes on until the path reaches the 11}; line before it reaches

the H-L boundary (7). Then, the path follows the 12;; line to its ﬁnal point (8).
In this diagram, we can modify the path in several ways to avoid dithers. One is to increase
7;: and therefore increase the slope of 2 —r 3. In [8], a necessary condition on 7;: is given for
the model used here. Another way is to change the width of the hysteresis. This is shown in
Fig. 3 b). where we have kept the H-L boundary from a) and have increased the L-H boundary
by a factor of 1.8 in order to match the higher PM“. with the unfavorable drift direction. Now,

on the path into (1 —s 4) and out of the H-mode (4 —+ 6)‘ no dithers occur. An increase in
the BL boundary by the same factor would have given a picture similar to a). Thus, we find
that in order to explain our ﬁndings, we have to increase the width of the bifurcation zone in
the diagram for the unfavorable direction. An experimental indication for this can be seen in
Fig. 2: the back transition to L-rnode resp. dithering cycles occurs for approximately the same
power for pairs with opposite sign of 13..

Within this interpretation, the change of PH". with the working gas may be a. proﬁle effect:
As stated above, PM, varies by a factor of S 2 with a change from D to H, but still dithers
occur only with the favorable drift direction. Therefore, the relative width of the bifurcation
only changes with the sign of the VB drift. The change in the absolute value of PM, may be
explained by the T/n dependence ofg in eq. 2: in ASDEX, at constant ﬁe, the value of n(a)
in Hydrogen was higher by a factor of z 1.3 than in Deuterium [9]. At constant power ﬂux

into the edge, Tc(a) is reduced by the saine factor. Therefore, to obtain a constant T(a)/n(a),
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Figure 3: Schematic operation diagram: Path a) corresponds to a dithering transition, path
b) to one without dithers. In b), 135;” has been increased by a factor of1.8 with respect to
a), whereas nl’ was not varied.

the value of T(a) has to be higher in Hydrogen discharges by a factor of 1.32 = 1.7, requiring
an increase in P by at least this factor.

4.

Conclusions

The occurrence of dithering cycles in ASDEX Upgrade is studied. One factor to inﬂuence
the number of cycles occurring at the transition is 1p, the ramp rate of power in excess of the
L—H threshold. A variation of PM, reveals that varying the threshold by the magnitude of 1153,
or by changing the working gas does not essentially change the picture. Changing the direction
of the VB drift introduces a qualitatively new feature: With the ion VB drift away from the
active X-point, no dithers occur. We demonstrate that this is not the effect of a change in 7):.
An interpretation in terms of a schematic operational diagram is given; the observation that
the bifurcation zone is wider with the unfavorable drift direction can be used to qualitatively
explain why no dithers occur.
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A STUDY OF EDGE FLUCTUATIONS IN Le AND H—MODE
BY PHASE CONTRAST IMAGING ON DIII—D*

S. CODA1 AND M. PORKOLAB
Department of Physics and Plasma Fusion Center,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 02139, U.S.A.

1. INTRODUCTION
A density ﬂuctuation imaging diagnostic based on the Zernike phase contrast imag‘
ing (PCI) technique [1] has been employed to investigate long wavelength turbulence at
the outer edge of the DUI—D tokamak [2] When applied to a transmitted C02 laser
beam [3,4], the PCI method has several attractive properties, including high sensitivity
(13C Z 10(5 cm‘s) and broad wave number range (1 cm“1 3 kg S 16 cm”). The radial
resolution of the DIII-D PCI system is also excellent (~ 0.5 cm); however, the measurement is not well localized in the poloidal direction. The impact of this limitation on data
interpretation can be greatly reduced with the aid of analytical and numerical modeling
based on the geometrical constraints of the measurement [5], as discussed in section 2.
The results of a study of the L— to Hemode transition are presented in section 3. It is
shown that the radial spectrum of turbulence in the L-mode phase is characterized by
net inward propagation. The transition to H—mode is accompanied by decorrelation of
the ﬂuctuations and loss of directionality.

2. THE PHASE CONTRAST IMAGING TECHNIQUE
The PCI technique [24] and the specific DUI—D apparatus [2,4,5] have been de-

scribed elsewhere. The system employs a 20 W C0; laser beam expanded to a width of

7.6 cm. The beam propagates vertically through the outer edge of the plasma (Fig. 1a)
and is then spatially ﬁltered and imaged onto a linear detector array. The final result
is a radially-resolved, 16-point image of line—integrated density ﬂuctuations. The data
acquisition bandwidth is 1 MHZ.

A common difﬁculty shared by ﬂuctuation diagnostics based on the interaction of

electromagnetic waves with plasma _is the ﬁniteness

volume, which

limits the localization of the measurement. The pointwise correlation function (a function of {our spatial coordinates, it toroidal invariance is assumed) can be derived in
principle irorn the measured correlation function between line integrals (a function of
two coordinates) only if two variables are eliminated from the problem with the aid of
symmetry considerations. Homogeneity [6], and local isotropy combined with Hux surface invariance [7], are examples of symmetry assumptions that lead to unique analytical
inversion procedures.

Such assumptions are not well supported by experimental observations [8,9]. We
have investigated the properties of our system by considering a more general case of
separate radial and poloidal local wave number spectra superimposed on an arbitrary
spatial distribution [5]. Although an unambiguous inversion is not possible in this case,
the peculiar geometry of our measurement aids greatly in selecting the correct interpre—
tation. An intuitive approach to the problem is provided by the following mathematical
observation: the spatial Fourier spectrum of a line integrated measurement can only
‘I This work was supported by the US. Department of Energy under Grant No.
QIERSIHOQ at NUT and Contract No. DE—ACOS—BQERSllld at General Atomics.
l Present address: General Atornics, San Diego, CA 9218649784, U.S.A.
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Fig. 1..a) Phase contrast imaging geometry on Dill-D. b) Decomposition of a horizontal wave
vector into its radlal and poloidal components.

contain wave vectors that are perpendicular to the direction of integration, which is vertical in our case. Any vertically varying component clearly will be averaged out. Since
the poloidal angle subtended by the laser beam path in the plasma is generally < 30",
owing to its edge location (Fig. 1a), the poloidal fraction of a horizontal wave vector
can be at most 25%, as shown in Fig. 1b. Thus the DIII—D PCI diagnostic is mostly
sensitive to mdial wave vectors.
This statement can be reformulated in a rigorously quantitative form [5], which
is beyond the scope of this paper. Here we merely wish to provide an illustration of
its signiﬁcance. Our analysis uses the additional assumption that the poloidal and
radial spectra are gaussian, centered respectively at [can and kpo, with half-widths R9
and RP. The correlation function between line integrals is then calculated numerically,
using experimentally determined ﬂux surface geometries. We call the spatial Fourier
transform of this correlation function the apparent PC'I spectrum. We ﬁnd that for
realistic spectral parameters [8,9] the apparent PCI spectrum approximates closely the
radial ﬂuctuation spectrum (Fig. 2).
3. EDGE TURBULENCE IN L- AND H—MODE
Our study is based on a set of 10 discharges, which differed for the position of
the last closed ﬂux surface but otherwise had identical plasma parameters (single null
divertor conﬁguration, 37 = 2.1 T, 1,, = 1.37 MA, FLE = 4 X 1013 cm”). This was
effectively equivalent to a radial scan of the position of the PCI beam in the plasma.
Such a scan cannot be performed directly because the position of the beam is ﬁxed by
machine constraints.

Slk) (an)

The rms ﬂuctuation signals
are reduced at the transition from
L— to H—mode. The suppressed
component of the frequency spectrum is centered around 50 kHz,
with a width of 6080 kHz (Fig. 3).
The signal level generally peaks
at a major radius 3 to 4 cm inA
side the separatrix: this behavior
is readily explained as the result
of the competition between the
ﬂuctuation level, which increases
k (cm'l)
with radius, and the integration
length, which decreases with raFig. 2. Sample radial (kP) and poloidal (kg) wave num
dius. The cross-correlation funcber spectra with parameters kpo = 0. 79,, = 1.5 cm-l,
tion between PCI signals in L— [:90 = 1 cm‘l, and R9 = 1 cm“. The resulting apparent
mode displays consistently an in—
PCl spectrum (’93) is computed numerically.
ward propagating pattern. The
average phase velocity is approximately (1.7 — 2.0) x 105 cm/s. This feature is unexp lained at present. A study of both
the correlation coefﬁcient in the time domain, and of the coherence function in the frequency domain, shows that during H—mode the signals are thoroughly uncorrelated at
distances 2 0.5 cm, and no
net propagation is observed.
H-MODE
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The decorrelation of the ﬂuc—
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pressed as (jﬁZcdzy/z,
Where z is the integration
variable and L“ is an eﬁ'ec‘
tive correlation length, It is
unclear at this point whether
this effect alone accounts for
the obserVed suppression or

whether the absolute 7—1.3 level
is also reduced.
A global picture of the
properties of the turbulence
is obtained by calculating the
conditional apparent PCl
spectrum 3(kRILu), which is
the spatial Fourier transform
of the normalized complex
cross-spectral function. The
spectra for L— and H—mode
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Fig. 3. Calibrated PCl power spectral density functions in L—
and H-mode at varying distances from the separatrix [the in-

nermost chord is at the top).

are plotted in Fig. 4. The
plot is limited to the range
30—80 kHz to highlight the
difference between L— and
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H_mode.

In Fig. 4a the spectrum peaks at negative values of leg, a reﬂection of the

inward propagation discussed above. The suppression and broadening of the spectrum
in H-mode is evident from Fig. 413.
These observations, especially the novel features of the L—mode spectrum, will be
put on a more quantitative footing by a substantial expansion of our L— and H—mode
database which is planned for the near future. Comparative studies with the other

ﬂuctuation diagnostics that exist on DIII—D will also be carried out.
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THE PARAMETRIC DEPENDENCE OF THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF THE RADIAL
ELECTRIC FIELD AT THE PLASMA EDGE IN THE Dlll—D TOKAMAK.
P. Gohil, K.H. Burrell, RJ. Groebner. J. Kim, and RP. Seraydarian
General Atomics, PO. Box 84508. San Diego, California 92186-9784
Much recent theoretical and experimental work has focused on the mechanisms controlling the transition

from L—mode to H—mode and the subsequent improvement in uansport and confineu'tcnt.“l3 Measurements of
the radial electric ﬁeld. E,, with high spatial and time resolution at the L—H transition have led to an
understanding of the improved conﬁnement of the plasma edge in H—rnode plasmas based on the stabilization of

plasma turbulence by sheared ExB flow.“6 The radial electric ﬁeld just inside the last closed flux surface
(LCFS) changes dramatically at the L—H transition and a well-like structure in E, forms simultaneously at the
transition. At present. there is no accepted theory which gives the spatial structure of E, near the plasma edge
and which can predict its time evolution.
Present theories propose mechanisms for the generation of a negative E, at the L-H transition, the

bifurcation conditions for the transition and the stabilization of turbulence by sheared EXB flow.7‘13 Although
the various theories invoke different mechanisms to derive the negative E, (e.g., ion orbit l0sscs.8v13 Stringer

spin-up.10 nonlinear transport theory,9 self-regulating turbulencenvlz), they have as yet to come into full
agreement with the observed experimental results and, in particular, the observed behavior of the poloidal

rotation and pressure gradient of the main ions at the Lr~.insition.14v15 Furthermore, these theories need to be
extended to explain the formation of the spatial structure of E, at the transition and its temporal development

into the H—mode. In order to help development of theories on the E, proﬁle, we have examined the dependence
of the radial profile of F4 on different plasma parameters.

Experimental Conditions
The experimental investigations of the parametric dependence of the edge radial electric ﬁeld were
coordinated with investigations of the power threshold required for the H—mode transition. For each set of
plasma parameters studied, a power scan with time was performed during each discharge. For cases where the

H—mode power threshold was less than the injected power from an integral number of DlIl—D neutral beams,
one neutral beam was modulated at duty cycles of 25%, 50% and 75% of the full cycle period of 20 ms. This
allowed for a more sensitive determination of the H—mode power threshold, but subsequently reduced the times

at which data was available from the Charge Exchange Recombination (CER) spectroscopy diagnostic system.16
Typically, time points were available every 20 ms during the discharge. The full beam power was about
2.6 MW. The plasma conditions investigated covered the following range of plasma parameters in a lower

single-null diverted conﬁguration: plmma current, IP = 1.0—2.0 MA; toroidal magnetic ﬁeld, B7 = 1.5— 2.1 T;

ohmic target density. h6 = 2.0—4.0 x 1019 m‘3; X-point height above the floor, AZx = 0—24 cm; the plasma
elongation, tr = 1.8—2.0; the gap between the LCFS at the z-location of the magnetic axis and the outside wall,
gapmn = 0—15 cm; the gap between the inner LCFS at the z-lomtion of the magnetic axis and the inner wall,
gap;l1 = 0—8 cm. The following plasma parameters were investigated in a double-null diverted conﬁguration:

toroidal magnetic ﬁeld, B1 = 1.3—2.1 T; plasma triangularity, 8 = 0.7, 0.85; inside gap, gapin = 1—8 cm.
Measurements of the edge values of the ion temperature, Ti, the poloidal rotation, V9. and toroidal rotation.
v¢, in the DlIl—D tokamak were made using a high resolution spectroscopy diagnostic system utilizing the active
charge exchange recombination between the neutral atoms in the heating beams and impurity ions in the plasma.

The C V] 5290.5 A spectroscopic line was used for the measurements presented in this paper, whereby the ion
temperature is determined from the widths of the Doppler broadened lineshape, the plasma rotation velocities,
Va and v¢, are determined from the Doppler shifted line centers and the relative impurity density is determined
from the signal intensity of the line. The radial elecuic ﬁeld. 5,, is calculated from the lowest order radial force

balance equation for a single species, E, = (Zrenv‘l dPIJdr — Vel 13¢, +v¢1 B9, where Z] is the charge of the ion.
n] is the ion density, e is the electronic charge, P1 is the ion pressure, and B

and Be are the toroidal and poloidal

magnetic ﬁelds, respectively. The CER system has the highest spatial reso ution over a spatial extent of 4.6 cm
at the outside plasma edge such that the spatial resolution of the ﬂow velocities and E, measurements is 0.6 cm
and the spatial resolution of the Ti measurements is 0.3 cm. The minimum possible integration time for the

measurements is 0.52 ms.
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For all the plasma parameters investigated, both in single-null diverted and double—null diverted

conﬁgurations. the general shape of the spatial proﬁles of the radial electric ﬁeld was the same. This shape
conSiSl-Cd of a negative well-like structure with the minimum of the E, well located at or just inside the LCFS.
The Er values just inside the LCFS were negative for all the plasma parameters and conditions investigated. with

no exceptions. The available data are too numerous to be represented adequately within the limited space of this
paper and only E,proﬁles for a high plasma current (2.0 MA) and a low plasma current (1.0 MA) case are

shown (Figs. 1 and 2 respectively). Figures 1 and 2 show the edge E, proﬁles for two plasma discharges which
are nearly identical in their plasma parameters and shape apart from the plasma current. Proﬁles of E, are shoe?!
for L—mode conditions, early in the H—mode phase and later in time into the Hemode. The localization of the
shared region in E, is well-deﬁned with respect to the location of the separatrix. which is well resolved from the
variation in the signal amplitudes of the CER chords spanning the separauix. There is a decrease in the signal
intensity of chords outside the separatrix and an increase in signal intensity inside the separatrix at the L—H
transition.l This allows us to determine the separatrix location in our data set independent of ﬁts to magnetic
probe data. although the separatrix location from both measurements typically agrees within the :05 cm error
bars. Exact lcnowledge of the separatn'x location is crucial because the E, well is quite narrow. The depth of the
E, well in H—mode with respect to the L—mo-de value was the largest at the higher plasma currents and toroidal
ﬁelds. This can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 and in Table 1. The widths (FWHM) of the E, wells are similar at about
1 cm. and a more critical determination of the E, widths is limited to about :03 cm by the spatial resolution of
me E, measurement. No discernible structure in the E,proﬁle was observed during the L—mode phase of the
discharge for any of the different plasma conditions.

Tile sharpest L—H transitions were observed in cases where the E, proﬁles exhibited large minima. For
example, in the plmma discharge corresponding to Fig. l. the L—H transition (as observed on the divertor
photodiode signal) occun'ed within 1 ms, whereas the photodiode signal for the plasma discharge corresponding
to Fig. 2 indicated a gradual and dithering transition over a timescale of about 20 ms before the H—mode was
ﬁrmly established. This seems to indicate that large values of E’r are correlated with faster L—H transitions and
that once a critical value of E', has been achieved the transition proceeds unhindered (or vice versa). This
behavior does not prove causality. It only associates high E', with faster L—H transitions. Nevertheless, the L—H
transition for different plasma conditions occurs for an observed range of E, values at the separatrix (Table l)

and the requirements for the change in E, at the L—H transition may vary with different plasma conditions. The
total input power (ohmic plus auxiliary heating) into the plasma discharge was maintained close to the threshold
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TABLE 1
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE PLASMA CONDITIONS AND TI-[E ASSOCIATED
WIDTHS AND DEPTHS OF THE E, WELL AND THE VALUE OF IVE/8T1
within 20 ms after [I]:
All tabulated values are at the ﬁrst available time after the L—H transition (i.e.,
slope of the E, well. The
transition). The value of IVEJBTI is the largest determined value along the negative
The reference
plasma conditions represent the departure of one parameter from the reference set of parameters.

set of parameters ts: 1p = 1.35 MA; BT = 2.1 T; r, (ohmic) = 4 x 1019 m4; AZx = 14 cm (for SND); outside

.22? = 6 cm; inside gap = 4 cm: triangularity = 0.85 (for DND).

Plasma Condition

.

8ND refu'enceoondition SND; IP = 1.35 MA; BT=2.1 T
High plasma current 3ND; I9 = 2.0 MA; BT = 2.1T
Low plasmacurmttSNDﬂP = 1.0 MA;BT=2.1T
Low toroidal ﬁeld 3ND; 1,, = 1.35 MA; ET: 1.5 T
Low plasma current and toroidal ﬁeld SND; 1p = 1.0 MA, 137 = 1.5 T
Low ohmic electron density 8ND; IP = 1.35 MA; BT = 2.1 T: '

netonnuc)=2x1ol9 m‘3

Low divertor X-point location 8ND; 11, = 1.35 MA;
BT=2.1T;AZX=0cm
High divertor X-point location 8ND; Ip = 1.35 MA;
BT=2.1T;AZX = 24m
High plasma elongation SND‘, Ip = 1.35 MA; BT = 2.1 T; 1: = 2.0
DND reference condition DND; IP = 1.35 MA; BT = 2.1 T
Low toroidal ﬁeld DND; Ip = 1.35 MA; B1 = 1.3 T
Large inside gap DND; 1p: 1.35 MA; BT= 2.1 T; Gr: 8 cm

E, Width

Emin-

W)

ELmtodc

(cm)

(kV m-l)

IVE'rifBTl

x 105 Hz

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.2

730
—- 25
—16
— 14
— 12

15.7
15.8
6.2
6.7
6.6

1.1

— 13

5.7

1.0

-12

8.1

1.2
1.2
1.1
0.9
0.8

—18
— 12
— 25
— 15
— 12

7.1
9.5
9.5
15.4
8.1

that any
power required for the H—mode transition for times before, during and after the L—H transition so
appears to be
inﬂuence of excess heating power is reduced. 18 The depth of the E, well after the L—H transition

power threshold
lower at lower plasma current, lower toroidal ﬁeld and lower ohmic electron density. Also. the

for the H—mode for these cases is lower than for higher values of these plasma parameters in a single-null
diverted discharge.19 Therefore. it seems as if the low power thresholds correspondingly have less deep E, wells
stronger
for these parameters However, it is difﬁcult to resolve as yet whether the depth of the E, well is a
ﬁeld from
function of the input power or of the plasma parameters. The contributions to the total radial electric
the diamagnetic and rotational terms of the force balance equation were examined. For all arses, the greatest
The
conuibution to E, at the L—I-I transitions resulted from the change in the impurity ion poloidal rotation.
influence of the impurity ion pressure gradient term becomes appreciable 10's of milliseconds later in Lime into

'the ll—mode. However, it has been shown14‘15 that the main ion poloidal rotation 3.5 ms after the L—H transition

as pointed out by
is in the ion diama netic direction and opposite to the impurity ion poloidal rotation,

neoclassical theory.2 By this time, the main ion pressure gradient term is the dominant, negative term in the
determination of E, and remains so thereafter through the H-mode. No conclusions can be made discriminating

fact that for
between the BPI/a, and VXB terms for the impurity ions and main ions in this study. apart from the
in the electron
all the plasma parameters studied, the poloidal rotation for the impurity ions is consistently

diamagneu'c direction and is the important term at the time of the L—H transition. Even though there is no clear

disagreement with the observed E, widths and Shaing's modiﬁed theory21 which includes the inﬂuence of the
after the
shear in E,on the banana orbit widths, the dominance of the main ion pressure gradient milliseconds

L—l-l u'ansiu'onM-ls would imply that the observed E, structures reﬂect the behavior of the main ion pressure
gradient proﬁles9 for the various plasma parameters.
The E, shear suppression theory of Biglari, et 31.7 predicts that shear in E, can nonlinearly stabilize a range of
ﬁutealike turbulent modes with the criterion for effective suppression being IVEJBﬂ 2 (Aux/keAn) where ET
k9 is the
is the toroidal ﬁeld, Act), is the turbulent deconelation frequency. Ar, is the radial Correlation length, and
ﬁeld
mean poloidal wave number of the turbulence. The values of Au), and Art are in the absence or the electric
the radial
shear. Using typical values of 21: x 40 kHz for Au), (from reﬁectometry measurements), 0.7 cm for

correlation length An and 1 cm‘1 for ice, the RHS of the above criterion is equivalent to 3.6 x 105 Hz. The E,
proﬁles at the L—H transition for the various plasma parameters studied were analyzed for the value of the IV
Note that
E,fBT1. These values are shown in Table 1 and represent the largest shear in E, inside the separatrix.
the values of IVE/ET! are underestimates since the spatial resolution of the E, measurements leads to averaged
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determinations of E, over a ﬁnite spatial region. Nevertheless, Table 1 clearly shows that Lhe criterionof Biglari
5131.. for E1. shear stabilization of turbulence is satisﬁed by between a factor of 2—5 for kg 2 1 cm‘1 for all the
plasma conditions investigated.
The greatest changes in the E, proﬁle after the L—H transition were observed for the case of the low ohmic
wget electron density discharge. The E, proﬁles for this dkcharge are shown in Fig. 3. There is an increase in
the depth of the E, well and a broadening of the well with time into the H—mode at constant input power. The
main reason for the broadening is the increasing spatial extent of the region with the high pressure gradient.
which is much more imponant later in the H—inode for the low density discharge than in the oLher cases. This is
qualitatively in agreement with the theory of Hinton and Staebler, which links the mean free paths of incoming
neutrals with the width of the region of high pressure gradient. The deeper penetration of neutrals at Iowa.
electron densities would then favor a broadening of the E1. proﬁle.

In summary. there is no clear variation in the shape or width of the E, well at the L—H transition with any
of the different plasma parameters investigated. The value of F,r is negativejust inside the LCFS for all cases.
There is a variation in the depth of the E, well for different conditions and the largest broadening of the E1. width
later into the H—mode is observed in the case with a low ohmic electron density. The criterion of Biglari et al.,
for the suppression of turbulence by sheared ExB ﬂow is satisﬁed for all the «uses.
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minimum
The ergodic divertor (ED) on TORE SUPRA is a set of six coils equally spaced in the
toroidal direction, producing magnetic perturbations and overlapping magnetic islands for
r/a>p5=0.83:l:0.05. Within this layer, the electrons tend to diffuse faster than ions and the
ambipolarity is ensured by a positive radial electric ﬁeld which conﬁnes electrons. Since the
ﬁeld is negative in the bulk, there is an inversion point of the radial electric ﬁeld, whose
position is expected to be close to pg [1]. Edge turbulence and transport studies have been
performed when the ergodic divertor is applied on TORE SUPRA ohmic discharges. A
modiﬁcation of radial electric ﬁeld proﬁles is expected. Such a change could inﬂuence edge
transport and turbulence. A C02 laser scattering diagnostic, ALTAIR [2], has been used to
study the turbulence changes at the plasma edge. Reflectometry (used at fixed frequency)
gives also access to localized turbulence measurements. Preliminary results from
reﬂectometry are presented and compared to ALTAIR results.

MW
For this studies, experiments have been performed in a set of stationary helium ohmic
discharges with Ip=1.4M.A, B=3.2T, R=2.37rn, amnimr=0.78m. qty=3 and the average electron

density is scanned from <ne>=1 to 4 1019m'3. The electron temperature is given by Thomson

scattering in the plasma bulk and by Langmuir probe at the edge. The electron density profile
is measured by interferometry, Thomson scattering and reﬂectometry. No change appears on
the normalized radial shape of density with ED, but temperature proﬁles are strongly
modiﬁed (see Fig.1).

Eig.| Radial temperature proﬁle.
Thomson scattering measurements

2'0

are indicated by black and open
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Three regions may be identiﬁed on temperature proﬁles: the plasma bulk (r/a<ps) where
no change appears, the ergodic zone at the edge for r/a>y1-, where the temperature is
ﬂattened (the value of y1- being smaller than 0.93) and an intermediate zone, where a
steep temperature gradient exists.

A heat transport analysis has been achieved. In the plasma bulk, the proﬁles described
above have been analysed with the LOCO code [3], without including convective term and

radiative losses, which are negligible for r/a<y'r. In this set of helium discharges, no ion

temperature exists. so an effective diffusivity xcff = Xe + niTi/neTeXi is estimated and no
change appears within the error bars. At the edge, for r/a>y'r, the heat conductivity is very
high with ED, in agreement with a ﬂat temperature proﬁle. In the intermediate zone, where
the temperature gradient is steep, the heat ﬂux is not changed. No signiﬁcative change is
observed on average density, <ne> is only slighly lowered at large density when the ED is
switched on. Thus, the heat conductivity is locally divised by 2, in the intermediate zone.
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Density fluctuations are measured in TORE SUPRA with the ALTAIR diagnostic.
Heterodyne detection allows discrimination between waves propagating in the electron or in
the ion diamagnetic direction. The measured frequency spectra exhibit two humps, one
drifting in the electron diamagnetic direction, and the other one in the ion diamagnetic
direction. This two humps structure is attributed to a sharp change of sign of the radial
electric ﬁeld in the plasma edge. The diSpersion relation of any turbulence driven by electrons
is given by:
_
u) _keTe
CB¢

dTe]

[dﬂe

keEr

Ilia—dr+a°Tedr ' 13¢

(1)

where do depends on the kind of waves (tx0=0 for electrostatic drift waves). k9 is the
pomidal wave number observed by Thomson scattering and B9 the toroidal magnetic ﬁeld. In
the ergodic layer, the positive electric ﬁeld value is:
c]

gal—[Chic

Te

(2)

ne—dr + “’5 rear

where (11; increases with collisionality from 0.5 to 1.7. Taking into account relations (1)
and (2), we obtain 03+ value, corresponding to the mean frequency of the ionic frequency part
of density ﬂuctuation spectrum:

(9+: 5% (do-OLE) (133—6

(3)

At the edge. for r/a>ys, the temperature gradient is close to zero so that to+=0. A peak
centered on (0:0 should appear on frequency spectra. Such a peak is not observed, so that a
modiﬁcation of the radial ﬂuctuation proﬁle is needed.
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During activation of ED, density ﬂuctuation spectra are strongly modiﬁed. The ionic hump
becomes more important than the electronic one. This leads to an inversion radius ys of the
radial electric ﬁeld E; moving toward the center at the position ys=0.83:t0.05. Furthermore,

the total level of relative fluctuation level <5n2>/<n¢>2 decreases with ED, and we can

distinguish ﬂuctuations coming from the inside (r/a<ys) from that coming from the
outside(r/a>y5). ALTAIR diagnostic does not have a good spatial localization, so that a
modelization is involved in order to estimate ED effects on density ﬂuctuations proﬁle. We
shall consider a simple model in the shape of triangle. For r/a<ys=0.83, transport is
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unchanged and we assume no change on density ﬂuctuations. Taking into consideration the
ratios between ﬂuctuations coming from r/a<y5 and those coming from r/a>y5, with and
Without ED, it is possible to estimate ﬂuctuations proﬁle (see Fig.2).

A

5n2(y)

1 """""""" atl‘

.
I '5‘ Without ED

1"".

Eiglz; Radial density
ﬂuctuations profile

with ED(straight line)

and without ED(dotted
line) .

0.83

0-6

1

0.93

y=r/a

It is important to notice that even if the density ﬂuctuations level does not fully vanish for
r/a>yT, this level is very low. The frequency peak at (0:0 is low enough so that it cann0t be
seen on frequency spectra.

3W
Preliminary results are obtained by reﬂectometry measurements at different fixed
frequencies i.e for a given density. The reﬂectometry signal is proportional to density
ﬂuctuations. This diagnostic gives very localized measurements but integrated over wave
numbers. The probed region differs from coherent Thomson scattering, toroidally and even
poloidally. The microwaves probe a region in the plane 9:0 [4], from the low ﬁeld side of the
tokamak. We therefore compare the results coming from our modelization with these results.
The ratio between ﬂuctuations with and without ergodic divertor perturbation is plotted on
Fig.3.

Eigﬁ Ratio between ﬂuctuations
level with (8n%p) and without
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The reduction proﬁle given by the reflectometry agrees with the one given in the previous
model. However, reﬂectometry measurements come from one particular shot, where
Thomson scattering whas exceptionally scanning the plasma on an internal line of sight
shifted from 17cm on the high ﬁeld side. In this particular conﬁguration, the relative level of
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is switched
ﬂuctuations measured by coherent scattering is weakly modiﬁed when the ED

on. Two explanations can be drawn. A change of the wavenumber spectrum, with ED,

remains possible. Polordal asymmetries may exist. Such asymmetries have been recently

observed on the CC1' tokamak [5].

:3)a
Transport and turbulence levels decrease from a factor larger than 2 in an intermediate
zone between r/a=0.83 and r/a=0.93, when ergodic divertor perturbations exist on the edge of
TORE SUPRA tokamak. No change is observed in the bulk (r/a<0.83) and at the edge (for
1190.93) transport increases and density ﬂuctuations level decreases. A modiﬁcation of radial
electric ﬁeld proﬁles may explain this. Although we cannot measure such proﬁles, we are
able to estimate a Change Of the radial electric ﬁeld jump at the r/a=ys transition by using
(1). The intermediate zone is not completely ergodic while transport is improved, but the
radial electric ﬁeld remains positive, so that the turbulence is mainly electrostatic with (10:0
[6], Even if the gradient is very steep with ED, according to equation (1), the radial electric
ﬁeld jump can be written:
AEr = k9 Am/B¢

The radial electric ﬁeld jump is plotted (Fig.4) versus the average electron density, with
and without ED. No signiﬁcative change is observed.
1
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Transport and turbulence improvements between r/a=0.83 and r/a=0.93 are not correlated
with a modiﬁcation of the radial electric ﬁeld jump, but a modiﬁcation of the radial electric
ﬁeld shear cannot be excluded as well as a modiﬁcation of the radial electric ﬁeld bend. On
TORE SUPRA, preliminary density fluctuations measurements are obtained with
reﬂectometry. The general trend seems to be in agreement with coherent Thomson scattering
measurements although wavenumber spectra or/and poloidal asymetries may exist.
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Langmuir probe array measurements have been performed on the high aspect ratio

(R/a : 8.8) and high plasma current density Extrap T1 reversed ﬁeld pinchlll, The study is focused on

two goals. First, to measure the characteristics of the edge plasma including the steady state

parameters and the ﬂuctuations, which play an important role in the determination of the global

plasma conﬁnement in tokamak. stellarator as well as reversed ﬁeld pinch(RFP)[2]. Second. we hope
to provide an edge data base for the global RFP conﬁnement study[3].
The probe array consists of four 0.5-mm«diameter molybdenum pins l-mm long arranged in a

square array 2 mm on edge. It is mounted on a manipulator which is located at 20' below the

horizontal mid plane at the large major radius side and its radial position can be changed shot by shot.

A rotating vacuum seal allowed the probe to be rotated to verify different alignment, with a precision

of 1.5'. The triple probe technique was used to measure electron temperature, electron density, plasma

potential including their ﬂuctuated components. The frequency bandwidth of the electronics is 1 MHz.

The fluctuation induced radial particle and heat ﬂuxes can be calculated based on above ﬂuctuated
parameters, although we do not present such results in this contribution.

WW

Due to the high parallel heat ﬂux ( of the order of 100 MW/cm2

[4]) at the edge of Extrap Tl RFP the edge parameters have been measured only in the region r/a1 >
0.93 (a! is the limiter minor radius, illustrated in Fig.1b, and r is the plasma minor radius) to avoid the

arcing and the thermal electron emitting of the probe. During the ramp up phase (~ 200 us) of the

plasma current large spikes appear on the ion saturation current signal because of high initial plasma

density(3~6 x 1014cm'3, central chord averaged) and negative spikes appear on the ﬂoating potential
signals. possibly caused by high energy electrons. During the sustained phase (~ 300 us) of the plasma

current the chord averaged density drops to around LO x 1014cm'3 and the spikes disappear from the ‘
probe signals. and all the data presented in this contribution were taken in this phase.
Fig.1 shows the radial proﬁles of the edge electron temperature. density and plasma potential

and their relative ﬂuctuation levels in the lower plasma current 1;, (= 45 kA) discharges with pinch
parameter E) = Be(a)/<Bt> = 2.0, reversal parameter F = B‘(a)/<B[> = — 0.5 and central chord

averaged density <nc> = 0.8 x 1014cm‘3. The data at each radial position is the average of 5 shots and
the error bars reflect the data scattering and the system error. The edge electron density is nearly one
order less than the chord averaged density and the edge electron temperature is also roughly one order
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smaller than the centml chord averaged electron temperature (~120 eV. from existed data base [1]).
The scale lengths of the electron density and temperature are nearly the same: Ln = 0.82 cm and LTe =

0,78 cm. An inward radial electric ﬁeld Er=13 V/cm was measured (Fig. lb. with about 100% error
bars of the plasma potential ‘Ppl ) and a nearly toroidal E x B drift of velocity U13r = 8.0 x 105 cm/s.

comparable to the electron diamagnctic drift velocity “do = Te/(eBLn) = 4.7 x 105 cm/s. was in the

electron diamagnetic drift direction. The relative tms ﬂuctuation levels of the plasma potential. the

electron density and temperature (Fig. lc ) have relations. as in tokamak[5]. as (pp; /Te > n e / n6 > Tc
/Te which also means the Boltzmann relationship ((ppl /T6 = ne / De ) is not satisﬁed (here etppl /

kBTe is simpliﬁed as (t /TC. and kg is Boltzmann constant). it is interesting to note that the relative

ﬂuctuation levels in the high current density Extrap T l are nearly the same as in the other RFP's (ZT40M[6], MS’I‘[7] and TPE-IRMZO [8]). and are slightly larger (about 50%) than that in tokamak [5].
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Fig. 1 Radial proﬁles of the electron temperature and densitykz), the plasma potentia1(b) and their
relative ﬂuctuation levels(c).

Fig.2 shows the ﬂuctuation spectra at r =5.7 cm ( the minor radius of the wall) of discharges

of IP = 60 RA, 9 = 1.65. F = — 0.25 and <ne> = 0.8 x 10‘4cm‘3. The frequency spectra of electron
temperature. electron density and plasma potential (Fig.2a) are broader than that in larger RFPs

[6.7.8], and are much broader than the magnetic ﬂuctuation spectrum. of which the power density at

200 kHz is about two order less than the peak power density at lower frequency, measured at the edge

of Extrap Tl RFP by internal coils[9]. Fig.2a shows that up to 500 kHz the power densities of all the

three spectra just drop to values about 5 times smaller than their maximum values at frequencies below

200 kHz. The fast decrease at 500 kHz is due to the use of 500 kHz low pass ﬁlters. Coherent peaks
can be seen on the three spectra at less than 300 kHz frequencies. The mode number spectra were

estimated from the two-point method from the two ﬂoating potential signals. Fig.2b and Fig.2c show

that the coherent modes of m=0, l and n=(0 to 16) i 3. which have been identiﬁed as the internal

resistive tearing modes associated with the dynamo process[1].superpose on the gauss-like distributed

incoherent (turbulent) components. It is clear that the edge ﬂuctuations of the plasma potential. the

electron density and electron temperature. which determine the edge particle transport observed on the
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other RFPs[6.7,Bl. are not dominated only by the dynamo related magnetic ﬂuctuations. although

magnetic ﬂuctuations may contribute to me electron density/temperature ﬂuctuations as indicated by

the Spectra difference between the plasma potential and the electron density/temperature (Fig.2a).
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Edge electron density. electron temperature and plasma

potential and their ﬂuctuation levels have been collected in a plasma conﬁnement study. The data

shown in Fig.3 are the results of a plasma current scan with constant 9 ( = 1.65 i 0.05. Fig.3a) and

constant <ne> = (0.75 i 0.25) x 1014cm‘3 at r = 5.7 cm . Fig.3a also shows that the absolute value of
ﬁeld reversal parameter lFI decreases when the plasma current lp increases from 60 M to 100 kA then

slightly increases around lp = 110 RA. When 1p increases from 60 kA to 110 kA the edge electron

density almost linearly increases although the chord averaged density does not increase, on the other

hand the edge electron temperature linearly decreases from Ip = 60 kA till 1;, = 100 kA then roughly

maintains unchanged to IP = 110 kA (Fig. 3b). Such variations can not be due to the displacement of

plasma column since the electron density and temperature change in opposite directions. Simultaneous

measurements showed that the central electron temperature and ion temperature were higher in the

higher 1;, discharges[3]. Therefore when 1;, was increased. the consequences were that the temperature
gradient was increased and the resistivity proﬁle was changed, and presumably the resistive tearing

mode activities and other instabilities. like resistive g-modes. should be different. which may affect

the dynamo process and the plasma conﬁnement[10]. We did observe that the edge relative ﬂuctuation

levels of electron temperature and density (Fig.3c) and plasma potential (Fig.3d) were larger in the

higher plasma current discharges.

Lﬁummau

The electron density, electron temperature and plasma potential and their ﬂuctuations

in the edge plasma of Extrap T1 RFP have been investigated. Near the limiter the electron density and

temperature are about one order smaller then the central chord averaged electron density and electron
temperature respectively. In lower plasma current discharges. the electron density and temperature

almost have the same scale length. An inWard radial electric ﬁeld E, = 1300 V/M was measured,

which caused a toroidal ExB drift in the same direction and of the same order velocity as that of the
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electron diamagnetic drift. The relative ﬂuctuation levels of the plasma potential, the electron

Icmpgramre and density are nearly the same as in other lower aspect ratio and lower current density
RFPS. and are about 50% larger than that in tokamalt. In the Extrap Tl RFP the frequency spectra of
the edge ﬂuctuations of the plasma potential. the electron density and temperature are broader than
that in other RFPs. and the edge ﬂuctuations are not solely dominated by the dynamo associated

l

magnetic ﬂuctuations. In a plasma current scan experiment of constant 9 and constant central chord

l

averaged density the edge electron temperature was observed to be decreasing with the increasing of
plasma current. while the edge density and the edge relative ﬂuctuation levels of the plasma potential,

the electron density and temperature were increasing.
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INFLUENCE OF LOCAL NEUTRAL CONCENTRATION 0N EDGE
TURBULENCE IN THE TJ-I TOKAMAK

W B. Braﬁas, I. Garcia-Cortes. R. Balbfn, C. Hidalgo, T. Estrada. E. de la Luna,
F. Medina, M. A. Ochando, J. Qin. J. sanchez, F. Tabares, D. Tafalla, V. Zhuravlev
and Tl-l Team

Asociacion EURATOM/CIEMAT. 28040 Madrid. Spain

1-- Innadmtinn
The role of neutrals on plasma conﬁnement has been experimentally studied in different
devices [1,2]. Ionization and charge exchange mechanisms can be directly affected by the
presence of neutral particles [3].
Although there exist experimental indications of edge turbulence and edge electric
ﬁelds modified by the presence of neutrals, the processes through which neutrals affect the
plasma conﬁnement are not understood yet.
The goal of this research is to investigate the role of neutrals as a driving force of the
turbulence, by modifying the toroidal symmetry in the local neutral density.

2-- ExperimentaLathun
To study the effects of neutrals in the structure of the edge turbulence in the ohmically

heated TJ-I tokamak (R=0.3m, a=0.lm, B=1 T, Ec~1.e4.0x1019 m-3 and Ip~35 kA), a
speciﬁc experimental set»up has been designed: The working gas (hydrogen) was puffed
during the plasma discharge by any of the two piezoelectric valves located in two different
sectors 60' toroidally apart. Two Hot detectors were placed at the injection ports and looking
at the plasma volume where two Langmuir probes arrays (2 mm x 2 mm four tips. 2 mm long
and 0.4 mm in diameter) were inserted. One of the tips of each probe array was used to
measure ion saturation current (ISMAtcl/Z, A=Area of the probe) and its ﬂuctuations

(ls/ls). Two tips of each system were used to measure the poloidal phase velocity of the
ﬂuctuations (vph) deduced from the ﬂoating potential (Vf) and the fourth tip. working as a
fast swept probe, was used to measure the edge electron temperature (Tc). The experimental
method has been described previously [4,5,6]. The level of the ion saturation current
ﬂuctuations has been used as a monitor for the turbulence, however, this magnitude does not
give a direct measurement of density ﬂuctuations since electron temperature ﬂuctuations are

not negligible [4].
A dual heterodyne-AM reflectometer (33.7 GHz, X mode), placed in one of the above
mentioned toroidal sectors, was used to measure turbulence at the radial location where the

electron density was ne= 46x1018 m‘3. The frequency and phase of the reﬂected beam, as

well as the time delay were measured. The frequency signal has a large bandwidth (3 MHz)
and is very sensitive to high frequencies. The time delay is an useful magnitude to monitor
the position of the reﬂecting point and to check the reproducibility of discharges [7].
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3.- Results
Mcasurements were carried out in series of repetitive shots with different line averaged

densities (1.54x1019 m‘3) obtained by pufﬁng different hydrogen levels. The gas was puffed
from each of the valves in the different series.
Under the experimental conditions used, the intensity of the Hot emission is

proportional. in ﬁrst approximation, to the local electron density, to the edge local neutral
density and to the excitation rate coefficient for the Hot transition, that depends on the

electron temperatum but only changes abruptly when Tc<13eV [8].
The values of the edge electron density and temperature measured simultaneously by
the probes in the two toroidal positions were very similar, therefore, the ratio between the two

Ha signals mam/Ham" Pum) can be used as a measure of the degree of toroidal
asymmetry in the local neutral density. Fig. 1 shows the ratio between the normalized ion
saturation current ﬂuctuations, measured in the ﬂat top of the discharges, at the two toroidal
positions versus the degree of asymmetry. Mean average electron density has been modiﬁed
in a Wide range (1—41t19 m‘3), as well as edge electron temperature (10—40 eV) and
independently of the values of these magnitudes, toroidal asymmetries in the turbulence have
not been observed, within the range of change of the degree of asymmetry that has been
induced in the experiment (up to a factor 3.5).
A detailed study of the turbulent spectral behavior has also been done. Fig. 2a shows the
spectra of l, /I, measured in the proximity and far from the neutral source; no modes induced
by the neutral asymmetric density have been observed. In agreement with probe results,
measurements obtained by the reﬂectometer in series of shots with the gas puffed by one of
the two valves indistinctly, show no relevant differences in turbulence levels for frequencies
in the range of the drift plasma frequencies (below 200 kHz), as is shown in Fig. 2b.

Turbulence was also measured in plasmas with the same average density achieved with
different amounts of gas pufﬁng and therefore with different recycling/impurity levels. Fig.3a

shows the turbulence level in the reﬂectometer frequency signal as a function of Ha signal at
the pufﬁng location. Each symbol denotes a different average electron density he. It can be
observed that, for a given 3.3, turbulence level is sensitive to the pufﬁng level and increases
for a larger amount of pufﬁng. The same behavior is observed in the phase signal above 300
kHz (Fig. 3b). The asymmetry in the Ha signal varies up to a factor of four.
Turbulence spectra were compared in the plateau of two discharges with different
pufﬁng level but the same He. The time delay of the amplitude modulated microwave beam
reﬂected at the plasma indicates that the reflecting position has not varied considerably,
comparing the two shots, and consequently the electron density at this location has not
changed either. Fig. 4 shows the spectra of the phase signals. The increase in the turbulence
level with higher pufﬁng level (i.e. with lower recyclingfimpurity levels) is systematic only
for the higher frequency part of the spectrum (f>300 kHz). This suggests that either the
increase of ﬂuctuation level due to neutral concentration is signiﬁcantly slighter or non
existent for the lower frequencies or that it is masked by other effects. It should be noticed
that any change in the density proﬁle would modify the ﬂuctuation level in the whole

frequency range.
Fig. 5 shows the inﬂuence of a plasma density scan on the edge plasma parameters, for
a probe placed at a ﬁxed radial position (r/aa0.99). At the higher densities, obtained

increasing the level of gas pufﬁng (i.e. increasing neutral influx). magnitudes measured in the
edge by Langmuir probes change from values typical of the edge plasma to values typical of

the scrape—off layer. Above a mean density value (he ~3.x10‘9m'3), the poloidal phasc

velocity of ﬂuctuations changes sign, 13/1, increases up to a factor of 2 and mean values of II
and Te measured by the probes decrease. These results suggest that plasma proﬁles at high
density are peaked in the center and ﬂattened at the edge. The sharp change observed in vph
indicates a variation of the velocity shear location to a position radially inwards.
Measurements for an inner radial position of the probe (r/aw0.92). are also shown in Fig.5:
typical values of the probe parameters at the bulk side are obtained again for this probe
position, corroborating the interpretation of changes in density proﬁle and shear layer
position. The change in the velocity shear position can be directly related with a change in the
radial electric ﬁeld
Electron temperatures of the order or lower than the corresponding to the ionization
potential for hydrogen. have not been obtained in the bulk region of the velocity shear layer
of the TJ—I. This may be due to the fact that below this temperature neutral density increases
strongly not only because of the neutral influx but also due to neutralization of the ions. It is
in this case when all the reported changes of density and temperature proﬁles and radial
electric ﬁeld take place. Charge exchange and/or ionization can be considered as a possible
explanation of the electric ﬁeld modiﬁcation [9].

4.8a
By changing the degree of toroidal asymmetry in the local neutral density up to a factor
of 3.5. no asymmetric effects have been found in the edge turbulence of TH. This result call
into question the importance of ionization effects on edge turbulence [3]. Therefore. if the
increase in the local neutral density induces changes in turbulence, these changes should
occur via a global plasma parameter (e.g. the electron temperature).
Turbulence levels measured with reflectometry increase in the high frequency range
when the local neutral source is larger. In the range of studied plasma conditions, the
observed increment of phase ﬂuctuations is only a factor 1.3. If the density proﬁle at the
reﬂection layer does not change it would represent a 30% increment in ﬁ/n (for f>300 kHz),

and even a change in the density gradient could not account for the change observed in the
turbulence spectra, that is not the same in all frequencies.
Changes in plasma proﬁles have been observed when the electron density increases up
to a critical value.
Low electron temperatures, below 13 eV. have not been obtained in the plasma bulk
side of the velocity shear layer location of the TH.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

[‘7]
[8]
[9]
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TURBULENT FLUCTUATIONS IN THE SCRAPE-OFF LAYER OF THE
ASDEX TOKAMAK AND THE W7-AS STELLARATOR
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S. Zoletnik+. ASDEX Team and W7—AS Team
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* NCSR Demokritos, Athens, Greece

+ KFKI-Research Institute for Particle and Nuclear Physics, Budapest, Hungary
Introduction
The power density at the limiter or divertor target plates in tokamaks and stellarators is a
function of the SOL width which is strongly determined by turbulent processes. In a reactor
technical constraints require limiting the power density, and broadening the SOL by
controlling the turbulent transport would be a desirable solution. Understanding the basic
effects involved in the SOL turbulence is necessary for developing control schemes.
Turbulence in the SOL might also inﬂuence the anomalous transport in the conﬁnement zone.
Fluctuations will spread out from the zone where they are driven. The turbulent plasma in the
SOL could even be involved in the formation of the H~rnode thermal barrier.
In the edge plasmas of the ASDEX tokamak and the W7-AS stellarator fluctuation
measurements were carried out. Based on the results a linear theoretical model has been
developed predicting unstable modes which can explain the turbulence. From this model
mixing length estimates for the radial transport and resulting density and pressure gradients in
the SOL are derived and compared to measurements on ASDEX. In order to get more insight
into the nonlinear development of structures in the turbulence we decompose data from probe
arrays into space-time functions called “events” and analyse these events statistically.

Experimental investigation of Turbulence
Floating potential or ion saturation current were measured with arrays of Langmuir probes
(typically 16 pins) oriented in poloidal direction and inserted into the outboard SOL.
Neglecting temperature ﬂuctuations the probes measure the plasma potential 11) or the electron
density ne, respectively. Ha (or Du) light emitted from the plasma edge in the vicinity of a
gas pufﬁng valve mainly reﬂects ﬂuctuations of electron density integrated radially over the
layer with signiﬁcant neutral density. Signals from both diagnostics were usually sampled at a
rate of 1 MHz and 16—19 Langmuir probe tips separated poloidally by 2—2.5 mm were used.
For the 16 Ha channels a poloidal resolution of 6 mm was achieved [12].
A beam of neutral Li atoms with an energy of 20 - 66 keV is injected radially into the plasma.
Measuring the Li I line emission at 670.8 run along the beam path permits computing radial
electron density proﬁles at W7-AS with a spatial resolution of 5 mm and a temporal
resolution of typically 200 us.
In ASDEX the measurements were performed under a wide variety of discharge conditions.
The similarity of the SOL ﬂuctuations on ASDEX and W7—AS is so striking that results from
both machines can be discussed together.
The spatially resolved raw data reveal structures with high amplitudes (typically 30 % for ne)
moving poloidally in most discharges (see fig. 1 top and centre). Frequency spectra are broad
with decreasing power density towards high frequencies up to typically a few 10 to 100 kHz.
We prefer to describe the ﬂuctuations in terms of their spatial—temporal correlation function.
By a ﬁtting procedure correlation time, poloidal correlation length, wavelength and velocity
were determined from the correlation function in a wide range of plasma parameters [2,3,4].
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The typical values obtained this way for the SOL are a correlation time of several 10 us in the
moving frame of reference, a poloidal wavelength of 4—8 cm and a poloidal half width (of the
envelope to the periodic function) of 1—4 cm. In the SOL the ﬂuctuation events move in the
ion diamagnetic drift direction with a velocity of up to several 100 m/s, inside the last closed

ﬂux surface the direction changes sign. At high tie (and correspondingly low TC) in the SOL
of ASDEX velocities of nearly 0 were observed. At low tie and low magnetic ﬁeld the
velocity may reach 4000 m/s (W7—AS in discharges at 1.25 T). These ﬂuctuation parameters

are in good agreement for all three observed ﬂuctuating quantities (I53, and d)“ from
Langmuir probes and Ha intensity) for identical discharge conditions.
In some earlier experiments the radial correlation length of the ﬂuctuations in the SOL of
ASDEX was measured [5] and found to be in the order of 1 cm which is the same order of
magnitude as both poloidal correlation length (see above) and radial width (scale length of the

SOL). Measurements with the Li beam at low time resolution (200 us) show rather high
ﬂuctuation amplitudes of the density and a high radial correlation over the whole SOL with
little delay indicating that a large fraction of the ﬂuctuation amplitude must be attributed to
long—lived structures extending over the whole width of the SOL.
Ion saturation current ﬂuctuations were found to be highly correlated (>82 %) and in phase
over a distance of 10 in parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld between mid—plane and divertor of
ASDEX [1,6]. The ﬂuctuations are ﬂute-like and a 2d description in a plane perpendicular to

the magnetic ﬁeld seems to be justiﬁed.

With different tips of the poloidal probe array T53; and a)“ could be measured simultaneously.
Neglecting temperature ﬂuctuations one can derive the ﬂuctuation-induced time-dependent
local radial particle ﬂux 1",: Epol-ﬁ/B. Its amplitude distribution function is strongly
asymmetric: the transport is almost completely directed radially outwards and displays
signatures of interrnittency (see ﬁg 1 bottom) [2]. The ﬂuctuations of 153, are phase-shifted by

—1t/2 poloidally as compared to (5“, resulting in a maximum outwards transport for a given
ﬂuctuation amplitude. This turbulent particle ﬂux explains the total particle ﬂux estimated
from recycling measurements within the uncertainty [1].
The ﬂuctuations are driven on the outboard side of the torus. In ASDEX the ﬂuctuations
appear at the inboard (high ﬁeld) side of the torus only in single null conﬁgurations when the
inboard and outboard parts of the SOL are connected [1].

Model for a SOL-specific instability
We developed a simpliﬁed linear 2d SOL ﬂuctuation model based on the same effects as used
in [7,8] but included temperature ﬂuctuations simultaneously with density and potential
ﬂuctuations [2]. In this electrostatic single ﬂuid model we retained only those effects which in
our opinion are basic for the instability mechanism in the SOL, guided by the experimental
results. The curvature (inboard-outboard asymmetry!) and the sheath at the target plates (long
correlation II B!) are essential for this model.
Classical dissipative effects are neglected. Polarization drifts are neglected because the
experimentally observed frequencies are well below the ion cyclotron frequency. We assume
cylindrical geometry with helical magnetic ﬁeld lines connecting an upper and a lower
annular target plate. By Choosing the direction of the radial n and T gradients this geometry
can approximate either the outboard or the inboard side of the SOL.
The resulting system of three equations in n, T and electric potential (I) is linearized around
equilibrium parameters to be taken from the experiment. At the outboard side waves are
unstable below a certain wavelength limit. In the limit K—9 0 this mode is similar to a
resistive interchange mode with the plasma resistance replaced by the sheath resistance. In [4]
it was shown that experimental correlation data and grow times or wavelengths from the
model, respectively, agree well.
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By mixing length arguments an “anomalous diffusion coefﬁcient” DL can be estimated. We
add as a crude correction for colder plasmas (T < 10 eV) the plasma resistance to the sheath
resistance and obtain

DJ. = 2T()L2|¢9I7(i/3ri[T_0 +1.3.10—5 enoL31/12‘A]
B Rpo

CSV

TO

To is in eV. all other quantities in SI units; L is the magnetic connection length and V is the
mean ratio of electron to ion current onto the target plates; In A is the Coulomb logarithm.
This expression together with the equilibrium balance equations for the SOL yield a "selfconsistent" expressions for Dl and for the scale lengths of pressure and density [2,3,4]. F01several different parameter scans in ASDEX these were compared to values measured with
Langmuir probes in the divertor or with a neutral Li beam at the midplane. All absolute
values agree better than within a factor of three, some much better. Parameter dependencies

have always the same tendency. The agreement is best for parameters where the assumption
of negligible gradients of temperature and density along the ﬁeld lines is best justiﬁed.

Analysis of single events
Short correlation lengths and short correlation times of the ﬂuctuation patterns as observed in
ASDEX and W7-AS suggests to investigate the evolution of fluctuations within short time
intervals and small volumes (”events"). A localized potential hill with a limited lifetime is the
prototype of an event. Around its centre the plasma flows along circular streamlines. Volume
elements of different densities are exchanged resulting in particle transport. The correlation
functions computed from experimental data are well reproduced by a random superposition of
events with proper probability distribution functions of the parameters [9].
We identify events by a ﬁtting method in multi-channel raw data (see also [10]). Position in
time and space, amplitude, size, growth time, decay time and velocity are ﬁtting parameters.

A ﬁt minimizing the sum of absolute deviations was chosen because it is less sensitive to
superimposed smaller structures than a least-squares ﬁt. Identiﬁed events were subtracted
from the data set, and the procedure was iterated until only 10 % of the original energy
remained. The data base of parameters obtained is used for further analysis.
The probability distribution of the size is cc exp(—D/D0), D0 = 2 Iran. There is no ﬁxed
relation between size and lifetime, smaller events are, however, in the average shorter lived

than larger ones. The amplitude distribution (integrated over all sizes) is Gaussian. Larger
events have in the average slightly higher amplitudes.
Data around about 40 selected events with large values of the ratio amplitude / size were
averaged. At one side of the events with positive potential there is a cluster of negative events
(fig. 2) and vice versa. The “companions” are spread out in time. Pairs are oriented in such a
way that the plasma flows radially outward between the poles.
Discussion and conclusion
Based on magnetic curvature, EXB drifts and the potential perturbations caused by parallel
electric currents onto the target plates an electrostatic instability mechanism similar to the
resistive interchange has been described which qualitatively and quantitatively explains many
features of the fluctuations observed in the SOLs of ASDEX and W7—AS. Transport
properties estimated with this model agree with experimental values within the uncertainties.
Effects like the following should be tested in the framework of the model and, if necessary,
included: viscosity, polarization drift, atomic processes, gradients parallel to the magnetic
ﬁeld, realistic geometry. The understanding of the basic effects reached so far seems to be
sufficient to develop control schemes for the SOL width. It is useful to get more insight into
localized nonlinear processes from the experiment or from a computer simulation to be
performed. The “event” analysis is able to clear up such phenomena, for example the
formation of oriented dipoles as shown.
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Stochastic ion trajectories in a potential landscape
L. Krlin, J. Stiickel,V. Svoboda, J. Holakovsky
Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences
Za Slovankou 3, P. 0.8.17, 182 11 Praha 8, Czech Republic
Abstract

Recently, Bellan [1] proposed a mechanism of test ion transport in magnetized plasmas
with time-varying perturbations of the plasma potential (”blobs”). Transport appears
as a result ofjumps of test ions from a dying to a newly forming blob.
Here, we analyze the transport of test ions in stationary perturbations of the plasma
potential. We use a model potential which is spatially periodical in the poloidal plane,
similar in dimensions and amplitudes to the real situation in the poloidal plane of
tokamaks . Then we calculate trajectories of test ions in such a potential landscape so
as to estimate the diffusion coefﬁcient and to compare it with the typical experimental
value.
'

Potential ﬂuctuations on the CASTOR tokamakU‘Zo = 0.4 m, a = 0.085 m)
The correlation analysis, performed in the edge plasma on the CASTOR tokamak
by multiple tip probes, has identified localized perturbations of the plasma potential

(”blobs”). These blobs, elongated in the poloidal direction Ap/A, = 2 — 4, propagate
poloidally with v = l — 3 mm/ps in the ion diamagnetic drift direction in SOL. The
poloidal correlation length of the potential blobs is x\,, = 10 — 20 mm, and their characteristic lifetime is greater then in]: ~ 10 — 15 as. The typical RMS values of the
potential ﬂuctuations are qi ~ 10+20 V, and so the difference between the maxima and
minima of potential is Um” — Um‘“ < Qﬁd i 60 V.

Let us assume an individual blob in the poloidal plane (B = l T), which has an
idealized ”paraboloid" form with U = 30 V and with the base of diameter 21'0 2
15 mm. The test ion circumnavigates around the blob [1] with a characteristic time
Tag“ = irrgB/U ~ 5 #5, which is noticeably shorter than the typical lifetime of the
blob. Therefore, we assume it is worthwhile to analyze the ion trajectories assuming the
potential is stationary.
Motion of a test ion in the potential landscape
We model the ion trajectories in the poloidal plane, assuming an orthogonal system of
coordinates x,y. The idealized model of 2D- potential, chosen as

(l)

U(:c,y) = U0[si712(k.z)+si722(k.y)]

is plotted (in 3D and 2D) in Fig.1a,b. The landscape is a periodical mesh of maxima.
(hill) and minima (valley) of potentialr The distance between adjacent hills (or valleys)
is /\ : n/k. The equipotential lines with U = (Jo/2, which are the separatrires, divide
the potential landscape into the rectangular cells, each containing either an individual
hill or valley. The cross-points between the separatrixes are the saddle points
The trajectory of a test ion in such potential landscape is described by the equation
of motion with E = (13,,7 Ey,0), B 2 (0‘0, 3)

:2 = +wcgly — vd.sin(2kr)]

jj = ﬂog-[Ev + vd..sin(2ky)]

,

(2)
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where 1),; : Uok/B is the characteristic velocity of the E x E drift.

E-ozen and stochastic trajectories
Fig 1b. shows the trajectories of two test protons starting their motion at a hill
— 16 eV.
and at a valley The initial velocity corresponds to a thermal velocity at T—
— ‘20 V, the distance between maxima is
The maximum potential is chosen as Uo—

,\ = Tr/k = 6.28 mm, (1: = 0.5 mm“) and B :1 T.
The trajectories are vortex-like and represent a superposition of the cyclotron motion

and the circumnavigation around the selected potential maximum (minimum). Trajec—
tories are frozen to a local potential hill (valley) under these conditions.The Larmor
radius is p,- i 0.5 mm << A. Note the different form of the trajectories of ions bounded

either to a hill or to a. valley.
The picture changes dramatically for higher amplitudes of potential perturbations.
Some test ions are no longer trapped and they wander in the potential landscape, as
shown in Fig.2 for U0 = 80 V. The Larmor radius of the wandering ions is comparable
with the blob diameter and their trajectories cross the saddle points.
We have found that the test ion behaviour depends strongly on the starting position
in the potential landscape. Therefore we performed a systematic investigation. A part

of the landscape was divided into M x M pixels (M ~ 10) and N test ions (N ~ 10)
was launched randomly from every of them. The time interval it] during which the test
ion remains "conﬁned” to the corresponding hill/valley was determined. The average
value of ﬂy over a pixel is t]. The grayscale plot of the pixels with a finite confinement
time (emphasized by dark colors) is shown in Fig.3 for U0 = 80 V. We see that the
starting points most favourable for future wandering are located close to the hill~side
of the separatrix.
This procedure allow us to characterize the diffusion in such a potential landscape
> means
by deﬁning the "statistical" diffusion coefficient D =< ”/5, > where <
an averaging over all M X M pixels. Variation of D with the amplitude of potential
perturbations is shown in Fig.4,

Hamiltonian approach and possible mechanisms of the diffusion
The motion of a particle in a constant magnetic ﬁeld B: and in a spatially peri»
odically variable electrostatic potential U = Uo[sin'2 km + sin2 ky] (valley- type) and
U = Uo[cos2 k3: + ‘cos2 Icy] (hill-type) can be described in the poloidal plane (here referred as coordinates z, y) by means of the Hamiltonian H

2'2]
X[cos(‘2k‘lm

2.]

2

)+ cos(‘2k

L:‘c[sipwl X si11((2k

l

l

‘ it

mwc

4

mmc

2J
2 sinwg) ] —
171L125

2J)mw
lm
2 5111 w-z) ] +
2J2 cos mg) + cos w] x sin(‘2k

—cos 2w] [cos 2M)?
1— k2—
«'l

4:2 J‘
-

H : w..E1,+ez/O[1+ k2

— cos 2k

sin 1122] ].

(3)

mu.)f

Here, wCJr represents the perpendicular energy (wc is the cyclotron frequency, c1 =

%mvi is the energy of the cyclotron motion). The meaning of the new coordinates Jr,
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w.- is quite simple. The generalized momentum J] is allied to the cyclotron radius 7-c
as 7‘; = E, and the canonically conjugated coordinate w] is simply the angle of
the cyclotron rrotation wl : Luci —|— Him. The generalized momentum J; is analogously

connected with the radius of the guiding centre r0, r0 = “g, and the conjugated
coordinate w; is the angle of the guiding centre in the plane I, y, The upper sign
corresponds to the hill-type of the potential, the lower to the valley-type. For this
canonical formalism, see eg. [3].
This form of the Hamiltonian suitable describes the particle motion for the case when
the drift velocity is substantially smaller than the velocity of the cyclotron motion.
in this approximation, and using perturbation analysis, it is possible to find a lot of
nonlinear resonances between the cyclotron and drift motion of the type wc — may = 0
where up is the angular frequency of the drift motion. Changing its radial position, the
particle can enter into the whole set of these resonances.
Due to the nonlinear character of the dynamics, the resonant change of J2, and
consequently, of 1‘, is limited to some value 5.]; and (51‘.
Let us label Arum“ as the mean radial distance between neighbouring resonances.

The approximative expression for the stochasticity threshold is given by the requirement
61' > Arum“. Using the perturbation analysis, we have estimated this stochasticity
threshold for U0 = 50 V and for the energy of protons 16cV and have found that in
the region of the separatrix the interaction just exceeds this stochasticity threshold and
particles move in a form of a random walk. For U0 = 100 V, the system starts to
be globally stochastic. This seems to be in an agreement with the numerical results,
discussed previously.
The conditions for the stochastic threshold depends strongly on three parameters
U0, k, and LUC, The stochasticity regime requires larger values of U3, and lower values
of wt... Consequently, the stochasticity - and the corresponding diffusion in the potential
landscape - can be reached for large-scale turbulent regime, and for ions with lower
cyclotron frequency (eg. for 17-, T-, alpha-particles and for heavy ions impurities). For
particles with liarmor radii comparable with the dimensions of the hill (and, therefore,
not describable by our perturbation analysis), the stochasticity also strongly increases.
Summary

The present contribution has been inspired by the paper of Bellan [1]. We try to Show
here that the diffusion of ions in a spatially periodical potential (which simulates the
edge turbulence) can appear even if the potential structures are quasi-stationary.
Using both the numerical and analytical approaches, we found that such diffusion,
caused by non-linear efferts, appears for plasma parameters close to the. experimental
ones. This phenomenon can be regarded as an additive mechanism of particles transport,
being obviously relevant to the welledevcloped turbulence and for heavier ions.
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Fig. 1. a) 3D plot of the potential landscape
b) 2D plot with proton trajectories around hill (H) and valley (V) ; U0 :2 25 V.

Fig. 2. "Chaotic” trajectory; U0 = 80 V

Fig. 3. Grayscale plot of the "conﬁne—
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THE SOL WIDTH AND THE MHD INTERCHANGE INSTABILITY IN
TOKAMAKS
O. P0gutse* and W. Kerner
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon. Oxfordshire OX14 BEA, U.K
*RRC Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russia.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The hot core plasma in tokamaks is surrounded by the scrape-off-layer (SOL), a region of

relatively cold plasma with open field lines intersecting the limiter or the divertor target

plates. Previous theoretical work has revealed that instabilities in the SOL plasma can
strongly influence the SOL plasma behaviour and, in particular, the SOL width, )40 [1-4].

The SOL stability analysis (resembling that of open traps) shows that there exists a critical
ratio of the thermal energy and the magnetic energy, [3“. If the SOL beta is greater than this

critical value, Bar) the magnetic field cannot prevent the plasma diSplacement and a strong

MHD instability in the SOL occurs. In the opposite case only slower resistive instabilities
The resistive instabilities depend strongly on both the volume (Spitzer)

can develop.

Conductivity and the sheath conductivity near the end plates. In this paper a theoretical
investigation of the SOL plasma stability is presented for JET single-null and double-null
divertor configurations. The dependence of the stability threshold on the SOL beta and on
the sheath resistance is established. Applying a simple mixing length argument gives the
scaling of the SOL width.
2.

DISPERSION RELATION

The plasma is described by the macroscopic single-fluid MHD model. For the case of a

strong magnetic field a simpliﬁed system of reduced equations can be applied [3]. The

behaviour of linearised perturbations around an equilibrium state are studied by means of the
'
Fourier Ansatz e ik-r
- leading to the following dispersion
relation for the growth rate y.
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HI denotes the transverse viscosity. XII (Xi) the parallel (perpendicular) thermal conductivity

and 05 the Spitzer conductivity. A new coordinate system with 1 the coordinate along the
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magnetic ﬁeld line and the local orthogonal coordinates (x, y) in the transverse (R, Z) plane is
inmduced. In this system all quantities have only Weak dependence on t and do not change
sign except the quantity R(£ ) whiCh is deﬁned by

_

B

-

(ikx W” )i [

—

k X VP

0i)

- B

1

0 ”0

anJ

E —— -

Rte) nodX

- kg, and does change its sign

31mg l as indicated in Fig. 1. Since R(l) is the most important term, the weak dependence of
the other quantities on I can be neglected. This ordering is suitable for taking into account
small—scale transverse perturbations, where the transverse wave length is smaller than the

SOL width. From Eq. (1) we can restore the differential equation.
component along the magnetic ﬁeld line, i.e. along Z, is given by
a

C2

i

1—

2_

_

I

In particular, the

E)? m at ‘D [My “1 CD + “—“hH/Tuam 4’
6(2)

’

= 0,

(2)

Where CI)’ is the perturbed electrostatic potential, EV E V I! 5 3/313, and the operator k2II -x II
is replaced by the constant 1 /1:“. This allows to reduce the order of the differential equation
but still accounts for longitudinal losses. In the case of free-streaming losses onto the target
plates at ion sound velocity, Csﬁtn is estimated as I” = L" /CS, where 2t is the distance

between the target plates along E. The hydrodynamic region is characterised by I" = Lﬁ /XII-

The differential equation needs to be completed by an appropriate boundary condition as
done in Ref. [5]. Neglecting small dissipative terms, i.e. LU.» Xi and 1/1”, equation (2) and the

boundary condition are rewritten in more convenient. dimensionless variables

[3—5 iii—+5] 3% ¢ — i-¢+ %“ «i=0, §s¢s=il=(¥1)-a-¢.

. (3)

Here «1) = e-CD’lT, s = 3/ L", G(!) = G(Z)/G, where G is a characteristic value such

that —1 < 6(a) < +1, a‘: ﬁ-G/C}; = Lﬁ/(xO-R).B, where [3:42:13/135 is the
usual beta for SOL parameters, §= y / ((3)1/2, 5 = ki - DM /(G)”2, a = a, .(§+s) with

Li W {E}
(”at z . It IS. empha51sed
.
.
. .
.
.
a1=(ﬁ]
that in “115 d1mensronless form [3 appears,
which is of order unity, instead of the small [3 (= 10-4).
The pumped divertor, which was recently installed at JET. is a single-null divertor. For this

magnetic ﬁeld line geometry the curvature term 6(2) in Eq. (2), plotted in Fig. 1, changes
sign while the average pan is approximately zero. Numerical evaluation shows that the
closer the ﬁeld is to the separatrix the more 0(2) assumes a step-function dependence. For

analytical treatment we assume that C(t) = 6 (2-3") is a step function. However, the
simplest situation with constant 6(1) 5 1 can be regarded as a suitable model for a double-

null divertor. For the single-null divertor the step~function model for the curvature term
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G([) is adopted.

The eigenfunction in the unstable region I (see Fig. 2) is given by the ansatz

¢1(s)=C1-[k-cos (kr(les))+0t-sin (k-(t—s))], k2 =B“(i+5)-(1/i—i)-

(4)

For the stable region 11 the eigenfunction has the following dependence

¢2(S)=C2-[K-Ch(K-(1-S))+<1-Sh(K-(l—S))],

K2=p*-(?+5)-(1/§+§).

(5)

It is easily veriﬁed that these eigenfunctions satisfy the boundary conditions at both target
plates. Using the matching conditions between the two regions
(131(0) = (1)2(0). a¢1(0)/ as = B¢2(O) / as yields the dispersion relation
k+a- tanh(t<)
_
k +0t- tan(k)

(6)

k‘(k-tan(k)~a) _ K‘(K*tanh(K)+0L)‘

The stability threshold is given by [3;r = (2.365)2 = 5.6. The growth rate for arbitrary [3* is
diSplayed in Fig. 2.

The corresponding diffusion coefficient obtained from the mixing length argument is in
physical variables

XJ. = DJ. = 62 ”3123i '(B’ /l3::r)2 'Cs /Lu-

(7)

In comparison with the linear dependence on [3* for the double‘null case a quadratic

dependence occurs. Making use of the diffusion equation the SOL width for the single-null
divertor is estimated as

x0 =(p’ Magic/copi with the scaling x0 ~L“ . tel/2.111” -T1/2-B‘1.

(8)

The ﬁnal result states that x0 cannot exceed the value c / (”pi-

DISCUSSION

_

The stability analysis concerning interchange modes in SOL plasmas has been carried out for

singlevnull and doublenull divertor geometry. Applying a mixing length argument scalings

for the transport coefficients and the SOL width were derived in different regimes. The
longitudinal loss mechanisms take into account the hydrodynamical regime (7% (Ln) with

I" : Lﬁ Mal and the kinetic regime (Xi > L") with I" = L" /Cs. The ideal MHD interchange
instabilities deﬁne a stability limit for the SOL plasma beta, Bzr.

At lower beta values

([3‘ < [33) resistive interchange instabilities occur and the resulting turbulence determines the

SOL width. It is shown that for the volume (Spitzer) resistive being the dominant dissipation

process the perpendicular transport XJ. ~ xi ~ DM [3‘k / B2, is the same for single—null and
double—null divertor conﬁgurations. For the sheath resistance the transport coefﬁcient scales

2

*

as Xih ~___C2 [13‘ J
(”pi

Ber

2

,

2

‘

—C5 for the single-null divertor and xsih ~c—2

6‘

g for the

L”

Ber

1"“

mp1
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doublemull divertor. The dependence on beta is stronger for the single-null geometry due to
the partial compensation of regimes with favourable and unfavourable curvature. The basic
result is that with increasing SOL beta the difference between single-null and double—null

Near the ideal MHD stability threshold the transport coefficient is

disappears.
2

XJ. ~37 €52 Consequently, the MHD instabilities regulate the SOL width and allow
(1) pl'

I|

c
values 1.1 P to x 0 ~ —.
mpi
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COMPARISON OF T-lO EDGE TURBULENCE WITH THE DRIFT RESISTlVE
BALLOONlNG TURBULENCE COMPUTER MODELLING
Vershkov V.A. Bazdenkov S.V, Grashin SA. Dreval V.V. Osipenko M.V.
Piterskii V.V., Sushkov A.V.. Soldatov S.V., Jakovets AN.
RRC "Kurchatov lnstitute",123182, Moscow, Russia.

The main goal of present investigations was to identify the possible different types of edge
turbulence and compare them with theoretical models There are several different approaches to the
driving forces of the edge turbulence. which consider either resistive ballooning mechanism [L2] 0r
interactions with the limiters [3] or hydrogen neutrals influx [4] and impurity radiation [5]. We compare
the experimental results of the edge turbulence with the predictions of the nonlinear drift resistive
ballooning instability in this paper,

THE EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND RESULTS
The scheme of T-lO limiters and probes positions is presented on Fig. 1. In order to have wide
range of edge parameters and to avoid the effects connected with the walls and circular limiter it was
chosen the discharge with the rail limiter deeply introduced into the plasma at minor radius of 22 cm,
while the circular carbon limiter was at 33 cm and the wall at 38 cm, The magnetic ﬁeld line from the
probe in both positions can hit the rail limiter at least after two turns around the major axis of tokamak.

outer
probe position

Fig. 1

The major plasma radius - 1.5m, Plasma current was 200 kA,
magnetic ﬁeld 265 T, average density 2.5-2.7xl0l3 cm'3.
Turbulent density fluctuations were investigated in T-lO
SOL with the moving from one discharge to another mu ltipin and
a set of ﬂush with limiters Langmuir probes. Multipine probe
has 7 pines with the distance of3 mm in poloidal direction, thus
enabling us to detennine the length and velocity of the turbulent
waves Two probe positions (the "outer" and "inner") were used
in experiment, as it is shown on Fig. l. The rail limiter was
equipped with four probes mounted near the limiter tip on "ion"
and "e" sides plus-minus 6 cm from it's center.

Two channels were registered each discharge with 1

MHz sampling rate for 0.5 sec. The plasma position under
toroidal ﬁeld reversal was monitored with two 46 channels obscure chambers and with 8 channels l mm

interferometer. The density proﬁle was obtained with the interferometer in 16 channels mode. Two
technique were used for the calculation of the density and temperature from the probes data. The triple
probe technique was used for the Multipin probes and usual current-voltage characteristics for the rail
limiter probes.
The density. the temperature and the floating potential of the SOL are presented on Fig. 2 a.b.c.
The diﬂ‘erent characters corresponds to the inner and outer probe position with two opposite directions
of the toroidal ﬁeld. It is seen, that all parameters is very similar for all four cases. It is seen also. that
the density, measured with probes agree very well at radius bigger 26 em, but became less at the
smaller radius. The possible reason is the secondary electron emission at higher temperatures. The
floating potential is positive and reverses the Sign practically only at the rail limiter tip.
The typical ﬂuctuations of the ion saturation current are presented on Fig.3 a.b together with

the results of computer modelling for two probe radial positions. The ﬁrst trace on Fig 3a is for the
radius 30 cm. it is clearly seen. that the fluctuations near the wall are of the relaxation type, like
"events" measured on ASDEX [6]. The amplitude of the bursts is higher, than the average current. It is
seen, that the type ofthe ﬂuctuations is radically changes at the radius 24 cm in hotter plasma near the
rail limiter (the ﬁrst trace of Fig 3 b), They became more stochastic. The difference in the ﬂuctuations
types is well correlated with the difference in their poloidal rotation. Figure 4 presents the experimental
poloidal velocity of the ion saturation current fluctuations and calculated poloidal velocity of the
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plasma. The velocity of the ﬂuctuations was found from the phase shift between the data of two probes,
separated poloidally by 0.6 cm. The typical spectra, phases and coherency at the three radial probe
sitions are presented on Fig. 5.for the three typical radii. Fig, 5a and c for the probe positions near the

wall and rail limiter correspondingly. Fig, 5b for the intemtediate radius. It is seen, that near the wall
ﬂuctuations rotates in the ion diamagnetic drift direction, while near the limiter in electron diamagnetic
driﬂ direction. At intennediate radius low frequency rotates in ion and higher frequencies rotates in
electron diamagnetic drift direction. This observation well correlate with the two mode regime at the
periphery, found on TFTR [7].The plasma poloidal rotation was calculated from the radial momentum

balance equation: lliIVeB¢ + V¢Be —- Er] + VPi = Owhere ni, i P3, are the ion density
charge, and pressure. 9 and :1) refer to poloidal and toroidal direction. The pressure and electric ﬁeld
were calculated using the experimental measured values of density, temperature and floating potential.

The plasma potential was taken as q): 'YT + Cl)“, with Y equal to 2, which can account for the
secondary electron emission [8], It is seen. that while at the periphery the ﬂuctuations rotates together
with the plasma in ion diamagnetic drift direction, they propagate near the limiter in the electron

diamagnetic drift direction with respect to plasma with the velocity about two times higher then
calculated electron diamagnetic velocity.
The measurements at inner probe position showed the reduction of the ion saturation current
fluctuations amplitude in two-four times, which supports their ballooning nature. For all probe positions

the measurements of the cross—correlation between the ion saturation current and electric ﬁeld showed
the relative phase, which always corresponds to the maximal outward turbulent ﬂux.

THEORETICAL MODEL
To interpret experimental observations two—dimensional version of drift-resistive ballooning
instability which is essentially the only curvature—driven instability for edge tokamak plasma is
considered, where dimensionless variables and parameters are introduced:

potential(P—96(p/T,density11—)11/110=<D>+ﬁ,

<n>=1—X/LN,

gN=p/LN, gB=p/R, p2=m§T/M, T=Te, coc=eBo/mc
t—>tcoc, x,y-—>x,y/p, p,x~>u,x/p2m, o—éokl/(nce), kn=llqR.
Temperature and magnetic ﬂuctuations were not taken into account.
Linear dispersion relation for eq. (1) shows that increment has a maximum in space of wave
numbers so that only modes with small and moderate k are unstable. For these modes in and D terms
can be neglected, so that dispersion relation has the form

2
2
.
2
,
kg»
+l(.t)O'(1+
ki)
— [kycmgN
— gB)+ nNky2 = 0

(2)
a) = 030 + iy
Two different turbulent regimes are possible:
I. In the adiabatic regime 0(tp — f1) terms are dominant in eq. (1) leading to appearance of drift waves

.
_
2
2
_
With
(p -< n and (no —
k),o(gN ~ gB)/[o(1+ ki)+
Zyki],
y2 _
nNk),2 /ki2
In dimensional variables phase velocity of this waves corresponds to electron diamagnetic drift velocity,

but an increment can exceed usual dissipative driﬂ instability increment because of the curvature drive.
in case g =0 weak turbulence regime takes place (00 >> ’Y
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ll. In the hydrodynamic regime 0 << ’Yki

coo =kyot —gB)/tc(1 + k1) +2vkii. v=gNgBki ”<1
Here (t)o << ’Y, so that strong nonlinear coupling between the modes is possible. Note that in this
limit eq.(l) coincident with the well known Boussinesq eq. for themtal convection with all their rich

nonlinear dynamics. Phase velocity of these type of ﬂuctuations is by O / 2Yki times less than

electron diamagnetic driﬁ velocity so they can be standing and rotate with the plasma in ion
diamagnetic drift direction.

For typical T-lO parameters: B=2.65T, q=2.3, zef=2, Mefcz, a=0.24m, R=15m, n=i013 cm.

3. T =406V, LN =4.5cm modelling shows the transition between this different turbulent states around
i=0.26-0.27m because the decrease of the conductivity with temperature. The characteristic dimensions
of ﬂuctuations are about 0.4cm for r<0.26n1 and about 2cm. for r>0.26m. Frequency spectrum is very
close to the experimental one for more peripheral region (see F ig.2b), but for smaller radius the high

frequency component is absent in simulation. May be it is connected with the numerical limitations,
because high frequencies correspond to small scale modes which are smoothed by viscosity to provide
stability of calculation procedure.
To compare the phase velocities of ﬂuctuations with the experiment plasma rotation must be

taken into account. The case is that spontaneous shear ﬂow generation by turbulence is present in the
model [2]. The difference of plasma velocities between i=0.25m and r=0.28m is about l.5 of electron

drift velocity Vde calculated for r=0.24m. An estimation of phase velocity of ﬂuctuations with respect
to plasma is O-sde in ion drift direction at i=0.28m and 1.25 Vde in electron drift direction at the
l=0.25m, which is in qualitative agreement with the experiment.
CONCLUSIONS
The experimental results show strong ballooning turbulence at the plasma edge, The amplitude
of the ﬂuctuations at the inner torus circumference is 2 - 4 times less, than at the outer one. The
ﬂuctuations character is radically changes with the radius. The burst type oscillations near the wall

converts to the chaotic type at smaller radii. Near the wall ﬂuctuation rotates together with plasma,
while at smaller radii they travels in respect to plasma in electron diamagnetic driﬁ direction with the
velocity two times higher, than electron diamagnetic drift. Those observations are in good qualitative
correlation with the results of computer drlﬂ resistive ballooning modelling. It reasonably well describes
the change of the type of ﬂuctuations and their propagation velocities at different radii. The frequency

of oscillations is well described near the wall, but it is signiﬁcantly less at smaller radii.
The work was carried out under support of Russian Foundation for Fundamental Researches.
The Grant Number # 94-02-06521—21 and RC "Kurchatov Institute" support for young researches
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TRANSPORT OF HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
IN EDGE STOCHASTIC MAGNETIC LAYER OF TOKAMAKS
S. Takamura and S. Sakurai‘
Department of Energy Engineering and Science, *Department of Electrical Engineering
School of Engineering, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464—01, Japan
H. Kawashima
Department of Fusion Plasma Research, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Nuke-gun, Naka-machi, Ibaraki 311—01, Japan

1. Introduction

Transport of energetic electrons in stochastic magnetic ﬁeld is very

important in behaviors of runaway electrons in magnetic island overlapping at the

moment of disruption, conﬁnement of current-carrying high energy electrons in radiofrequency current drive combined with ergodic magnetic diver’wr, physics on particle
and energy conﬁnement, etc.
Experimental and numerical studies on transport of high energy electrons in edge
stochastic magnetic layer have been carried out in”JF’I‘-2M [1] and the small research
tokamal; CSTN-3 [2]. The hard X—ray analysis in JF’I‘-2M gives the diffusion coefﬁcient
of runaway electrons which is much smaller than the value estimated by RechesterRosenbluth collisionless model based on the diffusion of magnetic ﬁeld lines. The direct

observation of electron orbits in CSTN-3 shows an energy dependent modiﬁcation of
driﬁ: orbit of energetic electrons.
The electron drift motions are followed numerically by orbit tracing computer codes

both in JET-2M with a simpliﬁed EML magnetic conﬁguration but considering the
relativistic effect, and in CSTN-3 with the rigorous EMli structure for nonrelativistic
electrons. These give the diffusion coefﬁcient of electrons as well as a suppression of
orbit stochasticity.

helical

magnetic

ﬁeld (m/n~5/2) of br/Bt~2x10‘3

at r/a20.8, without which the xray emission decreases slowly by

a factor of two at the end of Ih.
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Fig.1 Details of the hard x-ray emission (open circles)
with the helical ﬁeld. The best ﬁt curve from the
numerical analysis is shown by solid line. Insertion
shows the two area difﬁision model for runaway
electrons. D3 is the diffusion coefﬁcient in the stochastic
magnetic layer outside of the stochastic boundary rs,
while Db is the coefﬁcient inside of r5.

subsequent sharp decrease in phase 2 shows the out ﬂux of the runaway electrons from
the magnetic stochastic layer. A moderate decrease in phase 3 shows that the runaway

electrons inside the stochastic boundary r, are diffusing slowly out to the edge. The
recess is regulated by the transport in the core region. After the helical field is turned
off (phase 4), the Stochastic ﬁeld disappears and the runaway electrons are conﬁned

again in the edge, which causes a sudden drop of x-ray emission.
In phase 2 and 3, the solution of diffusion equation for runaway electrons ﬁtted with
experimental decays give two differenzt diffusion coefﬁcizents, D5 and Db for the edge and

core regions, respectively. Ds=1.0m /s and Db:0.1i:n /s are obtained by appropriate
assumption concerning the spatial proﬁle of runaway elezctrons, slowing-down time,_zaﬁtc.
in
The magnetic ﬁeld line diffusion coefficient, Dm=<(Ar) >/2L [3] amounts to 3x10

in the edge stochastic layer.The collisionless Rechester model gives Ds°l=Dmvhich
amounts to 104m2/s for runaway electrons with the energy of Mev. This value is four

order of magnitude larger than the value of D5 obtained in the experiment.
Figure 2(a) shows the puncture plot of the magnetic ﬁeld line on the poloidal cross
section. Peripheral scattered points show that the magnetic surfaces are destroyed by
the overlapping of the neighboring magnetic islands/Figure 2(b) through (d) also show
the plots of drift orbits of electrons with the energies of lkeV, lMeV and 10MeV,
respectively. The stochastic behavior in the case of 1 keV is very similar to that for the

magnetic ﬁeld line. Instead, the stochasticity is greatly suppressed when increasing the
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Fig.5 Schematic intensity map of radial helical ﬁeld on a toroidal-poloidal two-dimensional space
at r = 8 cm. Solid and dashed lines show the electron orbits for the enery of Ea = 200 eV and

800 eV, respectivelyﬂuorescent intensity were plotted by circles and triangles. When the beam energy
increases from 200 to 600 eV, puncture points shifted a few mm in the poloidal
direction after 5/4 toroidal turns in the case of low poloidal mode number as shown in
Fig.4(a). The helical field makes them to move in the radial direction for both energies.
On the other hand, the beam energy has some inﬂuence on the direction of movement
of puncture points as shown in Fig.4(b). The perturbed field of high poloidal mode
number (m/n =18/2) makes slightly different directions when the electron beam energy
Ea is different. The point moves radially in the low energy (Ea = 200 eV), while that
moves horizontally in the high energy (Ea = 800 eV). Such an energy dependence of the
movement was in a good agreement with the numerical analysis using the electron orbit
tracing code taking account of the helical magnetic field.
These response can be explained by tracing the experience of local external magnetic
ﬁeld inﬂuencing the electron beam orbit. Figure 5 shows the intensity proﬁle of helical
field numerically obtained on a toroidal-poloidal twcrdimensional space at r = 8 cm as
well as the projection of intrinsic electron orbit without perturbed field. In the case of
the high 111 number. the electrons having different energy such as Ea = 200 and 800 eV
move along the different path on which bx. is different because the high in number
makes a rapid change of bP poloidally, so that the small deviation of drift orbits makes
an extremely different orbit modification. This effect is thought one of the important
mechanisms to explain the reduction of diffusion coefﬁcient for runaway electrons
discussed in the previous section.
'

4. Conclusion Experimental and numerical analysis show that the transport of high
energy electrons is greatly influenced especially with increasing the energy by the phase

averaging effect in such a small-scale magnetic perturbation, coming from the difference
in rotational transform between drift orbits and magnetic ﬁeld lines due to the shift of
drift surfaces from their intrinsic magnetic surfaces.
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Edge Biasing and Electron Heating by Fermi
Acceleration in RF Fields
J.R. Myra and D.‘A. D'Ippolito
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A theory of electron interaction with rf ﬁelds in the vicinity of conducting surfaces is
developed and applied to lCRF heating experiments. The crucial parameter is at = mA/vesine,
which determines whether the electron response is Maxwell—Boltzmann (MB) or hydrodynamic
across the rf sheaths of width A. (Here 6 is the grazing angle of the B ﬁeld with respect to the
surface.) In the MB regime, 0L < 1, we recover the usual process of If rectiﬁcation. In the

opposite limit where ponderomotive effects would be expected to enter, the rectiﬁcation effect,
and all of its consequences, are reduced. The Fermi acceleration kick 6v” that the electrons
receive from each interaction with the sheaths is computed by a Monte—Carlo technique and
shown to maximize at 5v" ~ ve for at ~ 1, implying strong electron heating. The theory is
applied to edge interactions in "l'FTR and shown to provide a candidate explanation of observed
glows.

Introduction
The electron response to rf ﬁelds is fundzunental to the fomtation ofrf sheathsl'3 on
antennas, walls and limiters. The rf ﬁelds are rectiﬁed because the potential must adjust itself

during nearly all phases of the rf cycle to be a deeply conﬁning well for the mobile electrons, in
order to maintain equality of the net electron and ion loss rates. Sheath rectiﬁcation gives rise to
rf-driven impurity sputtering, power dissipation and convective cells.4 The MaxwellBoltzmann (MB) regime for which (1 = mA/vesine < l, where Va is the electron thermal
velocity, 0 is the grazing angle of B with respect to the surface, a) is the rf frequency, and A is
the rf sheath width, has been the basis of much rf sheath work.
In the opposite regime, (1 > 1 where the electrons have ajitter response to the applied
ﬁelds, the ponderomotive force can be signiﬁcant especially near an rflaunchcr. The
ponderomotive force has been proposed as a means of edge plasma control by creating a virtual
ponderomotive limiter.5 The ponderomotive force arising from the evanescent slow wave
ﬁelds of an IBW (ion Bernstein wave) antenna has also been proposed for feedback

stabilization of MHD modes.6

Here 'we investigate the transition between these regimes. For (I ~ 1, strong Fermi
acceleration71 of electrons is expected. It will be shown that Fermi interactions are relevant to
the observation of rf induced glows on the antennas in lCRF heating experiments. The interest
in understanding rf sheaths and electron interaction in the regime for general (1, is underscored
by the need to understand the relationship of ponderomotive and sheath effects in [SW

experiments.8

Geometry
Figure I shows the model geometry. Field lines strike a conducting surface, the
Faraday screen or the leading edge of the antenna side protection tiles, at a near glancing angle,
9 << I. The electron response is governed by the parameter

a = mA/vcsine = 6.4 x 103 [V(v01ts)[l‘e(eV)]3/4 f(Ml-Iz) [nc(cm‘3)]"/2[9(deg)]‘l. (1)
For typical SOL conditions (n6 ~ 10'2cm'3, Tc ~ 20 - 50 eV) and for typical rf sheaths (V ~ 500

- 1000 V, f~ 50 MHZ), Eq. (1) yields on ~ 1 for experimentally relevant angles 0 ~ 2 - 4 deg.
Thus, electrons can be in both the hydrodynamic and MB regimes, and also in the transition
regime where strong heating is expected.
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T

Fig. 1 Model geometry of ﬁeld lines striking a surface at glancing angle 9. The
electrons bounce off of the moving rf sheath front. In the hydrodynamic
regime, the jitter excursion distance along the ﬁeld line due to the rf is in.

The Maxwell Boltzmann Regime

In the MB regime, (1 < l, rf sheaths and the concomitant edge biasing have been

Qualitatively, the electric ﬁeld and potential may be modeled as
(2)
Ex = - (V/A) exp(-x/A) = - BCD/Bx,
the
is
Me
and
width,
sheath
rf
the
is
(eV/l‘c)3/4
Me
~
A
surface,
cortducting
the
where x = 0 is
Debye length. In the MB regime, V is approximately related to the peak—peak applied rf voltage
V0, by V = V3 + (Vo/2)(1 +cosu)t) where V5 ~ 3Te is the thermal Debye sheath, and the dc term
V0/2 represents the sheath rectiﬁcation effect.l Two features should be noted: i) at all times CD
given by Eq. (2) provides a potential well for electrons so that only a few electrons can escape
to x = O, and ii) the electric ﬁeld is localized in sheaths within a few Debye lengths of the wall.
In order to understand the electron heating that results from the ﬁeld structure given by

previously studied.1

Eq. (2), we have carried out Monte-Carlo simulations. The electrons are launched at x >> A,

heading into the sheath with an initial parallel velocity vuo. Upon reﬂection from the sheath
they acquire a velocity kick due to the Fenni acceleration mechanism. Figure 2a shows the
resulting nns kick 8v“ vs. ct. The rrns average is over the phase of the rf with respect to the
launch time, and 16 phase points were employed. The kick is strongest when the electron
velocity is comparable to the velocity of the moving sheath front. In order of magnitude, the
Fermi—induced velocity kick takes the form
(3)
v“ sine > (DA,
5v” ~ (DA/V3,
v" sine << (DA.
~ 0,

The ﬁelds employed in this part of the study are those of Eq. (2), and are invalid when 0t is
sufﬁciently large, as discussed subsequently.
The Hydrodynamic Regime
in the hydrodynamic regime, or >> 1, the electric ﬁelds may be detemiined by invoking
a separation of time scales. On the slow (dc) time scale, the electrons are still MB and have a
spatial distribution along the magnetic ﬁeld given by
(4)
nc = "e0 exp(e<d>>n‘e)
where <d>> is the potential averaged over an rfcycle. On the fast time scale, the electronsjitter
with amplitude En = din/mail, where the rf ﬁeld En must be detemtined self-consistently.
Qualitatively, we expect that if ﬁx E sine ﬁll << A, then linearization of the motion should be
valid and rf modiﬁcations to the usual 3Te Debye sheath should be negligible. In the opposite
case 5x >> A, sheath induced nonlinearities should be strong. The possibility of direct electron
losses byjittering into the conductor now exists, and a dc potential <<D> must build up to
conﬁne the electrons away from it, much like in the MB regime.
As an ansatz, we take the dc potential to have the form of the usual Debye sheath with

wall to plasma potential 3T5 + (1),, where the rectiﬁed voltage (I), > O is to be determined. The
spatial structure of the if ﬁeld is determined from integrating Poisson's equation to obtain
euEu = const.

(5)
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where the spatial dependence of the equilibrium density n6 in E” is determined from Eq. (4).
Note that Eq. (5) results in the largest Eu in the sheaths, and that some electrons will bounce
before seeing this Eu.
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Fig. 2 Monte~Carlo results for the rms kick received by an electron on one
bounce off of the rf sheath for a) the MB sheath model, and b) the hydrodynamic sheath model. The transition between regimes occurs at (I ~ 3.
The quantity (I), must be dctennined to give equality of the time—averaged electron and
ion loss rates. The Monte-Carlo runs show that electrons tend to escape from the system when
theirjitter energy, K E nr<m2§”2>/2, is comparable to (1),. Consequently, we deﬁne an

effective conﬁning potential for the electrons U E —e<CD> — K and pick (D, by demanding that
the barrier height AU 2 Umax - Um ~ (2 - 3) Te, just as it would be in the absence of rf. l-lere,
Umax is the maximum U over all x on (0,90), which occurs near the sheath entrance. Finally,

we note in passing that K is the ponderomotive potential.
Figure 2b shows the resulting nns Fermi kicks, which match qualitatively onto the MB
regime. At large at the kicks are small, and as at is reduced, the kick rises, and maximizes near
(DA = V" sine. The transition between the MB and hydrodynamic regimes apparently occurs
when a barely conﬁned electron (mVeZ = 3T6) transits the sheath (a total length of 2A) in half a

wave period (a time of ﬁlm) which yields 0t ~ 3.
In the process of computing the Fermi kicks, we have also obtained the rectiﬁed dc

potential, (I), vs. 0t (not shown). in the limit of (1 ——> 00, (Dr vanishes, and as one approaches

the MB regime, (1), becomes an order unity fraction of the applied rf voltage V0, consistent with
sheath theory from the MB regime. For the Monte-Carlo runs shown in Fig. 2. 6‘10c was
taken to be 30.
Application
We now apply these results to estimate the rise in T5 along a flux tube connecting to the
Bay-M ICRF antenna in TFI'R. Two situations are of interest. In the old Bay~M geometry
discussed in Ref. 9, ﬁeld line connections between the Faraday screen and an rflinriter 1.7 m

away were possible. in the present Bay-M antenna, more extended antenna bumpt‘t' limiters

intercept such ﬁeld lines, but strong sheaths are still possible near the corners of the antenna.‘0

Parameters for the two cases are similar, 50 they will be treated together.
The velocity space diffusion coefﬁcient for the electrons is related to the Fermi

acceleration kick by Dv ~ 5V|l2/Tllv where Tue = Lil/V0 ~ 7.6 X 10‘7 s, where L” is the total length

of the ﬁeld litre between contact points. We estimate 5v” ~ T1 vc where n is to be determined
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n2 eV/s, where me is the
from the Monte-Carlo simulations. This yields mc ~ 3.3 x 107
affected flux tubes may be estimated
electron mass. The resulting rise in the edge Tc along the ent time of the electrons in the
from the diffusion that can occur during an energy conﬁnem
10-5 s,
scrape off layer, vtz. ATe ~ mc‘tE. For sheath end losses 1}; = mg = Dﬂﬁcs ~ 2.8 x
rs the dominant
where 76 ~ 5 is the sheath energy transmission factor. Thus, when end loss
energy sink, we obtain

ATE, ~ 112 90 eV

(6)

< 3°. This ATC will be
where O < 1] < 1 is obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulations for 0 < B
time from
mitigated and spread by rf driven convective cells4 which, can reduce the conﬁnement
THE to Ta: = LT/VEXB (with L1- the gradient length of Te) when the latter is smaller. Equation (6)
any
[edicts a temperature rise on the order of a few tens of eV, which is adequate to change
glow.
atomic cross-sections that could be responsible for the observed antenna
Summary and Conclusions
Simple models of the electric ﬁelds for rf sheaths in both the MB and hydrodynamic
motion.
regimes have been obtained and employed in Monte-Carlo simulations of the electron
together,
It has been shown that these models permit the two regimes to be qualitatively patched
a, which
With an approximate transition occurring at (1 ~ 3. The models show that for large
occurs for very small grazing angles 9, both the Fermi acceleration and the rectiﬁcation effects,
facing
that characterize the usual MB sheaths, are reduced. Thus, by matching the plasma
components of the antenna to the flux surfaces to within an angular tolerance of better than
(nA/ve (typically of order 1 degree), the rectiﬁcation that gives rise to rf-enhanced impurity
Sputtering, anomalous power dissipation in the sheaths, and convective cells are mitigated.
Normally, such ﬁne tolerances are not achieved in experiments, and there is a group of
Fermi
ﬁeld lines for which (1 ~ 1 pertains. For TFI‘R parameters, we have shown that

acceleration is a viable mechanism for explaining the observed glow in lCRF experiments.
The present work suggests that a uniﬁcation of sheath and ponderomotive physics
phenomena may be possible, and that when a variety of ﬁeld lines with different grazing angles
exist in a experimental situaiion, sheath and ponderomotive effects can be expected to coexist
with strong electron heating occurring at the juncture of the two regimes.
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Experimental Measurements of iCRF and Edge Plasma
interactions on Tore Supra
,1. H. Ham's, C. E. Thomas, Jr., J. T. Hogan, G. R. Haste, S. Tobin, C. C. Klepper
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA
B. Saoutic, B. Beaumont, A. Becoulet. H. Kuus, D. Fraboulet, A. Grosman,

D. Guilhem, J. Walter, Equipe Tore Supra
Centre d’Etudes de Cadarache, Association EURATOM—CEA sur la Fusion
St. Paul lez Durance, France
Experiments to explore the interaction of Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequencies
(ICRF) heating with the edge plasmas on the Tore Supra tokamak have been undertaken. The actively cooled, lateral protection (bumper limiters) on the three ICRF

antennas in Tore Supra can experience overheating for power levels > 2 MW per
antenna and pulse lengths > 2 seconds (depending on the power level) even when the
antennas are operated in dipole mode. It appears that the local power ﬂuxes on the
lateral protection may exceed the nominally expected fluxes of 5 MW/mz. Concentrated
heat fluxes can result in hot spots with temperatures > 1000° C and can result in
damage to the carbon tiles that make up the armor on the lateral protection.
Initial experiments with plasmas having 1;, = 0.8—1.6 MA, q(a) = 3—6, and PR}: = 1—
2 MW have been carried out to characterize the phenomena that could contribute to the
overheating and develop the diagnostic tools to be used in more comprehensive
studies. Reciprocating magnetic and Langmuir probes have been used to measure the
RF magnetic field amplitudes in the edge plasma and to measure the potential, electron
density, and temperature on ﬁeld lines connected to an antenna Current steps are used
to vary (1(a) durin g a discharge and move the Langmuir probe ﬁeld line along the
antenna in the poloidal direction. Figure 1 shows plots of the plasma potential and
density profiles determined from one series of probe movements with and without rf
power and at three different values of q(a). When the probe ﬁeld line touches the lower
comer of the ICRH antenna, a 50 V peak in the ﬂoating potential proﬁle and a steep
density gradient appear near the last closed flux surface when 1 MW of ICRF power is
applied to the antenna; these features fade when the probe ﬁeld line is moved off of the
antenna comer. These potential structures might be evidence of an rf potential
sheath [1, 2].
A CCD camera system has been used to observe visible carbon III (4647 A) and

infrared (IR) emission from the antennas. Relatively faint carbon Ill emission is seen
from an unpowered antenna, even when ICRF power is applied to another antenna.
This emission increases markedly when the antenna is powered, and is distributed
across the face of the Faraday screen. Figure 2 shows the time behavior of the imageintegrated CIII emission measured using a CCD camera aimed at the Tore Supra Q1
antenna, together with the IR temperatures of three hot spots on the Q5 antenna that
were monitored using the IR camera. In this shot, the rf power was applied in two
pulses. one to the Q1 antenna and one to the Q5 antenna . The C111 emission from the
Q1 antenna rises rapidly (on a time scale S 100 ms; this value is limited by diagnostic
resolution time) when rf power is applied to Q1 and then decreases strongly part way
through the heating pulse; the reduction in rf power during this pulse was caused by
power regulating circuitry in the transmitter system and is not due to a breakdown or
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abrupt change in antenna coupling. The C111 emission from Ql also increases rapidly
when rf power is applied to the Q5 antenna (which is not in the ﬁeld of view of the

viSible CCD camera) in the second rf pulse, but this increase is signiﬁcantly smaller
than for the ﬁrst pulse. Note that the caution is in order in interpreting this data: the
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ﬁnite spectral bandwidth, stray light. and integration over emitting zones all add
considerable uncertainty. However, the relative variations and time scales of the
signals do provide preliminary information on the antenna-plasma interactions.
The IR temperature traces in Fig. 2 show that the temperatures of the three hot
spots on the Q5 antenna change very little when power is applied to the Q1 antenna,
but rise signiﬁcantly (with a time constant ~ seconds) when rf power is applied to the
Q5 antenna.

The surface temperature distribution (derived from the IR images) on the lateral
protection can be varied signiﬁcantly by using the Tore Supra ergodic divenor to modify
the magnetic conﬁguration of the edge plasma. The locations of the maximum temperatures shift along the lateral protection in response to changes in the ﬁeld line
connection geometry. suggesting that the hot zones are not simply “frozen" to the
locations of damaged tiles or locally reduced cooling efﬁciency—the contact geometry of
the magnetic field lines also plays a role.
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These observations suggest that the interaction of the antenna and the plasma
edge involve rf-plasma phenomena ,(both global and local to the antenna region), the
magnetic connections of the antenna to other plasma facing components (e.g., inner
wall, outboard limiters), and thermal effects in the lateral protection. Future

experiments will combine measurements of edge plasma parameters with
spectroscopic studies and antenna imaging in CH, C111, and infrared light.
We have also begun work on developing modelling techniques that will help
evaluate the relative importance of the many possible physical effects that could be
important in the antenna—plasma interaction. We have added the exact Tore Supra
ICRF antenna geometries to the BBQ three—dimensional impurity transport code
previously used to study limiter surface interactions, and have begun model
calculations. The code uses the measured SOL background plasma parameters to
compute the D+ particle flux and ambient sheath potential (typically ~ 50 V) at the
lateral protection surface. From this flux, and the detailed geometry of the protection
(angle of incidence), the predicted CI emission due to physical sputtering and CD4
emission due to chemical sputtering is computed. Emission of CI due to self-sputtering
by (assumed) CIV emitted from distant surfaces is also estimated. The CI which

arises directly from physical sputtering has an assumed Thomson distribution (which
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can pmducc a high energy tail) while the chemically produced CD4 is assumed to be

emitted with the wall ‘temperature (0.1 eV). Thus. carbon impurities produced by

phySical sputtering have a broader region of localization then the C from the CD4

breakUp process, which may acquire a Franck-Condom energy of ~1 eV from the
dissociation. The spatial distribution of other possible chemical evolutcs (e.g., C2D2) is
expected to be similar, but has not yet been considered in detail. The characteristic
Spatial emission is shown in Fig. 3 (calculated CIII brightness distributions for t=9,
10.8, 11.2 and 12 secs, using the hot spot temperature data in Fig. 2). Note that the
peak temperatures in Fig. 2 lie at the maximum of predicted chemical sputter yield
curves.
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impurity transport code at four times during a sample discharge. using the temperature '
evolution data shown in Fig. 2. The locations of three hot spots due to cooling defects are
assumed. and the CHI emission is due to combined physical and chemical sputtering.

The observed temperatures on hot spots on the antenna lateral protection are near
the expected maximum of chemical sputtering yields. However, the time scale of the
decay of the CHI emission predicted from model calculations of chemical sputtering
(CD4 emission) based on the observed temperatures of hot spots on the antenna
bumper limiters can be much longer than that seen in the experiment (~ 1 sec vs 0.25).
Our preliminary conclusion is thus that further consideration of plasma (e.g., hot
particle interactions) and rf speciﬁc effects (e.g., rf sheaths, such as those discussed in

Refs. 1 and 2 ) is required in order to fully explain the experimental observations.
This research was sponsored in part by the Ofﬁce of Fusion Energy, US.
Department of Energy, under contract DE-ACOS~84OR214OO with Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc.
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Introduction
Radial electric ﬁelds on the edge of a tokamak plasma play an important role
in determining its transport properties. Experiments aiming to understand this effect
have been done, in which the radial electric ﬁeld was induced in the plasma edge and
controlled by using electrodes /1/.

Here, we consider the problem of particle transport in the tokamak edge for a
plasma in the collision-dominated regime and in the presence of a radial (i.e. orthogonal

to the magnetic surfaces) electric ﬁeld.

The physics of the problem is the following. The radial electric ﬁeld drives an
E x 5 plasma ﬂow on the magnetic surface (perpendicularly to the magnetic lines:
in the following, we will denote this direction with J. and call it perpendicular). The
E x )2 speed is smaller on the inner part (nearer to the symmetry axis) of the magnetic
surface, where there is less space. Hence, poloidal asymmetries appear, which drive par-

allel ﬂuxes, as regions at different poloidal locations are connected to each other along
magnetic ﬁeld lines. A stationary solution 13 possible when the resulting total (along
plus across the magnetic ﬁeld lines) ﬂux on the magnetic surface 15 divergenceless. Of
course, the ﬁnal solution strongly depends on the capability of the system to efﬁciently
redistribute the plasma on the magnetic surface along magnetic ﬁeld lines. The capabiL
ity is high when the 1:: x Q speed is much smaller than vp/B (where v”, denotes the
ion thermal speed‘and Bp the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld). In this case the time required by
the typical ion to reach a different poloidal location by moving along a magnetic field
line is much shorter than by E X E drift; hence, only very small poloidal asymmetries
are sufﬁcient to drive relatively strong parallel ﬂows whose divergence compensates for
the divergence of the perpendicular ones. This is the usual situation (in the presence
of an E X 11 speed of the same order or smaller than the diamagnetic speed). If, on the
other hand, the E X 2 speed is much larger than vp/B, the capability mentioned

above is very small, so that only very small parallel ﬂow can appear; hence, poloidal de—
pendencies of the density build up, which make the plasma flow on the magnetic surface
divergenceless, in spite of the geometry and the poloidal dependence of the Ex ﬂ speed.
This implies that the plasma density is larger on the inner than on the outer side of the
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where E1: is the radial electric ﬁeld.
the ion ﬂux but for
The continuity equation determines the parallel component of
. Then, the
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C(p)
a. divergenceless term, B C(p), where
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poloidal and toroidal components of the ion velocity, Vp and VT, read
V

_nB

B

Vp = 1—);— C(P),

VT — Br V, — EVL-

(4)

We are interested in situations where the E x Q rotation is much larger than the

diamagnetic rotation, hence neglect the second term on the r.h.s. of eq.(3). Then, the
parallel component of the equilibrium equation reads

mN B a

2

, _ g 6P

.

' p 23,, no”? ”0 " p3 66 mN”""V“'

(5)

Its solubility condition determines C(p) as

BTB I—V

co) = 7,,— =, vi,
P B

where
’

_

fdd/MQ

Q = —,
f dﬂRum

and its solution determines the dependence on the poloidal angle 19 of the density
and, hence, of the poloidal and toroidal components of the ion velocity. The radius
R = Ro(1 +5 60319) denotes the distance from the symmetry axis, 5 is the inverse aspect
ratio.
In the ﬁgures numerical results are reported for the parameters of the TEXTOR
experiment / 1/ . The ﬁrst three ﬁgures report the poloidal dependence of the poloidal
and parallel velocity, normalized to the ion thermal speed, and of the density, normal—
ized to its average value. The number labelling the lines is the ratio of the E x 5 speed

evaluated at R = R0 to the critical speed (see below). In the fourth ﬁgure the diffusion
coefficient for particles is reported, normalized to the value it has in the absence of
the radial electric ﬁeld (its Pﬁrsch—Sdaliiter value), as a function of the electric ﬁeld
intensity.

The results
As expected, a “critical” speed in the problem is found to be the ion thermal speed
multiplied by the ratio of the poloidal to the total magnetic ﬁeld, Vm-t : vit/BNo solution can be found when the E x E perpendicular speed is of the order of VET“.

For TEXTOR parameters, the range where the equilibrium does not exist extends from
half to twice the critical speed, corresponding to a jump by a factor four between the
maximum of the lower values and the minimum of the higher values of the electric ﬁeld
allowed in the plasma. This is in agreement with the experiment /1/, where low voltages
(up to roughly 500 V applied between electrode and limiter) tend to create an almost
uniform radial electric ﬁeld in the 5 cm plasma layer between the electrode and the
limiter, of the order of up to roughly 100 V/crn, while higher voltages (above 500 V, up
to 1000 V) tend to accumulate in front of the limiter, where electric ﬁelds of the order
of 500 V/cm and higher appear, while the remaining part of the layer is interested by
a much smaller radial electric ﬁeld. For comparison with the experiment, it should be
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noted that the value at which the electric ﬁeld compensates the diamagnetic rotation is
there of the order of —20 V / cm so that the magnitude of the negative voltages necessary

to jump ﬁrom the uniform to the non-uniform radial distribution of the electric ﬁelds is

higher than that of the positive ones by roughly 200 V. The case where the E x Q is of
the order of Van": was investigated in /2/.
At low values of the electric ﬁeld, i.e. of the perpendicular speed, Vi << Van-t,
the usual Pﬁrschchliiter regime is obtained. By increasing the electric ﬁeld, a. density
accumulation on the low—magnetic-ﬁeld side appears. It is very weak because the build—
ing up of poloidal inhomogeneities is effectively impeded by relatively strong parallel
ﬂows. The cross-magneticvﬁeld diffusion coefﬁcient of particles, D, increases above its
Pﬁrsch—Schliiter value, Dps (see ﬁg.1).

In the opposite limit of very strong values of the per[endicula.r rotation, V; > Vern,
the parallel velocity is extremely small7 as if there were no connection via the parallel
direction between the diferent poloidal locations. The density depends on the poloidal
angle as 1 / R2. The cross—magnetic-ﬁeld diffusion of particles vanishes. By decreasing
the electric ﬁeld, i.e. by reducing the rotation, the density unbalance between the lowand the high-magnetic—ﬁeld sides increases, and the diffusion coefﬁcient of particles be—

come negative, i.e. the particle diffusion becomes inward (see the last ﬁgure).
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INTERPRETING FLUID MODELS OF TOKAMAK EDGE PLASMAS
P. C. Stangeby“ and G. P. Maddison**
*University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M3H 5T6
and
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 SEA, U.K.
*‘UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK.
(Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association)

The concept of interpreting experimental data is a familiar one, but ﬂuid model codes —
particularly of the plasma edge — have now grown to be so complex and non-transparent, that
the need has arisen for the interpretation of edge code results in terms of simpler, more basic,
analytic models. Otherwise one is at risk of accepting code results which may be in error, or at
least misleading. Code results are also most useful. clearly when one understands their basic
features.

Consider two examples of surprising behaviour of edge code results:
(a)

While simple fluid models lead one to anticipate that the plasma pressure will drop along
the SOL by a factor of 2 as the ﬂow accelerates to the Bohm speed (or to drop more if friction
is present), code results often show dramatic pressure increases, approaching the sheath.
The simple model expectations seem so undeniable that one is obliged to investigate. The
problem turned out to be that the Braginski parallel viscosity is in error near the sheath [1]
and when this is allowed for [2], pressure proﬁles in accord with analytic expectations are
found.

(b)

Many edge ﬂuid codes show a very strong sensitivity of nt, plasma density at the target, and
Th plasma temperature at the target, when the pumping is changed even by small amounts;
see, for example, Fig. 26 of [3]. This is apparently inconsistent with analytic Two Point
Models, 2PM. This ﬁnding not only raises the question of whether we really understand
edge behaviour, but has the most practical of consequences: if such extremely important
quantities as n; and T, can be manipulated so easily, then the engineering design of tokamaks
ought to fully exploit this.

The present paper addresses this second problem. In the next section a (modified) 2PM
is outlined and the reasoning is given as to why n, and T, should not be strongly inﬂuenced by
pumping. In the subsequent section, B2 ﬂuid edge code results are given which illustrate the
strong sensitivity of n, and T, to pumping. In the last section the discrepancy is resolved.

iﬁ

Tw P in M

2PM’s are simply expressions of conservation of momentum and power. One therefore
must insist that code results be in accord with them, approximately. Momentum or pressure
balance gives:
"((kTet + t't) =fp”m(kTem + t'm)

(1)

wherem refers to the mid-plane, or upstream, pointandf allows for pressuredrop due to acceleration
and friction. For no friction and ﬂow Mach number , = l at the sheath,f,, = 1/2. Conservation
of power gives:
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(1 'fE) 4" = 75/1 '11 Cr: cl

(2)

wherc q” = Qm/ASOL, the power ﬂux density albng 3; Qm, = total power into the SOL and
ASOL = cross-sectional area of SOL for power flow; 75;, = sheath heat transmission coefﬁcient;

c“ -_— sound speed and M, = l is assumed here; f5 is the fractional power loss in the divertor due
,0 volume energy losses such as radiation and charge-exchange, and by transport into the
n‘vate plasma. For illustration, taking Te = T, one can combine (1) and (2) to give the simple
relation for target temperature:

:2 (1-[E)gu 2

"T‘ 2 [3,3, ,1," kTm]

(3)

and n, is given by a similarly simple expression. As is evident from Eq. (3) there is no

indication that T, or It, should have any particular sensitivity to pumping: none of the quantities

on the RHS has any obvious, signiﬁcant dependence on pumping.

The high recycling divertor mode of Operation is generally sought where T, << Tm and
most of the parallel heat transport is thus, necessarily, carried by conducnon rather than
convection. This operating mode is indeed termed “high recycling" since most of the neutral
hydrogen recycling from the targets is ionized in the divertor plasma near the target, with only a
small fraction either lealcing naturally to the core plasma, or being pumped at/near the target —
and then re—supplied by, say, pellet or NBI refueling the core. Thus convection is only
signiﬁcant near the target and large Tm/T, ratios are then possible due to the basic nature of

conductive heat transport. The parallel heat conductivity K“ = KOT5I'2 leads, in the case of
Tm >> T, to:

Tm =[ gftﬂlt‘lﬂ ]2f7

(4)

Where fcand = fraction of the power flow carried by conduction (along most of the length of the

SOL). As is evident from Eq. (4), Tm is very insensitive to any of the control variables.
Admittedly one does now note a mechanism by which pumping would influence n, and T,: as
pumping is increased, fwnd decreases, lowering Tm. raising T,. This effect, however, is
clearly small unless the pumping is extremely strong: even if one could pump half the target
ﬂux, practically not achievable (and inconsistent with the high recycling mode), resulting in
frond” 1/2, one would only raise T, by ~50%. Code results, by contrast, are far more dramatic;
from [3], for example, a pumping fraction ofjust 1.7% caused the peak value of T, 10 rise ~4X.
compared with zero pumping. This effect, therefore, would not appear to be the basic
explanation of the code results, although it should be noted that the target conditions are rather
“volatile”, in that T, and n, are dependent on fp, for example, as the second or third power, and
therefore positive feedback or runaway effects may arise.

B2 Fluid ggge Results

As in the earlier studies [2], the 82 edge fluid code was run with an ITER CDA grid and
using either the EIREN'E Monte Carlo neutral code, or the Hotston analytic model. For details,
see [2]. Assumed here:3Dl = 3n} = m} = 2 m2/s. The results shown used the Hotston
model, but results are similar using EIRENE. The constrained parallel viscosity [1] was used
here, but the conclusions were the same using unconstrained (Braginskii) viscosity (although
the actual n, and T, values were much affected). Four values of pumping speed were
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employed, speciﬁed by the number F OL = 20, 50, 100, 670; the fraction of the target particle

flux pumped = l/FOL.

strongly with FOL (depending on the value of Di also)

since the pumped particle flux is assumed here to be
resupplied by cross-ﬁeld diffusion from the reference
ring (the “core”), causing new], /"e.re

to decrease as

FOL decreases. One notes from Eq. (3 that T, is a very

strong function of n,,,, T, x nm'z. This, then, is a

rind-yin-

(mm m—:)

‘1

"'5“ = 67L
_50L

II

“‘x
‘1

II

strong sensitivity of n, and T, to pumping in the code: as
in virtually all code work, what is kept ﬁxed as pumping
(or other control parameters) are varied is the value of
nue' at a reference grid ring located some distance
insi e the separatrix, here about 6 cm at the outside midplane. That, however, causes nmep to vary rather
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T, on pumping. In Fig. 2 are shown the radial proﬁles at
the target (but mapped back to the outside mid-plane) of Fig. 1' Radial proﬁles of electron
nu, (Tc, +T,-, )/2 showing how very spectacular the
density at the mid-plane,
sensitivity of these quantities can apparently be to
ﬂ¢.mid~ for various
pumptng.
pumping speeds, as
speciﬁed by FOL-

Demonstrating the ggonsistency of the Two-Point Model with the 32 Edge Fluid gzode Results

For each ﬂux tube, and for each value of F0L, the following quantities were extracted
from the B2 code output: (a) fp, (b) q", calculated nearest the X-point, i.e., the “divertor
entrance”, (c) f5, from the power loss between the divertor entrance and the target, (d) Tm,
Tim, (e) nem. These quantities were then used in Eq. (3) to generate the 2PM values of T,
which are compared in Fig. 3 with the code results. Figure 4 does the same for 11,. It is clear
that the B2 code results are, ﬂux-tube-by«ﬂux—tube, in good agreement with the 2PM,

generally. It is thus evident that there are not any basic ”surprises” in the code results for n, and
T,. Everything is approximately in accord with simple models.

It must be noted, of course, that the values offp and f5 themselves have to be explained,
and the contributions to them identiﬁed —— in order to complete one’s understanding of what is
going on. Nevertheless, if one looks upon the present exercise in code interpretation as an
“onion skin peeling" exercise, where one builds up one's understanding one step at a time, then
the ﬁrst step or first “onion skin" of understanding — is achieved when, as here, one has
established the consistency of the code results and the 2PM, on an individual ﬂux tube basis.
This second part of the exercise will be reported on elsewhere.

Support (PCS) by the Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project is acknowledged. This
work (GPM) is partially funded by the UK. Department of Trade and Industry
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Validation of ﬂuid modelling of edge plasmas on COMPASS—D

G P Maddison, K B Axon, M Booth, J Ferreira, S J Fielding & J Hugiu
UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham. Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 3DB, UK.

(UKAEA/EURATOM Fusion Association)

1.

Introduction

Detailed numerical models for antisymmetric, steady states of tokamak edges include
the BRAAMS “82” ﬂuid model of edge plasma. transport‘, and the ElRENE Monte Carlo
simulator of recycled neutral gas transport”, which also incorporates various represents.
tions of surface interactions. A consistent, automatic linkage of these two codes now
allows their integrated application (see ref.3 and references therein).
Such comprehensive treatments merit testing against experimental data. Indeed,

this “validation” is essential, before the models can be used with conﬁdence to predict

behaviour in future devices, like ITER. We present a preliminary report on a programmg
of validation studies for “B2"-EIRENE being conducted on the COMPASS-D tokamak at
Culham.
2.

COMPASS experiment and computational model

The COMPASS device is a medium«sized, D-shaped cross—section tokamak, capable
of forming single X-point plasmas impinging on an axisymmetric, instrumented set of
carbon tiles (denoted the IXPL) for ﬂat-top durations of order 100 ms. Basic parameters

of pulses used in the present exercise are listed in Table 1. Shown in Fig.1 is its discrete

rendition generated‘1 for “B2”~EIRENE. A magnetic reconstruction code DFIT involving
magnetic coil and ﬂux loop signals indicates this geometry is accurately realized.

Restriction of the current version of “B2” to orthogonal co-ordinates leads to approximation of target sections by magnetic-surface-orthogonal contours exactly through their
strike-point positions. Furthermore, standard “B2” omitsl electric currents and plasma
drifts across ﬁeld lines within magnetic surfaces. To compensate for the latter, pulses
are executed. in COMPASS in ﬁeld-reversed pairs. By duplicating discharges with normal

ﬁeld directions (designated (++)), then simultaneous reversal of both toroidal ﬁeld and
plasma current (designated (——)), the helicity of ﬁeld lines is preserved while reversing

drifts. Hence joint average properties might be more closely approached by “BZ”.

All “B2" cases presented include a constrained form of parallel ion stress, shown
previously to be important in preventing unphysical pressure proﬁlea‘. For consistency,
parallel electron conductivity is also ﬂux~limited1. Strictly steady results are ensured by
securing always asymptotic convergence of “BZ"-EIRENE as deﬁned in ref.3.

3.

Validation approach

Uncertain quantities such as cross-ﬁeld transport coefficients Di; X1; X1 enter into
models effectively as undetermined parameters. In order to check a model, it is necessary
ﬁrst to ﬁx the latter, or “calibrate” it, by matching to certain observed data, before next
“testing” it. through comparisons of other features with their independent measurements.
The initial matching procedure itself cannot alone verify a model.
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In the following, we discuss three “B2"-EIRENE cases, distinguished by the choice
of tranSVerse diffusivities (see Table 1): Bohm-related values (A); smaller, constant values

(C); and intermediate, constant values with a more extreme thermal to particle ratio (B).

for with
Remarkably. despite differing particle through-puts, the recycling regime solved

through the
EIRENE is nearly identical for each one, z 26% of neutral particles escaping

.
interior boundary into the core
“CALIBRATIQE”

A top—mounted, reciprocating probe (RCP) in COMPASS is able to detect edge
plasma proﬁles within an individual discharge, and advantageously is remote from target
diagnostics to be exploited subsequently in testing. Comparisons are shown in Fig.2
of measured and calculated proﬁles of ion saturation current density jug and electron
over a
temperature Tc during a reversed pair of pulses. Each probe data point is averaged
uncertainty,
l
experimenta
within
nun,
5
z
by
inwards
2,5 ms interval. and all are shifted
SOL
for best alignment with the calculated curves. Note there is evidence of a narrower
correspond
width with normal (++) ﬁelds (ion VB-dril't towards the X-point). This could
A
with spectroscopic and magnetic suggestions of a marginal H-mode in this instance.

n
shift in the L to H threshold with reversed ﬁelds would be consistent with identiﬁcatio

in JET and other machines of its dependence on the direction of plasma drifts.

Examination of j,“ curves allows full use to be made of the distinct Tc; T,- proﬁles
determined by “B2”—EIRENE, giving a more complete comparison. Bohm diffusivity (A)
derived is of order 2 —) 3 m2- 5“, and appears most closely to recover at least the broader,
reversed (——) proﬁles. The smaller, constant diﬁusivities (B; C), while giving steeper j,“
curves, cannot then ﬁt the very ﬂat Te data at the given total power efﬂux and parallel

transport (qu ~ nTa/Q). An even more extreme ratio of {XL/Di} on its own therefore

could not lower calculated T6 to the probe points.
To identify D_L it is not sufﬁcient just to ﬁt a j”. (density) proﬁle; its accompanying
diffusive ﬂux must be matched too. Future RCP measurements in COMPASS will estimate
local ﬂux from plasma ﬂuctuations, but a. global upper bound may be deduced roughly
from conventions I‘ = (N/Tp) S, (N/TE). For COMPASS conditions speciﬁed, 1'3 x 10 ms,
implying F ,S 1.8 x 1021 5“. Figures in Table 1 show each calculation to be within this
limit, although these include ion efﬁuxes at the “B2" outermost surface permitted by
pedestal boundary conditions. Furthermore, a. Balmer-a photomultiplier detects photons
at its top viewing position equivalent to an axisymmetric emission of z 5 x 107° 5".
Future EIRENE applications will in turn evaluate Balmer-a distributions directly, but

Table 1. Main details of plasmas & calculations
COMPASS-D

species ; ﬁ:

Q50L=Pinp_Pr-ad

2H ; 3.5 x1019 m‘3

u 0.13 MW

Ho ; [p ; B0

0.56 m ; 0.15 MA ; 1 T

“B2”-EIRENE : interior Qe/Q; : 2 ; Bohm target-sheaths ; exterior pedestals
‘

interior n

computed

computed

I‘m‘“ (1021 s“)
2.5

Case
(a)

Diffusivities
X1=X1=4DL=4DBOM

(1019 m‘a)
1.0

I“p (102| 5“)
1.4

(a)

X1=2X1=10Di=2 m7-s-1

0.8

0.45

1.3

(c)

X12X1=4Di:0.8 mY-s—l

0.8

0.45

1.3
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corresponding total ionization source strength of z 5.5 x I!)21 5'1 here is again within a

factor of 2 of the Bohm case (A).
“TESTING"

The IXPL tiles are imaged by a matrix infra-red camera (IRC), which maps their
surface temperature in 20 ms frames. A simple surface heating relation would predict,
their temperature rise AT o< (1131/2 in a time t, where q is incident power density. Hence
for a steady plasma, one would expect that normalized temperature distributions at each
instant would tend to a constant shape, proportional to q. Normalized values along a
major radius are plotted in Fig.3 at 20 ms intervals during the ﬂat-tops of a (++); (—._)
pair of pulses. Very steady shapes are indeed seen to occur. Curves shown dotted frOm
60 ms earlier in each discharge indicate their genuine approach to stationarity. Note there
is only a small outward shift of the outboard strike—point between opposite ﬁeld directions
Relative heights of inboard to outboard peaks now reveal the in/out asymmetry in
target

power density. This is clearly changed between reversed orientations, pointing to an
average imbalance of (z 0.93 : 1).
Calculated proﬁles of target power density for each “BZ”«EIRENE case are also shown
in Fig.3. Surface recombination is included, but this contributes only a few percent,

Angle factors between the numerical and actual target surfacem are almost identical at

either strike-point, and so cancel in normalized peaks, positions and heights of which are
superimposed on the IRC signals. There is good agreement on positions, while Bohm case
(A) finds approximate in/out balance, again closest to the (——) observations. Constants

cases (13); (C) are clearly discriminated by predicting inverted in/out asymmetries (> 1)

Finally, shown in Fig.4 are “B2”-EIRENE proﬁles of targebfacing electron temperature, together with ﬂat-top data from a probe embedded within an IXPL tile. This
measures higher inboard temperatures for (——) fields, consistent with increased power
density recorded by the IRC. Bohm case (A) here agrees very well with a (++),(——)
average.

4.

Discussion

Preliminary validation tests on COMPASS suggest that features of its eoint SOL
behaviour can be described by the “BZ”—EIRENE ﬂuid model, using large, Bohm-related
transverse diﬂ‘usivities Field-reversed pairs of COMPASS pulses indicate the impact of
plasma. drifts omitted from standard “B2”. However, while such pairs may be accurately
anti-symmetric with respect to these drifts, they are unlikely to be so regarding currents
ﬂowing in the SOL, and also neglected in “82”. Moreover, examination of gradient scale‘
lengths‘1 in preceding “B2”~EIRENE solutions shows that they do not in fact conform to
a fluid plasma regime“. Further work will next extend testing over ranges in power and
density, in particular to higher densities where ﬂuid criteria should best be fulﬁlled.
This work is jointly funded by the UK Department of Trade & Industry and by Euratorn.
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Shutdown of a Burning Plasma and Examination of Edge DT
Depletion
G.W. Pacher and H.D. Pacher
The NET Team,

c/o MaxePlancknstifutfiir Plasmaphysik, D-85748 Garching,Germany
Introduction
During start-up of the tokamak plasma, the gas stored in the plasma-facin

components during the previous discharge can be desorbed and lead to overfuelling

of the ohmic phase of the next discharge. In order to reduce the inventory available

for desorption, it has been suggested [1] that the final stage of the discharge be
performed in helium to degas the walls. Simulations to investigate this mode of
operation are carried out with the 1.5 D ASTRA transport code, starting from an
ITER plasma near end of burn. Calculations were performed for the Outline Design
geometry with the full RLW transport model in order to determine a self—consistent
evolution of plasma parameters. The operating point is determined by edge fuelling
compatible with the Borrass edge density limit [2]. During the shutdown phase, the

loop voltage is put to zero, so that no primary volt-seconds are consumed and the
plasma current decays. Additional heating is applied to keep the density limit
acceptably high. Normal shutdown in DT with up to 50 MW of additional heating
results in fusion power shutdown in ~50 s with edge density maintained near the
Borrass density limit. In the subsequent evolution, helium fuelling is applied to
minimise the edge D+T concentration whenever possible according to density limit
criteria.

Description of the Model
The transport calculations were carried out with the 1.5 D ASTRA transport code [3]
developed at the Kurchatov Institute. The (fixed-boundary) equilibrium is
determined from a moment expansion at each time step, and the profiles of the main
plasma parameters ( j, Te, Ti, ne, and, in addition, mm?) are evolved in time. The

transport coefficients used correspond to the RLW transport coefficients given in [4].

For particle transport, the expressions of [5] were used:
rt- : rams) _ neDtvne - ntDr- E?EV‘ + "We

where

ri : I“mu-o ‘- Divni + Qty-é?

.
n +
1),, = —0.5‘—2n'E
,

”a

‘7

13,: D, =o.5x,.

Particle diffusion coefficients for electrons, ions, and helium were taken to be equal.
The pinch velocity for these species was calculated by eliminating E, in the above
equation using quasineutrality. The electron and helium pinch velocities are then:
'0

=

(1 — ZC)T, / T, +2caT, / T,
W

P ”0(1—ZC)(1+T,/T,)+2c,T,/r,

0*”

1— Zc
:2 _—E

U°(1-Zc)(1+TE/T,)+2cﬂT(/T,

where Z and c are the charge and concentration of an impurity other than He. A
time-averaged sawtooth model is incorporated, which artificially decreases the
electrical conductivity, ﬂattening j inside the q=1 surface and thereby constrain qo to

be close to unity. The heat and particle transport coefficients are not explicitly
modified, but are affected only by the shear dependence inherent in the RLW
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upon
Coefficients. While a local beta-limiting algorithm is implemented, it is not called
here, since the local pressure gradient is below the limit even before shutdown.
Beryllium is the only impurity considered, at a density of 0.8% of electron density,
be given by corona
independent of radius Impurity radiation is taken to

equilibrium.

fixed at a value of 100 eV. The edge
electron and helium densities ne(a) and
nI—Ie(a) are boundary conditions for the
transport problem, determined via an
algorithm

which

2

r

The simulations include no neutral 400
model. Electron and ion temperatures at
the boundary of the calculation are held

~50

0

approximates

fuelling/pumping, as follows. OD particle
continuity is applied to the SOL region
outside the transport calculation. The
inﬂow into this region from the plasma

5-

plus a gas valve is balanced against a

pumped flux, which is determined from
an effective pumping speed applied to
the species density at the plasma
boundary (rather than to a density at the
pump duct). This pumping speed for He

0
20 _

is such that, in steady-state, the ratio
ru/tg ~ 10.5. The central helium
concentration obtained is then ~15°/o,

Similar to the values obtained in 1-D

modelling by the ITER Joint Central

'
'2na/nl I e

,

0
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"
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l
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Team with PRETOR [5]. For hydrogenic Case a): Shutdown, Paux only until
species, this pumping speed is taken 1. <ne>=nM—H, He fuelling at <ne>=nM—H

times larger than for He. This implies
fuelling at approximately 1x1022 atoms per second (about one—fifth of the maximum
fuelling rate foreseen for ITER).

The heating power profile is taken to be (1-r2/a2)4. Maximum heating power
applied is 50 MW.
Description of Shutdown Simulation
The initial condition for all cases investigated corresponds to a burning plasma in

l
steady»state with a fusion power of 1650 MW (i.e. Pa=330 MW) and no additiona
time
the
on
s
t=1150
At
stationary.
become
have
j(r)
heating. Specifically, ne(r) and

scale of the figureS, the DT fuelling is turned off and the loop voltage at the plasma
the
edge is set to zero. Thus, no further primary volt-seconds are consumed during to
as
shutdown. From this time onward, the additional heating power is applied such
and
maintain the alpha power at a level of 320 MW as long as this is possible,

the scenario. In
continues at full power (50 MW) thereafter for a time depending on

density has fallen
all cases, additional heating remains on at least until the average

le
below the Murakami—Hugill value (taken to be the maximum density compatib
During
fuelling.
helium
is
s
t=1150
after
d
performe
Fuelling
n).
with ohmic Operatio

equal to mg, the Borrass
the burn phase, the edge electron density is approximately
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value. Should ne(a) brieﬂy exceed nB, (it is about equal at 1175 8), either
more

pumping speed or higher additional power would be required.

Shutdown Scenarios
Three main variants of the shutdown Scenario were investigated:
a) Additional power is turned on as the fusion power drops. It is turned off as Soon
as the Murakami—Hugill limit is reached (after ~50 s). Helium fuelling maintains
the average density at the Murakami—Hugill limit. The total plasma current drops
by two thirds to 8 MA at t:1350 s, 200 s after shutdown begins . The edge He

concentration is ~46% at 1400 s and then drops slowly. The edge helium density
at the time of the maximum concentration is ~0.5x1019 m'3-
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Case b): Shutdown, Paux=50 MW, He

Case c): Shutdown, Paux=50 MW, He

fuelling at (Ile>:l'1M—H

fuelling at HeledZDBorrass

b) Additional power is turned on as the fusion power drops. It is maintained at

50 MW. Helium fuelling maintains the average density at the Murakami-Hugill
limit The additional power conserves a hotter plasma, so that the current drops
much more slowly than for case (a) and is still > 15 MA at t=1350 s, 200 s after
start of shutdown . As a result, the Murakami—Hugill limit is higher, more fuelling
is allowed, and more time is available. The edge He concentration is > 48% at
1400 s and nHe(a) is ~ 1019 m'3 at that time and decreases thereafter as the
Murakami-Hugill limit decreases with decreasing current.

C) Additional power is turned on as the fusion power drops. It is maintained at
50 MW. Helium fuelling maintains the edge electron density at the Borrass limit.

As for case (b), the current decreases slowly but faster than in case b). The edge

#1
91'?

1019 m'3
He concentration is > 48% at 1400 s and nHe(a) remains constant at ~

could be
thereafter. This mode of Operation at constant edge helium density
At any
plasma.
the
in
stored
flux
e
inductiv
Continued for > 1000 s with the
ami-Hugill
Murak
the
to
down
d
rampe
be
can
y
densit
the
convenient time,
profiles at the
density and the additional power can then be shut off. The density
start and end of shutdown are also shown below.

Conclusion
MW additional heatin power
At the start of shutdown from bum, of the order of 50
order to prevent the edge density limit (Borrass limit ca 130‘ 6) from

is required in
scenarios presented here
decreasing faster than the edge density. All three shutdown
is shut off as soon
have edge helium concentrations > 46% . If the additional power
n (equals the
operatio
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density
plasma
average
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of the order
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neverthe
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of almost 10% and the edge helium
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concentration is limited to ~ 200 5. Both density and
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Species
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is maintained. For this
efficient degassing can be obtained if the additional heating
case, fuelling such that <ne>=nMumkami_

Hugill results in edge helium densities of
~1019 m‘3, decreasing in time, whereas

fuelling such that ne(a)=n30rrass maintains
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PLASMA EDGE SPECTRAL PROFILES FOR DISCHARGES WITH HIGH
AND LOW MHD ACTIVITY IN TBR-l TOKAMAK
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M.V.A.P. Heller, Z.A. Brasilio, RM. Castro, I.L. Caldas, R.P. da Silva, TBR-l Team_
Institute of Physics, University of Séo Paulo
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1. Introduction

Plasma edge turbulence was investigated in the TBR-l small tokamak for two different
discharge regimes, one with high (By/B901) 1’ 9 x10”) and the other with low (Bo/85(a) :
3 X 10—4) MHD activity. The last regime was achieved by using resonant helical ﬁelds (rhf),
created by a set of external helical coils /1/. The experimental data were obtained from a
set of specially designed system of Langmuir and magnetic probes /2,3/.
The digital spectral analysis technique, used to obtain the degree of correlation and
phase difference between the probe signals, showed an unusual superposition between the
electrostatic and magnetic spectra in MHD frequency region. The bispectrum /4/ was estimated to characterise the non linear nature of the broadband edge ﬂuctuations. We also
calculated, for the plasma parameter ﬂuctuations, typical quantities as skewness and kur-

tosis to detect. eventual deviations from normal distributions. The characteristic differences

between the two regimes (with high or low MHD activity) were analysed to investigate the
possibility of coupling between density and magnetic poloidal field ﬂuctuations.
2. Experimental

The work was carried in the TBR~1, a small Ohmically heated tokamak filled with
hydrogen as working gas. Details of the experiment can be found in references /2,3/.
The diagnostic measures simultaneously electrostatic and magnetic ﬂuctuations besides
the average values of the density, the potential and the temperature. The plasma density as
measured by Lagmuir probes in the scrape—of—layer (SOL) are in the range 11 z (0.5 — 5.0) x

1017 m‘3 and TE z (5 —- 40) eV respectively, the density scale length is Ln 2 1.1 X 10"2 m
and the temperature scale length LTc 2 1.0 X 10‘2 m, the safety factor is q(a) = 5. Data
were recorded at l zl/IHz sampling rate.
The external magnetic perturbation was created by electric currents (I;‘ = 180A) circulating in a set of helical windings located externally around the torus. The current
was switched on after the plasma current has reached steady values, during time intervals greater than two miliseconds. These coils produce a perturbation field with dominant
helicity m/n: 4/1.
3. Discussion and Conclusions

The measured equilibrium radial proﬁles do not show any signiﬁcant modiﬁcation with
the application of rhf. The direction of the phase velocity is unaffected by the resonant
fields, but its value decreases inside the plasma. On the other hand, the turbulent induced
particle fiux, computed at different radial positions, increases with rhf inside the plasma
2/.
Fig 1 shows the autopower spectrum levels with and without rhf, for density ﬂuctuations
(Ii) as a function of radial coordinate. With rhf we note a reduction of the region of maximal

amplitude, a shift of this region to outer plasma region and a broadening of the spectrum
in frequency. However, in the case of potential ﬂuctuations these spectra Show the same
frequency broadening but no radial amplitude alteration.
Fig ’2 shows the autopower spectra of magnetic poloidal ﬁeld fluctuations 89; with rhf

.is
L
5;
e.
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power and the same broadening of spectrum
ashift to lower frequencies for high ﬂuctuation
.
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Fig 1- a) Autopower spectrum level of density ﬂuctuations with rhf as a function of
radial coordinate, in log-scale (the brightest area corresponds to the highest ﬂuctuation
power and the darkest area to the lower). b) The same without rhf.
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Fig 2» a) Autopower spectrum level of magnetic poloidal ﬁeld ﬂuctuations with rhf as
a function of radial coordinate, in log—scale. b) The same without rhf.
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poloidal ﬁeld ﬂuctuations at r/a = 116 with rhf as a fuction of radial coordinate in logscale. b) The same without rhf.
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Control of Secondary Electron Emission from End Plates
of the GAMMA 10 Tandem Mirror
1, Sails}, Y. Kiwamoto, Y. Tatematsu, Y. Yoshimura, T. Takahashi,
M. Kurata, T. Cho, M. lchimura, M. Inutake, K. Ishii, T. Tamano

Plasma Research Center, University of Tsukuba
Tsukuba City, lbaraki 305 Japan
INTRODUCTION
Secondary electrons are emitted from plasma facing materials, e.g., divertor plates of
a tokamak and end plates of a tandem mirror [1-3]. Secondary electron emission (SEE)

strongly affects the potential distribution as well as the energy ﬂow in the edge region.
Moreover, SE is an important factor of confinement of a tandem mirror plasma because cold
secondary electrons emitted from end plates ﬂow back to the conﬁnement region along ﬁeld

lines and take the place of heated electrons. Thus control of SE from the end wall material is
one of important tasks of the mirror fusion study.
In the GAMMA 10 tandem mirror, an intense end~loss warm electron ﬂux generated
by ECRH induces SE from end plates [4] and two experiments of controlling the SEE are in
progress. In one experiment, negatively biased meshes placed on end plates are used to reﬂect
secondary electrons. Since the mean energy of secondary electrons is very small, a low bias
voltage should be effective. The second plan is a thermal dike [5]. Cold electrons emitted
from the end plates located in a low ﬁeld region are ECR heated perpendicularly to the ﬁeld
lines by 2.45 GHz microwave power and mirror—reﬂected on way to the higher ﬁeld region.

Back ﬂow of secondary electrons to the conﬁnement region is consequently reduced.

This paper describes experimental results of the mesh-bias experiment and the
feasibility study of the thermal dike planed in GAMMA 10.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 1 illustrates the conﬁguration of the end mirror cell and the end region of
GAMMA 10. The outer mirror throat is the boundary between the conﬁnement region and the
end region. The magnetic ﬁeld strength B”, at the mirror throat is 3.0 T and decreases down to
B,p = 0.01 T at the endplate. This large mirror ratio is utilized in the thermal dike. The
endplates are composed of ﬁve annular rings made of stainless steel numbered outward from
#1 to #5. Each piece of the plates is connected to the machine earth through a high resistance
and hence virtually ﬂoating. For suppression of SEE, #1 to #3 plates of both ends are covered
by stainless steel meshes highly permeable to end-loss particles. Bias voltage negative to the
endplates is applied to these meshes. The three plates are mapped back along ﬁeld lines to the
cross section at the central cell midplane of about 12 cm in diameter, which is about two third
of the plasma radius.
The position of the thermal dike is also shown in Fig. 1. The microwave power up to
5 kW is delivered from a magnetron of 2.45 GHz and transmitted to a hoghom antenna. The
magnetron can be pulse-modulated. The antenna radiates the microwave in X~mode onto the
resonance layer of 0.0875 T from the high ﬁeld side. The beam diameter of the microwave is
30 ~ 40 cm and it corresponds to the whole cross section of the plasma at the central cell. At
the moment the thermal dike is installed only in one end region.
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Fig. 1 Conﬁguration of the end minor cell and the end region.

PREDICI'IONS FROM MODEL CALCULATION

Secondary electrons emitted from the endplates compensates the end-loss warm
electron ﬂow. Therefore. suppression of SEE should lead to reﬂection of warm electrons
before the endplates. This is realized by deepening of the endplate potential. A recently
developed potential model calculates the endplate potential as a function of the secondary
electron emission coefﬁcient 7[6,7]. This model has been experimentally conﬁrmed [8].
Figure 2 plots the calculated endplate potential WEP. In the model it is measured from the
mirror throat and normalized by the temperature Tm of the end-loss warm electrons (11/ = (CD
— tbtpﬂ'ew).The typical value of Tm is 500 ~ 600 eV. The calculated potential tygp decreases
with decreasing 7. The model predicts sheath formation in front of the endplate and it also
calculates the potential before the sheath as represented by lys in Fig. 2. The value of VS little
varies with 7. Thus only the sheath potential drop, which acts as decelerating potential of the
end-loss electrons out of the mirror throat, increases under suppression of SEE and
consequently the end-loss electron ﬂux decreases. The normalized end-loss electron flux I

depends on W511.

[(War) = exPW’v) _ M 5xP[——&A—‘ WI?)
BI1!

Bill _ Be;

When the secondary electrons are completely suppressed, ulgp decreases to about —4.5 and
the end—loss electron ﬂux is expected to decrease to about 30 % of the value at V5}: of —3.0
with no suppression of SEE. Then we can expect a drastic decrease of the heat ﬂow to the
endplates carried by the warm electrons.
The function of the thermal dike is indirect compared to mesh-biasing. Secondary
electrons are mirror-reﬂected as a consequence of perpendicular heating at the ECR zone. The
response of the secondary electrons to the thermal dike ECRH is reduced to a response
function [9]. Electrons with the energy a and the magnetic moment tt are reﬂected before the
minor throat when the condition 5 < m — etbm holds. The fraction R(E) of the secondary
electrons which are reﬂected before the mirror throat can be estimated by using the response
function. Here, E stands for the electric ﬁeld of the heating wave, Bm is equal to B”, and d5”,

‘
.
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is the accelerating potential after the resonance region. Figure 3 plots the reduction of the
effective secondary electron emission coefﬁcient 7hr) = (1 — R(E))/(l — R(0)). In the ﬁgure
the sheath potential 455mg”. = (D5 — ‘DEP is 800 V according to the GAMMA 10 experiment.
The estimated wave field of 6 kV/m in our experiment yields yof 0.4 for <15”, of 700 V by
equating 70 to 0.7. Then, the thermal dike will reduce the power flow carried by wan“
electrons to the endplates by 50 %.
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RESULTS OF MESH BIASING EXPERIMENT
In this experiment the potentials at the central cell (Dc and at the barrier midplane (153
are measured by heavy neutral beam probes. The plug potential (DP is evaluated from the
energy spectrum of the end-loss ions. Two Langmuir probes shown in Fig. 1 are used to
obtain the space potentials db] and (Do in the end region. The voltage drop through the
resistance reads (1551:. The energy spectrum of the end-loss electrons is obtained with a multigrid energy analyzer called as LED.
The response of the measured potentials to the mesh bias VM is shown in Fig. 4.
Here, VM is the voltage between the mesh and the endplate. On-axis values are plotted for
(DC, (DB and dip. All the plotted potentials denoted by capital (15 are measured from the
machine earth. The ﬂoating potential (DEF promptly descends with VM and then saturates at
VM larger than 10 V. This behavior of (D5): is understood if secondary electrons with a mean
energy of around 10 eV are reﬂected to the endplate by the mesh. The ﬂoating potential
descends to reﬂect end—loss electrons on way to the endplate. Consequently, the net current
ﬂowing to the end plate is kept to be zero with reduced SEE.
On the contrary to the behavior of the endplate potential d>gp, other potentials do not
vary with VM. Figure 4 also plots the potentials before the sheath region measured by the
Langmuir probes. The difference between (Do and (PEP stands for the sheath potential drop
429mm}. in front of the endplate The plug potential does not vary with VM. The experimental
result indicates that most of the increment of ACD 5 (DP —- <1)” stems from the increase of
(155124,» This is consistent with the model predictionas represented in Fig. 2.
Next we compare the observed increment of ACD with that of the calculation. Figure 5
plots AID/1"w as a function of VM. The energy spectrum of the end-loss electrons is measured
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by LED and TN is determined from the spectrum for each VM. The value of Tew does
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very much with VM. The normalized potential difference quickly increases with VM from

shown
around 3 and then saturates at about 5. The quantity IMP/1},” compares with trip — tygp
consistent
is
experiment
the
Thus
7.
decreasing
with
4.8
to
3.3
from
varies
which
4,
in Fig.
V
With the calculation if all the secondary electrons are reﬂected at VM larger than 10 ~ 20
zero.
as
and 7 is regarded
In summary, a negatively biased mesh effectively suppresses secondary electrons
of the
emitted from the endplate and produces an increase of the sheath potential drop in front
endplate. The maximum increment is about two times the temperature of the end-loss
of the
electrons which is sufﬁcient to reﬂect almost all the end-loss electrons. The feasibility
function.
response
heating
a
using
by
thermal dike experiment in GAMMA 10 is studied
Detailed measurement of heat flow to the endplates under mesh biasing and the thermal dike
is the next task.
The authors express their gratitude to the members of the GAMMA 10 group for
valuable discussion and collaboration during the present study.
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Abstract:

The probability of ignition of plasma-induced arcs in fusion devices depends on the

parameters of the space charge sheath between plasma and wall, especially on the potential drop and

the power input. Both are calculated by simple balance equations in case of electron-emitting surfaces,
The results show: The more electrons are emitted. the lower is the potential drop, the higher is the
power density. With increasing net currents the sheath potential is enhanced, while the powar is

reduced at first and then strongly enhanced.
1. Introduction
The Langmuir sheath between plasma and wall may become unstable in case of high-temperature
plasmas (with electron temperatures kTaz to 9V and with sulficient density). Locally it may develop
into a plasma-induced arc. Especially in fusion devices such conditions often are fulﬁlled. Since these
arcs are of importance because they generate considerable amounts of plasma impurities and change
the plasma parameters within the adjacent magnetic flux tubes, the development of the sheath
parameters in case of such an instability is of great interest. The existence of arc spots is identifyable
by their tracks engraved in the surface of walls and other solid structures [1], and they are often hidden
below visible bright speckles, which are caused by plasma hot spots near the walls. The generation of
such hot spots and their properties have been discussed 9.9. in [2,3].

The further transition of a plasma hot spot at the wall into a plasma-induced arc is expected to happen
in case of an emission instability at the surface. Such instabilities may deveIOp in different ways; the
most probable seems to be a runaway-heating of localized surface inhomogeneities resulting in an
increasing thennionlc electron emission, further enhanced by the electric surface ﬁeld strength. The
emission current itself increases the temperature still more by Joule heating. This feedback may rapidly
develop into an explosion with a sudden production of a cloud of dense metal plasma and great
amounts of free electrons. Other sources of electrons are secondary electron emission by ion and
electron impact, or photoelectric emission by plasma radiation. Therefore, electron emission is a normal
component of sheaths in high temperature plasmas.
Primarily, both surface heating and surtace field strength are caused by the contact between plasma
and wall, that is: they are determined by the conditions within the Langmuir sheath, which depend

decisively on the plasma parameters, especially the electron density n. and the electron temperature
T9 in front of the wall. In case oi lusion devices these are mainly the plasma parameters near to
divertor plates or to limiters; they are considered here to be largely ﬁxed by the parameters of the
main discharge and by the geometric boundaries.

However, the emission processes themselves, especially the electrons emitted from the walls,

necessarily change the parameters of the plasma layer into which they penetrate. As a consequence,
the space charge sheath and the power input into the wall also must change, and this again will
influence the emission yield. The question is, whether an initiated emission causes a positive or
negative feedback tor the further development of an instability. Similar situations are investigated 9.9.
in [4,5] as to the time dependence and stability conditions, respectively. We will confine ourselves to
the consequences of stationary balances.

2. Model assumptions and balance equations
Thus, we consider a very simple special case: The stationary equilibrium conditions of a sheath with
electron emission, and without magnetic field effects. This example is approximately applicable if i) the
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Equ. (4) is valid in the limiting case 1, that is: the emitted electrons are randomized. but there is not
sufficient time for an effective interaction between primary and secondary electrons. In the other limiting
case 2, if both electron groups have time to merge completely and to reach together LTE conditiorts
we get in (4) only one reduced plasma electron current density is with an effective (mean) temperamre'
T,’ which is composed of T6, and T52 according to the contributions of the two electron groups to the
electron density at the plasma edge.

Additionally, the power flux density P at the surface caused by the plasma is calculated, In
dimensionless quantities with m = eP/(jikT01) we have (in case 1)

‘0

=

U + firiv‘arvt) + 511 " ¢1 + i91(2 + ¢1i+

+ an; (u + to) + (till — H21. + it.)

(s)

where a” = EﬂrTs, is the dimensionless ionization energy, 4’1 = elp/kTa, the dimensionless work
function, while f is a term determined mainly by the temperatures oi both electrons and ions according
to the Bohm condition. The power flux in case 2 can be written in an analogous way.

3. Results and Discussion

The

reduced sheath potential drop u and the reduced power flux 0) are functions of the main

independent parameters 7 and i; moreover, the results depend on further input parameters which are

fixed here. As an example, we choose the following constants: g, = .52: 0.9; 0.2: 0.5; 1,: 0.5; 1: O:
0.02; 2,: 1:5”: 0.75: o, = 0.25; c, = 1; p = 0.000 27244 (Deuterium).

In the simplest case i: 0, y = 0 we get u = uo= 2.8770 and co = mo = 7.6805 in this example. The
dependence of u and u) on yand i is shown in ﬁgs 1 - 4. All results are averages of the two limiting
cases; generally, the differences betwaen them are small (mostly a few percent, at large negative i
even < 1 %, and increasing to more than 10 % in case of y » 1 only).
The results can be summarized as follows:

1. With increasing electron emission (y) the sheath potential u decreases (with fixed I), approaching
a minimum (almost zero) if y = 7m": 7
9 (case 1), or Yum“ 11
13 (case 2), almost
independent of the not current density I (6.9., if -2 S is +2; space charge limited emission).
Approximately, with y n 1, we have u = uo - WU - I); with t; = const, (1-O.22§2)<c<1.
2. The higher i, the higher becomes u (at fixed 7); the increase is slow at first, but becomes very rapid
up to a maximum near the positive limit i = in,“ ( = 1 + y ). There is no solution it either i > (my
(almost complete suppression oi 1”) or if i < inn.” = In,” — golﬁng) < 0 (since u becomes zero, and j”
reaches its saturation value at u = O).

3. Generally, the power input increases with y, exceeding about the twoiold oi cow-=0) if y 2 5.
However, in case oi i2 1 and low secondary emission y, i.e. with dominating ion current heating, (0
increases again with decreasing 7. Thus, there is a minimum of the pOWer density, and we have
everywhere to > com," a 7.

4. Due to dominating plasma electron heating, the power input increases considerably with decreasing
not current density I (as far as i < 1+ 0.5, especially with -i » 1, assuming a fixed 7).
With these results we come to the statements: 1) The yield of sputtering (dependent on the ion energy
and therefore on u) is enhanced with increasing net current I and decreasing emission yield Y. 2)

in contrast to this, the yield oi evaporation (dependent on the surface temperature and therefore on (1))
is enhanced with decreasing iand with increasing 7. with the exception of the case of high i> 0 (=
in“) where the dependence is reversed. This is the situation in which a positive feedback is indicated
and which is best suited to develop into an instability with the forrnatlon of a plasma-induced arc spot.
However. for the determination of realistic limits of sheath stability a more developed model should be
applied.
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Fast Access to Neutral Injection Heating Profiles
Applied to the Stellarator W7-AS
F-P. Penningsfeld
Max~Planck~Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, D—85748 Garching, Germany
1) Abstract

Global heating powers and their proﬁles of neutral injection systems are usually computed
With
Monte Carlo codes for diagnosed plasma targets.These computations are very time-consuming
therefore a fast code has been developed to calculate these quantities for
given plasma proﬁles

'
and heating scenarios using existing data sets. This code, named NIPOR (N eutral
Injection Po.
wer u5ing ORACLE data base), was applied to the stellarator W7-AS. It uses data sets of the
local power deposition and the total heating power of the neutral beams obtained by previous
runs of FAFNERI, a 3D Monte Carlo code for simulating the NI heating [1]. For global analysis of the total NI heating power Phwa) the electron line density lndl(t) and the mean Clectrcm

temperature <Ta(t)> are used. For the calculation of the heating power proﬁles phw(r,to) the
measured proﬁles ofelectron density ne(r) and temperature Te(r) at time tO are necessary. The

inﬂuence of no(a), the neutral gas density at the plaSma edge, on the global heating efﬁciency
via charge exchange losses is also included.
2) Method

The calculation of the neutral beam heating proﬁles is split into two steps: ﬁrstly, the global hea—
ting power Pheat,j([) is calculated using ﬁt formulas for each sourcej as function of line density
and secondly, the radial proﬁle pheal(r,[) at t = t0 is estimated using normalized proﬁles pnorm}.
corresponding to the measured density and temperature proﬁles of the target plasma [2]:
,

23) Global NI-heating
The global heating efﬁciency njo ofeach NI—
source was calculated over a wide range of
plasma density using the FAFN'ERl code for
two standard magnetic conﬁgurations (B0:
2.50 and 1.25 T, with L : 0.38, tangential in-

elllclency

(1) peace: 2 (pnom.j(r.r)rm.j(r))

0.6 -

jection into W7-AS). Typical measured density
“5 '
proﬁles were used for these scans and the cen- E‘ 0.. .
tral density was varied only. The results could E
_

be ﬁtted [3] in the range 0.35 < rate) < 0.55

[keV] by equ.(2) with parameters At j(i=l,4)

i “J

'

for each soutcej. The sum Zk adds the three

1

“a : 2.50 T

ml

species k of each beam with different cross—
°'°
of, 0:2 as 0:, 0:5 0:5 of, of” nfg Lo
sections Gk of the neutral beam species mix
[ndl 1020 in2
given by sk. An example of these ﬁts of the
ﬁg.1:Fits on heating eﬁ‘iciencies of the inner
FAFNERI results is shown in ﬁg.1 for two
N1/W7-AS sources calculated by FAFNERZ
inner sources of W7-AS. The differences in
the efﬁciencies are mainly caused by the effect of CO and COUNTER—injection and the implication on the orbits of the injected particles.

(2) T1? = Al}- 23 Sk(l-e'5k A15- (my/M.)~ )) e‘GkneAZJ; with mfé jndi
k=l

The difference of lo between full and half ﬁeld target is only signiﬁcant for COUNTER beams.
The global heating power is then obtained by the sum over all active sources j, where PNIJ
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in the torus:
means the neutral beam input power, measured

(3)

Pinto) = fun. fc Piano) = rm fox 2min nﬁh)

heating efﬁciencies
The factors fTe,ne and fCX describe the inﬂuences of Te and no(a) on the
and equ.8).
related to the standard data sets nj°(t) (sec equ.7
NI heating proﬁle
2b) Reconstruction of the

lized profiles are not stored directly, but
To Team a higher ﬂCXibilily 0f the data sets, the norma
integrated density between the
deﬁned as the line—
as a function of the variable £0), which is

the VOlUme
and ther radius r, 0 diVided by
plasma edge at r=a
0
r
(4)

E_,(r)=U ndl : J W):
a

a

0<§(r)<1.

non‘naiizedto

J nd12J dV
a

of the corresponding plasma shell.

a

which is responsible for the
gm combines both: the line—integrated density from edge to center,
is needed to calculate the
which
shells,
toroidal
the
of
beam absorption, and the different volume
target plasmas with similar
local heating power density (see ﬁg.2). An example for two different
ted in between the stored
{ndl is given in fig.3. The normalized heating power PJ-(e) is interpola
_ data sets to <Pj(&)>, in accordance with the

actual line density of the plasma target. The power
deposition per source is then obtained by the pro-

jection of <Pj(§)> to PnormJ(r) (see ﬁg.3c,d) and

renormalized to iPnorm‘J-(r) (ir = 1. To obtain the
power density proﬁle pnormJ(r) used in eq.(l)

:he radial heating power is divided by the volume
_ V(r) of the corresponding plasma shell :

ﬁg 2- geometryfor the deﬁnition of £0)

i with
(5) Pnonn_j(r) : 1Dnorrn‘j /V(r) [W CHI-3]

V(r) = ZRonZ 03%) where Tab = r i 1 [cm]

1

_

2c) Estimation of the ion/electron heating

ated from the total heating
The partition of the total NI heating to electrons and ions is recalcul
power density proﬁle phwﬁ) by means of the ﬁt formula:

= 6.5 keV + 9.7 Te(r)
(6) Pion(r) = Em“) prime) with Ema) = 14.8 rem Ab A35 and En)

l

for pure NI heating and com—
The ﬁt for E(r) for W7—AS was obtained from FAFNERl results
beam mass Ab=1 and

i

in)

2.500 keV. The
bined heating with ECRH in the range 0.150 < TE(0) <

-

into a D+-plasma was used.
the mass of plasma particles Ap=2, corresponding to HO-injection
.
pion(r)
phwﬁ)
=
The electron heating profile is then given by Pelee“)

3) Application to NI—W7AS
NI heated discharges by additional
The application of NIPOR was tested for a large number of
< TCCO) < 2.500 [keV]
in the range 0.150
FAFNERI runs.The inﬂuence of electron temperature

by :
obtained in NT+ ECRH heated discharges can be roughly ﬁtted
(7)

fTenc = (b - c YT¢(0)) for Jndls

0.40 1020 111'2

and 61-6116: 1 for higher densities with

and c = 1.664 - 2.693 V ndl .
b = 2.038 — 1.700 ‘i ndl
gas on the edge, a dominant effect at low target densineutral
the
by
es
The influence of CX-loss
table 1 for 0.7 S n0(a)s 2.5 [1010cm-3]
ties ne(0), can be ﬁtted by equ.(8) with factors given in

l
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table 1
c1
c2

E1 = 1.25 T
~o.05
0.53

sources: [

inner

1

outer

(3) fox =(C1 + C7. ”man-(C3 + CA e '65 ngtm)

B = 2.50 T
0.32
0.3a
inner

c3
c4

1 0.03
1 2.70

l
|

0,02
0,80

00.05
15.60

c5

1 7.54

|

4.70

10.00 |

An example for the time evolution of the
global heating is shown in ﬁg.4. The Shot

outer

00.04
10.80

starts with ECRH. At t=O_1 3 two inner

NI-sources carry the plasma as shown b
the input power PNIJ. Only about 10% of

the input power are coupled to the thin
plasma target at the beginning with
ne(0) = 0.2 x 1020 m3. The coupling increases then nearly linearly with plasma density. A:
t = 0.250 s the COUNTER source was switched off to avoid further density increase. The C0-

9.60

source heats then alone at ne(0) = 0.6 1020 m'3 with a power Pheala ) = 0.85 x PNm = 320kW.
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An estimation of the NI heating proﬁle by NIPOR is shown in ﬁg.5. Measured ne(r) and Te(r)
proﬁles were available at t=0.350 s and iJsed as inputfl'he calculated heating proﬁle is compared with an elaborate calculation of FAFNERl for this situation, indicated by crosses for
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Summary and Conclusion
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1.

Introduction

,

Neutral beam injection on the divertor tokamak ASDEX Upgrade (Ra =l.65
m, a = 0.5
elongation x = 1.7) is in operation since June 1993, and experiments in ASDEX Upgrade m,
have
been using neutral beam heating extensively since then. Meanwhile up to 7
MW beam power
using hydrogen and 10 MW using deuterium have been injected for pulse lengths
of several
seconds. This paper describes the injection system and its performance, a method
for the fast
recovery of beam power deposition proﬁles and neutral beam heated steady state ELMing
H-mode
discharges.

2.

The ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) System
At present the neutral beam system of AUG consists of one injector with a nominal
injected
beam power of 10 MW for deuterium operation (2). This was commissioned
in spring 1993. The
installation of a second injector is planned for 1996. The nominal performance of
the ﬁrst injector
can be summarized by 6 MW injected neutral beam power with 55 kV with hydrogen
beams, and
9 MW with 65 kV deuterium beams.
The ﬁrst injector is equipped with modiﬁed JET-type Pinis ( 55kV/85A for hydrogen
beams). Standard bucket sources are used as plasma generators. The beamline design (Fig.2)
has
to cope with a radial port of 0.9 in length, 0.8 m height and 0.4 in width. The length
of the
beamline is minimized by a compact rectangular arrangement of the 4 ion sources and
a 1800
reﬂecting magnet. An injection angle of 26.50 off-normal as measured at R0 was
chosen as a
compromise between transmission losses and fast ion losses in the plasma. A pumping speed
of
2.8 x 106 US is provided by four titanium evaporation pump modules.
No serious problems arose during the commissioning of the NBI system: The first injection
experiments started in June1993 and provided useful data from the outset. The screening
of the
tokamak stray ﬁelds turned out to be sufﬁcient, at least up to a plasma current of 1.2 MA.
During
the ﬁrst year the system could be operated with nearly 100 % availability and about
90 %
reliability.
The beams can be switched with frequencies of up tolOO Hz by the tetrodes for the HV
regulation. in this way the injected power can be adjusted by the duty cycles of the beams without
changing the acceleration voltage and thus the beam deposition proﬁle. The exploration of the Hmode window at low BT(1.2 T), using beam power levels well below the maximum
power of one

ion source, is shown in Fig. 4. With conﬁnement times around 100 ms, the plasma acts as an
integrator and limits the oscillation in the plasma energy content. Calorimetric measurements show
that the average beam power closely follows the duty cycle. Thus the injected power can be
calculated from the actual duty cycle. Feedback control of the NBI power by the AUG fast control
system are envisaged.

3.

Fast Recovery of Neutral Beam Deposition Proﬁles
The moderate beam energy results in a high system efﬁciency (ca. 54 % for 60 kV
deuterium operation), but at the cost of reduced central plasma heating. Typical deposition proﬁles
calculated for a circular plasma shape with a Monte Carlo code (FREYA) are plotted in Fig.3.
Noticeably peaked deposition proﬁles are obtained for moderate densities only. At high densities

7""—
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deuterium operation produces hollow deposition proﬁles. Up to now no deleterious effects have
been observed at the highest densities used. To allow shot—by-shot evaluation, a fast recovery
rocedufe has been developed to calculate the beam deposition:
The conventional method for calculating the spatial dependence of the neutral beam heating
p
owe; absorbed by various plasma species involves time—consuming Monte Carlo codes. Using

of electron
me technique of Function Parameterization (l), a statistically well-designed database
far for circular

and ion power deposition proﬁles generated with the FREYA Monte Carlo code (so
ASDEX plasmas) has been analyzed with the goal of direct recovery of power deposition proﬁles
from available diagnostic information. This consists of the ﬁxed ASDEX neutral beam (DO—>D+)
co.jnjection geometry, the electron density ne(p), electron temperature Te(p), impurity nimp (p) and
background neutral density n.J (p) ﬁux surface proﬁles. The toroidal ﬁeld, plasma current, beam

All
energy and injected power were ﬁxed at 2.15 T, 350 kA, 52 keV and 4 MW, respectively.obey
injected neutrals carry the full beam energy. Since the velocities of the various species

Vclwmns >> vbeam ions >> tasma ions, the slowing-down physics is independent of the ion
t
temperature, and hence T, (p) was not varied independently of Te(p). A total of seven independen
mmeters were varied to generate the 42 cases in the database.
A standard FP regression of the power deposition proﬁles using a full quadratic model built
from principal components of the proﬁle data was successful; however, the number of second

order terms in the model was large relative to the size of the dataset making interpretation of the
results difﬁcult. Instead, a two-step recovery involving a mixture of analytical and statistical

rocedures was developed. Firstly, the recovery of the normalized fast ion birth proﬁle H(p) was
:35i accomplished by exponential attenuation (it = l/ne a con.) of the injected neutrals along the
beam path. A principal components analysis yielded 3 signiﬁcant moments for the log (H (p))
mﬁle, consistent with the 3-parameter family of density proﬁles used to generate the database.
The regression model for the logarithmic power proﬁles combined these 3 moments with 5 linear,
2 quadratic and 3 interaction terms involving a total of seven principal components of the log(nc),
log(Te) no and log(nimp) proﬁles.
The proﬁles of power deposited to the ions pi(p), to the electrons pe(p) and the total power
p,(p) = p,-(p) + p6(p) recovered with this model had error bars close to the Monte Carlo scatter of
FREYA power proﬁles (8000 fast particles were followed per proﬁle). The typical fractional
errors in the recovered pi(p) proﬁles ranges from 3% at the centre of the plasma to 7% at the edge.
The corresponding errors for the pe(p) proﬁle were 20% and 4%. Fig 1 shows an example of pi(p)
and pe(p) recovery for (a) a proﬁle arising from typical background plasma proﬁles and (b) a high
density case (118 = 8.8 x 1019 m3). The online evaluation time for this recovery method is of the
order of seconds in contrast to 2 hours Cray time per proﬁle needed to generate the database.
Work is in progress to adapt this procedure for on-line analysis of non-circular ASDEX Upgrade
plasmas where the addition of equilibrium magnetic measurements to the set of diagnostic data
required for proﬁle recovery will be essential.

ASDEX Upgrade H-Mode Discharges
In the single null conﬁguration with the ion grad—B drift towards the X—point the H—mode
power threshold of AUG is low (Pth,=5 ~ 1.7 na ET in MW, 1020 m3) (3). With increasing total
heating power different H-mode forms develop: Dithering phase, ELMing with type 1H ELMs,
ELM free and ELMing with type I ELMs. (Type I ELMs can be identiﬁed by the increase in their
frequency with increasing power across the separatrix.) A steady AUG discharge with type I
ELMs is plotted in Fig.5. After a short L—phase the discharge develops into a H-phase with type I
ELMs. The inserts in Fig.5 show the very stable behavior and the narrow frequency distribution
of the type I ELMs. Electron density, radiation (lower than 50% 0f Pm) and conﬁnement time
remain constant for a time exceeding 301:5. O'n AUG steady ELMing discharges occur over a wide
window of operation provided the heating power PM sufﬁciently exceeds the power threshold for
the L—H transition (3). This is in contrast to the quasi steady H-mode in ASDEX (4) where type
III ELMs were observed (5) and stable discharges were possible only after careful adjustment of
the plasma wall separation (7).

4.
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The global conﬁnement time of type I ELM discharges is about 1.8 times the HER 39.}; Lrnode scaling. Global conﬁnement agrees with the extended DIII—D/JET scaling for ELM
free
discharges (6) as shown in Fig.6. The observed positive isotOpe effect is at least qualitative
ly in
agreement with the observations on ASDEX. The stable behavior of ELMing discharges
With

I ELMs is clearly favorable for reactor operation. Type I ELMs however increase the load
on the
divertor temporarily by a factor of 5 with peak power densities up to 20 MW m'2. (Divertor
heat
loads by type III ELMs are considerably lower.)
In order to reduce the divertor problemsrecentl Ne puff experiments into the main chamber
have,
been performed (Fig.7).The Ne puff increases the radiated power to about 65%
of the total
heating power. The plasma remains in the H-mode with a nearly constant energy
comem
indicating that the Ne radiation is predominantly edge localized. In addition the ELM
losses are
reduced by the decreased ELM frequency during the phase with increased radiation. Therefore
the
cooling mantle concept seems to be compatible with the type I ELM H—Mode

(l)

(2)

R]. Mc Carthy, et al. and ASDEX-Upgrade Team, MHD Equilibrium Identiﬁcation on
ASDEX—Upgrade. (19th Europ. Conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Physics. Innsbruck,
1992) Europ. Conf. Abstracts 16C-I (1992), 459—462.
A. Stabler et al., Design of the neutral beam injection system for Asdex-Upgrade, 15th

SOFT, Utrecht, Vol 1, 620-624, Sep. 88

(3 ) F. Ryter et al., 4th H—Mode Workshop, to be published in Plasma Phys. and Contr. Fusion,
Naka (Japan) Nov. 1993.

(4)

F. Wagner et al., Recent results of H-mode studies on ASDEX, in Plasma Physics and

(5)

H. Zohm et al., Studies of Edge Localized Modes on ASDEX. Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 32,
No. 3 (1992) 489
F. Ryter, et. al., Condition of the L-H and H-L transitions and operating regimes in
ASDEX-Upgrade. 2 1 st EPS, Montpellier (1994).
O. Vollmer et al. in Contr. Fusion and Plasma Heating (Proc. 17th Eur. Conf. Amsterdam
1990), Vol. 14B, Part I, EPS (1990) 295.
a
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Development of Negative—ion-‘based NBI injector
for Large Helical Device
A.Ando, K.Tsumori, Y.Talreiri, OKancko, Y.Olta, M.Oltamoto, T.Amano,

NNakajima, S.Murakam.i, E.Asano, TKaWamoto. KAkiyama. and T.Kuroda

National Institute for Fusion Science

Nagoya, 464-01, Japan
Introduction
Large Helical Device (LHD) is a large super conducting Heliotron/Torsatron device with a

major radius of 3.9m and an average minor radius ofO.6m.1)

The high power neutral beam

injection (total port through power ZONTW, pulse length IOseconds) is required as a main

heating method of the LHD?)

In the LHD—NBI. the required energy is so high that the

negative~ion«based injector is to be installed.

We have been developing a large current

negative ion source since 1989, and recently achieved our target current density.

This paper

presents the basic parameters of the LHD~NBI system and R&D results of the negative-ionbased injector of the NBI system.

Determination of basic system parameters
Since the LHD is a machine with a moderate shear, it has a loss-cone in the velocity space,

and the passing particle heating is necessary to heat the core plasma. In the perpendicular

injection, the high energy ions are deeply trapped in helical ripples and easily lose away.

Therefore, the tangential beam injection is essential for the efficient LHD plasma heating.

The beam energy is selected at 125keV for hydrogen and 250keV for deuterium, because more

than 50% of beam power is absorbed within the half minor radius and the shine through ratio is

kept below 30% even in the low target plasma density. Considering the small tangential port

size, the beam divergence angle should be below 0.5deg. If the beam divergence angle is 1.0

deg, the aperture loss is 20% of the beam power.

Since the neutralization efﬁciency of

negative ions is much higher than that of positive ions and negative ions has a potential to
realize the small beam divergence angle, we have adopted the negative—ionebased NBI system.

A large amount of negative ion current of 360A is needed to inject the power of ZOMW with the
acceleration voltage of lZSkeV, where the neutralization efﬁciency is 59%. We have designed

the injection system which consist of 4 beam lines with 2 ion sources, each of which can
deliver 45A negative ion current. The size of extraction area is 150cm x 25cm and the required

current density is 30n1A/crn2 considering the transparency efﬁciency of 40%.

7'"—
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R&D of the negative ion source

high power negative ion
The R&D of the negative ion source has been carried out at the

ion area 0f 25 X 44 cm2.
beam [eststand 3) With a l/3—scale ion source which has a beam extract
The size of the
Fig.1.
in
shown
is
The schematic diagram of the l/3-scale ion source

X 18.5cm(D). 24 tungsten ﬁlaments of
multicusp source Chamber is 37cm(W) X 62.5cm(l-I)
strength is 0.8 kG on the
15mm in diameter are used in the experiment. The line cusp field
4) are installed in front
inner wall. Water~cooled rod type magnetic ﬁlters and the EggBox Cell
extracted with negative ions. The beam
of the plasma grid. They suppress the electron current

which has 560 holes of 9mm in
acceleration electrode system consists 0f four grids. each of

grid facing the arc
diameter in the area of 356cm2 with the transparency of 32%. The plasma

nt magnets are buried in the
plasma is made of molybdenum without water-cooling. Permane
ions. The power supply
negative
with
extraction grid to eliminate electrons extracted together
amount of ceSium(Cs) vapor
system is listed in Table 1. in these experiments we seed a small
into the source chamber.

times larger than
By Cs-seeding the H‘ current is enhanced several

current and the reduction of the
that in the pure hydrogen discharge and the decrease of electron

d no harmful Cs effect such as the
operating pressure are observed, though there observe

breakdown between the electrodes.

The total H‘ ion current is measured with a two-

eam from the plasma grid.
dimensional (2D) calorimeter array placed at 2.3m downstr

power Pm.” The H‘
Figure 2 shows the dependence of H' ion current on an input are
in the ﬁgure. and it
line
dotted
a
as
current obtained in a pure hydrogen discharge is indicated
becomes several times larger than
tends to saturate at higher Pm. By Cs—seeding H' current

Pm.
that in the pure hydrogen discharge and increases linearly with
by the increase of surface
caused
is
current
H'
of
ment
It is considered that the enhance

production of H‘ ions on the cesiated plasma grid.

The maximum H' current of 16A is
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obtained at Pm = 265kW, Vex! = 7.5kV, Vac: = 33kV, and an operating gas
pressure p =

0.9Pa (7mTorr).

The corresponding current density is 45 mA/cmz.

As shown in the ﬁgme,

Vex! is changed from 4kV to 7.5kV to avoid current saturation at high Pm region. The current

saturation value changes according to the Child-Langmuir m law.
The ratio of the extraction current 1m to H' current, 1m / H‘, is reduced from 24 to 3 at
Parc=100kW in the Cs-seeded discharge, which indicates that the extracted electron current is
reduced by the (Is-seeding. Here. 1e,“ is the sum of the H“ current and the electron cur-rem

A low operating gas pressure is very important for high energy negative ion beam
acceleration. H' ions are easily stripped by collisions with neutral molecules. Figure 3 showS
the dependence of the H‘ current on p.
In the pure hydrogen discharge the H‘ cunent
increases as p increases as shown by a dotted line in the ﬁgure. The optimum pressure, P0?!» {0
obtain the maximum H' current increases as Pam increases. In the Cs-seeded discharge Pop! is
reduced to 0.8Pa and almost constant irrespective of Pare. The pop! is more reduced when the

plasma conﬁnement in the source chamber is improved.
The l/3-scale negative ion source with stronger cusp field (Bcusp = 1.8kG) is also

constructed and tested. It has an extemal—type magnetic ﬁlter in front of the plasma grid. The
electrodes has 522 extraction holes of 11.3mm in diameter in an area of 25 X 50 cm2, where
the total extraction area is 522 cm2 and the transparency is 42 %.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the H‘ current on Parc .

The maximum H‘ current of

16.2A is obtained at Pam = l70kW, VB,“ = 9.3kV, Vacc = 38 kV, and p = 0.5 Pa (3.8mTorr).
The corresponding current density is 31 mA/cmz.
In the external ﬁlter source the arc
efﬁciency (the ratio of H“ current to Pam ) is larger and pop; is lower than those of the rod ﬁlter
one, which is considered to be caused by the better source plasma conﬁnement due to the

strong cusp ﬁeld in the external source.
Summary
In order to heat the core plasma in the LHD device. it is required to inject the neutral beams

tangentially with the beam energy of 125keV for hydrogen and of 250keV for deuterium. The
negative hydrogen/deuterium source is required for its high neutralization efﬁciency and
potential to realize the small divergence angle. The R&D experiments have been done to realize
the ion source which can deliver 45A of H' current with the current density more than
30mA/cm2. A negative hydrogen ion beam of 16A is extracted from the l/3-scale ion source
with the current density of 45 mA/cmz. The value are obtained by seeding a small amount of

Cs vapor into a conventional multicusp ion source with the magnetic ﬁlter in front of the plasma
grid.

The Cs-seeding into the source chamber results in not only an enhancement of the H'

current but also the reduction of the electron current and the operating gas pressure,

The
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It is

improvement of the source plasma.
operation gas pressure can be more reduced by
ﬁeld and external ﬁlter conﬁguration.
reduCCd to 0.5% in the source with strong cusp
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M.Bure‘s', V.Bhatnagar, T.Brown, B.Fechner, C.Gormezano, R.Goulding*, A.Kaye,
P.L.amalle+, M.Lennholm, F.Nguyen#, E.Righi, F.Rirnini, A.Sibley, D.Start ,T.Wade,
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon,OXON 0X14 3EA, UK

*Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA
+Plasma Phys. Lab.,ERM, Av. de la Renaissance, Brussels, Belgium
#CEA, Centre (1‘ Etudes dc Cadarache, France

Introduction. New ICRH antennas on JET were designed to couple to the new JET
divertor plasma conﬁgurations and to improve the Fast Wave Current Drive (FWCD)
capabilities. The A2 antenna consists of 4 straps whose currents can be phased at arbitrary
angles. in total 4 antennas are installed with a 2MW ampliﬁer per strap. The real time
automatic tuning acts on frequency, line length (line phase shifters) and stub length. As in
the past provision is made for the coupling resistance/plasma position feedback to

tripped, in addition to reflected power trips, when the VTL pressure reaches 10'4 mbar.

ICRH plasma heating. During the initial JET operations, until the new set of diagnostic
coils are fully commissioned, the magnetic equilibrium reconstruction depending on the old
set of coils is not accurate. The present data have large error bars but some estimates and
conclusions about the initial performance of ICRH system and heating efﬁciency can be
made. 1) Prf=6 MW was coupled into a 1.5MA/2.8T plasma in 0110:: phasing and D(H), .
42 MHZ for 4s and max.power reached :9MW. 2) PrfS 4 MW was coupled for 85.
3)Te(0)max : 7-8 keV was achieved and sawteeth were stabilised for 1.4 s. 4) Heating in
01t0n is consistent with the L—mode scaling and Te(O)/n5 scales with RF power as observed
previously. 5) Heating in 0000 phasing at low power S 2 MW has very low efﬁciency. The
ﬁnal conclusion about these results requires a future comparison at high power. Possible
reasons for the lack of heating are: i) all power in 0000 spectrum is contained in
k//<2.5m‘1. The low k// waves tend to reﬂect from the resonance zone and do not suffer
sufﬁcient damping. At high power the increasing temperature broadens the minority
cyclotron layer, the cyclotron damping is enhanced and the minority tail can form. Also the
direct electron damping becomes more efﬁcient. ii) H concentration is too high. At high

. llmrq‘T-Ifr‘t

, ..

accommodate the fast changes in antenna loading. In this paper we report on the ﬁrst

coupling, tuning and heating results in 07t0rr, 0000 and 007m phasing. Also we describe a
new antenna model which was developed to simulate the measured antenna loading in terms
of plasma parameters and to provide a starting point for the real time automatic tuning.
Antenna conditioning. The high power ICRH requires conditioning of all antennas. This
is due to: a) novel design where a ceramic cone separating the vessel vacuum from the
antenna vacuum transmission line (VTL) was removed thus allowing the pressure rises, in
the VTL, associated with vessel conditioning and gas pulses, b) getter pumps previously
active on the VTL were moved to pump only the double feedthrough interspace separating
the VTL and main transmission lines (MTL). Conditioning sequence was 1) low voltage,
short pulse multipactor vacuum conditioning, 2) high voltage, short pulse vacuum
conditioning and 3) high power, long pulse plasma conditioning. Approximately 10 plasma
pulses were required. To protect the VTL and the feedthroughs the RF generators are

V”—
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Antenna/plasma RF coupling model . The model antenna consists of 4 toroidal
Straps

each strap has 4 poloidal sections of which 2 are shorted. The loading impedance matrix 2'
is calculated using the 5-region model shown in ﬁg.3. TE waves are eXCited
in vacuum
regions I and 11, FW are excited in the exponential plasma density region III, linear k12
region IV and constant plasma density region V. The antenna capacitance matrix Cs
is

calculated from TM waves as described in ref.4. Antenna currents
and their phases are

deﬁned at the antenna strap shorts as current vector Ivec _ The vacuum solutions assume
co/c < <k// and the FW dispersion in region 111 is derived (ref.2) for k028> >k//2, s is
the cold dielectric tensor element in Stix's (ref.3) notation. The FW wave ﬁeld SOIUtion
can be found for the poloidal electric ﬁeld Ey(X)IH in form:

EyIH(X)=Am-lv(§) + Bvﬂg)

where

§=2xnaexp(x/2xn) ; a2=uomH(Aco2/B2)n(0) ; v2=4xn2k,/2(1+m/mci)
and Jiv(E_,) are Bessel functions of fractional order v.

In region IV the oscillating and evanescent FW ﬁelds are derived (ref.3) from the singular
turning-point equations in terms of Bessel functions Ji1/3 and Iil/S- In the constant
plasma parameters region V we consider only the single pass ﬁelds. Poloidal variation of
the ﬁelds is neglected, ky=0. The solutions of 5 regions are matched across their
boundaries in standard fashion. Knowing Z5 and Y5: imCS we analyze wave propagation
along the antenna in terms of TEM modes (ref.4):
.

Calculate the matrices K,L,D,G and Zc, the columns of K and L are voltage and

current eigenvectors

-

D=K‘IZSYSK=L'1YSZSL

6:f = diagonalm ), i=14

ZC=G'1K'IZSL

Yc=ZC'1

Deﬁne matrix T and equivalent impedance Zeq for the shorted strap sections of length
11 and matrices C and S for the main strap sections of length 12
T=diagonal[th(yill)]

-

Zeq=KTZcL'1

XI=L[YCSKZeq + CL-l]

Deﬁne antenna impedance matrix ZA and total input voltages and currents

Za=XV0XD
0

S =sinh(}'i12)

Deﬁne transfer matrices (ref.5) to calculate the input voltages and currents into strap'
sections 12 from the current vector Iver: deﬁned at the input of sections 11

XV=K[CK'1Zeq + ZCSL'l]
-

C =cosh(yi12)

Iin=2X11vec

Vin=ZAIin

Rc is calculated on transmission lines from antenna input impedance Vin/Iin’ where the
division is performed on the corresponding components of the Vin and Iin vectors.

7""—
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Spatial distribution of y emissivity and fast ions during (3He)D ICRF heating
experiments on JET
E. Righi", D.F.H. Start, C. Warrickdr
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON 0X14 3EA, UK

*Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, London SW7 2B2, UK
+ABA Technology, Culham, OXON 0X14 3013, UK

Introduction. During the 1991-92 JET experimental campaign the neutron proﬁle
monitors measured along both the horizontal and vertical lines of sight the Y emissivity
produced by nuclear reactions of 3He ions accelerated by ICRF heating with 9Be impurities
during ICRF heating experiments in a (3He)D plasma [1]. In the present paper a numeriCal

technique is presented that simulates such measurements by merging information obtained
from the fast ion distribution and from nuclear reactions producing the observed y
emissivity. This technique is full of potentialities to be developed, and it can play an

importat role in the identiﬁcation of plasma instabilities that affect the redistribution of the
fast ions in the plasma, like the TAB modes and the ripple in the tokamak magnetic ﬁeld.
Production of y photons dun'ng 3He-“Be reactions. High energy 3He ions
accelerated by ICRF heating can undergo exothermic nuclear reactions with 9Be impurities
present in the plasma, namely,

°Be+3He—>“B + p + y

Q =10 MeV,

(1)

°Be+3He—>“B + d + y

Q =1.09 MeV

(2)

°Be+3He—~>”C + n + y

Q =7.59 MeV.

(3)

The 7 photons are produced when the residual nucleus is formed in an excited state, and

subsequently decays to one of the lower excited states, or the ground state. In the present
analysis Eq.(1) is considered, because the reaction energy of Eq.(2) is one order of
magnitude lower, and can therefore be neglected, while Eq,(3) is the isobaric equivalent of
Eq.(l). Extensive studies of the 9l-Ite(3He,p)“B reaction exist [2,3,4,5,6], from which

information can be obtained about the differential cross—sections at 90° in the laboratory

frame of reference and in the energy range between 1 and 3 MeV for protons leaving 1‘B in
its excited states. Since the y detectors used have no energy resolution. a "total" crOSs—

section (do /dm)lm has been derived, sum of all the excitation curves for the energy levels
from ﬁrst to ninth, which gives an estimate of the relative probability that a y photon is

emitted from any excited state in the energy interval of interest (see Fig.1).
Simulation of y—ray emission. In order to describe correctly the interation of 3He
ions with 9Be impurities it is also necessary to know the distribution of 3He ions in
(VII'VJ. ,r,9) space and the orbit paths of the fast 3He ions. The distribution of 9Be ions is

here assumed to be uniform and with a concentration equal to 1% of the electron density,

r—f
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considered. The 3He distribution
consistent with the measurements of 2517' for the discharges
bounce—averaged
has been calculated by means of a 2D numerical code that solves the
This code does not
“early-state Fokker-Planck equation in cylindrical coordinates [7].
therefore have to be
which
ions,
fast
include the effects of ﬁnite orbit width of high energy
has been used that
[8]
included a posteriori. To this end the orbit following code ORBIT
at each point in the conﬁguration
estimates the time (At IT)T_W spent by the 3He ions
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Fig.1. "Total" differential cross—sectionforuB.

Fig.2. Minority ion distribution function in (VI I’V-L)
space.

space. A plot of the intensity of y emissivity,

At

do
11 0c Jd’rIdEJEf(E,r.e)[—) (—)
(1“)

tot

T

.

(4)

T—m

of test particles, once the
can then be generated for each energy considered and a number

weight function,

w(E,r,9)=fEf(E.r,9)(d—G) [ﬂ]
d0)

ml

T

,

(5)

Tan:

pitch angle and minor radius
is known. Information about the 3H6 distribution in energy,
d in the weight function Eq.(5)
and the excitation curves of “B have therefore been combine
of monoenergetic test particles
n
emissio
as input for the ORBIT code to calculate the y—ray
at different energies have been
launched at the midplane. The results of simulations
subsequently integrated to give the total 7 emissivity.
The JET shots for which
Results and comparison with the experiment.

are those of Table I, where their main
experimental measurements of the y emissivity exist

ity can be plotted either as a 3D
plasma parameters are listed. Measurements of y emissiv
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reconstruction of y intensity in the poloidal

Table I - Plasma parameters
\

plane,

or as line integrated data of Y
emission along a vertical and horizontal line
of sight [1]. Both cases have been simulated

numerically. In Fig.3 the intensity of 7
emission in the (r,z) plane is reported for

the off-axis discharge JPN 23450. Analysis

of these simulations show that different

types of orbits contribute to determine the

time slice (5)

plasma current (MA)
B, onvaxis (T)

JPN 23450

JPN 23453

49.0

49.0

3.5

3.5

3

3

'1‘,n (keV)

7.3

7.4

n,“ (10’9 m3)

2.8

3.0

P"(MW)

7.9

11.7

magnetic axis Rn (m)

3.10

3.12

resonance off-set (m)

0.29

0.06
E

fast ion energy (MJ)*

0.2

1

peak (the ”hot spot"). In particular, the off»

Z,"

1.5

1.6

axis

n,,,/n,n *
0.045
0.13
*estimated with the orbit code PHANTOM [9] and
cross—checked with experimental data

two 7 distributions when on—axis and off-

axis ICRF are considered, which leads also
to a different localization of the emissivity

ICRF

discharge

(JPN

23450)

is

dominated by passing particles in the plasma

centre, while trapped particles are localised either on the RF resonance or nearby. On the
contrary, in the case of on~axis ICRF heating (JPN 23453) trapped particles dominate near
the plasma centre (on the RF resonance), with a clear contribution of high energy D~shaped

orbits. If the numerical y emissivity in the (r,z) plane is line integrated into y intensity along
the horizontal and vertical lines of sight [1], then the y—ray calculations can be compared
with the experimental curves. The results, shown in Fig.4 for JPN 23450, clearly indicate

that experiment and simulation agree qualitatively, meaning that the main elements
Pulse No: 23450
responsible for the distribution of 7
emissivity (and fast ions) are all present in the

Intensity (a.u.)

model. However the picture also shows that
while along the horizontal line of sight the
measured and calculated intensities have the

same proﬁles, along the vertical line of sight

the intensity peaks are displaced of one
channel. This means that the simulated "hot
spot" is displaced horizontally with respect to

the measurement. This difference could ﬁnd
an explanantion in the approximations used.
80.0
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Fig.3. Numerical reconstruction of y-ray emissivity in
the poloidal plane for the offal: ICRF heated
discharge JPN 23450.

In

particular, the Fokker-Planck code
calculates f(E,r,B) in cylindrical coordinates,

while the actual discharges have substantial
elongation

and

triangulation.

Also

orbit
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istently,
effects are not introduced self-cons
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paper a model has been presented that
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but a posteriori. It is also not excluded that
with 3He, for
other nuclear reactions (of ”C
the analysis.
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In this
work.
future
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sions
Conclu

Fig.4. Comparison between experimental and
theorietical line integrated intensity of r emissivity
along the horizontal and vertical liner of sight of [he
7 detectors for JPN 23450 (courtesy of P.J.A.
Howarlh).

especially to improve the calculation of the
ntly effects of toroidal geometry and
fast ion distribution function by including self—consiste
available Monte—Carlo codes). This
ﬁnite orbit widths of 3He ions (through already
in all those scenarios where the 3He
technique can be useful to analyse JET discharges
ce of Toroidal Alfven Eigenmode (TAE)
distribution plays a major role, like in the presen
In the former case the distribution is
modes or ripple in the tokamak magnetic ﬁeld.
of the passing fast ions into high
expected to lose its peakedness due to the redistribution
energy D—shaped orbits.
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AN ANALYSIS OF JET FAST-WAVE HEATING AND CURREN
T'DRIVE
EXPERIMENTS DIRECTLY RELATED TO ITER.
V.P. Bhatnagar, L. Eriksson, C. Gormezano, J. Jacquinot, A.
Kaye, D.F.H. Start,

JET Joint Undertaking,

Abingdon, OXON, 0X14 3EA (U.K.)

l. INTRODUCHON. The lTER fast-wave system is required to
serve a variety of
purposes, in particular, plasma heating to ignition, current proﬁle
and burn control and
eventual

ly, in conjunction with other schemes, a central non-indu
ctive current drive (CD) f0,the steady-state Operation of ITER. We analyse, in terms of
dimensionless parameters, the
ICRF heating and current drive data that has been obtained
in JET with a view to
ascertaining its direct relevance to key ITER requirements.
The analysis is then used to

identify areas both in physics and technological aspects Orion-cyclotron
resonance heating
(ICRH) and CD that require further experimentation in lTER-relevam devices
such as JET
to establish the required data base.
2. PLASMA HEATING. Heating to ignition is a direct extrapolation
from the JET
high power (22 MW) minority ICRF heating [1] including that of
the high minority (

nH/nnd S l) heating [2] experiments reported earlier.

Also, a 2 MA (magnetically)
steady-state discharge lasting 60 s and heated by ICRH at a level of
3 MW for the entire
duration

of the discharge

has been produced [3]. Deuterium fundamental and tritium second
harmonic heating scenarios, proposed for ITER, are also scheduled to be
carried out later in
the D-T phase ofJET.

3. MINORITY-ION CURRENT DRIVE AND BURN CONTRO
L. With a View to
burn control, the stabilization or destabilization of sawteeth
due to magnetic shear control
at the q=l surface has been obtained by minority ion current
drive [4,5] in JET. This

behaviour results in a change in the DD reactivity of up to 60% in JET. A
model calculation
predicts that by changing the sawtooth period from 3 s to 0.2 s in lTER-ED
A like plasmas,

the D-T reactivity could be reduced by a factor of 0.75 [6].

In this preliminary calculation,
the dynamic behaviour of burn control (delayed response-time due to current
diffusion) has

not yet been evaluated.

4. ELECTRON—TTMP CURRENT DRIVE. The scenario predicted to be
the most

elTective for electron transit~time magnetic pumping (e-TTMP) current
drive by fast waves

in ITER is at a frequency (22 MHz) that lies below all ion resonances
[l] so as to avoid

strong ion damping. In this domain, the experimental data base is
scant principally due to
low [1. (ratio of kinetic to magnetic pressure) and relative.y small plasma
size and hence weak

damping in present day devices. We note that for good current drive efﬁciency
(ﬁ), one
should Operate at normalized speed {En/nz 2 to avoid deleterious
effects of electron
trapping [7] (see Fig. l), but optimum damping occurs at §=11J2_ (see
Fig. 2). This
eventually reﬂects in lower CD efﬁciency. The electron damping of the
fast wave can be

represented as [8],

it = s/i ,3 g
lkl l

4

'

where Iti is the wave vector perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld, kl, is the imaginary
part of
k; and I?! E 2pon.T¢/B§ where y. is the vacuum permeability. A contour plot ofthe right
hand
side ofthe above equation in a 03., {)-plane is plotted in Fig. 2. It is clear that the
absorption

increases linearly with [L and it is optimum at .f = l/ﬁ. Using ray tracing
[9], we calculate

single pass absorption (SPA) of fast waves by electrons launched from an antenna
located
on the low-field side in which the tokamak geometry, profiles and the elTect of poloidal
ﬁeld
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electron current drive scheme.

the operating frequency
We now present the e-SPA results in Fig. 5 for ITER where
6T is chosen to exclude all ion
(f= 22 MHz) for electron current drive at a given B,=
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on ﬁn VFIVe and plasma diameter.
of vplv. shown. Finally, We note that e-SPA depends

drive efﬁciency factor (
In Fig. 6, we present results of normalised current
ITER. These results are
and
JET
in
drive
yCD = < m > Rl/P oc T,ﬁ) for e-TTMP current
using CD efficiencies from Fig.
calculated using multiple-bounce multi-ray trajectories and

current driven, P the RF power, R the
1 for ITER-EDA and JET parameters. Here, I is the
in ITER as

The higher yen Values
major radius and <n.> the average electron density.
higher antenna directivity in ITER.
compared to JET are principally due to higher Ta; and
n on the cutoff at the plasma edge
The model assumes no loss of power on a ray reflectio
~
which may be questionable for very weak SPA cases.
WAVE TECHNOLOGY.

We note that on the technology side, the

5. lCRF FASTto be very different from that of the
basic lTER lCRF system (20-60 MHz) does not need
To take advantage of the different
MW).
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parameters: D- T, straps. [TIER-EDA: 6~straps {Lz=
0.74m).
10“” [(9 V. 11¢) = 1.4x10’m".
JET-A2: 4—straps (Lz= 0.4m).
fast-wave scenarios spread over a large frequency range, a ”violin“
[10] antenna (a multiple
resonance, asymmetrically excited antenna) has been propose
d (see Fig. 7) in which a long
strap is connected in parallel with a very short section. The latter
acts as a matching element
located within the antenna and improves the power coupling
property especially at low
frequencies. lts has high coupling resistance capability at a number
of desired frequencies
in a wide band [[0]. The proposed violin antenna for ITER features
a remote ceramic as the
antenna is supported at its two short-circuited ends. The remote
ceramic aspect ofthe ITER
violin antenna is being simulated [II] with the successful operatio
n ofJET A2-antennas with
9 MW coupled up to now to a 2 MW single-null divertor plasma [l2]. The
antennas have
also been tested up to 35 kV in vacuum without arcing.
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Ion energy balance during fast wave heating
in TORE SUPRA
T. Hutter, A. Bécoulet, J .P. Coulon, B. Saoutic, V. Basiuk, G. T. Hoang
Association Euratom—CEA sur la Fusion
Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache
13108 Saint Paul LeZ Durance (FRANCE)

Introduction
Direct coupling of the fast magnetosonic wave to the electrons has been recently Studied
0n TORE SUPRA. Preliminary experiments were dedicated to optimise the scenario for
Fast
Wave Electron Heating (FWEH) and Current Drive (FWCD). In a ﬁrst part. thermal kinetic
and
diamagnetic energy are compared when fast wave is applied to the plasma in two different
regimes: l/ the minority hydrogen heating scenario (ICRH), 2/ the direct electron damping
Effects of ion resonant layers, marginally present in the plasma in the later regime (FWEH),
is
then presented and discussed.
In the following, all plasmas are limited on the carbon inner wall, with R = 2.28 m and
a = 0.72 m, and, unless speciﬁed, are helium plasmas with a small hydrogen concentratio
n

(DH/He < 5%).

Thermal energy content
On TORE SUPRA, time resolved energy spectra of fast hydrogen and deuterium
neutrals are routinely measured by charge exchange (CX) analysers [I] of the EIIB type (46
channels per mass, H and D, Emax = 300 keV) with different lines of sight: ﬁve in a poloidal
cross-section having a tangency radius Rt: 0.43 m (near “perpendicular“), and one
in the
equatorial plane with Rt: 1.9 m (near “parallel" to the magnetic axis, see ﬁgure 4).
Concerning the ion energy balance, the ion temperature proﬁles are simulated including:
1/ a best ﬁt to the passive measured Spectra of each analyser, 2/ for all the analysers, the same
normalisation factor for the neutral density profile (fast computed consistently with ion
temperature[2]) and 3/ the consistency with neutron yield and plasma composition. Standard

diagnostics provide the other experimental data required in the simulation code
(ne(r), Te(r),

Zeff, neutron yield and plasma geometry).
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Electron and ion kinetic thermal energies
are shown on figure I. In the ohmic

phase, diamagnetic and kinetic energy are
found in good agreement. The lowest
density point corresponds to a monster
sawtooth. For the other points, data are
averaged during 100 ms (about two
normal sawteeth). If we assume that
perpendicular supra-thermal ion energy

content is the difference between

diamagnetic and thermal kinetic energy, it
is within the error bars for the high density point, but clearly increases with decreasing density.
The thermal energy content has also been evaluated on a 4 MW pulse of FWCD
(f: 47.7 MHz, co-current phasing) launched in mainly helium plasma
(“D/“He: 0.7,
B = 2.2 T, 1p: 0.76 MA). It is found equal to the diamagnetic energy,
indicating that the
supra-thermal particle energy content, if present, is negligible.
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mainly detected by the parallel analyser. And in the same way, the perpendicular analyser
mainly detects the ions accelerated on the 29c“ (LFS) layer. It is thus possible, using both CX
analysers, to explain the B—scan experiments results as the 29C” layer moving outSide the

plasma, and the QC” layer progressively entering on the HFS. Finally B=2.l7 T represents the
optimum ﬁeld, where no signiﬁcant ion damping competes with the direct electron heating,
This is also well confirmed by the expected positions of the cyclOtron layers shown in Table I,
except that at B=2.10T the ZQCH layer is 4 cm outside the plasma and that a signiﬁcant tail is
however observed. One must remember here that the ripple effect is quite high on the low ﬁeld
side of TORE SUPRA, Indeed, for the case B = 2.101“, R+a increases by 3 cm and RZQCH
decreases by 15 cm between two coils[3]. So it is clear on ﬁgure 4 that conﬁned protons can

interact with the wave.

table I: relative position (in meter) of the
harmonic resonant layers. A negative value
indicate 21
outside the

B,(T)

Figure 4. lines of sight of the
anal rs - the am - l I .
yse

1n

eq

ona p ane

-ﬂ

+a~ 29c”

« *2 no
on outo
torus.
The Doppler effect also broadens the cyclotron
layer, thus being coupled to the ions a few
centimetres deeper in the plasma. Finally, since
few obstacles are located on the outer part of the
plasma chamber, one can expect sufficient
confinement of 5-30 keV protons in the low
electron, high neutral density plasma located on
the low ﬁeld side of the torus, thus giving rise to
CX that relatively high neutral signal observed on the
perpendicular analysers when 2.] < B < 2.2 T
(ZQCH, upper right black square on ﬁgure 3).

Ion-electron competitions during FWEH/QD experiments
A larger B-scan has been performed (1.37<B(T)<2.2), at f=47.7MHz, in order to
investigate the possibility for maximizing the electron single-pass absorption (which scales as
83). But lowering B also means entering the 29C” layer into the plasma, and thus a
competition with ion damping (which increase also with ion temperature Ti). Figure 5 displays
the CX analysers measurements for various B values, the corresponding cyclotron layers
locations being given in Table 11. One clearly distinguish the increasing absorption on the 29c“
layer as it enters the plasma towards the centre (and experiences an increasing Ti, B from 2.2 to
1.691"). followed by a decrease as B varies from 1.69 to 1.37T. The FW single—pass
absorption computations, as well as full—wave simulations, conﬁrm the observations, revealing
a switch between the electron and ion dampings when the 29C” layer is at the plasma centre
(B=l.69T).
Another example of such a competition between ions and electrons has been observed
when phasing the currents between the FW antenna straps, for FWCD experiments. In that
case, the averaged parallel wave number decreases, lowering the electron single-pass
absorption. This is well conﬁrmed by the neutral spectra measurements, in cases where the set
f/ B is not optimised: for 48MHz / 2.25T. QCH layer is slightly inside the plasma on the high
ﬁeld side. On ﬁgure 6, hydrogen spectra measured during FWEH for two different shots, with
these f/ E values, are presented. We can see that spectra remain low in dipole phasing
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Conclusions

in the determination and
On "FORE SUPRA CX analysers 1/ prove to be a powerful tool
tion of competing damping
optimisation of the FWEH/CD scenarios, 2/ permit direct observa
mechanisms for ions and electrons.
a1., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 56, 1120
1 similar to those developed for I F IR: A. L. Roquemore et
(1985).

conference.
2 H. Capes. P. Laporte. T. Hutter and J-C. M. de Haas, this
3 R. Arslanbekov. Y. Peysson et a], this conference.
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FAST EVALUATION OF THE QUASLLH‘JEAR ION DISTRIBUTION FUNC
TION
DURING ION CYCLOTRON HEATING

Marco Brambilla

Max-Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik — Eur-atom Association
Catching bei Miinchen, Germany

Abstract. The code SSFPQL solves the steady-state quasilinear kinetic
equatiOn
for Ion Cyclotron heating using an expansion in Legendre polynomials in the pitch angle

and cubic ﬁnite elements in the velocity. Finite Larmor radius effects are taken into

account but toroidal trapping is neglected. While this restricts the use of SSFPQL
to moderate heating rates, the code provides all the information needed to take into
account quasilinear effects on wave propagation and absorption with minimal numerical
eﬂort. This is illustrated with an application to minority IC heating in ASDEX Upgrade_

Introduction. Investigation of the ion distribution function during ICR heating

is important because deviations from Maxwellian 1) inﬂuence the propagation and absorption of IC waves; 2) are experimentally measurable through GK and therefore have

diagnostic value; and 3) can modify the reactivity and the ignition temperature in the

fusion reactor. This investigation has been pioniered by Stix [1] assuming isotropy in
velocity Space. In the case of fundamental heating of a minority species this simple
model predicts the development of a suprathermal tail with the effective temperature

13°“ 2 0.353 10—”ZiZigT3/2 Wi/Alizne 7“

(1)

(subscripts i, M refer to the minority and majority, respectively; W,- is the heating rate

in W/cm‘a; temperatures are in keV, densities in cm‘3). This has been found to agree

qualitatively well with experimental results. Since IC heating increases mainly the perpendicular energy of resonant ions, however, the distribution ﬁmction can be expected
to be quite anisotropic. In a. tokamak, moreover, the quasilinear diffusion coefﬁcient
has a strong pitch—angle dependence [2], in particular due to toroidal trapping of the
heated ions. To take into account these effects, whose importance increases with the
plasma temperature and the size of the device, one has to solve the quasilinear FokkerPlanck ldnetic equation in two velocity variables [3]. This is a very heavy numerical
task, particularly if it has to be repeated on several magnetic surfaces to allow for the
radial localization of the 10 power deposition proﬁle and for radial diffusion.

The code SSFPQL. If toroidal trapping is neglected, however, a two dimensional
solution of the quasilinear kinetic equation can be obtained with minimal numerical
effort by expanding the heated distribution function in Legendre polynomials in the
pitch angle

at?) = :3 ac) Pm)

(2)

(symmetry in ,u = ”11/” is assumed). The success of the Legendre expansion is due to
a non—conventional representation of the quasilinear diffusion coefﬁcient based on the

ﬁt
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in view of a selfuse
ial
potent
its
and
which illustrates the possibilities of the code
ity IC heating
minor
for
le
availab
y
densit
power
The
.
heating
consistent description of IC

a in a. region extending to about

in ASDEX Upgrade ranges typically from 0.5 to 2 W/cm

. Assuming a constant ‘linear’
one third of the radius, and decreases rapidly outside
electron

Deuterium plasma of
heating rate W.- = 1 W/cm3 and 5% Hydrogen in a
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density 11c = 8 1013 cm‘3, we present in ﬁg. 1 the results from SSFPQL for a scan of the

background plasma temperature To over the range 1 to 4 keV accessible to the hen. '
experiment. The strong anisotropy of the quasilinear distribution function is Clear:
while the effective perpendicular tail temperature increases from 10 to over 60 [myl
the parallel temperature does not exceed 12 keV. Note that the increase of Tn“ is

sligthly less than linear due to ﬁnite Lannor radius (FLR) effects, which reduce the
quasilinear heating rate by about 20 % as TD increases from 1 to 4 kev;
at the same

time the power collisionally transferred by the minority to the electrons remains roughly

constant around 0.4 W/cm‘3 (these results are obtained from SSFPQL alone at constant

linear 147,-; they do not take into account that as the temperature increases the balance
between electron and ion absorption would shift in favor of the latter, thereby increasing
W,- at constant total available power). The anisotropy is also clearly visible from the
level plot of the minority distribution at 2 keV, shown in ﬁg. 2.

Approximate representation of the solution. Iii-om the solution of the quasilin.

ear kinetic equation obtained with SSFPQL in the form (2) one could evaluate the local
FLR dielectric tensor with the techniques described in [5]. In spite of the simplicity of

this procedure, however, using it in large wave propagation code: would still represent a
formidable numerical effort. The results of SSFPQL suggest a. factorized approximation

F(1';‘) 2 F1 (v1) F" (11”), which simpliﬁes this task substantially. Indeed, the distribution
of perpendicular velocities 17(1),;1 = 0) is found to be essentially identical to the one-

dimensional solution of Stix (properly normalized for the different number of degrees of
freedom and corrected for FLR effects if required), for which a simple analytic form is

known [5]. The distribution of parallel velocities on the other hand can be accurately
approximated as the sum of two Maxwellians

e‘ 2

e‘"3/"

FM“) = (1 — ‘1) \/7_r + “W

(5)

where u = v” /‘Ugho is the parallel velocity in terms of the thermal velocity before heating,

and 7 = TIT“ /T,,; the tail population traction 0: is determined by imposing that F(u) has

the same average energy TIFL as the numerical solution, i.e. a = (TEL —Ta)/(TI[°“ —T,,).
The accuracy of this approximation is illustraded in ﬁgs. 3 and 4 for To = 2 and 4 keV,
respectively. The huge numerical advantage of using the approximated distribution
function is obvious. In particular, the singular integrals over 1;” which describe parallel
dispersion and collisionless absorption can be expressed in terms of the usual Plasma
Dispersion function alone, for which efﬁcient algorithms are available [7].

[1] Stix T.H., Nucl. its. 15 (1975) 737.
[2] Lamalle P.U., Phys. Lett. A 175 (1993) 45.
[3] Kamey C.F.F., Comp. Phys. Reports 4 (1986) 183.
[4] Anderson D., Eriksson L.—G., Lisa]: M., Plasma Phys. Contr. Fus. 29 (1987) 891.
[5] M. Brambilla, C. Hoffman, 20th EPS Conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Physics,
Lisbon. 1993, Vol. III, p. 957.

[6] M. Brambilla., to be published in Nucl. Fusion (1994).

[7] W. Gautschi, SIAM Rev. 9 (1967) 24.
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Introduction
Heating scenarii combining both NBl (neutral beam injection D—io’) and third
harmonic

heating have been experimentally studied on TEXTOR; two scenarios were investigated
: ICRH

formation was also observed in JTSO [2].
During the second campaign of experiments, both Co and Co + Counter neutral beam were
combined with lCFtH. showing better heating efficiency than previously observed.
These experimental results are documented and compared with predictions from the SWHAP
and BECHSloodes[3].
Experimental

conditions

For the two experimental programs, the same plasma discharge conditions were
selected:

Deuterium beam injected in a deuterium plasma target; plasma current lp=350 kA; heating
frequency = 38 MHz.
-lor the co injection experiments, the energy of the beam ions was varied between 30 kev
and 53 keV. which corresponds to a beam injected power varying between 0.4 MW_and 1.55
MW. lCRH heating power is varied between 0 and 2 MW. The plasma density non varied
between 2.2 tomcm“3 and 4. 101scm‘3. The toroidal ﬁeld 81 was varied between 1.66T and
1.81T.

—for the Co + counter beam injection, the energy of the beam was fixed at 40 Kev. which

corresponds to a beam power of 800 KW for each beam. The RF power was also
varied
between 0 and 2 MW. For this heating scenario, larger plasma densities were reached:
an
input power of 1.6 MW NBl combined with 2 MW ICRH induces an unavoidable density

increase from 2.2 10'3cm'3 to 5.9 10‘3cm'3 .
Experimental

results

in these experiments the RF power was varied from D to 2 MW; Bt — 1.77T so that the 3fcp

absorption layer is 10 cm outboard. The plasma density increase during additional heating

was rather modest : from 2 1013 cm‘3 to 2.6 1013 cm'3 for Pnb = 1.4 MW and Picrh =

g mgr-vi we, “I? ' '"

+ pure Co injection and ICRH + balanced injection. During the first series
of experiments
with only Co beam, the neutron yield showed an enhancement of fusion reactions While
temperature and energy increase are rather low [1]. The large increase in
neutron
production was associated with the preferential absorption of the wave energy
by the fast
ions of the beam, leading to the formation of a tail in the energy distribution.
This tail

”t

#1
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W.
respect to the RF power. The neutron
$1249 neutron yield shows a clear linear dependence with
neutral

MW. Change in
production by RF is 101:3 neutrons/MW at a ﬁxed NBI power of 1.4
Kev to 1.2 10 ‘3
at
slope vary from 0.2 10 ‘3 neutronslMW 30
beam energy makes that

'

neutrons/MW at 53 Kev.
with the RF power, but the slope
The plasma diamagnetic energy also increases linearly
y ion heating scenario. Heating
minorit
during
d
obtaine
value
recorded is only half of the
are possible when working at

heating
efﬁciencies close to values obtained during minority
(putting the absorption layer in the centre of
higher plasma density and lower magnetic ﬁeld

the plasma).
increases dramatically at the RF
Contrary to co~injection experiments. plasma density
is observed in the plateau phase
increase
density
eous
spontan
second
a
switch-on. Sometimes
correlated to the amount of RF
directly
not
is
e
increas
of the RF power. This large density
occurs at very low RF
increase
density
large
this
power; indeed. for certain discharges.
discharges the small amount of RF
power (see e.g. ﬁg. 7-8 of [3] ). in this type of plasma
of the plasma. The auxiliary
wer induces a big increase of the energy and of the density
is unrealistically high Le. similar to
ent
experim
this
from
deduce
can
one
time
ment
conﬁne
conﬁnement induced by the rt heating
the ohmic one. We interpret this as an improvement of
anying the event.
accomp
peaking
density
large
the
which is correlated with
a typical high power discharge is
In fig (1) the time evolution of the plasma parameters for
presented.
is observed. The neutron production
A linear dependence of neutron yield with RF power

with - .6 1013 neutrons/MW at
efficiency is 1013 neutrons/MW of ICRH (to compare

similar conditions but with only 1 beam).

with the RF power, the slope of the linear
The diamagnetic energy increases almost linearly
A value of 27 KJ/MW is obtained which is
case.
dependence is higher than in the co injected
the minority heating scenario.
of the same order of magnitude as the value measured for
of behaviour but, during ICRH. its value is
Equilibrium energy also exhibits the same type

power level of 1.6 MW combined with
always lower than the diamagnetic energy. At an Nbi
energy of 121KJ is reached; this is
netic
diamag
of
value
m
maximu
a
1.6 MW RF power,

value on Textor.
equivalent to a Troyon factor of 2.2 which is a record

Comparison

between

theory

and

experiment

is mainly due to reactions between fast
The neutron production in these experiments
in the neutron production is due to the
change
modest
A
target.
plasma
the
and
s
particle
(< 10%). Most of the increase in the
ature
temper
electron
target
plasma
the
change in
in the velocity distribution function of
change
induced
ICRH
the
to
due
is
neutron production
the fast ions.

ModeLdassnmm

injection experiment proceeds in
The theoretical description of the combined ICRH and beam
3 steps.

species (9'. DbackgroundComputation of the power absorbed by the different plasma

of the ion cyclotron frequency. using the
Dbeam) in the neighbourhood of the 3"d harmonic
ions:

power is absorbed by the beam
SWHAP code [3]. it shows that the main part of the ICRH
, 6% is given to the electrons and
78%
is
fraction
this
MW/m3
0.350
of
density
power
at a
ions.
plasma
15% to the thermal
The distribution is obtained by
-Evaluation of the distribution function of the fast 0 ions.
[3]). The k1. value used in this
code
I
(BECHS
n
equatio
Planck
Fokkersolving the quasi linear
ent on plasma parameters ,
depend
is
kt
code is that given by SWHAP for kn =7 m". This
density.
plasma
the
for example
yield produced by fast ions plasma
-From the distribution of particles velocity, the neutron
reactions is calculated .
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A graph of the particle velocity distribution is presented in fig. 2. We clearly see iomtatio

of a tail. The shape of the tail is independent on the RF power but its amplitude .n

proportional to that power. The cut—off of the tail correSponds to the first zero of
the Fill:

diffusion coefficient (E. J2 +E. J4 ) which acts as a barrier
against further particle
acceleration. As a consequence. even if the

Neutron yield prediction: even though the experimental dependence is well explained
theory. the absolute neutron yield measured is far below the value predicted by the code

Looking at the particle velocity distribution. one can observe that a non negligible fraction
of
the ions of the tail is not conﬁned. Since that fraction is directly linked to
k i. the fraction of
ions lost will be linked to the plasma density and thus this effect should
be accounted for
when estimating the neutron production. A rough guess of the ion loss is obtained
by

considering an ion population that is accelerated at the plasma radius where the neutral beam

absorption is maximal. First. the frontier in velocity space separating confined
and lost
particles is determined looking at the guiding centre trajectories of individual particles (see

fig. 3). Next, the decontined particles are removed from the distribution. If we suppose that

the ion loss doesn't affect the size or shape of the distribution. but just leads to a sharp cut
in that distribution, the impact of this ion decontinement effect on neutron production can be
quantitatively estimated. The number of neutron produced in function of density is given in

fig. 4. For 1 MW injected power and at n. = 4 1013 cm'“, the expected increase in the
neutron yield is a factor 4, a doubling of the neutron yield is observed.

Plasma energy analysis: the ion decontinement process also has an impact on the plasma

energy. To quantify this effect, we investigate the reduction in ion beam distribution
resulting from the decontinement of fast ions. This is done by associating a quasi negligible
confinement time with these fast particles in the Fokker-Planck equation. As expected. the

loss of fast ions of the tail strongly decreases the power given to the electrons.
The loss of fast ions explains many results of the 3rd harmonic icrh experiment:
-lncrease of the density results in larger k; values and in a decrease of the maximum
velocity of the fast ions. In this way it indirectly allows for a better energy conﬁnement.
-When the absorption of the RF power takes place in the centre, energy and neutron
production is higher since, for a given particle energy. core particles are better conﬁned
than particles closer to the edge.
‘The change in neutron production efficiency with the energy of the beam is also linked to the
modification in the confinement .

Conclusions:
By theoretically analysing the 3rd harmonic heating scenario, we demonstrate that. when

fast ions of the tail can be confined i.e. by density increase and putting the absorption layer

in the centre of the plasma, heating efficiency of that scenario is at least as efficient as the
minority heating scenario. Low energy increase measured during the first series of
experiments [1] can be explained by the decontinement process of the fast ions.
With 1.6 MW 3rd harmonic icrh combined with the same amount of NBl power we were
able to reach the Brim" of Textor.
References
[1] G. Van Wassenhove et at (1992), Europhysics topical conference on Radioirequency
Heating and Current Drive of Fusion Devices, Brussels, VoltGE, 141.
[2] H. Kimura et at. . Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 35 (1993). 845.
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[4] A. M. Messiaen et al.. Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 35 (1993), A15.
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number of fast ions contained in the tail increa

with RF power, the tail will not significantly extend
to higher velocity values. This
theoretical prediction clearly explains the linear dependence of neutron production
With
respect to the RF power.

Fig. 2 Velocity distribution proﬁle of the
beam ions for 3 different values of the

heating power density (ne =9. 10 ‘3 cm'3,

Te = 1.5 keV,Ti-1.7 keV).
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L INTRODUCTION

The ion Bernstein wave (IBW) can be excited
in a tokamak plasma by launching a
slow electron plasma wave (EPW), with a
frequency (do near the ion cyclotron
frequency harmonic and the parallel wave number
nlz 1. This wave propagates in the
region of the scrape-off plasma where mpﬂ>mg
>mpi and mode~transforms into an IBW
near the layer wpi=m0. A good antenna loading
is expected according to the theory
[1,2], with an antenna resistance R219 for
low plasma density values near the
antenna, such that mpi<0.7—0.8m0. Moreover, direct
IBW coupling is expected at higher
values of the plasma density so that
Polo. The direct IBW coupling is strongly
dependent on the toroidal magnetic field 3].
In the reCent IBW experiments on DUI-D [4]
and PBX—M [5,6], good antenna
coupling-was found, even when operating in
conditions where poor coupling was
expected. The coupling was evaluated by aSSuming
that the plasma density near the
antenna has the same value as that measured at
the same radial position, but in a
toroidal position a few meters from the antenna
. Moreover, no dependence of the
antenna coupling on the toroidal magnetic field was
found during the experiment on
DIE-D. These results can be explained by supposin
g that the plasma density near the
antenna is reduced during the RF pulse, due to the
ponderomotive forces of the RF
electric field gradient.
In the present work, the effect of the RF pondero
motive potential on the plasma

density is studied, and the perturbed density is evaluate
d by self—consistent
evaluati

on of the electric field. The wave-induced electric
field is obtained by the
amplitude transport equation (Poynting theorem).
As a result, we have found that the ponderomotive
effects are strongly dependent
on the operating frequency. In the IBW experiments
on DIE—D and PBX-M, operating

at a frequency of about 50—60 MHz, the antenna coupling
is dominated by the

ponderomotive effect also at low levels of injected rf
power.

11. MODEL EQUATIONS AND DISCUSSION
A simple theoretical model describing the nonline
ar effects of the wave field on
the plasma edge is given in ref. [8], from where a
formula for the evolution of the

perturbed plasma density as a function of the wave field
is obtained:
n(.r) : "0(1) exp

—

w

(1)

Tear) + Tl.(x)

where right) is the unperturbed density profile, x=r/a
is the normalized slab variable
and
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(Z)

2

2 -

ii. 4m1, £21.
w: ,L
m2
4m 02_92
0

ci

gating
plasma, the components of the propa
is the ponderomotive potential. In the
(Poynting
ion
equat
ort
transp
tude
ampli
the
g
electric field are obtained by solvin
the electric
rically. In general, the behaviour of
theorem) both analytically and nume
, in turn, depends on the field. An
which
ty,
densi
a
plasm
the
on
d
field will depen
the perturbed
Eqs. (l)—(Z) to obtain the value of
iterative procedure is applied to
ndicular components of the
perpe
and
el
parall
The
a.
plasm
e-off
density in the scrap
is a function of

the wave potential, which
field used in Eqs. (l)-(Z) are obtained from
the antenna:
the Fourier component of the field at
the radial variable and

_
(1)2 (1,71 ) —

(n (ml/n (0))“

(3)

2
(l) (n l

E

e

0

Int/2(1)

I0

l0

values,
ne(0) are the edge and the central
"(1) is the density profile; ne(a) and
at the
field
the
of
um
spectr
the
is
and (P20(n|o)
respectively, of the plasma density;
interface is obtained by the
sma
na‘pla
anten
the
at
field
ic
electr
antenna. The
a
[1], which takes into account the plasm
Brambilla wave-plasma coupling theory
the PBX—M experiment,
For
pulse.
IBW
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density at the antenna positi
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Fig. Za,b) Scrape-off plasma density
as a function of the radial variable
for FTU IBW experiments. a) ohmic
phase, b) calculated plasma density
change during IBW pulse (Pkp = 500
kW, fD=433MHz., Bq-:78kG).

of the plasma density in the scrape-off plasma. The results of our
analysis
are shown in Fig. 1 for the PBX-M tokamak, which operates
at a frequency fo=47MHz_
In the figure, the unperturbed (a) and perturbed (b) density is
plotted in logarithmic
scale vs I. A strong decrease of the density near the antenna
is observed (one Order
of magnitude), which causes the layer w0=wp,, which is
located outside the plasrna
prior to the IBW pulse, to be pushed inside the scrape-off plasma,
resulting in Epw
coupling. Therefore, this result can justify the good antenna
coupling during the IBW
experiments on PBX—M and DIII-D, which operated with similar plasma
parameters in
the antenna region.
For the next IBW experiment on FTU, which operates at
a frequency [0:433 MHz,
the layer w0=0pi should be located inside the scrape-off plasma
during the ohmic

phase. In Fig. 2 the ponderomotive effects are evaluated by considering the
FTU [7]

plasma parameters. We can observe that no significant change
of the plasma density
near the antenna is expected during the IBW pulse up to the
maximum operating
power of 500 kW.

111. CONCLUSION
Ponderomotive effects can be responsible for reducing the plasma
density near
the antenna and determine the coupling of the electron plasma wave
to the plasma.
At operating frequencies of 50-60 MHz, as in the IBW experimen
ts on Dillrrf) and
PBX-M, the nonlinear ponderomotive effects are very strong
and are responsible for
the anomalous antenna coupling observed. For the IBW planned experimen
t on F'I‘U,
the ponderomotive effects are not expected to modify significan
tly the plasma
density near the antenna, and the coupling should be determined only
by the antennaplasma distance.
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LINTRODUCI'ION
It has been shown [1,2,3] that ion Bernstein waves (IBW's), normally employed
to
heat the bulk ions of the plasma at a given harmonic resonance, could
be used to heat
the electron population directly because of the strong increase
of the parallel

refraction index "I along the ray trajectory. As already shown [2,3], In oscillates
along

the trajectory, assuming positive and negative values; its amplitude
depends
essentially on the poloidal location of the antenna and, when the antenna
lies on the
equatorial plane, on the nrspectrum launched by the antenna itself. Hence,
a wide
range of values of ”I are present inside the plasma. These characteristics
of IBW's can
be exploited to use them in conjunction with lower-hybrid waves (LHW's)
to improve
the efficiency of lower-hybrid current drive (LHCD) [4].
The IBW is unable, alone, to produce a net current in the plasma owing
to the
relevant fact that the launched wave spectrum continuously changes from
positive to
negative values. Instead, the LHW launched with a spectrum centred on
low values
of n., lying just above the accessibility condition, generates a tail in the electron
distribution function that extends to a very low parallel velocity, producing
a net
current inside the plasma. The effect of IBW's used in conjunction with LHW's
can be

twofold. On the one hand, IBW's can sustain this current, dissipating its energy on the
side of the parallel velocity where the tail already exists due to LHW's. On the other

hand, IBW's can modify the distribution function of the electrons and help
to fill the
LHW gap for very low parallel velocity (high values of nl). In this work, a
quasilinear
analysis of IBW absorption by the electron population of the plasma is
performed,
which relies on the analytical calculation of the amplitude of the electric
field along
the trajectory to obtain the quasilinear diffusion coefficient and the
perturbed
electron distribution function. The damping of IBW's is also calculated on
the tail of
the distribution function generated by LHW's, having supposed the filling
of the
gap. This calculation assumes particular relevance bearing in mind the
lBW/LHW
experiments on the Princeton Beta Experiment—Modified (PBX-M) [5] machine,
which

are directed at demonstrating the synergy between IBW's and LHW's.

II. THE AMPLITUDE TRANSPORT EQUATION

The WKB analysis of wave propagation in the context of the geometric optics
approximation leads to a set of ordinary differential equations for the position
r, the
wave vector k, time t and frequency (n, which are, formally, the classical
Hamilton
equations for position and momentum. At the successive order in the
WKB expansion,
an equation for the slowly varying amplitude of the electric field can
be deduced that
satisfies the Poynting theorem. This equation, in the electrostatic approxima
tion, can
be written as follows:
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are, respectively, the normalized (with respect to the electron-electron collisions, v0
is the collision frequency) quasilinear diffusion coefficients for lBW's and LHW' .
The IBW power decrement exp(f'(x)) was obtained by integration of Eq. (4).
A plot of IBW power decrement is given in Fig. (l) for plasma parameters
typical of the PBX—M machine when a LHW flattens the distrbution function in a
wide range of parallel velocity (solid curve). On the same plot, we also show the
power decrement obtained when we can neglect the effect of DLHW and m (dashed
curve). In this case, the distribution function is Maxwellian and we consider a linear

damping. Obviously, owing to the tail generated in the resonant velocity interval by
the LHW, the absorption of the IBW in this interval of velocity is amplified with
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Abstract

Langmuir probe measurments have been perFormed For the First time
inside an lCRF antenna
without Iiaratlay screen. It is Found that upon RF switch-o
n, the low density plasma be—

tween the antenna protection litniters is promptly pushed out oFthis
region, even at very 10w
Rl’ power (order l kW). An order oFmagnitudc estimate indicates
that this eFFect could be

attributed to the ponderomotive Force linked to the large parallel electric
ﬁelds close to the
antenna. The consequences oFthis result with respect to sereenless antenna
design are dis.

.5; - i; :1 f.

charges. Moreover, convective cells induced by sheath rectified potentials
[4,5 ] could sig—
niﬁcantly increase the transport in Front oF the antenna and thus could enhance
the plasma

diIFusion constant is in general not known very accurately, especially
not in RF heated dis-

density at the central conductor. ThercFore reliable measurements
oF the plasma density at
the level oF the central conductor were urgently needed, not
only to investigate the above

mentioned physical problems but also to establish more detailed and reliable
Criteria For the

design oFscreenless lCRF antennas.
2) Experimental set—up.
A rectangular stainless steel probe with dimensions 1 mm (radial) times
[0 mm (poloidal) and
surrounded by a boron nitride insulator was installed 1 cm below
the level oFthe protection
limiters in one oFthe antenna boxes oFan unshielded lCRIl antenna
pair (Fig.1), poloidally
3 cm away From the graphite protection plates in Front oFthe antenna
Feeder. The probe was
connected via a thermocoax cable and low pass Filter (to block the
RF component induced
by the lCRF antenna) to the usual probe electronics and data acquisition
. in the exper-

iments, the probe was operated as a single Langmuir probe and the probe
voltage was swept

between —60 V and +60 V at a Frequency 0F 20 Hz. Due to the
low density at the probe
location, the ion saturation current is too small (comparable to the
noise level) to be usable.
ThercFore, the amplitude oF the electron saturation current was used
as a rough indication
oFthe relative changes oFthe electron density.
3) Experiments :

3.a) Ohmic phase
A typical example oFthe current . voltage (LV) probe characteristic
For the Ohmic phase is
shown in Fig.2. In this Figure, several sweeps, corresponding to
a phase without RF (0.5 -

0.7 s on Fig.4), are overlayed. As discussed beFore, the level oFthe ion saturation
current 1,,

v .

plasma density at the central conductor below a critical density
as derived by RF sheath
theories. Ottr previous estimates [1,2,3 ] showed that For our
present antenna design and
typical 'FEX'FOR parameters, this criterium was indeed Fulﬁlled. These estimates
depend
however very critically on the perpendicular dilFusion constant in Front oFthe
antenna. This

ﬂm‘ﬁﬂ‘ll‘:

cussed.
I) Introduction
A crucial criterium to Operate a sereenless ICRF antenna
succesFully [1,2 ] is to keep the

ﬁ
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the electron branch attains a signifis comparable to the noise level, whereas the current on
measured by a thermal Li-beam
(as
proﬁle
density
electron
The
‘ icanl ( order 30 mA) level.
a density of 2.4 10“ cm—5
obtains
one
diagnostic) for this shot is shown in Fig.3. From this,
the decay length of 3.5
Using
cm).
48
=
(r
limiters
ion
protect
at the level of the antenna
of 1.8.10” cm". The
radius
probe
the
at
density
a
mm mentioned in [1,2 ], one can deduce

respectively 0.7 mA and 42 mA , and are in
corresponding expected values of L, and LE arc
values.
ed
reasonable agreement with the measur
.

.
31)) R17 healed phase :
up to 50 kW is shown in
ramped
was
power
RF
the
which
in
An example of a discharge
as soon as the RF is
level)
(noise
zero
to
Fig.4. One can notice that the probe current drops
switched on.

s important the RF power was
To determine at which RF power level this ellect become
the ramp-up

again (see Fig.5).
ramped up to only 9 kW and then ramped down

During

From the ranip-dotvn phase one
phase, neutral beam injection was applied in conjunction.
already for an RF power level
signal
can observe a substantial decrease oftiie probe current
5 kW. From the similarity
about
at
zero
to
tely
comple
drops
orless than 1 kW. The signal
(Fig.3) one can conphase
RF
and
Ohmic
orthe edge density proﬁles (Li-beam) during the

4) acts only very locally (i.e. in the immediate
clttde that the pouderomotivc force (sec Sect.

vicinity of the lCRF antenna), as expected.

increase of the electron density during the
From the ramp-up phase, one can deduce an
pure RF phase (ramp-down phase). This can

neutral injection phase, as compared to the
during the NIH phase ; n. at the an—
be attributed to an overall increase of the edge density
to 6 l0” cm". During this phase
cm"
10”
1.2
from
ed
increas
em)
48
2
(r
tenna limiter radius
ant increase in the ion to
signiﬁc
a
to
due
be
might
1,, becomes comparable to I.,. This

levels (2 50 kW), the low density plasma
electron temperature ratio. At higher RF power
NHL

in the presence of high power
inside the antenna box is completely pushed away, even

4) Interpretation of the results
ofthe ponderomotive force [6] on the plasma
These results can best be understood in terms
RF parallel electric ﬁelds inside the antenna box be-

induced by the strong gradients of the
ion limiters. An elegant way to describe
t\vecn the antenna central conductor and the protect
al ‘t’ = 2—61—27, where E. is the rms
this effect is by means of the ponderomotive potenti
charge, Curing H10 angular frequency of
n
electro
the
is
e
value ofthe parallel RF electric ﬁeld,
the RF ﬁeld and ‘l’ is expressed in V.

(on
In our particular case, the ponderomotive force

from the antenna). The voltage at
the electrons) F, = — V e n,‘l’ is radially inward (away
conﬁguration, is given by
a
antenn
the antenna Feeder, for the present
one ﬁnds that the voltage at the
tlteory,
line
ission
transm
Using
.
[kW]
U,[/<V] = 0.5 JP"
ﬁeld E, is thus given by
electric
l
paralle
The
U,.
position of the probe is given b 0.74 x

d (6.5 cm) is the separation between the
E,[V/m] = 0.74 x 0.5 l0J ./PR,[l] [11, where
estimate For

a limiter. Inserting the
edge of the antenna central conductor and the antenn
50 PM [kW]. The ponderomotive elTeet
=
[V]
‘l’
obtains
one
‘P,
for
sion
expres
the
into
E.
as '1‘, (expressed in Volt). Assuming
will become important when ‘l’ is of the same order
most ofthe electrons to be 0.2 kW,
away
pttsh
T, 2 lOe V, one ﬁnds the required RF power to
ent with the measurement.
which is within an order of magnitude consist

One should of

of the RF power measurement is certainly
course also keep in mind here that the precision
not better than 1 KW.
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5) Conclusions
.
From Langmuir probe measurements it is found that the
low density plasma inside the an
tenna

box of an unshielded antenna is completely pushed otlt 01‘ this
regiOn by the

ponderomotive Force.

Due to this

effect, the screcnless antenna can be operat
ed at much
higher densities as one would expect from simply
taking into account cross ﬁeld diffusion
alone. as was

done in Rel‘.l,2. This was indeed recently conﬁrm
ed on 'l‘EX'l‘OR, where it Was
demonstrated that the screenless antenna still
works properly [7 ] at the maximum line.

averaged density (7.5 10” cm") presently attainable on 'l'EX'l'OR
. Alternatively, 1b; a given
plasma density, one could allow for a larger width oftlte antenna box.
These results strengthen the case 01‘ a reactor relevant screenle
ss lCRF antenna concept.
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A STUDY OF ANTENNA COUPLING DURING lCRF

PLASMA BUILD-UP
V.EiMoiseenko, S.V.Kasi|ov, A.|.Lysoivan, V.V.Plyusnin

Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center

plasma with the density order of ~1012 cm'3. Therefore, a long antenna
of frame type has been used for
start~up plasma production in these experiments. It cannot produce
dense plasma alone because its

efficiency was suﬁiciently reduced at high density values.

In order to produce dense plasma using a single antenna, the antenna
ofa new crankshaft type is
analized in the present paper by means of 1D numerical code.

1D CODE. 1D code solves using ﬁnite elements technique
a boundary-value problem for
Maxwell equations in the model of nonuniform plasma
cylinder with identical ends. The plasma

dielectric tensor taking into account collisional energy dissipation as
well as electron Landau damping
was used. Ion gyroradius was assumed to be zero. Therefore
, the excitation, propagation and mutual
conversion of the slow and fast waves are correctly described
in the framework of the model, while
kinetic ion—cyclotron waves (IBW) are neglected. Antennas
are modeled as external currents which meet

a condition

dinO The parameters of calculations are choosen to be close
to those ones in
URAGAN-BM experiments, The wall radius is 20cm, plasma radius
is 12cm, major torus radius is
100cm, antenna radial position is l4cm, electron temperature
is 30eV, toroidal magnetic ﬁeld is 0.471",
heating frequency is 36 107 s‘l-i Plasma density proﬁle is assumed
as parabolic in the plasma core and

falling with exponential rate near plasma boundary The character exponent
iation length is 1 cm. The
parameter under analysis was the ratio of antenna loading
resistance RP! to plasma average density "e
in the whole range of densities (106 cm'3 < nc < 1014 cm'3).
This parameter is directly linked to the

.
1-‘rl'

we?“ 4'7.“ 1-"
‘7‘" m
1,. 1» \liﬁh
.v;

URAGAN-3M torsatron [1] using Three-Half-Tum
(Tl-IT) antenna [2]. This antenna needs, in initial

-

INTRODUCTION. A method of plasma build-up in ICRF has
an obvious advantage compared
to ECRH consisting in the possibility of operation in wide range
of steady magnetic ﬁeld values. The
majority of experiments show that low density plasma (ne = 1012
+1013 cm'3) can be easily produced
in ICRF. The more dense plasma (”e : 3-1013 cm‘3) ha been
recently obtained in the experiments on

.

"Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology", Kharko
v 310108, Ukraine
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ONS. Fig.1 illustrates the properties
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF CALCULATI

that the
used in URAGAN-SM experiments It shows
of the long frame and THT antennas currently
[1].
proﬁle
by the degradation of power deposition
density limitation of long-frame antenna is caused
good.
at the densities order of l013 cm'3 is rather
Power deposition proﬁle for THT antenna

densities are too low what actually prohibits gas
Newertheless Rpllne values for this antenna at low
of slow wave by 11-“ antenna, because for the
breakdown. This results from the very poor excitation
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efﬁcient excitation of slow wave parallel extemal
currents are required. Rpl/"e rapidly inCreasm
starting from the plasma densities order of 1010 cm‘3
which correspond to a rise of local AlfVen
resonaces for the ﬁrst longitudinal modes obeying
the equation 91:5l :3
c-

(here this the dielectric
_.

tensor transverse diagonal component, R is
toms major radius). The local Alfven rmnan
ces are
responsible for fast wave energy coupling,
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(right chart) versus plasma density for crankshalt antenna
(24x40 cm, crankshaft amplitude ~ 2cm)
circles - (um-=08, triangles - w/mci=0.6,.and THT
antenna at colon-=06 (squares).

The value of Rpl/"e for the frame type antenna is
normally higher than required for plasma
production in the low density region. So the addition
of small-size frame type currents to THT antenna

should make it capable to perform gas breakdown. This addition
is desirable not to deteriorate THT

properties at high densities. Fig.2 demonstrates
the behavior of Rpl/ne parameter versus plasma
density for the frame antennas with small parallel length
(4cm). The curves have obvious minimum at
"e x lo10 +10” em‘3 . This minimum is a result
of excitation of long wavelength electromagnetic
modes, which makes worse power deposition proﬁle
at high densities The situation can be improved

by the shift of longitudinal currents poloidal spectrum to
the higher wavenumbers. This allows to

enhance the excitation of slow waveand in the same
time decrease the excitation of electromagnetic
wave. This can be realized using a chain of frames
stretching in poloidal direction. Fig. 2 shows its
properties. Obviously it is more preferable as an addition
to l H] anterma.

If the chain of frames is displaced along the central
strap of 1H] antenna, the combination
results in the mm of straight poloidal current to the one
with the shape of crankshaft. Therefore, a new
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Fig.3.
of THT antenna. Its properties are displayed in
combined (crankshaft) antenna is a modiﬁcation
At
tion.
produc
Rpllne meets all criteria for plasma
From this ﬁgure follows that the dependence of

a, what is the
signiﬁcantly from those ones of THT antenn
high densities its properties do not differ

the
haft shaping on fast wave modes excitation. At
run" of weak inﬂuence of central strap cranks
plasma
dense
le
possib
es is improved what makes
same time energy deposition at low plasma densiti

decmse of
ent of higher densities is possible with the
production by this antenna alone. The attainm

of THT and crankshaﬁ antennas properties at (9/
beating frequency. In Fig.3 provides the comparison
(0050.8 and w/mci=0.6.
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ICRF Antenna Coupling and Fast Alpha Heating Models
for Fusion Plasmas'

Lunar-g; M. Bettenhausen, N.T. Lam, and RS. Sund

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA

Abstract
Analysis and computer simulation1 is presented for
coupling Ion Cyclotron
Range of Frequency (ICRF) waves to tokamak plasma
s using phased coil
antenna arrays. The model accounts for 3-D antenn
a and feeder current

effects, an antenna cavity which is finite in all
three dimensions

and warm
plasma effects. The effect of the coupled power
spectrum and radiation
resistance on heating and current drive performance
for the possible current

drive applications on TFTR and ITER are considered. The
model

includes
parallel electric fields and Faraday shield angle for consid
eration of slow or
ion Bernstein mode excitation as well as fast wave
coupling. Radiation
resistance and spectrum results from the model are presen
ted and compared
to TFI'R experimental data. The inﬂuence of the edge density
gradients and
profiles is examined for supershot H- and L—mode regime
s. We also consider
the problem of fundamental deuterium heating and current
drive for I'I'ER
and second harmonic tritium heating for TFI‘R plasmas, in
the presence of a
population of fast alpha particles. For the fundamental
deuterium case we

calculate the non-Maxwellian reactivity due to ICRF heating2 and obtain

peak
fast alpha slowing down concentrations of 0.1-0.8% ne
modeled by an
absorption equivalent Maxwellian of Ta = 600-1000 keV.
The absorption and

reflection coefficients for the fast wave are calculated
using XWAVE3, a

code
which treats full wave and profile effects by means
of a fundamental
definition of power conservation.
We find that under appropriate
conditions, the presence of the two-ion (D-T) hybrid resonan
ce can give rise
to a substantial enhancement of the local fast alpha particle
absorbed power

density (Pa = 20—80% Ping). We consider profile effects
and the off-axis heating
as well as the on—axis (DDT resonance for fast alpha particle
current drive in

lTER. We also consider the influence of alpha particle heating
for TFI'R 20x37
supershot heating scenarios.

I. Description of the Antenna Model and Results. The model
presented here
is an extension to the models developed by Brambilla4 and
Chiu et al5. The
model incorporates a finite length antenna in a three-dimensio
nal recessed
cavity and includes parallel electric field and warm plasma
effects. A
rectangular coordinate system is assumed with x, y and 2 corresp
onding to the
radial, poloidal and toroidal directions. Figure 1 shows the geomet
ry used
and deﬁnes various parameters.
The electric fields excited by the assumed antenna current distribution
are calculated by solving Maxwell’s equations in four separate regions:
in the
plasma, x > O, and in the three vacuum regions as labeled in Fig. 1. Boundar
y
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(0,0 phasing)

TQM

Figure 2. Coupled power Spectrum for Table 2
cases.

Figure l. Antenna model geometry

ent regions to produce a unique
conditions are applied between adjac
using the model developed
solution. The plasma wave fields are calculated plasma surface impedance
a
late
by Brambilla“. These results are used to calcu
the vacuum-plasma interface.
relating the electric and magnetic fields at
shield assume that the shield
The boundary conditions at the Faraday
and as a perfect insulator
bars
shield
the
to
lel
paral
acts as a perfect conductor
d at the antenna current
applie
is
ition
perpendicular to the bars. A jump cond
na.
anten
the
at
s
nuou
conti
are
E;
and
elements . Finally, E).
Cyclotron Coupling Solver)
Ion
onsin
(Wisc
1
WICS
code
uter
comp
The
resistance and parallel wavenumber
is used to calculate the antenna radiation
the model discussed above.
spectrum of the coupled power based on
and Bay M parameters. Table 2
ine
mach
Table 1 shows the TFTR
tion resistance for the TFTR Bay M
shows the variation of the calculated radia
antenna is changed. The re5ults
the
on
n
as the poloidal current distributio
current coils and all parameters not
shown are for in-phase excitation of the
In Table 2 the column heading RA
2.
Table
specified in Table 3 are as given in
is the ratio of the speed of light to
is the per-strap radiation resistance, ck'/m
nt on the antenna coils, bh/h is the
the poloidal phase velocity of the curre
antenna coil half-height and RA/Zh
the
to
t
ratio of the antenna cavity heigh
meter antenna length. Finally, the
is the radiation resistance per coil per one
s or end—fed with a single end
short
end
with
feeder type is either center—fed

cm

Xb=

..

an

no

5xl0

or

cm

As

cm

m

an

%=

a=r =96cm
ck‘/u)=0.5

w5=

=

cm

cm

=5x

T

na (Bay M) parameters.
Table l. TPTR machine and lCRF anten
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n/m

label

m'l)

center
center

center
center

Table 7. Variation of radiation resistance with
antenna and cavity height and current
distribution.

short.

Table 3. Fraction of incident
power absorbed by each species

The end-fed case has a lower average current and greater
poloidal

variation. Therefore, the end fed case has a lower radiatio
n resistance.

11. ICRF Heating and Applications to ITER and TFTR. We consider
the effects
of a small concentration of alpha particles on ICRF wave
propagation and
absorption for an ITER plasma near the fundamental deuteri
um cyclotron
resonance. We then consider the cases of second harmon
ic tritium for the
TFI'R supershots. For the fundamental regimes We utilize the
XWAVE3 code
which includes profile effects, perpendicular gradients in the
magnetic ﬁeld
and second order gyroradius effects for cases where (“p.192
<< 1.

We consider the case of fundamental deuterium and alpha particle
heating in a tritium plasma with ITER parameters. We assume the
plasma to
have ne=9 x 1013/cm3, B=4.85 T, Ro=6 m, nD/nT=0.5, Te=T1~=
15 keV a selfconsistent deuterium temperature of 15-25 keV with corresponding
fast alpha
particle concentrations of naf=0.1-O.8% ne. The two ion hybrid resonanc
e lies
at x=—0.7 m towards the high field side from the fundamental
resonance on
the axis. The corresponding left-hand circularly polarized compon
ent peaks
in a localized region near the two ion hybrid resonance. The
Maxwellian
equivalent alpha particle distribution is chosen to have the same
number of
resonant particles in this region as the slowing down distribu
tion. The
lEleﬂl peak extends over a comparatively narrow interval near
the two-ion
hybrid resonance, and most of the power that goes to the alphas
is absorbed in
that narrow region. Consequently, we choose the number of
resonant
particles at xp, the location of the IElenl peak, to be the basis of equivale
ncy
between two distributions.
Table 3 shows the total power absorption and reﬂection for each species
as a function of k" for the case of the lowest temperature plasmas
noted
above. Note that a substantial fraction of the incident power can be
absorbed
by the fast alphas when the absorption by the deuterium and electrons
is not
complete. Figure 3 shows the total absorbed power density over the region

where it is significant.

We have also examined the current TFI'R 2c D-T

heating experiments and find that a small fraction (5%) of the ICRF power

can be coupled to the alphas near n22=S.
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Figure 3. Radial proﬁle of absorption corresponding to kn = 6 m4.

of
Summary. We are developing a "3-D" antenna code for studies
111.
and shield
cavity effects and shield alignment for studies of cavity effects
TPX. The
alignment for coupling to edge density profiles on TFI'R, JET and
high kz.
results show significant effects on the antenna spectrum at low and

m
The inﬂuence of alpha particle absorption on ICRF fundamental deuteriube

and must
and second harmonic tritium heating can be significant
are currently
We
s.
scenario
ot
supersh
considered for ITER and TFTR
absorption
examining an alpha particle current drive scheme using this
s.
tokamak
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p
bootstra
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RECENT RESULTS FROM THE TFTR ICRF DT PROGRAM
J. H. Rogers, D. Darrow, R. Majeski, M. lVlurakami,’r C. K. Phillips,
D. A. Rasmusaj

G. Schilling, J. Stevens, G. Taylor, J. R. Wilson, K. L. Wong and the TFI‘R
Group
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Abstract
The FIE: experiments to be performed with ICRF heating of DT plasmas
are reported, ICRF
heating of minority ions, tritium (second harmonic resonance), as well
as direct electron Man
are being performed during the DT phase of TFI‘R. RF power
modulan'on and Fourier

transform techniques are used to attempt to elucidate the competition
harmonic, direct electron. and 3He fundamental heating in DT plasmasbetween tritium S¢Cond
. A signiﬁcant fracti0n
of the RF power has been found to couple to the tritium ions via second
harmonic heating.
Relevant RF coupling physics

is investigated using 3He minority hearing (43 MHz), H minoﬁ
heating (64 MHz), and mode conversion (43 MHz, comparable densities
of 3He and 4He) at a
toroidal ﬁeld of 4.5T.

I.

DT Super-shots
ICRF on TFI‘R has the capability of increasing the DT reaction rate
by increaSing the
ion temperature and by directly accelerating the tritium ions via second
harmonic resonance
heating. Also, ICRF has been shown to be effective at raising the electron
temperature1 which
increases the alpha particle slowing down time; the increased alpha
pressure will help verif

thresholds for alpha instabilities. Initial DT experiments on TFI'R which
include both ICRF
and neutral beam power have all been with an RF frequency of 43 MHz,
which is resonant with
second harmoni

c tritium and 3He minority. Many shots had no 3He injected,
so the ICRF
power was shared between the tritium second harmonic heating and
direct electron heating. In
order to estimate the fraction of power going to either the tritium or
electrons, the ICRF power
was modulated during many of the shots. Figure 1 shows the modulate
d ICRF waveform
along with the variation in electron temperature (measured by
ECE) and excess perpendicular
energy owl—25w" measured by the magnetics, where modulat
ion of SW" is assumed small)
for two different tritium concentrations in which no 3He was
added. The variation of the
electron temperature (with no phase delay) is characteristic
of direct electron heating, while the
variation of excess perpendicular energy is characteristic of resonant
ion heating. As the
number of tritium neutral beams increases, the second harmoni
c damping on the tritium beam
ions increases, and the amount of power going directly to the
electrons decreases. In fact, the
modulation of the excess perpendicular energy indicates that for
high tritium concentrations,
about half of the RF power is coupled direcrly to the tritium
ions.
Further evidence of tritium high energy tail formation has been
observed with the
escaping faSt ion probe2 450 below the outer midplanc of the
tokamak. A signal modulated
synchronously with the RF is observed on this probe in DT plasmas
with no 3He minority (tail
ions are usually seen by this probe during ion minority heating)
. This signal is not due to
neutral beam ions, because the probe is only sensitive to ions
with energies in excess of 300
keV. and the gyroradius measured is less than those of fusion
products. Therefore, it is
inferred that the signal is due to accelerated tritium ions.
When unmodulated ICRF was added to DT supershots, the electron
temperature, ion
temperature, and fusion power were increased. Figure 2 shows
a comparison between two
shots each with 23 MW of neutral beam power (including 13
MW of tritium neutral beam
power) and one in which 5.4 MW of ICRF is added. The recycled
gas from the carbon limiters
is primarily deuterium, so a net fraction of approximately 30% of
the ions are tritium. In this
case, a small 3He puff precedes the neutral beam injection, which
results in the 3He density of
approximately 2% of the electron density. The electron temperature
on axis is
around 8.5 keV to almost 11 keV by the RF. The ion temperature increasesincreased from
on axis from
around 25 keV to 30—35 keV until a carbon bloom develops (probably due
to a shift in the
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II.

Mode Conversion Current Drive
One method of current drive particularly well suited
conversion of the‘ fast wave to an ion Bernstein wave at the for lCRF in a DT plasma is mode
ion~ion hybnd resonance between
the D and the T cyclotron resonances.3 Recent experim
ents in [FIR have successfully lCSted
the capability of this technique to efﬁciently couple
energy to the electrons on or off axis, The

experiments were performed in an ohmic plasma
with cornparable densmes of 3H: and “He. In
this case, the mode conversion

layer is remote
either ion cyclotron resonance layer and i0“
heating can be avoided.3 Amplitude modulafrom
tion of the ICRF power combined with radially
resolved ECE measurements are used to determine the power
deposrtlon proﬁle for different
toroidal ﬁelds (i.e. different locations in major radius of
the mode conversion layer). Fig, 3a
shows the Thomson scattering measurement of the electron
temperature proﬁle. With only
ohmic heating and 3 MW of ICRF, the central electron tempera
ture was increased to ~ 8 ﬂy
The FWHM of the electron temperature is less than 30 cm,
indicating that the electron heatin
was also very localized. Fig. 3b shows the measured
electron absorption proﬁle and the
absorption

proﬁle calculated by the sixth order 1-D code FELICE4

conversion surface is off axis (80:4.4 T, n35.3/nc=.24, for a case in which the mode
a_4/nc=.06, nD/ne=.13,
ndn¢=.045). The small amount of absorption on axis is
an indication that the direct elem-0n
damping of the fast wave is small compared to the
damping due to the mode convened Wavc
(the mode conversion layer is on the high ﬁeld side of the
axis). These results demonstrate that
this technique could be a prime candidate for current proﬁle control.
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energies greater than the 3.5 MeV birth

energy. When the toroidal magnetic ﬁeld
was raised to 4.2 and 4.5 T, this signal was

not present. A possible explanation for the

acceleration is

doppler broadened

fundamental resonance heating of the

-‘ . v). 73.1?

PHF (MW)

signal from the escaping fast ion probe2 at

a

a loss at 90°
detector (a.u.)

the bottom of the vessel with a toroidal
magnetic ﬁeld of 4.1 T at the magnetic axis.
The observed gyroradius of the alpha
particles ejected during the RF implies

Dances-“8'

III. ICRF coupling to alpha
particles
Coupling of the lCRF power to the
alpha particles has been observed in the
DT experiments. Fig. 4 shows the

.a.
b
l

3.5
3
60-40 ~20 O 20 4') 6) 8)
Major radius (m)
Minor radius (em)
FIG. 3. Electron heating via the fast wave mode convened
to a
coupling on or off axis. a) T6 proﬁle with mode conversion ion Bernstein wave provides localized
balms). b) measured and calculated power deposition mﬁle layer on axis (3 MW of RF, no neutral
with mode converston layer off axis
(experimental measurements can not distinguish where on the
ﬂux surface the absorption takes place).
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alphas, i.e. cuml = (o - knvu. If this is the mechanism, it is
likely that there are still alphas being
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al magnetic fields, but those alphas which are lost
accelerated by the ICRF at the higher toroid
g the wall at the fast ion probe location.
dug to the acceleration are no longer Strikin

1v,

Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE)

Tomidal Alfven Eigenmodes
In a fusion reactor, the energetic alpha particles may drive
hots with the aid of an
supers
DT
TPTR
in
excited
been
(TAE) unstable. TAE modes have
4.2 T) was brought up to a level

r (63.6 MHz. 130 =
l
ICRF hydrogen minority. The ICRF powe
MW) for a deuterium plasma (19.8 MW of neutra
(~5
old
thresh
ility
instab
TAE
the
just above
of neutral beams were supplied by tritium
MW
19
of
total
a
of
out
MW
14
Then
)beamS
observed to increase by a large amount. The
neutral beams, and the TAB signal strength was
due to the alpha particles present in the DT
lly
partia
be
could
de
amplitu
increase in the signal
the dominant damping of the TAB wave is
ly,
unate
Unfort
shot supplying energy to the wave.
tritium beam ions are moving at slower
the
e
becaus
Landau damping by the beam ions, and
ed

is reduced in the DT shots. Detail
velocities than the deuterium beam ions, the damping of these two effects is still in progress.
ance
analysis of this data to determine the relative import

Fast Wave Current Drive (FWCD)
on FWCD. there have been few
Though the current design of ITER relies heavily
.5 Recent improvements in the
plasma
DT
a
in
none
and
.
experiments demonstrating FWCD
atts in a toroidally directed
megaw
l
severa
launch
to
TFI'R ICRF hardware have made it possible
en minority heating
hydrog
of
MW
1.5
used
ICRF wave. Initial attempts at FWCD on TFI'R

V.

temperature. After 200 ms, when Tc ~
With 43 MHZ ICRF (B0 = 2.9 T) to raise the electronwas used for FWCD. With the chosen

3.5 keV, an additional 3 MW of 63.6 MHz ICRF
for 63.6 MHz was inside the plasma near
toroidal field, the hydrogen fundamental resonance
antly right handed due to the proximity
domin
is
ation
polariz
the high ﬁeld limiter (but the wave
d to the H—minority) and the second
couple
energy
of the n”2 = R cutoff, so there is little
ly 10 cm beyond the low ﬁeld limiter.
harmonic hydrogen resonance is approximate
en the antenna straps and —90 degree phasing
Comparisons between +90 degree phasing betwe
n temperature evolved differently. Early
electro
and
density
the
that
fact
the
by
cated
are compli
are still similar, the loop voltage was
density
and
rature
tempe
n
electro
the
in the pulse, while
rrent than when trying to drive
co—cu
drive
to
trying
when
lower
measured to be ~ 50 mV
kA of current
40-100
~
driving
with
tent
counter-current. This result is consis

Future Plans
r of experiments will make use of
During the remainder of the TFTR DT run, a numbe
t drive will be attempted in a D’l‘
curren
rsion
conve
Mode
.
TF'I'R
on
ilities
the unique capab
rotation. which are of importance to the ITER
plasma. The effects of ICRF on toroidal plasma
of supershot experiments will include
heating
ICRF
Future
design, will also be investigated.
influx during the shot, and the
carbon
the
reduce
to
using lithium pellet conditioning
nic tritium heating (64 and 43
harmo
second
and
g
simultaneous use of hydrogen minority heatin
ncies is expected to result
freque
neous
simulta
MHz, from different antennas). This use of two
hots, and the maximum total auxiliary
supers
TFTR
into
d
couple
power
lCR.F
um
in the maxim
be performed on TFI'R.
heating (N81 and ICRF) of DT plasmas to ever

VI.
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Introduction Alcator C-Mod is a compact (KL—0.6
7 m, a.:0.21 m), high ﬁeld (B ,5 9 T), high
current (I, < 3 MA), shaped x 5 1.7) tokamal-r. It has
molybdenum plasma-facing components
and can be run with a cl
or o
singlenull divertor. The auxilliary heati
required for
studies of dissipative divertors an transport at
high densitia and magnetic lie] is provided
solely by ICRF. For the ﬁrst phase of experim
ents, 2 MW of power at 80 MHz was available
in up to 1 sec pulses and ICRF coupling studies were
carried out using a radially movable

single current strap antenna and accom
ying radially movable outboard limiter. The goals
of
the ﬁrst phase were to produce divertedflasm
as
with high power auxilliary heating and to establisappropriate for the second phase uperimenta
h
the
optima
l
outboa
rd
limiter
and
antenna
positions for coupling high power to the diverted
plasma. The ﬁrst phase experiments were
carried out at 5.3 T and 1 MA plasma currents with
up
to
1
MW
of
ICRF
power
injected
in
the hydrogen minority beating
‘me in deuterium majority plasmas. A detailed
dmiption of
Alcator C—Mod and the resultsrcfglthe first phase
of experiments can be found elsewhere.[l]

For the second phase of experiments, 4 MW of power

will be available and rf excitation
will be achieved using two ﬁxed position antenna
s, each with two toroidally spaced current
straps which can be driven either in—phase or out-of-p
hase. The radial locations of the two—strap
antennas and two ﬁxed position outboard limiters
established in the ﬁrst phase experiments.
Initial results from the second phase of operation were
can be found elsewhere.[2 Presented here are
the initial ICRF results on coupling and plasma
heating with up to 1.8 M
of power injected
using one two-strap antenna
Single Current Strap Antenna Raults

in

to incorporate radial motion in the design of the ﬁrst antenna, it was necessary that itorder
retract into the 20 cm wide Alcator C—Mod
port opening. To meet this constraint and still have
an antenna spectrum that coupled eﬂ'ectively to the plasma, a sin 1e current

strap design was required. The antenna had a two
layer,
titanium carbonitride (Ti /N) coated Faraday
shield,

tiles, and slotted side walls for better coupling to the TiC/N coated molybdenum protection
was observed, which depended mainly on density and plasma.[3] High plasma loading (‘5-20 9)
antenna-separatrix gap and big power
operation was achieved up to 1 MW, 13 MW/m?
at relatively low rf voltages (<30 kV). At
high power (3,200 kW) t e loading was about 30% ower
than that observed at low power (,5 10
kW). Heating powers in excess of 0.5 MW in pulse
lengths up to 0.4 sec were applied to plasmas
with peak densities of up to 4 x 1020 111‘3 using gasvfue
ling. Large increasa in molybdenum
radiation were observed at high rf power.

The molybdenum radiation was reduced by about.
a factor of two when the density increased above
2 X 1020 m‘a. Increases in radiated power
were estimated from bolometers to be as high
as the applied rf power in some cases. Some
plasma heatin was observed with central electron
temperature increases of up to 100 (N, as
measured by e ectron cyclotron emission (EC?
and ion temperature increasa of up to 500 eV,
as measur

ed by the fusion neutron rate. An ysis of charge exchang
e neutrals in low density
dischargm showed a high energy hydrogen distribution
and deuterium bulk heating along with
a high emery deuterium tail. The neutron rate measur
ement of ion heating may be an overestimate because of the non-thermal deuterium
distribution. More details of the single-strap
antenna results can be found elsewhere.[4]

’f ENEA Iii-ascati
I University of Maryland
§ Johns Hopkins University
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and outboard
The primary goal of these experiments was to study effects of the antenna
capability of both
“mm; positions on coupling to diverted discharges. Using the radial motion
position limiters and
the antenna and limiter, the following spacings were established for the ﬁxed
from the separatrix, the antenna protection
two—strap antennas. The outboard limters are 2 cm shield
front face 5 mm behind the protection
tiles are 5 mm behind the limiters, with the Faraday
4.8 cm from the separatrix.
straps
current
the
of
face
front
the
placa
try
tiles. This geome

Two—Strap Antenna Rmulg

In order to have a good spectrum for ICRF coupling, the

opening. An additional
mstrap antennas had to be made signiﬁcantly wider than a port coupled by one antenna
beneﬁt was to increase the surface am so that 2 MW of power could be
large,
are
a; a power density of ~ 10 MW/m’. The disruption loads in Alcator C-Mod
and outboard 'miters
owing to the high ﬁeld and plasma current capability, and the antennas
d these loads. This precluded the
have to be ﬁxed securely to the vacuum vessel wall to withstan
ents played
rati radial movement into the design. The ﬁrst phase experim
possibility of inco
of those antennas and limiters. The
an important role {lest lishing the ﬁxed radial locations
slots to faciliate rf ﬂux coupling
mstrap antennas ave single-layer Faraday shields with side
shield coatings, one is TiC/N like
to the plasma. The two antennas have different Faraday
B40). The antennas are located in
the single-strap antenna, and the other Boron Carbide
approximately equal strap spacing,
adjacent ports such that they form a four element array wit
phasing. There are B4C—coated
allowing the possibility of future ecperiments using current drives but not between the antennas.
molybdenum protection tiles on the outside edge; of the antenna
p antennas installed in Almtor C-Mod.
This can be seen in Fig. l, which shows the two two-stra

More details on the design can be found elsewhere.[5]

.‘

r

w»

.

Alcator C-Mod
Figure l - The two two—strap an tennas installed in
only one of the two-strap
using
out
The experiments described here have been carried
from a single transmitter.
antennas (TiC/N coated with up to 2 MW of available rf power
ated shortly with an additional 2 MW of power from a second
0
The second antenna will
using out-of-phase excitation of
transmitter. Up to 1.8 MW as been coupled to the plasma

substantial plasma heating with
the two current straps (so—called dipole excitation), resulting in the singlestrap antenna The
signiﬁcantly less impurity generation than was observed with
have been observed.[2]
hating follows L—mode spaling and brief periods of H-mode
from 3—25 Ohms depending on the density and antenna

ranges
during ELM»free H-mode peri<
separatrix spacing (outer gap , with the lowest loading observedabout 25-30% at low war and
by
higher
is
loading
the
antenna
trap
singles
the
ods. As with
200 kW, the loading 5 ows little
decreases as the power is increased up to abOut 200 kW. Above
with lineaverased density for
variation
e
resistanc
loading
the
shows
2
Figure
nce.
depende
power
symbols correspon to data from
different
The
pufﬁng.
gas
by
fueled
es
discharg
limited
of
set
a
Loading The plasma loadin
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different days. The data shows a stronger than linear increase in loading with density, Usin
a Langmuir probe located in a protection tile of the single-strap antenna, it was Observed th g
the density at the antenna rise; faster than the central density a the gas fueling is inc
This information alon with the data in Fig. 2 indiciates that the loading
is most sensitive to
the density immediauﬁy in front of the antenna. Figure 2 also shows the effect of Varying the

outer ap on the loading. The main effect of varyin the outer gap is to vary the density in the

im 'ate vicinity of the antenna In diverted di

argon with similar outer gap and density

the loading is about 20% lower.
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Heating Signiﬁcant heating is observed when high power is applied. Figure 3 shows data
from
a discharge where 1.65 MW of rfpower is applied to an inner wall limited plasma with K =
1.5
and a. line—averaged density of 1.8 x 1020 131—3. The stored ene
as determined by magnetic

equilibrium reconstruction (BFIT) increases by more than 30 H, t e electron tern
ature the
sawtooth peak measured by ECE increasm by 1.4 keV (the average increase is a ut 0.6 at
keV),
and the ion temperature measured from the neutron rate increases by 0.6 keV. The diamagneti
stored energ shows a similar increase to the EFIT value and the instantaneous change in slepe c
of

the diarnagnetic signal at rfturn on and turn off is consistent with absorption of 80400% of the
rf power. The ion temperature measured by Doppler broadening of Argon lines agrees
well with
the neutron rate measurement and the Dop ler measurements show that the
ion tern rature

increases across most of the proﬁle. The E E data shows an increase of the sawtoot period
from 5 to 15 ms and the Ohmic heating power decreasa from 1.1 to 0.8 MW. While
fewer
experiments have been done in diverted discharges thus far. the same rf power levels
have been
applied with similar heating observed.

Impurity Generation The increases in radiated power and Molybdenum radiation
are 5i ificantly reduced using the twostrap antenna with dipole phasing, as has been
observefuon

many experiments. It is important to note that this improvement is also observed in the all-

Molyndenum environment ofAlcator C~Mod. The Molybdenum radiation is observed
to increase
linearly with rf power, but with the dipole antenna the magnitude is down by
as much a factor
of ten at 500 kW. The total radiated power, as measured by a bolometer array, which
was as,

much as 100% of the rf power for the single-strap antenna in diverted discharga, now is about
5&60% for rf-heated limiter discharges, with a similar 50% radiated in Ohmic limiter plasmas.

Qanﬁnement Analysis of the heatin data from a l
wer, density, and plasma current shows good
ow current, the rfpower can be three times the

e number of limiter dischar es var in rf

(Sign with lTERSQ—P L—Modegscaiing. 2 At
hmic power while at high current, it is a out

equal to the Ohmic value. The ASDEX—U H-mode scaling indicata that the threshold power
for Alcator C‘Mod at 5.3 T and H. = 1 x 107’0 m‘3 is about 1.5 MW. H—moda have
been
previously observed in Ohmic plasmas at ﬁelds up to 5.3 T.[6]
Brief periods with H—mode signatures have been observed during ICRF heating,

wall limited discharge; which were nearly but not quite diverted. ELMin H~moda of inner
40 ms
duration (about twice Te) and ELM~free periods of12 ms. have been observ . Figure 4 of
shows
example of a brief lCRF- reduced ELM-free H-mode period. The lCRF H-moda are difﬁcult an
to
maintain because the 30 o (ELMing) to 45% (ELM-free) decrease in loading causes
a reduction

#1
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are identiﬁed by the characteristic drop in H.
0,. an interruption of the rf power. The iii-modes
e. During the ELM-free period, the diamagnetic
at the edge and a concomitant density increas
reduction in rf power from 1.4 to 0.8 MW,
stored energy continues to rise dapite the sudden
conﬁnement. All of these effects can be seen
implying at least a transient increase in energy loading, peak rf voltagel of up to 39 kV are
in Fig. 4, Which also shows that at the lowests.
supported by the antenna and matching system
uer as POWER
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Figure 3 — Parameters with ICRF heating
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Figure 4 — Transient ELM-free ICRF H-mode

experiments using a two-strap antenna with
Conclusions The initial results of lCRF heating
heating and control of rf-related impurity
plasma
e
Effectiv
aging.
encour
dipole phasing are very
molybdenum plasma facing components.
with
k
tokama
a
in
strated
demon
generation have been
periods of H~mode behavior have also
brief
and
scaling
e
L—mod
shows
ment
The energy conﬁne
has been operated up to 1.8 MW and
as
antenn
ap
two-str
two
of
ﬁrst
The
ed.
been observ
available rf power will begin in the near
MW of
experiments with two such antennas and 4
future.
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Radial Banana—Transitional Transport of Alpha,

Particles Driven by ICRH in a Tokamak Fusion
Reactor
CS. Chang? K. Tanil, K. Hamamatsul, and M. Azumil
Coumnt Institute of Mathematical Sciences

New York University, New York, NY 10012, U. S. A.
Abstract '

It is found that the particle trapping effect from the ion cyclotron resonanc
e heating

(ICRH) in the pitch angle direction can produce another radial
transport of the DT
fusion-born alpha particles whose energy is well above the critical
slowing-down energy
This transport is in addition to the previously known radial
transport process of the
passing alphas induced by ICRH in the energy direction [C.S.
Chang, J. Lee, and H.
Weitzner, Phys. Fluids B 3, 3429 (1991)]. At lower energy,
the Coulomb pitch angle
scattering becomes dominant over the ICRH pitch angle scattering
, and negates this
eﬂ'ect.

For a steady state operation of a deutrium-tritium (DT) fusion
reactor, it is essential
that the helium ash particles do not accumulate in the burning core
region of the plasma.
It is expected that the fusion reaction rate is highly peaked toward
the magnetic axis and
that the radial alpha transport rate is slow, hence the helium ash depositio
n will be highly
peaked toward the magnetic axis. The density of the accumulated
helium ash will then
be determined from the competition between the ash deposition rate
and radial helium
transport rate. Since the radial helium transport rate is expected to
be similar to those of
the background plasma particles, it is feared that the natural helium transport
rate may
be too slow to prevent the helium accumulation in a well conﬁned tokamak
fusion plasma.
Therefore, it will be of great beneﬁt to the fusion program if we can ﬁnd
a way to control
the generation rate of the helium ash particles in the burning core.
One way to reduce the helium ash deposition rate in the burning core
is to force
the alpha particles move out radially while they slow down. Chang, Lee,
and Weitzner

[1] suggested the use of Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH) to achieve this.
Their

theoretical investigation concluded that the ICRHeinduced velocity-space ﬂow
in the energy
direction of the passing alphas travelling in the preferred toroidal direction
can lead to
radially outward motion of the passing alpha orbits, and the resulting radial
transport
rate of the slowing-down alpha particles was shown to be fast enough to
reduce the ash
deposition rate in a tokamak fusion reactor.
In the present work, we report that there is yet another important ICRHdriv
en radial
transport mechanism of the slowing—down alpha particles, which was not discussed
in
‘Also at Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology.
lJapan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan.
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the lCRH-induced trapping effect of
RBf- [1] The mechanism of Ref. [1] did not include
d radial drift of the passing orbits only.
the passing alphas: it included the ICRH-induce
by ICRH, the ratio of their perpendicular
When the passing alpha particles are heated
) energy increases and, eventually, they
energy to parallel (to the magnetic ﬁeld vector
. The trapped particle orbit is shifted
become trapped in the toroidal magnetic mirror
alphas) or outward (for counter—passing
by a banana width either inward (for co-passing
the transition. If we can adjust the fast wave
alphas) relative to the passing orbits prior to
absorption is preferrentially to the counter
characteristics in such a way that the ICRH
of average alpha position occurs as a result
passing alphas, then a radially outward shift
to trapped particles.
of lCRH—induced transition from passing
heating is shown in Ref. [1] to be in
The radial alpha particle flux induced by lCRH
fun
3
1., #<
the form

t— ]d Time»),

(1)

is the toroidal component of the magnetic
where I = RBT, R is the major radius, ET
y, {Q} is the bounce averaged quasilinear
induction vector E, Q is the alpha gyrofrequenc
alpha distribution function. Equation (1)
ICRH heating operator, and fa is the lowest order
angle scattering is negligible.
was obtained assuming that the Coulomb pitch
the burning core of a tokamalc fusion
The plasma we consider here is within or near
a orbits are well conﬁned and the plasma
reactor. It is assumed that the alpha banan
be divided into the even, {Q5}, and odd,
is quiescent. The ICRH heating operator can
+ {Q0}. It can be easily seen from Eq. (1)
{Q0}, parts in the parity of v”: {Q} : {QB}
to a non—vanishing 114,. For alpha particles in
that, if fa is even in v“, only {Q0} can lead
f,_, is even in i)”, and a preferential heating
a fusion reactor, it is reasonable to assume that
part {Q0} and, thus, a net radial alpha flow.
of alphas for one sign of U1] can yield the odd
A : magnetic moment / kinetic energy.
We use the velocity coordinate (v, A), where
denotes the value of /\ at the trapped passing
Both 12 and A are constants of motion, and AC
heating operator can be cast into the following
boundary. The bounce averaged quasilinear

form [2]

1“"

ll

{Q0} = VT?

—®(Ac — A>D€<a — mx% + ”35a 5)v

e
on, the subscript m (R) denotes the outsid
where @(AC — A) is the heavy side step functi
time,
t)
transi
(or
e
bounc
alpha
T5 is the
midplane (resonance location), 6 = cos“(v“/v),
quasilinear diffusion coefﬁcient driven
the
of
part
odd
the
is
D?
and
I] : Bmﬁﬁ/Bnﬁfm
=
arly polarized wave electric ﬁeld E2: D?
by the odd part of the left-handed circul

[1] that, when the zero-v“ resonance layer
(q/SA/Ia/MQ/dt] UNEE 2. It is shown in Ref.
of |E+lz.
corresponds to the inaout asymmetric part

is across the magnetic axis, IEEP
of the heavy side step function in the above
It is important to notice here the existence
v-space ﬂux F3. It reflects the fact that the
expression for the odd part of the quasilinear
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fast bounce motions of the trapp
ed particles do not allow for an
odd quasilinear V‘SPace
ﬂux.
Substituting the above expression for
{Q0} into Eq. (1), we ﬁnd
h
zo
P¢—
</d alv
a? llia
if) 0
U281!“
Db (9(/\c _ A)+9ohmfmv
2
afu
a @(Ac—A)‘/1—£mr]
E>

(2)

The ﬁrst term in the above
expression is the contribution
from the ICRH in the en
ergy
direction. This

is the term which has been evaluated
in Ref. [ 1]. It is asmciated
with the
drift of the passing orbits by ICRH
.
The second term is new here. It
comes from the ICRH in the pitch
angle direction. It
is associated with the abrupt shift
of the guiding center orbit as the parti
cles get trapped,

which can be seen mathematicall
y from the fact that the contribut
ion

from the second term
to the particle flux, which we call
Ff) from now on, is mainly through
the delta~functi0n
behavior at the trapped passing boun
dary,

Pip) : _2[hm </ d3U%
DE6(/\

— Ann/Eng?)

We note here that the existence of
non-vanishing F3010) is justiﬁed only well
above the
critical slowing<down energy. For alpha
s near or below the critical slowing-do
wn
energy,
the analytical procedure taken here
to obtain Ff) is invalid due to the
negle
ct
of the
Coulomb pitch angle scattering eﬂec
t. In this case, the new trasnport effec
t
consi
dered
here is negated because the Coulomb
pitch-angle scattering dominates over
the
ICRH
driven pitch—angle scattering.
Ff) can be evaluated in terms of the
horizontal aspect ratio 6 2 x/Ro, where
z is the
horizontal minor radius and R0 is the
major radius at the magnetic axis;

P(p)_ 3150173
7J1

0

(1+5,.-;)

296170 Db (6+ER) m1»

(3)

for counter passing alphas, where I = fol
(1353/(33 + .932, SO is the alpha birth rate,
T, is
the alpha slowingdo

wn time, vD is the alpha birth speed,
and 5C : Uc/UO with vC denoting
the critical slowing~down Speed. For a
reactor plasma, the value of the ingegral
I is found
to be approximately constant I 2 2.4.
In term of the radial flow speed V, =
Fr/SG
TS, we
can change the above result into
V,(P) E 1-25[1 + VCR/5 1(n/p
a)pp/Tsy

where pap/pa is the local ratio of the
fast wave power density to the alpha hirth
power
density and ,0p is the poloidal gyroradius
of the newborn alpha particles.
_
Let us compare the radial ﬂow speed VJPJ
due the ICRH in the pitch angle direction

with VfEl due to the ICRH in the energy direc
tion. According to Ref. [1], we

have WE) 2'
7(n/pa)pp/T,, where 7- an efﬁciency factor
, which is typically ~ 0.3. Eventhough VJ”
is
formallv smaller than VfEl by a facto
r 6. the small eﬁiciencv factor “v in MW)
makes VJ?)
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idered when we
both terms in Eq. (2) should be cons
to be comparable to VrlE). Hence,
l alpha. ﬂow
radia
ined
of alpha particles. The comb
calculate the ICRH driven radial ﬂow
speed can be written in the form

WW”) 2 (7 + 26)(p?u~/Pa)pp/n-

safety
the minor radius r in proportion to the
We notice here that VrU’) increases with
e,
Henc
q/e.
to
n
ortio
prop
in
r
while V513) decreases with
factor q, for a'given pgp/pa value,
that
fact
the
and
this
g
iderin
Cons
r minor radius.
VrU’) can be larger than el at large
be

ortional to r, it can
ng across a flux surface is prop
the total particle number ﬂowi
the helium ash distribution to

rtant role in spreading
seen that VTU") can also play an impo
sec He particle
of the burning core (theoretically, 1020/
larger minor radial positions outside
).

ing core can be achieved by ICRH
removal rate from the ITER—CDA burn
ider an alpha current
important consequence when we cons

This tendency could have an
minor radius r
the plasma current is proportional to
driven by the same mechanism, since
the passing-driven alpha current, the effect from
times current density. Hence, for ICRH
shift.
than the effect from the passing orbit
trapped transition could be greater
al one may be
lassic
neoc
a
with
rate
ﬂow
radial alpha
A comparison of the ICRH—driven
cles at the speed
nced neoclassical ﬂow of alpha parti
helpful. Reference [3] reported an enha
p/a,

VIICRH) yields, allowing for n/pa 2 el/zp
VrlNEOl 2 ﬂog/(13a). Comparison with
+ 2)/€1/2_
Vr(ICRH)/VT(NEO) 2 (7/6

t on the
enhancement can have a signiﬁcant effec
It was shown in Ref. [4] that this much
alpha distribution in a fusion reactor.
slowing-down
cles yields a radial spread, during a
The radial ﬂow VJICRH) of alpha parti
time,

Ar ~ WeZ + 2)€‘/2(P?zr/Pa)Ao-

in Ar ~ Lab/2. This
7 ~ 0.3 in the burning core, we obta
Taking e 2' 0.1, pﬁF/pa : 1/3, and
high (Jr-density, ﬂat
a
that
ming
c, since 7', ~ 1 sec. Assu
corresponds to VrlICHH) ~ 0.1 m/se
ITER—CDA, and
of
core
ing
burn
for r < 50 cm in the
top region can develop without ICRH

502 :' 1.44.
factor by ICRH becomes ~ (50 + “Dz/
taking Ab 2' 20cm, the volume spread
ing core.

be reduced to 70% in the burn
Hence, the flat top lie-density can
rently from the
s at lower energy range behave diffe
Reference [1] showed that the alpha
t the lower
affec
not
does
here
ssed
l radial ﬂow discu
higher energy alphas. The additiona
tering effect reverses
that the Coulomb pitch angle scat
energy alphas. It is due to the fact
the physical processes discussed here.
Department of Energy.
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Abstract

ion cyclotron range of frequency(lCFtF) heating can sustain a 2.2kJ plasma with

590kW from 5 antennas in the CH8 device. The electron and ion temperatures are

330eV and ZOOeV with an average electron density, ne=3.8X1013cm'3. These

results were obtained following boronization of the vacuum vessel. The radiated
power was reduced to 140kW following boronization. The main impurity is oxygen
and its line radiation was reduced by 3 times by applying boronization.

'1. Introduction
Ion cyclotron range of frequency(lCFIF) heating is established as an reliable
heating method in large tokamaks such as JET, JT-BOU, TFFFI and Tore Supra.

ICFIF heating experiments in heliotron/torsatron devices, however. have not yet
succeeded in sustaining and heating plasmas while maintaining low radiated
power conditions112. ICRF heating for the super conducting Large Helical

Device(LHD) under construction at National Institute for Fusion Science(N|FS)
requires steady state(30min.) operation with a moderate power up to SMW and a
pulsed operation(10sec.) up to 12MW3-4. ICRF heating is being studied in the

existing device, the Compact Helical System(CHS) to develop the techniques

(3)A high energy ion tail was observed.
(4)The stored energy increased by 850] when ICRF power of 500kW was radiated
into the NBI plasma.
In all ICFtF heating experiments, Impurity radiation limited the period of effective
heating to about 20ms.

.'
m

found that ICFtF heating was effective for different heating modes:
(1)lCFtF heating could sustain the plasma by itself following turn-oft of electron
cyclotron heating(ECH) power used to produce an afterglow decaying target
plasma.
(2)The stored energy increased by 650J when ICRF power of 300kW was radiated
into an ECH target plasma.

WWMﬁ-IEEWC'TI‘F‘"

ICRF heating experiments have been performed in CHS, using two-ion-hybrid
and minority heatings since 1991. In initial experiments without boronization it was

’

required for the LHD.
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2, CH3 device and ICRF Heating System

CHS is a low aspect ratio helical device(l=2, m=8) with a maximum magnetic
ﬁeld strength. Bt=2T, the major radius, Fl=1m and an average minor radius, a=0.2m.

Five lCRF antennas have been installed in the outward high field side. In the
earliest experiments we used two single strap antennas(referred to P-port antenna,
4cm wide and 40cm long). For more recent experiments the existing P-port
antennas were modified and two additional P-port antennas were installed such
that every other helical period has an‘antenna of this type. The modified antennas
have been drawn back 1cm further from the plasma boundary and their Faraday
shield aligned with the magnetic field. In addition a new wide single strap antenna
was designed and installed(referred to U-port antenna, 16cm wide and 40cm long,

with aligned Faraday shield) with the same radial separation from the plasma
boundary. The P-port antennas are fed in pairs(same phase for each antenna pair)

by separate RF coaxial feed lines. The ‘U-port antenna has its own coaxial feed line.
The RF power, up to 1.5MW can be transferred to five antennas through impedance

matching circuits. consisting of two stub tuners. in the most recent experiments the
operating frequency for the antennas was raised from 14MHz to 26MH2 in

conjunction with raising the maximum CHS magnetic field to 2T. This latest
operating period allowed a comparison of ICRF heating before and after
boronization.

3. Experimental Results
3-1 Before Boronization
He glow discharge(1A/400V, 40mtorr) is done for vacuum wall conditioning
before an experimental run. A Ti—gettering is also occasionally done during
experiments to reduce hydrogen/deuterium recycling and impurity release from the
vacuum wall.
Complex geometry of the hybrid and ion cyclotron resonances requires an
experimental determination of the magnetic field which results in the largest
increase in plasma stored energy. We performed a series of experiments at
different magnetic fields with 250kW of ICRF power radiated by the U-port antenna

into a plasma with an average electron density of 2X1013cm'3. The time evolution

of a discharge from this series is shown in Fig.1. During the first 30ms the plasma
was produced by 100kW of ECH. Following the ECH power tum-off. ICRF heating
power was injected along with a gas puffing which provided 10% of hydrogen
minority in a deuterium majority. The plasma stored energy reaches its peak value
of SOOJ about 30ms after RF power tum—on, but then decreases as the radiated
power increases. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the peak value of the plasma
stored energy on the magnetic field strength between 1.55 and 1.8T. The average
electron densities are also plotted in Fig.2. There is a clear optimum in the plasma
stored energy at 1.7T of magnetic field strength. The minority ratio measured by
comparing H0L and Dcl light was 15%. At this magnetic field strength, the hybrid
resonance is located at the magnetic axis. We observed the optical emission from

various impurity lines including OV. Clll, Til etc.. The oxygen line radiation was
the dominant contributor to the total impurity radiation. The CV line radiation was
larger by about 3 times than in neutral beam heated plasma. A similar series of

experiments were performed using P-port antennas and the optimum magnetic field
was also determined to be 1.7T.
In further experiments we applied about 600kW from all five antennas at 1.7T.
The stored energy reached a maximum of 1.3kJ, 10ms after lCFtF power tum-on but

then decreased as the radiated power increased (similar to separate P—port and U—
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port antenna heating experiments). The radiated power exceeded SOOKW before

the end of RF pulse.

3-2 Alter Boronization
The CHS vacuum vessel was boronized in an attempt to reduce impurj
radiation. Vaporized decaborane(B10H14) was injected into He glow discharge at

pressure of about 40 mtorr through a toroidally distributed set of 4 valves. During a

typical 4 or 5 hour discharge 2-39 of decaborane are consumed. The boronizatiOn
glow discharge was followed by He glow discharge of more than 20 hours in order
to remove hydrogen atoms from the vacuum vessel wall.
Following boronization of the vacuum vessel a series of ICRF discharge Were
obtained where the increase in the stored energy lasted to the end of the heating
pulse. Using the P—port antennas 250kW of RF power produced a 1kJ plasma

sustained by ICRF heating alone. Using the U-port antenna 240kW of RF pow9r
produced a 1.4 kJ plasmas. Figure 3 (referred to high density mode) shows the time

evolution of the total injected RF power, average electron density. plasma stored

energy when power was applied simultaneously to the U-port and P-port antennas.
The plasma stored energy reached 2.2kJ with 590kW of combined RF power and

an average electron density of 3.8X1013cm'3 50-60ms after HF power tum—on. For

this discharge the radiated power was 140kW. The hydrogen minority rati0,

H/(H+D) was measured to be 30% despite the fact that the gas puffing was pure
deuterium(at 20torr l/sec during FiF heating). The recycling from the boronized wall

mainly provided the hydrogen. The radial profiles of the electron density and the

electron temperature obtained from Thomson scattering are shown in Fig.4. The

electron density is hollow with a peak density of 6.0X1013cm'3. The multiple chord

HCN far infrared interferometer also observed a hollow density proﬁle. The electron
temperature profile is peaked with a central value of 330eV. The ion temperature
was measured to be 200eV using fast neutral particle analyzer(FNA), which is

lower than the electron temperature.

In low gas puffing operation(at 3-4torr l/sec), another heating mode (referred to
low density mode) was obtained with a plasma stored energy of 2kJ by the same
RF power level. The average electron density and the central electron temperature
were 2x1013cm'3 and 400eV, respectively. The ion temperature was measured to
be SOOeV by FNA, higher than the electron temperature. in contrast to this mode,
the ion temperature is lower than the electron temperature in high density mode.

The plasma stored energy reached its peak value of 2kJ 20ms after RF power turnon, but gradually decreased with times, accompanied by increase in the radiated

power.

3-3 Combination heating with NBl
lCRF heating experiments were also performed in NBl plasma. The plasma was
sustained by two NBl systems, where one is co—injected(38kV,1MW) and the other
is counter-injected(88kV, 0.7MW). The optimum magnetic field was 1.7T where the
increase in stored energy due to 400kW of lCRF was 0.7kJ. The radiated power
increased by 300kW during ICRF heating pulse. The cause of this increase is not
presently understood.

4. Summary

CHS plasma has been successfully heated using 26MHz lCFiF power optimized

at Bt=1.7T. Following boronization of OHS vacuum vessel, lCRF wave has heated

and sustained the stored energy throughout the entire RF pulse. ECH-initiated
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average electron density of
discharges were raised to 2.2kJ of stored energy at an

was 50% or more
3.8X10130m‘3 with 590kW 0f RF power..The stored energy
preboronization
the
in
applied
level
power
ICRF
same
the
higher than it was for

remained small showing
discharge. Following boronization the impurity emission
was also
no signs of accumulation or a collapse of stored energy. lCFtF heating
stored
plasma
in
increase
the
in
resulted
which
NBI,
with
d
effective when combine

energy by 0.7kJ.
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Electron cyclotron absorption of extraordinary waves at the third harmonic has important
applications for heating in toroidal plasmas, in particular for devices working at low magnetic
ﬁeld and in high density regimes. Such machines include stellarators, reversed-field pinches
and tokr 'i‘ili‘s' devoted to high-beta plasma studies; for example, TCV (Tokamak a
Configur

ions Variables [1]) with plasma elongations up to b/a 2 3. The main drawback of

3rd harmonic FCRH is related to the relatively low optical depth predicted by the linear
relativistic theory [2], which sets constraints both on the launching geometry and on the
minimum electron temperature for which the method is applicable. Since the value of the ﬁrstpass absorption is a critical issue of this heating scheme, it is important to verify the theoretical
evaluations of the optical depth of a Maxwellian plasma with experiments. This motivated the
experimental transmission measurements performed on Tore Supra, using a vertically
propagating extraordinary mode at variable frequency. In contrast with horizontal propagation,
lhe use of vertical propagation allows a detailed comparison with the relativistic theory of wave
absorption and ray propagation. In fact, along a vertical chord the toroidal magnetic ﬁeld is
nearly constant and the cyclotron frequency is slowly varying, basically because of the poloidal
field and of paramagnetic and diamagnetic effects. This means that the shape of the optical
depth as a function of frequency is very close to that of the local absorption coefﬁcient and a
precise measurement of the optical depth will be a sensitive check of the absorption theory
including, cg, relativistic ray~tracing and gyrokinetic corrections [3']. In the past, optical depth
measurements have been performed in stellarators [4,5] and in tokamaks in the horizontal
direction [6-8]. Vertical transmission measurements have been performed basically as a
diagnostic of supertherrnal electrons [9-11] and of MHD modes [12].

The experimental arrangement used is the following. A narrow beam of microwaves
(spread angle < 2°) is launched into the torus from a bottom port along a vertical direction
intersecting: the magnetic axis of a standard discharge, Both launching and receiving antennae

*1 Lehigh University. Bethlehem. Pennsylvania (USA)
h LLNL, Livermi‘
~
l’! (USA)
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of the magnetic ﬁeld at the
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ratio, the launched beam is amplitude-

modulated at the frequency f0 = 200
kHz, and the received signal is vidct detected through a low-pass filter (20
kHz band). The result is an average
signal-to-noise ratio higher than 20 dB.
The problem of standing wave formation
due to multiple wall reflections is
avoided, to a large extent, because of the

natural divergence of the beam used and
by the presence of large oblique port
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determined by the frequency sweeping

frequency (GHZ)

time 9f the wave source (= 3 ms): The

Fig. 1: Transmission spectra. a) low density;

expenments have been performed in the
Tore Supra tokamak (a = 0.78 m, R :
B = 1.25 Tesla. The main parameters
ﬁeld
c
2.36 m) in Ohmic discharges at a toroidal magneti
[7) high density

current (150 <1p < 600
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kA), which results in temperature variations in the range
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a
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proﬁles are measured
channel Thomson scattering system.
l, for central densities of 1.4 X
Typical examples of measured spectra are shown in Fig.

frequency is the power
1019 m‘3 (a) and 2.8 x 1019 m'3 (b). The quantity plotted versus
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measured in vacuum (P/Pv). P is reduced
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deflection of the wave beam) which
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decrease with increasing frequency, and
wave absorption, which is localized close
to the 3rd harmonic of the cyclotron
frequency (Dc. The level of the signal far
from 303C (i.e., where the absorption

vanishes)

gives

0,4
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with respect to 13V because of two effects:
refraction losses (namely broadening and
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detected by the receiving antenna
normalized to the corresponding power

a measurement of

refraction losses, which are generally

found to decrease linearly with frequency
in the narrow frequency range considered

ion of
(10 GHz). This allows the separatand
the
refraction effects from absorption

precise measurement of the optical depth
1x3. Refraction losses grow with the
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density, as shown in Fig. 1, as w
ell as
in Fig. 2, where the time evolutj
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both P/Pv and the line-averaged d
8118i
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was increased by gas puffing during the
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trajectories obtained in this dens
ity
range by ray-tracing calculations are
shown in Fig. 3. An important effect
to
be included in ray-tracing and

calculations

is

the

paramagnetic correction to the toroidal

X (cm)

field (z 3 % of the vacuum field) due to
the plasma current.

This effect causes a
Fig. 3 .' Poioida/ projection of the my trajectories
measurable frequency shift of the
between the two antennae. A + indicates
absorption line as the current is varied,
the position oft/re

magnetic axis

as shown in Fig. 4.

Note that at low

current the spectra present a bump close to we, on the high frequency side of the dip
in
transmission. This effect is systematically observed and appears related to hot plasma effects 0n

the ray propagation. The measured transmission coefﬁcient exp(—‘Cx3) is now compared
to the

theoretical values, obtained by integrating along the ray trajectories the local absorption
coefﬁcient [3]
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where Nx is the cold plasma refractive index, £12, £1, are elements of the cold dielectric
tensor,

tt 2 mcl’c, Y = (DC/(D and Z = u(3Y - l).
The finite size of the antennae is taken into
account by averaging over multiple rays. A
typical experimental spectrum is shown in

Fig. 5 [dashed line), together with two

P/PV:

lll'l
I
l ll l Ill l vii l

0.8-

theoretical curves (solid lines) which cover
the error bars in the measured density and

temperature proﬁles, The agreement is good,
although the experimental curve looks
somewhat broader: this is probably due to
luck of i’d'EClSlOn in the evaluation of the
n‘Iagnetic equilibrium. Equation (1) shows
that 01x3 is maximum at Z : 7/2 and that the

maximum optical depth for vertical
propagation will be proportional to the lineuvcruged values of neTe, at least at moderate

densities. This dependence has been checked
by slowly increasing the density during a

0.4:
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Fig. 4: Transmission spectra. a) IF = I80 kA,‘

b)1,, : 300 M; c)1,, = 550kA
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Changes, which gives an excurSion in the
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parameter neTc. The measured values of thc
maximum optical depth tmax are plotted
versus neoTeo in Fig. 6. Within the error
bars, a reasonable agreement is found with
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the theoretical prediction.
In conclusion, direct experimental

measurements of the optical depth have
given a global confirmation of the
relativistic theory of wave absorption at the

3rd electron cyclotron harmonic. These
results are a sound basis for heating
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Fig. 5 : Experimental (dashed ) and theoretical
(solid lines) transmission coefficients

experiments at the 3rd harmonic. For
adequate first—pass absorption, long path
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beam needs to be launched at a shallow
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HIGH DENSITY OPERATION WITH 140 GHZ ECRH:
EXPERIMENTS AT THE W7-AS STELLARATOR,
PROSPECTS FOR THE WT-X STELLARATOR
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4) SALUT. Nizhny Novgorod, Russia,
5) Inst. for Applied Physics, Nizlmiy Novgorod, Russia

INTRODUCTION
The extention of the accessible plasma density with ECRH at 140 GHz in 2nd

harmonic operation (B0225 T) opens a new experimental parameter window for
plasma investigations with favourable aspects: 1. The global confinement in W7—AS

scales favourably with density /l/. 2. H—mode transitions occur in W7—AS once the
density exceeds a certain threshold as is well known from tokarnaks. 3. The
investigation of the ion transport in ECR heated discharges is possible with the
strong collisional coupling at high densities. The possibility of high density ECRH

operation allows to combine ECRH and NET, the latter of which inherently runs at
high density. Heating with 70 GHz ECRH (up to 0.8 MW) restricts the plasma
density to values below 6 1020 rn‘3 , which is the cut-off density for the Oemode, lst
harmonic (01). This system is presently being replaced by a 140 GHz system with 2
MW microwave power at the 2nd harmonic X—mode (X2). Experiments with plasma
densities up to 1.1-1020 m‘3 were performed with the presently available 140 GHz

heating power of 0.5 MW for 1.1 5 pulse duration (alternatively 0.9 MW for 0.4 s)
which is close to the cut—off density for the XZ—mode. The attractiveness of high
density operation at W7—AS led us to examine the possibility to operate with the 2nd
harmonic O—mode (02) at the next ste stellarator W7—X, which would allow to

extend the plasma density towards 2 102 m'3.
BASIC OBSERVATIONS AT W7-AS

Experiments were conducted at WTAS with pure ECRH in a wide density
range. In the low density branch the electrons Show only a weak collisional coupling
to the ions and thus the electron confinement governs the plasma confinement. This
branch is well suited to investigate the electron transport alone. In the high density
branch the ions show a strong collisional coupling to the heated electrons and ion
transport contributes signiﬁcantly to the confinement. In Fig. 1 we have plotted the
central electron (ECE and Thomson scattering) and ion temperatures (active CX

diagnostics) as a function of the central electron density for an input power of 0.4
MW. It is clearly seen, that the temperatures approach each other in the high density
branch. ECRH at high densities provides good experimental conditions for ion heat
transport Studies, because the power input to the ions is due to collisions only. A
detailled transport analysis based on the measured proﬁles indicates, that the ion heat
transport can be described by neoclassical theory within an uncertainty of a factor of
two, if the ambipolar radial electric field is taken into account /2,3/.
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range of \V'i—X (1-6 keV), which in turn is determined by the heat transport. The
zi‘lc‘Ctron temperature is expected to decrease with increasing density and due to the
abmption characteristics of the 02~mode, the single pass absorption drops.
1,300

n,"
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‘ |
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Fig.2: The single pass absorption for 2nd harmonic O—mode launch in W7-X as a
function of density for different launch angles at 2 (left) and 4 keV (right)
electron temperature,

Thus the plasma can in principle become thermally unstable while switching from X2to (DZ-mode launch and increasing the density after switching.
We have modelled the time dependent plasma behaviour in W7-X with the
:‘\S'I‘RA transport code during and after the transition from XZ-mode t0 O2—mode
heating. Heating scenarios were examined, where the plasma is started and
maintained with the Xl-mode (Le. complete single pass absorption at all relevant W7-

X’ parameters) at a given input power. Then the mode is changed to Olrmode and the

density is increased in several steps until a thermal roll over of the plasma occurs. The
result of the calculations and the onset of the thermal instability depends, of course,
on the modelling of the heat transport and other plasma losses. We have used a local

electron heat tranSpon coefficient composed by the neoclassical /5/ and an
:tnnrmlotis tenn, the latter translates the Laclcner-Gottardi scaling to stellarators /6/:

item : 2.4/R (2.2/13)2 . Te3/2 (I.1—(r/a)2)4

(m. T, keV, s)

the ion heat conduction is assumed to be neoclassical in the optimized magnetic field
geometry of W7-X including ambipolar electric ﬁelds. Bremsstrahlung losses and
"<‘»lt.ttt'ie impurity line radiation losses of 30% of the absorbed power are included.
The input power wit] the absorbed power at the onset of the thermal roll-over as
obtained from the ASTRA simulations is plotted as a function of the density in Fig. 3
lletr 1. The corresponding electron— and ion temperatures at the critical density are
ph xttetl together with the absorbed power fraction in Fig. 3 (right).
it is SL‘L‘I], that for an input—power level of about 4-5 MW stable operation can be
in hievctl up to a density of about 1.8—2 1020 m'3 with a single pass absorption of
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Fig.3: ASTRA code simulations for 2nd harmonic O—mode ECRH
stability limit
Left: Input— (triangles) and absorbed power (dots) at the thermal
as a function of density.
s) for thermal
Right: Critical ion—(dots) and electron temperatures (triangle

instability as a function of the critical density.
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ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING & CURRENT DRIVE IN ITER
B. Lloyd, M.R. O’Brien and CD. Warrick

UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3DB, UK
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Introduction
'
Electron cyclotron waves can fulfil a variety of roles in lTER, for example start»up assist,
heating to ignition, current drive and instability control. In the present paper, we report the
results of extensive calculations to examine the heating and current drive potential of electron
cyclotron waves in ITER and to determine the optimum system parameters. Electron
cyclotron heating is a robust, highly efﬁcient and localised heating scheme. There is total
absorption for all plasma parameters foreseen in ITER, the location of the damping is
adjustable, there is no alpha particle damping, there are no requirements on plasma edge
control and no speciﬁc impurity generation problems are anticipated. The calculations
described here were carried out using BANDIT—3D (O'BRIEN et a], 1992) a relativistic and
self—consistent ray tracing and Fokker-Planck code incorporating 2D velocity space (speed
and pitch angle) and 1D real space effects. Electron radial diffusion, trapping, toroidal dc
electric fields and realistic magnetic geometry (eg upvdown asymmetric single null divertor _
configuration) can all be included and synergy with other schemes can be studied.

Parameters
A single null x—point configuration (magnetic axis at R = 8.2m, K ~ 1.55, 113 = 24.8MA), was
utilised in the calculations. The various values of B¢ quoted below correspond to the toroidal
magnetic field at the nominal major radius R0 : 8.1m. Electron temperature and density
profiles were of the form,

Tar) = (Teo - TeaXl-l’z/az) + Tea
netr) = (“co 7 nea)(1-l'2/a2)0‘26 + Heat

(1)
(2)

with Tea 2 0.5keV and ﬂea : 0.8 x 1020m'3 generally assumed. Except where explicitly
stated otherwise, n30 : 1.4 x 1020m'3. A ﬂat Zeff profile was assumed with Zeff = 2.

The most suitable scheme for both heating and current drive in ITER is low—field—side
injection of the ordinary mode with absorption primarily at the fundamental resonance. A
cone of rays with Gaussian power distribution and half—angle 3" was launched from the
outboard plasma mid-plane, The effects ‘of increasing the beam divergence up to half—angle 9°,
or oflaunching the radiation from 30" below the plasma mid-plane, were found to be
negligible for a number of cases investigated. The direction of launch is indicated by
specification of the toroidal 01>) and poloidal (6) launch angles, both measured with respect to
the major radius. In calculating current drive efficiencies the effect of the inductive dc electric
field was ignored. Similarly, for the parameters employed in this study, fast electron transport
has an insigniﬁcant effect on the results and was therefore generally neglected.

Heating
Operation at 16OGHZ with perpendicular launch (it) = 0°, 6 = 0°) allows core heating in ITER
up to neo > 3 x 1020 m‘3. Strong localised absorption is observed even in the initial ohmic
phase of an ITER discharge. For example, at T50 : SkeV, rice 2 3 x 1019m‘3
(ﬂea = l x 1019m‘3) the optical depth is ~30 indicating strong single pass absorption with the
power absorbed inside r/a ~ 0.1 (ie., inside the flux surface which intersects the plasma midplane at r/a = 0.1). The optical depth increases to ~300 for parameters ap repriate to the
ignited phase ie., Teo = 20keV, rice 2 1.4 x 1020m‘3 (nea = 8 x 1019m‘ ). Thus strong

heating of the core can be maintained throughout the density ramp-up and approach to
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Fig 3 Control ofheating zone by variation ofpoloidal
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(perpendicular launch) even at central temperatures up to 30keV, but soon becomes
signiﬁcant if B¢ is reduced, especially at 17OGH2 (Fig 2). Effective control of the heating
zone at fixed magnetic ﬁeld and frequency is possible by variation of the poloidal launch
angle. This is illustrated in Fig 3 where imposition of a poloidal launch angle of 27’ is seen to
move the heating zone out to r/a ~ 04 whilst maintaining very localised power deposition, In

this example r = 160GH2, Ba = 5.74T, rec, = 20keV and neo = 1.4 x 1020m-3.
Current Drive

Electron cyclotron current drive has been studied for a range of ITER parameters and for

frequencies in the range 150 - 23OGHz. The normalised current drive efficiency,
n30 : <ne(1020m‘3)>lrfRO/Prf‘ is plotted as a function of toroidal launch angle for a Wide
range of frequencies in Fig 4. The plasma parameters were 84) = 5.74T, Teo : 30keV

(Tea : 0.5keV) and neo = 1.4 x 102011130163 = 8 x 1019m-3). In calculating me we have

taken an average density

0A

of 1.3 x 1020m‘3

13¢ = 5.74T

consistent with the broad

_

density proﬁle used. It is

Tea = 30kCV

0'3—
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seen that for these
parameters, 1120 > 0.3 is
uchievable. Very localised
driven current profiles, as
might be required for
instability control,
including error ﬁeld
locked mode removal,
can be generated. A
suitable scheme for
central current drive
would appear to be
f ~ 220GHz with a
toroidal launch angle of
~40". The driven current
is localised in the plasma
core and the absorption
arises from a strongly
upshifted (to > (Dee)
interaction. Downshifted
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Fig 4 Current drive eﬁ‘iciency vs toroidal launch angle for
frequencies in the range 150 - 23OGHz.

second harmonic absorption is small (~IO%) in this case, but for some combinations of

frequency and toroidal launch angle can be signiﬁcant. Because of relativistic and trapping

effects, under many conditions the second harmonic driven current can reinforce the current

arising from fundamental absorption leading to an enhancement of the current drive
efficiency. Although a system at ZQOGHZ (¢ : 40") would simultaneously serve as a heating
scheme, since the generation of the non—inductively driven current relies on the creation of a
toroidally asymmetric resistivity (FISCH & BOOZER. 1980) through preferential heating of
electrons with a particular sign of v“, there is a great incentive to operate at as low a
frequency as possible from the technological and economic point of view. Therefore it is

instructive to examine in more detail the current drive capabilities of lower frequency systems
in the range 150 - 17OGHz which as we have seen are suitable for efficient heating over a
wide range of plasma densities and temperatures. The normalised current drive efﬁciency. is
plotted as a function of toroidal launch angle for f= 150 - i7OGHz, B¢ : 5.74T and T30 =
20/30keV in Fig 5. The current drive efficiency at ISOGHz is extremely poor because
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launch angle
There are two further important points to note from Fig 6. First, the optimum
does not depend on central temperature in the range 20 - 30keV allowing the launch
maximum current
conﬁguration to be speciﬁed in advance with some conﬁdence. Second, the
range.
same
the
in
e
temperatur
on
weakly
quite
depends
drive efﬁciency

Summary
and current
These calculations identify ECH/ECCD as a flexible and robust tool for heating
> O.3(> 0.25) are
drive in ITER. For f: ZZOGHZ, (1) ~ 40", current drive efﬁciencies 1120
is ideal for efﬁcient heating
achievable at T50 = 30(20)keV. Perpendicular launch at léoGl-Iz

by
in both the ohmic and ignited phase. Effective control of heating location is possible
and current
variation of the poloidal launch angle. An attractive option is a combined heating
the potential of
drive system at 160 — 17OGHz with toroidal launch angle ~20". l70GHz offers
ﬂexibility.
somewhat higher current drive efﬁciency but at the expense of reduced operating
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Experimental Investigation of ECRH Assisted Low Voltage Ohmic
Startup in HL-l
L.H.Yao, Z.Y'.Shang, D.M.Xu, T.C.Xu, S.W.Xue, Y.Liu, X.D.Li
Southwestern Institute of Physics. P.O.Box 432. Chengdu 610041.Chiua

Introduction
Earlier experiments with microwave preionization”I resulted
in a reduction of the

initial voltage and gave improved reliability and reproducibility of Ohmic
startup in a variety
of tokamaks. There is considerable interest in the development of low voltage startup
for the
requirement that the vacuum vessel of reactor scale tokamak be sufficientl
y robust to
withstand the large forces associated with a disruption and that the vessel
be constructed

without any insulating toroidal breaks implies that the toroidal electrical resistance
will be
small, for example, it is in the order ofitQ, which in turn limits the toroidal electric
field
ESO.3v/m. Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) has been proposed
as an

alternative means of assisted Ohmic heating startup at low electric field in some tokamaks‘ll
l,
The experiments demonstrated that the O-mode launch starts the plasma more centrally than
the X-mode launch and results in higher current ramp rate'“. Studies of ECRH—assisted
startup in HL-l are considerable important, because the toroidal resistance of HL—IM, which
is under construction now, will be reduced to 1.5 m9 from ZOmQ of HL-l. It is
better

strengthen the breakdown of pre-fill gas and promote the plasma current ramp rate at startup
phase, so as to reduce the influence of stray magnetic fields on the start up of tokamak

without ECRH assisted. At the present, series of experiments, 240kW of microwave
power

for pulse lengths of up to 20ms was launched by 7SGHz gyrotron with HE1| mode through
the 3m over-mode waveguide into HL—l torus from the low magnetic field side with O-mode
polarization. When the wave pulse is launched before loop voltage is applied, breakdown
takes place, which implies that we can control the position of breakdown
by changing

toroidal magnetic field strength and the time by microwave pulse trigger time. respectivel
y.
so the discharge will be more reliable and reproducible.

A A 4‘
~44

A

For previous reasons the experiments of assisted startup were carried out on HL-l
device in original Ohmic discharge program for making a comparison of the effect with or

”558551;“. A

Experimental arrangement and results

r

plasma.
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loop voltage
The experimental data demonstrate that substantial reductions( > 50%) in
During the phase 01‘
l.cquired for plasma current startup are obtained as ECRH assisted.

about 41% at the end
plasma current ramping up, the magnetic flux consumption saving is
of microwave launch as shown in table 1.

Table 1. Flux consumption during'startup
Without ECRH

With ECRH

Time

(VSec consump)

(VSec consump)

(ms)

Saving of‘ VSee

(‘70)

5

0.068

0.13

47.7

10

0.092

0.16

42.5

15

0.10

0.17

41.2

20

0.12

0.19

36.8

50

0.17

0.24

29.2

100

0.25

0.31

19.4

The plasma current ramping rate can be written by as following
NIH

d
v! — I R + TEL,“
L,“
dt —

071,,

_

l

ce and L“, is the total plasma
where V! is the loop voltage, R is the plasma resistan
temperature increases promptly
inductance. Owing to the effect of ECRH, the electron
the variation of total plasma
resulting in.the decrease of plasma resistancemoﬁTc‘m),
current position shift is small
inductance can be neglected owing to the fact that the plasma

with ECRH by 1.3 times can
for O—modc launch'“. Thus, the current ramping rate increased

The curve of current ramping up
be attributed to a reduction in the resistive voltage(Fig.1).
hile, the electron density rises
with ECRH is smoother than that of without. In the meanw
g in the decrease of run away
quickly after the loop electric field is applied, resultin
rmal electron radiation during the phasc
electrons(Fig.2), as well as the decrease of non-the

startup as shown in Fig.3.
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Conclusion

The experiment is also a pre-test of HL-lM tokamak low
voltage Ohmic he ﬁling
slartup. lt seems to be useful to make up the programmable
plasma current at start—up Phase
for HL-IM experiments.
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ABSTRACT

Test limiter experiments have been carried out in TEXTOR under various
plasmaand heating conditions to broaden the database for the evaluation of the
suitability of high2 materials as plasma facing components in large machines.
The heat flux to the test limiter reached values on the order
of 20 MW/mz,
representative of lTER divertor target conditions. Under
OH conditions W-radiation
increases with plasma density. Above a critical density, accumula
tion in the centre leads
to an instability characterized by strong central radiation and hollow
Te profiles. In most
discharges heated with NBIlH°~>D +) no strong central radiation
was observed although the

release of W was comparable with that in OH discharges, and the W-radiatio
n decreases

with increasing plasma density. in some discharges heated with NBI
lD°—>D+l a centrally
peaked radiation profile was observed. Remarkably, this central
radiation decreases as
soon as lCRH is added to NBI and disappears afterwards, enabling
to maintain a
sufficiently clean core plasma in a steady state with good confineme
nt. A similar RFinduced expulsion of W from the centre was also observed in an ohmic
target plasma. No
accumulation of W in the centre was found in discharges with edge
radiative cooling using
neon and heated with NBI and/or ICFlH.

I.

INTRODUCTION

At present, plasma—facing components belong to the most difficult design issues
for
ITER. The current database for plasma-facing materials (PFM‘s) in
large machines is
concentrated on low-Z materials (carbon-based and Be)1 which,
together with wall
conditioning techniques have been an essential element in the
attainment of improved
plasma parameters. However, there are serious concerns about the
applicability of low-Z
materials in future fusion devices1 such as erosion (life-time), degradatio
n of thermal
conductivity due to neutron irradiation, safety problem of Be
and its low melting point
(1277DC), etc. From the materials point of view, poor
ductility and low thermal shock
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r, recent advances in
resistance used to be a problem of most refractory metals. Howeve
within engineering
PFM’s
high-Z
bringing
are
es
production and purification techniqu
sputtering properties,
feasibllltY1- These materials have high melting points, advantageous

l properties. Tungsten and
good thermal conductivity and acceptable thermomechanica

sputtering by
molybdenum impurity production was found to be mainly due to physical
energy for physical
carbon and oxygen impuritiesz; W and Mo have a high threshold

divertor might be
sputtering and their use in the high density. low temperature lTER

s erosion.
attractive to overcome problems of excessive material
(1) impurity
The main concerns for the utilization of high-Z materials as PFM's are1:
concentration due to
impurity
high-Z
tolerable
low
(very
tion
accumula
and
n
productio
regime, and (3) material
strong line radiation), (2) hydrogen recycling in the high recycling
s during ICRH7.
performance under high heat load conditions (4) metal impuritie
PFM’S,
Since TEXTOR is dedicated to the study of plasma-surface interactions and
initiated
been
has
e
programm
limiter
test
high-Z
a
nosed,
edge-diag
and is particularly well

materials as
2'3 to broaden the poor database for the evaluation of the suitability of high-Z
PFM's.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

conditions
The test limiter experiments were performed under standard TEXTOR

kA) in ohmically
With boronized walls (ALT—ll belt limiter at 46 cm, 8‘ = 2.25 T, IP = 350

32.5 MHZ, screenless
and auxiliary heated plasmas (NBl: D"—>D+ and H°—>D+ ; ICRH:
through a limiter lock at
inserted
was
limiter
test
tungsten
A
heating).
y
H-minorit
antenna,
limiter was made of highly
the bottom of the vessel up to a minor radius r = 44 cm. The

in poloidal direction
purified W and had dimensions of 10 cm in toroidal direction, 6 cm

curvature 6 cm). The plasmaand 5 cm in height (toroidal curvature 8.5 cm and poloidal
of ALT-ll (3.3 m2). Hence.
that
1/500
about
only
facing area of the test limiter represents
belt limiter which dominates
the major part of the plasma still interacts with the graphite
the general impurity behaviour.
ter. A maximum
The test limiter was thermally isolated and used as a calorime
onto the test limiter,
fraction of about 8 % of the total convective energy was deposited
of ITER divertor target conresulting in a heat flux of about 20 MW/m2 (representative
point of W: 3410 °C).
(melting
°C
2900
about
of
ure
temperat
ditions) and a peak surface
release was studied by
determined from CCD camera measurements. The local impurity
was observed by VUVmeans of a spectrometer. High-Z contamination of the plasma
radial profiles of the
by
and
emission
y
soft-X—ra
eter),
spectrom
spectroscopy (SPRED
profiles were
density
and
ure
temperat
radiated power from bolometry. Edge electron
used in the SOL to trace
measured using He— and Li-beams. Surface collector probes were
deuterium and impurity fluxes4.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

cm the W-impurity
Under OH conditions with the test limiter inserted at 44
relative strength of the Wradiation increases with increasing plasma density although the
as well as the deposition of
source decreases; the local W-emission from the test limiter
increasing density and
with
decrease
both
SOL
W on the deposition probes in the
erosion process. Figure 1
decreasing edge temperature as is expected from a sputter

the limiter inserted
shows the evolution of the radiation profile during a density scan with

low at low n3.
and withdrawn. The additional radiation due to W-impurity ions is rather
line-averaged density n80
increases at medium na and rises dramatically as the central

ates in the
exceeds a critical value of 3 - 1013 cm'3. At this critical density W accumul
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plasma centre, leading to strong W-radiation and hollow electron temperatur
e profiles

resulting in a minor disruption (thermal instability). At a density of 2.5 . 1013 cm'3 the

evaluated W—concentration profile is flat with a value of typically 2 - 104', in good
agreement with the relative W-deposition rate on the collector probe.
in NBl-heated discharges the impurity behaviour as a function of density
is totally

different although the impurity source changes in the same way. Similar results
were

obtained with a Mo-lirniterz'a. A density scan with NBl-Co (1.3 MW. H°->D+) showed that
the W~radiati0n decreases with increasing plasma density similar to the W-source at the

limiter (decreasing edge temperature). At high density (one around 5 - 1013 cm‘3) the
contribution of the high-Z limiter to the plasma impurity content and its influence on the
plasma performance are negligible. No instability was observed under these conditions.
The evaluated profiles are peaked at the outer plasma regions. However, with D°-»D+
accumulation of W in the plasma centre was observed in some discharges leading to
centrally peaked radiation profiles.
It is remarkable to note that this central radiation decreased as soon as lCRH was
added to N81 and disappeared afterwards, enabling to maintain a sufficiently clean core
plasma in a steady state with good confinement (confirmed by neutron yield measmements, see in the next paragraph), in spite of a slight increase of the W-release with
respect to NBI alone. A similar RF—induced expulsion of W-impurities from the centre was
also observed in an OH target plasma. Figure Za shows a clear decrease of the central
radiated power at the onset of lCRH while the time evolution of the radiation profile in
Fig. 2b reflects the accumulation during the OH phase and the expulsion at the onset of
lCRH. No thermal instability occurred in discharges heated by lCRH (with or without NBI).
Preliminary results from discharges with edge radiative cooling using neon and
heated with NBl-Co (D°—>D+) and/or lCRH show that there is almost no increase of the Wconcentration in the plasma centre, in contrast with the results from discharges with Necooling and hydrogen NBl-Co where a Mo-test limiter was inserted3. The absence of a
significant decrease of reactivity of the plasma (from neutron yield measurements5) is a
clear indication for a low central impurity concentration6 (and stationary in time) which is
confirmed by the radiation profiles.

4.

DISCUSSION

The impurity concentration is determined by the source strength and the transport
of impurity ions. The striking difference in W-concentration and radiation profiles between
OH- and auxiliary heated discharges can be due to several factors such as impurity
production, impurity transport, shielding effects by the edge plasma. occurrence of
sawteeth, etc.
The results show that in both types of discharge the impurity source
changes in the same way as a function of density (limiter erosion reduced by decrease of
edge temperature). Impurity screening depends on the heating scheme. The ionization
lengths of singly charged Mo-ions in NBI-heated high density discharges were found to be
shorter than their Larmor radius, leading to prompt local redepositiona. The interactions
between the plasma boundary and lCRH can differ strongly from those between the
plasma boundary and NBI depending on the conditions7.
Sawtooth activity may lead to the disappearance of a peaked radiation profile.
Preliminary results indicate that no strong central radiation occurred in case of strong
sawtooth activity, but not vice versa. The limited database does e.g. not allow to conclude
whether the disappearance of central radiation after the onset of lCRH is linked to a
modification of the sawtooth behaviour caused by the RF or if the cause of the change in
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of tungsten.
sawtoothing is the reduction of central radiation due to RF—induced expulsion

has
An analytical model2 taking into account energy and impurity particle transport
limiter
test
Further
behaviour.
radiation
central
the
explain
to
recently been proposed
of high-Z contaminaexperiments are planned on TEXTOR with a view to a detailed study
edge biasing.
tion under a variety of plasma- and heating conditions, including
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Physics Issues and Design Aspects of ITER Ion and Electron Cyclotron
Systems
G. Bosia, M. Makowski, T Nggashimg. D. Remscn
lTER Joint Central Team
Garching, Max-Planck-lnstilute fijr Plasmaphysik,
D-85748 Garching bei Mi‘mchen. FRG

I. Introduction
'
The primary purpose of the lTER RF System is to provide the auxilliary poWer
necessary to reach ignition. This varies with the aSSumed transport scaling. impurity
level,
and plasma operating conditions. A total of 50 MW deposited in the plasma appears
to be
adequate for heating to ignition under a variety of scenarios. A secondary goal of
the RF
program is to provide lTER with means of non-inductive current drive for discharge
control, extension of the pulse length, and possibly steady state operation. However, the
experimental basis for such scenarios is not sufﬁciently established so that detailed
requirements cannot at this time be determined. The prevailing approach now is to note the
development of steady-state concepts (such as high Bp scenarios) and ensure that the
auxiliary power system can be adapted to potential needs as they arise.
2. ICRF Heating and Current Drive Scenarios
Several ICRF heating scenarios (20—80 MHZ) can be used in ITER [l]. The target

objective of the heating scenario is single pass central plasma heating during the preignited phase.
The second harmonic tn'tium (T) scheme has a number of advantages: there is little

power going to the Ot-particles, it can be used in deuterium (D) rich mixtures and directly
heats a reacting species. At the high electron densities in ITER, there is no concem about
large T tail formation. Heating at the second harmonic is a finite gyro radius effect and
requires a high temperature for absorption at the second harmonic of T ([11) /nT = l). The
addition of ~5 % of He3 resonating at the same radial position but at its fundamental
resonance may be required. Simulations using the ALCYON 3D code [2. 3] show that 50
% of the power is absorbed by the He3 with good ray focusing (Fig. 1) while 50 % is still
absorbed by electrons. As the temperature increases, fuelling in He3 can be stopped. The
H63 will progressively disappear through D—l-le3 reactions providing a small additional
heating gain (~10 % for 5 % He3). Second harmonic heating of T ions then takes place as
the temperature increases. Under ignited conditions and for nT/nD = 1, the power partition
is typically 46 % to T ions, 50 % to electrons and 3 % to D ions, and can be inﬂuenced by
the choice of toroidal mode number (the phasing between the antennas); a lower toroidal
mode number favours the deposition to the T ions.
Heating at the fundamental resonance of D gives the highest single pass damping
and ion heating in T rich mixtures. In a reacting plasma, the power deposition in the OLparticles (fcuctt = fCD) is a concern. though the choice of kll can influence the partition of

power. In ohmic conditions and for nD/nT = 0.4 and a central toroidal mode number 11 ~

klIR of 69 only a small fraction of power is absorbed by D ions (20 %) [3]. The main

fraction (80 %) is absorbed by electrons through the cumulative effort of Landau damping
and mode conversion at the D-T hybrid layer. An increase of the D concentration to nD/nT
= 1 leads to a power fraction of 90 % to the electrons. For an ignited plasma, assuming 5 %
of (it-particles at 1 MeV. the power distribution is 50 % to D, 25 % to electrons and 25 % to
the (it-particles (Fig. 2). Decreasing n to 34 leads to an increase in the power deposited on
the ot-particles to 48 %, while D ions retain 36 % and electrons 16 %.
The ICRF current drive (CD) scheme relies on the absorption of the fast
magnetosonic wave through electron Landau damping and transit time magnetic pumping.
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to avoid
A frequency below the lowest cyclotron harmonic is chosen (~20 MHZ) in order

spectrum.
paraSitic ion damping. This, together with a suitable choice of the antenna
direct
and
particle
realize a compromise (m~ 2k|tv||) where the adverse effect of trapped
scheme, single pass
cyclotron resonance wave absorption are minimized [4]. In this

The mode
absorption on electrons lies between 20 to 60 % depending on k|| value.
10 % of the
converted fraction of the wave power at the Alfven resonance is about
unabsorbed power.
The CD scenario is viable only in high-B . high temperature low plasma current
plasmas. A simulation of the CD efﬁciency has geen computed in a typical low plasma
keV, n30 : 1.4 x
current (1;; =15 MA, nDlnT = 1, f: 20 MHZ, B1" = 6 T, T30 = T30 = 27

1020 m'3, edge temperature 0.3 keV, edge density 0.6 x 10 20 m‘3). The CD ﬁgure of merit

is TIC = 0.3 x 10 20 Al2 not including trapped particle effects. Sources of inefficiencany

causes
are the off mid-plane poloidal position of the antenna (20—30 %), which
we have made no
that
noted
be
should
It
spectrum.
ber
wavenum
poloidal
the
of
nt
enrichme
attempt to optimize parameters.

enario
rren Driv
RF Heatin and
ITER,
For the magnetic ﬁeld and range of densities and temperatures relevant to
the accessibility
outside launch of Ordinary-Mode (OM) polarized ECW meets
power can be
requirements for ITER applications. Since ECWs propagate in free space the
control.
feedback
density
or
generation
impurity
without
layer
vacuum
the
coupled through
and
Central heating for ignition requires a frequency in the range of 150-170 GHz

the BANDIT
allows propagation to peak densities up to 3 x 10 20 m3. Simulations usingthe
ohmic and

3D code indicate that full single pass absorption can be obtained in both
are 30 and 300,
ignited phases of the discharges [5]. The optical depths for these two cases
the range of
for
t
significan
not
is
absorption
harmonic
second
to
due
respectively. The loss
frequency range
temperatures. densities, and central fields of interest to ITER. For the
d (Te < 15
proposed there is no signiﬁcant second harmonic absorption in the pro—ignite
= 32 keV,
keV) and ignited phases for a field of 6 T. In ignition. assuming T60
field of 6
full
the
at
plasma
the
of
centre
the
to
e
accessibl
ly
complete
is
fundamental power
[5].
T offering some prospect for burn control
(a) > Luce)
Detailed studies of core CD recommend scenarios based on upshifted
[6].
midplane
-side
low-field
from
launched
absorption of elliptically polarized OM waves
. A survey of runs has
Such scenarios are compatible with high-bootstrap—current operation

different T50 of 20 keV and 30
been performed on ITER reference ignition plasmas at two

A/Wm2 is obtained for
keV; neo = 1.7 x 10 20 m'3. The peak value of 0.3 x 1020
30° and 40” (Fig. 3).
frequencies between 180 and 220 GHz and launch angles between
density
CD in ITER plasmas with a central electron temperature of 30 keV, central

a current of 10—
of 1.6 x 1020 m‘3, central field of 5.9 T, but with an equilibrium confining
[5]. This equilibrium
MA, of which > 70 % is booLstrap current, has been modelled

15
axis. The optimum
features a large shift in the position and field value of the magnetic
launch angle of 20“
poloidal
3
GHz.
190
of
y
frequenc
a
near
found
were
rs
paramete
launch
EC = 0.3. Even in
Y
to
above horizontal, and a toroidal launch angle of 45" corresponding
ure, the amount
temperat
electron
central
high
and
angle
launch
oblique
these condition of
temperature
electron
peaked
the
to
due
%)
5
(under
small
is
n
of second harmonic absorptio
.
obtained
is
0.24
=
EC
of
CD
nt
proﬁle. At 170 GHZ a significa

5, IQRF Antenna gzgnggm
(36 in total
The proposed system [5] is composed of two arrays of 18 RF antennas
vacuum vessel. Each
for 100 MW), toroidally located in two opposite 45" sectors of the
per module). The
array is integrated in 9 adjacent shield modules (two RF antenna
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antennas are installed in the lower section of the outboard Shield. which can be routed
through the radial ports. A triax feeder. carrying RF power, inlet and outlet coolant in a

compact 260 mm OD tube is proposed (Fig. 4). Water cooling is used, at the same

temperature (mo-150°C) and the pressure (20 Bars), as for the shield cooling. The
proposed poloidal position is a trade-off between optimized RF performances and the
requirements of not removing any TF coils shielding where the neutron flux is maximum.
The proposed antenna [7] is a stripline short circuited at both ends. having an
electrical length approximately equal to 71/2 at the lowest frequency used resonant at n N2
with n = 1, 2. 3, 4, asymmetrically fed at an intermediate point. This scheme provides a
good antenna efficiency at most of the interesting frequency ranges and has practical}
advantages: i) the current strap is self supporting, and supports also the feeder's end; ii) thg
antenna has self tuning properties. and the feeder's tap point can be selected where the
antenna and feeder impedances approximately match.

5. ESQRFAntgnnag gnggm

A design goal is to minimize the impact of the ECRF antenna on the shield deSign

while fulﬁlling physics requirement [5]. To that extent, the main feature of the Optical

design are: i) 50 MW of power delivered to plasma; ii) two horizontal ports used for 100
MW; iii) minimum size of the shield penetration; iv) minimal extension of primary
vacuum boundary.
50 MW of ECW is injected through an elliptical blanket aperture 44 x 34 cm2 in

size corresponding to an average density of 420 MW/m2 (800 MW/m2 already achieved on
DIII—D).

The antenna system is mounted into a steel structure supported by the cryostat and
linked to the vessel through double walled bellows (Fig. 5). From the inner window block
waveguides are brought together with mitre bends to form a compact waveguide launcher.
The power from each waveguide is projected onto a parabolic reflector (0.9 x 1.04 ml)
which focuses and directs the power along a major radius (perpendicular injection) into the
plasma, or onto a second llat mirror (1.1 x 0.4 m2). From this mirror the beam is reﬂected

at an oblique toroidal angle (35°) into the plasma for CD applications.
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EFFECTIVE LOWER HYBRID HEATING OF ELECTRONS AND
IONS IN THE FT-2 TOKAMAK
V.N.Budnikov, V.V.Dyachenko, L.A.Esipov, E.R.Its, M.A.Irzak, S.I.Lashkul,

K.A.Podushnikova, AiYuStepanov
The Ioffe Physikechnical Institute, St.Petersburg, Russia

The experiments on the lower hybrid (LH) heating in the FT—2 tokamak [1] have
demonstrated that the wave absorption and ion heating are associated with the development of the parametric decay instability of the pump wave f0 that takes place in the
plasma centre at a local density nd < 71“; (nm — LH density, i.e. the density at the wave
linear transformation point estimated by the dispersion relation with ﬁnite temperature

corrections [2]). Here the daughter wave f, a 0.7 fn has its local LH resonance which
provides an effective interaction with ions. The fast ions generation starts at the centre
at a minimum energy Em“, x 8T.. At the increase of the plasma density 17 the decay
region shifts to the pel‘iphexy, its local density nd slightly rises and the ions of successively

higher energies are produced (this can be considered as an evidence of the development
of parametrically excited long wave spectra). At the same time the current drive switches
off. The bulk ion heating is observed at these intermediate densities no 2 1.5 nd,
The fact of ion heating in the intermediate density region has been proved by the

plasma heating experiments on the tokamaks ASDEX [3] and PT [4] and it does not contradict with the experiments in Petula-B [5] (considered earlier as an example of classical
heating). However in the previous LH heating experiments little attention has been paid
to the investigation of this density region. The goal of the present work is a detailed study
of the electron and ion heating at the intermediate plasma density.

The main device and discharge parameters are: R = 55 cm, a = 8cm, Ip : 22 kA,

B = 22 s, ﬁ = (1.2 — 3.0) - 1013 cm‘3, Hi‘ plasma. In the ohmic regime the electron and
ion temperatures were 500 — 600 eV and 100 eV, respectively. The RF power up to 140
kW at a frequency 920 MHz and with pulse duration 3 ms was launched from the outer
side of the torus through a 2-waveguide grill (NH = 2 — 4).
After the end of the RF pulse a transition to the regime of the improved conﬁnement
of particles and energy was observed [6]. It was accompanied by typical processes: drop of
the Hg line emission at the rise of the average density, sharp reduction of MHD activity,
ELM’S appearance. The energy conﬁnement time 1"?” : 0.8ms in the ohmic regime.
During the RF heating it decreased with the increase of the RF power and came down to

0.5ms at 100 kW. After the end of RF pulse it rose sharply up to 21115. It was observed in
a wide range of RF powers 4O — 140 kW.

The general scheme of the plasma-wave interaction is shown in ﬁg. 1. Here the loop
voltage drop AU/Ul, CX fluxes at energies 1.5 and 3.7 keV, electron and ion temperatures
(measured by SXR and CK spectra, respectively) are presented as a function of the central

density no. The loop voltage drop (representing the current drive efﬁciency) was observed
only below those densities at which the fast ions generation started. The electron and ion
heating began at the same densities. In the experiments the ion temperature increased by
4 times (ﬁrom 100 eV to 400 eV) and the electron temperature increased by 2 times (from
500 eV to 1000 eV) at RF power z IODkW which is comparable to the ohmic heating

power (90 kW). The heating eH‘iciency 17 = (AT) + AT,)/P reached 10 . 1013 eV cm—3 kW’1
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heating was observed in a
and was independent of the power. However such effective
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electron and ion heating differ by An x 01 n.
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The CX hydrogene spectra are presented in ﬁg. 2. It can be seen that the

the thermal part of the
T). x 400 — 500eV is determined not by the fast ion tail but by

spectra satisfy the
ion energy distribution (300 7 500 eV). It should be noted also that the
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by
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Time behavior of the electron temperature measured by the SXR emission
effective
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of
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the
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2
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densities is shown in ﬁg.3. At

of the initial density At a
heating density range) the heating rate increases at the increase

2) T, increases
density corresponding to the maximum heating (no = 3.4 - 1013 cm”7 curve

the density reaches a certain
at the beginning of RF pulse but then it starts to decrease as
in the ratio of electron and
change
the
at
indicate
could
value (no 2 4.2 - 10"1cm'3). It

cm'3 though a
ion absorption. The electron absorption prevails at no < n' = 4.2 ~ 1013
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).
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are
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ion
(fast
present
direct wave-ion interaction is
on prevails. In this
no > n' the wave-electron interaction ceases and the wave-ion interacti
2 n' already
respect the curve 4 is typical for the high density: as no = 4.3 - 1013 cm"3
i.e.the wave energy is
at the beginning of the RF pulse the derivative dT,/dt i5 negligible7
of the pulse can be
practically not transferred to the electrons. A slight T, rise at the end
due to the decrease
explained by the reduced energy transfer from the electrons to the ions
the end of RF
after
T(
of
rise
The
wave.
the
by
heated
of Te — T,- as the ions are directly
n to the improved
pulse (curves 1, 2) observed in some shots is explained by the transitio
conﬁnement regime.

ion heating.
Diamagnetic loop measurements were carried out to conﬁrm effective

in ﬁg. 4. It continues to increase
The diamagnetic signal at no = 3.9- 10” cm"1 is shown

conﬁnement
slightly after the end of RF pulse which proves the transition to the improved
the end
after
drops
It
here.
d
presente
also
is
eV
500
energy
regime. The CX flux at an
emission [6] and so can be
of RF pulse but it correlates well with the drop of H3 line
Taking it into account,
explained by the reduction of the target neutral hydrogen density.
of thermal ions (2 3 ms).
the presented CX ﬂux indicates at a fairly large conﬁnement time
signal correponds to the
As can be seen from ﬁg. 1, the maximum of the diamagnetic
the measured Te(r)
density
this
At
maximum of the ion heating at no = 3.9 - 10” cm’3.
by or ( — 5—,)5 at
and
regime
ohmic
the
in
5-)3
—
(1
o:
T,(r)
by
proﬁle was approximated

the radial proﬁles
the end of the RF pulse. The density proﬁle was 71 (x (1 — ;—)'33. Using
ture

of the ion tempera
and the measured diamagnetic signal one can estimate the increase
case of P3; = 100 kW
the
for
that
found
We
proﬁle.
c
paraboli
radial
its
of
and the p0wer
to 300 eV from the
equal
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ATio
ments)
(when ATio = 300 eV from the CX measure
1. It is important as
=
a
power
a
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proﬁle
ic
parabol
a
at
ments
measure
diamagnetic
and the diamagnetic signal
the CX spectra give the maximum temperature (in the centre)
proﬁles (i.e. large a)
narrow
taking
so
)),
(A(mT.value
averaged
ction
gives the cross—se
would be low in this
result
the
of
ity
reliabil
the
one can prove any large AT.. However
(ATg) = Alia/‘2)
(when
proﬁle
ture
tempera
ion
broad
a
means
1
=
a
power
case. The
heating.
ion
effective
the
Which, together with AT.o = 300 eV, conﬁrms
note that unlike our previous
Turning to the discussion of the obtained results we
29 - 1013 cm“3 WhiCh is only
=
no
density
a
at
experiments the fast ion generation starts
T, = 500 CV, T. = 100 eV,
at
cm‘3
10”
3.5
=
(11”,
one
hybrid
lower
the
than
less
slightly
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Z,” = 3 (11* +04), B : 22 s and NH = 3). However if we take into account that there
are waves with NH = 4 in the excited spectrum we can think that the generation Starts
in fact at a lower hybrid density.

At the maximum heating the initial central density

no = 3.9 - 1013 cm‘3 2 nm is close to the lower hybrid one. During the RF pulse the
density rises up to n = 5 . 1013 CID—3 and Z,” rises up to 5.5. With the account of the
enhanced temperature and 22/} the increased central density is equal to the LH density for
the frequency 920 MHZ. Therefore, though the parameters of the central plasma regions
change, the LH resonance conditions are satisﬁed and the heating can be considered as
classical. However, there are some facts which do not agree with this picture and rather
resemble the parametric mechanism: 1). The sequence of the fast ions generation (ﬁg. 1)
v less energetic ions appear at lower density. 2). The inclination of both electron and
ion heating tends to the threshold density on the left side and that could indicate at, a

common heating mechanism. It can be a parametric decay process at which ion heating
is related to the kL of a daughter Wave and the electron heating — to the k“. A fast drop
of the heating on the right side at the density increase to no = 5 - 1013 011'3 indicates that

the energy absorption takes place not in the centre, i.e. not at the LH density. So a. slight
further increase of the density results in a drastic reduction of the heating efﬁciency. A
direct proof of the wave absorption mechanism could be obtained by the enhanced MW
scattering, like in [1]. But we could not use it in these experiments because of the high
plasma density (the decay region was unaccessible for the probing wave).
Thus we obtained a really eﬁective ion and electron heating in the intermediate
densities range following the idea of the parametric absorption mechanism. However the
LH resonance conditions appeared to be satisﬁed in the centre of the plasma column and
the heating is classical pro forma. Further study is necessary to clarify the details of the

absorption mechanism.
The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant
NO R23000 from the International Science Foundation.
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ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE IN THE PRESENCE
OF A LOWER HYBRID WAVE; A FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION OF THE
RELATIVISTIC QUASILINEAR FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION

Introduction:

It is widely recognized that auxiliary heating is desirable in almost all contemporary
fusion devices. Tokamaks, the largest devices at present, are the principal customers for
auxiliary heating. Ohmic heating alone cannot raise ion temperatures to the required

fusion threshold value because of inherent limitations in the physics. The Tokamak is a
much more attractive concept as a fusion power device if is run at steady state. This can
be accomplished with an efﬁcient source of toroidal current, other than an inherently
pulsed inductive drive. A method of continuously driving the toroidal current is then

essential.Various methods for producing continuous toroidal currents in TOKAMAK
plasmas have been proposed and widely investigated to date. Among these methods, the
current drive using electromagnetic ﬁeld of radio frequency (RF) waves launched into

the plasma were successful in several TOKAMMC experiments. A net toroidal
momentum is then delivered to one of the plasma species, usually the electrons. This
leads to the production of a plasma current which, simultaneously, plays the role of

sustaining plasma equilibrium and plasma heating because of its ohmic heat power.
Electron Cyclotron (EC) waves are particularly suitable for this purpose because they
readily penetrate into high density; high temperature TOKAMAK plasma and because
their damping process is easily controlled in conﬁguration and velocity space. Electron
cyclotron heating (ECH) has proved to be a successful method of auxiliary heating in
present day tokamak devices. This is of great interest in tokamak reactors not only for
attaining the ignition temperature but also for its bearing on the crucial problem of the

reactor lifetime. Almost all of the problems encountered with this technique have been
with the generation and transmission of millimeter waves at high power device.
Unfortunately, for Te< <15 Kev, EC current drive can only be of interest if the current

drive efﬁciency is signiﬁcantly enhanced compared with that of maxwellien target
plasma. This enhancement can be achieved through interaction of the EC waves with
Lower Hybrid waves.
Basic equations:
The electron cyclotron resonance heating and current drive in TOKAMAK plasma in the

presence of lower hybrid waves is
relativistic Fokker-Planck equation:

investigated numerically using the quasilinear

V,
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ME = g = (gum + (%)w+ ($35))?“ (gm

(1)

where
(-6-?) C011

a [1— if+v2f1
3p
a [(1412) 3—f1 + l—
P2 a—p
= 1—Hijl—

(2)

is the relatiVistic Fokker-Planck collision operator‘.
f is the momentum distribution of the resonant electron
1 is the normalized time
7 is the relativistic mass factor
p, is the particle cosine angle
P 15 the particle normalized momentum

(3)

(%)EC=E__Y_LI[MDL/l(f)]
1—1,],2

in

Y

is the relativistic quasilinear contribution for EC harmonics

_,,__
,=n:_cfm(§%—Jia%)+P£1_-—I£m_a inf (4)
(.I’

//_2_

J1 6

P\/1-p2(“{'n—‘3)
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w

a

1—E2 6

(“611* p at)

(5)

D is the electron cyclotron diffusion coefﬁcient,

af=lwlpaa+P
(—

6f)
gt: + l-E
11266
P 8p)
P —][Dm(p

6
()

describes the LH parallel diffusion
DLH is the lower-hybrid diffusion coefficient,

af __ Emg—p
(EM’C—

af
_—1 PE 8—“)

is the DC electric ﬁeld term and E an external electric field

(7)
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Numerical solution:
We assume a steady state and solve for the equilibrium of EQ.1 which is a 2-D partial
differential equation. Since the combined problem of velocity and configuration Space

is rather difﬁcult to treat, we assume a spatially homogeneous plasma.
Our study develops a rapid approximate solution of the quasilinear Fokker-Planck
equation, suitable for parametric studies of Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating. The
numerical procedure we use is appropriate to solve both static and dynamic problems
evolving either the diffusion theory or transport theory modelz. A finite element
technique is used to compute the momentum distribution of the resonant electron. As
elements, we consider "hat functions" that satisfy the boundary conditions. The

distribution function is then approximated by a sum of products of angular and velocity
hat functions with the expansion coefficients )\KL. We seek an approximate solution of the
form:

f(p.p)=2n Amuﬁumﬁp)

(a)

To find the coefﬁcients of the assumed finite element expansionwe substitute the trial
solution for the momentum distribution in the governing differential equationflhis will
result in a residual which we write:

R=LIZ MNMPWMPH

(9)

k,1

To obtain the best solution, we then attempt to distribute the residual through the

domain of solution of the function f by trying to minimize the integral of the residual.
We employ GALERKIN’S method of using a weighted value of the residuals technique
with the hat functions themselves as weight functions. For a mesh point (m,n),
corresponding to the hat functions \Pm(p) and ¢n(u),we have to take the sum over all the
k’s and 1’s for which the product of the four hat functions mend/9P", is not zero.So we
have each time a sum of nine terms,each involving integral over p and n in the ranges
where the hat function products are non zero. The coefficients )‘KL involved for the mesh

point (m,n) are:
kin—Lad! >‘-nu,n-h )‘mHm—l’ Alli-1,1, >‘m,w Mus» >‘m—l,n+lr )‘me )\m+l,n+l

This approach results at each iteration, in a linear system of equations that can be
represented by a matrix of nine diagonals where all matrix element have been calculated

analytically. To invert the matrix at each iteration,we apply a vectorized gaussian
elimination technique. By doing so, we find the distribution function fli, which is then
used to calculate a new distribution function f,‘“ until convergence occurs.
The presence of RF power in the plasma results in parallel velocity diffusion. The
evolution of the space-averaged electron velocity distribution in the absence of any DC
electric ﬁeld is governed by:

if:

at

3f]
TV, [Dana—v2
+
a

where DQL is the quasilinear diffusion coefficient.

(%:)C011

(10)

‘l 0 3 5

EQ.1O over
In order to investigate the dynamics in the parallel direction, Fish3 integrated

the perpendicular velocity direction, obtaining for high velocity electrons:

an;

73? awwm)

i 1 art; l
a
at.) 1+ a) [ 7.73% 0,2

(11’

where w is the electron normalized velocity.
We have considered the situation when D(co) is constant in a finite velocity interval:
(12)

D(co)= a , if: w1<w<w2

and vanishes elsewhere. We have then obtained an exact steady-state solution:

f (0)) = c [ D

2/3 c.) 2_ D 1/3 (0+1

(DI/3041):

+eXp(-

1
ﬂDz/a

arctg(2D

1/3 c.) _ 1))](13)

ﬂ

a figure of
where C is a constant determined by the conservation of the particles, and
merit:

Pd

1 +DmJ
1)
2 LOgL__

‘ 14)

(1 moi)

Conclusion:

has
A rapid solution of the quasilinear relativistic Fokker- Planck(QRFPE) equation
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parallel velocities
distribution at bulk temperature in the perpendicular direction for all

is a good approximation over the quasilinear plateau region.
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INTRODUCTION
When plasma is heated or current driven in a tokamak with the fast wave at a
frequency
a) just
resonance appears to
concern as a sourCc
fast wave current
avoiding detrimental

low parallel

below the lowest ion cyclotron frequency Loci. the Alfvén
the high ﬁeld side of the cyclotron resonance and can be of
of parasitic absorption ([l] and Refs. therein; [2]). Notably, a
drive scheme has been proposed which pushes electrons.
ion absorption by operating at a frequency w<wci; for the

wavenumber spectra employed.

the

Alfve’n

extended portions of the scrape-off layer (SOL) and

resonance can

run

in

in the bulk plasma ,edge [3].

Here lower single-pass bulk absorption of the fast wave makes its parasitic energy
loss a sensitive issue.

ANALYTIC

PRELIMINARIES

We model such parasitic loss by integrating the wave
slab geometry with Fourier analysis in the invariant
collisions highlights the effect of the Alfvén
magnetic field Bo in the z-direction. the fast wave
this equation to the following system [4]

where

equation for a cold plasma in
y,z directions. Our neglect of
resonance. With equilibrium
approximation, 152:0. reduces

ﬁrmly

d3
«1k,
“u' ‘“+u (imBz)

dx

1

Ey

k7,:

dky

‘T

T

d=k02£12ﬁ. u=k02€H-k22 in terms of dielectric tensor elements. The Alfvén

resonance appears at the singular point where u=0;
origin in x with u'(0)suo'. one can develop Eqn.(l) as
$10337")

Ey

2

_
A0

choosing

(—Al-Q-+A1+A2X+ ..... ) (1(1)s

“0X
w h e re

(1)

By

dky d

«3

dk,

.

this point

as

the

(2)

ﬁ'
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Noting Ao2=0. the solution to Eqn.(2) can be written in a small neighborhood of

x=0 as [5]

m

E, = “’E—gmll (8)

ial

Where the Ci are constants. Multiplication from the left by (-ky,d) annihilates A0
in the right member of Eqn.(3) showing

—ikyo)Bz + (113), = -kyC1 + dC2

(4)

to be nonsingttlat at the origin.
The power lost at the resonance can be evaluated as the difference in the
Poynting ﬂux. Re{Es‘}/2. evaluated at x=i8,8—>O; here one eliminates the two
field components using Eqn.(3), then reidentifies with these components the
terms which survive the indicated limit. The proper branch of the logarithm is
found by the usual addition of an inﬁnitesimal positive imaginary part to w. There
results

p=_L-

-'k B+dE2

new?” A

where the nonsingular combination
Solutions (3) with Ci which annul
Eqn.(5) to suffer no absorption.

PHYSICAL

(5)

of field components of 'Eqn.(4) reappears.
the right member of Eqn.(4) are seen from

REMARKS

Other authors have taken ky=0 [1] and found that the proximity of machine wall
and resonance can play an important role in reducing both Ey at the resonance
(Ey is nonsingular (Eqn.(4). k =0) and vanishes at the metallic Wall) and fast wave
absorption thereupon («lEyl . Eqn.(5)). However. in the case of: nonzero ky, a
glance at Eqn.(5) shows absorption to be proportional to a combination of ﬁeld
components which, though nonsingular. need not yanish at the wall. One might
plausibly conjecture absorption to increase with lkyl.

On the other hand. as lkyl grows. another effect finally intervenes to eliminate
absorption. For propagation from the plasma core toward the Alfvén resonance

the cold fast wave dispersion. kx2=kl2(kz)-ky2. exhibits successively a cutoff.' a
resonance

and

another

cutoff;

an

incident

wave

must

tunnel

between

the

first

cutoff and the resonance before losing its energy. As increase in lky| causes a
uniform downward shift of the dispersion curve, the tunneling distance increases
so as to ﬁnally suppress energy loss. Thus we must reﬁne our conjecture and
predict lobes of higher absorption in ky to either side of ky=0.

NUMERICAL STUDY
Plasma density is taken to increase exponentially from the metallic wall across a
SOL of width L50] with e-folding length Lap Our objective being to study fast
wave absorption at an Alfvén resonance near the plasma edge, we model the bulk
density locally. taking it to increase linearly from the edge value “edge with slope
dn/dx. 80 being assumed constant. With this profile and ﬁeld value Eqn.(l) is
integrated numerically. the resonance singularity being resolved'as above by the
addition of a small imaginary part to m. At high density the solution is matched to
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incident

and

reflected

of

combinations

Airy

and

functions

of

fraction

the

the

incident Poynting ﬂux which is absorbed, q. is calculated.

We now examine parasitic energy loss of the fast wave in relation to the
abovementioned low-frequency current drive method applied to an lTER-typc DT
plasma [3] with nD/nT:O.4, L501:0.15 m, cp=0-02 m,ncdg¢=0.8 1020 m‘3, edge

value of dn/dxz4.6 1030 m-4, on-axis 30:6 T. and m/2n=22 MHz. Such a frequency is
just low enough to exclude the tritium cyclotron resonance from the outboard
side of the tokamak. Central temperature and density proﬁles are nonessential for
study of the cold edge though the latter implicitly determines the choice of
our
dn/dx

edge

value.

Since

an

outboard

launched

fast

wave

will

initially

reflect

from

the inboard wall. we examine the energy flux in the incident wave which is lost to
the

Alfve'n

resonance

in

front

of

this

using

wall.

an

appropriately

augmented

inboard confinement field of 9T.
Absorption coefficient q(ky.l<z) for this case appears in the ﬁgures, Fig.2 being
simply a blowup of Fig.1 showing the critical region around the origin. High
absorption

(q=1.0,

Fig.1;

q=0.5,

Fig.2)

occurs

in

the

white

regions.

and

low

(descending to essentially zero) in the black with isoclines being equispaced.
There is a minimum in absorption at ky20 with values on the order of 0.2 [1],
whereas higher absorption appears in two lobes to either side of this value, as
conjectured in the preceding section. High absorption is seen to occur for k1 kvalues well within the spectral distribution expected in the Eivcn plasma. Though
the detailed prediction of this spectral distribition of the fast wave is the affair of

large computer codes, one should remark that if the "beam" of fast waves emitted

by an outboard antenna remains vertically collimated in its first transit of the
tokamak. the beam will'arrive at the inner wall with a ky distribution having
halfvwidth roughly 7t divided by its vertical beam height. 1.6. a figure on the order

of 1. Were poloidal phasing feasible one could exploit the asymmetry of q in ky to
minimize parasitic loss.

CONCLUSION

Theoretical expectations for heating/current drive at m<mci are borne out in
markedly higher parasitic Alfve’n absorption of the fast wave appearing for
nonzero ky. Essentially total absorption is seen for certain regions of the ky,kz
plane: high absorption regions intersect the zones excited in experiment. The
thinness of the resonance layer seen in sharp SOL density proﬁles does not
prevent this.
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